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U.S. SENATE,
PRIVACY, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE LAW,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in
Room SD–226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Al Franken,
Chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding.
Present: Senators Franken, Leahy, Schumer, Whitehouse,
Blumenthal, and Coburn.
SUBCOMMITTEE

ON

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. AL FRANKEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator FRANKEN. This hearing will come to order, and it is my
pleasure to welcome all of you to the first hearing of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology, and the Law. I am
sorry that everyone was not able to get into the room, into the
hearing room, but we are streaming live on C–SPAN, thankfully,
and we thank C–SPAN for that.
I would like to turn it over to Chairman Leahy and thank you,
sir, for creating this Subcommittee and giving me the opportunity
to lead it.
The Chairman has a long track record on protecting privacy, and
I am honored to join him in this effort.
Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. LEAHY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF VERMONT

Chairman LEAHY. Well, thank you, Senator Franken, and I want
to commend you for holding what is a very timely hearing on the
privacy implications of smartphones and other mobile applications.
This is actually the first hearing for the new Subcommittee on
Privacy, Technology, and the Law, and so I thank Senator Franken
for his dedicated leadership on consumer privacy issues as Chairman of the Subcommittee. And I thank Dr. Coburn for his commitment to such issues, too, and I appreciate the both of them working
together on this.
Throughout the three decades I have been in the Senate, I have
worked to safeguard the privacy rights of all Americans. Ensuring
that our Federal privacy laws accomplish this goal—while at the
(1)
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same time addressing the needs of both law enforcement and
America’s vital technology industry—has been one of my highest
priorities as Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee. That is
why I decided to establish this new Privacy Subcommittee and was
delighted when Senator Franken said he would be willing to chair
it. It is also why I am working to update the Electronic Communications Privacy Act—ECPA.
Now, the digital age can do some wonderful, wonderful things for
all of us, but at the same time, American consumers and businesses face threats to privacy like no time before. With the explosion of new technologies, such as social networking sites,
smartphones, and other mobile applications, there are, of course,
many new benefits to consumers. But there are also many new
risks to their privacy.
Like many Americans, and certainly in Vermont where we cherish our privacy, I am deeply concerned about the recent reports
that the Apple iPhone, Google Android phone, and other mobile applications may be collecting, storing, and tracking user location
data without the user’s consent. I am also concerned about reports
that this sensitive location information may be maintained in an
unencrypted format, making the information vulnerable to cyber
thieves and other criminals.
In an interview this morning, I heard somebody from the industry speaking about how this can be a very valuable thing to them,
being able to sell information to various industries for advertising
purposes and the amount of money they may make on that. Of
course, they are charging the consumer for the use of the phones,
and they will then make money from that. When I raised that
point, they said they can make them aware of products that might
be in the location they go. I said, ‘‘Great, we all love to get a whole
lot more unsolicited ads.’’ So it is more of a one-way street, I think.
A recent survey commissioned by the privacy firm TRUSTe found
that 38 percent of American smartphone users surveyed identified
privacy as their No. 1 concern with using mobile applications.
And they have good reason to be concerned. The collection, the
use, and the storage of location and other sensitive personal information has serious implications regarding the privacy rights and
personal safety of American consumers.
This hearing provides a good opportunity for us to talk about this
and examine these pressing privacy issues and to learn more about
it. I am pleased that representatives from the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission are here to discuss the administration’s views on the privacy implications. I am also pleased
that representatives from Google and Apple will address the privacy implications of their smartphones, their tablets, and other mobile applications.
And I welcome the bipartisan support on the Committee for examining these important consumer privacy issues, and I look forward to a productive discussion.
Again, Senator Franken and Senator Coburn, I thank you both
for holding this hearing.
Senator FRANKEN. Well, thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this
opportunity. I really want to just express my pleasure in working
with the Ranking Member of this Committee, Senator Coburn, and
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thank you for your friendship and for working on these critical
issues.
Now, before we turn to the business of today’s hearing, I want
to take a moment to explain what I think the Subcommittee is
about and where we are headed. To me, this Subcommittee is about
addressing a fundamental shift that we have seen in the past 40
or 50 years in who has our information and what they are doing
with it.
When I was growing up, when people talked about protecting
their privacy, they talked about protecting it from the Government.
They talked about unreasonable searches and seizures, about keeping the Government out of our families, out of our bedrooms. They
talked about ‘‘is the Government trying to keep tabs on the books
I read and the rallies I attend.’’
We still have to protect ourselves from Government abuses, and
that is a big part of the digital privacy debate. But now we also
have relationships with large corporations that are obtaining and
storing increasingly large amounts of our information. And we have
seen the growth of this whole other sphere of private entities whose
entire purpose is to collect and aggregate information about each
of us.
While we are familiar with some of these entities, the average
person is not remotely aware of most of them. I bet that two
months ago if you stopped a hundred people on the street and
asked them, ‘‘Have you ever heard of Epsilon? ’’ one hundred of
them would have said no. I certainly had not. But suddenly, when
people started getting emails in their box telling them, ‘‘Your information has been compromised,’’ you bet they wanted to know who
Epsilon was.
Now, do not get me wrong. The existence of this business model
is not a bad thing. In fact, it is usually a great thing. I love that
I can use Google Maps—for free, no less—and the same for the app
on my iPad that tells me the weather. But I think there is a balance we need to strike, and this means we are beginning to change
the way we think about privacy to account for the massive shift of
our personal information into the hands of the private sector, because the Fourth Amendment does not apply to corporations; the
Freedom of Information Act does not apply to Silicon Valley. And
while businesses may do a lot of things better than the Government, our Government is at least, by definition, directly accountable to the American people.
Let me put it this way: If it came out that the DMV was creating
a detailed file on every single trip you had taken in the past year,
do you think they could go one whole week without answering a
single question from a reporter?
Now, this is not a new trend, and I am hardly the first person
to notice it. Twenty-five years ago, a Senator named Patrick Leahy
wrote and passed a law called the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which talked a lot about government but which also contained commercial disclosure provisions. In 1996, Congress passed
a law protecting the privacy of medical records. In 1998, we passed
a law protecting children’s privacy, and in 1999, we passed a law
protecting financial records. So we have some protections here and
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there, but we are not even close to protecting all of the information
that we need to.
I believe that consumers have a fundamental right to know what
data is being collected about them. I also believe they have a right
to decide whether they want to share that information and with
whom they want to share it and when. I think we have those rights
for all of our personal information.
My goal for this Subcommittee is to help Members understand
the benefits and privacy implications of new technology, to educate
the public, to raise awareness, and, if necessary, to legislate and
make sure that our privacy protections are keeping up with our
technology.
Now, today in this hearing we are looking at a specific kind of
really sensitive information that I do not think we are doing
enough to protect, and that is data from mobile devices:
smartphones, tablets, and cell phones. This technology gives us incredible benefits. Let me say that. Let me repeat that. This technology gives us incredible benefits. It allows parents to see their
kids and wish them good night even when they are halfway around
the world. It allows a lost driver to get directions, and it allows
emergency responders to locate a crash victim in a matter of seconds.
But the same information that allows those responders to locate
us when we are in trouble is not necessarily information all of us
want to share all the time with the entire world. And yet reports
suggest that the information on our mobile devices is not being protected in the way that it should be.
In December, an investigation by the Wall Street Journal into
101 popular apps for iPhone and Android smartphones found that
47 of those apps transmitted the smartphones’ location to thirdparty companies, and that most of them did this without their
user’s consent.
Three weeks ago, security researchers discovered that iPhones
and iPads running Apple’s latest operating system were gathering
information about users’ locations up to a hundred times a day and
storing that information on the phone or tablet and copying it to
every computer that the device is synced to.
Soon after that, the American public also learned that both
iPhones and Android phones were automatically collecting certain
location information from users’ phones and sending it back to
Apple and Google, even when people were not using locating applications.
In each of these cases, most users had no idea what was happening, and in many of these cases, once users learned about it,
they had no way to stop it. These breaches of privacy can have real
consequences for real people.
A Justice Department report based on 2006 data shows that each
year over 26,000 adults are stalked through the use of GPS devices,
including GPS devices on mobile phones. That is from 2006 when
there were a third as many smartphones as there are today. And
when I sent a letter to Apple to ask the company about its logging
of users’ locations, the first group to reach out to my office was the
Minnesota Coalition for Battered Women. They asked, ‘‘How can
we help? Because we see case after case where a stalker or an abu-
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sive spouse has used the technology on mobile phones to stalk or
harass their victims.’’
But it is not just stalking. I think today’s hearing will show that
there is a range of harms that can come from privacy breaches, and
there is also the simple fact that Americans want stronger protections for this information.
But as I have started to look into these issues in greater depth,
I have realized that our Federal laws do far too little to protect this
information. Prosecutors bringing cases under the Federal antihacking law often rely on breaches of privacy policy to make their
case, but many mobile apps do not have privacy policies, and some
policies are so long and complicated that they are almost universally dismissed before being read.
In fact, once the maker of a mobile app, a company like Apple
or Google or even your wireless company, gets your location information, in many cases under current Federal law these companies
are free to disclose your location information and other sensitive information to almost anyone they please without letting you know.
And then the companies they share your information with can
share and sell it to yet others—again, without letting you know.
This is a problem. It is a serious problem. And I think that is
something the American people should be aware of, and I think it
is a problem we should be looking at.
Before I turn it over to the distinguished Ranking Member, I just
wanted to be clear that the answer to this problem is not ending
location-based services. No one up here wants to stop Apple or
Google from producing their products or doing the incredible things
that you do. And I thank you for testifying. You guys are brilliant.
When people think of the word ‘‘brilliant,’’ they think of the people
that founded and run your companies. No. What today is about is
trying to find a balance between all of those wonderful benefits and
the public’s right to privacy. And I, for one, think that is doable.
Now I will turn the floor over to my friend, the Ranking Member,
Senator Coburn, for his opening remarks.
[The prepared statement of Senator Leahy appears as a submission for the record.]
STATEMENT OF HON. TOM COBURN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Senator COBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief. I just
wanted you to know, that weather app that you have on your
phone sends me the location of all the meetings you attend, so just
be forewarned.
Senator FRANKEN. That makes me very frightened.
[Laughter.]
Senator COBURN. I will thank our witnesses for being here today,
both our government witnesses and our outside witnesses. Transparency in what we do in government and outside of government,
when it is not fiduciary and when it is not proprietary, is important
for the American people, as is the issue of privacy. And rather than
making the decision on what needs to change, I think we need a
whole lot more information and knowledge in terms of those of us
on the legislative side before we come to conclusions about what
should be or needs to be done.
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So I am looking forward to our witnesses’ testimony, and with
that, I will shorten this up and rather would hear from our witnesses rather than to continue to propound from the dais.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. I think we will begin our first
panel now, and I want to introduce them.
We have Jessica Rich. She is Deputy Director of the Bureau of
Consumer Protection at the Federal Trade Commission. She has
served as an Assistant Director in the Federal Trade Commission’s
Bureau of Consumer Protection since 1998, first in the Division of
Financial Practices and now in the Division of Privacy and Identity
Protection. She previously served as legal adviser to the Director
of the Bureau of Consumer Protection. She received her law degree
from New York University and her undergraduate degree from
Harvard University.
Jason Weinstein is the Deputy Assistant Attorney General for
the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of Justice. Before
joining the Criminal Division, Mr. Weinstein served as the Chief of
the Violent Crimes Section in the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Maryland. He was also an Assistant U.S. Attorney in the
U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Southern District of New York. Mr.
Weinstein attended Princeton University and George Washington
University Law School, and I understand that your wife is very
pregnant and that you may have to leave during your testimony or
during Ms. Rich’s testimony, and as Chairman, that will be fine if
you have to leave.
[Laughter.]
Senator FRANKEN. Ms. Rich.
STATEMENT OF JESSICA RICH, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF CONSUMER PROTECTION, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. RICH. Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, Chairman Leahy, and Members of the Subcommittee—let me turn on the
microphone. That would help.
Senator FRANKEN. Yes.
Ms. RICH. I am Jessica Rich, Deputy Director of the Federal
Trade Commission’s Bureau of Consumer Protection. I appreciate
this opportunity to present the Commission’s testimony on mobile
privacy.
The FTC is the Nation’s consumer protection agency, and privacy
has been an important component of our mission for 40 years. During this time, the Commission has employed a variety of strategies
to protect consumer privacy, including law enforcement, regulation,
outreach to consumers and businesses, and policy initiatives. Just
as we have protected consumer privacy in the brick-and-mortar
marketplace, on the phones, on email, on mail, and on the Internet,
we are committed to protecting privacy in the rapidly growing mobile arena.
To ensure the Commission staff has the technical and practical
ability to engage in law enforcement and inform policy development
in the mobile space, the Commission has hired technologists to
work as FTC staff. The agency also has created a mobile lab with
numerous smartphone devices on various platforms and carriers as
well as software and other equipment to collect and preserve evi-
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dence. In addition, Commission staff have explored the key mobile
consumer protection issues through workshops and reports.
What is clear from our work in this area is that the rapid growth
of mobile products and services creates many opportunities for consumers, but also raises serious privacy concerns. These concerns
stem from the always-on, always-with-you personal nature of mobile devices; the invisible collection and sharing of data with multiple parties; the ability to track consumers, including children and
teens, to their precise location; and the difficulty of providing
meaningful disclosures and choices about data collection on the
small screen.
Law enforcement is, of course, critical to our consumer protection
mission. The FTC’s primary law enforcement tool, the FTC Act,
prohibits unfair or deceptive practices. This law applies regardless
of whether a company is marketing offline, through your desktop
or telephone, or using a mobile device.
In the Commission’s testimony, we described four recent FTC
cases brought under the FTC Act that address practices in the mobile arena. Two of these cases against two of the largest players in
the mobile ecosystem, Google and Twitter, highlight the FTC’s efforts to challenge deceptive claims that undermine consumers’
choices about how their information is shared with third parties.
In Google, the Commission alleged that the company deceived
consumers by using information collected from Gmail users to generate and populate a new social network, Google Buzz. The Commission’s proposed settlement contains strong injunctive relief, including independent audits of Google’s privacy policies and procedures lasting 20 years, that protects the privacy of all Google customers, including mobile users.
In Twitter, the Commission charged that serious lapses in the
company’s data security allowed hackers to take over Twitter’s accounts and gain access to users’ private tweets as well as their nonpublic mobile phone numbers. As in Google, the Commission’s
order protects data that Twitter collects through mobile devices
and requires independent audits of Twitter’s practices in this case
for 10 years. If either company violates its order, the Commission
may obtain civil penalties of $16,000 per violation.
Similarly, in our ongoing Phil Flora litigation, the Commission
obtained a temporary restraining order against a defendant who allegedly sent five million unsolicited text messages to the mobile
phones of U.S. consumers. And in the Reverb case, the Commission
alleged that a public relations company planted deceptive endorsements of gaming applications in the iTunes mobile app store.
The Commission’s public law enforcement presence in the mobile
arena is still at a relatively early stage, but we are moving forward
rapidly and devoting resources to keep pace with developing technologies. Commission staff have a number of mobile investigations
in the pipeline, including investigations related to children’s privacy on mobile devices. I anticipate that many of these investigations will be completed in the next few months, and any complaints
or public statements will be posted on our website, FTC.gov.
I want to emphasize that while the mobile arena presents new
methods of data collection and new technologies, many of the privacy concerns build on those the FTC has been dealing with for 40
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years. At bottom, it is all about ensuring that consumers understand and can control data collection and sharing and that their
data does not fall into the wrong hands. The FTC has the authority, experience, and strong commitment to tackle these issues.
In closing, the Commission is committed to protecting consumer
privacy in the mobile sphere through law enforcement and by
working with industry and consumer groups to develop workable
solutions that protect consumers while allowing innovation. I am
happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rich appears as a submission for
the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Ms. Rich.
Mr. Weinstein.
STATEMENT OF JASON WEINSTEIN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CRIMINAL DIVISION, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. WEINSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have asked the
baby to stay put until after about 11:30, which will probably be the
last time it ever listens to anything I say.
Good morning, Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn,
and Members of the Subcommittee, and I thank you for the opportunity to be here today.
Over the last decade, we have witnessed an explosion of mobile
computing technology. From laptops and cell phones to tablets and
smartphones, Americans are using more mobile computing devices,
more extensively, than ever before. We can now bank and shop and
conduct business and socialize remotely with our friends and loved
ones instantly almost anywhere. And now more than ever, the
world is almost literally at our fingertips.
But in ways that we do not often think about, what we say and
write and do with these mobile devices can be open to the world.
And as the use of mobile devices continues to grow, these devices
are increasingly tempting targets for identity thieves and other
criminals.
So as these devices increase our connectivity, our productivity,
and our efficiency, they also pose potential threats to our safety
and our privacy, and those threats fall into at least three very different categories.
The first category is the threats posed by cyber criminals, identity thieves, cyber stalkers, and other criminals who seek to misuse
the information that is stored in or generated by our mobile devices
to facilitate their crimes. From around the corner or around the
globe, skilled hackers work every single day to access the computer
systems and the mobile devices of government agencies, universities, banks, merchants, and credit card companies to steal large
volumes of personal information, to steal intellectual property, and
to perpetrate large-scale data breaches that leave tens of millions
of Americans at risk of identity theft.
In addition, some of these cyber criminals seek to infect the computers in our homes and our businesses with malicious code to
make them part of a botnet, a network of compromised computers
under the remote command and control of a criminal or a foreign
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adversary who can capture every keystroke, every mouse click,
every password, credit card number, and email that we send.
Smartphones and tablets are, in a very real sense, mobile computers, and the line between mobile devices and personal computers is shrinking every day. So these devices provide yet another
computing platform for cyber criminals to target for botnets and infection by malicious code.
Unfortunately, Americans who are using infected computers and
mobile devices are suffering from an extensive, pervasive invasion
of their privacy at the hands of these criminals almost every single
time they turn on their computers. One of the Department of Justice’s core missions is protecting the privacy of Americans and prosecuting the criminals who threaten and violate that privacy.
Through the dedication and skill of our prosecutors and our agents,
we have had a number of major enforcement successes, including
most recently the operation in Connecticut to successfully disrupt
the Coreflood botnet, which was believed to have infected over two
million computers worldwide.
As mobile devices become more prevalent and as they store more
and more personal information about their users, we should expect
that they will be increasingly targeted by criminals. It is critical,
therefore, that law enforcement has the necessary tools to investigate and to prosecute those crimes, which are crimes against the
privacy of all Americans.
The second category of threats to our privacy comes from the collection and disclosure of location information and other personal information by the providers themselves, including app providers.
These situations may or may not be appropriate for criminal investigation and prosecution. It all depends on the circumstances. Some
may best be addressed through regulatory action. And as we evaluate these matters, we must carefully consider the clarity and the
scope of privacy policies and other user agreements that govern the
relationship between providers and their customers.
The third category of threats comes from criminals who use mobile devices to facilitate all sorts of their own crimes, from traditional cyber crimes like identity theft to violent crimes like kidnapping and murder. As technology evolves, it is critical that law enforcement be able to keep pace. Law enforcement must be able to
get the data it needs to investigate and prosecute these crimes successfully and to identify the perpetrators—what we used to call
‘‘putting fingers at the keyboard,’’ and which I guess we should now
call ‘‘putting fingers on the touchpad.’’
This kind of identification is already a challenge in cases involving more traditional computers where data critical to investigations
of cyber criminals and child predators and terrorists and other malicious actors has too often been deleted by providers before law enforcement can obtain it through a lawful process. That challenge is
even greater in cases involving mobile devices. Although we increasingly encounter suspects who use their smartphones and tablets just as they would a computer, many wireless providers do not
maintain the records necessary to trace an IP address back to a
suspect’s smartphone. Those records are an absolutely necessary
link in the investigative chain that leads to the identification of a
particular suspect.
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I thank you for the opportunity, Mr. Chairman, to discuss some
of the challenges the Department sees on the horizon as Americans’
use of smartphones and tablets continues to grow and how the Department works every day to protect the privacy of users of computers and mobile devices. We look forward at the Department of
Justice to continuing to work with the Congress as it considers
these issues, and I would be pleased to answer your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weinstein appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. Thank you both.
Ms. Rich, in the FTC’s December 2010 Consumer Privacy Report,
the Commission states that certain kinds of information are so sensitive that before any of this data is collected, used, or shared, companies should seek ‘‘express affirmative consent’’ from a customer.
You identify four categories of data that are this sensitive: information about children, financial information, medical information, and
precise geolocation data.
First of all, why does the FTC think that before a company gets
or shares your location information, they should go out of their way
to get your consent?
Ms. RICH. We identified those four categories because misuse of
that kind of data can have real consequences for consumers. So in
the case of location data, as you mentioned and your colleagues
mentioned, it can lead to—if it falls into the wrong hands, it can
be used for stalking. Teens and children have a lot of mobile devices, and so we are often talking about teen and children information and their location.
Location cannot just tell you where a person is at a particular
time. If it is collected over time, you can also know what church
somebody has gone to, what political meeting they have gone to,
when and where they walk to and from school. So that is sensitive
data that requires special protection.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Mr. Weinstein, let me ask you a related question. When I use my
smartphone, a lot of people can and do get a hold of my location,
my wireless company, companies like Apple and Google, as well as
the mobile apps that I have on my phone. My understanding, Mr.
Weinstein, is that in a variety of cases under current Federal law,
each of those entities may be free to disclose my location to almost
anyone that they please without my knowing it and without my
consent. Is that right?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. That is right, Mr. Chairman. The statute, ECPA,
that you made reference to that Chairman Leahy wrote 25 years
ago does provide in those instances in which it covers the provider—and that is a separate question. It places a great deal of restrictions on the ability of providers to share that information with
the Government, but virtually no legal restriction on providers’
ability to share that with other third parties.
There may be specific types of restrictions if you are talking
about data other than location, like health care data, that may be
covered by other particular privacy laws. But if you are talking
about location data, then there is no legal restriction.
If the company is not covered by ECPA, that is, it is not considered to be an electronic communications service provider or a pro-
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vider of remote computing service, then there is no restriction at
all. The company is free to share it with whoever they want.
Senator FRANKEN. Mr. Weinstein, one of the defining features of
the mobile market is that you have a lot of different entities—app
developers, advertisers, companies like Apple and Google—that are
amassing large amounts of information about users.
Outside of any assurances that they make to their customers or
the requirements of financial records laws, do the companies in this
sphere have to meet certain data security standards? In other
words, what is to prevent them from getting hacked?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I am not aware, Mr. Chairman, of any legal requirement that a company that is in possession of your personal
data—whether we are talking about location data or financial data
or other data about your use of what you do online—secure that
data in any particular way. My understanding is that that is essentially a decision made by the company based on its own business
practices and its assessment of risk.
This relates to one of the arguments that you often hear when
we talk about data retention, because there is also no requirement
that the company retain data for any particular length of time, and
that often impacts our ability to investigate and solve crimes, including crimes that threaten privacy. And when we talk to industry
and when we talk to privacy groups about the need for data retention for some reasonable period of time to make sure that law enforcement could get the data it needs to protect privacy, what you
often hear is that if companies are required by law to store that
data for some length of time, it will put them at greater risk of
being hacked. And it is an open question, certainly one for the Congress to consider, whether if there were to be a requirement for
data retention, whether it is also appropriate to impose some requirement that the data be secured in some way to reduce that
risk.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Weinstein.
Before I turn to the Ranking Member, I want to introduce a few
key pieces of testimony into the record.
First, I want to introduce joint testimony from the Minnesota Coalition for Battered Women and the National Network to End Domestic Violence, as well as testimony from the National Center for
Victims of Crime. This testimony lays out how law enforcement can
use this technology to find stalkers. It also cites cases of two Minnesota women who were both stalked by their partners through
their smartphones. These are extreme cases, but I think there is
no clearer statement on how this technology presents clear benefits
and also very clearly privacy threats and how we need to be very
careful in this space.
[The prepared statement appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Now I would like to turn it over to the Ranking Member, Senator Coburn.
Senator Coburn.
Senator COBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One comment I would make—I hope after you all testify that you
will hang around and listen to the second panel. What I find is in
Congress a lot of time we talk past each other, and when we are
observing us talking past each other, we actually learn something
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if we are an outside observer. And I would hope that when we hear
both sides of this today, it will actually accentuate the ability to
solve the problems that are in front of us.
I want to thank you for your testimony. I have a question directed to both of you, and I would like for you to just individually
answer it.
Both of you have demonstrated that under certain laws that we
have on the books today you can do a lot in terms of addressing
these privacy issues. My question for you is: In your opinion, what
else do you need in terms of statute to actually facilitate your ability to protect the privacy of individuals in this country without diminishing the benefits that we are seeing from this technology?
Ms. RICH. The Commission has not taken a position at this point
on legislation in this area; however, in the report that Senator
Franken referred to, we did discuss some key protections we think
should be applied across industry, including in mobile, that we believe would protect privacy while also allowing innovation to continue. First, companies should have privacy by design, meaning at
the very early stages of developing their products and services,
they need to give privacy serious thought so that they develop
those products and services in a way that maximizes the safety to
consumer data. That means not collecting more data than is needed, not retaining it for longer than is needed, providing security for
it, and making sure it is accurate. Those things, if implemented
early, can be done in a way that still permits innovation and still
permits the business to function.
Senator COBURN. Can you do that through regulation now? Can
you make those demands through regulation?
Ms. RICH. We have used Section 5 of the FTC Act, which prohibits unfair or deceptive practices, to bring enforcement against
companies that do not do those things under certain circumstances.
The second piece is streamlined, easy-to-use choice for consumers. Streamlining choice and making it easy for consumers
would be particularly important on mobile devices where we either
do not see privacy policies, as was mentioned in the Wall Street
Journal article, or when we do, it may take a hundred clicks to get
through the terms of service to find them.
So, we have encouraged the use of icons and other ways to make
it easier for consumers to exercise choice about things like sharing
data with third parties.
Senator COBURN. Like writing in plain English instead of
lawyerese?
Ms. RICH. Yes. And then the third piece is, of course, greater
transparency overall, which means if you do have privacy policies,
they should be written in a simple way so they are easy to compare. Also, potentially a consumer should be able to access the data
that companies have on them.
We believe, if implemented, these protections would achieve
much greater protection for consumers while also allowing innovation.
Senator COBURN. So the question I would have for you is: Do you
have the ability to implement that now under the FTC guidelines?
Ms. RICH. Some of the polices can be implemented under the
FTC Act, but some of them are forward-looking policy goals.
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Senator COBURN. Would you mind submitting to the Committee
which are which so that it can guide us in addressing where we
think we might need to go?
Ms. RICH. Yes, we will.
Senator COBURN. Thank you.
[The information referred to appears as a submission for the
record.]
Senator COBURN. Mr. Weinstein.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Senator Coburn, there are four or five things
that the Justice Department thinks Congress should consider in
terms of legal changes, but most of them are not particular to mobile devices. A few of them are. And the reason that they are not
all specific to mobile devices is I think it is important to put in perspective that the threats that you see in terms of cyber crime committed on mobile devices are really just new variations on old problems. You know, when someone puts malware on your computer because they attach it to an email, that is a threat to your computer.
If someone uses an Android app as a delivery system for their
malware, that is old-school cyber crime committed with new-school
technology. And so what we need to protect privacy is the same
thing we need to be able to fight cyber crime generally.
That being said, number one, there are a number of further fixes
to 1030, to the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, even beyond those
that were contained in the Identity Theft Enforcement and Restitution Act in 2008 that we believe are appropriate and would
strengthen penalties and strengthen deterrence and make sure
that there were significant consequences, more significant consequences for cyber crime. Those we anticipate will be part of the
cyber security package which I told Senator Whitehouse a month
ago was imminent, and now it is imminent measured in terms of
days instead of weeks.
The second relates to cyber stalking. The cyber stalking statute
requires currently that the victim and the defendant actually be in
different States, and that significantly hampers our ability to use
that statute since, as you know, cyber stalkers are people who harass, whether through cyber or other means, and are frequently
right down the street, not necessarily across the State line.
The third is data retention. We think that there are—although
we do not have a specific proposal, there are undoubtedly—there
is a reasonable period of time that Congress can require providers
to retain data that would allow us to solve crimes against privacy
that properly balances the needs of law enforcement, the needs of
privacy, and the needs of industry.
The fourth is data breach reporting. You know, as we see, every
week we see a new article in the newspaper about another significant data breach, whether it is Sony or Epsilon or RSA, and it
highlights the fact that there is no legal requirement federally—although there are a number of State laws, there is no comprehensive Federal legal requirement that requires data breach reporting
either to customers or law enforcement.
The fifth, which is mobile device specific, is the one I alluded to
in my oral remarks, and that is that among the data that is not
even maintained, let alone retained, is data that would allow us to
trace back an IP address to the smartphone that was using it at
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the time that a criminal conversation or other criminal conduct occurred.
The last piece—and then I will stop—is not a particular proposal
but just something we encourage Congress to consider because it
relates to privacy generally. As I alluded to a few minutes ago,
there are significant legal restrictions on a provider’s ability to
share data with law enforcement. There are no restrictions, virtually no restrictions, certainly none provided by ECPA, on a provider’s ability to share that information with third parties for any
purpose, commercial or otherwise. And we think that Congress may
wish to consider whether ECPA properly strikes that balance between privacy—the privacy balance between consumers and the
providers that they are engaged in commerce with.
Senator COBURN. All right. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Senator Coburn.
Mr. Chairman.
Chairman LEAHY. Mr. Weinstein, you mentioned ECPA, and I
am glad you did because I am going to be introducing a bill very
shortly to update ECPA, the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act. I think it is a very important Act. Many of us have a concern
it does not apply to the mobile applications currently available, and
that can be bad for consumers and also bad for law enforcement.
Let me just point out the privacy requirements in ECPA only
apply to providers of either electronic communications service providers or remote computing service providers. But if Google or
Apple or other application providers collect data automatically or
generates data from a smartphone, they might not fall into either
of the definitions. But that would mean the government could just
step in and obtain location and other sensitive information collected without obtaining a search warrant. I had mentioned a
search warrant situation earlier when I spoke, but they might be
able to do it without.
Does ECPA apply to providers of mobile applications? And if not,
what are some of the changes we should make?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Mr. Chairman, the answer really would be the
same answer I would give if you asked me not about mobile application providers but if you asked me about Verizon or Google, or
Apple, for that matter. As companies provide a broader range of
services, a company may be considered a provider of electronic communications service for one service it provides, remote computing
service for another service it provides, and neither for some other
service it provides. So even a company like Verizon is clearly an
ECS for its communications services. A company like Apple might
be an RCS for the mobile media remote back-up service. Google
might be for Google docs, but for—Google might be an ECS or
would be an ECS for Gmail.
So a mobile app provider could be an ECS or an RCS or neither
one. A lot of it depends not on the nature of the company but on
the nature of the particular service. So——
Chairman LEAHY. Well, does that mean we have a gap in ECPA
and we should be addressing it in the new legislation?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I think that as all of these companies expand the
range of services they provide, there are going to be gaps. There
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are going to be companies, whether more traditional companies or
newer companies, that provide services that do not fall in one of
the two categories. And so I do not have a particular proposal, but
we would certainly be happy to work with you to explore where
those gaps are and how they should be filled.
Chairman LEAHY. In the scenario I suggested, is this something
where law enforcement could come in and get all this information
without a search warrant and without going through a court?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Well, if a company is not covered by ECPA, then
we can get stored data using a subpoena or other legal process. A
search warrant would not be required—in most instances.
Chairman LEAHY. Now, you mentioned Epsilon and Sony and the
breach, which, as I read more and more about it, it is more and
more frightening what is there. On three occasions, the Judiciary
Committee has favorably reported my comprehensive data privacy
and security bill. Among other things it would establish a national
standard for notifying consumers about data breaches involving
their personal information, and we will try again this Congress to
get this passed. But if there has been a data breach and your information is there, you would not have to rely on the good graces of
the company that screwed up allowing the data breach, but they
would be required to notify you of it.
How important is it for your Department and other law enforcement agencies to be notified of data security breaches so that they
can look at whether it affects our criminal laws and national security? And then I will ask Ms. Rich a similar question.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. It is vital for law enforcement. If we do not know
about a breach, we cannot investigate it, and if we find out about
it too late, by the time we find out about it and begin investigating,
the trail very well may have gone cold.
There are, as I think you know, 46 or 47 State laws that in some
fashion govern breach reporting, but only a few of them require the
victim to notify law enforcement. Some of our biggest hacking and
identity theft cases, a number of which I testified about in front of
the Crime Subcommittee a month ago, were made possible because
we got early reporting from the victim companies and we got cooperation from the victim companies throughout the investigation,
and that was critical to our ability to follow the trail and find the
hackers and find the people who stole personal data.
The two things that law enforcement needs to be able to have a
shot at making these cases are prompt victim reporting and, if
there is customer notification, which there certainly should be, the
opportunity to delay that notification, where appropriate, if law enforcement or national security needs dictate. But we think that
breach reporting is vital to our ability to do our jobs, and we anticipate that in this imminent cyber security package there will be a
data breach proposal that is contained in it.
Chairman LEAHY. Ms. Rich.
Ms. RICH. The FTC has long supported legislation to require data
breach notification and data security. We play a complementary
role to the Department of Justice in that they pursue the hackers,
the malicious folks who get the data, but our perspective is it is
extremely important to also shore up the protections of those companies that have the sensitive data. There are always going to be
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criminals, but it is very important that companies secure themselves, so they are not easy targets. And we believe legislation requiring notification and security is vital to that mission.
Chairman LEAHY. Thank you. And, again, Chairman Franken, I
thank you for holding this hearing. I think it is extremely important. I will go off to some budget matters now, but I appreciate
your doing this.
Senator FRANKEN. Please do that. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Senator Franken, for your
leadership. Again, thank you, Senator Leahy, for your championing
many of these privacy issues over decades, literally, and providing
a model of that kind of leadership for us. And I want to thank our
witnesses for being here, also Apple and Google and the consultants that we have, in this profoundly important hearing. And
whatever the kinds of challenging questions that we may ask, I
hope that we are all on the same side of this cause, because right
now what we face, in my view, is literally a Wild West so far as
the Internet is concerned. We can debate the legal niceties and
technicalities, but the FTC statutes that prohibit unfair and deceptive practices simply do not provide the kind of targeted enforcement opportunity that I think is absolutely necessary, and I know
the Department of Justice is going to be seeking additional authority, which is absolutely necessary. And just one area pertains to
young people, children, which we have not discussed so far today,
but which obviously raises very discrete and powerfully important
issues.
And so let me begin with Ms. Rich. Do you think that the present
statutes sufficiently protect young people, children who are 13 and
under, when we are talking about marketing, locational information, other kinds of privacy issues?
Ms. RICH. We do have a very strong law, the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act, that applies to children 12 and under, and
we are undertaking a review of that right now. One of the reasons
we are reviewing the Rule is to see if it is keeping up with technology, and we have not reached the end of that process. But in
a workshop we had on the topic, there was a fair amount of agreement from industry and consumer groups alike that that statute is
sufficiently flexible to cover a lot of mobile activities across a broad
swath of technologies.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And do you agree, Mr. Weinstein?
Mr. WEINSTEIN. I do. I was thinking this morning I have two,
soon to be three, little kids, and my three-year-old is better with
my iPhone than I am. And it is terrifying, actually, to think about
what kind of online threats will be out there by the time he is actually old enough to really be using my iPhone with permission.
So I think that as we move into this space, I think it is important that any legal changes that we make be technology neutral to
the extent possible, and one of the geniuses of ECPA is that it has
been able to be flexible and adaptable over a period of 25 years as
technologies change. But I do think that anything the Congress can
do, I think, to protect kids in particular in this space is a worthy
effort.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. And let me ask, Ms. Rich, referring to
your description of privacy by design, in addition to the requirement that Senator Leahy is supporting that there be notification—
and I strongly support that requirement. I think it is a basic, fundamental protection—shouldn’t there be some requirement that
companies design and safeguard this information when they structure these systems and also potentially liability if they fail to sufficiently safeguard that information, liability so that we provide incentives for companies to do the right thing?
Ms. RICH. Absolutely. We have brought, using Section 5, 34 cases
against companies that failed to secure data, and we believe it is
vital to hold companies accountable for that.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And what about a private right of action?
Ms. RICH. The Commission has not taken a position on legislation or private right of action.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Because we had testimony from Professor
John Savage of Brown University who said to us, and I am quoting,
‘‘Computer industry insiders have solutions to many cyber security
problems, but the incentives to adopt them are weak, primarily because security is expensive and there is no requirement they be
adopted until disaster strikes.’’
Ms. RICH. Let me correct something I just said. The Commission
has actually taken a position on data security. I was a little confused by the question. We strongly support data security and data
breach legislation, absolutely, which includes civil penalties.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you.
My time has expired, and I will be submitting some additional
questions for the record. Thank you both.
Senator FRANKEN. Senator Whitehouse.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you, Chairman Franken.
A quick question, and then a slightly longer one. The quick question is that both of you have had a chance to look into, you might
call it, the dark side of the Internet, the dark underbelly of the
Internet. And you are also people who use it and have families who
use it, and so you both have the experience of the regular American
at dealing with the Internet and having a certain measure of confidence in it. And you have a heightened awareness based on your
professional obligations.
Based on that, how well informed do you believe the average
American is about the dangers and hazards that lurk out there on
the Internet? And is this significant in terms of things as simple
as willingness to download protective patches and get up to date
with commercial off-the-shelf technology to protect yourself, setting
aside other responses that the public might have if it were more
informed? Can you quantify a little bit how well informed you
think the average American is about these risks?
Ms. RICH. We believe that consumers really have no idea of the
layers of sharing that go on behind the scenes. So, for example,
many consumers may like location services, and they may want to
share their location information in order to obtain them. What they
do not realize is that their location data as well as the device ID
may then be flowing to service providers, to advertisers, to all sorts
of other parties in the chain. And we believe that is why, when certain high-profile security breaches happen to companies like Epsi-
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lon who are service providers and behind the scenes, people are so
shocked because they had no idea their data was there.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Mr. Weinstein.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. You know, I think with the large population that
we are talking about, I think that there is going to be great variation. But I venture to say that—and this is based on sort of professional and personal observation—the vast majority of people are
not as informed as they should be. And, in fact, if nothing else
comes out of the heightened awareness that the Apple and Google
media frenzy has created and that this Subcommittee’s interest has
generated, I think it will be that people focus more on these issues.
The fact is that these kinds of situations may or may not be
criminal enforcement matters, but what they do highlight is the
need for everybody to be more vigilant. Undoubtedly, providers can
take steps to make sure that their user agreements and their privacy policies are more transparent and are easier for the average——
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Let me jump into that, if you do not mind,
a little bit.
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Sure.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Earlier in your answer you basically set
up the traditional dichotomy, if you will, between a legitimate communication or application and something that is infected with
malware and is probably a law enforcement problem if it could be
discovered.
We are now in a new area, kind of in between those two, where
the product might actually be something that the subscriber would
want. I can imagine a location application that told you whenever
you were near a particular fast-food restaurant so they could ping
you and say, ‘‘Come on in for a Big Mac,’’ or whatever it would be.
And that might be something that somebody would want. It also
might be something that somebody would really not want at all,
and I think part of the concern here is that if you are loading an
app, for instance, onto a smartphone, you know that you are loading one dimension of the app. You do not know what else is being
attached onto that. And what should the FTC be doing by way of
disclosure requirements to make sure that when you load an app,
whoever has put that app on the menu, really, for people to choose
among has fully disclosed that all of the elements are in it and it
is not just a Trojan horse to attract you with a particular thing
when its real purpose is to find out information about you to sell
to other individuals?
Where are you in terms of getting that transaction properly overseen and with some rules? I guess what you would call privacy by
design in your earlier statement.
Ms. RICH. It is a challenge in the mobile sphere because of the
nature of the small screen, but the FTC has called on industry to
develop simplified disclosures that are embedded in the interaction.
So, for example, when you are downloading an app and it is going
to share the information with third parties, it should tell you that
there and then, not in some privacy policy that will take you a
hundred screens to download and look at.
So, I think there needs to be serious work done to improve the
interaction between these companies and consumers. We also think
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that if it is not necessary to share data with other companies for
the business model, it should not be happening. We have also seen
that even when sharing is necessary for the business model, instead of sharing the limited slice of information that is needed, pull
the information off the whole device and share it with third parties.
That is why privacy by design is needed.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And from your point of view, the Trojan
horse analogy for some apps is a fair one.
Ms. RICH. Yes.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. OK. Thank you.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.
I am going to have one more question here for Ms. Rich, and the
Ranking Member has one more question.
Ms. Rich, in your testimony—and you were just talking about the
little screen and signing off on privacy agreements. Anyway, in
your testimony you emphasize the FTC’s ability to protect consumers against deceptive trade practices. When an iPhone user activates her phone, they have to click and agree to a 4,144-word
software license agreement, and that tells users they can withdraw
their consent to Apple’s collection of location information at any
time by simply turning off the location services button on their
phones. I will add a copy of that agreement—this is it—to the
record.
[The agreement appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. As it turns out, until about a week ago, turning off the switch did not stop the collection of location information
by Apple, so I guess my question is: Ms. Rich, is that a deceptive
trade practice?
Ms. RICH. Well, I cannot comment on a specific company’s practices, but I can say that if a statement is made by a company that
is false, it is a deceptive practice. Similarly, as we have shown in
our cases, if there is a misleading statement and then some sort
of disclaimer in fine print, that could be a deceptive practice.
So there is a lot we could do under our deception authority to
challenge the types of practices you are talking about, although I
am not going to comment on a specific company.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Ranking Member.
Senator COBURN. Mr. Chairman, I just have one comment. I
think we need to be very careful on this idea of security because
the greatest example I know is we spend $64 billion a year on IT
in the Federal Government, and then on top of that, we spend tens
of billions on security, and we are breached daily. So we should not
be requesting a standard that we cannot even live up to at the Federal Government.
So the concern is an accurate one, but I think we are going to
have to work on what that standard would be, whether it is a goodfaith effort or something. But to say somebody is liable for a breach
of their security when we all know almost every system in the
world can be breached today, we need to be careful with how far
we carry that. And that is all I would add.
Ms. RICH. Can I just address that briefly to say that we agree
there is no such thing as perfect security, and we have always used
a reasonableness standard. Many of the types of practices that
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would prevent breaches are things like not collecting more data
than you need.
Senator COBURN. I agree.
Senator FRANKEN. Senator Blumenthal, do you have another
question?
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Yes, just to follow up on Senator Coburn’s
observation, as with any kind of liability or accountability, legal responsibility, there is a duty of care, and that duty of care can impose reasonable measures that common sense or technology would
provide the means to do. And so I guess my question is: Why not
some liability to ordinary consumers imposed through Federal law
that would impose accountability for a standard of care that is
available under modern technology with the kinds of reasonable
approach, sensible responsibility?
Ms. RICH. Yes, Senator, we agree with you. In the data security
sphere, it is reasonable security. It is having a good process that
assesses risks and addresses those risks. It is not perfection.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And why not also require remedies in the
case of a breach where that kind of accountability is imposed, for
example, insurance or credit freezes, credit monitoring, as a matter
of law, so that what is increasingly becoming standard practice
would be imposed on all companies and provide the incentive to do
more?
Ms. RICH. Absolutely. We think that is important both to address
what has happened to consumers and provide effective deterrence.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Do you agree, Mr. Weinstein? I know you
are speaking out of the consumer protection area, but——
Mr. WEINSTEIN. Well, I am trying to stay in my lane, but, look,
I think from a—I will make the general observation, and I think
this touches on some issues we talked about at the hearing last
month. There is no perfect system. Cyber security, true cyber security, requires sort of a multi-layered approach, requires laws that
breaches be reported. It undoubtedly requires providers to take as
much of an effort, make as much of an effort as they can to protect
their systems. It requires some public-private partnership, and I
think that some of the proposals that will be in this package that
you will be receiving address that issue. And it requires, I think,
better work by everybody involved.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, we look forward to the package, and
to the package that you will be receiving in hopefully a very short
time. Thank you.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Senator, and I want to thank Ms.
Rich and Mr. Weinstein. Mr. Weinstein, good luck and congratulations with your new baby.
We will now proceed to the second panel of this hearing. I think
I will introduce our panel as they are making their transition to
the table, just to move things along. Well, there seems to be a little
chaos here. We will take a little moment of pause to think about
the first panel and all the issues that were raised and thoughts
that were expressed.
[Pause.]
Senator FRANKEN. I would like to introduce our second panel of
witnesses, and I want to thank you all for being here.
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Ashkan Soltani is a technology researcher and consultant specializing in consumer privacy and security on the Internet. He has
more than 15 years of experience as a technical consultant to Internet companies and Federal Government agencies. Most recently, he
worked as the technical consultant on the Wall Street Journal’s
‘‘What They Know’’ series, investigating digital privacy issues. He
has a master’s degree in information science from the University
of California at Berkeley and a B.A. in cognitive and computer
science from the University of California at San Diego.
Justin Brookman is the director of the Project on Consumer Privacy at the Center for Democracy and Technology. He was also the
chief of the Internet Bureau of the New York Attorney General’s
Office. Under his leadership the Internet Bureau was one of the
most active and aggressive law enforcement groups working on
Internet issues. He received his J.D. from the New York University
School of Law in 1998 and his B.A. in government and foreign affairs from the University of Virginia in 1995.
Mr. Bud Tribble is the vice president of software technology at
Apple. Tribble helped design the operating system for Mac computers. He was also the chief technology officer for the SunNetscape Alliance. Tribble earned a B.A. in physics at the University of California at San Diego and an M.D. and Ph.D. in biophysics
and physiology at the University of Washington, Seattle.
Alan Davidson is the director of public policy for the Americas
at Google. He was previously associate director for the Center for
Democracy and Technology and a computer scientist working at
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, where he helped design information systems for NASA’s Space Station Freedom. he has an S.B. in mathematics and computer science and an S.M. in technology and policy
from MIT and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
Jonathan Zuck is the president of the Association for Competitive
Technology. ACT represents small- and mid-sized information technology companies. Before joining ACT, Zuck spent 15 years as a
professional software developer and an IT executive. He holds a
B.S. from Johns Hopkins University and a masters in international
relations from the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International
Studies at the Johns Hopkins University.
I want to thank you all for being here today, and please give
your opening statements. We will start from my left and your right.
Mr. Soltani.
STATEMENT OF ASHKAN SOLTANI, INDEPENDENT PRIVACY
RESEARCHER AND CONSULTANT, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SOLTANI. Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and
distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify about mobile privacy and the location ecosystem.
My name is Ashkan Soltani. I am a technology researcher and
consultant specializing in privacy and security on the Internet. I
should note the opinions here are my own and do not reflect the
views of my previous employers.
Mobile devices today are powerful computing machines. But unlike desktop computers, mobile devices introduce unique privacy
challenges. Consumers carry their phones and tablets with them
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nearly everywhere they go, from their homes to their offices, from
daycare to the grocery store.
A device’s location can be determined using a number of different
technologies, including GPS, information about nearby cell towers
and WiFi access points, and other network-based techniques. While
their accuracy can vary depending on the technology being used,
the resulting insights derived from this data can be sensitive and
personal in nearly all the cases.
If you imagine a historical trail of your whereabouts over the
course of many days, it would be reasonably easy to deduce where
you work, where you live, and where you play. this information can
reveal much about who you are as a person and how you spend
your time. I believe this is why many consumers have been surprised by the recent stories of how their mobile devices have been
collecting their location information and other sensitive data.
With the exception of GPS, the process by which a device’s location is determined can actually expose the location of that device
to multiple parties. These parties include the wireless carrier, for
example, AT&T and Verizon; the location service provider, such as
Apple, Google, or Skyhook; and even the content provider used to
deliver the information about that location, such as a mapping
website or service.
Researchers, including myself, recently confirmed that
smartphones, such as the Apple iPhones and Google Android devices, send location information quietly in the background to Apple’s and Google’s servers, respectively, even when the device is not
actively being used. That is, the background collection happens
automatically unless the user is made aware of the practice and
elects to turn it off. This is the default behavior when you purchase
these devices.
Furthermore, most smartphones keep a copy of historical location
information directly on the device. Until recently, Apple’s iPhone
would retain an approximate log of your location history for about
a year, stored insecurely on the phone and on any device the computer was backed up to. Anyone with access to this file would be
able to obtain a historical record of your approximate location, and
there was no way to disable it.
Many mobile smartphone platforms like Apple’s iOS and Google
Android also allow third parties to develop applications for the device: productivity software like e-mail, social networking tools like
Facebook, and, of course, games. As reported in the Wall Street
Journal last year, many popular apps transmit location information or its unique identifiers to outside parties. For instance, if a
user opens Yelp, a popular restaurant discovery app, not only does
Yelp learn information about the user but so could Yelp’s downstream advertising and analytics partners.
This may be surprising to most customers since they may not
have an explicit relationship with these downstream partners. This
information is not limited to just location. Upon installation, many
of these apps would have access to a user’s phone number, address
book, and even text messages.
Disclosure about the collection and use of consumer information
are often ineffective or at times completely absent. Many disclosures are often vague or too confusing for the average consumer to
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understand, and they rarely mention specifics about data retention
and information-sharing practices—things that a privacy conscious
consumer would care about. Notably, a mere half of the popular
apps analyzed by the Wall Street Journal lacked discernible privacy policies.
To conclude, in order to make meaningful choices about their privacy, consumers need to increase transparency into who is collecting information about them and why. Clear definitions should
be required for sensitive categories of information, such as location
and other identifiable information. Software developers need to provide consumers with meaningful choice and effective opt-outs that
allow consumers to control who they share information with and
for what purpose. Only in an environment that fosters and control
will consumers be able to take full advantage of all the benefits
that mobile technologies have to offer.
I thank the Committee for inviting me here today to testify, and
I look forward to answering your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Soltani appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Mr. Brookman.
STATEMENT OF JUSTIN BROOKMAN, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON
CONSUMER PRIVACY, CENTER FOR DEMOCRACY AND TECHNOLOGY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BROOKMAN. Thank you very much, Chairman Franken,
Ranking Member Coburn, Members of the Subcommittee. Thank
you very much for the opportunity to testify here today. there really could not be a more timely topic for the first hearing of this Subcommittee than the issue of mobile privacy. Consumers are enthusiastically embracing mobile devices, and they offer an amazing
array of functionality that truly makes our lives better.
However, many of the same privacy issues that have frustrated
consumers in the online space are actually significantly heightened
in the mobile environment. As opposed to websites, apps can access
a far broader range of personal information such as contact information, access to a smartphone’s camera or microphone, and precise geolocation information. At the same time, the tools that consumers have to see and control how apps share their personal information are actually weaker than they are on the Web.
I have been invited here today to discuss the existing laws that
govern mobile data flows and whether that framework has proven
adequate to safeguard consumer information. The short answer is
no. There is no comprehensive privacy law in the United States.
There are a few sector-specific laws that govern relatively small
sets of consumers’ information. In the mobile space, I think it is
fair to say that there is a patchwork of outdated and inapt laws
that may apply at the margins, but do not offer consumers meaningful and consistent protections.
Now, traditionally mobile devices were one area where there actually were strong protections over consumer data. The Communications Act and the associated CPNI rules historically required
carriers to get a customer’s affirmative permission to share or sell
the relatively limited information around the traditional dumb
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phones, which is who you can call and whatnot. However, as cell
carriers branched out into offering data plans for smartphones, the
FCC opted not to extend CPNI rules to those information services,
leaving the treatment of customer information about this new
usage of mobile services unregulated.
Furthermore, CPNI rules never applied to most of the players in
the modern apps space, such as operating system and location providers like Apple and Google, apps makers, mobile advertising networks, and data brokers. So as the mobile data ecosystem has dramatically expanded, the relatively narrow CPNI rules, which at one
point effectively covered everything, no longer offer sufficient protections for consumers in the mobile space.
There are a couple other statutes that arguably apply at the
margins, but they do not consistently protect consumers here. So
one would be the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, which we
discussed, which generally covers Government access to information, but does have some protections around certain companies in
disclosing the contents of customer communications. Unfortunately,
the definitions of this law were written in 1986, well before the
modern apps ecosystem developed. The law could arguably be interpreted to cover some apps, but certainly not all, and probably it
does not extend to the operating systems like Apple and Google. In
short, the law does not really map well to mobile privacy issues,
and certainly not consistently. Even if it did apply to all the players, without additional rules to require meaningful transparency
and telling consumers what you are doing with their data, companies could just bury permissions to share data in terms of service
agreements that consumers would be unlikely to read.
Finally, some have tried to apply criminal statutes, like the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, to mobile privacy issues. Last month,
for example, it was reported that the U.S. Attorney from New Jersey was investigating certain apps for transmitting customer information without adequate disclosure. And I think I am sympathetic
to the policy goals of requiring better disclosure from apps. I think
it is probably not the ideal approach to use a very broad criminal
statute designed to combat hacking and protect financial information to protect privacy. I may not like it when companies share my
information, and I think that should be protected by the law. I do
not think people should necessarily go to jail for it.
So assuming that none of these diverse laws actually applied, the
baseline in this country is the FTC’s prohibition on unfair or deceptive practices. The FTC has brought some incredibly important
cases in this area, but the bar is still very low. The baseline rule
for most consumer data is merely that companies cannot affirmatively lie about how they are treating your data, so many companies’ response might just be not to make any representations at all.
This is why privacy policies tend to be legalistic and vague. The
easiest way for a company to get in trouble is to actually make a
concrete statement about what they are doing.
Indeed, in the mobile space, as Mr. Soltani testified, many apps
makers do not make representations at all. Only a small percentage actually offer any privacy policies whatsoever. And so it is just
not possible in the modern environment for people to figure out
how their data is being stored by apps and shared. So we have long
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petitioned for a baseline comprehensive privacy law that requires
companies to say what they are doing with data, to give some
choice around secondary transfer of that data, secondary uses, and
to tell companies to get rid of it when they are doing.
Furthermore, for sensitive information such as relating to religion or sexuality, health, financial, and most relevant to this hearing, precise geolocation information, we believe that an enhanced
application of the fair information practice principles, including affirmative opt-in consent, should govern. For this type of information, we should err on the side of user privacy and against presuming assent to disclosure.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify, and I look
forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brookman appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Brookman.
And, by the way, for all of you, your complete written testimonies
will be made part of the record.
Mr. Tribble.
STATEMENT OF GUY ‘‘BUD’’ TRIBBLE, M.D., PH.D., VICE PRESIDENT
OF
SOFTWARE,
TECHNOLOGY,
APPLE
INC.,
CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA

Mr. TRIBBLE. Good morning, Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is Bud
Tribble. I am the vice president for software technology for Apple.
Thank you for the opportunity to further explain Apple’s approach
to mobile privacy, especially location privacy. I would like to use
my limited time to emphasize a few key points.
First, Apple is deeply committed to protecting the privacy of all
of our customers. We have adopted a single comprehensive customer privacy policy for all of our products. This policy is available
from a link on every page of Apple’s website. We do not share personally identifiable information with third parties for their marketing purposes without our customers’ explicit consent, and we require third-party application developers to agree to specific restrictions protecting our customers’ privacy.
Second, Apple does not track users’ locations. Apple has never
done so and has no plans to ever do so. Our customers want and
expect their mobile devices to be able to quickly and reliably determine their current locations for specific activities such as shopping,
traveling or finding the nearest restaurant. Calculating a phone’s
location using just GPS satellite can take up to several minutes.
iPhone can reduce this time to just a few seconds by using prestored WiFi hotspot and cell tower location data on the phone in
combination with information about which hotspots and cell towers
are currently receivable by the iPhone.
In order to accomplish this goal, Apple maintains a secure
crowdsourced data base containing information with known locations of cell towers and WiFi hotspots that Apple collects from millions of devices. It is important to point out that during this collection process, an Apple device does not transmit to Apple any data
that is uniquely associated with the device or with that customer.
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This information is used to determine the locations of cell towers
and WiFi hotspots for our crowdsourced data base.
Third, by design, Apple gives customers control over collection
and use of location data on all our devices. Apple has built a master location services switch into our iOS mobile operating system
that makes it extremely easy to opt out entirely of location-based
services. The user simply switches the location services off in the
setting screen. When the switch is turned off, the device will not
collect or transmit location information. Equally important, Apple
does not allow any application to receive device location information without first receiving the user’s explicit consent through a
simple pop-up dialog box. The dialog box is mandatory and cannot
be overridden. Customers may change their mind and opt out of location services for individual applications at any time by simple onoff switches. Parents can also use controls to password-protect and
prevent access by their children to location services.
Fourth, Apple remains committed to responding promptly and
deliberately to all privacy and technology concerns that may arise.
In recent weeks, there has been considerable attention given to the
manner in which our devices store and use a cache subset of Apple
anonymized crowdsourced data base. The purpose of this cache is
to allow the device to more quickly and reliably determine a user’s
location. These concerns are addressed in detail in my written testimony. I want to reassure you that Apple was never tracking an
individual’s actual location from the information residing in that
cache.
Furthermore, the location data that was seen on the iPhone was
not the past or present location of the iPhone but, rather, the location of WiFi hotspots and cell towers surrounding the iPhone’s location. Apple did not have access to the cache on any individual
user’s phone at any time. Although the cache was not encrypted,
it was protected from access by other apps on the phone. Moreover,
cache location information was backed up on a customer computer.
It may or may not have been encrypted, depending on what the
user settings were.
While we were investigating the cache, we found a bug that
caused this cache to be updated from Apple’s crowdsourced data
base even when the location services switch had been turned off.
This bug was fixed and other issues, including the size and the
back-up of the cache, have been addressed in our latest free iOS
software update released last week. In addition, in our next major
iOS software release, the location information stored in the device’s
local cache will be encrypted.
In closing, let me state again that Apple is strongly committed
to giving our customers clear and transparent notice, choice, and
control over their information, and we believe our products do so
in a simple and elegant way. We share the Subcommittee’s concern
about the collection and misuse of any customer data, particularly
location data, and appreciate this opportunity to explain our approach.
I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Tribble appears as a submission
for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Tribble.
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Mr. Davidson.
STATEMENT OF ALAN DAVIDSON, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
POLICY, GOOGLE INC., WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. DAVIDSON. Thank you, Chairman Franken, Ranking Member
Coburn, and Members of the Subcommittee. My name is Alan Davidson, and I am the director of public policy for Google in North
and South America. Thank you for this opportunity to testify at
this important hearing before this new Subcommittee.
Mobile devices and location services are now used routinely by
tens of millions of Americans and create enormous benefits for our
society. Those services will not be used, and they cannot succeed,
without consumer trust. That trust must be built on a sustained
effort by our industry to protect user privacy and security. With
this in mind, at Google we have made our mobile location services
opt-in only, treating this information with the highest degree of
care.
Google focuses on privacy protection throughout the life cycle of
a product, starting with the initial design. This is the Privacy by
Design concept that was discussed in the last panel.
We subscribe to the view that, by focusing on the user, all else
will follow. We use information where we can provide value to our
users, and we apply the principles of transportation, control, and
security. We are particularly sensitive when it comes to location information.
As a start, on our Android mobile platform, all location sharing
for Google services is opt-in. Here is how it works.
When I first took my Android phone out of its box, one of the initial screens I saw asked me, in plain language, to affirmatively
choose whether or not to share location information with Google. A
screen shot of this process is included in our testimony and on the
board over here. If the user does not choose to turn it on at setup or does not go into their settings later to turn it on, the phone
will not send any information back to Google’s location servers. If
they opt in, if the user opts in, all location data that is sent back
to Google’s location servers is anonymized and is not traceable to
a specific user or device, and users can later change their mind and
turn it off.
Beyond this, we require every third-party application to notify
users that it will be accessing location information before the user
installs the app. The user has the opportunity to cancel the installation if they do not want information collected.
We believe that this approach is essential for location services:
highly transparent information for users about what is being collected, opt-in choice before the location information is collected, and
high security standards to anonymize and protect information. Our
hope is that this becomes a standard for the broader industry.
We are doing all this because of our belief in the importance of
location-based services. Many of you are already experiencing the
benefits of these services, things as simple as seeing real-time traffic, transit maps to aid your commute, finding the closest gas station on your car’s GPS. And it is not just about convenience. These
services can be life savers. Mobile location services can help you
find the nearest hospital or police station. They can let you know
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where to fill a prescription at one in the morning for a sick child.
And we have only scratched the surface of what is possible.
For example, Google is working with the National Center for
Missing and Exploited Children to explore how to deliver AMBER
alerts about missing children to those in the vicinity of the alert.
And mobile services may soon be able to tell people in the path of
a tornado or tsunami or guide them in an evacuation to an evacuation route in the event of a hurricane.
These promising new services will not develop without consumer
trust. The strong privacy and security practices that I have described are a start, but there are several privacy issues that require the attention of government, problems industry cannot solve
on its own.
As a start, we support the idea of comprehensive privacy legislation that could provide a basis framework to protect consumers online and offline. And we support action to improve data breach notification instead of the current confusing patchwork of State laws
that exist.
And a critical area for Congress, and particularly for this Committee, is the issue of access, Government access, to a user’s sensitive information. We live now under a 25-year-old surveillance
law, ECPA, first written before web mail or text messaging was
even invented. Most Americans do not understand that data stored
online does not receive the Fourth Amendment protections given to
that same information on a desktop. Nor do users know that the
detailed location information collected by their wireless carrier can
be obtained without a warrant.
Google is a founding member of the Digital Due Process Coalition, a group of companies and public interest groups seeking to
update these laws to meet the needs and expectations of 21st century consumers. We hope you will review its work, and in summary, I will just say we strongly support your involvement in this
issue. We appreciate the chance to be here. We look forward to
working with you to build consumer trust in these innovative new
services.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Davidson appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Davidson.
Mr. Zuck.
STATEMENT OF JONATHAN ZUCK, PRESIDENT, THE ASSOCIATION FOR COMPETITIVE TECHNOLOGY, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. ZUCK. Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and
distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, my name is Jonathan
Zuck, and I am the president of the Association for Competitive
Technology, and I want to thank you for holding this important
hearing on privacy in the emerging mobile marketplace.
As a representative of more than 3,000 small and medium-size
IT companies, a former software developer myself, and as spokesman for the people that write the applications for these mobile devices, I want to encourage you to treat the issue of privacy generally and of the mobile marketplace specifically in a holistic manner.
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The science of holistic processing is really known best for faces
where we are able to recognize an entire face and not just see it
as a nose, two eyes, and a mouth. You only need to watch a television commercial for a mobile device, such as an iPod or a Xoom
or a Droid phone, to understand that the face of mobile computing
is the applications. These ads showcase the more than hundreds of
thousands of applications that are available for these devices, some
of which we have already heard about in previous testimony today,
that allow you to find out where you are, to find services and products that are close to you, et cetera. And these are exciting and dynamic applications that have been made available to users and
that many users are using today.
Location-based services and advertising offer a unique opportunity for Main Street businesses as well. A user searching for a
particular product or service on their smartphone can receive an ad
from a local small business based on their current location data.
These ads have the benefit of reaching potential customers at the
exact time a purchasing decision is being made for a much smaller
cost than the newspaper circulars or TV ad that big-box stores are
able to afford.
This dynamic market, valued today at about $4 billion, is projected to be the size of $38 billion by 2015. Application developers
are enjoying a kind of renaissance brought by the lower cost to
entry in the decision and are often consumer-facing applications.
These applications we have all come to enjoy are made predominantly by small businesses—over 85 percent of them are made by
small businesses—and not just in Silicon Valley.
The next time, Chairman Franken, you are drawing one of your
famous maps, you will be able to reflect that over 70 percent of
these applications come from outside of California, including in
places such as Moorhead, Minnesota, and Tulsa, Oklahoma.
This is a national phenomenon with international implications
for economic growth and recovery. We have an opportunity to meet
the President’s goals to double exports. We are in a period of rapid
experimentation and delivery of new services with a complete focus
on the customer. One benefit of small businesses taking the lead
here is that they cannot afford to ignore the demands of their customers.
Second, when approaching the issue of data privacy in a holistic
manner, I think it is imperative, as we heard from the earlier
panel, to remember that there is a whole lot of data. To focus on
a particular new type of data collection is to truly cut off our nose
to spite our face. There is more data, including location data, in
large company data bases than the top thousand mobile applications could hope to collect in a lifetime. In fact, to focus on a particular type of data collection in a particularly new market would
necessarily discriminate against the small businesses that are responsible for so much economic growth in the mobile sector while
leaving larger players largely untouched.
Finally, there are myriad laws in place to address legitimate privacy and consumer protection concerns, as was raised earlier.
Whether it is unfair or deceptive trade practices at the State or
Federal level, there are vehicles in place to address transgressions.
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Even the use of antitrust has been used in the past to deal with
privacy issues.
While I do not agree with all of the recommendations made by
the Center for Democracy and Technology, I would agree that any
approach to privacy legislation needs to be comprehensive and
should focus on the data itself and how it is used and answer these
general questions and not focus on a particular means of collection
or a particular technology platform.
There is legitimate concern among American consumers about
their privacy. As we heard from Chairman Leahy, a number of
Americans are concerned about their privacy. I think one of the ongoing frustrations of my constituents, and of small businesses in
general, is that they find themselves time and time again doing the
time without really having done the crime. It is as though once a
week there is some kind of a big company news, like the Sony
PlayStation debacle, Epsilon’s data loss, and Google with Spy-Fi,
collecting children’s Social Security numbers, and Buzz. These are
the issues that are really causing the concern and fear among customers, not the prospect of getting one more customized ad to their
phone.
Despite that fact, the rules that get created inevitably impact
small businesses more than our larger brethren. The Google Buzz
settlement is a good example of this phenomenon. The FTC has
stated it would like to use the Google Buzz settlement as a model
for regulation going forward for the entire industry. The true irony
is that not only has Google brought this regulation to our doorstep,
the level of vertical integration they enjoy makes them immune to
most of the consequences. Who is most likely to be affected by a
law that affects the transfer of information to third parties? A
small business that has to form partnerships in order to provide
these services in an ever-changing marketplace or a huge company
that can simply buy the third party, thereby circumventing the
rule?
The idea of holism dates back to Aristotle, who was the first to
say the whole is more than the sum of its parts, and nowhere is
that more true than in the mobile computing marketplace. Accordingly, I would like to encourage members of this Committee to take
a step back from the headlines of today and look at the issue of
privacy in a holistic manner.
Thank you, and I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Zuck appears as a submission for
the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Zuck, and thank you all for
being here today and for your thoughtful testimony.
Mr. Tribble, last month I asked Apple in a letter why it was
building a comprehensive location data base on iPhones and iPads
and storing it on people’s computers—when they synched up, of
course. Apple’s reply to my letter will be added to the record.
[The information referred to appears as a submission for the
record.]
Senator FRANKEN. But this is what Apple’s CEO Steve Jobs said
to the press: ‘‘We build a crowdsourced data base of WiFi and cell
tower hotspots, but those can be over 100 miles away from where
you are. Those are not telling you anything about your location.’’
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Yet in a written statement issued that same week, Apple explained that this very same data will ‘‘help your iPhone rapidly and
accurately calculate its location.’’ Or as the Associated Press summarized it, ‘‘ ‘The data help the phone figure out its location,’ Apple
said.’’ But Steve Jobs the same week said, ‘‘Those are not telling
you anything about your location.’’
Mr. Tribble, it does not appear to me that both these statements
could be true at the same time. Does this data——
Mr. TRIBBLE. Senator—sorry.
Senator FRANKEN. I understand you are anticipating my question, so I will just ask and then you will answer it. Does this data
indicate anything about your location, or doesn’t it?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Senator, the data that is stored in the data base
is the location of as many WiFi hotspots and cell phone towers as
we can have. That data does not actually contain in our data bases
any customer information at all. It is completely anonymous. It is
only about the cell phone towers and the WiFi hotspots.
However, when a portion of that data base is downloaded onto
your phone, your phone also knows which hotspots and cell phone
towers it can receive right now. So the combination of the data
base of where those towers and hotspots are plus your phone knowing which ones it can receive right now is how the phone figures
out where it is without the GPS.
Senator FRANKEN. OK. Mr. Soltani, consumers are hearing this
a lot from both Apple and Google, and I think it is confusing because Apple basically said, yes, that file has location, but it is not
your location. And when it separately came out that both iPhones
and Android phones were also automatically sending certain location data to Apple and Google, they both said, yes, we are getting
location but it is not your location.
Mr. Soltani, tell me, whose location is it? Is it accurate? Is it
anonymous? Can it be tied back to individual users?
Mr. SOLTANI. Thank you, Senator. I think that is a great question. So, yes, in many cases, the location that this data refers to
is actually the location of your device or somewhere near it. While
it is true that in some rural areas, this can be up to 100 miles
away. In practice, for the average customer or the average consumer, it is actually much closer, on the order of about 100 feet,
according to a developer of this technology, Skyhook.
If you refer to Figure 3 of my testimony, you can see an example
of this location as identified by one of these WiFi geolocation data
bases. I took my location based on GPS and my location based on
the strongest nearby WiFi signal in the Senate lobby just out here,
and the dot on the left refers to my location as determined by GPS,
and then the dot on the right determines my location based on this
WiFi geolocation technology, and it was about 20 feet from where
I was sitting on the bench. So, you know, depending on how you
want to slice it, I would consider that my location.
The files in these data bases contain time stamps that describe
at what point I encountered some of these WiFi access points, so
they could be used to trace a kind of trail about you.
And then, finally, to the degree that this data contains identifiers, that is sent back, so IP addresses. We heard earlier that the
gentleman from the DOJ, he was claiming that IP addresses are
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necessary to identify consumers—or criminals. To the degree that
those IP addresses are used to identify criminals, they become
identifiable, and it is really difficult to call this stuff anonymous.
Making those claims I think is not really sincere.
Senator FRANKEN. Because basically if you have—I mean, this location like in your illustration, you see that you are in the Hart
Building.
Mr. SOLTANI. Or near the entrance of the Hart Building.
Senator FRANKEN. Yes, yes. And so—well, let me ask Mr.
Brookman the same question I asked Mr. Weinstein. My wireless
company, companies like Apple and Google, and the mobile apps I
have on my phone all can and do get my location or something very
close to it. And my understanding, Mr. Brookman, is that in a variety of cases, under current law each of those entities may be free
to disclose my location to almost anyone they want to without my
knowing it and without my consent. Is that right? And if so, how
exactly can they do this?
Mr. BROOKMAN. I think that’s correct. As I mentioned before, the
default law in this country for sharing of data is you can do whatever you want. The only thing you cannot do is what you have previously promised not to do with that data. So if someone like Apple
or Google said, hey, if you give this location data to Google Maps,
we promise not to share it with an advertising partner, under that
scenario they would be prohibited under the FTC Act from sharing
it.
Otherwise, I think for most players in this space, I think it would
be very hard to make a legal argument that they were required to
have an affirmative requirement not to share data.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Mr. Davidson and Mr. Tribble, let me ask you one last question
because my time is running out. Your two companies run the biggest app markets in the world, and both of your companies say you
care deeply about privacy. And yet neither of your stores requires
that apps have a privacy policy. Would your companies be willing
to commit to requiring apps in your stores to have a clear, understandable privacy policy? This would by no means fix everything,
but it would be a simple first step and would show your commitment on this issue. Mr. Davidson.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Thanks. It is a great question. I would be happy
to take it back. I think it is an extremely important issue that you
raise about application privacy. At Google, we have tried to maximize the openness of our platform to allow lots of different small
businesses to develop applications. We have relied on a permissionbased model at Google so that before an application could get access to information, they have to ask permission from the user.
You are asking about the next step, which is whether we put affirmative requirements on applications, and I would just say I will
take that issue back to our leadership. I think it is a very good suggestion for us to think about.
Senator FRANKEN. Mr. Tribble.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes, I think that is a great question. What we do
currently is we contractually require third-party app developers to
provide clear and complete notice if they are going to do anything
with the user’s information or device information. So if you want
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to become an Apple developer and put an app in the app store, you
sign an agreement with Apple that says you are going to do that.
Now, it does not specifically require a privacy policy, but what
I will say is that a privacy policy in this general area is probably
not enough. I agree with the earlier panel that what we need to
do, because people may not read a privacy policy, is put things in
the user interface that make it clear to people what is happening
with their information, and Apple thinks this way. For example,
when an app is using your location data, we put a little purple icon
right up next to the battery to let the user know that. Now, we saw
that in the privacy policy too, and the app should say that too. But
we also could put something in the user interface to make it even
more clear to the user.
We also have an arrow that shows if an app has used your location in the last 24 hours, so transparency here goes beyond just
what is in the privacy policy. It is designed into the app and the
system information, itself provides feedback to the user about what
is happening with their information.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you. Just a yes or no, Mr. Soltani. Isn’t
it true that there is no mechanism for iPhones to notify users that
their apps can disclose their information to whomever they want?
Mr. SOLTANI. Yes.
Senator FRANKEN. OK. Thank you.
Mr. SOLTANI. It is true.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you.
Senator Coburn.
Senator COBURN. Let me defer to Senator Blumenthal. I have a
meeting that I have to take for about five minutes, and then I will
be back in.
Senator FRANKEN. Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Senator Coburn.
I want to focus on really the very broad area or issue of trust
that Mr. Davidson raised, which I think goes to the core of much
of what you do with the consent and acquiescence of consumers
and, most particularly, the practice and goal of building wireless
network maps. Both Apple and Google are engaged in that business activity, are you not?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Yes.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And, in particular, Mr. Davidson, I want
to ask some questions about the Google Wi-Spy experience, scandal, debacle. All three terms have been used to refer to it. In particular, as you well know—and now we all know—for three years
Google intercepted and collected bits of user information payload
data—e-mails, passwords, browsing history, and other personal information—while driving around taking pictures of people’s homes
on the streets in the Street View program. The company first denied that it was collecting this information, did it not?
Mr. DAVIDSON. It did. We did not believe that we were—we did
not know that we were.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And then it denied that it was collecting
it intentionally. Is that true?
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Mr. DAVIDSON. I think we still believe we were not collecting it
intentionally.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And, in fact, this personal data and the
interception and downloading of this personal data is contemplated,
in fact, by a patent application that has been submitted by Google
to both the U.S. Patent Office and internationally, does it not?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I am not specifically familiar with the details of
the patent application.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I think you have been provided with a
copy——
Mr. DAVIDSON. Is that what this is here?
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Maybe you could have a look at it. Do you
recognize the document? Have you seen it before?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I have not seen this document before, but I am
probably roughly—I have not seen this document before.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Are you familiar with the goal that it describes of, in fact, pinpointing the location of wireless routers to
construct a wireless network map by intercepting and downloading
the payload data in precisely the way that Google denies having
done?
Mr. DAVIDSON. No, I am not—I apologize. I am not familiar with
that aspect of this or really anything relating that to this patent’s
content, to the content of——
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Are you aware that this process may have
been used in the Street View program to collect private confidential
information and use it to construct the wireless network route?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I would be very surprised. I think it—we have
tried to be very clear about the fact that it was not our policy to
collect this information; it was not the company’s intent to collect
the content or payload information. I think we have been very specific about the fact that we never used that information.
As you indicated, people at the company were quite surprised
and, honestly, embarrassed to find out that we had been collecting
it. So we have said before, this was a mistake, that we did not intend to collect this information, and we have tried very hard to
work with regulators to make sure we are now doing the responsible thing. We have not used it, and we are working with the regulators around the world to figure out what to do with it, and in
many cases we have destroyed it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Why would the company then submit a
patent application for the process—that very process that it denies
having used?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I am sorry I cannot speak to the specifics of this
patent. We were not aware that this was a topic for today’s hearing. But I will say generally we submit patent applications for
many, many different things. Often they are fairly speculative. We
probably do, I do not know, hundreds of patent applications a year,
certainly scores. And it would not be surprising at all that in this
area that is so important we would be looking for innovative ways
to provide location-based services. But it was certainly—as we have
said publicly, it was a mistake, and we certainly never intended to
collect payload information.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, in fact, the payload information
would be extremely valuable in constructing this wireless network
map, would it not?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I am not sure that we would say that. I think
that what is most important is basically having the identification
of a hotspot and a location, which is what we were collecting, and
that is what we have used to create this kind of data base, as others have. And it is not obvious that small snippets of a few seconds
of whatever happens to be broadcast in the clear from somebody’s
home at any given precise second when you are passing by with a
car would necessarily be that valuable. And I think we certainly
never intended to collect it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Would it be valuable, in your opinion, Mr.
Tribble, to have that kind of payload data in constructing a wireless network map?
Mr. TRIBBLE. I am actually not sure how valuable——
Senator FRANKEN. Turn your microphone on.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes, Senator, I am actually not sure how valuable
it would be. We do not collect that or use that in our mechanisms
for geolocating, and, in fact, I checked with the engineering group,
and they said it would be—they are not sure how you would do
that. But they probably have not seen the patent, so I cannot really, I guess, specifically answer your question.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Let me ask Mr. Brookman and Mr.
Soltani whether you have an opinion as to whether payload data
would be useful in strengthening the location network or map.
Mr. BROOKMAN. I am not a technologist so I will mostly defer to
Mr. Soltani. My instinct is that I do not think that it would be. The
primarily interesting fact is that here is a wireless access point.
They may need to sense that it is sending information out technologically, but I do not believe that the content of that communication would be valuable at all.
Mr. SOLTANI. I would concur with Justin. I think the small differentiation is—what you are referring to is whether the header information, which is not necessarily—there is a question of whether
that is payload data. So Google collects the information about the
hot spot, which includes the header information about the MAC address or the identifier for that hotspot, and I think that is the question, whether that is payload data.
I would feel like it is also not payload data, but that remains to
be determined by others.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Let me turn back then to Mr. Davidson.
What are the plans that Google has to use or dispose of the information that has been downloaded and collected?
Mr. DAVIDSON. We are in active conversation with many regulators, including your former office in the State of Connecticut, but
regulators around the world. Some of them have asked us to destroy the data, and we have done so. Some of them are continuing
their investigations.
Our intent is to answer all the questions of any regulator who
has got an interest in this fully. We do not intend to ever use this
data. We intend to dispose of it in whatever form regulators tell us
we should.
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Senator BLUMENTHAL. And would you agree that collection of
this data violates privacy rights and that it may, in fact, be illegal?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I think our position was that it was not illegal,
but it was not our intent, either, and it was not how we expect to
operate our services.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. If it was not illegal, do you not agree it
should be?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I think this raises a really complicated question
about what happens to things that get broadcast in the clear and
what the obligations are about people hearing them. And I think
it is a complicated question. It is an important question. But I
think we have to be careful about it. I think the law appropriately
says—regulates—I believe it regulates the use of that information.
And as I have said before, we have no intention to use it.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I will have additional questions, Mr.
Chairman. My time has expired and I appreciate your indulgence.
In the meantime, I would like these patents to be made a part of
the record.
Senator FRANKEN. Absolutely.
[The patents appears as a submission for the record.]
Senator FRANKEN. The Ranking Member.
Senator COBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This is for both Apple and Google. You both have requirements
for the people that supply apps for your systems. How do you enforce the requirements that you place on them? Specifically, how do
you know that they are keeping their word? How do you know they
are not using data different than what they have agreed to? How
do you know they are not tracking?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes, Senator, so Apple curates the apps that are in
our store. The way people get apps on their phone is that they are
in the Apple apps store.
As I mentioned, we have requirements for the app developers.
What we do is we examine apps, look at them. We do not look at
their source code, but we run them, we try them out, we examine
them before we even put them into the app store. If they do not
meet our requirements, that——
Senator COBURN. I understand that. But once they are in your
app store——
Mr. TRIBBLE. Once they are in the app store, we do random audits on applications. Now, we have 350,000 apps. We do not audit
every single one, just like the Federal Government does not audit
every single tax return. But we do random audits and do things
like examine the network traffic produced by that application to
see if it is properly respecting the privacy of our customers.
If we find an issue through that means or through public information, a blog, or a very active community of app users, we will
investigate. And if we find a violation of our terms, including privacy terms or specific location handling terms, we will contact—we
will have contacted them during the investigation and hopefully
gotten them to fix it. But if they do not, we will notify them that
their app will be removed from the store within 24 hours, and we
will do that.
Now, in fact, the overwhelmingly common case is that the app
developers are highly incentivized to stay in the apps store. So dur-
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ing the investigation or if we warn them, typically they correct, and
often that correction involves making sure they pop up a notice
panel telling the customers what they are doing.
Senator COBURN. Mr. Davidson.
Mr. DAVIDSON. So we have taken a slightly different approach at
Google. We have strived to make sure that our platform is as open
as possible, and we have chosen not to try to be a gatekeeper in
terms of what applications people get access to. That is striking a
balance, but we have tried to maximize openness, and we have
taken a different approach to try to protect consumer privacy,
which is to use the power of the device itself to make sure that people know what information is being shared. And so the device itself
will tell you, when you want to install an application, what that
application wants to have access to. And that we believe is a very
powerful form of policing for users. But we do not then generally
go back and try to make sure that every application does what it
says it is going to do because we have, as I say, a large number,
but we are also really trying to maximize the ability of small app
developers to get online.
Senator COBURN. Is that notification when you download that
app in plain English where it is easily understood? Or is it a 10page deal that everybody scrolls down to and says, ‘‘I accept’’ ?
Mr. DAVIDSON. It is a terrific question. We have tried really hard
to avoid that, so we do not show that ten-page thing that the lawyers write that says all the different things that may happen. It
is plain language. It is rarely more than a screen. Sometimes you
have to scroll down a little bit. And it says very specifically what
pieces of information—not just location information, but all types
of information that might be coming from the phone that that application has sought access to.
And I will tell you personally I have seen applications that I
have rejected, and I think hopefully a lot of people do this, when
you say, well, why does my solitaire program need my contact data
base? It does not and I should reject it.
Senator COBURN. What is the motivation for the app producer—
and, Mr. Zuck, you can comment on this, too—to have that information? Is it so they can re-use it and sell it?
Mr. DAVIDSON. I am sure that it is going to be a combination of
things, and I am sure that in many cases they will be providing
valuable services, so, you know, Foursquare or other location services that let you know if your friends are nearby. Twitter lets you
look at tweets that are near your location. There are really valuable services out there that are going to be provided. Sometimes
people might be using data to serve ads better or to build a data
base of their own, and that is the kind of thing I think consumers
need to decide whether they want to make that trade.
Senator COBURN. Mr. Tribble, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. TRIBBLE. I think that there are a variety of reasons why
third-party apps would want that kind of information and a variety
of things that they would do with it. Again, what we require the
apps to do is to tell the users before they do that. We let them have
a way of choosing not to do it or to change their mind later. So it
is an area where there is a lot of innovation. I am sure Mr. Zuck
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can tell you about that. And it is an important area in terms of privacy and rapidly evolving.
Senator COBURN. Mr. Zuck.
Mr. ZUCK. Thank you, Senator. It is a very good question, and
it is exciting here at the kids’ table to be heard and not just seen,
I suppose.
Most of the privacy policies of these small businesses reflect the
fact that most of these businesses are not collecting personal information, and those that are, very often their privacy policies extend
from their other online presences or websites, et cetera.
As to your question about the use and why they do it, most of
the time it is some overt process where someone is actively checking in or doing something very specific where they know they are
sharing information in order to get information. But the other use
of the information is to allow for partnerships and revenue streams
from ad networks. And so data is not stored by these small businesses in most cases, but actually transferred back to the likes of
Google and Apple that are the ones that are actually accumulating
the large data bases of data about these users.
The one thing that is worth noting, though, is that this is another bite at the apple that these folks have with application developers and that there are terms of services for those ad networks
as well. So that in sharing the information back to Apple or Google,
there are restrictions on the kind of policies we have to have in
place in order to share that information back with that ad network
and to make use of that service.
Senator COBURN. All right. Thank you very much. I will have additional questions for the record for Mr. Brookman and Mr. Soltani.
Senator COBURN. Senator Whitehouse.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. Thank you very much.
It strikes me that we are in a very new area in trying to think
about what our take-off point should be. What existing models are
a good analogy for where we are right now and where we should
go is an interesting discussion to have, and I encourage each of you
to take that as a question for the record, if you could for me, and
get back to me in writing because that is a longer discussion than
we have time for. But, you know, if you want to sell pharmaceuticals in this country, you can do so, but you have to disclose
their side effects. If you want to operate on somebody in this country, you can do so, but you have to get their consent and list the
things that could go wrong in the surgery. If you want to sell a consumer product in this country, you have to put appropriate warnings on, and if the product is dangerous, you have got to pull it
back off the market. If you want to sell stock in this country, you
have got to file a proper SEC filing so people know what the financial information behind the stock offering is and they can make an
intelligent decision.
In all of those different ways that we regulate conduct, we are
trying to make, to your statement, Mr. Davidson, as open as possible a market, but not at the expense of people who are trying to
take advantage of people.
And so it worries me that the principle—we hear it from you in
terms of ‘‘as open as possible.’’ We also hear it from the ISPs in
terms of, ‘‘Do not blame us for what comes across the pipes,’’ even
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if it is crawling with malware and is really putting even potentially
our National security at risk. ‘‘We are just providing a service. We
just want anything to go through.’’ And that is not an argument
that we allow to stand in pharmaceuticals, in consumer products,
in surgery—really anywhere. We build an arena in which the market can work, but we make sure that the boundaries of the arena
are the boundaries of safety. And I think we really need to be
working on those boundaries, and I think that ‘‘as open as possible’’
is simply not an adequate standard to this task—as open as possible, yes, but within what controls. And I think that is the question that we have to be focusing on, and it is complicated by the
fact that some of these things you want and you are choosing them;
some of it rides along with that. I do not know how effective your
program that allows you to check in and out, tell you what things
it has access to, is in terms of the real-life consumer. What does
a 14-year-old loading an app know about all these choices? How informed is that choice? So I am not sure that is a boundary that I
am perfectly comfortable with.
Mr. Tribble mentioned that you could change your mind later in
the Apple system if you saw that something was going wrong. I am
not sure, can you change your mind in yours? Or——
Mr. DAVIDSON. Absolutely. As I mentioned in my written and
oral——
Senator WHITEHOUSE. How do you get prompted to——
Mr. DAVIDSON [continuing]. You can easily go back and
change——
Senator WHITEHOUSE. How do you get prompted to once you
have loaded the app?
Mr. DAVIDSON. Well, you can remove the application very, very
easily. You can also change your settings in terms of, for example,
the use of the location services that Google provides.
Senator WHITEHOUSE. But you have to be aware of it.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Absolutely. There is——
Senator WHITEHOUSE. So if you are not aware that somebody is
selling your location information to somebody you are not interested in having it, you do not really get a second bite at that apple.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Well, and I think this is a tremendously important area, about the need to educate our consumers and users better because we believe you are right, that a lot of users do not understand all this. We have tried to make it very simple, and we
have tried to strike the right balance. I do not think we—we do not
say openness at all costs. What we have said is we are trying to
maximize—I do not know if ‘‘maximize’’ is the right word, but we
are trying to increase openness. We tried to create a very open
platform, and it is a different approach. It is not no holds barred.
We take certain—we do have a content policy for our market. But
I think the question is what is the appropriate way—who are the
appropriate actors to go after? We do not go after trucking companies because they happen to carry faulty goods. We go after the
manufacturers of those goods. And I would just say we are trying
to strike the right balance, and we also need to really educate consumers. That is why a hearing like this is honestly so important
because it does shed a lot of light, even as we try to give people
information.
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Senator WHITEHOUSE. You do go after the trucking company if
the company knew what it was carrying.
Mr. DAVIDSON. And I think this is——
Senator WHITEHOUSE. And Google is in a better position to know
what is being carried as a professional company that specializes
and has vast resources than a 17-year-old who has been told by his
friend that this is a cool app to load. So I would not be satisfied—
I do not think that is a comfortable analogy either for you to rely
on.
The other thing, if somebody wants to take control of your computer and slave it to their botnet, they will try a lot of different
ways to do it, and many of the ways in which they try this stuff
will involve broadcast to thousands of people, and most people are
careful enough to know better than to open the attachment or
whatever. They are getting more sophisticated, and they are starting to add more personal data, so it is getting harder and harder
to sort that out. But ordinarily you could have a success rate of
only 1 in 1,000 and still be a pretty successful propagator of a
botnet.
And so it seems to me that there are some things for which even
a very high failure rate is still not good. So even if 999 of 1,000
of your customers said, ‘‘Oh, I do not want them to do that,’’ if
somebody is putting these apps up not for the facial purpose, for
the stated purpose, but because they have loaded a bunch of other
stuff behind it that they want to use for an ulterior motive, what
I called earlier a Trojan horse, you take it for one reason but that
is not really why they are doing business with you. That is just
their way to get in the door and into your computer and being able
to take economic advantage of your information.
It seems to me that there is some line that we want to draw that
is an absolute line that says, even if you are—you know, you really
should not be in a position where you are agreeing to this with as
little information as you have, in the same way that you try to protect people from having their computers slaved to botnets by spam
emails.
So, again, I think we need to consider a little bit more sort of
what our model is going to be here and then work off of that, and
all I can say is that I have not yet heard a model here today that
is convincing to me that it adequately protects both the Internet
itself and the privacy interests. We have talked a lot about privacy,
but, frankly, it is not just privacy that is at issue here. Once somebody is in your computer with an application, there are a lot of
other ways they can cause mischief, and it could be all the way to
outright malware rather than just some—it could be something
that is ultimately illegal, not just something that is immediately
unwelcome.
So, anyway, I want to just thank Chairman Franken for having
this hearing. I think it has been very interesting, very significant,
and I think it is an issue where we have got a lot of work to do
ahead of us, and I want to appreciate the participation of all of you.
We all bring different perspectives to this. I do not think anybody’s
perspective is yet ideal. But together and working hard on this, I
think that we can get something accomplished that will make the
Internet safer and make people less vulnerable as consumers to
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abuse and make sure that it is clearer that you are getting what
you pay for or what you load up when you choose to take on these
applications.
Much appreciation to the Chairman for his leadership on this.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Senator Whitehouse.
By the way, I apologize to the witnesses. I had to step out for
a meeting on Minnesota flooding.
Senator Schumer has stepped in, and I recognize you.
Senator SCHUMER. Thank you. First let me thank you, Mr.
Chairman, for having this very important hearing, and there are
so many different types of issues and questions that have come up
because we are in this brave new world where information is available much more freely and that creates new privacy concerns, and
creating the balance is one of the most important things we can do
at the beginning of this century. So I look forward to your leadership and the leadership of Senator Coburn as we try to balance the
important benefits, and I am so glad you have stepped into this
place.
I always tell people that the Senate has so many different vacuums that, you know, somebody who is interested can sort of step
into, and this is a classic example. So thanks for your leadership,
Al.
I am glad that the representatives—I have a particular area that
I know some of you know I care about. There are a lot of these
areas I care about, but I am going to talk on a couple today. Apple
and Google have come here, and I thank you both for that. I want
to ask about a slightly different aspect of balancing technology with
public safety, and that is the smartphone applications that enable
drunk driving.
As you know, several weeks ago a number of my colleagues and
I—Senators Udall, Lautenberg, Reed, and I—wrote letters to your
companies calling your attention to the dangerous apps that were
being sold in your app stores and asking you to take immediate—
to immediately remove them. The apps we were talking about endangered public safety by allowing drunk drivers to avoid police
checkpoints. I do not have to go into how bad drunk driving is in
our country, and I just read those newspaper articles, particular at
prom time and Christmastime, of parents just looking so forlorn because they have lost a kid to drunk driving.
Anyway, the DUIs that were popping up in stores were terrifying
because they undermined drunk-driving checkpoints. The apps,
they have names like Buzz and Fuzz Alert, and they are intended
to notify drivers in real time when they approach police drunk-driving checkpoints. There is only one purpose to these. We know what
that is, and that is, to allow drivers to avoid the checkpoints and
avoid detection. People often think twice about drunk driving, driving while drinking, because they know they could get stopped, with
all the consequences, and these apps enable them not to.
We brought these to the attention of RIM. They pulled the app
down. I was disappointed that Google and Apple have not done the
same, and I would like to ask you how you can justify to sell apps
that put the public at serious risk. I know you agree with me that
drunk driving is a terrible hazard, right? And I know each of your
companies has different reasons for not removing these apps, so I
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would like to discuss them with you separately. First, Mr. Davidson, tell me your reasoning why Google has not removed this kind
of application.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I will start by saying we do take this issue very
seriously——
Senator SCHUMER. I know. I do not doubt that.
Mr. DAVIDSON [continuing]. And we appreciate you raising it. As
I actually just discussed with Senator Whitehouse, we have a policy
on our application store, our application market and on our platform where we do try to maintain openness of applications and
maximize it, and we do have a set of content policies regarding our
Android marketplace. And although we evaluate each application
separately, applications that share information about sobriety
checkpoints are not a violation of our content policy.
Senator SCHUMER. Let me ask you this: Would you allow an app
that
provided
specific
directions
on
how
to
cook
methamphetamines? That does not explicitly violate the terms of
your service explicitly but generates a public safety hazard.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I think it would be—it would be fairly fact specific. We do look at these things specifically. I think applications
that are unlawful or that, you know, directly related to unlawful
activity, I think we do take those down.
Senator SCHUMER. So let me ask——
Mr. DAVIDSON. Malware we do take down. You are right. But we
do have a fairly open policy about what we allow.
Senator SCHUMER. Well, no one is disputing fairly open, and that
is the motto of Google, and, you know, you are a company that has
paid the price in a certain sense for those beliefs. So everyone respects the company. But my view is even under your present terms
of prohibiting illegal behavior, this app would fit. By why wouldn’t
you then change the app to include at least this specifically so it
does not—you know, I know if you had to draft generalized language, it might be trouble. But why wouldn’t you do that?
Mr. DAVIDSON. Again, I think we have a set of content policies.
We try to keep them broad, and I will just say you have raised
what we think is an extremely important question. It is a question
that we are actively discussing internally, and I will take this back
and your concern back to our most senior leadership.
Senator SCHUMER. So you will look at—if you do not believe
under your current rules that this would be prohibited, you would
look at specifically, at least narrowly trying to eliminate this app.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Yes.
Senator SCHUMER. You agree it is a terrible thing; it is a bad
thing.
Mr. DAVIDSON. We agree it is a bad thing. I agree it is a bad
thing, Senator.
Senator SCHUMER. And it probably causes death.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Senator, I think this is an extremely important
issue.
Senator SCHUMER. All right. Let us go to Mr. Tribble. Tell me
why you have not. Different reasoning. That is why I am doing it
separately.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Well, Senator, I share your abhorrence of drunk
driving. As a physician who has worked in an emergency room, I
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have seen firsthand the tragedy that can come about due to drunk
driving, so we are in complete and utter agreement on that. And,
you know, Apple in this case is carefully examining this situation.
One of the things we found is that some of these applications are
actually publishing data on when and where the checkpoints are
that are published by the police departments.
Senator SCHUMER. No, not in the same time sequence.
Mr. TRIBBLE. In some cases the police department actually publishes when and where they are going to have a checkpoint. Now,
not all of them do that, and there are variances to—there are theories on why they——
Senator SCHUMER. How many police departments do that?
Mr. TRIBBLE. I have seen a map, for example, San Francisco,
Ninth and Geary, we are going to be having a checkpoint tomorrow
night. On the Web.
Senator SCHUMER. Do they publish all of them?
Mr. TRIBBLE. I do not know. So we are looking into this. We
think it is a very serious issue.
Senator SCHUMER. It is sort of a weak read, I think.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Well——
Senator SCHUMER. I would bet to you that I do not know of a police department that in real time would publish where all these
checkpoints would be. It would make no sense. And they publish
it on their Web site?
Mr. TRIBBLE. As you know, they often publish in general that
they are doing it. It was surprising——
Senator SCHUMER. But what does that——
Mr. TRIBBLE. That means that they believe that these checkpoints provide a deterrent effect and that wider publicity——
Senator SCHUMER. But that is a different type of checkpoint.
Mr. TRIBBLE. I agree. I am just saying we are in the process of
looking into it. We think it is very serious. We definitely have a
policy that we will not allow—encourage illegal activity. And——
Senator SCHUMER. Apple has pulled bad apps before.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Absolutely.
Senator SCHUMER. OK. You pulled one even about tasteless
jokes. Well, this is worse than that, wouldn’t you say?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Well, I would say that in some cases it is difficult
to decide what the intent of these apps are. But if they intend to
encourage people to break the law, then our policy is to pull them
off the store.
Senator SCHUMER. Then I would suggest that you look at—just
keeping that policy as is, it is a little different situation than Mr.
Davidson. You would find that the intent of these apps is to encourage people to break the law.
Mr. TRIBBLE. And I will take that back, and we will——
Senator SCHUMER. And it is different. I know my time is up. I
apologize. And I would encourage you to make a distinction between a police department that says, ‘‘Well, we usually have a
checkpoint at Ninth and Geary,’’ and an app that just talks about
where the new checkpoints are and in real time. And you say they
publish it.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes.
Senator SCHUMER. They publish it two days later.
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Mr. TRIBBLE. No, I understand that distinction, and I agree that
is different.
Senator SCHUMER. So you, too, Apple will take a serious look at
this.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes, we will.
Senator SCHUMER. I would like if you folks, both of you, could get
me an answer, say two weeks from now, as to what your—is that
too soon?
Mr. DAVIDSON. We could certainly give you a progress report.
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes.
Senator SCHUMER. How about a month from now as to what your
internal examination has come up with, OK?
[The information referred to appears as a submission for the
record.]
Senator SCHUMER. I thank you and I thank my colleague for indulging me in an extra two minutes. Thanks.
Senator FRANKEN. I was actually saying that we were going to
go to a second round, not that you were two minutes over. I would
never do that to the distinguished Senator from New York.
I am going to indulge my prerogative as the Chair and go to a
second round.
Mr. Tribble, when you download an app on Android or an Android machine, it tells you if that app will access your location,
your calendar, your contact list, and you get a chance to opt out
of those. But an iPhone only asks you if you want to share your
location with an app, nothing else. Don’t you think it would be
helpful for Apple to inform consumers if an app will be able to get
information from their calendars or address books? What more can
Apple do to inform consumers of the information that an app can
access, do you think?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Well, in the case of those things that—you know,
the app, we encourage, as I mentioned, and even require the app
provider themselves to give notice and get consent from the consumer before they do that. Different from Google in those cases, we
do not provide or attempt to provide technical means in all cases
to prevent the app from getting at any and all information. In fact,
we think that would be very difficult.
However, specifically in the case of location, we do make sure
that every single time an application—or for the first time an application asks to get access to that user’s location, it pops up that
dialog box that says, ‘‘This app would like to use your location, yes
or no.’’ So I would say two things there. One of our priorities in
this case has been on the especially sensitive nature of location and
to provide technical measures or attempt to on the phone to provide that notice every single time when the app first asks.
In the case of other information which may also be personal information, but maybe not, you know, to the same extent as where
am I right now, we require the app to give notice and to get consent from the user, but we do not have a technical means to require that. And if we—it is not that we would not want to. We
think that is difficult, and it is especially difficult because when
you start to do that for every little piece of information, the screen
that the user is confronted with in terms of yes/no, yes/no, yes/no
potentially becomes very long and complex.
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Senator FRANKEN. Google has a screen that contains a number
of those, and it seems to work for you guys, right?
Mr. DAVIDSON. It works for us guys, yes.
Senator FRANKEN. OK. Mr. Tribble, the Ranking Member asked
you how your companies enforce your own rules for apps. When
you were in my office yesterday—and thank you for coming—I actually asked you this question. How many apps have you removed
from your App Store because they shared information with third
parties without users’ consent?
Mr. TRIBBLE. As I mentioned to Senator Coburn, of course, our
first defense is to not put them there in the first place, but if we
find an app, we investigate, we work with the developer to get
them to give proper notice, and we tell them at some point, if we
find them violating, ‘‘you are going to be off in 24 hours.’’ In fact,
I think all of the applications to date or the application vendors to
date have fixed their applications rather than get yanked from the
apps store in those cases.
Senator FRANKEN. So the answer to my question is zero?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Is zero.
Senator FRANKEN. OK. Thank you.
Mr. Soltani, let me ask you a different question. Of all the things
that you have seen, what is the most serious privacy threat that
mobile devices pose today?
Mr. SOLTANI. Senator, thank you for your question. I think the
biggest take-away from this is that consumers are repeatedly surprised by the information that apps and platforms are accessing.
Consumers are entrusting their computers and phones and other
devices with a great deal of personal information, and to the degree
that these platforms are not taking adequate steps to make this
clear to consumers that others in the pipeline have access to this
information, I think that is a problem. We have talked about the
apps where, you know, a certain app might need access to—I think
the example was it needed access to your location information and
you said no. I do not think consumers would know whether apps
would need access to certain types of information or not or could
make those definitions clearer.
Kind of stemming from that, we see the—it sounds like the providers of these platforms are actually surprised as well that they
are collecting information. In the case of Street View, they were
surprised that they were collecting the WiFi information, and in
the case of the recent Apple episode, they were surprised—even a
year ago they responded to this issue—that they were collecting information for a year.
And so I think, you know, we need improved transparency on
this stuff, and in order to do that, we need clear definitions of what
things like ‘‘opt in’’ mean. For example, the check box being
checked by default and you have to uncheck that, is that really
kind of opt in or is that opt out? Clear definitions——
Senator FRANKEN. It sounds like opt out to me.
Mr. SOLTANI. Right. Clear definitions of what location is, you
know, if it gets you within 20 feet, is that your location? And then
most importantly, clear definitions of what ‘‘third parties’’ and
‘‘first parties’’ mean in this context.
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Senator FRANKEN. Well, could you describe the results of the
Wall Street Journal’s investigation into mobile apps? Specifically,
can you describe the information that apps are getting from users
and sharing with third parties? And can you tell us—you said they
are surprised—if the average user has any idea that this is happening?
Mr. SOLTANI. Right. So I do not think most consumers would
know that apps would access things like your location information
or information stored on your device.
Senator FRANKEN. So your address book or——
Mr. SOLTANI. Your address book, your contacts list. And then
there was a case where Facebook, you would install the Facebook
app, and it would synchronize your entire address book up to
Facebook server. I think people were kind of surprised by that
functionality. I do not think people realized what is the data that
is held on the phone versus the data that is transmitted to
websites, and then, even more, transmitted to downstream ad companies and other entities that are not even the website that builds
the app.
I think ultimately this might be an issue with regard to kind of
the incentives are mixed. So in this context, we have Apple and
Google as platform providers, but they are also advertisers, and
they also make apps. And so in the example earlier where it was
the truck driving and making problematic products, I think in this
case we have the same companies that are the truck and the product, and it is really weird to figure out what the incentives should
be for them to kind of do the right thing and make intelligent defaults. I think we have seen the defaults fall in favor of what is
in their best interest—obviously so. They are companies, right?
They are commercial entities.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Mr. Soltani, and thank you all.
Senator Blumenthal.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank all of you again for being here and for your very,
very useful contribution to this hearing.
Just by way of brief footnote to your conversation, Mr. Tribble,
Dr. Tribble, earlier with Senator Schumer, you may or may not be
aware, but sometimes police departments actually publicize checkpoints so that drunk drivers will go to alternative routes where
they do not publicize the checkpoints. So there may be more strategy than you may be aware in some of the law enforcement practices that are involved here. But I welcome both your and Mr.
Davidson’s willingness to come back to Senator Schumer with your
response. I think that is very welcome and commendable.
I also want to welcome and commend Google’s response on the
notice issue in case of breaches, which I think is a very important
source of support for notice legislation, and would ask, Dr. Tribble,
I do not think I saw in your testimony—I may have overlooked it—
any reference to the requirement for notice in case of breaches of
confidentiality. Would Apple likewise support that kind of legislation?
Mr. TRIBBLE. I am actually not the policy person at Apple, but
what I will say is that, in general, we think it is extremely important that information kept on our servers stays secure, and we do
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a lot to make sure that that is the case. And we think that if—
I personally think if customers are at risk from important information that is leaked from servers, I, for example, as a consumer
would like to know.
Fortunately, Apple has not—you know, what we are discussing
is not that here, but if that were to happen, I think that would be
something that consumers would want to know about.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, would it be Apple’s practice to notify
consumers in case of a breach as soon as possible?
Mr. TRIBBLE. Yes, I think we are—I believe we are subject to at
least various State laws along those lines, breach notification, and
although it is not my area of the company, I certainly believe
that—I know we would comply with that and notify in case of a
breach.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. And, again, I will be submitting questions
that I am hoping that all the witnesses will respond to, and we are
late into this hearing, but I would be very interested in knowing,
and would welcome your response here if you can do it briefly,
what additional measures you would suggest. As you may have
heard earlier, we asked the panel before yours about requiring security measures, privacy by design so to speak, as well as remedies
such as credit freezes, credit monitoring, insurance, in case of
breaches and to prevent such breaches and would welcome any
comments from the panel—or not. Whichever you would prefer.
Mr. BROOKMAN. Fortunately, I actually testified on this issue last
week, so I have done a little bit of thinking about it.
From a consumer perspective, there is actually already a pretty
strong legal regime in place to require reasonable security practices. The FTC has brought 30-some-odd cases where companies
failed to adequately secure data. And for data breach notification,
46 or 47 States have versions in place. So the legal regime right
now already has pretty strong protections in place. The things we
would probably look for are, one, more authority to the FTC, maybe
greater capacity to bring more cases. I think the 35 they brought
are great, but obviously more would be better. And penalty authority especially as well. The FTC does not have the ability to get civil
penalties for violations of the FTC Act. I think if there were a
strong sword, a little stick, I think you would see better practices.
Also, I think we would like to see other of the fair information
practices put into law. So one idea that we keep bringing up is this
idea of data minimization. If you have data sitting on your servers
and you do not need it anymore, get rid of it. In both the Sony and
the Epsilon case, data breach cases, it seemed they were holding
old data they did not need anymore. Sony had a 2007 data base
with credit card numbers that they were not even using. Epsilon
was keeping email addresses of people who had previously opted
out. I had personally got email from companies I had opted out
from years ago saying, ‘‘Oh, by the way, your data was breached
here.’’
So I think putting into law protections for data minimization and
stronger FTC authority would be valuable things here.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Mr. Brookman, did Sony have in place
adequate safeguards?
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Mr. BROOKMAN. As I said, I am not a technologist. There have
been a lot of press reports indicating that there are things they
should have done better. Their servers were not patched to the latest security software. They were holding old data, and their password verification system probably should have been stronger.
I am probably not the best person to testify to that. It is easy
for me to sit back and say now that it seemed inadequate, but
there are definitely strong security minds in this space who have
criticized what they have done.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. Well, in fact, they acknowledged that
much better, stronger safeguards should be in place going forward.
Whether that is an implicit acknowledgment as to the inadequacy
previously, we cannot ask them because they are not here today.
But certainly they are going to upgrade or at least have promised
to upgrade their safeguards.
Mr. BROOKMAN. Yes, they have said that they are going to put
better protections in place, and so if there were maybe a greater
consequences to data security breaches such as FTC penalty authority, then hopefully companies would think about it more in advance than trying to append security and privacy after the fact.
Senator BLUMENTHAL. I have a bunch of other questions which
I will ask the witnesses and will not detain you to as now, but
thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FRANKEN. Thank you, Senator Blumenthal.
The hearing record will be held open for a week. In closing, I
want to thank my friend, the Ranking Member. I want to thank
all of you who testified today. Thank you all.
As I said at the beginning of this hearing, I think the people
have a right to know who is getting their information and the right
to decide how that information is shared and used. After having
heard today’s testimony, I still have serious doubts that those
rights are being respected in law or in practice. We need to think
seriously about how to address this problem, and we need to address this problem now. Mobile devices are only going to become
more and more popular. They will soon be the predominant way
that people access the Internet, so this is an urgent issue that we
will be dealing with.
We will hold the record, as I said, open for a week for submission
of questions, and this hearing is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:39 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Questions and answers and submissions for the record follow.]
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Today, the Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law holds a very important hearing
on the privacy implications of Smartphones and other mobile applications. I commend the
Subcommittee's Chairman, Senator Franken, for holding this timely hearing -- the first for this
new subcommittee -- and I thank him for his dedicated leadership on consumer privacy issues.
Throughout my three decades in the Senate, I have worked to safeguard the privacy rights of all
Americans. Ensuring that our Federal privacy laws accomplish this essential goal -- while
addressing the needs of law enforcement and America's vital technology industry -- has been one
of my highest priorities as the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee. That is why I
decided to establish this new privacy subcommittee, and why I am working to update the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA). I hope to introduce legislation soon to address
some ofthese needed reforms.
In the digital age, American consumers and businesses face threats to privacy like no time
before. With the explosion of new technologies, such as social networking sites, smartphones
and other mobile applications, there are many new benefits to consumers. But, there are also
many new risks to their privacy.
Like many Americans, I am deeply concerned about the recent reports that the Apple iPhone,
Google Android Phone and other mobile applications may be collecting, storing, and tracking
user location data without the user's consent. I am also concerned about reports that this sensitive
location information may be maintained in an unencrypted format, making the information
vulnerable to cyber thieves and other criminals. A recent survey commissioned by the privacy
firm TRUSTe found that 38 percent of American smartphone users surveyed identified privacy
as their number one concern with using mobile applications.
They have good reason to be concerned. The collection, use and storage of location and other
sensitive personal information has serious implications regarding the privacy rights and personal
safety of American consumers. As this Committee considers important updates to the ECPA and
other Federal privacy laws, it is essential that we have full and accurate information about the
privacy impact of these new technologies on American consumers and businesses.
This hearing provides a timely opportunity for us to obtain this information and to examine these
pressing privacy issues. I am pleased that representatives from the Department of Justice and
Federal Trade Commission are here to discuss the administration's views on the privacy
implications of mobile applications. I am also pleased that representatives from Google and
Apple will address the privacy implications of their smartphones, tablets and other mobile
applications.
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Safeguarding the privacy rights of American consumers and businesses is one of the most
important and challenging issues facing the nation. The many threats to privacy in the digital age
impact all Americans and should concern all Members, regardless of party or ideology. I
welcome the bipartisan support on the Committee for examining consumer privacy issues and I
look forward to a productive discussion.
#####
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Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and members of the Subcommittee, my
name is Jessica Rich and I am the Deputy Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection at the
Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "Commission").' I appreciate this opportunity to appear
before you today to discuss the Commission's efforts to protect consumers' privacy in the
mobile arena.
This testimony first broadly surveys the growth of the mobile marketplace and the
Commission's response to this developing industry. Second, it highlights four of the
Commission's recent law enforcement actions in the mobile arena, one involving statements that
a public relations agency made in the iTunes mobile application store, another involving
unsolicited commercial texts, and two recent privacy enforcement actions involving Google and
Twitter, major companies in the mobile arena. Finally, it describes the Commission's efforts to
address the privacy challenges of these new, and often very personal technologies, including a
discussion of how mobile technology is addressed in the privacy framework recently proposed
by FTC staff.

I.

The Mobile Marketplace
Mobile technology is exploding with a range of new products and services for

consumers. According to the wireless telecommunications trade association, CTIA, the wireless
penetration rate reached 96 percent in the United States by the end oflast year. 2 Also by that

, While the views expressed in this statement represent the views of the Commission, my
oral presentation and responses to questions are my own and do not necessarily reflect the views
of the Commission or any individual Commissioner.
2

See CTIA Wireless Quick Facts, available at

\lfWW .ctia.orgfadvocacy/rescarch!index.ctlll/aid! I 0323.
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same time, 27 percent of U.S. mobilc subscribers owned a smartphone,3 which is a wireless
phone with more powerful computing abilities and connectivity than a simple cell phone. Such
mobile devices are essentially handheld computers that can not only make telephone calls, but
also offer web browsing, e-mail, and a broad range of data services. These new popular mobile
devices allow consumers to handle a multitude of tasks in the palm of their hands and offer
Internet access virtually anywhere.
Companies are increasingly using this new mobile medium to provide enhanced
benefits to consumers, whether to provide online services or content or to market other goods or
services" Consumers can search mobile web sites to get detailed infonnation about products, or
compare prices on products they are about to purchase while standing in the check-out line.
Consumers can join texting programs that provide instantaneous product infonnation and mobile
coupons at the point of purchase. Consumers can download mobile software applications
("apps") that can perfonn a range of consumer services such as locating the nearest retail stores,
managing shopping lists, tracking family budgets, or calculating tips or debts. Apps also allow
consumers to read news articles, play interactive games and connect with family and friends via
social media applications. Any of these services can contain advertising, including targeted

3 ComScore, The 2010 Mobile Year in Review Report (Feb. 14.2011), available at
www.comscore.com/Press Events/Presentations Whitepapers/20 11120 I 0 Mobile Year in Rev
iew.
4 Indeed, a recent industry survey found that 62 percent of marketers used some fonn of
mobile marketing for their brands in 2010 and an additional 26 percent reported their intention to
begin doing so in 2011. See Vast Majority o.fMarketers Will Utilize Mobile Marketing and
Increase Spending on Mobile Platforms in 20 I ], ANA Press Release describing the results of a
survey conducted by the Association of National Advertisers in partnership with the Mobile
Marketing Association, dated January 31,2011, available at
www.ana.nct/conten(ishow/id/20953.
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adveltising.

II. FTC's Response to Consumer Protection Issues Involving Mobile Technology
New technology can bring tremendous benefits to consumers, but it also can present
new concerns and provide a platform for old frauds to resurface. Mobile technology is no
different. Although there are no special laws applicable to mobile marketing that the FTC
enforces, the FTCs core consumer protection law - Section S of thc FTC Act - prohibits unfair
or deceptive practiccs in the mobile arena. 5 This law applies to marketing in all media, whether
traditional print, telephone, television, desktop computer, or mobile dcvice.
For more than a decade, the Commission has explored mobile and wireless issues,
starting in 2000 when the agency hosted a two-day workshop studying emerging wireless
Internet and data technologies and the privacy, security, and consumer protection issues they
raise. 6 In addition, in November 2006, the Commission held a three-day technology forum that
prominently featured mobile issues.? Shortly thereafter, the Commission hosted two Town Hall
meetings to explore the use of radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, and its
integration into mobile devices as a contactless payment system. s And in 2008, the Commission

5

IS U.S.c. § 4S(a).

6 FTC Workshop, The Mobile Wireless Web, Data Services and Beyond: Emerging
Technologies and Consumer Issues, available at
"\vww.ftc.gov/bcp/workshopsiwircless/index.shtllll.
7 FTC Workshop, Protecting Consumers ill the Next Tech-ade, available at
www.tk.gov/bcp/workshops/tcchadc. The Staff Report is available at
ww\V .ftc.gov/osi2008!03/P064I 0 I tech. pdf
S FTC Workshop, Pay on the Go: Consumers and Con tactless Payment, available at
WWW.flC.gov/bcp/workshopsipavonthego/index.shtml; FTC Workshop, Transatlantic RFID
Workshop on Consumer Privacy and Data Security, available at
www.ftc.govibcp/workshops/lransatlantiC!index.sluml,

3
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held a two-day forum examining consumer protection issues in the mobile sphere, including
issues relating to ringtones, games, chat services, mobile coupons, and location-based services?
More recently, the agency has invested in new technologies to provide its investigators
and attorneys with the necessary tools to monitor and respond to the growth of the mobile
marketplace. For example, the Commission has established a mobile technology laboratory,
akin to the Commission's longstanding Internet investigative laboratory, containing a variety of
smartphones utilizing different platforms and carriers, as well as software and equipment that
permit FTC investigators to collect and preserve evidence and conduct research into a wide
range of mobile issues, including those related to consumer privacy.
III. Applying the FTC Act to the Mobile Arena
Law enforcement is the Commission's most visible and effective tool for fighting
online threats, including those in the mobile marketplace. As described below, the FTC has
brought four recent cases that illustrate how Section 5 applies to the mobile arena, including
unsolicited text messages and the privacy and security of data collected on mobile devices.
In August 2010, the Commission charged Reverb Communications, Inc., a public
relations agency hired to promote video games, with deceptivcly endorsing mobile gaming
applications in the iTunes store. IO The company allegedly posted positive reviews of gaming
'apps using account names that gave the impression the reviews had been submitted by
disinterested consumers when they were, in actuality, posted by Reverb employees. In addition,
the Commission charged that Reverb failed to disclose that it often received a percentage of the

9 FTC Workshop, Beyond Voice: Mapping the Mobile Marketplace, available
at www.ftc.govibcpiworkshops!mobilemarkctiindcx.shtml.

10

Reverb Commc'ns, Inc., FTC Docket No. C-431O (Nov. 22, 2010) (consent order).
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sales of each game. The Commission charged that the disguiscd reviews werc deceptive under
Section 5, because knowing the connection between the reviewers and the game developers
would have been material to consumers rcviewing thc iTuncs posts in deciding whether or not to
purchase the games. In settling the allcgations, the company agreed to an order prohibiting it
from publishing reviews of any products or services unless it discloses a material connection,
when one cxists, between the company and the product. The Reverb settlement demonstrates
that the FTC's well-settled truth-in-advertising principles apply to new forms of mobile
marketing.

In February, the Commission filed its first law enforcement action against a sender of
unsolicited text messages and obtained a temporary restraining order suspending the defendant's
challenged operations. The FTC alleged that Philip Flora used 32 pre-paid cell phones to send
over 5 million unsolicited text messages

almost a million a week - to the mobile phones of

U.S. consurnersY Many consumers who received Flora's text messages - which typically
advertised questionable mortgage loan modification or debt relief services

had to pay a per-

message fee each time they receivcd a message. Many others found that Flora's text messages
caused them to exceed the number of messages included in their mobile service plans, thereby
causing some consumers to incur additional charges on their monthly bill. 12 The Commission
charged Flora with the unfair practice of sending unsolicited text messages and with deceptively
claiming an affiliation with the federal government in connection with the loan modification

11

FTC v. Flora, CVIl-00299 (C.D. Cal.) (Compl, filed Feb. 22, 2011).

12 While the financial injury suffered by any consumer may have been small, the
aggregate injury was likely quite large. And, even for those consumers with unlimited
messaging plans, Flora's unsolicited messages were harassing and annoying, coming at all hours
of the day.
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service advertised in the text messages.1J
The FTC has also taken action against companies that fail to protect the pri vacy and
security of consumer information. Two recent cases highlight the FTC's efforts to challenge
deceptive claims that undermine consumers' privacy choices in the mobile marketplace.
First, the Commission's recent case against Google alleges that the company deceived
consumers by using information collected from Gmail users to generate and populate a new
social network, Google Buzz." The Commission charged that Gmail users' associations with
their frequent email contacts became public without the users' consent. As part of the
Commission's proposed settlement order, Googlc must protect the privacy of all of its
customers

including mobile users. For example, if Google changes a product or service in a

way that makes consumer information more widcly available, it must seek affirmative express
consent to such a change. This provision applies to any data collected from or about consumers,
including mobile data. In addition, thc order requires Google to implement a comprehensive
privacy program and conduct independent audits every other year for the next 20 years.
Second, in the Commission's case against social networking service Twitter, the FTC
charged that serious lapses in the company's data security allowed hackers to obtain

13 The complaint against Flora also alleges violations of the CAN-SPAM Act for sending
unsolicited commercial email messages advertising his texting services that did not include a
valid opt-out mechanism and failed to include a physical postal address. In these emails, Flora
offered to send 100,000 text messages for only $300. See FTC Press Release, FTC Asks Court to
Shut Down Text Messaging Spammer (Feb. 23, 20 II), available at
www.ftc.gov/opai201 1!021Ioan.shtm.
14 Google. Inc., FTC File No. 1023136 (Mar. 30, 2011) (consent order accepted for
public comment).
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unauthorized administrative control of Twitter. 15 As a result, hackers had access to private
"tweets" and non-public user information

including users' mobile phone numbers

and took

over user accounts, among them, those of then-President-elect Obama and Rupcrt Murdoch. The
Commission's order, which applies to Twitter's collection and use of consumer data, including
through mobile devices or applications, prohibits misrepresentations about the extent to which
Twitter protects the privacy of communications, requires Twittcr to maintain reasonable security,
and mandates indcpendent, comprehensive audits of Twitter's security practices.
These are just two recent examples of cases involving mobile privacy issues, but the
Commission's enforcement efforts are ongoing. 16 Staff has a number of active investigations
into privacy issues associated with mobile devices, including children's privacy.

IV. Mobile Privacy Policy Initiatives
As noted, the rapid growth of mobile technologies has led to the development of many
new business models involving mobile services. On the one hand, these innovations provide
valuable benefits to both businesses and consumers. On the other hand, they facilitate
unprecedented levels of data collection, which are often invisible to consumers.
The Commission recognizes that mobile technology presents unique and heightened
privacy and security concerns. In the complicated mobile ecosystem, a single mobile device can
facilitate data collection and sharing among many entities, including wireless providers, mobile
operating system providers, handset manufacturers, application developers, analytics companies,

15

Twitter, Inc., FTC Docket No. C-4316 (Mar. 2, 2011) (consent order).

16 See also FTC v. Accusearch, Inc., 2007 WL 4356786 (D. Wyo. Sept. 28, 2007)
(operation of a website that illegally obtained telephone records, including cell phone records,
through prctcxting was an unfair act) .afJ'd. 570 F.3d 1187 (10th Cir. 2009).
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and advertisers. And, unlike other types of technology, mobile devices are typically personal to
the user, almost always carried by the user and switched-on.17 From capturing consumers'
precise location to their interactions with email, social networks, and apps, companies can use a
mobile devicc to collect data over time and "reveal[] the habits and patterns that mark the
distinction between a day in the life and a way of life."l8 Further, the rush of on-thc-go use,
coupled with the small screens of most mobile devices, makes it evcn more unlikely that
consumers will read detailed privacy disclosures.
In recent months, news reports have highlighted the virtually ubiquitous data collection
by smartphones and their apps. Researchers announced that Apple has been collecting
geolocation data through its mobile dcvices over time, and storing unencrypted data files
containing this information on consumers' computers and mobile devices. 19 The Wall Street

Journal has documented numerous companies gaining acccss to detailed information - such as
age, gender, prccise location, and the unique identifiers associated with a particular mobile

17 See, e.g., Pew Internet & American Life Project, Adults, Cell Phones and Texting at 10
(Sept. 2, 2010), available at
www.pewinternet.orglReports/2010/Cell-Phones-and-American-Adults/Overview.aspx ("65% of
adults with cell phoncs say they have cver slept with their cell phone on or right next to tbeir
bed"); Teens and Mobile Phones at 73 (Apr. 20,2010), available at
www.pcwinternet.orglRcports/20 IO/Tcclls-allu-Mo biJe- Phoncs/
Chapter-3!Slccping-with-thc-phonc-on-or-ncar-thc-bcd.aspx (86% of cell-owning teens ages 14
and older have slept with their phones next to them).

18

United States v. Maynard, 615 F.3d 544,562 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

19 See Jennifer Valentino-Devries, Study: iPhone Keeps Tracking Data, WALL ST. 1.
(Apr. 21,2011), available at http://onlinc.wsj.com/articlc/SBlOOOI4240527487045707
0457627532381 I 369758,html.
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devicc

that can then bc used to track and predict consumcrs' every move.'o Not surprisingly,

recent surveys indicate that consumcrs are concerned. For cxample, a recent Nielsen study
found that a majority of smartphone app users worry about their privacy when it comes to
sharing their location through a mobile dcvice. 2 !

A. Privacy Roundtables
The Commission has been considering these and related issues in conncction with its
"Exploring Privacy" Roundtable series. In late 2009 and early 2010, the Commission held three
roundtables to examine how changes in the marketplace have affected consumer privacy and
whethcr current privacy laws and frameworks have kept pace with these changes. 22 During the
second roundtable, one panel in particular focused on the privacy implications of mobile
technology, addressing the complexity of data collection through mobile devices; the extent and
nature of the data collection, particularly with respect to geolocation data; and thc adequacy of

20 See, e.g., Robert Lee Hotz, The Really Smart Phone, WALL ST. J. (Apr. 23,2011),
available at http://onlinc.wsj.com/article/SBI 000 1424052748704547604576263
261679R4RRI4.html?mod= (describing how researchers are using mobile data to predict
consumers' actions); Scott Thurm & Yukari Iwatane Kane, Your Apps are Watching You, WALL
ST. J. (Dec. 18, 2010), available at http://onlinc.wfuom/articlciSBI000142405
274870436800457602775 I 867039730.html?mod= (documenting the data collection that occurs
through many popular smartphonc apps).

2! Nielsen Wire, Privacy Please! US. Smartphone App U~ers Concerned with Privacy
When]t Comes to Location (Apr. 21, 2011), available at hltp:/iblog.nielsen.comi
nielsenwirc/online mobil<im:jvacv-plcasc-u-s-smartphonc-app-uscrs-collccrncd-withc-m:ivacv-w
hen-it-comes-to-Iocation/; see also Ponemon Institute, Smartphone Security: Survey o/US.
Consumers at 7 (Mar. 2011), available at http://aa-download.avg.com/tilcdir/othcr/
Smartphone.pdf (64% of consumers worry about being tracked when using their smartphones).

22 See FTC, Exploring Privacy: A Roundtable Series, available at
http://www. tlc.gov/bcp!workshops/privacVl'Oundlables!index.shtml.
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privacy disclosures on mobile devices. 23

B. Preliminary Staff Privacy Report
Based on the infonnation received through the roundtable process, staff drafted a
preliminary report ("Staff Report") proposing a new privacy framework consisting of three main
recommendations, each of which is applicable to mobile technology.'4 First, staff recommends
that companies should adopt a "privacy by design" approach by building privacy protections into
their everyday business practices, such as not collecting or retaining more data than they need to
provide a requested service or transaction. Thus, for example, if an app is providing traffic and
weather infonnation to a consumer, it does not need to collect call logs or contact lists from the
consumer's device. Further, although the app may need location infonnation, the app developer
should carefully consider how long the location infonnation should be retained to provide the
requested service.
Second, staff recommends that companies should provide simpler and more streamlined
privacy choices to consumers. This means that all companies involved in data collection and
sharing through mobile devices - carners, handset manufacturers, operating system providers,
app developers, and advertisers

should work together to provide these choices and to cnsure

that they are understandable and accessible on the small screen. As stated in the Staff Report,

23 Transcript of Roundtable Record, Exploring Privacy: A Roundtable Series at 238
(Jan. 28, 2010) (Panel 4, "Privacy Implication of Mobile Computing), available at
http://www .ftc. gov/bcp/workshops!pri vacyroundtab les/Pri vacyRoundtab Ie J<1n20 10 Transcript.

llilf·
24 See FTC Staff Report, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change: A
Proposed Framework for Businesses and Policymakers (Dec. I, 2010), available at
hUp:llftc.gov!os!20 10/1211 0 120 I privacyrcpon.pdf. Commissioners Kovacic and Rosch issued
concurring statements available at http://ftc.gov!os!2010jI2!I 0 120 1 privaqm:port.pdf at
Appendix D and Appendix E, respectively.
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companies should also obtain affirmative express consent before collecting or sharing sensitive
information such as precise geolocation data.
Third, the Staff Report proposed a number of measures that companies should take to
make their data practices more transparent to consumers, including improving disclosures to
consumers about information practices. Again, because of the small size of the device, a key
question staff posed in the report is how companies can create effective notices and present them
on mobile devices.
After releasing the Staff Report, staff received 452 public comments on its proposed
framework, a number of which implicatc mobile privacy issues specifically?' FTC staff is
analyzing the comments and will take thcm in consideration in preparing a final report for
release later this year26
V. CONCLUSION
The Commission is committed to protecting consumers' privacy in the mobile sphere
by bringing enforcement where appropriate and by working with industry and consumer groups

25 See Comment of CTlA (Feb. 18, 20 II), available at
http://www.ftc.gov!os!commcnts!privacyrcportframcworkl00375-58002.pdf; Comment of
Verizon and Verizon Wireless (Feb. 18,201 I), available at
http://www .ftc. gov!os!commcnts!privacvrcportframcworkl00428- 5 8044. pdf; see also, e.g.,
Comment of Center for Digital Democracy and U.S. PIRG at 10-11,20-21,33 (Feb. 18,2(11),
available at http://www.ftc.gov!os!commcnts!privacYTcportfi·amcworkl00338-57839.pdf;
Comment of Stanford Security Laboratory at 11-12 (Feb. 18,2011), available at
http://www.ftc. gov! os!commcnts!privacyreportframcwork/0046 7-57980. pdf.

26 Another major initiative addressing the mobile marketplace is the Commission's
review of the Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule, issued pursuant to the Children's
Online Privacy Protection Act ("COPPA"). Initiated in April 2010, this review sought public
comment on whether tcchnological changes to the online environment warrant any changes to
the Rule or to the statutc. In June 2010, the Commission also held a public roundtable to discuss
the implications for COPPA enforcement raised by new technologics, including the rapid
expansion of mobile communications. The Rule rcview is ongoing.
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to develop workable solutions that protect consumers while allowing innovation in this growing
marketplace.
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Good afternoon, Chainnan Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and Members of the
Committee. Thank you for this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Department of Justice
regarding privacy and mobile devices.

Over the last decade, we have witnessed an explosion of mobile computing technology.
From laptops and cell phones to tablets and smart phones, Americans are using more mobile
computing deviecs, more extensively, than ever before. We can bank, shop, conduct business,
and socialize remotely with our friends and loved ones instantly, almost anywhere. These
devices drive new waves of innovation, personal convenience, and profcssional resources. They
also present increasingly tcmpting targets for identity thieves, eyberstalkers and other criminals.

Last month, one study concluded that 64% of American cell phone users were using
smart phones. I The specd and scale of that growth makes the topic of this hearing particularly
timely. As mobile devices penetrate our daily lives, it is appropriate to evaluate the effect that
these new devices have on our safety and privacy. We must also ensure that the law provides
sufficient resources to investigators and prosecutors who investigate and prevent crimes against
Americans who increasingly conduct their lives using this new medium. I thank the committee
for giving me the opportunity to address these issues.

Prosecuting cybercriminals and identity thieves
One of the Department of Justice's eore missions is protecting the privacy of Amcricans
and prosecuting criminals who violate that privacy. Americans today face a wide range of threats
to their privacy, including risks ii-om using mobile devices. Foreign and domestic actors of all
types, including eyber criminals, routinely and unlawfully access data that most people would
regard as highly personal and private. Unlike the govcrnment - which must comply with the
Constitution and laws of the United States and is accountable to Congress, courts, and ultimatcly
the people - malicious cyber actors do not respect our laws or our privacy. The government has
an obligation to prevent, disrupt, and dcter such intrusions.

I March Mobile Mix Report, Millennial Media, available at http://www.millennialmedia.comlresearchlmobilemix/.
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Every day, criminals hunt for our personal and financial data so that they can usc it to
commit fraud or sell it to other criminals. The technology revolution has facilitated these
activities, making available a wide array of new methods that identity thieves can usc to access
and exploit the personal information of others. Skilled hackers have perpetrated large-scale data
breaches that left hundreds of thousands-and in many cases, tens of millions--of individuals at
risk of identity theft. Today's criminals can remotely access the computer systems of government
agencies, universities, merchants, financial institutions, credit card companies, and data
processors to steal large volumes of personal information-including personal financial
information. As Americans accomplish more and more of their day-to-day tasks using smart
phones and other mobile devices, criminals will increasingly target these platforms.

The most significant threats are continuing to evolve, and now increasingly include
threats to corporate data. A report just released by McAfee and Science Applications
International Corporation confirms this trend in cyber crime. According to this report, which was
based on a survey of more than 1,000 senior IT decision makers in several countries, "high-end"
eyber criminals have shifted from targeting credit cards and other personal data to the intellectual
capital of large corporations. This includes extremely valuable trade secrets and product planning
documents. These threats come both from outside hackers as well as insiders who gain access to
critical information from within companies and government agencies. As entities make their key
proprietary information available via mobile platforms, so that users can access it wherever and
whenever it is most relevant, criminals and other actors will attack those devices as well.

The kinds of criminals we arc up against arc organized, international, and profit-driven.
For example, in October 2009, nearly 100 people were charged in the U.S. and Egypt as part of
an operation known as Phish Phry--one of the largest eyber fraud cases to date and the first joint
cyber investigation between Egypt and the United States. Phish Phry was the latest action in
what FBI Director Mueller described as a "cyber arms race" where law enforcement must
coordinate and collaborate in order to keep up with its cyber adversaries. The defendants in
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Operation Phish Phry targeted U.S. banks and victimized hundreds of account holders by stealing
their financial information and using it to transfer about $1.5 million to bogus accounts they
controlled. More than 50 individuals in California, Nevada, and North Carolina and nearly 50
Egyptian citizens have been charged with crimes including computer fraud, conspiracy to commit
bank fraud, money laundering, and aggravated identity theft. Led by the FBI and the United
States Attomey's Office for the Central District of California, this investigation required close
coordination with state and local law enforcement, the Secret Service, and our Egyptian
counterparts. In late March, five more people were convicted of federal charges for their roles in
this phishing operation, bringing the total number of convictions to date to 46.

One increasingly common form of online crime involves the surreptitious infection of a
computer with code that makes it part of a "botne!"

a collection of compromised computers

under the remote command and control of a criminal or foreign adversary. Criminals and other
malicious actors can extensively monitor these computers, capturing every keystroke, mouse
click, password, credit card number, and e-mail. Unfortunately, because many Americans are
using such infected computers, they arc suffering from an extensive, pervasive invasion of
privacy at the hands ofthese actors.

Just last month, the Department announced the successful disruption of the Coretlood
botnet, an intemational botnet made up of hundreds of thousands of computers that had been
infected by malicious software (often referred to as "mal ware"). The Coretlood malware allowed
criminals to remotely control the infected computers in order to steal private personal and
financial information from unsuspecting computer users, including users on corporate computer
networks. Through a combination of civil and criminal authorities, including a temporary
restraining order, the FBI seized the servers that the criminals used to control the botnet and set
up a substitute "command and control" server. The Coretlood malware was programmed to
automatically contact the Coretlood command and control servers for instructions on a routine
basis; after FBI intervention, those requests were instead routed to the FBI's substitute server.
The FBI then replied to bot queries with an "exit" command that put the bots to sleep and
stopped them from collecting further privatc data and causing more harm to hundreds of
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thousands of unsuspecting users of infected computers in the United States. As I'll discuss later
in my testimony, the Department is concerned that as mobile devices become increasingly
capable, they will be integrated into such botnets, or used to control them.

The Department's Organizational Response
The Department has organized itse1fto aggressively investigate and prosecute cyber
crime wherever it occurs, including in the context of mobile devices and smart phones.
Investigating and disrupting cyber crimes and cyber threats is a priority for the United States
Attorney community, and the Attorney General's Advisory Committee has a subcommittee
dedicated to cybercrime and intellectual property enforcement issues. A nationwide network of
230 Computer Hacking and Intellectual Property (CHIP) Assistant United States Attorneys in our
USAOs focuses on these crimes, in coordination with the Criminal Division's Computer Crime
and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS). CCIPS provides core expertise on these issues,
prosecutes cutting edge cases and provides litigation assistance to Unitcd States Attorncys'
Offices. CCIPS also provides resources such as manuals, and trains prosecutors across the
country, often in conjunction with Assistant United States Attorneys. Department prosecutors
also work closely with our law cnforcement partners.

In FY 2008 through FY 2010, United States Attorneys' Offices brought approximately

4,000 identity fraud cases. In addition, many of the large scale fraud cases prosecuted by the
Fraud Scction of the Department's Criminal Division also included identity fraud conduct.

The Office of International Affairs (OlA) enhances international cooperation efforts by
expediting the sharing of critical electronic evidence with foreign law enforcement partners and
by marshaling efforts to secure the extradition of international fugitives. The Office of
Enforcement Operations guides investigative policy in numerous areas, including approvals for
wiretaps and policy relating to use of tracking devices. It is a combination of these resources
both in Main Justice and in the United States Attorneys' Offices that enables prosecutors across
the country to tackle these complex and demanding cases.
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The FBI Cyber Division is addressing the cybercrime threat from mobile devices through
the Financial Threat Focus Cell (FTFC) and the Telecommunications Initiative. Through the
FTFC the FBI Cyber Division is working with the largest U.S. based Financial Institutions (Fls)
to determine the types, dates and level of mobile banking that those Fls are implementing. The
FTFC is also working with FI organizations such as the FS-ISAC, BITS Financial Serviccs
Roundtable - Remote Channel Fraud Subgroup and the National Cyber-Forensics & Training
Alliance's (NCFTA) Telecommunications Initiative. These organizations provide insight to the
FBI so that law enforcement is morc cognizant of current and future trends in terms of mobile
banking product releases, new business alliances (e.g. AT&T, Verizon and Discover Card's
recent product) and new mobile banking vendor companies.

In addition to the FI aspect to the mobile banking threat, the FTFC is working with the
telecommunications sector through the Telecommunications Initiative (TI). As a part of the TI,
the FBI is working with telecommunication organizations such as the Communication Fraud
Control Association (CFCA) and the CTiA - The Wireless Association to address mobile
banking and other telecommunications fraud matters. Through the relationship between both the
Fls and the Tis the FBI has been able to develop fraud matters such as remote call forwarding,
phishing fraud mattcrs and telephonic denial of service (TDOS) attacks against high net worth FI
customers.

The FBI has ongoing relationships with a number of FI and TI partners to help

organize the proactive sharing of fraud information to help mitigate or prevent economic loss.
Furthermore, the FBI is beginning to share real-time intelligence with its international law
enforcement (LE) partners in regards to global mobile threats. Finally, the FBI is proactively
working with several anti-virus companies to stay on the forefront of mobile virus attacks and
vulnerabilities.

The Department's work, and the work of our law enforcement partners, has helped to
deter national and transnational cybcr crime. The Verizon 2011 Data Breach Investigations
Report, which is a joint study produced by Verizon, the U.S. Secret Service and the Dutch High
Tech Crime Unit, found that more cyber crime investigations were conducted in 2010 than in any
previous year, and concluded that the successful prosecution of identity thieves and other
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cybercriminals was having a significant impact. The report's leading hypothesis, in fact, was that
"the successful identification, prosecution, and incarceration of the perpetrators of many of the
largest breaches in recent history is having a positive effect."

Cyber crime in the mobile context

As mobile devices become more prevalent, identity thieves and other cybcrcriminals will
begin to target the users of these devices. In fact, this may already be happening. In March, it
was widely reported by technology researchers and journalists in the Washington Post, the New
York Times, and e1sewherc, that more than 50 apps for the Android mobile operating system had
been modified to invade user privacy. According to the reports, these modified apps, infected by
malware dubbed "Droid Dream," secretly installed malicious code on the device in addition to
their apparent functions. This secret malware enabled the apps to steal sensitive information
from the device, receive instructions from the criminals who had made the initial modifications,
and even update their malicious capabilities. This activity is an example of the migration of
criminal mal ware attacks that have targeted personal computers for years to targeting smart
phones and mobile devices. As cell phones functionality expands, the line betwecn mobile
devices and personal computers becomes thinner. For criminals, this raises the prospect of
millions of new sources of valuable personal and financial data, and millions of new devices to
infect with malware and transform into "bots."

For acts that are particularly egregious - such as blatant theft of financial information or
the malicious installation of malware I just described - criminal liability seems both appropriate
and warranted. The Department of Justice has extensive experience with investigating and
successfully prosecuting criminals who distribute malware and profit from their operation. It is
the policy of the Department not to comment on ongoing criminal investigations, but criminal
prosecution may be the most appropriate response to deter acts ofthis type and severity.
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When deciding whether to bring an indictment under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
(18 U.S.C. § 1030) ("CFAA"), Department prosecutors consider a wide range of factors,
including the particular facts of the case, the law of the applicable circuit, the severity of the
conduct, and the needs of justice. As mobile devices and services offered to mobile device users
continue to expand, it will be important to distinguish between those cases that warrant criminal
prosecution and those that may be best resolved through regulatory action. For certain less
egregious actions, civil enforcement by the Federal Trade Commission might be more
appropriate than criminal prosecution.

In addition to collection, it is also important to consider communications providers'

ability to disclose the data that they collect from their customers. In this regard, it is important to
note that under current law, communications providers may voluntarily disclose or sell any noncontent data - such as information about a user's location - for any reason without restriction to
anyone other than state, local, and federal government agencies. The Electronic Communications
Privacy Act (ECPA) provides a broad exception for covered providers to disclose appropriately
collected customer information to "any person other than a governmental entity." 18 U.S.C. §
2702(c)(6). This exception was included in ECPA at a time when there was great concern over
ensuring the flexible development of the then-nascent Internet industry. As the commercial
landscape changes, it will be important to ensure that our laws strike the appropriate balance and
adequately protect consumers' privacy.

Cyberstalking

One important consequence of the proliferation of mobile devices and services that
collect location and other personal information about their users is the risk that stalkers, abusive
spouses, and others intent on victimizing the user could use information from their mobile device
to determine their whereabouts and activities. Stalking is not a new crime, and it is one that the
Department of Justice takes very seriously. The increase in the use of mobile devices, however,
raises new challenges that must be confronted.
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The Department's Office on Violence Against Women (OVW) funds a number of
projects that target the intersection of technology and the crimes of stalking, sexual assault,
domestic violence, and dating violence. The Office recognizes that stalkers are increasingly
misusing a variety of telephone, surveillance, and computer technologies to harass, tcrrify,
intimidate, and monitor their victims, including former and current intimate partners. Perpetrators
are also misusing technology to stalk before, during, and after perpetrating sexual violence. For
young victims in particular, new technologies bring the risk of digital abuses such as unwanted
and repeatcd texts, breaking into personal email accounts, and pressure for private picturcs.
Three OVW-funded projects, in particular, focus on "high-tech" stalking and the dangers that
new technologies posc for victims.

First, for over ten years, OVW has funded the Stalking Resource Center, a program of the
National Center for Victims of Crime, to provide training and technical assistance to OVW
grantees and others on developing an effective response to the crime of stalking. The Stalking
Resource Center has trained over 40,000 multi-disciplinary professionals nationwide, with an
cmphasis on the use oftechnology to stalk. Among other projects, the Resource Center has cohosted nine national conferences that specifically focused on the use of technology in intimate
partner stalking cases. In addition, with funding from the Department's Office for Victims of
Crime, the Stalking Resource Center is currently developing two new training tools designed to
help law enforcement officers, victim advocates, and allied professionals understand the most
common forms of technology used by stalkers.

Second, since 2007, OVW has supported the National Network to End Domestic
Violence's Safety Net Project, which works to identify bcst practices for using technology to
assist victims. It is also concerned with training victim service providers to understand how
stalkers may misuse technology and what strategies victims can use to increase their safety. In the
past three years, the Safety Net Project has trained over 10,000 profcssionals and provided over
2,200 tcchnical assistance consultations to OVW grantees and others.
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Third, OVW funds the Family Violence Prevention Fund's "That's Not Cool" campaign
to assist teens in understanding, recognizing and responding to teen dating violence. A critical
part of this project is to help teens define their "digital line" as it relates to relationship and dating
abuse. The website www.thatsnotcoo1.com was launched in January 2009 to help teens identify
digital dating abuse and to encourage them to define for themselves what is and is not
appropriate. So far the campaign has produced strong results, including over 900,000 website
visits and 47,400 Facebook fans.

The Department has also strongly rcsponded to the cyberstalking challenge through the
prosecution of violations of the federal cyberstalkingprohibition, 18 U.S.c. § 2261A. This
statute allows for the prosecution of individuals who stalk using "the mail, any interactive
computer service, or any facility of interstate or foreign commerce." This encompasses the use of
the Internet through computers, smart phones and other mobile devices. Cases have been
prosecuted under this statute based on conduct involving MySpace, Facebook and other social
networking sites.

In one example of an egregious case charged under this statute, a defendant, posing as the
victim, and using the victim's real name and address, posted photographs of the victim's children
on a pornographic web site. Many men responded to this invitation.

The federal prohibition, however, is limited by the statutory rcquirement that the stalker
and the victim be in different states, a requirement not found in other threatening statutes. This
additional requirement may prevent prosecutors from charging cases, even whcrc the conduct
includes the most cgregious acts. If an abusive spousc uses his spouse's phone to determine when
she visits law enforcement for assistance, or to tind wherc she is when she takes refuge with a
friend, this may not violate 18 U.S.c. § 2261A as currently drafted because the two live in the
same state. Similarly, a stalker from a victim's home town could potentially use location data
from her phone to track her without violating the cyberstalking prohibition for the same reason.
In fact, the case described in the previous paragraph was chargeable under 18 U.S.c. § 2261A
only because the stalker and the victim, who met on the Internet, lived in different states. The
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Department is considering ways to address this limitation and looks forward to working with
Congress on this issue. I hope that this Committee and Congress will take the necessary steps to
cnsure that law enforcement can continue to protect victims of cyberstalking, and deter their
tormenters.

Investigative resources for prosecuting computer crimes

Investigating and prosecuting multi-actor, multi-national crimes is extremely resource
intensive. It is expensive to train and equip investigators and prosecutors to address the threat of
cyber crime. As the proliferation of mobile devices provides criminals with new targets, the task
oflaw enforcement will only get more demanding. Ensuring that law enforcement has the
resources it needs to prosecute these crimes is a vital component to ensuring the safety and
privacy of Americans.

For more specific details of the Department of Justice's needs for the coming year, I
would direct you to the President's 2012 proposed budget, which outlines our detailed requests.
In particular, the budget includes a request for funding for the Department to establish six

Department of Justice Attache positions that would emphasize the invcstigation and prosecution
of laws prohibiting international computer hacking and protecting intellectual property rights at
embassies around the world. Because computer crime is so often transnational in nature, it is
vital that the Department have strong overseas representation to ensure that we can work more
quickly and effectively with our international partners when investigating and prosecuting
intcrnational computcr crimes that target American citizens. The program would establish
Department representatives at hotspots for computer and intellectual property crime around the
world, and would help ensure that we can continue to protect American citizens' privacy, both at
home and abroad. I hope that Congress will provide the resources that we need to establish this
program and expand our resources to fight international computer crime.
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Enhancing Criminal Investigations and Prosecutions

In addition to the resource demands of combating cyber crime, law enforeement must
have the authority to collect electronic evidence to investigate privacy invasions and protect
public safety. One key statute that addresses this need, while also ensuring a fundamental
balance between privacy and public safety, is the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. ECP A
empowers law enforcement to collect the evidence it needs to prosecute a wide range of crimes.
Department of Justice attorneys regularly use ECPA to obtain crucial evidence from mobile
devices for all manner of investigations, including terrorism, drug trafficking, violent crime,
kidnappings, computer hacking, scxual exploitation of children, organized crime, gangs, and
white collar offenses. But it is important to understand that it plays a central role in the
investigation of criminal invasions of privacy as wei\. Whcn considering how best to protect the
privacy of American citizens, I would ask that the Committee remember the important role that
law enforcement plays in protecting Americans from privacy threats, and how ECP A is critical to
our ability to continue to pursue that role.

One particular area of concern for the Department in collecting digital evidence - and one
which bears directly on this hearing's topic - is ensuring that law enforcement can successfully
track criminals who use their smart phones to aid the commission of crimes. When connecting to
the Internet, smart phones, like computers, are assigned Internet Protocol (JP) addresses. When a
criminal uses a computer to commit crimes, law enforcement may be able, through lawful legal
process, to identity the computcr or subscriber account based on its JP address. This information
is essential to identifying offenders, locating fugitives, thwarting cyber intrusions, protecting
children from sexual exploitation and neutralizing terrorist threats - but only if the data is still in
existence by the time lawen forcement gets there.

In my recent testimony in January before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime,
Terrorism, and Homeland Security, I outlined some of the serious challenges faced by law
enforcement in this area in the more traditional computer context. [SPs may choose not to store

JP records, may adopt a network architecture that frustrates their ability to track JP assignments
and network transactions back to a speei fic account or device, or may store records for only a
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very short period of time. In many cases, these records arc the only evidence that allows us to
investigate and assign culpability for crimes committed on the Internet. In 2006, forty-nine
Attorneys General wrote to Congress to express "grave concern" about "the problem of
insufficient data retention policies by Internet Service Providers." They wrote that child
exploitation investigations "often tragically dead-end at the door of Internet Serviee Providers
(lSPs) that have deleted information critical to determining a suspect's name and physical
location."

In one heart-wrenching example of the harm that a lack of data retention can cause, an
undercover investigation that discovered a movie depicting the rape of a two-year-old child that
was being traded on the internet was stymied because the ISP that had first transmitted the video
had not retained information concerning the transmitter. Despite considerable effort, the child
was not rescued and the criminals involved were not apprehended.

These challenges are equally serious in the contcxt of smart phones and mobile devices.
As the capabilities of smart phones expand, law enforcement increasingly encounters suspects
who use their smart phones as they would a computer. For example, criminals use them to
communicate with confederates and take other actions that would ordinarily provide pivotal
evidence for criminal investigations. Just as some ISPs may not maintain IP address records,
many wireless providers do not retain records that would enable law enforcement to identify a
suspect's smart phone based on the IP addresses collected by web sites that the suspect visited.
When this information is not stored, it may be impossible for law enforcement to collect essential
evidence.

In addition to collecting electronic evidence, it is vital to the success ofthe Department's

mission that the scope and definition of criminal offenses is broad enough to allow

tiS

to

prosecute the wide range of cybercrimes that are developing in today's increasingly networked
society. This is particularly the case in the mobile context, where rapidly developing technology
and services continue to provide opportunities for criminal acts. Some of the most egregious acts
of privacy invasion that may be perpetrated on the users of mobile devices certainly rise to the
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level of criminal action under the CFAA. These include the installation of malware, theft of
financial and personal information, and similarly severe acts, some examples of which I
mentioned earlier. The Department takes these crimes very seriously, and, where criminal
prosecution is warranted, is committed to vigorously prosecuting offenders. To date, we have
not experienced shortcomings in the CFAA vis-a-vis mobile devices. We are continuing to
review these authorities but do not have any particular proposals at this time.

* * *
I appreciate the opportunity to share with you information about some of the challenges
the Department sees on the horizon as Americans' use of smart phones and tablets continues to
grow, and how the Department works to protect the privacy of users of mobile devices. We look
forward to continuing to work with Conf:,'Tess as it considers these important issues.

This concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to answer your questions.
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Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and Members of the
Subcommittee:
On behalf of the Center for Democracy & Technology (COT), I thank you for the
opportunity to testify today. We applaud the Chairman's leadership in examining
the privacy issues presented by location-enabled mobile devices and appreciate
the opportunity to address the lack of legal protection facing of what is one of the
fastest growing areas of technological innovation.
COT is a non-profit, public interest organization dedicated to preserving and
promoting openness, innovation, and freedom on the decentralized Internet. I will
briefly note the particular privacy issues presented by mobile services, and then
describe the inadequacy of existing law to protect consumers. COT strongly
believes that legislation based on the full range of Fair Information Practice
Principles (FIPPs) should be enacted to address the privacy challenges faced in
the mobile space.

1. The Promise and Peril of Location-Enabled Mobile Devices
Mobile phones and tablets have exploded in popularity in recent years, and all
evidence indicates that this trend will continue. Smartphone sales are expected
to eclipse those of desktop and laptop computers combined in the next two
years.' However, mobile devices store and transmit a particularly personal set of
data. These devices typically allow third parties to access personal information
such as contact lists, pictures, browsing history, and identifying information more
readily than in traditional internet web browsing. The devices also use and
transmit information consumer's precise geolocation information as consumers
travel from place to place.
1 Cecilia

Kang, Smarlphone sales to pass computers in 2012: Morgan Stanley analyst Meeker, THE

WASHINGTON POST. November 11. 2010,

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/posttech/20 10/11/smartphone _sales_to_pass..compu. hIm/.
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At the same time, consumers have less control over their information on mobile devices than
through traditional web browsing. While third parties, like ad networks, usually must use
"cookies" to track users on the web, they often get access to unique - and unchangeableunique device identifiers in the mobile space. While cookies can be deleted by savvy users,
device identifiers are permanent, meaning data shared about your device can always be
correlated with that device. As is the case with most consumer data, information generated by
mobile devices is for the most part not protected by current law and may be collected and
shared without users' knowledge or consent.
Consumers interact with their mobile devices by running applications, or "apps" (Le., programs
designed to run on mobile devices). The mobile apps ecosystem is robust and offers an everincreasing range of functionality from games, music, maps, instant messaging, email, metro
schedules, and more. Mobile apps may be preinstalled on the device by the manufacturer or
distributor, or users can download and install the programs themselves from their operating
system's "apps store" (like iTunes or the Android Market), or a third-party store (like Amazon).
App developers range from large, multinational corporations to individuals coding in their
parents' basements. Generally speaking, we have seen a vibrant and creative app market
develop for mobile devices. Unfortunately, it can be hard to know what information these apps
have access to and with whom they are sharing it.
Recent stUdies of this flourishing apps data ecosystem have unearthed troubling findings. A
recent survey indicated that of the top 340 free apps, only 19% contained a privacy policy at all. 2
Last December, the Wall Street Journal investigated the behavior of the 101 most popular
mobile apps, finding that more than half transmitted the user's unique device 10 to third parties
without the user's consent. 3 Forty-seven apps transmitted the phone's location 4 One popular
music app, Pandora, sent users' age, gender, location and phone identifier to various ad
networks. s In sum, a small phone can leak a big amount of data.
Once an app has access to a user's data, there are usually no rules governing its disclosure,
and no controls available to consumers to regain control of it. For the most part, once data
leaves the phone, it is effectively "in the wild." It may be retained long after the moment of
collection, and often long after the original service has been provided. App developers,
advertisers, ad networks and platforms, analytics companies, and any number of other
downstream players can share, sell, or unpredictably use data far into the future. Even
insurance companies are eying data mined from online services for new predictive models. 6 In
short, today's mobile environment provides a gateway into an opaque and largely unregulated
market for personal data.
Location data is of particular concern. In recent years, the accuracy of location data has
improved while the expense of calculating and obtaining it has declined. As a result, location2 Mark Hachman, Most Mobile Apps Lack Privacy Policies: Study, PC MAGAZINE, Apri! 27, 2011,
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0.2817.2384363.OO.asp.

Scott Thurm and Yukari Iwatani Kane, Your Apps are Watching You, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, December 17,
2010, hUp:/lonline.wsj.comlarticleISB10001424052748704694004576020083703574602,html

3

'Id.
'Id.

o Leslie Scism and Mark Maremont, Insurers Test Data Profiles to Identify Risky Clients, THE WALL STREET JOURNAL,
November 19, 2010, http://online.wsj,comlarticleISB10001424052748704648604575620750998072986,html.
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based services are an integral part of users' experiences and an increasingly important market
for U.S. companies. Consumers like the convenience and relevance of location based services.
Location data can be used guide you to the closest coffee shop or help you navigate an
unfamiliar neighborhood. Your location can be leveraged to connect you with coupons or deals
in your immediate vicinity. And new, innovative, and useful services are introduced daily.
People generally carry their mobile devices wherever they go, making it possible for location
data be collected everywhere, at any time, and potentially without prompting. Understandably,
many find the use of location data without clear transparency and control trOUbling. Research
shows that people value their location privacy and are less comfortable sharing their location
with strangers than with acquaintances, and want granular control over their location
information.' Indeed, location data is especially sensitive information that can be used to
decipher revealing facts or put people at physical risk. Location information could disclose visits
to sensitive destinations, like medical clinics, courts and political rallies. Access to location can
also be used in stalking and domestic violences Finally, as an increasing number of minors
carry location-capable cell phones and devices, location privacy may become a child safety
matter as well.
There are also questions and concerns about the collection, usage, and storage of data by
mobile platform providers such as Apple and Google. Because in many instances, these
companies are the ones actually calculating your location (based on comparing the WiFi access
points in range of your device with known databases), they may receive extremely detailed
information about consumer activity, considerably more so than traditional computer operating
systems. Although these companies typically assert that data they receive from consumers is
anonymized and used merely to build out their databases of access points, these limitations are
self-impcsed. Furthermore, these platforms may store detailed location and other customer
information on the phone itself, which could then be accessed by government officials,
potentially without a warrant, malicious hackers, or merely the person who finds your lost phone
at Starbucks. 9
Mobile devices and the services they enable provide consumers with great benefit. But it is
imperative that Congress provide a clear policy framework to protect users' privacy and trust.
COT strongly supports privacy legislation that implements the full range of Fair Information
Practice Principles (FIPPs) across all consumer data and provides enhanced protections for
sensitive information, such as precise geolocation, including enhanced, affirmative opt-in
consent.
Unfortunately, today's legal protections fall far short.
7 See, e.g., Janice Y. Tsai, Patrick Kelley, Paul Drielsma, Lorrie Cranor, Jason Hong, Norman Sadeh, Who's viewed
you?: the impact offeedback in a mobile location~sharing application, Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems: Proceedings of the 27th jnternatlonal conference on human factors in computing systems (2009),
http://\.Imw.cs.cmu.edu/.... sadeh/Publications/Pnvacy/CHI2009.pdf;SunnyConsolvo,lanE.Smith, Tara Matthews,
Anthony LaMarca, Jason Tabert, and Pauline Powledge, Location Disclosure to Social Relations: Why, When. &
What People Want to Share, CHI '05: Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on human factors in computing systems
(2005), www.placelab.org/publicatjons/pubs!chi05~ !ocDisSocRel-proceedings.pdf.

e See, e.g., Rob Stafford, Tracing a Stalker, Dateline NBC, June 16, 2007, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/19253352/.
9 See Alexis Madrigal, What Does Your Phone Know About You? More Than You Think, THE ATLANTIC, April 25,
2011, http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2011/04/what-does-your-phone~know-about-you-more-than-youM
think/237786/.
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2. Existing Legal Protections for Mobile Device Information are Outdated,
Inapplicable, or Unclear
A number of laws aim to protect electronic communications, including location information.
Unfortunately, technology has far outpaced these statutory protections in both the commercial
and government contexts. An update is long overdue.
Following is a summary of relevant laws and an analysis of their application to today's locationenabled mobile devices.
A. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 and Cable Communications Policy Act of
1984 (CPNI Rules)
Through the Telecommunications Act of 1996, with subsequent amendments, Congress has
prohibited a telecommunications carrier from disclosing customer proprietary network
information (CPNI), including "infonmation that relates to the ... location ... [oij any customer of
a telecommunications carrier ... that is made available to the carrier by the customer solely by
virtue of the carrier-customer relationship"
except in emergency contex1s or "as required by
law or with the approval of the customer."l0 In short, Congress issued a minimal standard that
prohibited carriers from releasing location and other customer information on a solely
discretionary basis.
Fifteen years ago, these privacy rules were a ground breaking development. At the time,
telecommunications carriers served as the primary gatekeepers for location information. Data
about a cell phone user's location was calculated within a carrier's network using signals sent by
the phone to the carrier's service antennas. These traditional protections have been left behind
as we move from voice (traditionally the purview of telecommunications carriers) to data (which
is often not the prevue of telecommunications carriers).
In light of modern location technology, there are at least two major shortcomings of the CPNI
statute and resulting Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules:
1. The CPNI rules simply do not apply to new types of location technologies, applications,
and services. More specifically, the CPNI rules do not cover methodologies that are
independent of telecommunications carriers covered by the law (e.g., WiFi database
lookups, cell tower database lookups, or unassisted GPS locations). Thus, when an
iPhone or Android user installs a location-based application, the location data
transmitted by the resulting service is very likely completely unregulated under the CPNI
rules.

2. Even, when a telecommunications carrier is involved in providing a location based
service, it may not be covered by the CPNI rules because the FCC has removed
wireless broadband service from Title II of the Communications Act (to which the CPNI
rules apply) and deregulated it. When the Commission issued its Wireless Broadband
Order," Commissioner Copps explained the fractured effect of the Order on the
protection of location information under the CPNI rules'2
10 47 U.S.C. § 222.
11

Appropriate Regulatory Treatment for Broadband Access to the Internet Over Wireless Networks,
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Thus, modern mobile devices leverage location services that are largely invisible to the
telecommunications provider and thus very likely outside the scope of the law, Although
Congress and then the FCC did extend CPNI rules to cover IP-enabled "interconnected" VolP
services, '3 that protection still only extends to voice service regulated under Title II. At best, the
application of CPNI rules to carrier-provided location-based data services is a murky question;
at worst, the CPNI rules provide no protection whatsoever.
Practically speaking, this creates some striking confusion. A consumer using a mobile phone
today can be protected by the CPNI rules one moment and unprotected the next. For example,
a user might place a phone call using the traditional Commercial Mobile Radio Service (CMRS).
In this case, they could feel secure that the CPNI rules required their carrier to protection their
infonmation. After the call, they use an Internet-based app or location service that uses location
data rendered apart from the telecommunications carrier. Here, the user is likely unprotected.
B. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
The Electronic Communications Privacy Act was passed in 1986 primarily to address the issue
of government access (about which, see below). However, it also contains important limitations
on how companies may voluntarily share with other companies customer communications. Most
notably, the law prohibits certain companies from sharing the content of customer
communications or records without their consent.'4 In theory, this might prohibit mobile
operating systems or applications from sharing consumer data without permission.
Unfortunately, ECPA, while a very important and forward-looking statute at the time it was
passed, was not written with the mobile apps ecosystem in mind. As applied to the current
mobile environment, ECPA as a limitation on inter-business sharing of consumer data is, at
best, vague and uneven.
When discussing the kinds of mobile applications and services at issue here today, it is not even
clear which parties are currently covered by ECPA. ECPA's coverage of stored communications
extends only to two categories of services - electronic communications services (ECSs) and
remote computing services (RCSs). An ECS is a service that permits users to send or receive
communications information (defined in part as "signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data, or
intelligence of any nature")'5 to a third party or parties, like an email service or a private bulletin
board such as a restricted Facebook wall. Some apps and location-based services are ECSs,
some are not, and some fall into a grey area. For example, a service that allows users to share
their location with a specific group of friends or associates is likely an ECS, with the "data or
intelligence" communicated to friends being the combination of the user's identity and her
location data. However, an app that allows a user to share his location with a restaurant chain
solely to allow it to return the location of the nearest restaurant is likely not an ECS, because it
does not provide a way to communicate with third parties The statute ultimately requires highly
fact-dependent analysis on the ECS question.
Declaratory Ruling, WT Docket No. 07-53, FCC 07 ·30, 2 (reI. Mar. 23, 2007).

Id at,-r 2 (carriers offering Title I services "appear[] to be entirely free, under our present rules, to sell off aspects of
the Gustomer(s'1 call or location information to the highest bidder. ~).
12

"See 47

C.F.R. § 64.2001,

et seq.

" 18 U.S.C. §§ 2702(a).
15

18 U.S.C. §§ 2510(12).
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Remote computing services are, if anything, even more murky. An RCS includes any service
that provides to the public computer storage or processing. The limited case law developed
around this definition has not clarified its boundaries. Courts have held that websites enabling
certain commercial transactions are not RCSs, but have suggested that remote processing of
user-collected or -generated data is likely to be covered. Almost any app that collects user
location or personal data and sends it to a remote server for further processing could,
theoretically, fall under the ambit of this provision. However, it is important to note that mobile
operating systems - the entities that often generate consumer location information in the first
place - likely do not qualify as either ECSs or RCSs, and thus ECPA offers no protections at all
as to those companies.
Of course, even if an app were to fall under the ECPA's ambit, there would still be open
questions about whether customer data constituted the "contenf' of a communication subject to
protection. If a consumer affirmatively sent a location request to an app maker to ask for a
nearby bar or restaurant, ECPA could arguably restrict the transfer of that information to third
parties because the consumer's location was the content of a customer-initiated communication.
If on the other hand, the app accessed the user's location in the background merely in order to
send to a third party to serve relevant advertising, such request probably would not be
governed. Such a reading of the statute would however lead to the perverse result that a
consumer's information is afforded greater protections when she affirmatively shares sensitive
data, as opposed to when her data is shared without her knowledge or consent.
Though the issue is not the focus of the present hearing, it is important to note that legislation to
clarify the standards for government access to that information should also remain a
Congressional priority. While the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act
(CALEA) indicates what the standard for law enforcement access to location information is not,
no statute indicates what the standard for law enforcement access is. CALEA provides that a
pen register or trap and trace order" cannot be used to obtain location information, but that
statute is silent on what the standard should be.17 There is a federal statute on tracking devices,
but it does not specify the standard that law enforcement must meet in order to place such a
device. 's Most importantly, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA),'9 which sets up
the sliding scale of authority for governmental access to information relating to communications
(ranging from mere subpoena to warrant), does not specify what standard applies to location
information.
This has resulted in a mish-mash of confused decisions while courts struggle to find and apply a
legal standard. It has led to sometimes arbitrary distinctions based on whether location
information is sought in real time or from storage, the degree of precision in the location
information sought, the period(s) during which location information is sought, and the technology

16 A pen register/trap and trace order permits law enforcement to obtain transactional. non-content information about
wire and electronic communications in real time, including numbers dialed on a cellular telephone and telephone
numbers of calls coming into a cell phone. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 3121-3127.
17

47 U.S.C. § 1002(a)(2).

"18 U.S,C. § 3117,
19

18 U.S.C. §§ 2510 ef seq.
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used to generate the location information. Some courts'O have adopted a "hybrid theory"
advanced by the Department of Justice, holding that location information is accessible to
government in real time if it meets the standard for stored transactional information in Section
2703(d) of the Stored Communications Act." Other courts have required a higher level of proof
probable cause - for law enforcement access to this prospective location information n As
one federal magistrate judge recently testified in front of the House Judiciary Committee, there
is no comprehensible standard for magistrate judges to apply when the government requests
access to cell site location data - just an incoherent array of competing court decisions."
As the first few circuit court decisions to address governmental requests for location information
of all types have started to come down, it is becoming dear that the courts have constitutional
concerns with these requests. In August, the D.C. Circuit held that putting a device in place to
engage in extended GPS tracking without a warrant violates the Fourth Amendment.24 In
September, the Third Circuit held that magistrate judges faced with a request from the
government for cell site location information have discretion under ECPA to insist upon a
showing of probable cause, in part because of the potential sensitivity of the information"5 Both
the confusion in the lower courts and the consternation in the appeals courts demonstrate that
Congressional attention to these statutes is sorely needed.
Congress enacted ECPA in 1986 to foster new communications technologies by giving users
confidence that their privacy would be respected. ECPA helped further the growth of the
Internet and proved monumentally important to the U.S. economy. Now, technology is again
leaping ahead, but the law is not keeping up. COT - through its Digital Due Process coalition
has convened technology and communications companies, privacy advocates and
academics to create four principles for reforming ECPA for the next quarter-century. One of
those principles is that location information should only be accessed through the use of a
warrant'6 and we believe Congress should enact legislation that imposes a warrant requirement.
Though the larger ECPA reform effort is and should remain independent of the issues being
discussed here today, COT believes setting easily-understood privacy-protective standards for
government access to location data is a critical component of ensuring the privacy of American
citizens and the success of American technology service providers.

See, e.g., In re Application of U.S, for an Order for Disclosure of Telecommunications Records and Authorizing the
Use of a Pen Register and Trap and Trace. 405 F. Supp. 2d 435 (S.D. N.Y. 2005).
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The SeA, part of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, is codified at 18 U,S.C. §§ 2701

et seq.

See, e.g., In fe Application for Pen Register and TrapITrace Device with Celi Site Location Authority, 396
F. Supp. 2d 747 (S.D.Tex. 2005).
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See Electronic Communications Privacy Act Reform and the Revolution in Location Based Technologies and
Services Before the H Comm. on Judiciary SubcDmm. on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Uberties, 111th
Congo (June 24,2010) (statement of Stephen Wm. Smith, United States Magistrate Judge).
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U.S. v. Maynard, 615 F.3d 544 (D.C. Cir. 2010).

In the Matter of the Application of the United States of America for an Order Directing a Provider of Electronic
Communication Service to Disclose Records to the Government. 620 F.3d 304 (3d Cir. 2010).
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For more information on the Digita! Due Process coalition and its principles, see Digital Due Process at
http://vvww.digitaldueprocess.org.
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C. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA)
The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFM) is a criminal statute that prohibits intentional
trespass into and theft from protected computer systems.'7 It criminalizes, in relevant part, one
who "intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized access ...
information from any protected computer.,,'8 In short, it's a law to prosecute malicious hackers.
The CFM is a law design to combat egregious computer crimes and cannot, and should not, be
a primary tool in protecting consumers' mobile privacy from data sharing for marketing or related
purposes. In the past, there have been failed attempts to stretch the CFM to cover contractual
terms of service"9 CDT has warned that these attempts come with troubling encroachments on
civil liberties and freedom of speech.'o Criminal sanctions for certain computer crimes might well
deter bad actors and provide appropriate tools in extreme circumstances. However, it is a blunt
instrument not designed to address mobile privacy challenges arising from commercial activity.
The mobile market is nascent and innovating quickly. Many mobile app developers are
individuals or small startup companies. They might be amateur programmers, working with
various prefabricated pieces of code and advertising solutions. They mayor may not have
expertise in privacy or relevant law. Criminal sanctions, including jail time, would be heavyhanded and would likely chill the innovation we see today.

D. Federal Trade Commission Act and State Attorneys General
Absent any affirmative legal requirements provided by sectoral specific privacy laws (such as
those governing health or financial data). the default privacy rule for most consumer data is set
by the FTC Act's prohibition on unfair and deceptive trade practices. 31 Under this authority, the
FTC has established some general precedents about what constitutes a deceptive or unfair
privacy practice online, such as recent settlements against companies who offered deceptive
and ineffective opt-out solutions, and against Google for sharing personal data with other
Google customers in violation of previous representations as part of the Buzz product. While
these cases are important, they also demonstrate that the FTC is generally limited under current
law to bringing enforcement actions against companies that make affirmative misstatements
about their own privacy practices. In the absence of a baseline federal privacy law that gives the
FTC the tools it needs and establishes it as the lead law enforcement agency for privacy
matters, consumer protections in the location privacy space will continue to fall short.
State Attorneys General also have consumer protection mandates that allow them to pursue
service providers that engage in unfair or deceptive trade practices. To date, however, perhaps
due to the inherent limitations in their authority, relatively little attention has been paid at the
state level to consumer privacy concerns.

271B U.S.C. § 1030.
"1B U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2)(C).

2~) See generally, US v. Drew, Electronic Frontier Foundation, available at https:/lwww.eff.org!cases!unitedMstates-vdrew (last visited May 6, 2011).
301d.
31

The FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 41 ef seq.
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3. The Need for Congressional Action
Given that the default rule for most consumer data - including sensitive location data - is
merely that companies cannot make affirmative misstatements about the use of that data, CDT
strongly supports the enactment of a uniform set of baseline rules for personal information
collected both online and offline. Modern data flows often involve the collection and use of data
derived and combined from both online and offline sources, and the rights of consumers and
obligations of companies with respect to consumer data should apply to both as well. The
mobile device space implicates many different kinds of data in a complicated ecosystem.
Cramming more notices onto small screens is alone insufficient. We need a data privacy law
that incentivizes and requires companies to provide clear and conspicuous notice to consumers
about the use of their information and provides for meaningful control of that information.
Moreover, companies should collect only as much personal information as necessary, be clear
about with whom they're sharing information, and expunge information after it is no longer
needed.
The Fair Information Practices (FIPPs) should be the foundation of any comprehensive privacy
framework. FIPPs have been embodied to varying degrees in the Privacy Act, Fair Credit
Reporting Act, and other sectoral federal privacy laws that govern commercial uses of
information online and offline. The most recent formulation of the FIPPs by the Department of
Homeland Security offers a robust set of modernized principles that should serve as the
foundation for any discussion of consumer privacy legislation. 32 Those principles are:
Transparency
Purpose Specification
Use Limitation
Data Minimization
Data Accuracy
Individual Participation
Security
Accountability
For particularly sensitive data, such as health information, financial information, information
about religion or sexuality, and - most relevant here - precise geolocation data, a legislative
framework should provide for enhanced application of the Fair Information Practice Principles,
including for affirmative opt-in consent for the collection andlor transfer of such information.
Consumers understandably have greater concerns about the use and storage of such
information, and the law should err against presuming a consumer's assent to share such
information with others.
Furthermore, as noted above, the laws governing government access to consumer data should
be modernized to require a warrant to access sensitive location information.

U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Privacy Policy Guidance Memorandum, The Fair Information Practice
Principles: Framework for Privacy Policy at the Department of Homeland Security, December 2008,
http://lNlNW .dhs.govlxlibrary/assets/privacy/privacy_policyguide_200B-01.pdf.
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4. Conclusion
CDT would like to thank the Subcommittee again for holding this important hearing. We believe
that Congress has a critical role to play in ensuring the privacy of consumers in the growing
market of mobile devices and services, CDT looks forward to working with the Members of the
Subcommittee as they pursue these issues further,
For more information, contact Justin Brookman, justin@cdt.org, (202) 637-9800,
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Chairman Leahy, Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and members of the Committee:
I am pleased to appear before you this morning to discuss mobile services, online privacy, and the
ways that Google protects our users' personal information. My name is Alan Davidson, and I am a
Google's Director of Public Policy for the Americas. In that capacity, 1 oversee our public policy
operations in the United States, and work closely with our legal, product, and engineering teams to
develop and communicate our approach to privacy and security, as well as other issues important to
Google and our users.
Google is most well known for our search engine, which is available ro Internet users throughout
the world. We also make Android, an open operating system for mobile devices that in a few short
years has grown from powering one device (introduced in the fall of 2008) to over 170 devices
today, created by 27 manufacturers. We also offer dozens of other popular services, from YouTube
to Gmail to Google Earth. Our products are generally offered for free for personal use, and one
supported by revenue from advertising and sales to businesses.
Protecting privacy and security is essential for Internet commerce. Without the trust of our users, we
simply would not be able to offer these services or platforms because on the Internet, competing
services are only one click away. If we fai1 to offer clear, usable privacy controls, transparency in our
privacy practices, and strong security, our users will simply switch to another provider. This is as
true for our services that are available on mobile devices as it is for those that are available on
desktop computers. For this reason, location sharing on Android devices is strictly opt-in for our
users, with clear notice and controL
In my testimony today, I'll focus on three main points:
•
•

Location-based services provide tremendous value to consumers;
Google is committed to the highest standards of privacy protection in location-based
services; and

•

Congress has an important role in helping companies build trust and create appropriate
government access standards.
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1.

Location based services provide tremendous value to consumers

Mobile services are creating enormous economic benefits for our society. A recent market report
predicts that the mobile applications market will be worth $25 billion by 2015. At Google, we have
seen an explosion in demand for location-based services.
People can use our services to find driving directions from their current location, identify a traffic
jam and find an alternate route, and find the next movie time at a nearby theater. Location can even
make search results more relevant: If a user searches for "coffee" from a mobile phone, she is more
likely to be looking for a nearby cafe than for the website of a national coffee chain or the Wikipedia
entry describing coffee's history. In the last year, a full 40% of Google Maps usage was from mobile
devices.lbere are now 150 mi.llion active monthly Google Maps for Mobile lIsers on Android,
iPhone, BlackBerry, and other mobile platforms in more than 100 countries.
Many third party applications also use location services to provide helpful products. For example,
the U.S. Postal Service offers an application to help users find nearby post offices and collection
boxes, based on their location. And if you want a Five Guys burger, their application will find a
location for you, and even lets you order and pay in advance. Twitter allows users to "geotag" their
tweets from their application, which can give followers important context and perspective. On
smartphones like iPhone, Palm, and Android devices, services such as Yclp and Urbanspoon use
location to provide relevant local search results, while applications like Foursquare let users find
nearby friends.
Mobile location data can even save lives. In the past, a parent's best hope of finding a missing child
might have been a picture on a milk carton, but mobile location services may be changing that.
Google works with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NeMEC) in an
ongoing partnership to develop technology solutions that help them achieve their mission. Today,
modern tools and information can make NCMEC's AMBER alerts more effective and efficient by
sending the alert to all users within one mile of an incident within seconds of the report through
location-based targeting. Over time, the radius could be expanded, with speed and acceleration of
distribution based directly on information received.
Existing emergency notifications like AMBER alerts can be improved using location data. In ctisis
situations, people are increasingly turning to the Internet on mobile or desktop devices to find
information. Within a few hours of the Japan earthquake, for example, we saw a massive spike in
search queries originating from Hawaii related to "tsunami." We placed a location-based alert on the
Google homepage for tsunami alerts in the Pacific and ran similar promotions across News, Maps,
and other services. In cases like the Japanese tsunami or the recent tornadoes in the U.S., a targeted
mobile alert from a provider like Google or from a public enhanced 911 service may help increase
citizens' chances of getting out of harm's way.
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None of these services or public safely tools would be possible without the location information
that our users share with us and other providers, and without the mobile platforms for businesses
and governments to effectively reach the appropriate audience.
II.

Google is committed to the highest standards of privacy protection in location-based
services

Google would not be able to offer these services or platforms or help create the economic and social
value generated from location data if we lost the trust of our users. Thus, at Google, privacy is
something we think about every day actoss every level of out company. It is both good for our users
and critical for Out business.
Privacy at Google begins with five core principles, which are located and available to the public at
www.google.com/corporate/privacyprinciples.html:
•
•
•
•
•

Use information to provide our users with valuable products and services.
Develop products that reflect strong privacy standards and practices.
Make the collection and use of personal information transparent.
Give users meaningful choices to protect their privacy.
Be a responsible steward of the information we hold.

As with every aspect of Out products, we follow the axiom of "focus on the user and all else will
follow." We are committed to using information only where we can provide value to our users.
That's what we mean by our first principle.
For example, we never sell our users' personally identifiable information. This is simply not Out
business model.
To further guide us, under the second principle, we aim to build privacy and security into our
products and practices from the ground up. From the design phase through launch, we consider a
product's impact on our users' privacy. And we don't stop at launch; we continue to innovate and
iterate as we learn more from users.
Our last three principles give substance to what we mean by privacy: We commit to transparency, user
and security.

c()nfro~

Internal process and controls
We also reflect these principles in our development process and employee training. As consumers
become more reliant on services provided by third parties, consumer privacy relies increasingly on
those parties' internal practices, process, and controls. As we recently explained, we have begun ro
implement even stronger privacy controls with a focus on people, training, and compliance.
We have developed a review process where all engineering projects leads are required to submit and
maintain a Privacy Design Document detailing how their projects handle user data. These
documents are reviewed by cross- functional wotking groups that can request code reviews and make
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recommendations to the product tcams. Completion of Privacy Design Documents will also be
reviewed by managers and an independent internal audit team. We have also cnhanced our core
training for engineers and others to crcate a greater focus on responsible collection, use, and
handling of data.
All this process is aimed at ensuring that products match our philosophy and avoid mistakes that
fracture user trust -like the launch of Google Buzz - which fall short of our standards for
transparency and user control. To help make sure we live up to this promise, we entered into a
consent decree with the Federal Trade Commission this year, under which we'll receive an
independent review of the privacy procedures we have outlined above once every two years. In
addition, we'll ask users to give us affirmative consent before we change how we share their personal
information.
How our products reflect our principles -

Opt-in controls on Android

Moving to our specific products, I'll focus first on an important area in which we are putting our
principles to work, and where we arc innovating on the broader privacy issues faced in the online
world: Simple, opt-in controls for collection and use of location information on Android.
While location-hased services are already showing great value to users, Google rccognizes the
particular privacy concerns that come with the collection and storage of location information. That's
why we don't collect any location information - any at all- through our location services on
Android devices unless the user specifically chooses to share this information with Google. We also
give users clear notice and control; the set-up process asks users if they would like to "allow
Googlc's location service to collect anonymous location data."
And even after opting in, we give users a way to easily turn off location sharing with Google at any
time they wish. The location services in our Android operating system emhody the transparency and
control principles that we use to guide our privacy process.
Google is also very careful abollt how we use and store the data that is generated by location-based
services. The location information sent to Google servers when users opt in to location services on
Android is anonymized and stored in the aggregate and is not tied or traceable to a specific user. The
collected information is stored with a hashed version of an anonymous token, which is deleted after
approximarely one week. A small amount oflocation information regarding nearby Wi-Fi access
points and cell towers is kept on the Android device to help the user continue to enjoy the service
when no server connection is availahle and to improve speed and battery life. This information on
the device is likewise not tied or traceahle to a specific user.
Global Positioning System (GPS) enabled devices can provide a highly accurate location using
information from GPS satellites. J3ut GPS can be slow and drain battery life and can take 10 scconds
(and sometimes much longer) to "fix" a location. Furthermore, many dev~ces are not GPS enabled
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or arc used in situations where obtaining a GPS signal naight not even be possible (e.g., indoors,
where there is no line of sight between the device and the satellites).
In order to serve devices that may not have GPS capabilities, or simply to avoid the delay and
battery drain from GPS services, various companies have worked out alternatives to GPS. These arc
generally based around the idea of detecting nearby, publicly available signals from Wi-Fi access
points and cell towers and using this data to quickly approximate a rough position, usually with less
accuracy than GPS. By treating Wi-Fi access points or cell towers as beacons, devices are able to fix
their general location quickly in a power-efficient way, even while they may be working on a more
precise GPS-based location. This can be done by using information that is publicly broadcast (for
example, that list ofWi-Fi access points you see when you use the "join network" option on your
computer). A database of known network locations is required to deternaine a user's estimated
location from either Wi-Fi access point or cell tower information. Companies like Skyhook Wireless
and Navizon compile such databases and license the data to many industry leaders.
Google has also created such location service called the Google Location Server - an Internet
database on Google servers that uses Wi-Fi access points and cell towers to determine an estimated
location and that uses GPS information to estimate road traffic. Device manufacturers can install the
Google Network Location Provider application for Android (pursuant to a license with Googlc) on
their devices. This application can determine a user's estimated location using the Google Location
Server, to make location information available to users whether they are indoors and outdoors, more
quickly, and using less battery power than GPS services. This Network Location Provider is turned
off by default, and can be turned on by the user during the phone's initial setup or in the device
settings.

The Network Location Provider is off by default. The user can opt-in and turn on location services
during the initial setup flow.
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The user can opt-in to turn on the Network Location Provider on their Android phone from within
the device settings.
The Android operating system is built on the principle of openness, with the goal of encouraging
developer innovation and a vibrant ecosystem for users. With this principle in mind, Google does
not decide which applications can access location or other user information from the device.
Instead, the Android operating system uses a permissions model in which the user is automatically
informed of certain types of information an application will be able to access during the application
installation process. This permissions model is designed to empower users to make their own
decision on whether or not to trust an application with the information requested. The user may
choose to truSt the application by completing the installation or the user may choose to cancel the
installation. An application can only access the device's GPS location or the device's network
location if it displays a permission to the user at time of installation.
\'Vhen Google creates an Android application, like the Google Maps for mobile application, Google
is responsible for how the application collects and handles data and for the privacy disclosures made
to users. Most Google-developed Android applications are subject to the Google Mobile Terms of
Service and the Google Mobile Privacy Policy, unless Google has created a custom terms of service
and privacy policy for the application. Google privacy policies are also clearly displayed to the user
when the user first signs into the Android device.
When an Android application is not developed by Google, the application developer bears the
responsibility for the design of the application, which includes responsibility for how the application
collects and handles user data and the privacy disclosures made to users. If the user chooses to trust
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an application with location information by proceecling with the installation after viewing the
location-related permissions, then that application could potentially store this location information
on the device or transmit the information off the device if the application also has the Internet
access permission. Google does not control the behavior of third party applications or how they
handle location information and other user information that the third party application obtains from
the device, even though Google strongly encourages application developers to use best practices as
described in this Coogle blog post.

How our products reflect our principles

Encryption and two-step verification

Along with transparency and user control, strong security for users of Google's services to protect
against hackers and data breach is vital. Nothing can erode trust faster than personal information
falling into the hands of hackers. Google faces complex security challenges while provicling services
to millions of people every day, and we have world-class engineers working at Google to help secure
information.
For example, Google is the first (and only) major webmail provider to offer session-wide secure
socket layer (SSL) encryption by default. Usually recognized by a web address starting with "https" or
by a "lock" icon, SSL encryption is regularly used for online banking or transactions. As our Gmail
lead engineer~:
In 2008, we rolled out the option to always use https
encrypting your mail as it
travels between your web browser and our servers. Using https helps protect data
from being snooped by third parties .... We initially left the choice of using it up to
you because there's a downside: https can make your mail slower since encrypted
data doesn't travel across the web as quickly as unencrypted data. Over the last few
months, we've been researching the security !latency tradeoff and decided that
turning https on for everyone was the right thing to do.
We hope other companies will soon join our lead.
We also hope to see our competitors adopt another security tool we offer our users: encryption for
search queries. Users can simply type "https:/Iencrypted.google.com" into their browsers to
navigate to the version of Google Search that encrypts search queries and results. As we said in our
b)()~ post about encrypted search, "an encrypted connection is created between your browser and
Google. This secured channel helps protect your search terms and your search results pages from
being intercepted hy a third party on your network."
And in March of last year Google introduced a system to notify users about suspicious activities
associated with their accounts. By automatically matching a user's IP address to broad geographical
locations, Google can help detect anoma/ous behavior, such as a log-in appearing to come from one
continent only a few hours after the same account holder logged in from a different continent. Thus,
someone whose Gmail account may have been compromised will be notified and given the
opportunity to change her password, protecting her own account and her Gmail contacts.
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Finally, we recently released 2-step verification for consumer Gmail accounts, which allows users
who are concerned about the security of their account to use a password plus a unique code
generated by a mobile phone to sign in. It's an extra step, but it's one that significantly improves the
security of a Google Account. Now, if someone steals or guesses a Gmail user's password, the
potential hijacker still cannot sign in to the user's account because the hijacker does not have the
user's phone. We are already hearing stories from our users about how this extra layer of security has
protected them from phishing attacks or unauthorized access.
III.

Congress should act to build trust and create appropriate government access
standards

Congress has a vital role to play in encouraging responsible privacy and security practices, both by
bringing attention to these issues and through appropriate legislation.
As a start, Google supports the development of comprehensive, baseline privacy framework that can
ensure broad-based user trust and that will support continued innovation and serve the privacy
interests of consumers. Some key considerations in this area include:
•

Even-handed application. A pro-innovation privacy framework must apply even-handedly
to all personal data regardless of source or means of collection. Thus, offline and online data
collection and processing should, where reasonable, involve similar data protection
obligations.

•

Recognition of benefits and costs. As with any regulatory policy, it is appropriate to
examine the benefits and costs of legislating in this area, including explicit attention to actual
harm to users and compliance costs.

•

Consistency across jurisdictions. Generally, Internet users neither expect nor want
different baseline privacy rules based on the local jurisdiction in which they or the provider
reside. Moreover, in many instances, strict compliance with differing state or national privacy
protocols would actually diminish consumer privacy, since it would require Internet
companies to know where consumers are located at any given time.

We also suggest two concrete areas where Congress can act immediately to strengthen Americans'
privacy protections and provide consistency for providers:
We pride ourselves at Google for industry-leading security features, including the use of encryption
for Ollr search and Gmail services. But we need help from the government to help ensure that the
bad acts of criminal hackers or inadequate security on the part of other companies does not
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undermine consumer trust for all services. Moreover, the patchwork of state law in this area leads to
confusion and unnecessary cost. Congress should therefore promote uniform, reasonable security
principles, including data breach notification procedures.
Finally, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the U.S. law governing government access to
stored communications, is outdated and out of step with what is reasonably expected by those who
use cloud computing services. ECPA worked well for many years, and much of it remains vibrant
and relevant. In significant places, however, a large gap has grown between the technological
assumptions made in ECPA and the reality of how the Internet works today, leaving us in some
circumstances with complex and baffling rules that arc both difficult to explain to users and difficult
to apply.
As part of the Digital Due Process coalition, we are working to address this issue. The Digital Due
Process coalition includes members ran!,>1ng from AT&T to Google to Americans for Tax Reform
to the ACLU.lt has put forward common sense principles that are designed to update ECPA, while
ensuring that government has the legal tools needed to enforce the laws. Particularly relevant to
today's hearing, the coalition seeks to;
•

Create a consistent process for data stored online. Treat private communications and
documents stored online the same as if they were stored at home and require a uniform
process before compelling a service provider to access and disclose the information.

•

Create a consistent process for location information. Create a clear, strong process with
heightened standards for government access to information regarding the location of an
individual's mobile device.

l\dvances in technology rely not just on the smart engineers who create the new services, but also on
smart laws that provide the critical legal underpinning for continued innovation and adoption of the
technology. We hope to work with this Committee and with Congress as a whole to strengthen
these legal protections for individuals and businesses.

***
I look forward to answering any questions you might have about our efforts. And Google looks
forward to working with members of the Committee and with Congress in the development of
valuable online services and strong privacy and security protections for users.
Thank you.
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Testimony of Ashkan Soltani'
Independent Privacy Researcher and Consultant
United States Senate, Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the law
Hearing on
Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your Privacy
May 10, 2011
Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and the distinguished members of the
Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to testify about mobile privacy and the state of
location tracking.
My name is Ashkan Soltani. I am a technology researcher and consultant specializing in
consumer privacy and security. I have more than 15 years of experience as a technical
consultant to Internet companies and federal government agencies. I received my masters
degree in Information Science from the University of California at Berkeley, where I conducted
extensive research and published two major reports on the methods by which users are tracked
online and to what extent. Last year, I served as a staff technologist in the Division of Privacy
and Identity Protection at the Federal Trade Commission on investigations related to Internet
technology and consumer privacy. I have also worked as the primary technical consultant on
The Wall Street Journal's What They Know series investigating issues relating to privacy online.
Recent revelations about how mobile devices handle sensitive data-particularly location
information-have surprised consumers. Their devices often playa large role in their everyday
activities, and many consumers show significant concern about who has access to their
information? Whether consumers understand these privacy risks and whether they have
meaningful control over information access are critical questions for this Subcommittee.
I have been invited to testify about the current state of mobile privacy and location tracking from
a technical perspective. First, I will describe location-based services and how a mobile device
can determine its location. Second, I will discuss three recent issues that demonstrate how
location data and other personal information are collected and shared in the current mobile
ecosystem. Finally, I will discuss three broad implications for consumer mobile privacy and
provide some suggestions for improvement.

1 My oral and written testimony here today to the Subcommittee represents my own personal
views, and does not reflect the views of any of the organizations that I have consulted or worked
for in the past.
2 Tsai, Janice Y., Kelley, Patrick Gage, Cranor, Lorrie Faith, Sadeh, Norman. Location Sharing
Technologies: Privacy Risks and Controls. (2009). From http://repository.cmu.edu/isr/85/
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A. MOBILE DEVICES AND LOCATION·BASED SERVICES
Mobile devices today are powerful computing machines. Like desktop computers, many mobile
devices run complex operating system platforms that allow third·party developers to create
software applications to perform specialized tasks. Two of the most widely used mobile
platforms, Apple iOS and Google Android, offer consumers hundreds of thousands of innovative
applications to download and install onto their devices through the Apple App Store and Android
Market. These include e-mail capabilities and productivity tools, mapping and navigation
services, social media applications and games. However, unlike desktop computers, mobile
devices are uniquely mobile which introduces unique privacy implications for their owners.
Consumers take their mobile phones and tablet computers with them nearly everywhere they
gO.3 They often carry these devices in their pockets from their homes to their offices, while
traveling by car or train, when on their way to daycare and to the grocery store. Mobile phones,
in particular, are personal "always-on" devices; therefore, the location of these devices often
closely mirrors that of their owners' locations and activities.
The location of a mobile device at any given moment may not be particularly sensitive;
However, the historical trail of past locations can reveal much about its user's behavior. In some
cases, a person who has access to historical location data can infer trends that uniquely identify
an individual. For example, if a mobile device's location is the same each work day, then
consistently at another location every evening, it might expose the location of the device
owner's workplace and home, respectively. An individual or organization with access to this
information could then correlate it with public databases that could then be linked to a particular
individual 4
However, location-based services (LBS) are a major selling point for many mobile devices.
These features quickly enable the discovery of nearby stores and restaurants, sharing of current
location with friends and family by using "check-in" functionality within social networking
applications, and easy directional navigation to desired destinations. In order to provide this
functionality, the application or service provider needs to pinpoint and use the mobile device's
location.

3 Three in five mobile phone owners say they carry their phones at all times, even inside the
home. See: Stanton, D. (2008, September 8). New Study Shows Mobile Phones Merging New,
Established Roles. Knowledge Networks. From ht!p:lfwww.knowledgenetworks.com/news/
releases/2008f091808_ mobilephones.html
4 Golle, Philippe and Kurt Partridge. On the Anonymity of HomefWork
Location Pairs. From ht!p:lfxenon.stanford.eduf-pgollefpapersfcommute.pdf (Researchers
demonstrate it may be possible to associate home/work location pairs to individuals' identity.)
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Note: The icons in the margins below refer to the diagram in Appendix A and
are used to direct attention to specific portions of the "Location Ecosystem."
There are four primary ways the location of a mobile device can be determined, depending on
both its hardware and software capabilities.
1. Global positioning system (GPS) is a technology that allows a device to determine
its location by triangulating GPS satellite signals, which are typically accurate to within a few
meters. While nearly all smartphones manufactured today contain a built-in GPS chip, many
mobile devices (e.g., laptops) typically do not. While GPS allows for high accuracy of location, it
is often unavailable indoors and its high consumption of battery life often compels users to turn
off GPS until they require it.
2. Wireless carriers can help mobile devices determine location by using information about the
signals of nearby cell phone towers. This is called cellular geolocation. Cellular phone towers
act as known "landmarks" since they have fixed locations. This property enables wireless
carriers to triangulate a device's location anytime the device is powered on. Mobile phones can
send a query to the carrier to request the physical coordinates of towers within range and then
calculate its position as best as possible. This technique is generally less accurate than GPS
and varies widely depending on the density of cell towers in a given area.
3. Location providers are services that allow devices to determine location via a variety
of methods, which include cellular, Wi-Fi and Internet Protocol (IP) based methods. Companies
such as Google, Apple, and Skyhook can act as location providers by compiling extensive
databases that correlate Wi-Fi access points and cell phone towers with their physical locations.
Mobile devices then query these databases with information about nearby "wireless landmarks"
(i.e., Wi-Fi access points and cell phone towers) in order to obtain their current location. As a
result, the location provider is able to infer the current location of the mobile device as well as
enhance its own location database with any additional 'wireless landmarks" provided with the
query.
4. Location aggregators are a separate class of location service providers that obtain
location information via direct arrangements with wireless carriers. As such, device location is
obtained directly from triangulation of nearby cellular tower data and does not rely on the
handset to be 'aware" of its present location. This enables features such as 'geofencing,' which
is the ability to notify a third party whenever a device enters geographic area without requiring a
specialized application on the phone. Location aggregators occupy a unique niche in this
marketplace as they have a detailed "carrier view" vantage point across all of their participating
partners, and they provide data to third party applications and web sites directly.
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B. HOW MOBILE DEVICE LOCATION IS COLLECTED AND SHARED
1. By Location Providers
The process by which Location Providers gather data raises significant privacy concerns. Much
of the initial public concern focused on Google's reported collection of consumer information
when it mapped wireless landmarks like cell towers and Wi-Fi access points by using employeedriven automobiles that were equipped with special sensors.'
More recently, location providers began distributing the work by using their customers' mobile
devices as "scouts in the field" in order to compile their databases of the physical locations of
wireless landmarks. This "crowdsourcing" of location data has introduced additional privacy
concerns. By leveraging consumers' mobile devices as scouts, location providers consequently
receive the location of the mobile device as they report their findings. s Consumers have the
option to "opt-out" of this practice; however, background collection and transmission of location
information is enabled by default for most location providers.'
Even the notice that is offered may also be inadequate for meaningful choice. Figure 1 below
compares the Google Android platform's permission screen informing users of the background
collection of location data to the comparable screen on the Apple iOS platform. A customer
would have to read Apple's lengthy software license agreement to learn that disabling location
services means disabling the background collection of location data.
In addition, a mobile device user's attempt to "opt-out" may be ineffective. In April 2011, The
Wall Street Journal reported that Apple iPhone devices woud still collect and transmitting this
information, even when users' had affirmatively set the location services to "off." That is, even
when consumers elected to disable collection of their device location, their iPhones had
continued to record and transmit location services information to Apple's servers· Surprisingly,
this scenario conflicts with a July 12, 2010 letter from Apple's General Counsel to
Representatives Ed Markey and Joe Barton which stated that "Apple automatically collects this

Stone, Brad. (2010, May 14). Google Says It Collected Private Data By Mistake. From
http://www.nytimes.com/2010105/15/business/15google.html
6 Valentino-Devries, Jennifer. (2011, April 23). Google Defends Way It Gets Phone Data. From
http://online.wsj.com/articie/SB10001424052748703387904576279451001593760.html
7 Google's default is enabled by means of a pre-selected check box during the initial product
setup which a user has to actively 'un check'. See Figure 1. The FTC has raised concerns about
"pre-checked" dialogues as a mechanism for affirmative consent in a recent settlement with
Google and their Buzz social networking product. See http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselistl1023136/
11 0330googlebuzzcmpt.pdf at page 4.
B Valentino-Devries, Jennifer. (2011, April 25). IPhone Stored Location in Test Even if Disabled.
From http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704123204576283580249161342.html
and Apple. (2011, April 27). Apple Q&A On Location Data. From
http://www.apple.com/prilibrary/2011/04/2710cation_qa.html.
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information only (1) if the device's location-based services capabilities are toggled to 'On' and
(2) the customer uses an application requiring location-based information."g

Figure 1. Permission screens controlling location service on the Android and iPhone platforms.
(Location Services and subsequent collection is ON by default on both platforms.)

2. In Local Cache Files on the Device
In order to improve the speed of location look-ups and to further reduce battery consumption,
many mobile platform developers design their systems to keep a local copy - a "cache" - of
location information from previous queries on the mobile device. This allows a mobile device to
determine its location without having to re-query the location provider every time it's near a
previously seen landmark.
Like any repository of sensitive information, this cache of location data poses potential privacy
issues. As mentioned previously, a person who is able to gain access to this database might be
able to determine the user's past whereabouts (subject to the historical length of the cache). In
addition, last month, researchers identified a cache of location data that includes a full year's
worth of location history stored on their Apple iPhone device.'o This data had been recorded by
9 Apple Inc's Response For Infonmation Regarding Its Privacy Policy and Location-Based
Services. (2010, July 12). From http://markey.house.gov/docs/applemarkeybarton7-12-1 O.pdf at
page 7.
10 Allan, Alasdair and Pete Warden. (2011, April 20). Got An iPhone or 3G iPad? Apple Is
Recording Your Moves. From http://radar.oreilly.com/2011/04/apple-location-tracking.html.
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iPhones even when a user elected to disable location services. This effectively means that, in
addition to there being no meaningful mechanism by which consumers can disable the
background collection of location data by location providers, they also lack a meaningful
mechanism to disable the collection of location data in a cache file. The researchers also found
a copy of this same cache file stored insecurely on computers that had been used to
synchronize or backup their iPhones, iPads, and other iOS devices H
By analyzing the data stored in this cache, which is a record of nearby cellular towers and Wi-Fi
access points the phone encountered, the researchers were able to re-create a map of their
previous travels from Washington DC to New York, as shown below in Figure 2. They also
publicly released a tool that consumers could use to easily access and visualize their own
location histories. '2

Figure 2. Map of researchers' whereabouts, inferred from local iPhone cache. '3

11 Apple announced a fix for this bug which reduces the size of the location database cache,
stops transfer to iTunes when you connect your device to a computer, and deletes the cache
entirely when you turn Location Services off. However, this fix doesnt apply to older 2G and 3G
devices. Chen, Jacqui. (2011, May 05). iOS 4.3.3 is out with location tracking fixes for iPhone,
iPad. From http://arstechnica.com/apple/news/2011/05/ios-433-is-out-with-location-trackingfixes-for-iphone-ipad.ars
12 Warden, Pete. (2011, April 20). iPhoneTracker. From
http://petewarden.github.com/iPhoneTracker/
13 Allan, Alasdair. (2011, April 20). Got an iPhone or 3G iPad? Apple Is Recording Your Moves.
From http://radar.oreilly.com/2011/04/apple-location-tracking.html
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Further research into competing platforms showed that Apple was not alone in this practice.
Google and Microsoft smartphones also cache location histories, although the retention period
for this information on these platforms appears to be shorter,14
It's worth noting here that while the recent "discovery" of local location caches has belter
informed the public about the issue, researchers and law enforcement have been aware of this
practice for some time.15 In addition to location history, researchers have repeatedly
demonstrated that personal information such as email, text messages, browsing history, photos,
and passwords can be recovered easily with physical access to the devices and, in some cases,
remotely.'6 Surprisingly, this is even true for applications typically thought to be impervious to
monitoring, such as the encrypted voice calling program Skype. 17

3. By Smartphone Applications
In addition to storing location data locally and transmitting it to Location Providers, many users'
smartphones will transmit their location and other sensitive data to numerous third parties via
the use of third-party applications, such as games and other software programs. The specific
parties and amount of information will vary depending on the specific "apps" used. However, the
practice of transmitting potentially sensitive data off of the device is common for most
applications.

Gohring, Nancy. (2011, April 29). Microsoft Admits To More Windows Phone Update
Problems. From
http://www.pcworld.com/article/226733/microsoft_admits_to_mor e_windows_phone_update_pro
blems.html and Foresman, Chris. Android Phone Keeps Location Cache Too, But It's Harder
To Access. From http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/news/2011/04/android-phon es-keep-Iocationcache-too-but-its-harder-to-access.ars
15 Levinson presented his research on the iPhone cache file at a conference six months ago and
subsequently published his findings in December 2010. Levinson, Alex. (2011, April 21). Three
Major Issues with the Latest iPhone Tracking "Discovery." From
b!n:csjJi3I.~)(le\liDsQn,\\Iorgp!ess . c:ol!1l.2_011i(J4121/3.~l!1alor~issL!es~w.ith31l,El~!at~t:ipb()n,El~lraclsing
discovery/. Johnson, Bobbie. (2011, April 21). Researcher: iPhone Location Data Already Used
By Cops. From http://gigaom.comI2011/04/21/researcher-iphone-location-data-already-used-bycops/.
1S Edwards, Sarah. Inside the App: All Your Data are Belong to Me. From
http://www.shmoocon.org/speakerS#insideapp
17 A design vulnerability in the secure calling software Skype allows access to "full name, date of
birth, city/state/country, home phone, office phone, cell phone and email addresses" of users
because files on the device had insecure permissions and we stored in an unencrypted format
Case, Justin. (2011, April 15). (Updated) Exclusive Vulnerability In Skype For Android Is
Exposing Your Name, Phone Number, Chat Logs, And A Lot More. From
http://www.androidpolice.com/20 11104/141exclusive-vulnera bility-in-skype-for-an droid-isexposing-your-name-phone-number-chat-Iogs-and-a-Iot-mo rei
14
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In a survey of the 101 popular iPhone and Android phone apps in December 2010, The Wall
Street Journal found that 47 of them transmitted the phone's location and 56 also transmitted
identifiers (such as hardware serial numbers) to a third parties'8 Sometimes this information
would go to the application developer's server, such as Yelp.com when using the Yelp "app."
Other times, the location would be shared by the app further afield to its advertising partners
without clear indication to the end-user. Fourty-five apps had no discernible privacy policies, and
neither Apple nor Google requires apps to have privacy policies.
While user consent is typically required before applications are allowed to access location
information, the purpose may not always be apparent to the user, and the user may have no
indication that this information will subsequently be disclosed to third parties. For example, one
iPhone app called Ninjump-a game-accesses and sends the a mobile device's location
information to its mobile ad provider.'9 Most users would probably be befuddled about why an
action game would ever need to access their location or disclose it to others, even if they
consented to the initial collection of this information.
Data sharing isn't limited to location information. Applications can access and transmit data
which includes text rnessages, ernails, phone numbers, contacts stored, and even browser
history stored on the device, as well as any information users knowingly enter in the process of
using the app.20 Some of this sharing may be expected, while other times it may be surprising.
One example is where a popular social networking application had uploaded entire copies of
users' address books to Facebook's servers21

C. IMPLICATIONS FOR CONSUMER PRIVACY
These recent issues demonstrate key points of contention between consumers privacy and
business interests.
1. EXisting Notice and Choice Mechanisms Are Insufficient
Mobile apps and platforms do not provide consumers with sufficiently detailed notices about
how their location and other sensitive information will be collected and used. Notice
requirements vary from platform-to-platforrn. However, many disclosures related to privacy,
such as data retention and sharing, frequently go unmentioned. The notices also rarely
differentiate between first and third party data uses nor do they reveal business partners, like ad

18 Thurm, Scott and Yutari Iwatani Kane. (2010, December 17). Your Apps Are Watching You.
From http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704694004576020083703574602.html
19 WSJ Blogs. (2011, December 17). What They Know Mobile. Ninjump. From
http://blogs.wsj.com/wtk-mobile/2010/12/17/ninjump/
20 Seriot, Nicolas. (2010). iPhone Privacy. From
http://seriol.ch/resources/talks_papers/iPhonePrivacy.pdf
21 Moos, Kurt von. (2010, February 26). Privacy Fails: How Facebook Steals Your Friends
Numbers. From http://kurtvonmoos.com/facebook_steals_contacUnfo/
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networks, by name. As such, consumers are unable to make meaningful choices regarding their
privacy risks when using mobile devices.
For example, with the exception of real-time location data, Apple's iOS platform for iPhones
does not disclose to users what other location information may be accessed and shared by
applications upon download. The iOS platform also does not inform users if an app will collect
information from their address books, calendars, or other data from their iPhone.
Consumers are given a chance to "click through" to discover individual app privacy policies, but
these are often long legal statements that are particularly difficult to read on a small mobile
screen,22 when they're even available. Comparatively, the Android platform allows more
descriptive notices informing users of the data an app will collect. Although many of the terms
used in these notice are still very technical in nature and can appear cryptic for a lay user to
understand.
While mobile platforms today allow users to first review these disclosure notices before they
install an app. But they also all adopt a "take it or leave it" approach to application permissions:
the user can either allow access to all of the information the app requests, or deny all access
(and thus not install the app). Granular permissions are not typically made available. That is,
users are forced to give up their location information if they want to play the Ninjump game.

2. Collected Location Information Can Be Sensitive
Some industry players dismiss the recent concern about location privacy by saying that the
information collected is not actually device location information. In Apple's Q&A on location
data, they say that some of the collected information is about network equipment "some of
which may be located more than one hundred miles away.,,23
While this may be true for cellular location in sparse rural areas, many urban environments yield
device location measurements as accurate as 50 to 200 feet. 24 Since Wi-Fi is a Short-range
communication, knowing even one nearby Wi-Fi signal can typically pin the user within 100 feet.

22 This matter became the underlying premise of a popular television show parodying "Apple's
ridiculous 55-page iTunes terms and conditions." O'Grady. Jason. D (2011, April 28) South Park
parodies iTunes terms and conditions. From hUp:lfwww.zdnet.comfblogfapplefsouth-parkparodies-itunes-terms-and-conditionsf10043.
23 Apple. (2011, April 27). Apple Q&A On Location Data. From
hUp:f/www.apple.comfprflibrary/2011/04/2710cation_qa.html
24 Steve Lee, product manager for Google Maps for Mobile and Google Latitude said in a May
2010 email that Google had 300 million Wi-Fi networks in its database which could pinpoint a
device's location to within about 100 feet. Efrati, Amir. (2011, May 1). Google Calls Location
Data 'Valuable.' From
http://online.wsj.com/articie/SB10001424052748703703304576297450030517830.html
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As a quick demonstration, I recorded my device's location while sitting on a bench in the lobby
of Hart Senate Office Building. Using GPS, my location was accurately reported to within 20
meters, as indicated by the small circle at the center of the left image in Figure 3 below. The
right image shows nearly the exact same location found using Wi-Fi geolocation, which only
uses a location database maintained by Google.

GPS

Wi-Fi

Figure 3. Comparing the accuracy of GPS and Wi-Fi based geolocation techniques. 25
Quite a lot of information can be deduced from trails of historical location data. People are
creatures of habit,26 and it would often be easy to deduce where an individual works from her
location on weekdays from 9am-5pm or, from the same nightly location, where she sleeps.
These two pieces of information start to form a picture of who the device owner is.

3. Location Data Can Be Tied to Consumer Identities
Industry also argues that location data cannot be associated with consumers' real identities, and
that this data if often simply "anonymous usage statistics."27 However, to the degree that this
data is also associated with unique identifiers-such as serial numbers or IP addresses that can

25 The strongest Wi-Fi signal my device could detect was one of the "Odyssey" access points.
Google's geolocation database reported the location of this access point (and thus my location)
to within 120 meters as indicated by the circle in the right image.
26
93% of people return to the same locations: Song, C., Qu, Z., Blumm, N., and Barabasi, A.L.
Limits of predictability in human mobility. Science. 2010 Feb 19, 327(5968): 1018-21. From
http://www.ncbLnlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20167789
27 "Google spokesman said it collects information anonymously." Kane, Yukari Iwatani, and
Jennifer Valentino-DeVries. (2011, April 28). Jobs Tries to Calm iPhone Imbroglio. From
http://online.wsj.com/articie/SB10001424052748703367004576288790268529716.html
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later be linked back to an individual device or person 28 _it becomes difficult to refer to it as
"anonymous information."29
Identifiers enable further correlations with additional information generated via other channels,
such as subscriber information (from a wireless carrier), login credentials (from phones that
sync their e-mail or calendars), or even in some cases name, credit card or address information
used in the app marketplace. For example, research recently demonstrated that "anonymous"
device identifiers can easily be correlated to user's location and identity" in the form of
pseudonyms and Facebook profiles with a reasonable degree of likelihood. 3D
Whether re-identification is possible depends on what other information is available, which itself
hinges on the data retention and security practices of multiple participants in this ecosystem. It
is rarely the case that information should be called "anonymous," since there is nearly always
some small chance of re-identification.
Fortunately, at least some in industry share this view. When asked about the anonymity of
location, the CEO of Location Provider Skyhook Jay Yarao stated:
"Ilf] you associate any history of a user at all it's very easy to, after the
fact, figure out the name of that user. So when you hear companies like
Microsoft and Google say, 'We're anonymizing the data,' it doesn't matter.
If there's a location history, all I do is look at past 9 o'clock and there's a
95% chance that you went home. And I will look at that, and I will look up
that address and I will know who you are. And as you start adding more
and more data, I match that with where you work and now I know this is
yoU.,,31

28 While IP addresses can be dynamic, they can persist for days. IP addresses assigned to
phones on the Verizon and Sprint do not change over a 2-day test period. See Balakrishnan,
Mahesh, Iqbal Mohomed, and Venugopalan Ramusubramanian. (2009). Where's That Phone?
Geoloeating IP Addresses on 3G Networks. From http://research.microsoft.com/enusfumfpeoplefmaheshbafpapersfephemera-imc09.pdf
29The Dutch Data Protection Authority argues that MAC addresses, in combination with the
ability to identify the location of wireless hardware, may by itself qualify as personal information.
Preuschat, Archibald. (2011, April 20). Google Faces New Demands In Netherlands Over Street
View Data. From
http://online.wsj.com/article/0,,SB10001424052748703922504576273151673266520,00.html
3DRecently, a researcher demonstrated that device IDs can be linked to GPS location (30%),
Weak Identities (20%), and Facebook profiles (10%) using public game service Open Feint. See
Cortesi, Aldo. (2011, May 4). De-Anonymizing Apple UDIDs with OpenFeint. From
http://corte.si/posts/security/openfeint-udid-deanonymization/index.html
31 Yarao, Jay. (2011, April 28). Everything You Need To Know About How Phones Are Stalking
You Everywhere. From http://www.businessinsider.com/skyhook-ceo-2011-4
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D. Conclusion
As mobile devices become more powerful-and more ingrained in the way consumers work and
play-information about where a device is located becomes an ever more valuable input for
commercial activity. But at the same time, consumers have expressed significant concern about
how their devices expose sensitive information about them in ways they might not expect.
Consumers need to be able to trust their devices in order to take full advantage of all the
benefits mobile technology has to offer.
To better protect consumer privacy going forward, I offer four suggestions:
1. Mobile platform providers and application developers should work together to provide
consumers with more transparency into exactly what data are collected, how they are
stored, to whom they are transmitted, and how they are secured and used.
2. Certain disclosures should be mandatory, such as clearly differentiateing between first
and third party uses of all potentially sensitive data, and also between active use and
passive background activity. Precise definitions for "location" and "identity" should be
provided.
3. Providers and developers should also work to ensure that the information consumers
entrust with them are handled securely and in line with their expectations.
4. Providers and developers should also offer meaningful choice, such as granular
permissions and working opt-outs, to consumers so they can make effective, privacyconcious decisions in the marketplace.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify here today. Mobile privacy is a very nuanced issue, even
for us technologists, so I thank the subcommittee for their attention on this increaSingly
important problem. I will be happy to answer any further questions.
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Appendix A: Flow of location Data in Mobile Ecosystem
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United States Senate
Washington, DC
May 10, 2011

Good morning Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and Members of the
Subcommittee. My name is Bud Tribble, and I am Vice President for Software Technology for
Apple Inc. On behalf of Apple, I thank you for the opportunity to address this important
subject.
Apple's Commitment To Protecting Our Customers' Privacy
Apple is deeply committed to protecting the privacy of our customers who use Apple mobile
devices, including iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Apple has adopted a comprehensive privacy
policy for all its products and implemented industry-leading privacy features in its products to
protect our customers' personal data. We are also deeply committed to meeting our
customers' demands for prompt and accurate location-based services. These services offer
many benefits to our customers by enhancing convenience and safety for shopping, travel
and other activities.
To meet these goals, Apple provides easy-to-use tools that allow our consumers to control the
collection and use of location data on all our mobile devices. We do not share personally
identifiable information with third parties for their marketing purposes without consent, and
we require third-party application developers to agree to specific restrictions protecting our
customers' privacy. Apple is constantly innovating new technology, features and designs to
provide our customers with greater privacy protection and the best possible user experience.
Apple welcomes inquiries about how it protects its customers' privacy while providing reliable
and fast location-based services. For instance, Apple provided on July 12, 2010 to
Representatives Barton and Markey a detailed description of its collection and use of locationbased information. I testified regarding the same topic before the Committee on Commerce,
Science, and Transportation on July 27, 2010. And on April 27, 2011, Apple released a public
response to recent questions regarding the collection and use of location information. A copy
of that response is attached to this testimony as Exhibit A. The initial point made in that
response should be emphasized: Apple does not track users' locations - Apple has never
done so and has no plans to ever do so.
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In my testimony today, I would like to address the following topics: (1) Apple's Privacy Policy;
(2) Apple's collection, storage and use of location information on Apple mobile devices; and
(3) the use of location information by third-party applications and the iAd Advertising
Network.
I.

Apple's Privacy Policy

Apple has a single Customer Privacy Policy (the "Policy") that applies across all Apple
businesses and products, including the iTunes Store and App Store. The Policy, written in
easy-to-read language, details what information Apple collects and how Apple and its partners
and licensees may use the information. The Policy is available from a link on every page of
Apple's website.'
The Policy includes the following provision regarding location-based information:
To provide location-based services on Apple products, Apple and our partners and
licensees may collect, use, and share precise location data, including the real-time
geographic location of your Apple computer or device. This location data is collected
anonymously in a form that does not personally identify you and is used by Apple and
our partners and licensees to provide and improve location-based products and
services. For example, we may share geographic location with application providers
when you opt in to their location services.
Some location-based services offered by Apple, such as the MobileMe "Find My
iPhone" feature, require your personal information for the feature to work ..
This provision incorporates similar language regarding location-based information that
appears in Apple End User Software License Agreements ("SLAs") for products that provide
location-based services. For example, the current iPhone SLA states:
Apple and its partners and licensees may provide certain services through your iPhone
that rely upon location information. To provide and improve these services, where
available, Apple and its partners and licensees may transmit, collect, maintain, process
and use your location data, including the real-time geographic location of your iPhone,
and location search queries. The location data and queries collected by Apple are
collected in a form that does not personally identify you and may be used by Apple
and its partners and licensees to provide and improve location-based products and
services. By using any location-based services on your iPhone, you agree and
consent to Apple's and its partners' and licensees' transmission, collection,
maintenance, processing and use of your location data and queries to provide and
improve such products and services. (Emphasis exists in the SLA.) You may withdraw
this consent at any time by going to the Location Services setting on your iPhone and
either turning off the global Location Services setting or turning off the individual
location settings of each location-aware application on your
iPhone. Not using these location features will not impact the non location-based
functionality of your iPhone. When using third party applications or services on the
iPhone that use or provide location data, you are subject to and should review such

'The links take customers to http://www.apple.com/privacy.which customers may also access
directly.
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third party's terms and privacy policy on use of location data by such third party
applications or services.
The Policy includes the following provision regarding third-party products, such as iPhone
apps:
Apple websites, products, applications, and services may contain links to third-party
websites, products, and services. Our products and services may also use or offer
products or services from third parties - for example, a third-party iPhone app.
Information collected by third parties, which may include such things as location data
or contact details, is governed by their privacy practices. We encourage you to learn
about the privacy practices of those third parties.
The Policy also includes the following language regarding mobile advertisements, such as
those served through Apple's iAd service:
Apple and its partners use cookies and other technologies in mobile advertising
services to control the number of times you see a given ad, deliver ads that relate to
your interests, and measure the effectiveness of ad campaigns. If you do not want to
receive ads with this level of relevance on your mobile device, you can opt out by
accessing the following link on your device: http://oo.apple.com.lfyou opt out, you
will continue to receive the same number of mobile ads, but they may be less relevant
because they will not be based on your interests. You may still see ads related to the
content on a web page or in an application or based on other non-personal
information. This opt-out applies only to Apple advertising services and does not affect
interest-based advertising from other advertising networks.
The Policy identifies a dedicated page on Apple's website where customers may submit
privacy-related inquiries and comments. Apple monitors these submissions and responds to
appropriate inquiries in a timely manner. Customers may also address privacy concerns to
TRUSTe, Apple'S third-party privacy monitor. A link to TRUSTe is displayed within the Policy.
As noted above, customers may access the Policy from every page on Apple's website. The
Policy also was placed where Apple believed the largest number of customers would see it:
the iTunes Store.
Customers attempting to open a new iTunes Store account are directed to a webpage titled:
"iTunes Store Terms & Conditions and Apple's Privacy Policy." They are asked to click the same
unchecked agreement box stating: "I have read and agree to the iTunes Terms and Conditions
and Apple's Privacy Policy."
Apple updated the Policy on June 21,2010.' The first time each existing iTunes Store
customer logged on to the iTunes Store after that date, the iTunes Store displayed a message
that prompted the customer to review the iTunes Store Terms and Conditions. The message
stated:

'Note that on March 31,2011, Apple made two non-material updates to its June 21,2010
Privacy Policy. Specifically, Apple updated: (1) the URL where users can login to their
accounts to view and modify their preferences and contact information and (2) the
mechanism provided to users to ask questions about the Policy.
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iTunes Store Terms and Conditions have changed. Please read and agree to the terms
and conditions below to continue using the iTunes Store.
Customers were asked to click an unchecked agreement box stating: "I have read and agree to
the iTunes Terms and Conditions and Apple's Privacy Policy." Customers who do not agree to
the Terms and Conditions and the Policy are not be able to use the iTunes Store (e.g., cannot
make purchases on the iTunes Store or the App Store), but they may continue to use iTunes
software.
II.

Location Information and Location-Based Services for Mobile Devices

Apple began providing location-based services in January 2008. These services enable
applications that allow customers to perform a wide variety of useful tasks such as getting
directions to a particular address from their current location or finding nearby restaurants or
stores.
Apple offers location-based services on a variety of mobile devices, including the iPhone 3G,
iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 COMA and GSM models, iPad Wi-Fi + 3G, iPad 2 Wi-Fi and 3G and, to a
more limited extent, older models ofthe iPhone, the iPad Wi-Fi, and iPod touch.
All of Apple's mobile devices run on Apple's proprietary mobile operating system, iOS. Apple
released iOS 4.1 on September 8, 2010. Apple released the current versions, iOS 4.3.3 and
4.2.8 (for the iPhone 4 COMA model), on May 4,2011. Currently, iOS 4.3.3 may be run on
iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 GSM model, iPod touch 3rd and 4th generations, iPad, and iPad 2. My
testimony focuses on iOS 4.1 and later versions, including the free iOS update Apple released
on May 4, 2011.
A.

Privacy Featu res

Apple has designed features that enable customers to exercise control over the use of
location-based services.
First, Apple provides its customers with the ability to turn "Off" all location-based service
capabilities with a single "On/Off" toggle switch. For mobile devices, the toggle switch is in
the "Location Services" menu under "Settings." As described more fully below, when this
toggle is switched "Off," (1) iOS will not provide any location information to any applications,
including applications that may have previously received consent to use location information;
(2) iOS will not collect or geo-tag information about nearby Wi-Fi hotspots or cell towers; and
(3) iOS will not upload any location information to Apple from the device.
Second, Apple requires express customer consent when any application requests locationbased information for the first time. When an application requests the information, a dialog
box appears stating: "[Application] would like to use your current location." The customer is
asked: "Don't Allow" or "OK." If the customer clicks on "Don't Allow," iOS will not provide any
location-based information to the application. This dialog box is mandatory-neither Apple's
applications nor those of third parties are permitted to override the notification.
Third, iOS 4 permits customers to identify individual applications that may not access locationbased information, even if Location Services is "On." The Location Services settings menu
4
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provides an "On/Off" toggle switch for each application that has requested location-based
information. When the switch for a particular application is "Off," no location-based
information will be provided to that application.
Fourth, Customers can change their individual application settings at any time. An arrow icon
(-1") alerts iOS 4 users that an application is using or has recently used location-based

information. This icon will appear real-time for currently running applications and next to the
"On/Off" switch for any application that has used location-based information in the past
twenty-four hours.
Finally, customers can use Restrictions, also known as Parental Controls, on a mobile device to
prevent access to specific features, including Location Services. When a customer enables
Restrictions, the customer must enter a passcode (this passcode is separate from the device
passcode that the customer may set). If the customer turns Location Services off and selects
"Don't Allow Changes," the user of the device cannot turn on Location Services without that
passcode.
B.

Location Information
1.

Crowd-Sourced Database of Cell Tower Location and Wi-Fi Hotspot
Information

Customers want and expect their mobile devices to be able to quickly and reliably determine
their current locations in order to provide accurate location-based services. If the device
contains a GPS chip, the device can determine its current location using GPS satellite data. But
this process can take up to several minutes. Obviously, if the device does not have a GPS chip,
no GPS location data will be available.
To provide the high quality products and services that its customers demand, Apple must
have access to comprehensive location-based information. To enable Apple mobile devices to
respond quickly (or at all, in the case of non-GPS equipped devices or when GPS is not
available, such as indoors or in basements) to a customer's request for current location
information, Apple maintains a secure database containing information regarding known
locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi access points '- also referred to as Wi-Fi hotspots. As
described in greater detail below, Apple collects from millions of Apple devices anonymous
location information for cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots.' From this anonymous information,
Apple has been able, over time, to calculate the known locations of many millions of Wi-Fi hot
spots and cell towers. Because the basis for this location information is the "crowd" of Apple
devices, Apple refers to this as its "crowd-sourced" database.
The crowd-sourced database contains the following information:
Cell Tower Information: Apple collects information about nearby cell towers, such as
the location of the tower(s), Cell IDs, and data about the strength of the signal
transmitted from the towers. A Cell ID refers to the unique number assigned by a
cellular provider to a cell, a defined geographic area covered by a cell tower in a

3 During this collection process, iDS does not transmit to Apple any data that is uniquely
associated with the device or the customer.
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mobile network. Cell IDs do not provide any personal information about mobile phone
users located in the cell. Location, CeIlID, and signal strength information is available
to anyone with certain commercially available software.
Wi-Fi Access Point Information: Apple collects information about nearby Wi-Fi access
points, such as the location of the access point(s), Media Access Control (MAC)
addresses, and data about the strength and speed of the signal transmitted by the
access point(s). A MAC address (a term that does not refer to Apple products) is a
unique number assigned by a manufacturer to a network adapter or network interface
card ("NIC"). MAC addresses do not provide any personal information about the owner
of the network adapter or NIC. Anyone with a wireless network adapter or NIC can
identify the MAC address of a Wi-Fi access point. Apple does not collect the userassigned name ofthe Wi-Fi access point (known as the "SSID," or service set identifier)
or data being transmitted over the Wi-Fi network (known as "payload data").
The crowd-sourced database does not reveal personal information about any customer. An
Apple mobile device running Apple's mobile device operating system, iOS, can use the crowdsourced database to (1) provide the customer with an approximate location while waiting for
the more precise GPS location, (2) find GPS satellites much more quickly, significantly reducing
the wait time for the GPS location, and (3) triangulate the device location when GPS is not
available (such as indoors or in basements). The device performs all of these calculations in
response to a request for location information from an application on the customer's device
that has been explicitly approved by the user to obtain the current location, and the device
requests from Apple the crowd-sourced database information needed for these calculations!
The crowd-sourced database must be updated continuously to account for, among other
things, the ever-changing physical landscape, more innovative uses of mobile technology, and
the increasing number of Apple's customers. In collecting and maintaining its crowd-sourced
database, Apple always has taken great care to protect its customers' privacy.
2.

Downloading Crowd-Sourced Data To A Mobile Device

To further improve the speed with which the device can calculate location, Apple downloads a
subset of the crowd-sourced database content to a local cache on the device. This content
describes the known locations ofWi-Fi hotspots' and cell towers that the device can "see"
and/or that are nearby, as well as nearby cell location area codes,' some of which may be
more than one hundred miles away. The presence of the local cache on the device enables

For devices running the iPhone OS versions 1.1.3 to 3.1, Apple relied on (and still relies on)
databases maintained by Google and Skyhook Wireless ("Skyhook") to provide location-based
services. Beginning with the iPhone OS version 3.2 released in April 2010, Apple relies on its
own databases to provide location-based services and for diagnostic purposes.
5 For each Wi-Fi hotspot, the location information includes that hotspot's MAC address,
latitude/longitude coordinates, and associated horizontal accuracy number. For each cell
tower, the location information includes the cell tower ID, latitude/longitude coordinates, and
associated horizontal accuracy number.
'Cell base stations are grouped into "location areas" for network planning purposes, and each
location area is assigned a unique "location area code." This "location area code" is broadcast
by the cell base stations.
4
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the device to calculate an initial approximate location before Apple's servers can respond to a
request for information from the crowd-sourced database.
The local cache does not include a log of each time the device was near a particular hotspot or
cell tower, and the local cache has never included such a log. For each Wi-Fi hotspot and cell
tower, the local cache stores only that hotspot's/cell tower's most recent location information,
downloaded from Apple's constantly updated crowd-sourced database. After a customer
installs the free iOS software update, iOS will purge records that are older than seven days,
and the cache will be deleted entirely when Location Services is turned off.
The local cache is protected with iOS security features, but it is not encrypted. Beginning with
the next major release of iOS, the operating system will encrypt any local cache of the hotspot
and cell tower location information.
Apple issued a free iOS software update on May 4,2011. Prior to the update, iTunes backed
up the local cache (stored in consolidated.db) as part ofthe normal device backup if there was
a syncing relationship between the device and a computer. The iTunes backup, including
consolidated.db, mayor may not have been encrypted, depending on the customer's settings
in iTunes. After the software update, iTunes does not back up the local cache (now stored in
cache.db).
When a customer runs certain applications, those applications request location information
from iOS. Because of a bug that existed prior to the update, even when Location Services was
off, the device would anonymously send the IDs of visible Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers,
without any GPS information, to Apple's servers, Apple's servers would send back the known,
crowd-sourced location information for those hotspots and cell towers (and nearby hotspots
and cell towers), and the device would cache that information in the consolidated.db file.
None of this downloaded crowd-sourced location information - or any other location
information - was provided to or disclosed to the application.
The iOS software update fixed the bug that caused crowd-sourced location information to be
downloaded to the device while Location Services was off. iOS will now delete any existing
local cache from consolidated.db and, if Location Services is off, (1) Apple will not download
any crowd-sourced location information to the device, regardless of whether a specific
application requests that information, and (2) iOS will delete any cache of this information
stored in cache.db.
3.

Collections and Transmissions from Apple Mobile Devices

Apple collects anonymous location information about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers from
millions of devices to develop and refine Apple's database of crowd-sourced location
information. The mobile devices intermittently collect information about Wi-Fi hotspots and
cell towers they can "see" and tag that information with the device's current GPS coordinates,
Le. the devices "geo-tag" hotspots and towers.
This collected Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower information is temporarily saved in a separate table
in the local cache; thereafter, that data is extracted from the database, encrypted, and
transmitted anonymously - to Apple over a Wi-Fi connection every twelve hours (or later if
the device does not have Wi-Fi access at that time). Apple's servers use this information to recalculate and update the known locations of Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers stored in its
crowd-sourced database. Apple cannot identify the source of this information, and Apple
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collects and uses this information only to develop and improve the Wi-Fi hotspot and cell
tower location information in Apple's crowd-sourced database. After the device attempts to
upload this information to Apple, even if the attempt fails, the information is deleted from the
local cache database on the device. In versions of iOS 4.1 or later, moreover, the device will
not attempt to collect or upload this anonymous information to Apple unless Location
Services is on and the customer has explicitly consented to at least one application's request
to use location information.
4.

Additional Location Information Collections

If Location Services is on, Apple collects location information from mobile devices under the
following four additional circumstances.
First, as mentioned in Apple's April 27 response, Apple is collecting anonymous traffic data to
build a crowd-sourced automobile traffic database with the goal of providing iPhone users an
improved traffic service in the next couple of years. This information is temporarily stored in
the local cache on the device, anonymously uploaded to Apple, and then deleted from the
device.
Second, Apple collects anonymous diagnostic information from randomly-selected devices to
evaluate and improve the performance of its mobile hardware and operating system. For
example, Apple may collect information about a dropped cell phone call, including the
calculated location of the device when a call was dropped, to help identify and address any
cell connection issues. Before any diagnostic information is collected, the customer must
provide express consent to Apple. Apple cannot associate this information with a particular
customer.
Third, Apple obtains information about the device's location (the latitude/longitude
coordinates) when an ad request is made. The device securely transmits this information to
the Apple iAd servers, the iAd servers immediately convert the latitude/longitude coordinates
to a five-digit zip code, and the iAd servers then discard the coordinates. Apple does not
record or store the latitude/longitude coordinates - Apple stores only the zip code. Apple
then uses the zip code to select a relevant ad for the customer.
Finally, if a customer has consented to an application's collection and/or use of location
information, iDS will provide current location information in response to a request from that
application. iOS will provide that customer-approved application with the location of the
device only; iOS does not provide applications with direct access to the local cache.
III.

Third-Party Applications And The iAd Network
A.

Third Party Applications

In July 2008, Apple launched the App Store where customers may shop for and acquire
applications offered by third-party developers for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Currently
the App Store includes more than 350,000 third-party applications covering a wide variety of
areas including news, games, music, travel, health, fitness, education, business, sports,
navigation and social networking. Each application includes a description prepared by the
developer regarding, among other things, what the application does, when it was posted, and,
if applicable, what information the application may collect from the customer.
8
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Any customer with an iTunes account may purchase and download applications from the App
Store. Developers do not receive any personal information about customers from Apple when
applications are purchased. Only Apple has access to that information.
Third-party application developers must register as an "Apple Developer" by paying a fee and
signing the iPhone Developer Agreement (the "IDA") and the Program License Agreement (the
"PLA"). Registered Apple Developers gain access to the software development kit ("SDK") and
other technical resources necessary to develop applications for mobile devices.
The current PLA contains several provisions governing the collection and use of locationbased information, including the following:
Developers may collect, use, or disclose to a third party location-based information
only with the customer's prior consent and to provide a service or function that is
directly relevant to the use of the application;
Developers must provide information to their customers regarding the use and
disclosure of location-based information (e.g., a description on the App Store or adding
a link to the applicable privacy policy);
Developers must take appropriate steps to protect customers' location-based
information from unauthorized use or access;
Developers must comply with applicable privacy and data collection laws and
regulations regarding the use or transmission of location-based information;
Applications must notify and obtain consent from each customer before location data
is collected, transmitted, or otherwise used by developers;
If the customer denies or withdraws consent, applications may not collect, transmit,
process or utilize the customer's location data; and
Applications must not disable, override, or otherwise interfere with Appleimplemented alerts, including those intended to notify the customer that locationbased information is being collected, transmitted, maintained, processed, or used, or
intended to obtain consent for such use.
Developers that do not agree to these provisions may not offer applications on the App Store.
Apple has the right to terminate the PLA if a developer fails to comply with any of these
provisions.
Apple reviews all applications before adding them to the App Store to ensure, for example,
that they run properly and do not contain malicious code. Apple, however, does not monitor
applications after they are listed in the App Store, unless issues or problems arise.
B.

The iAd Network

On July 1, 2010, Apple launched the iAd mobile advertising network. The network can serve
ads to iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad devices running iDS 4, and the network offers a dynamic
way to incorporate and access advertising within applications. Customers can receive
advertising that relates to their interests ("interest-based advertising") and/or their location
9
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("location-based advertising"). For example, a customer who purchased an action movie on
iTunes may receive advertising regarding a new action movie being released in the theaters or
on DVD. A customer searching for nearby restaurants may receive advertising for stores in the
area.
As specified in the Policy and the relevant device SLAs, customers may opt out of interestbased advertising by visiting the following site from their mobile device: https://oo.apple.com.
Customers also may opt out of location-based advertising by toggling the device's locationbased service capabilities to "Off."
For customers who do not toggle location-based service capabilities to "Off," Apple collects
information about the device's location (latitude/longitude coordinates) when an ad request is
made. This information is transmitted securely to the Apple iAd server via a cellular network
connection or Wi-Fi Internet connection. The latitude/longitude coordinates are converted
immediately by the server to a five-digit zip code. Apple does not record or store the
latitude/longitude coordinates-Apple stores only the zip code. Apple then uses the zip code
to select a relevant ad for the customer.
Apple does not share any interest-based or location-based information about individual
customers, including the zip code calculated by the iAd server, with advertisers. Apple retains
a record of each ad sent to a particular device in a separate iAd database, accessible only by
Apple, to ensure that customers do not receive overly repetitive and/or duplicative ads and for
administrative purposes.
In some cases, an advertiser may want to provide more specific information based on a
device's actual location. For example, a retailer may want its ad to include the approximate
distance to nearby stores. A dialog box will appear stating: '''Advertiser' would like to use your
current location." The customer is presented with two options: "Don't Allow" or "OK." If a
customer clicks "Don't Allow," no additional location information is transmitted. If the
customer clicks "OK," Apple uses the latitude/longitude coordinates to provide the ad
application with more specific location information-the information is not provided to the
advertiser.
In closing, let me again affirm that Apple is strongly committed to protecting our customers'
privacy. We give our customers clear notice of our privacy policies, and our mobile products
enable our customers to exercise control over their personal information in a simple and
elegant way. We share the Committee's concems about the collection and potential misuse of
all customer data, particularly personal information, and we appreciate this opportunity to
explain our policies and procedures.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

10
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Apple Q&A on location Data
Apple would like to respond to the questions we have recently received about the gathenng and use of locatioll
informatlon byour devices.
1. Why is Apple tracking the location of my Whone?
Apple is not tracking the location of your iPhone, Apple has never done So and has no plans to ever do SQ.
2. Then why is everyone so concerned about this?
Provldmg mobile users With fast and accurate location information while preserving their security and privacy has
raised some I/ery comptex techniCilllssues which are hard to communicate in a sOl.lndh!te. Users are confused,
partly because the creators of this new technology (including Apple) have not provided enough education about
these issues to date.
3. Why j~ my IPhone logging my location?
fhe IPhone is not loggmg your location. Rather, It'S maintatfling a database of Wi-FI hotspots and cen towers
around your ClJrrent location, some of which may be located more than one hundred miles away from your iPhone,
to help your iPhone rapidly and accurately (alcuiate its location when requested. Calculating a phone's location
using Just GPS satellite data can take up to several minutes. IPhone can reduce thiS time to just a few seconds by
using WI-Ff hotspot and (ell tower data to qUickly find CPS satellites, and even triangulate its location u~ing just WiFI hotspot and cel! tower data when GPS is not available (such as mdoors or in basements). These calculations are
performed live on the IPhone using aCfOwd-sourced database of WI- Fi hotspot and ceU tower data that is generated
by tens of millions of IPhones sending the geo"tagged locatIOns of nearby WI-Fi hotspots and cell towers in an
anonymous and ('ncrypted form to Apple.
4. Is thiS cmwd-sourced database stored on the IPholle?
The elltire crowd-s.ourced database is too big to store on an IPhone, so we download an appropriate subset (cache)
onto each iPhone. This cache IS protected but not encrypted, and is backed up In ITunes whenever you back up your
!Phone. The backup IS encrypted or not, depending on the user settmgs in iTulles. The location data that
researchers are seemg on the IPhone is not the past or present location of the lPhone, but rather the locations of
WI··F! hotspots and cell towers surrounding the lPhone's location, whjch can be more than one hundred mdes away
from the !Phone. We plan to cease backmg up this cache In d software update commg soon (see Software Update
section below).
s. Can Apple locate me based on my geo-tagged Wi-Fi hotspot and cell to..ver data?
No. This data is sent to Apple m an anonymous and encrypted form. Apple cannot identify the source of thiS data.
6. People have !dentified up to a year's worth of location data bemg stored on the iPhone. why does my iPhone need
so much data In order to assist Itin flnding my location today?
This data is not the iPl1one's location data-It is a subset (cache) of the crowd-sourced Wi-FI hotspot and eel! tower
database whICh IS downloaded from Apple Into the IPhone to assIst the !Phone In rapIdly and accurately ca!(u!<lting
location. The reason the iPhone stores sO much data IS a bug we uncovered and plan to fix shortly (see Software
Update section ~Iow). We don't thmk the jPhone needs to store more than 51'.Ven days of this data.
7. When! turn off Location ServICes, why does my IPhone sometimes continue updatmg its WI-Fi and tell tower data
from Apple's crowd-sourced database?
It shOUldn't, Th!s IS a tlllg, whICh we plan to fiX shortly (see Software Update section below).
8. What other lotatlon dat<llS Apple collecting from the IPhone besIdes crowd-sourced Wl-Fi hotspot and cel! tower
data?
Apple is now collecting anonymous traffIC data to build a crowd-sourced traffic database with the goa! of providing
Whone users an !mproved rrafficservJce III the next couple of years.
9, Does Apple currently proVide any data collected from IPhones to third parties?
We provide anonymous crash logs from users that have opted In to third· party developers to help them debllg their
apps. Our iAds advertiSing system can use locdtlon as a factor m targetmg ads. location IS not Shared With any third
party or ad unless the user expliCitly approves giving the current location to the current ad (for example, to request
the ad locate the Tdrg~tstore nearest them).
1 D. Does Apple believe that personalmformation security and privacy are important?
Yes, we strongly do. For example, IPhone was the first to ask users to give their permission for each and every app
that wanted to use locatIOn. Apple will continue to be one of the leaders in strengthemng personal informatIon
seclirityand privacy.

http://www.apple.cnm.·rr!library/2011/04/27Iocation_qa.html
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Softwan! Update
Sometime In the next few weeks Apple wilt release a fr('e IDS software update that

• reduces the Size of the crowd-sourced WI-Fl hotspot and eel! tower database cachl:!d on the iPhone,
• ceases backing up thlsc<I!;he, and

• deletes this cathe entirely when Location Services Isturne-d off,
In the next major 105 software release the cache Will also be encrypted on the iPhone.
Press Contacts:
Natalie Harrison
App!e

ham@apple.(om
(40B) 862-0565
Natalie Kerris
Apple

nat@apple.com
(40B) 974-6877

http://www.applc.comlprllibraryI20 11I04/2710cation..qQ hll~ 1
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Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and distinguished members of the
Committee: My name is Jonathan Zuck, and I would like to thank you for holding this
important hearing on privacy and the growing mobile devices marketplace.
I am the president of the Association for Competitive Technology (ACT). ACT is an
international advocacy and education organization for people who write software
programs--referred to as application developers--and providers of information technology
(IT) services. We represent over 3,000 small and mid-size IT firms throughout the world
and advocate for public policies that help our members leverage their intellectual assets
to raise capital, create jobs, and innovate.
Our community leaders are not political spokespersons-they are engineers; and I have
drawn upon our membership's technical expertise and business concerns to inspire and
inform these comments.
Prior to this hearing, several Senators and their staff asked for information about the size,
scope, and impact of this new apps ecosystem; my testimony here strives to answer those
questions as well as address concerns on privacy and security regarding mobile devices.
The new mobile apps world has sparked a rcnaissance in the software industry; small
software companies are able to create innovative products and sell them directly to
consumers. This is a radical departure from the era of up-front marketing costs, publisher
delays, and piracy problems. The mobile app store has eliminated the longstanding
barriers to entry that our industry battled for the past two decades.
My goal today is to help explain how small business is building this exciting new
industry, how what we are doing is helping consumers, and how the very real concerns
about privacy must be dealt with holistically, rather than from a technology-specific
perspective.
Finally, for this renaissance to continue, government action must be careful to preserve
the opportunities for small businesses to innovate, experiment, and compete with
dominant market players.
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The Smartphone Ecosystem is Creating Jobs and Opportunities in Tough Economy
The state of the U.S. economy is profoundly unsettled. Questions about job security,
healthcare, and foreclosure have become dinner table conversation throughout this
country.
In the face of all ofthis turmoil, there has been a bright spot in economic growth: Sales
of smartphones and tablets, such as the iPhone, the HTC Thunderbolt (running Google
Android), the Samsung Focus (running Microsoft WP7) , the iPad, Xoom, and now
RIM's Playbook, continue to outpace all predictions and are providing a huge growth
market in a slumping economy. In fact, nearly one hundred million smartphones were
1

shipped in the first quarter of2011 marking a 79% increase in an already fast growing
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Smartphones that run third party applications are creating opportunities for handset
manufacturers like HTC, Apple, and Motorola, communications firms like Verizon and
AT&T, and most especially for application developers like our members.
In 2008, Apple launched an "apps store" to provide a place for developers to sell
independently developed applications for thc iPhone. Since then, over 300,000 new
applications have gone on sale with billions of applications sold or downloaded. The
Android platform has rccently exceeded the growth rate seen in the iPhone, totaling more
than 200,000 applications with 10,000 new programs available each month. In 20] 0 we
saw the release of Windows Phone 7 with its own applications store and an entirely

I

Mark Kurlyandchik. IDC: Nokia Remains Top Smal'tphone Vendor Worldwide, DailyTech. May 6, 2011.
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unique user interface. Total unique apps across all platforms are expected to exceed
500,000 by the end of2011.

3
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Possibly the most important thing we have noticed about the new apps world is how it
has revolutionized the software development industry. It is nothing less than a rebirth.
Startup costs of the modem app developer arc a fraction of what they used to be just 10
years ago. Gone now arc the costs of printing discs, manuals, marketing matcrials,
contracts with retailers, onerous contracts with publishers, and contracts with credit card
providers all once necessary to sell a single product. Distribution is now all digital.
Those costs savings in distribution arc now used to hire more developers and artists, thus
creating more jobs across the country. With mobile and Xbox 360 apps, we have seen
the return of the small "garage," indcpendent developer focused on products that can be
crcated and shipped in a matter of months. The apps store model creates a direct bridge
between the customcr and the developer. Our members tell us that being a developer has
not been this exciting since the origins of the personal computer and software industry in
the 70s and 80s.
So who is this new generation developer? What does an apps creator look like? To find
out, ACT conducted surveys and focus groups within our membership and also analyzed
the top 500 selling apps.
First, we learned mobile apps are overwhelmingly crcated by developers in small
businesses. A review of the top 500 best selling applications show that over 85% are
3
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written by small businesses 4 ; in a majority of cases, micro businesses with less than 10
employees.

Top Apps by Business Size
.. Small Business (>250)
iii

Large Business «250)

Second, app developers arc not just in California. During the dotcom boom of the 1990s,
the majority of growth occurred in Silicon Valley while the rest of the country did not
reap all of the benefits of the economic boom. Conversely, the recent growth of the
mobile apps industry has led to job creation all across the United States. While California
continues to have a large representation of apps developers, nearly 70% of the businesses
are located outsidc of the state of California. The independent nature of this burgeoning
industry allows developers to live almost anywhere, including Moorhead, MN, and Tulsa,
OKs.
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'" ACT analysis qftop 500 selling apps, some discrepancies exist due to Jack o/verifiable emp/oJ-ment data and apps created by a
developer who ha.'I significant investment from a larger company. Some apps bmndedfor a larger company are infact developed I)y
Small/Irms subcontracted to huild Ihe application. SampJesize (~f 408 applications, from "top apps" on March 25. 201,.
ACT study of top selling apps as ft.f March 25, 201 l. ACT membel:<; Chalk LLe in Moorhead, AIN, and Permqfrosl Software in
Tulsa, OK.
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Third, app dcvelopment companies have low initial costs, but also have the ability to
become a highly successful and sustainable business. ACT's members reported
development costs ranging from $1,000 to upwards of$I,OOO,OOO. Given the wide range
of our findings and those of other reports 6, it is better to view the cost of mobile apps in
tiers. In tier one, a simple app with no real back end server based functionality can run in
the low thousands; this category makes up a significant percentage of all the apps in
various mobile stores. They may be single feature programs, vanity apps, or just
irreverent apps like i Beer.
The second tier are the apps that provide multiple levels of functionality. Often working
with data stored in a remote server to provide information/user generated content or
advanced capabilities like writing and saving specialized documents, this tier runs from
$30,000 to $100,000.
The final tier runs from $100,000 on up. This category is for apps that may need to tie
into sophisticated inventory management systems, require specialized licenses for
content, interface with business critical databases not just to read, but also write
information, and finally, games with immersive environments where art and music costs
can be significant.
Understanding the Real Opportunity for Small.Business
To get a sense of the size of the market and potential opportunity, we must first
understand the various business models underlying the mobile app market. First, there
are app developers who charge their customers to download their applications and/or
charge them for purchases they make inside the app. For example, photography app
Hipstamatic costs $1.99. If users want additional camera effects (Kodachrome or Holga,
for instance) they can buy the add-ons in the application.
Second, some apps are supported either entirely or partly by advertising revenue. This is
an increasingly important model especially as the Android platform grows in importance.
Some applications charge for downloads and run advertisements inside the app itself

6 http://appmuse.com/appmusinglhow-much~does-it~coSMo-develop-a-ftlohile-app!
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Finally, many applications are given away free by larger companies in order to extend
serviccs to mobile devices or as marketing tools. From Citibank's online banking app to
Pepsi's "Refresh Project" and Condc Nast's magazine apps, Fortune 1000 companies are
increasingly offering mobile apps to their customers and potential customers. While
large companies brand these apps, smallcr companies with the cxpertisc necessary to
build world-class applications under tight dcadlines usually build them.

Mobile App Stores
The cxponential growth in app stores during the past few years is unprecedented. Apple
launched the mobile app store arena with the iTunes App Storc less than 4 years ago,
soon followed by Nokia, Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and others. According to IHS, the
worldwide markct revenue of these app stores in 20 10 was $2.15 billion, a 160% incrcase
over 2009, and is expected to rcach nearly $4 billion this year. Forrester Rescarch
estimates that the revenue created from customers buying and downloading apps to
smartphones and tablets will reach $38 billion by 2015.
A growing pcrcentagc of revenues for app markets are coming from "in app purchases."
According to Xyologic a company that indexes and analyzes app store data, 40 percent of
game downloads arc now free titlcs with in-app purchases. In March, it found there were
more than 99.9 million downloads of free iPhone gamcs from the App Store.
Yet revenues from app purchascs and in-app purchases only represent a part of the
overall opportunity for app developers. According to Xyologic, 80.8 percent of all app
downloads in the month of March were free. While some of those apps relied on in-app
purchasing for revenue, many others were supported by advertising or developed to
support other brands and services.

Custom Mobile Development
The majority ofthc more than 600,000 free apps available across all app stores are not
designed to be profitable on their own. They are designed as an extcnsion to an existing
service or a marketing program for an established or growing brand. Yct, the value of
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thesc apps and the jobs they create are completely missed by thc revcnue numbers of app
stores and advertising platforms.
This translates into an tremendous number of job-creating opportunities for smaller app
dcvelopment shops. Forrester Research predicts this markct to rcach $17 billion by 2015.
Mobile Advertising Revenues
In-app mobile advertising is growing more slowly than revenues from app downloads and
in-app purchases, but it is a particularly important revenue model for apps with cnormous
scalc, or "eyeballs," likc the hugely successful Angry Birds. In the games category,
which represcnts around half the app markct, the total revenue from in-app advertising
was $87 million according to Juniper Research. Juniper expects that to grow to around
$900 million by 2015.
It is also worth noting that the business model of the platform makes a difference in how

developcrs pursue revenue. As shown in an earlier chart, the iOS store has more than
333,000 applications and nearly 70% ofthosc arc paid for up front. Googlc/Android, a
company whose entire revcnue stream and dominant market position is dependent on
advertising, tends to push developers towards the advertising model, with only 30% of
the 206,000 apps relying on direct paymcnt to thc devclopcr.
The Future for Mobile App Developers
Even more important are the opportunities that lay farther ahcad. Members of Congress
all have BlackBerries and many have iPhones, Androids, or Windows Mobile dcvices as
well. Yct, according to a recent Morgan Stanley rcport 7, most people haven't yet
invested in such technology. True "smartphones" havc around 25% penetration in the
U.S.; in Asia, it may be as low as 6%. This represents a pathway for growth leading far
into the future.
To understand just how important international sales are to thc mobile apps market, one
only needs to look at a comparison between the total number ofuscrs possessed by a

,http://www.morganstanley.comlinstitutionalltechresearchlpqjJ/2SETUP_.12142n09 _RI.pdj
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combined AT&T / T-mobile (130 million wireless subscriberd and China's number one
wireless carrier, China mobile (584 million subscribers)9. Even if only 6% of China's
mobile subscribers become smartphone users - and app purchasers - the market
opportunity for U.S. software developers is huge.

How Location Based Information Helps Consumers
In the lead up to today's hearing, considerable attention has been directcd at the type of
information storcd on smartphones. A misunderstood clement in the public debate on
this data collection is the essential role location information plays in the basic function of
the device. People buy smartphones to have access to the Internet while they are mobile
and a persistent connectivity is essential for this service.
When a smartphone tracks the location of its user, it is making a note to remind itself
which access point or cell tower was used there to connect to the Internet. When a user
returns to that area, the phone remembers this information. Each day most phone users
travel the same route to work or to attend school and then rcturn home to the same place.
Keeping this data enables the smartphone to easily find an Internet conncction providing
efficient, constant online access. This is important for two reasons.
First is battery life. A phone uses a lot of power to search for a cell tower or wireless
router. If it constantly needs to scarch for an Internet connection, it will deplete its
battery many times more quickly than if it maintained a constant connection. Customers
rate the importance of battery life very highly as a feature in the customer experience, so
keeping a charge is a very important requirement of the phone. By maintaining a list of
frequently visited locations, a smartphone avoids draining its battery in search of data
connection points.
The other reason efficient connectivity matters is spectrum scarcity. The proliferation of
smartphones has led to a crowded wireless spectrum, leading to potentially diminishing
service quality. Wherever possible, wireless carriers are eager to connect users to wi-fi
instead of their networks to provide faster connection speed and to lessen the burden on
8 http:IAVf1,-w.siouxcityjouma!.comlbusinessllocaIJartide fl4b58 J8-eo 11-5j04.bObO-d7bhd0205 5hD.hfml
9 http://",w'-\!.wirelessweekcomINewsI2011/0'ICarrier,h'}uhs-Reach-842 M-China-Alobi/el
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wireless networks. Carriers even provide their own wi-fi service for free to customers in
densely populated areas to help alleviate the demand for wireless spectrum. By keeping
track of the wi-fi and cell tower locations at frequently visited areas, the smartphone can
allow users to automatically switch to wi-fi networks to provide constant, high quality
Internet connectivity while diminishing the pressures on a crowded spectrum.
While location data is essential for phones to operate efficiently, consumers also love the
smartphone services made possible using location-based technology. Many of the most
successful apps or smartphone features have become popular based
on knowing exactly where users are at any given time. And that's
exactly how customers want it.
Anyone who has owned a smartphone has probably charted their
location as a blue dot on their map app. Many also use those same
programs to see where the traffic bottlenecks are before starting
their evening commute. Some apps use location to help users find
)'1Jp ,vlth Locatl(1H ~mri

Tratfi( nata

the nearest gas station, post office, parking garage, or coffee shop.
The OpenTable app adds location technology to its existing services
to allow diners to find open tables at nearby restaurants, read
reviews, and make reservations with a simple tap of the button.
Using location information, the app can also provide step-by-step
directions to the establishment.
Location services on smartphones have also changed the way we
interact socially, creating a market for check-in features to tell your
friends and family where you arc. Facebook has an app with this
feature and, within the last decade, has achieved a market valuation approaching $100
billion. Foursquare, an app which exclusively provides check-in services, has been
valued at nearly half a billion dollars.
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There is clearly big business opportunity in this marketplace. But
location-based services and advertising offer a unique opportunity
for Main Street businesses as well. Some apps, like RedLaser,
allow users to scan the UPC code of a product and, using the
smartphone's location data, find several local retailers nearby where
it can be purchased.

Meanwhile, a user searching for a particular product or service on
their smartphone can receive an ad from a local small business based on their current
location data. These ads have the benefit of reaching potential customers at the exact
time of a purchasing decision and cost far less than the newspaper circulars or the TV ads
that big box stores arc able to afford.
Similarly, local small businesses can also level the playing field with the national chain
stores and Internet retailers through shopping apps like Groupon. This app serves 38
million North American subscribers who receive daily discounts at local establishments
based on their location data.
While improving the core performance of smartphones, location data is also the building
block for apps that users find useful and provide small businesses with opportunities to
reach new customers. This data also contains information about the user which they may
want to keep private so appropriate safeguards must be in place to ensure it is used in a
manner with which consumers are comfortable.
The Smartphone ID Conundrum
Recent news stories have focused on the existence of unique identifiers attached to each
smartphone. Known as a UDID number for iPhone and Android ID for Android based
products, this is a number that serves as a unique token for each device. The Wall Street
10urnal article "What They Know - Mobile,,10 made special effort to note the
transmission of this number by nearly every single application in the market. While

to

http.flblogs. wsj.comlwtk~m()biJeJ
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highlighting the transmission of a "unique identifier" may make for good newsprint, the
article unfortunately did not properly explain why developers transmit this number.
In ordcr to help better explain the role this Smart Phone ID (SPID) number plays in the
development and maintcnance of mobile applications, ACT surveyed develope~s II to find
out how they currently used the SPID number. Respondents highlighted three key uses:
•

Allows developers to control access to parts of the program without locking the user out
completely (i.e., locking achievement levels in games, viewing paid subscriber content);

•

Prevents piracy of applications, allows verification of ownership for updatcs to apps; and

•

Allows management of access control for software testing and customer service.

Additionally, developers reported on several benefits to their customers specifically and
consumers in general. Most often cited were:
•

Working in concert with other stored data, the SPID makes it possible to have
applications remember your favorites even when you buy a new phone;

•

Helps content providers know when your device is on a wi-fi nctwork instead of 30 allowing them to send you HD or other high bitrate content; and

•

Makes it easier to receive updates without annoying verification procedures.

At first glance, it would seem to make perfect sense to only allow the SPID to be shared
with the app maker itself, but not with third parties. However, in today's world, many
different companies work together to provide services to customers. For instance, when
shipping a product via FedEx, the sender shares considerable personal information about
the recipient with the (third party) shipper including contact infomlation and purchased
items. Similarly, small businesses rely on cloud computing to give customers a complete
service offering in a cost-effective way. For game developers, a company like OpenFeint
offers an easy way to keep track of scores and allows game users to interact with each
other, saving app makers thousands of dollars in development time and ongoing
infrastructure cost. This service needs to be able to tell devices apart.

II
ACT April 28 questionnaire to memners working on alleast one mobile plat/orm, Question: How do JY>U cwrently use
VDID/Android fD in yourdevelopmenl process?
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Finally, developers felt that the usage restrictions and best practices for SPlDs were well
documented, especially on Apple's iDS. As you can see from the documentation for the
UIDevice.uniqueldentifier I2 , Apple gives plenty of advice to app makers on how to
properly handle this information [emphasis added]:
A device's unique identifier (sometimes abbreviated as UDID for Unique Device
Identifier) is a hash value composed from various hardware identifiers such
as the device serial number. It is guaranteed to be unique for each device. The
UDlD is independent ofthe device name. For devices that use a SIM (subscriber
identity module) card, the UDID is independent of the SIM card.
For user security and privacy, you must not publicly associate a device's unique
identifier with a user account.
You may use the UDID, in conjunction with an application-specific user ID, for
idcntifying application-spccific data on your server. For example, you could use a
device-user combination ID to control access to registered products or when
storing high scores for a game in a central server. However, if you arc dcveloping
a game, you may want to instead use Game Center's player idcntifier key as
explained in Game Kit Programming Guide.
Important: Never store user information based solely on the UDID. Always use
a combination of UDID and application-spccific user ID. A combined ID ensures
that if a user passes a device on to another user, the new user will not have
access to the original user's data.
The key takeaway from this survey is that it is important, and often necessary, to keep
devices separate and uniquely identified. Users may own many devices, multiple people
may share devices (for example, family members), and others switch devices. Developers
have different technical rcasons to identify devices, but all come down to the same thing:
enhancing the user experience. The developer's focus is in making the user's phone more
convenient and uscful.
While there may be some sinister ways in which the SPID can bc illegally used, 99.9% of
developers havc the very best intentions. Specific instances of SPID abuse should be the
focus of FTC action, not the very existence of such a valuable and valid tool.

12 http.lldeveioper,apple.comllihrary/;os/#<iocumentationillikitlrejerence/UIDevicc.O"ClassIReforence/U1Device.html
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Understanding the Existing Laws and Regulations
Regardless of how data protection is approached, it is critical to understand the
protections available under existing federal and state laws and regulations. Consumer
protection laws with technology-neutral legal standards can address data-privacy and
data-security concerns regardless of whether they arise from undisclosed hacking,
phishing, lost laptops, website data-collection, inadvertent peer-to-peer "sharing" of
sensitive personal files, unauthorized wi-fi-snooping, recklessly dcsigned socialnetworking applications like Google Buzz, art contests seemingly designed to enable the
reverse-cngineering of children's social-security numbers, or mobilc apps.
Currently, the FTC Act gives the FTC broad authority to act against those who misuse
data, regardless of the technology used. Specifically, Section 5 ofthe FTC Act directs
the FTC to take action against any business engaging in "deceptive" or "unfair" trade
practices. 13
The FTC's duty to halt deceptive trade practices authorizes the FTC to take lawenforcement action not only when a business violates explicit promises to consumers,14
such as violations of stated privacy policies or terms of use, but also even when a
business ~akes material omissions to eonsumers,15 such as not telling consumers about
the sharing oftheir collected information with third parties.
Similarly, the FTC's duty to halt unfair trade practices authorizes the FTC to take lawenforcement action when business practices cause injuries to consumers that are:
substantial; not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers and competition; and
could not have been reasonably avoided by consumers themselves. 16 For example, the
FTC can take action against a business's failure to report a data breach.
Finally, it is critical to understand two points about consumer-protection laws. First, the
FTC has real teeth if it finds that a company engaged in ''unfair or deceptive practices,"
13

15 U.S.C. § 45

14

Id.

15 FTC, Policy Statement on Deception (Oct. 14, 1983) available at http://www.ftc.govlbcp/policystmtladdecept.htm.
16 15 U.S.c. §45(n): see also FTC, Policy Statement on Unfairness (Dec. 17, 1980) available at
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/policystmtlad-unfair.htm.
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including assessing injunctive and civil pcnalties. Second, state consumer-protection acts
grant state Attorneys General even broader substantive and remedial powers than those
that federal law grants to the FTC. As a result, even were resource constraints or agency
capture to preclude FTC action in a particular case, 50+ law-enforcement agencies would
still have broad, technology-neutral authority to protect the privacy and security of
consumers' data.
Consequently, the consumer-protection authority of the FTC and the State Attorneys
General already authorizes and requires these law-enforcement agencies to patrol the
Internet for companies that might violatc their promises to consumers or cause them
substantial hann. The FTC recently used such authority to protect consumer privacy by
taking action against Google l7 and Chitika lB for failing to properly handle consumers'
information. Both companies now face twenty years of oversight and damage to their
brands.
Existing consumer-protection laws thus already authorize both the FTC and state law
enforcement agcncies to police the entire range of products that connect to the Internet,
including mobile devices, and to takc action against the bad actors that ignore existing
laws and will continue to ignore any future laws. This existing authority also ensures that
good actors already have every incentive to behave reasonably and that bad actors have
good reason to fear the existing legal consequences of their wrongdoing.
Given the existing authority of the FTC and the State Attorneys General, do we nced
additional regulation? ACT believes this is an open question, but one where eonsumer
privacy protection should not be viewed through a limited, teehnology-speeifie lens.
Instead, thoughtful, arduous, and considered discussion must take place on the role of
personal data in the economy, the true interests of eonsumers, and the best interaction
between citizens and the providers of products and services that use their data.

17 In the Matter of Go ogle fne., a corporation, FTC File No. 102 3136.
"[n the MatterofChitika, Inc., a corporation, FTC File No. 1023087.
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Avoiding the Patchwork Problem; Dealing with Data Holistically

In periods of great technological change, both new opportunities and new challenges are
created. More often than not, however, the seemingly new challenges are merely old
issues illuminated under a new light.
Like the dot-com boom before it, the emergence ofsmartphones and mobile apps has
renewed interest in the way corporations and governments collect and share data, most
importantly, personal data. Yet, in both cases, these new technologies are simply
bringing new light to issues surrounding personal data collection and use that have
existed for decades.
There are genuine questions to be asked and considered with respect to the collection and
use of personal data. How and when should people be told the data is being collected or
when it is being shared? How should they be told? Should people be able to modify data
that is collected about themselves? Should people be able to delete data about themselves
or otherwise control how it is used? Asking these questions only in the context of
smartphones and mobile apps ignores the larger picture. The technology used to collect
the data is much less significant than the important questions about the process and
behavior of those collecting it.
First, the data collected by apps developers is an almost infinitesimal piece of the global
collection of personal data. From credit card companies, to warranty cards, to loyalty
programs, companies have been collecting data on their customers long before the
Internet or smartphones came around. Not only do other companies collect the same data
as smartphone apps, but they have exponentially larger collections of personal data
already at their disposal. Information brokers like Epsilon and Google collect, retain, and
share far more information than all mobile apps combined.
Even the collection of location data that has been singled out in recent press reports is not
unique to smartphones and mobile apps. Standalone commercial GPS providers like
TomTom or GPS-based safety services like On Star collect this information on their users.
Your EZ Pass technology for wireless payment of highway tolls also collects and stores
location data. More recently, Google has been collecting personal information while
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mapping home and business wireless networks. In nearly every instancc, these companies
may share that data with third parties.
All of this reminds us that isolating and regulating one specific technology is not the
answer to the broader questions surrounding the collection and sharing of personal data.
Given the enormity of existing data collections and the number of ways it is amassed,
focusing exclusively on one technology - particularly the newest and least established is a symbolic gesture that does not solve the underlying problem, but creates the false
sense that the problem has been solved and the need for thoughtful debate and policy
consideration is over. However, focusing instead on regulations of behavior and data
usage, it then applies to everyone, regardless of means of collection and sharing.
Finally, pcrhaps the most dangerous problem is that when regulation focuses solely on
new technology, it discriminates against small businesses. Whenevcr we are talking about
new, disruptive technologies, we are most often talking about small businesses. Revenue
models, customer expectations, and efficiency opportunities are all still emerging, and it
is small businesses that perform that service. Lots of businesses start, a very small
number survive, but in the end, we know what works, and then the large businesses get
involved. To stunt the growth of a new, experimental market is to discriminate against the
very small businesses on which we rely to lead innovation and growth in the American
economy.
Conclusion

The future of the digital marketplace looks bright for small business, so long as the
marketplace remains dynamic and competitive. This is a more than $10 billion
opportunity for small business across the United States. Barriers to entry in the
marketplace are currently low, and our members are very excited about the future
according to ACT's Board Prcsidcnt, Mike Sax, "Programming is fun again!"
While there are important questions that need to be discussed on personal data collection,
retention, and sharing, limiting this question solely to smartphones and mobile apps
would be inefTectual and counterproductive.
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The use ofiocation information and smartphone lO's are providing immense value to
consumers. Whether it's the ability to make dinner reservations or find directions to the
nearest hardware store, our members put a value on creating a product that improves the
lives of their customers.
Banning the collection of location data would essentially outlaw these beloved consumer
apps while doing nothing to address the big questions about data collection and how that
data is used. That is why ACT believes that Congress must take a holistic approach to
privacy that does not single out anyone technology, especially nascent ones. We need to
outlaw bad behavior, not good technology. I hope that the committee will continue to
focus the spotlight on the contribution small business makes to the future of the digital
economy and the way government can do a better job to encourage that productive future.
Thank you for your time and consideration on this important topic.
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QUESTIONS

FOR

WITNESSES

FROM HON. AL FRANKEN, HON.
AND HON. TOM COBURN

RICHARD BLUMENTHAL,
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Questions from Senator AI Franken to Mr. Tribble

I.
Will Apple commit to requiring that all apps in the Apple App Store have a clear,
understandable privacy policy?

2.
If not, will Apple at least commit to requiring that all location-aware apps in the Apple
App Store have a clear, understandable privacy policy?

3.
In your testimony you said that requiring apps to have privacy policies is not enough to
protect user's privacy. I agree. What further steps can you take, in addition to requiring privacy
policies, that will help users understand where their information is going and have greater control
over it?

4.
Will Apple commit to informing users though a clear, conspicuous method (i.e. a
permission screen) of the non-location information (i.e. calendar information, address book
information, etc.) that an app will access once it is downloaded onto an Apple mobile device?

5.
Will Apple commit to informing users through a clear, conspicuous method (i.e. a
permission screen) that the apps they download have the technical ability to share or disclose the
information they gather from the user to third parties?

6.
Apple appears to acknowledge that it has not done enough to educate users about how
their location information is being used. See Apple Q&A on Location Data, April 27, 201 I
("Users are confused, partly because the creators of this new technology (including Apple) have
not provided enough education about these issues to date.") Can you explain how Apple will
improve its education of users about the way their location information is gathered, used and
shared by Apple and others?

7.
You have said that Apple audits the applications in the App Store and that if Apple finds
an app is violating the Registered Apple Developer Agreement, it will remove it from the store.
Yet when I asked you at the hearing how many apps had been kicked out of the store for
violating these terms, you said "zero". Do you believe that there is not a single app that is
currently violating your Developer Agreement?

8.
In Apple's May 6, 201 I response to my letter of April 27, 2011, Apple wrote that when
"using only the crowd-sourced locations ofWi-Fi hotspots and cell towers ... the device location
calculated by iOS will only be an approximation." Please give the mean, median, and mode of
how accurately the device's location can be calculated using only the crowd-sourced database
Apple maintains on mobile devices. Please use precise figures, e.g. SOm, 100m, etc.
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9.
In various statements, Apple has stressed that the hotspots and cell towers in the crowdsourced database downloaded to users' mobile devices "could be more than one hundred miles
away." Please give the mean, median, and mode of the distance these hotspots and cell towers
are from users' devices. Please use precise figures, e.g. 50m, 100m, etc.

10.
In an interview with All Things Digital, Apple founder Steve Jobs stated that the hotspots
and cell tower data in the crowd-sourced database downloaded to users' mobile devices "are not
telling you anything about your location." See Hayley Tsukayama, "Post Tech: Jobs explains
mobile policies, says Apple will testify in hearing," Washington Post, April 27. Is it Apple's
position that the WiFi hotspot and cell tower data in the crowd-sourced database dovmloaded to
users' mobile devices do not in any way communicate anything about a user's location?

II.
Apple has acknowledged that the crowd-sourced database cache stored on the iPhone
should not have kept up to a year's worth of data. See Apple Q&A on Location Data, April 27,
2011 ("The reason the iPhone stores so much data is a bug we uncovered ... "). On what date did
Apple employees discover this "bug"?

12.
On what date did Apple learn that the iPhone was submitting location infonnation to
Apple servers even when location services were turned off?

13.
Under what circumstances does Apple consider location infonnation obtained from a
user's device to be non-content customer records data subject to the voluntary disclosure
permission in the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2702(c)(6)?
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QFRs FOR JUSTIN BROOKMAN AND ASHKAN SOL T ANI

I. In your view, is there anything the wireless access point location approximation scheme described
in U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation,"
and Paragraph 78 of WIPO Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based
Location Approximation," that explicitly excludes the collection of "content data" transmitted
between third party users and wireless access points? Content data is defined as any data that may
contain, in whole or in part, the content ofa user's internet communications over a wireless
network, including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
2. These patent applications contemplate examining "data frames" to determine the location of
wireless access points as contemplated in these patent applications, looking at "the data in the
frame , .. itself' to determine the data rates of frames that might contain content data, and
contemplate sending "raw data collected" back to "a central repository ... for processing." If
Google actually engaged in any of these practices, would it be accurate to describe Google's
interception and/or storage of content data through its Street View program as unintentional?
Content data is d~fined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the content (if a user's
internet communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames,
payload data, etc.
3.

Please describe any and all ways
in which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points might be:

a.

Indirectly valuable for
effectuating the purpose of efficiently locating wireless access points; and

b.

Indirectly valuable for any other
purpose.

4.

Please describe your view of the
circumstances under which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between
third party users and wireless access points might be:
a.

Legal or illegal under current
federal law; or

b.

Legal or illegal under current state
law.
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Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part. the content of a user's
internet communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames,
payload data, etc.
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FROM SENATOR RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
QFRs: FOR GOOGLE WITNESS

1. Please provide text and citations for any and all materials directly or indirectly associated with or
related to the methods for intercepting wireless data transmissions traveling between third party
computers and wireless access points described in U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776,
"Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation," and WIPO Patent Application WO
20101044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation" (including foreign or domestic
patents, patent applications, published works, or other publicly available materials).

2. Please indicate where in the scheme described in U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776,
"Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation," and WIPO Patent Application WO
2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation" these patents explicitly
exclude the interception of content data. Content data is defined as any data that may contain. in
whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a wireless network,
including but no/limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
3. Wireless signal interception as described in Paragraph 51 of U.S. Patent Application
2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation," and Paragraph 47 of WIPO
Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation"
involves configuring a Google computer "to observe or capture data packets .. transmitted to or
from" a wireless access point, with the Google computer "operat[ingJ in a 'sniffer' or 'monitor'
mode, thereby handling transmitted frames ... without requiring" the Google computer "to be
associated with" the wireless access point. This scheme appears to contemplate 'sniffIng' (i.e.,
intercepting and decoding) all transmitted frames.
a. Where does this patent distinguish between 'sniffing' or 'monitoring' frames containing
content data and 'sniffing' or monitoring frames that did not contain content data?
Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole (ir in part, the content ofa
user's internet communications over a wireless network. including but not limited to data
frames, payload data, etc.
b. Was there ever a version of Google's Street View programming designed to intercept and
decode all of the information received from a wireless access point and then subsequently
discard unwanted data?
c. Was there ever a version of Go ogle's Street View programming that distinguished
between frames containing content data and frames that did not contain content data?
Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the content ofa
user's internet communications over a wireless network. including bur not limired to data
frames. payload data, etc.
d. Was there ever a version of the software on Google's Street View cars that specifically
deleted, blanked, or removed intercepted IP payload data?
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e. Did the software addition that Google points to as responsible for collecting "payload
data" affirmatively intercept and decode content, or did it remove a preexisting block on
decoding content?
4. Does the term "data rate" as used in these patent applications consistently refer to information
about the communication with the access point such as "data rate" as defined by 802.11 standards,
or does it refer to a "measured" data rate?
5. Paragraphs 70-71 of U.S. Patent Application 201010020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," and Paragraphs 66-67 of WI PO Patent Application WO 20101044872, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," discuss 'evaluating different types of frames sent to (or
received from) the device of interest" including "management frames, control frames, data frames,
etc." as part of a scheme to estimate "the confidence ofthe location" of a wireless access point.
a. Please explain what types of evaluations are contemplated for each of the three types of
frames listed.
b. How does evaluation of data frames contemplated in these paragraphs affect Google's
estimate of the confidence of the location of a wireless access point?
6. Paragraphs 74-75 of U.S. Patent Application 201010020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," and Paragraphs 70-71 of WIPO Patent Application WO 20101044872, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," discuss determining "the confidence in the location" of
a wireless access point, and note that "the types of frames that are used in the measurement, such
as data frames, management frames, and/or control frames may affect the confidence."
a. How do these patents contemplate evaluating these three types of frames in order to
improve the confidence estimate for the location of the wireless access point?
b. How does evaluation of data frames contemplated in these paragraphs affect Google's
estimatc of the confidence of the location of a wireless access point?
7. Paragraph 82 of U.S. Patent Application 201010020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," and Paragraph 78 of WI PO Patent Application WO 20101044872, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," discusses how "[T]he location of a given [wireless
access point] may be based on a number of measurements taken by one or more client devices.
The raw data collected by a client device may be processed locally or sent to a central repository
... for processing" (emphasis added).
a. Do these patent applications specifically exclude the collection of raw data that includes
"content data" before sending it to a central repository for processing? Content data is
defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet
communications over a wireless network, including but nollimited to data frames, payload
data, etc.
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b. Is there any relation between the scheme described in Paragraph 82 and the operation of
the Google Street View cars during the period when those cars were used to identify the
locations of wireless access points?

QFRs: FOR APPLE AND GO OGLE WITNESSES

I.

Has your company ever
contemplated, implemented, or purchased information derived from the interception of wireless data
transmissions traveling between third party computers and wireless access points for any purpose? If
so:
A.

Please indicate any and all foreign
and domestic jurisdictions where your company has contemplated, implemented, or purchased
information derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions described above.

B.

Please indicate any and all
purpose(s) underlying any such signal interceptions.

c.

Please provide a precise timeline
of events related to the interception of wireless data transmissions by your company and/or the
purchase of information derived from such interceptions, including when such interceptions
were initially contemplated, initially implemented, and subsequently revised, if applicable.

D.

Please describe any and all
methods initially contemplated and/or implemented for these purposes.

E.

Subsequent to any initial steps
toward intercepting wireless data transmissions, please describe any and all methods
subsequently contemplated and/or implemented for these purposes.

F.

Please indicate any and all types
of data captured from signals traveling between third party computers and wireless access
points that that your company has ever intercepted, stored, or purchased (including but not
limited to data frames, management frames, control frames, payload data, SSIDs, RSSI
measurements, etc.). For each category of data, please define the term used to reference that
category, including an indication of how it is derived.

G.

Please provide text and citations
for any and all materials directly or indirectly associated with your company that describe or
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contemplate methods for intercepting wireless data transmissions traveling between third party
computers and wireless access points (including foreign or domestic patents, patent
applications, published works, or other publicly available materials).

H.

Do ;ill of the methods (described
in I.D.) contemplated or implemented by your company (or implemented by other companies
from whom you subsequently purchased derived data) for intercepting wireless data
transmissions explicitly exclude the interception of "content data" transmitted between third
party users and wireless access points? Content data is defined as any data that may contain.
in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a wireless network
including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
If so, please explain how and why

I)
such content data is excluded from interception.
2)

2.

If not, please explain how and
why such content data is not excluded from interception.

I.

Do lillY of the methods (described
in I.D.) contemplated or implemented by your company for intercepting wireless data
transmissions utilize the interception of "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points to facilitate the underlying purpose of intercepting that data? If so,
please explain how and why such content data is utilized. Content data is defined as any data
that may contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a
wireless net>l'ork. including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.

J.

Has your company ever
contemplated, implemented, or purchased information derived from the interception of
wireless data transmissions traveling between third party computers and encrypted wireless
access points and/or hidden wireless access points? If so, please explain how these methods
differ from the methods associated with the interception ofwirelcss data transmissions
traveling between third parties and unencrypted wireless access points, if at all.

K.

Has your company ever shared,
sold, or distributed information acquired through interception and storage of wireless data
transmissions traveling between third parties and wireless access points? If so, to whom and
for what purpose(s)?

Has your company ever
contemplated, constructed, or purchased information related to the location of wireless access points?
If so, please ensure that Questions I.A. through I.H. are fully answered with respect to the purpose of
locating wireless access points.
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A.

How many wireless access points
exist. or have ever existed. in any database of wireless access point locations?
How many of these wireless

1)

access points were unencrypted when identified?
2)

How many of these wireless
access points were encrypted when identified?
How many ofthese wireless

3)
access points were "hidden" when identified?

3.

Please describe any and all ways
in which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third party users and
wireless access points might be:

A.

Indirectly valuable for
effectuating the purpose of efticiently locating wireless access points; and

B.

Indirectly valuable to your
company for any other purpose.

4.

Please describe your view of the
circumstances under which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third
party users and wireless access points might be:
A.

Legal or illegal under current
federal law;

B.

Legal or illegal under current state
law; and

c.

Legal or illegal in any foreign
jurisdictions in which your company has engaged in the interception and/or storage of wireless
data transmissions traveling between third party computers and wireless access points.

Content data is defined as any data that may contain. in whole or in part, the content ofa user's internet
communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
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FROM SENATOR RICHARD BLUMENTHAL
QFRs: FOR APPLE WITNESS

I.

Has your company ever
contemplated, implemented, or purchased infonnation derived from the interception of wireless data
transmissions traveling between third party computers and wireless access points for any purpose? If
so:

A.

Please indicate any and all foreign
and domestic jurisdictions where your company has contemplated, implemented, or purchased
infonnation derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions described above.
Please indicate any and all

B.
purpose( s) underlying any such signal interceptions.
C.

Please provide a precise timeline
of events related to the interception of wireless data transmissions by your company and/or the
purchase of infonnation derived from such interceptions, including when such interceptions
were initially contemplated, initially implemented, and subsequently revised, if applicable.

D.

Please describe any and all
methods initially contemplated and/or implemented for these purposes.

E.

Subsequent to any initial steps
toward intercepting wireless data transmissions, please describe any and all methods
subsequently contemplated and/or implemented for these purposes.

F.

Please indicate any and all types
of data captured from signals traveling between third party computers and wireless access
points that that your company has ever intercepted, stored, or purchased (including but not
limited to data frames, management frames, control frames, payload data, SSIDs, RSSI
measurements, etc.). For each category of data, please define the tenn used to reference that
category, including an indication of how it is derived.

G.

Please provide text and citations
for any and all materials directly or indirectly associated with your company that describe or
contemplate methods for intercepting wireless data transmissions traveling between third party
computers and wireless access points (including foreign or domestic patents, patent
applications, published works, or other publicly available materials).

H.

Do !ill of the methods (described
in I.D.) contemplated or implemented by your company (or implemented by other companies
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from whom you subsequently purchased derived data) for intercepting wireless data
transmissions explicitly exclude the interception of "content data" transmitted between third
party users and wireless access points? Content data is d~fined as any data that may contain,
in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a wireless network,
including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
If so, please explain how and why

1)

such content data is excluded from interception.
2)

2.

If not, please explain how and
why such content data is not excluded from interception.

L

Do !!!IT of the methods (described
in J.D.) contemplated or implemented by your company for intercepting wireless data
transmissions utilize the interception of "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points to facilitate the underlying purpose of intercepting that data? If so,
please explain how and why such content data is utilized. Content data is defined as any data
that may contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a
wireless network, including but not limited to data frames. payload data, etc.

J.

Has your company ever
contemplated, implemented, or purchased information derived from the interception of
wireless data transmissions traveling between third party computers and encrypted wireless
access points and/or hidden wireless access points? If so, please explain how these methods
differ from the methods associated with the interception of wireless data transmissions
traveling between third parties and unencrypted wireless access points, if at all.

K.

Has your company ever shared,
sold, or distributed information acquired through interception and storage of wireless data
transmissions traveling between third parties and wireless access points? If so, to whom and
for what purpose(s)?

Has your company ever
contemplated, constructed, or purchased information related to the location of wireless access points?
If so, please ensure that Questions I.A. through I.R are fully answered with respect to the purpose of
locating wireless access points.
A.

How many wireless access points
exist, or have ever existed, in any database of wireless access point locations?
1)

How many of these wireless
access points were unencrypted when identified?
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How many of these wireless

2)
access points were encrypted when identified?

How many of these wireless

3)
access points were "hidden" when identified?
3.

Please describe any and all ways
in which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third party users and
wireless access points might be:

A.

Indirectly valuable for
effectuating the purpose of efficiently locating wireless access points; and
Indirectly valuable to your

B.
company for any other purpose.

4.

Please describe your view of the
circumstances under which the interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third
party users and wireless access points might be:
Legal or illegal under current

A.
federal law;

Legal or illegal under current state

B.
law; and

c.

Legal or illegal in any foreign
jurisdictions in which your company has engaged in the interception and/or storage of wireless
data transmissions traveling between third party computers and wireless access points.

Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet
communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames. payload data, etc.
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Written Questions of Senator Tom Coburn, M.D.
Alan Davidson, Director of Public Policy, Americas, Google, Inc.
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary
May 17,2011
1. Google has stated it does not sell users' personally identifiable information to
third parties. However, Google operates advertising services that are connected to
mobile devices using its Android platform. Could you comment on how Google
operates its ad services, particularly whether Google sends targeted ads to mobile
device users, and if so, what user information Google collects in order to send
targeted ads?

a. Is advertising the largest source of revenue for Google? Ifnot, what
services or products contribute most to Google's bottom line?
b. Are there any apps to which Google refuses to provide advertising
services? If so, what are the primary reasons for refusing such services?
If not, why?
c. Are there any apps Google refuses to host on the Android app store? If so,
what are the primary reasons for refusing to provide those apps, and how
often, on average, does Google reject an app or later remove it from your
store for questionable behavior?
d. How many employees and/or automated services are dedicated to crawling
your app store to weed out apps that inappropriately use consumers'
personal information or violate your respective privacy policies?
e. In other contexts, such as the sale of counterfeit pharmaceuticals online,
there has been a recent push in the industry (with the suggestion of the
Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator) to form a working group
in order for the industry to take the lead on how to combat the dangerous
use of these products online. Is there any such industry working group to
address the unique issues surrounding mobile device products and/or
location based services?
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Written Questions of Senator Tom Coburn, M.D.
Dr. Guy "Bud" Tribble, Vice President for Software Technology
U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary
May 17,2011

1. Mr. Tribble, in Mr. Soltani's testimony, he gave the committee an example whereby he
seemed to imply that Apple had knowledge of his own iPhone's location within a few
feet when he was sitting in the atrium of the Senate Hart Office Building using Wi-Fi.
Your testimony states that Apple does not track users' locations. Can you clarify the
seeming contradiction regarding the location data on Mr. Soltan"s iPhone in his
example?
2. Apple states it does not sell users' personally identifiable information to third parties.
However, Apple operates advertising services that are connected to mobile devices using
its platform. Can you comment on how you operate your ad services, particularly
whether you send targeted ads to mobile device users, and if so, what user information
you collect in order to send targeted ads?
a. Is advertising the largest source of revenue for Apple? If not, what services or
products contribute most to your bottom line?
b. Are there any apps to which Apple refuses to provide advertising services? If so,
what are the primary reasons for refusing such services? If not, why?
c. Are there any apps Apple refuses to host in its app stores? If so, what are the
primary reasons for refusing to provide those apps, and how often, on average, do
you reject an app or later remove it from your store for questionable behavior?
d. How many employees and/or automated services are dedicated to crawling
Apple's app store to weed out apps that inappropriately use consumers' personal
information or violate its privacy policy?
e. In other contexts, such as the sale of counterfeit pharmaceuticals online, there has
been a recent push in the industry (with the suggestion of the Intellectual Property
Enforcement Coordinator) to form a working group in order for the industry to
take the lead on how to combat the dangerous use of these products online. Is
there any such industry working group to address the unique issues surrounding
mobile device products and/or location based services?
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United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Chairman Patrick Leahy
ATTN: Julia Gagne
Hearing Clerk, Dirksen Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Julia_Gagne@judiciary-dem.senate.gov
Re: Hearing on "Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets,
Cell Phones, and Your Privacy"
Dear Chairman Leahy:
I am writing to respond to the written Questions For the Record submitted
by Senator Blumenthal regarding Google's interception of WiFi signals in order to
build out its geolocation services database.
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to further questions arising from
the hearing. Some of the Senator's questions go beyond my own personal level
of technical knowledge, and I have obtained assistance from my more technical
colleagues at CDT to develop my answers below. Before directly addressing the
specific questions - which generally concern two patents obtained by Google
regarding network-based location approximation - let me offer one caveat and
one broad observation.
First, both from a legal and an engineering perspective, the task of
interpreting the precise meaning of language in a patent is one best suited to
those with specialized training in patent law, which neither I nor my colleagues at
CDT have. We are SUfficiently familiar with patent disputes, however, to know
that many patents contain elements and assertions that are both expansive and
defensive in nature, and may not in fact ever be included in an actual functioning
implementation of the patented technology. We cannot speak to what elements
of the patents at issue here have been implemented by Google or any other
company
Second, in considering the patents in question, it is important to recognize
that from our analysis, the patents in question are focused almost exclusively at
what are termed "layers 1 and 2" of the multi-layered technical architecture on
which all Internet communications are based, while almost all true "user contenf'
Elnfo@cdtor g _
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such as the content of e-mails or web-browsing sessions is transmitted at "layer

7" of the architecture. This can introduce significant confusion in that certain
terms can refer to different things at different layers of the architecture, and the
meaning of certain terms may depend heavily on the layer to which the term is
referring.
To try to illustrate the overlapping nature of the layered architectural
model, below is a simplified diagram that shows some (but not all) of the layers
that might be implicated by the questions. What this diagram tries to illustrate is
that in the layered model, the "payload" of some packets (which at layers 1 and 2
are sometimes called frames) will contain entire whole packets of information
from a lower level protocol. Thus, as illustrated below, when sending an e-mail,
the true "user content" of the e-mail (with the to/from routing information and the
e-mail content) will be found in a layer 7 SMTP packet, which is entirely
contained within a layer 3 "Internet Protocol" packet (which uses IP addresses for
routing). And the IP packet is entirely contained in a layer 1 and 2 802.11 frame
(which uses MAC addresses for routing):
802.11 Frame (Ia ers 1 and 2)
Routing and
MAC Address
address info
"Data rate," among others
Other fields
Content
payload
Internet Protocol Packet (laver 3)
Routing and
IP Address
address info
Content payload
SMTP (e-mail) Packet (laver 7)
Routing and
joe@example.com
address info
Content payload E-mail content

This illustration may be helpful in understanding the patents at issue in the
questions below and the ambiguity around the term "content" as regards the
Google patents and WiFi interception issue.
QUESTIONS:

1. In your view, is there anything the wireless access point location
approximation scheme described in U.S. Patent Application
2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation," and
Paragraph 78 of WIPO Patent Application WO 20101044872, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," that explicitly excludes the
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collection of "content data" transmitted between third party users and
wireless access points? Content data is defined as any data that may
contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet
communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data
frames, payload data, etc.
We are interpreting the terms "content data" and "content of a user's internet
communications over a wireless network" to refer to what I have called "user
content" transmitted at layer 7 of the Internet architecture, meaning (in an e-mail
example) the to/from e-mail addresses and e-mail text and attachments, or (in a
web browsing example) the web address or URL and the web page content. With
this understanding, our review of the patents at issue indicates that the patents
are silent on the treatment or analysis of user content. The patents do not
explicitly exclude the collection of user content, but at the same time the patents
do not make any mention at all of user content (and the patents do not indicate
any intention to analyze user content in order to determine location).
In the event that your definition of "content data" is intended to incorporate
routing and addressing information that is contained in 802.11x frames (and
higher layer routing and addressing information such as MAC addresses, SSIDs,
and IP addresses), then the patents do seem to envision the collection and
analysis of such routing information.

2. These patent applications contemplate examining "data frames" to
determine the location of wireless access points as contemplated in these
patent applications, looking at "the data in the frame ... itself' to
determine the data rates of frames that might contain content data, and
contemplate sending "raw data collected" back to "a central repository ...
for processing." If Google actually engaged in any of these practices,
would it be accurate to describe Google's interception and/or storage of
content data through its Street View program as unintentional? Content
data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the
content of a user's internet communications over a wireless network,
including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
We do not interpret the patents to contemplate "examining" any user content to
make any determination of location, but instead to examine headers and data
fields (such as the "data rate," which is a field found in some 802.11x frames)
and use those non-content bits of information to calculate location. Our reading
of the specific language quoted from paragraph 52 of the U.S. patent is that (a) it
most likely refers to management or control frames, not data frames, but that (b)
in any event, the information sought by looking at "data in the frame" would be
found in lower-level header fields like "data rate" (and not in user content such as
e-mails or web browsing sessions).

3. Please describe any and all ways in which the interception and/or storage
of "content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access
points might be:
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a. Indirectly valuable for effectuating the purpose of efficiently
locating wireless access points; and
b. Indirectly valuable for any other purpose.
As noted more fully in response to Question 1, we interpret the terms "content
data" and "contents of a user's internet communications over a wireless network"
to refer to what I have called "user content" transmitted at layer 7 of the Internet
architecture. With this understanding, then, we are unaware of any value, direct
or indirect, that user content would have in efficiently locating wireless access
points using commercially available methods. The user content of course has
value to the end users (for example, the sender and recipient of an e-mail), but
even if (for example) an e-mail contains a street address, a service provider
seeking to locate access points would have no way of knowing whether the
address related to the location of the access point in use.
In the event that the term "content data" is intended to incorporate routing and
addressing information that is contained in both 802.11x frames and higher
layers, such as MAC addresses, SSIDs, and IP addresses, then such routing and
addressing information could be used to calculate approximate locations of
access points, using methods suggested in the patents.

4. Please describe your view of the circumstances under which the
interception and/or storage of "content data" transmitted between third
party users and wireless access points might be:
a. Legal or illegal under current federal law; or
b. Legal or illegal under current state law.
Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part,
the content of a user's internet communications over a wireless network,
including but not limited to dataframes, payload data, etc.
The legality under federal law of the reception by a device of wireless signals is a
very complex technical and legal question turning on, among other things, the
interpretation of provisions such as 18 U.S.C. § 2510(16), which define the
category of radio communications which are "readily accessible to the general
public," access to which is not a violation of federal law. This is one of the more
confusing sections in the U.S. Code, and we are aware of no cases that apply
these provisions to modern WiFi technologies.
Section 2510(16)(A) says that encrypted connections are not accessible to the
public and thus protects encrypted wireless communications.
Section 251 0(16)(C) protects public communication over certain types of
subcarriers - Signals carrying information as part of or associated with a larger
signal. This provision may arguably protect certain WiFi technologies carried on
subcarriers (802.11 a, g, and n); on the other hand, because the subcarriers used
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to transmit that information were not envisioned when the statute was written,
they may be construed to fall outside the specific set covered by the statute as
interpreted through FCC rulemaking. Section 2510(16)(E) also affords
protections for public communications over certain frequencies, which seems to
cover WiFi transmissions made on some common channels, but not others.
State law is more varied, and thus even more difficult to interpret with certainty.
Hopefully, this brief overview demonstrates that the status of the interception of
personal wireless devices under the law is not at all clear, and the legality of a
given interception can turn on specific technical questions regarding the choices
made by the operators of individual WiFi hotspots, as well as the technical
options in use by the WiFi equipment in question.
Separately, it is important note that for any wireless system to work, all devices
seeking to communicate on a given frequency (whether or not those devices are
the intended recipient of a communication) must in a sense "listen" to at least a
portion of all communications on the frequency in order to determine whether the
communication is intended for the particular device. Before interpreting certain
kinds of routing and signaling information contained within a given
communication, there is no way for a receiver to understand that a given packet
is aimed elsewhere. Thus, to the extent that the term "content data" is intended to
incorporate routing information that is contained in 802.11x frames (such as MAC
addresses), devices must as a technical matter be permitted to receive such
information in order for the wireless system to function.
The uncertainty of the law's application in this context is yet another illustration of
why the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) and other surveillance
laws need to be updated to provide clear protection to electronic communications
technologies and services that have evolved substantially in recent years. CDT is
a member of the Digital Due Process coalition, which has offered a few narrow
recommendations for updating ECPA.

We hope that our answers have been helpful. We appreciate the
opportunity to further discuss the issues raised in the hearing, and we look
forward to working with the Committee on these important issues.

Sincerely,

lsi
Justin Brookman
Director, Consumer Privacy
Center for Democracy & Technology
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Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
"Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your
Privacy"
Questions for the record from Senator Blumenthal
Alan Davidson, Director of Public Policy, Google Inc.
June 8, 2011
Google appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Committee's further questions arising
from Google's restimony concerning the steps it takes to protect mobile privacy with its
Android operating system and in regard to the prior collection of publicly broadcast Wi-Fi
information through Google's Street View cars. Before responding to the questions, one
point of clarification is necessary. Each question includes as a predicate the "interception"
of wireless data transmissions between third party computers and wireless access points. As
the Committee knows, the term "intercept" has legal meaning under Sections 2510 and 2511
of Title 18. Accordingly, as a general response, the answer to all of the questions is that
Google does not engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of
communications. Nonetheless, we provide this response in a good faith effort to provide the
Committee with useful information about Google's activities in regard to Wi-Fi.

1.

Has your company ever contemplated, implemented, or purchased
information derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions
traveling between third party computers and wireless access points for any
purpose?

As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise.
To the extent Senator Blumenthal's questions follow up on the questions he raised at the
hearing concerning the Wi-Fi payload data collected via Google's Street View cars, Google
has publicly explained what happened, including what information was collected and how,
on our blog amp: / / ge)( )l'lehlol'.hlol'spot.[()I11/21111l/(iS /\\'i fi-dala-collcction--l1pdml'.html
and http://googiepubiicpoiic\-.bi0l'spouo111/2l!111/1(1/crcnting-stronl'tT·pri\·ac\-·
C()ntrols.html).
Further, the Committee has also expressed interest in the collection of location data by
devices running the Android operating system. While also not involving any unauthorized
interception of data transmissions between third party computers and wireless access points,
Google, like many other companies, has developed systems for identifying wireless access
points to provide better location-based services. Although a substantial amount of the
information relating to these systems is non-public and proprietary, we have described how
these systems work in our testimony.
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If so:

a.

Please indicate any and all foreign and domestic jurisdictions where
your company has contemplated, implemented, or purchased
information derived from the interception of wireless data
transmissions described above.

As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise, whether in the United States or abroad. To the extent that
the Committee has interest in Google's other location-based services described in our
testimony, Google operates location-based services in many countries around the world,
including all states and territories of the United States.

b. Please indicate any and all purpose(s) underlying any such signal
interceptions.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of tbe content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise, whether in the United States or abroad, for any purpose.
Like many other companies, Google does receive and collect information regarding wireless
access points and otber publicly broadcast geographic markers. The purpose of doing so is
to offer location-based services.

c. Please provide a precise timeline of events related to the interception of
wireless data transmissions by your company and/ or the purchase of
information derived from such interceptions, including when such
interceptions were initially contemplated, initially implemented, and
subsequently revised, if applicable.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise. Location-based services have been an important part of
Google's research and development for many years. We do not have a timeline for each
product or service, but can say in regard to the collection of publicly broadcast Wi-Fi
information via Street View, Google first began its collection of such information for
purposes of providing location based services in 2008 and discontinued the activity in May
2010.

d. Please describe any and all methods initially contemplated and/or
implemented for these purposes.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise. With regard to Google's collection of publicly broadcast
Wi-Fi information via Street View vehicles, we direct you to the report prepared by
independent technical services firm Stroz Friedberg LLC, which describes in detail the
methods used and the type of information collected (the "Stroz Report"). See http://
googkhlu".blogspot.Cllm/21 11II Ii):; /\,·ifi-datacollection-update.html. In regard to the
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Android operating system, a substantial amount of the information relating to the system is
non-public and proprietary, but we point the Committee to our testimony, which describes
our practices and methods in that regard.

e. Subsequent to any initial steps toward intercepting wireless data
transmissions, please describe any and all methods subsequently
contemplated and/or implemented for these purposes.
See our response to Question 1 (d).

f. Please indicate any and all types of data captured from signals traveling
between third party computers and wireless access points that that your
company has ever intercepted, stored, or purchased (including but not
limited to data frames, management frames, control frames, payload data,
SSIDs, RSSI measurements, etc.). For each category of data, please define
the term used to reference that category, including an indication of how it
is derived.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless nerworks or otherwise. The question also implies that Wi-Fi signaling information is
susceptible to "interception." Google understands the term interception to refer to the
content of communications. Every Wi-Fi enabled radio publicly broadcasts, and every Wi-Fi
enabled device receives, Wi-Fi frame transmissions in accordance with the 802.11 standard.
Google's ability to provide location-based services, like any company providing locationbased services, depends upon receiving publicly broadcast Wi-Fi data such as MAC
addresses, SSID, signal strength, time stamps, etc. A number of Google products and
services include Wi-Fi enabled features. Information collected and how it is used may be
found in Google's Mobile Privacy Policy at http://\n\w.~()()~le.c(\m!mohile/pri\-aC\.·html as
well as product specific policies for Maps, Latitude, and our other location-based services.

g.

Please provide text and citations for any and all materials directly or
indirectly associated with your company that describe or contemplate
methods for intercepting wireless data transmissions traveling between
third party computers and wireless access points (including foreign or
domestic patents, patent applications, published works, or other
publicly available lllaterials).

As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless netwurks or otherwise. Google has no patents, patent applications, published works
or other publicly available materials that describe the unauthorized interception of wireless
communications traveling berween third party computers and wireless access points. While
not involving the unauthorized interception of the content of communications, to the extent
the Committee is interested in the specific patent discussed the the hearing, we point the
Committee to our answers to the supplemental questions for the record below.

h. Do all of the methods (described in I.D.) contemplated or implemented by
your company (or implemented by other companies from whom you
subsequently purchased derived data) for intercepting wireless data
transmissions explicitly exclude the interception of "content data"
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transmitted between third party users and wireless access points? If so,
please explain how and why such content data is excluded from
interception. If not, please explain how and why such content data is not
excluded from interception. Content data is defined as a'!y data that may contain, in
}}/hole or in part, the content of a user} internet communications over a wireless network,
inc/uding but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
See response to I.D. As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and
unequivocally, Google does not engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of
communication transmitted over wireless networks or otherwise. With regard to Google's
collection of publicly broadcast Wi-Fi information via Street View vehicles, we direct you to
the report prepared by independent technical services firm Stroz Friedberg LLC, which
describes in detail the methods used and the type of information collected (the "Stroz
Report"). See http://googleblog. blogspot.com 1201 0 1OS/wifi-data-collection-update.h tmL
i. Do M!Y of the methods (described in 1.D.) contemplated or implemented
by your company for intercepting wireless data transmissions utilize the
interception of "content data" transmitted between third party users and
wireless access points to facilitate the underlying purpose of intercepting
that data? If so, please explain how and why such content data is utilized.
Content data is defined as a'!Y data that may contain) in whole or in part, the content of a user}
internet communications over a }}Jireless network, including but not limited to data frames,
payload data, etc.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise. As we have said before with respect the collection of
publicly broadcast Wi-Fi information via Street View vehicles, Google did not use payload
data in any product or service.

j. Has your company ever contemplated, implemented, or purchased
information derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions
traveling between third party computers and encrypted wireless access
points and/ or hidden wireless access points? If so, please explain how
these methods differ from the methods associated with the interception of
wireless data transmissions traveling between third parties and
unencrypted wireless access points, if at all.

No.
k. Has your company ever shared, sold, or distributed information acquired
through interception and storage of wireless data transmissions traveling
between third parties and wireless access points? If so, to whom and for
what purpose(s)?

No.
2. Has your company ever contemplated, constructed, or purchased information
related to the location of wireless access points? If so, please ensure that
Questions 1.A. through 1.H. are fully answered with respect to the purpose of
locating wireless access points.
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a.

How many wireless access points exist, or have ever existed, in any
database of wireless access point locations?

i. How many of these wireless access points were unencrypted

when identified?
ii.How many of these wireless access points were encrypted
when identified?
iii.How many of these wireless access points were "hidden"
when identified?
Location-based services depend in part on the ability to identify \Vi-Fi access points. Such
information is publicly broadcast in accordance with the 802.11 standard, involves no
interception of wireless data communications, and therefore Questions l.a-h are
inapplicable. The total numbers of access points used for our location-based services is nonpublic, proprietary information, and Google does not publish a directory of such
information.
3. Please describe any and all ways in which the interception and/or storage of
"content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access
points might be:
a. Indirectly valuable for effectuating the purpose of efficiently locating
wireless access points; and
b. Indirectly valuable to your company for any other purpose.
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise. To the extent the question contemplates the payload data
collected by Google via its Street View vehicles, Google has not used the payload data
collected by Street View vehicles in any product or service. That information has no use or
value, directly or indirectly, to Google for any purpose, and never did.
4. Please describe your view of the circumstances under which the interception
and/ or storage of "content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless
access points might be:
a. Legal or illegal under current federal law;
b. Legal or illegal under current state law; and
c. Legal or illegal in any foreign jurisdictions in which your company has
engaged in the interception and/ or storage of wireless data transmissions
traveling between third party computers and wireless access points. Content
data is defitled as any data that may contain, in whole or in part; the content of a user's intemet
commllnications over a wireless network, inc/uding but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
Google directs the Committee to Section 2511 (2)(g) of Title 18, which states "[ilt shall not
be unlawful ... for any person (1) to intercept or access an electronic communication made
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through an electronic communication system that is configured so that such electronic
communication is readily accessible to the general public." Wi-Fi transmissions broadcast
from unencrypted networks are readily accessible to the general public by definition.
Most states follow federal law and any inconsistent state law would yield to federal law under
the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution. Many foreign jurisdictions follow the same
principles or their laws have not addressed the situation.

Supplemental Questions for the Record to Alan Davidson, Google, Inc.
Google appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Committee's further requests and in
particular to Senator Blumenthal's followup questions below. First, several of the questions
include as a predicate that patents exist for the purpose of "interception" of wireless data
transmissions. As the Committee knows, the term "intercept" has legal meaning under
Section 2510 and 2511 of Title 18. Accordingly, as a general response, the answer to all of
the questions is that Google does not engage in the unauthorized interception of content of
communications, and Google has no patents or applications pending that describe the
"interception" of wireless communications traveling between third party computers and
wireless access points. Also, the questions could be read to require the disclosure of nonpublic proprietary information. Nonetheless, in a good faith effort to answer the
Committee's questions, Google provides the following responses.
1. Please provide text and citations for any and all materials directly or indirectly
associated with or related to the methods for intercepting wireless data
transmissions traveling between third party computers and wireless access
points described in U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless NetworkBased Location Approximation," and WIPO Patent Application WO
2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation" (including
foreign or domestic patents, patent applications, published works, or other
publicly available materials).
As noted above, the term "intercept" has legal meaning, and unequivocally, Google does not
engage in the unauthorized interception of the content of communication transmitted over
wireless networks or otherwise. It has no patents or applications pending that describe the
"interception" of wireless communications traveling between third party computers and
wireless access points. The patent application referenced in the Question describes a
method for approximating the location of a wireless device. The patent application is
concerned with measuring the data rates of publicly broadcast Wi-Fi frames. The
measurement of data rates does not involve the use of the content of any communications.

2. Please indicate where in the scheme described in U.S. Patent Application
2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation," and
WIPO Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based
Location Approximation" these patents explicitly exclude the interception of
content data. Content data is defined as al1J data that may co11fain, in IIJho/e or in part, the
content if a liser's internet cOlntJJlmications over a IIlire/ess network, incltlding btlt not limited to
data frames, payload data, etc.
See Response to Question 1, which is incorporated herein. Content data is irrelevant to the
patent process described in the application and has nothing whatsoever to do with
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establishing confidence in the location of an access point, and therefore there is no reason to
disclaim it.

3. Wireless signal interception as described in Paragraph 51 of U.S. Patent
Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," and Paragraph 47 of WIPO Patent Application WO
2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation" involves
configuring a Google computer "to observe or capture data packets ..
transmitted to or from" a wireless access point, with the Google computer
"operat[ing] in a 'sniffer' or 'monitor' mode, thereby handling transmitted
frames .•. without requiring" the Google computer "to be associated with"
the wireless access point. This scheme appears to contemplate 'sniffmg' (i.e.,
intercepting and decoding) all transmitted frames.
a. Where does this patent distinguish between 'sniffing' or 'monitoring'
frames containing content data and 'sniffmg' or monitoring frames that did
not contain content data? Content data is defined as any data that mt1)! contain, in whole
or in part, the content of a user's inter11et communications over a wireless lie/work, including bllt
not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
See Response to Questions 1 and 2. Every Wi-Fi enabled radio publicly broadcasts, and
every Wi-Fi enabled device receives, Wi-Fi frame transmissions in accordance with the
802.11 standard. Google's ability to provide location-based services, like any company
providing location-based services, depends upon receiving publicly broadcast Wi-Fi data
such as ]'vIAC addresses, SSID, signal strength, time stamps, etc. Content data is irrelevant to
the patent process described in the application and has nothing whatsoever to do with
establishing confidence in the location of an access point.

b. Was there ever a version of Google's Street View programming designed to
intercept and decode all of the information received from a wireless access
point and then subsequently discard unwanted data?
No. We direct you to the report prepared by an independent technical services firm, Stroz
Friedberg LLC, which describes in detail the describes in detail how the Wi-Fi equipment
and software operated, the frequencies and protocols covered, and type of information
collected ("the Stroz Friedberg Report"). See http:/ / ?,oo[!iebiog.bl,,?,spOt.C0111 /21 Jl () JOS /
wifi-daLl-colll'Ction-uj'lLtte.ht1l11. As noted in the Stroz Friedberg Report, the software was
designed to recognize encrypted networks and never to store payload data from those
networks.

c. Was there ever a version of Google's Street View programming that
distinguished between frames containing content data and frames that did
not contain content data? Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in Jl,hole
or in part, the content of a user's inteme! communications over a ]JJireiess netJliork, including but
not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
No.

d. Was there ever a version of the software on Google's Street View cars that
specifically deleted, blanked, or removed intercepted IP payload data?
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No.

e. Did the software addition that Google points to as responsible for
collecting "payload data" affirmatively intercept and decode content, or
did it remove a preexisting block on decoding content?
No, the software did not decode content at all. See the Stroz Friedberg Report referenced
above for information on how the software operated.

4.

Does the term "data rate" as used in these patent applications consistendy
refer to information about the communication with the access point such as
"data rate" as defined by 802.11 standards, or does it refer to a "measured"
data rate?

The "data rate" is a property of the transmission, as defined by 802.11 standards.

5.

Paragraphs 70-71 of U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," and Paragraphs 66-67 of WIPO
Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," discuss 'evaluating different types of frames sent to (or
received from) the device of interest" including "management frames, control
frames, data frames, etc." as part of a scheme to estimate "the confidence of
the location" of a wireless access point.
a. Please explain what types of evaluations are contemplated for each of the
three types of frames listed.

Each of the frames types are sent at specific data rates. The receiving device driver obtains
and appends the data rate to each frame that was sent to, or received from, an access point.
The data rate is extracted from the various frames for evaluation by means of a mechanical,
automated process.

b. How does evaluation of data frames contemplated in these paragraphs
affect Google's estimate of the confidence of the location of a wireless
access point?
As described in the patent application, it is assumed that data rate, like signal strength, can be
used to estimate" distance." Thus, given the expected location of an access point and the
GPS location of where a frame is captured plus the data rate, Google could determine how
probable it is to receive a frame at the given data rate and at a given distance from the access
point to the location where the frame was captured.
Data frames are sent at different data rates (unlike management/control frames which are
sent at fixed data rates). For example, the higher the data rate, the shorter the distance at
which it can be received. These assumptions could help build or reduce confidence in an
access point's estimated location.

6.

Paragraphs 74-75 of U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless
Network-Based Location Approximation," and Paragraphs 70-71 of WIPO
Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," discuss determining "the confidence in the location" of a
wireless access point, and note that "the types of frames that are used in the
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measurement, such as data frames, management frames, and/ or control
frames may affect the confidence."
a. How do these patents contemplate evaluating these three types of frames
in order to improve the confidence estimate for the location of the wireless
access point?
See Response to Question 5(b).
b. How does evaluation of data frames contemplated in these paragraphs
affect Google's estimate of the confidence of the location of a wireless
access point?
See Response to Question 5(b).
7.

Paragraph 82 of U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless NetworkBased Location Approximation," and Paragraph 78 of WIPO Patent
Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based Location
Approximation," discusses how "[T]he location of a given [wireless access
point] may be based on a number of measurements taken by one or more
client devices. The raw data collected by a client device may be processed
locally or sent to a central repository ... for processing" (emphasis added).
a. Do these patent applications specifically exclude the collection of raw data
that includes "content data" before sending it to a central repository for
processing? Contmt data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the
content ~f a user's internet communications over a wireless neflvork, including btlt flot limited to
data frames, payload data, etc.

The sentence cited in the Question simply states the proposition that the publicly broadcast
Wi-Fi frames received may be processed locally or in storage. The patent application is
concerned with measuring the data rates of publicly broadcast Wi-Fi frames. Content data is
irrelevant to the patent process described in the application and has nothing whatsoever to
do with establishing confidence in the location of an access point. Thus, where the frames
are processed is irrelevant as well.
b. Is there any relation between the scheme described in Paragraph 82 and
the operation of the Google Street View cars during the period when those
cars were used to identify the locations of wireless access points?
The quotation from Paragraph 82 referenced in the question simply states that data may be
analyzed locally or later in a central data store. The same is true for any data collection and
analysis. In the case of Wi-Fi data collected via Street View vehicles, the data was stored in
Google's File Servers.
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Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
"Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your
Privacy"

1.

Questions for the record from Dr. Coburn
Alan Davidson, Director of Public Policy, Google Inc.
June 8, 2011
Google has stated it does not sell users' personally identifiable information to
third parties. However, Google operates advertising services that are
connected to mobile devices using its Android platform. Could you comment
on how Google operates its ad services, particularly whether Google sends
targeted ads to mobile device users, and if so, what user information Google
collects in order to send targeted ads?

Advertisers may use Google's advertising services to run mobile advertising campaigns based
on several factors. Those factors can include platform, device, geography, or demographic
information.
To protect user privacy, Google adheres to the following principles when offering its
advertising services and targeting options:
Transparency \\'e provide detailed information about our ad,'ettising policies and
practices (see our general Coogle privacy policy and the Ad,'yfob privacy policy).
Choice - \'i'e offer innm-ative ways to ,-iew, manage and opt out of targeted
ad\'ertising.
No personally identifying information - \'I'e do not collect or selTe ads based on
personally identifying information without the user's permission.

Recently, we extended our online advertising transparency and choice approach to our
mobile application ad networks. For these ad systems, we have created a user-friendly
solution involving anonymization, user control, and user notice. First, Google performs a
one-way, non-reversible cryptographic hash of a device identifier which we then associate
with an anonymous ID specifically for ad serving. Second, for both Android and iPhone
users we give consumers an easy way to opt out the use of their device identifier by Google's
advertising services altogether. Third, we are notifying all users of how we customize ads
and their opt-out controls with clear notice. Because the mobile application interfaces are
more limited, we chose to show a full-size privacy notice that was rotated along with other
advertisements, rather than use an icon, which is hard to see or click on the smaller mobile
screen,
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a. Is advertising the largest source of revenue for Google? If not, what
services or products contribute most to Google's bottom line?

Yes.
b. Are there any apps to which Google refuses to provide advertising
services? If so, what are the primary reasons for refusing such
services? If not, why?
Developers of mobile applications that use Google's advertising service (known as AdMob
or AdSense for Mobile Apps) must agree to either AdMob's Terms of Use ~
www.admob.com/home/terms) and Publisher Guidelines and Policies ~
helpcenter.admob.com/content/content-guidelines), or AdSense's Terms of Use a~
,"vww.google.com/adsense/localized-terms) and Publisher Guidelines and Policies (bttps:/!
w·ww.google.com / adsensel support/bin/answer.pv?answer=48182).

If Google determines that a developer is in violation of these terms or policies, Google may
take enforcement action. Depending on the severity of the violation, the enforcement
action may take the form of a warning, suspension, or permanent termination.
c. Are there any apps Google refuses to host on the Android app store? If
so, what are the primary reasons for refusing to provide those apps,
and how often, on average, does Google reject an app or later remove it
from your store for questionable behavior?
Google may suspend an application from future availability on Android Market if Google
discovers that an application violates the Android Market developer agreement ~
www:android.comlw;/dcyeloper-distribution-agreement.html) or policies a.l.t!J2;.LL
www.android.com/us/developer-content-policl..html). In addition to suspending an
application, Google may also permanently disable the account of a developer for repeated or
egregious violations of the Android Market developer agreement or policies.
Android Market is built on the principle of openness, with the goal of encouraging
innovation and user choice. With this principle in mind, Google does not pre-screen
applications before they are made available by deyelopers to users of Android Market. But
we will remove applications when we are notified about or otherwise discover applications
that violate our developer agreement or policies. As of May 31, 2011, Google is removing
an average of 250-300 applications per day from Android Market due to violations of our
developer agreement or policies.
d. How many employees and! or automated services are dedicated to
crawling your app store to weed out apps that inappropriately use
consumers' personal information or violate your respective privacy
policies?
We have a team of employees dedicated to responding to complaints and information we
receiYe about applications in the Android Market to determine if the applications comply
with our developer agreement and policies, but not specifically related to inappropriate use
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of personal information. The size of this team is growing and will be adjusted as needed.
Separately, we have recently implemented tools that automatically examine the code of
Android Market applications for signs of potential malware.
More broadly, Google does not control the behavior of third party applications or how they
handle location information and other user information that the third party application
obtains from the device. Instead, the Android operating system uses a permissions model in
which the user is automatically informed of certain types of information an application will
be able to access during the application installation process. This permissions model is
designed to empower users to make their own decisions about whether or not to trust an
application with the information requested. The user may choose to trust the application by
completing the installation or the user may choose to cancel the installation.
The application developer bears the responsibility for the design of the application, which
includes responsibility for how the application collects and handles user data and the privacy
disclosures made to users. Even though the developer bears the responsibility, Google
strongly encourages application developers to use best practices, as described in this Google
blog post: http://android-developers. blogspot.com!201 O! 08 !best-practices-for-handlingandroid.htm!.
Furthermore, developers that upload applications to Android Market must agree to the
Android Market developer agreement (bttp:/Iw\vw:android.com!us!deyeloper-distributionagreement.html), pursuant to which developers agree to comply with applicable laws and to
protect the privacy righ ts of users.
The specific relevant language is as follows:
4.2 You agree to use the Market only for purposes that are permitted by (a)
this Agreement and (b) any applicable law, regulation or generally accepted
practices or guidelines in the relevant jurisdictions (including any laws
regarding the export of data or software to and from the United States or
other relevant countries).
4.3 You agree that if you use the Market to distribute Products, you will
protect the privacy and legal rights of users. If the users provide you with, or
your Product accesses or uses, user names, passwords, or other login
information or personal information, you must make tlle users aware that the
information will be available to your Product, and you must provide legally
adequate privacy notice and protection for those users. Further, your Product
may only use that information for the limited purposes for which the user
has given you permission to do so. If your Product stores personal or
sensitive information provided by users, it must do so securely and only for
as long as it is needed. But if the user has opted into a separate agreement
with you that allows you or your Product to store or use personal or sensitive
information directly related to your Product (not including other products or
applications) then the terms of that separate agreement will govern your use
of such information. If the user provides your Product with Google
Account information, your Product may only use that information to access
the user's Google Account when, and for the limited purposes for which, the
user has given you permission to do so.
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e. In other contexts, such as the sale of counterfeit pharmaceuticals
online, there has been a recent push in the industry (with the
suggestion of the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator) to
form a working group in order for the industry to take the lead on how
to combat the dangerous use of these products online. Is there any
such industry working group to address the unique issues surrounding
mobile device products and/or location based services?
There are numerous industry groups that address issues surrounding mobile device products
and location based services. For example, CTIA - The Wireless Association publishes Best
Practices and Guidelines for Location Based Services, available at: http://ww,v.ctia.org/
business resourceshvic/index.cfm/AID/11300. The Guidelines state that thev are
intended to promote and protect user privacy as new Location-Based Services ("LBS") are
developed and deployed. As CTIA explains it, "Location Based Services have one thing in
common regardless of the underlying technology - they rely on, use or incorporate the
location of a device to provide or enhance a service. Accordingly, the guidelines are
technology-neutral and apply regardless of the technology or mobile device used or the
business model employed to provide LBS (e.g., a downloaded application, a web-based
service, etc.)." Google supported the development of these guidelines.
Google also is a member of the Mobile Marketing Association, which represents more than
700 member companies globally. Its mission is to provide education, measurement and
guidance to the mobile marketing industry worldwide. MMA has a standing committee on
privacy and data security.
The Digital Advertising Alliance, composed of the bulk of the online advertising and
publishing industry, has issued guidelines for online behavioral advertising. They are
working now to extend these guidelines into the mobile advertising area.
There are many other organizations and industry working groups that focus on particular
aspects of the mobile industry and mobile devices.
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Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
"Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your
Privacy"
Questions for the record from Senator Franken
Alan Davidson, Director of Public Policy, Google Inc.
June 8, 2011

1.

Will Google commit to requiring that all apps in the Android Market have a
clear, understandable privacy policy?

Google agrees that application developers that collect personal data from the users of their
applications should offer clear notice of their practices, including via a privacy policy. Our
Android Market developer agreement Q1ttr: /Iwww.android.com/us/de\·elopcr-distributionagreement.html) requires app developers to protect their users' privacy:
You agree that if you use the Market to distribute Products, you
4.3
will protect the privacy and legal rights of users. If the users provide you
with, or your Product accesses or uses, user names, passwords, or other login
information or personal information, you must make the users aware that
the information will be available to your Product, and you must
provide legally adequate privacy notice and protection for those users.
Further, your Product may only use that information for the limited purposes
for which the user has given you permission to do so. If your Product stores
personal or sensitive information provided by users, it must do so securely
and only for as long as it is needed ....
(Emphasis added.)
Beyond privacy policies, we have also strongly encouraged developers to use best practices in
the design of their applications as described in this Google blog post: http://androiddevelopers.blo~spot.com/2010108/best-practiccs-for-handling-android.html.

Like the Federal Trade Commission and many others, we do not view privacy policies as the
sole or even best way to provide clear notice of privacy practices. Unless a privacy policy is
mandated by law, therefore, we have not required such a policy in order to satisfy the
requirements of our developer agreement quoted above. We continue to evaluate this policy,
and may revise it as needed to best protect the rights of Android users.
2.

If not, will Google at least commit to require that all location-aware apps in
the Android market have a clear, understandable privacy policy?

Please see the response to Question 1, above.
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With respect to location information specifically, the Android operating system uses a
permissions model in which the user is automatically informed of certain types of
information an application will be able to access during the application installation process.
The permissions model informs the user if an application will have access to the user's
location information. An application can access the device's GPS location through a
permission, which will display the permission message "Your location: fine (GPS) location"
to the user during installation. An application can access the device's network location
through a permission, which will display the permission message "Your location: coarse
(network-based) location" to the user during installation.

3.

Will Google commit to informing users through a clear, conspicuous method,
i.e. a permission screen, that the apps they download have the technical
ability to share or disclose the information they gather from the user to third
parties?

As described above, we believe the permissions model provides clear, conspicuous notice to
users about certain information that can be accessed by an application. An application can
only send information off the device if it obtains Internet access. For an application to
obtain Internet access, the user must grant a permission. Specifically, the user would see a
permission message displayed saying: "Network communication: full Internet access" during
ins tallation.
The Android permissions model is designed to give users actionable information to help
them decide whether to proceed with an application installation. The small size of a mobile
device screen requires a delicate balance to determine the most useful quantity of
information to present to the user. The downside of too little information is clear, but
presenting too much information (especially if that additional information sounds like a legal
disclaimer) could cause users to ignore the permission screen and defeat the goal of having
better informed users.
One example of how we have recently adjusted this balance is demonstrated by our decision
to show a longer permission description when a user installs an application from the web
interface of Android Market Qlttp:llmarket.android.com) versus the on-device installation
process. Users have the ability to browse applications on the large screen of their desktop or
laptop computer through this website and push an installation of the application to their
mobile device.
For example, the Android operating system will display a permission if an application wishes
to access the device's GPS location. If the application installation is initiated from Android
Market on the mobile device, the permission displayed on the phone says:
Your location: fine (GPS) location
This is a concise description appropriate for the small mobile device screen. If the
application installation is initiated from Android Market through the web interface, the
permission displayed on the website says:
YOUR LOCATION: FINE (GPS) LOCATION-Access fine location
sources such as the Global Positioning System on the device, where available.
Malicious applications can use this to determine where you are, and may
consume additional battery power.
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This is a more detailed description that takes advantage of the larger screen.
We will continue to consider ways to improve messaging to users, including with respect to
this particular issue.

4.

Do you think that most users understand the terms used in your app
permission screen? For example, if an app can have access to your "network
connections", do you think the average user knows what that means? What
can you do to make your permission screen more clear for average users
without deep technical knowledge or sophistication?

Please see our answer to Question #3 above. We have done our best to strike balances in
our permissions model to make it understandable and useful in a way that benefits the
maximum number users. We will continue to consider ways to improve the existing
permission model.

5.

Android OS devices transmit a unique identifier along with the location data
that they transmit to Google servers. See Jennifer Valentino-Davies, "The
Unique ID Android Uses in Collecting Location," The Wal! Street Journa!, April
26, 2011. Apple succeeds in collecting this information without such an
identifier. Will Google refrain from using such identifier in future data
collection?

We believe this identifier (which we refer to as an "anonymous token") serves an important
functional purpose, and have designed our systems in a way to protect user privacy.
The Google Network Location Provider application for Android (or NLP) is a proprietary
Google application that may be installed on Android devices by a device manufacturer
pursuant to a license with Google. NLP interacts with the Google Location Server (or GLS)
to determine a user's estimated location using Wi-Fi access points and cell towers, providing
location information in a way that works indoors and outdoors, responds faster, and uses
less battery power than GPS services.
With the opt-in consent of the user, NLP transmits certain location information to Google
servers in association with an anonymous token randomly generated by GLS. A new token
wit! be generated by GLS if the user performs a factory reset of the device. This token is
only used to tag communications between NLP and GLS, which enables Google to compute
velocity for road traffic estimates and to identify invalid transmissions to GLS. Google
wants only legitimate devices to provide information, because invalid transmissions have the
potential to pollute the GLS database with inaccurate data and degrade the ability of GLS to
provide reliable location information to future users.
The collected information is stored in temporary databases on Google servers for
approximately one week in association with a hashed version of the anonymous token. The
token is put through a one-way hash as soon as it arrives at the server. The token itself is
never stored on a Google server, only a hash of the token is temporarily stored in which the
hash key is rotated at least every seven days. After this approximately one week of
temporary storage, the information related to the hashed token values is stripped from the
data and measures are taken to obfuscate GPS route endpoints. The remaining data is
transferred into aggregate and anonymous databases on Google servers for permanent
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storage, consisting of a database of Wi-Fi access point and cell tower locations and a
database of road traffic information.
The design choice to use this anonymous token (rather than some other identifier) helps
ensure that the information cannot be traced back to a particular device or particular user.
Additional practices such as only storing a hashed version of the anonymous token, rotating
the hash key, stripping the hashed token values, and taking measures to obfuscate GPS route
endpoints are additional security measures instituted to further anonymize this information.
Access by Google employees to the temporary and permanent databases is subject to access
restriction policies and processes.

6.

Under what circumstances does Google consider location information
obtained from a user's device to be non-content customer records data
subject to the voluntary disclosure permission in the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2702(c)(6)?

Without commenting on the specific legal question, we note that the location information
sent to Google servers when users opt in to location services on Android devices is
anonymized and stored in the aggregate and is not tied or traceable to a specific user.
Therefore, Google cannot identify a particular user from the location information stored in
our location servers and cannot produce information about a particular user.

7. Since Google gets the vast majority of its revenue from advertising, it seems
like your incentive to protect privacy might be in conflict with your incentive
to collect your user's information. What relationship does AdMob have to the
Android Operating System and applications in the Android App Market?
The Android operating system and Android Market are part of one business unit, while
AdMob is part of a separate unit. The AdMob product is not part of the Android operating
system.
We note that offering free, advertising-supported services is not inherendy in conflict with
strong incentives to protect privacy. Many long-standing industries are advertisingsupported, including broadcast television and newspapers, yet these businesses have little
history of mistreatment of user privacy. Like providers of those services, our users are our
lifeblood-without their trust and engagement, we would not have an audience to which to
show ads.
Moreover, all businesses, regardless of their profit model, have an incentive to sell customer
data-indeed, this path is followed by countless merchants, grocery chains, and even
government agencies. Yet Google does not; we never sell our users' personally-identifiable
information, or share it without their express consent.
Instead, we follow the axiom of "focus on the user and all else will follow." This applies to
every aspect of our business, including our treatment of personal information. As our
testimony explains, Google would simply go out of business if we lost the trust of our users.
This is reflected foremost in our privacy principles, which are located and available to the
public at www:google.com/corporate/privacv principles.htm!. Our commitment to these
principles is reflected in our industry-leading privacy practices and tools, including our Ads
Preferences Manager Qlttp:l/w\v-w.google.com/ads/preferences/).
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SEN. BLUMENTHAL QFRs FOR ASHKAN SOLTANI

I. In your view, is there anything the wireless access point location approximation scheme described
in U.S. Patent Application 2010/0020776, "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation,"
and Paragraph 78 of WIPO Patent Application WO 2010/044872, "Wireless Network-Based
Location Approximation," that explicitly ex eludes the collection of "content data" transmitted
between third party users and wireless access points? Content data is defined as any data that may
contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a wireless
network, including but not limited to dataframes, payload data, etc.

On quick Inie\\. there is nothing explicitly excluding "content data" in this patent. In fact. the full
data il'U111C is received and processed in order to ascertain data specds and signal quality.

2. These patent applications contemplate examining "data frames" to determine the location of
wireless access points as contemplated in these patent applications, looking at "the data in the
frame ... itself' to determine the data rates of frames that might contain content data, and
contemplate sending "raw data collected" back to "a central repository ... for processing." If
Google actually engaged in any of these practices, would it be accurate to describe Google's
interception and/or storage of content data through its Street View program as unintentional?
Content data is defined as any data that may contain, in whole or in part, the content ofa user's
internet communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to datafi'ames,
payload data. etc.
Content data. as descrihed above. would he present in thc data frames. Iffull data Ira111es are
collected and sent back to a central repository. then it's possible that these

II

Guld include content

data. Ho\l CICr. the patcnt dc)esn't spcci fy exactly \\ hat is mcalll by "raw data".

3, Please describe any and all ways in which the interception and/or storage of "content data"
transmitted between third party users and wireless access points might be:
a. Indirectly valuable for effectuating the purpose of efticiently locating wireless access
points; and
Content data. as described abOle.

11l{(V

contain information that rcveals sp~cifies as to the hardll are

and configuration settings of the Wireless Access Points that generate the WiFi signal. This
information could conccivahly be used to improve the ahilily to gco-Iocate clients although this
isn't mentioned directly in the patent.

b. Indirectly valuable for any other purpose.
It's difficult to speculate on all of the lIays content data could be useful. f'resul11abl \\irctap Ilouid
likel} prohibit 1110st of'thcse valuable uses however.
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4. Please describe your view of the circumstances under which the interception and/or storage of
"content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access points might be:
a. Legal or illegal under current rederallaw; or
b. Legal or illegal under current state law.
Content data is defined as any data Ihat may contain, in whole or in part. the content a/a user's
internet communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames,
payload data, etc.
I'd prefer to n()1 specuiJle llll the legali!) l,fthis practice. as I'Ill no! a b\\ ya.
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Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
Hearing on
Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phone and Your Privacy
May 10,2011

1.

Senator Tom Coburn, M.D., Ranking Member of the Subcommittee for Privacy,
Technology and the Law, asked Ms. Jessica Rich, Deputy Director, Bureau of
Consumer Protection, Federal Trade Commission ("FTC" or "the Commission"), to
indicate whether the FTC currently has the legal authority to implement the privacy
protections set forth in the FTC's preliminary staff report Protecting Consumer
Privacy in an Era ofRapid Change: A Proposed Framework for Businesses and
Policymakers ("FTC Staff Report").'

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act") empowers the Commission
to take action against deceptive or unfair acts or practices in or affecting commerce. 2 In addition
to this broad authority, the FTC enforces a number of sector-specific statutes, including tbe
Gramm-Leach-BJiley Act ("GLB Act"), the Childten's Online Privacy Protection Act
("COPPA"), the CAN-SPAM Act, and the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse
Prevention Act (and the Do Not Call Rule).3 The FTC has used Section 5 as well as these other
laws to challenge a wide variety of practices that affect consumer privacy.
Over the years, many of the Commission's privacy cases including actions against
well-known companies such as Microsoft, ChoicePoint, and TJX - have involved practices that
include the alleged failure to: (l) comply with posted privacy policies;4 (2) take appropriate steps

I See FTC Preliminary Staff Report, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid
Change: A Proposed Framework for Businesses and Policymakers (Dec. I, 20 I 0), available at
www.ftc.gov/os/2010/121101201privacvreport.pdf.

2

15 U.S.c. § 45.

3 See GLB Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 6801-6809 (2010) (consumer financial data); COPPA, 15
U.S.C. §§ 6501-6506 (2010) (information about children); CAN-SPAM Act, 15 U.S.c. §§ 77017713 (2010) (unsolicited electronic messages); Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse
Prevention Act, 15 U.S.c. §§ 6101-6108 (2010) (under which the Do Not Call Rule, 16 C.F.R.
§ 310.4, was promulgated).

4 See, e.g., In re Premier Capital Lending, Inc., No. C-4241, 2008 WL 5266769 (F.T.C.
Dec. 10,2008) (consent order); In re Life Is Good, Inc., No. CA218, 2008 WL 1839971 (F.T.c.
Apr. 16,2008) (consent order); In re Petco Animal Supplies, Inc., 139 F.T.C. 102 (2005); MTS,
Inc., 137 F.T.C. 444 (2004) (consent order); In re Microsoft Corp., 134 F.T.C. 709 (2002)
(consent order).
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to protect against common vulnerabilities;' (3) dispose of data properly;' and (4) take reasonable
steps to ensure that customer data is not shared with unauthorized third parties.'
More recently, the Commission has focused on the privacy implications of emerging
technologies that pennit new ways of collecting and using consumer data. For example, in a
complaint against the retailer Sears, the Commission claimed that the company had violated
Section 5 by deceiving consumers about a tracking capability it deployed to collect detailed
information about users' online activities.' Additionally, the Commission has challenged the
collection and use of consumer data by interactive media services. In a complaint against the
social media service Twitter, the FTC alleged that the company had deceived customers by
offering them an opportunity to designate certain "tweets" as private and then failing to honor
their choices. 9 The Commission also brought an action against Playdom, an operator of "virtual
world" web sites that hosted online garnes, alleging that it violated COPPA by colkcting
personal infOImation from children under the age of 13 without obtaining verifiable parental
consent. IO Finally, in March of this year, the Conunission announced proposed settlements with
Chitika, an online advertising company that allegedly made deceptive claims regarding

1 See, e.g.,!n re TJX Cos., No. C-4227, 200S WL 3150421 (F.T.C. July 29, 200S)
(consent order); In re Guidance Software, Inc., No. C-4187, 2007 WL 11S3340 (F.T.C. Mar. 30,
2007) (consent order); In re Petco Animal Supplies, Inc., 139 F.T.C. 102 (2005) (consent order);
In re Guess?, Inc., 136 F.T.C. 507 (2003) (consent order).

6 See, e.g., FTC v. Navone, No. 2:0S-CV-00IS42 (D. Nev. Dec. 30, 200S),
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/0723067/1 00120navonestip.pdf (consent order); United States v.
Am. United Mortg. Co., No. l:07-CV-07064 (N.D. Ill. Dec. IS, 2007),
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/06231 03/071217americanunitedmrtgstipfinal.pdf
(consent order);
In re CVS Caremark Corp., No. C-4259, 2009 WL IS921S5 (F.T.C. June 18, 2009) (consent
order).

7 See, e.g., United States v. Rental Research Sen'., No. 09 CV 524 (D. Minn. Mar. 5,
2009), www.ftc.gov/os/caseiist/0723228!090305rrsorder.pdf( consent order); United States
v. ChoicePoint, Inc., No. 1:06-CV-OJ98 (N.D. Ga. Feb. 15,2006),
www.fic.gov/os/caselist/choicepoill(/stiptlnaljudgement.pdf (consent order).
8 See In re Sears Holdings Mgmt. Corp., No. C-4264 (Aug. 31, 2009),
www.ftc.gov/os/caseJistf0823099f090604searsdo .pdf (consent order).

9 See In re Twitter, Inc., FTC Docket No. C-4316 (Mar. 2, 2011) (consent order),
available at W\vw.ftc.gov/opal20 11I03/twitter.shtm.
10 See United States v. Playdom, Inc., No. SACV II-00724 (C.D. Cal. May 11,2011)
(proposed consent order), available at www.ftc.gov/opal20J 1/05/pJaydom.shtm.
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consumers' ability to opt out of tracking, II and Google, for allegedly violating its privacy
promises in connection with the launch of its "Google Buzz" social network. 12
The proposed privacy framework set forth in the FTC Staff Report includes three major
recommendations for protecting consumer privacy. First, companies should adopt "privacy by
design" by promoting consumer privacy throughout their organizations and should build privacy
into their products and services at every stage of development. Second, companies should
simplify consumer choice by offering necessary choices at a time, and in a context, that makes
the choice meaningful to consumers. Third, companies should increase the transparency of their
data practices by improving notices, offering reasonable access to the data they maintain,13
obtaining affirmative express consent for material, retroactive changes to their privacy
promises,14 and expanding efforts to educate consumers about data practices.
The framework provides recommended best practices for addressing the privacy
challenges that new technologies, practices, and business models dependent on consumer data
raise, but it is not a document for enforcement. In issuing the FTC Staff Report and calling for
public comment on the proposed privacy framework, the Commission has not taken a position
on whether privacy legislation is currently needed. The Commission will continue to use its
authority under Section 5 and through the sector-specific statutes it enforces to bring law
enforcement actions against companies that engage in illegal practices that harm consumer
privacy interests. To the extent that Congress decides that legislation is appropriate, the
Commission believes that the recommendations and guidance contained in the FTC Staff Report
can serve as a valuable resource for law makers.

II See In re Chitika,Inc., FTC File No. 1023087 (Mar. 14,2011) (proposed consent
order), available at www.ftc.gov/opal2011!03/chitika.shtm.

12 See Google, Inc., FTC File No.1 02 3136 (Mar. 30, 2011) (proposed consent order),
available at www.ftc.gov/opa/2011l03!google.shtm.
13 The Commission has brought a number of cases against companies for failing to take
reasonable steps to ensure the security of consumer data. In addition, the FTC enforces specific
data security laws and rules involving certain entities or practices. The FTC's Safeguards Rule
promulgated under the GLB Act provides data security requirements for most nondepository
financial institutions. See 16 C.F.R. § 314 (implementing 15 U.S.c. § 6801(b)). The FCRA
requires consumer reporting agencies to use reasonable procedures to ensure that the entities to
which they disclose sensitive consumer information have a permissible purpose for receiving
tbat information, and imposes safe disposal obligations on entities that maintain consumer report
information. See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681e, 1681w.

14 The Commission has brought cases against companies for unilaterally changing their
data practices and using previously collected data in ways that materially contradict claims made
to consumers at the time of collection. See, e.g., Gateway Learning Corp., No. C-4120, 2004
WL 2618647 (F.T.C. Sept. 10,2004).
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Apple's Responses to Senator AI Franken's May 18,2011 Questions
1. Will Apple commit to requiring that all apps in the Apple App Store have a clear,
understandable privacy policy?
Response:
For Apple's response to this question, please see the attached June 1, 2011 letter
responding to Senator Franken's May 25, 2011 letter.

2. If not, will Apple at least commit to requiring that all location-aware apps in the Apple
App Store have a clear, understandable privacy policy?
Response:
For Apple's response to this question, please see the attached June 1, 2011 letter
responding to Senator Franken's May 25, 2011 letter.

3. In your testimony you said that requiring apps to have privacy policies is not enough
to protect user's privacy. I agree, What further steps can you take, in addition to
requiring privacy policies, that will help users understand where their information is
going and have greater control over it?
Response:
Apple has taken steps to help customers understand where their information is going
and to provide customers with greater control over it. First, Apple's Privacy Policy, which is
available from links on every page of Apple's website, contains express disclosures regarding
Apple's collection and use of location data and non-personal information:
Location-Based Services
To provide location-based services on Apple products, Apple and
our partners and licensees may collect, use, and share precise
location data, including the real-time geographic location of your
Apple computer or device. This location data is collected
anonymously in a form that does not personally identify you and is
used by Apple and our partners and licensees to provide and
improve location-based products and services. For example, we
may share geographic location with application providers when
you opt in to their location services.
Some location-based services offered by Apple, such as the
MobileMe "Find My iPhone" feature, require your personal
information for the feature to work.
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Collection and Use of Non-Personal Information
We also collect non-personal information - data in a form that
does not permit direct association with any specific individual. We
may collect, use, transfer, and disclose non-personal information
for any purpose. The following are some examples of nonpersonal information that we collect and how we may use it:
We may collect information such as occupation, language, zip
code, area code, unique device identifier, location, and the
time zone where an Apple product is used so that we can
better understand customer behavior and improve our
products, services, and advertising.

If we do combine non-personal information with personal
information the combined information will be treated as personal
information for as long as it remains combined.
Second, Apple's Software License Agreements for products that provide location-based
services provide express disclosures regarding Apple's collection and use of location
information. For example, to activate an iPhone, the customer must accept and agree to the
iPhone SLA, including the following provision regarding location data:
4. Consent to Use of Data.

(b) Location Data. Apple and its partners and licensees may
provide certain services through your iPhone that rely upon
location information. To provide and improve these services,
where available, Apple and its partners and licensees may
transmit, collect, maintain, process and use your location data,
including the real-time geographic location of your iPhone, and
location search queries. The location data and queries collected
by Apple are collected in a form that does not personally identify
you and may be used by Apple and its partners and licensees to
provide and improve location-based products and services. By
using any location-based services on your iPhone, you agree
and consent to Apple's and its partners' and licensees'
transmission, collection, maintenance, processing and use of
your location data and queries to provide and improve such
products and services. (emphasis exists in the SLA) You may
withdraw this consent at any time by going to the Location
Services setting on your iPhone and either turning off the global
Location Services setting or turning off the individual location
settings of each location-aware application on your iPhone. Not
using these location features will not impact the non locationbased functionality of your iPhone. When using third party
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applications or services on the iPhone that use or provide location
data, you are subject to and should review such third party's terms
and privacy policy on use of location data by such third party
applications or services ....
At all times your information will be treated in accordance with
Apple's Privacy Policy, which is incorporated by reference into this
License and can be viewed at: www.apple.comllegaVprivacy/.
Third, as described above, before any app can access or use location information, iOS,
the device's operating system, discloses to the customer that the app "would like to use [the
customer's] current location" and requests the customer's express consent.

Fourth, before Apple will collect any diagnostic information from an iOS customer, that
customer must explicitly agree that Apple may collect and use such information. For example,
iPhone customers must click "Agree" in response to the following disclosure:
You can help Apple improve its products by sending us
anonymous diagnostic and usage information about your iPhone.
By clicking "Agree" you agree that Apple may periodically collect and use this
information as part of its support services and to improve its products and
services. This information is collected anonymously. To leam more about
Apple's Privacy Policy, see http://www.apple.comllegal/privacy.
Fifth, Apple provides its customers with functionality to control the location-based service
capabilities of their devices. Apple has always required express customer consent, as
described above, when any app requests location-based information for the first time. If the
customer does not consent, iOS will not provide any location-based information to the app. iOS
also permits customers to identify individual apps that may not access location-based
information, even if Location Services is on.
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Customers can change their individual app settings at any time. As mentioned in Dr. Tribble's
May 20,2011 testimony, an arrow icon (--( ) alerts customers that an app is using or has
recently used location-based information. This icon appears in real-time for currently running
apps and next to the "On/Off' toggle switch for any app that has used location-based
information in the past twenty-four hours.
Customers can use Restrictions, also known as Parental Controls, on a mObile device to
prevent access to specific features, including Location Services. When a customer enables
Restrictions, the customer must enter a passcode (this passcode is separate from the device
passcode that the customer may set).

If the customer tums Location Services off and selects "Don't Allow Changes," the user ofthe
device cannot tum on Location Services without that passcode. In addition, iDS will not (1)
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provide any location information to any apps, including apps that may have previously received
consent to use location information; (2) collect or geo-tag information about nearby Wi-Fi
hotspots or cell towers; or (3) upload any location information to Apple from the device.
Finally, for iDS versions 4.1 and later, if the customer turns Location Services off, the
mobile device does not send geo-tagged data about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers to Apple.
Apple's recent public statements and testimony have also provided customers with more
information about how Apple and Apple devices use location information.
Apple is always investigating new ways to improve its customers' experiences, including
helping customers learn more about Apple's privacy policy and the privacy protections available
on Apple mobile devices.

4. Will Apple commit to informing users though a clear, conspicuous method (i.e. a
permission screen) of the non-location information (i.e. calendar information, address
book information, etc.) that an app will access once it is downloaded onto an Apple
mobile device?
Response:
Apple is committed to the protection of all user personal data. As described in Apple's
previous responses and testimony, Apple requires that all third-party app developers provide
clear and complete information to customers regarding the collection, use and disclosure of any
user or device data.
Specifically, third-party app developers must register with Apple, pay a fee, and sign a
licensing agreement containing numerous provisions governing the collection and use of user
data, device data, and location-based information, including the following:
The developer must provide clear and complete information to users regarding the
developer's collection, use and disclosure of user or device data (e.g., the developer
must include a description on the App Store or add a link to the applicable privacy
policy);
The developer may collect, use, or disclose to a third party user or device data only with
the customer's prior consent and to provide a service or function that is directly relevant
to the use of the app;
If the customer denies or withdraws consent, apps may not collect, transmit, process or
utilize the customer's user or device data;
The developer must take appropriate steps to protect customers' user and device data
from unauthorized use, disclosure, or access by third parties;
The developer must compiy with all applicable privacy and data collection laws and
regulations regarding the use or transmission of user and device data;
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The app must not disable, override, or otherwise interfere with Apple-implemented
system alerts, display panels, consent panels and the like, including those intended to
notify the customer that location-based information is being collected, transmitted,
maintained, processed, or used, or intended to obtain consent for such use.
Apps submitted to Apple for placement in the App Store that fail to comply with these
rules are returned to the developer to be fixed. lfthe developer successfully corrects the app, it
goes into the App Store; if not, Apple will not offer the app to its customers.
Product improvement and evolution at Apple is a way of life. We are constantly
examining ways to improve the user experience and the functionality of our devices. This
applies to privacy just as much as it does to every other product or service we offer. We will
continue to investigate new ways to offer user enhancements in the area of data protection.

5. Will Apple commit to informing users through a clear, conspicuous method (i.e. a
permission screen) that the apps they download have the technical ability to share or
disclose the information they gather from the user to third parties?
Response:
Please see response to Question No.4 above.
As described in greater detail below, Apple has also documented in the App Store
Review Guidelines a set of technical, content, and design criteria that every app must satisfy
before Apple will accept the app for inclusion in the App Store. Pursuant to these Guidelines:
"Apps cannot transmit data about a user without obtaining the user's prior permission
and providing the user with access to information about how and where the data will be
used."
Developers and apps "may not collect user or device data without prior user consent,
and then only to provide a service or function that is directly relevant to the use of the
Application, or to serve advertising. [Developers] may not use analytics software in [their]
Application to collect and send device data to a third party."
Apps submitted to Apple for inclusion in the App Store that fail either of these
requirements are returned to the developer and are not offered in the App Store until the
deficiency is corrected.
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6. Apple appears to acknowledge that it has not done enough to educate users about
how their location information is being used. See Apple Q&A on Location Data, April 27,
2011 ("Users are confused, partly because the creators of this new technology (including
Apple) have not provided enough education about these issues to date.") Can you
explain how Apple will improve its education of users about the way their location
information is gathered, used and shared by Apple and others?
Response:
In addition to the policies and systems described above, Apple's recent statements,
including Apple's April 27, 2011 public Q&A on Location Data, press interviews, and testimony
have provided customers with extensive information about how Apple and Apple devices use
location information.
Apple is strongly committed to protecting our customers' privacy and will continue to
explore new ways to educate customers about the collection and use of their location
information.

7. You have said that Apple audits the applications in the App Store and that if Apple
finds an app is violating the Registered Apple Developer Agreement, it will remove it
from the store. Yet when I asked you at the hearing how many apps had been kicked out
of the store for violating these terms, you said "zero". Do you believe that there is not a
single app that is currently violating your Developer Agreement?
Response:
In response to Senator Franken's question, Dr. Tribble explained that Apple has not yet
had to remove any app from the App Store because the app was improperly sharing a
customer's location information with third parties. In fact, at the time of Dr. Tribble's May 10,
2011 testimony Apple was unaware of any app that had been (a) admitted into the App Store,
(b) was subsequently determined to violate some aspect of the rules relating to the collection,
retention or transmission of location data, (c) was not corrected after the developer was notified
and given an opportunity to resolve the problem, and then (d) was "kicked out of the store" for
Violating these terms. As discussed below, Apple, however, has removed and continues to
remove apps from the App Store for other types of violations.
As Dr. Tribble further explained, Before Apple will even consider accepting a third-party
app for the App Store, the app developer must register with Apple, pay a fee, and sign
developer and license agreements that contain numerous provisions goveming, among other
things, the collection and use of user data, device data, and location-based information,
including those outlined above. Once the developer agrees to comply with these requirements,
the developer may submit apps for review through Apple's approval process.
Apple performs a rigorous review of every app submitted based on a set of technical,
content, and design criteria. The review criteria are documented in Apple's App Store Review
Guidelines for iOS apps, which is made available to every app developer. A copy of the
Guidelines is attached to these responses. The Guidelines include myriad requirements,
including requirements about an app's functionality, content, and use of location or personal
information. For example, the Guidelines state that:
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4. location
4.1 Apps that do not notify and obtain user consent before collecting,
transmitting, or using location data will be rejected

4.4 Location data can only be used when directly relevant to the features and
services provided by the app to the user or to support approved advertising uses

16. Objectionable content
16.1 Apps that present excessively objectionably or crude content will be
rejected
16.2 Apps that are primarily designed to upset or disgust users will be rejected

17. Privacy
17.1 Apps cannot transmit data about a user without obtaining the user's prior
permission and providing the user with access to information about how and
where the data will be used
17.2 Apps that require users to share personal information, such as email
address and date of birth, in order to function will be rejected
17.3 Apps that target minors for data collection will be rejected

18. Pornography
18.1 Apps containing pornographic material, defined by Webster's Dictionary as
"explicit descriptions or displays of sexual organs or activities intended to
stimulate erotic rather than aesthetic or emotional feelings: will be rejected
18.2 Apps that contain user generated content that is frequently pornographic
(ex ·Chat Roulette" ails) will be rejected

On average, Apple rejects approximately 30% of the apps initially submitted for
consideration. The most common reasons for rejection relate to functionality issues, such as
the app crashing, exhibiting bugs, or not performing as advertised by the developer. But Apple
will reject an app for violating any of the criteria set forth in the Guidelines and/or any of the
provisions of the developer's agreements with Apple.
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When Apple rejects an app, most developers respond by correcting the issue or issues
that led to Apple's rejection so that the app may ultimately be accepted. Apple will not,
however, accept any app in the App Store unless and until the developer and app are in full
compliance with Apple's criteria and the developer agreements.
Similarly, Apple will remove from the App Store any app that is determined to be in
violation of any of these requirements, . Some of the most common reasons for removal of an
app from the App Store relate to an app's violation of some other party's intellectual property
rights, violation of some law, or use of objectionable content.

8. In Apple's May 6, 2011 response to my letter of April 27, 2011, Apple wrote that when
"using only the crowd-sourced locations ofWi-Fi hotspots and cell towers ... the device
location calculated by iOS will only be an approximation." Please give the mean, median,
and mode of how accurately the device's location can be calculated using only the
crowd-sourced database Apple maintains on mobile devices. Please use precise figures,
e.g. 50m, 100m, etc.
Response:
iOS can use the information in the crowd-sourced database to triangulate the device
location when GPS is not available (such as when the device is indoors or in a basement). It is
difficult to provide specific information regarding how accurate that determination will be
because the accuracy can vary greatly based on factors such as whether the device is indoors
or outdoors, in a rural or urban area, at a high or low altitude, etc. In general, iOS can calculate
the device location using the crowd-sourced database to within 65 to 300 meters. The
accuracy, however, will be worse than 300 meters - and, in some cases, significantly worse
than 300 meters - in situations such as when the device is in very rural areas.

9. In various statements, Apple has stressed that the hotspots and cell towers in the
crowd-sourced database downloaded to users' mobile devices "could be more than one
hundred miles away." Please give the mean, median, and mode of the distance these
hotspots and cell towers are from users' devices. Please use precise figures, e.g. 50m,
100m, etc.
Response:

As described previously, Apple downloads a subset of its crowd-sourced database
content to a local cache on the device when the iOS has made a request for location
information. Apple downloads the calculated locations of: (1) the hotspots and cell towers that
the device can "see" (the "visible" hotspots and cell towers); (2) the hotspots and cell towers that
are nearby; and (3) nearby cell location area codes.
To identify "nearby" hotspots and cell towers, Apple's servers search in the crowdsourced database for hotspots and cell towers that are within up to a 2° North/South range and
4° EastlWest range of each visible hotspot and cell tower. Note that to ensure prompt response
times, Apple limits the download to no more than 1600 hotspot locations and 100 cell tower
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locations at any given time. Thus, Apple does not necessarily download all nearby hotspots and
cell towers that fall within this North/South and East/West range.
Again, it is difficult to provide specific information regarding the distance that the
hotspots and cell towers in the cached subset of the crowd-sourced database are from the
device because the distance can vary greatly based on factors such as those identified above,
the cellular carrier used by the device, etc. In some cases, the hotspots and cell towers could
be within a range of more than one hundred miles; in other cases, they could be within a range
of only a few hundred meters.

It is also important to note that the cached subset of the crowd-sourced database does
not contain any information that indicates the distance of the hotspots and cell towers from the
device's location at the time the cache was downloaded or at any other time. Thus, the
database does not reveal that one particular hotspot may have been only a few hundred meters
away while another was more than one hundred miles away. As described below in response
to Question No.1 0, the cached crowd-sourced database is just a localized map of the general
vicinity of the device. As with a paper map, this map does not reveal the specific location of a
device - it simply provides the device with the information needed for the device to determine,
by looking at the map (among other things), its specifiC location.

10.
In an interview with All Things Digital, Apple founder Steve Jobs stated that the
hotspots and cell tower data in the crowd-sourced database downloaded to users'
mobile devices "are not telling you anything about your location." See Hayley
Tsukayama, "Post Tech: Jobs explains mobile policies, says Apple will testify in
hearing," Washington Post, April 27. Is it Apple's position that the WIFi hotspot and cell
tower data in the crowd-sourced database downloaded to users' mobile devices do not in
any way communicate anything about a user's location?
Response:

As described in Apple's previous responses and testimony, the crowd-sourced database
does not reveal personal or location information about any customer. The crowd-sourced
database includes anonymous location information for Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers that is
derived in part from the geo-tagged hotspot and cell tower information sent by Apple devices.
Although a local cache of a subset of Apple's crowd-sourced database is temporarily
stored on the iOS-based mobile device, it is not the data collected from that device or any other
device - instead, it comprises the locations for hotspots and cell towers as calculated by Apple
using crowd-sourced data obtained from Apple mobile devices. In addition, Apple's servers do
not track what specific subsets of the crowd-sourced database are downloaded to and/or
cached on a device. Thus, while the information that is downloaded is selected based on the
device's location at the time of the download, Apple does not collect,track, or store what
information is downloaded.
One useful way to think of the crowd-sourced database is to compare it to a world map.
Like a world map, the crowd-sourced database of cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots contains the
calculated locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots that Apple has gathered. It does not have
any information about where any individual person or iPhone is located on that map at any time.
The cache that is temporarily stored on an iPhone is like a series of localized city street maps.
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For example, consider a customer who is in Paris and wants to get information about his or her
current location. The customer's iPhone will send a request to Apple's servers that indicates
that the iPhone can "see" the Eiffel Tower. The Apple servers respond by returning the location
of cell towers and hotspots in Paris - a local map of Paris. The iPhone uses the fixed locations
ofthose nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots to determine its own location relative to those
points. Apple's servers do not retain the initial request from the iPhone nor any record that a
map of Paris was dispatched. The iPhone itself "knows" that it can 'see" the Eiffel Tower and
that it now has access to a map of Paris, but no record of the transaction is retained within
Apple and no association exists between any individual or individual device and the sending out
of the map of Paris.
The data stored in the local cache' of Apple's crowd-sourced database does not
communicate anything to Apple - and, specifically, does not communicate anything to Apple
about a user's location.

11. Apple has acknowledged that the crowd-sourced database cache stored on the
iPhone should not have kept up to a year's worth of data. See Apple Q&A on Location
Data, April 27, 2011 ("The reason the iPhone stores so much data is a bug we
uncovered .•. "). On what date did Apple employees discover this "bug"?
Response:
Apple discovered the bug in late April 2011 when Apple was investigating the O'Reilly
researchers' claims that consolidated.db included a large amount of hotspot and cell tower data.
The May 4, 2011 free iOS update fixed this bug. After this update, iOS will purge records that
are older than seven days, and the cache will be deleted entirely when Location Services are
turned off.

12.
On what date did Apple learn that the iPhone was submitting location information
to Apple servers even when location services were turned off?
Response:
In September 2010, Apple released iOS version 4.1. In certain iOS versions prior to
version 4.1, a bug caused iOS to send anonymous, geo-tagged information about Wi-Fi
hotspots and cell towers to Apple even if the customer had turned off Location Services. At the
time of the version 4.1 update, Apple was not aware of this bug; however, as a result of updates
to location services that were included in the version 4.1 update, the bug was eliminated.
Apple did not discover that this bug had existed or that the iOS version 4.1 update had
fixed the bug until late April 2011 when Apple was investigating the O'Reilly researchers' claims
that consolidated.db included a large amount of hotspot and cell tower data. At approximately
the same time, Apple discovered that, because of a different bug, even when Location Services
was off, Apple's servers would update the local cache of crowd-sourced location information for
Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers in response to an app request for location information. Although
the local cache was updated, none of the downloaded crowd-sourced location information, or
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any other location information, was provided to or disclosed to the app. Apple's May 4, 2011
free iOS update fixed this bug.

13. Under what circumstances does Apple consider location information obtained from a
user's device to be non-content customer records data subject to the voluntary
disclosure permission in the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. §
2702(c)(6)?
Response:
As described above and in Apple's previous responses and testimony, the geo-tagged
information for Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers obtained by Apple from Apple mobile devices
does not identify any particular customer or device. Accordingly, even if Apple were considered
subject to the provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 2702(c)(6), this information collected by Apple is not
customer records data.
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Apple's Responses to Senator Tom Coburn's May 18, 2011 Questions
1. Mr. Tribble, in Mr. Soltani's testimony, he gave the committee an example whereby he
seemed to imply that Apple had knowledge of his own iPhone's location within a few
feet when he was sitting in the atrium of the Senate Hart Office Building using Wi-Fl.
Your testimony states that Apple does not track users' locations. Can you clarify the
seeming contradiction regarding the location data on Mr. Soltani's iPhone in his
example?
Response:
As described in Apple's previous responses and testimony, Apple does not track users'
locations. In Mr. Soltani's example, iOS, the operating system running on his iPhone, not Apple,
determined the iPhone's location. Apple did not obtain or record Mr. Soltani's location.
When Mr. Soltani ran an app that requested the current location of the device
(apparently the Maps appl, Apple would have downloaded a subset of the crowd-sourced
database content to the local cache on his iPhone. Mr. Soltani's iPhone would then have been
able to use the information in the local cache to calculate his approximate location. The iPhone
would have performed this calculation without any further contact with Apple, and the iPhone
would not have communicated the calculated location back to Apple.
One useful way to think of our cell tower and Wi-Fi hotspot database is to compare it to a
world map, like the Rand McNally World Atlas. like a world map, our database of cell towers
and Wi-Fi hotspots contains the calculated locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots we have
gathered. It does not have any information about where any individual person or iPhone is
located on that map at any time. The cache on your iPhone is like a series of localized city
street maps. When you enter a new area, Apple downloads a subset of the World Atlas - a
more localized map of cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots - to your iPhone to assist the iPhone in
providing the location services you have requested. Your iPhone uses the fixed locations of the
cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots to determine its own location relative to those points. Your
iPhone, not Apple, determines its actual location without any further contact with Apple. After
the location is determined, it is not transmitted to Apple.
Mr. Soltani's example does not contradict Apple's explanation or previous testimony.
The iPhone "knows' its location because iOS on the iPhone calculated the location. This
location is not communicated to Apple.

2. Apple states it does not sell users' personally identifiable information to third parties.
However, Apple operates advertising services that are connected to mobile devices
using its platform. Can you comment on how you operate your ad services,
particularly whether you send targeted ads to mobile device users, and if so, what
user information you collect in order to send targeted ads?
Response:
On July 1, 2010, Apple launched the iAd mobile advertising network. The network can
serve ads to iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad devices running iOS 4, and the network offers a
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dynamic way to incorporate and access advertising within apps. Customers can receive
advertising that relates to their interests ("interest-based advertising") andfor their location
('location-based advertising"). For example, a customer who purchased an action movie on
iTunes may receive advertising regarding a new action movie being released in the theaters or
on DVD. A customer searching for nearby restaurants may receive advertising for stores in the
area.
Customers may opt out of location-based advertising by toggling the device's locationbased service capabilities Off. For customers who do not toggle location-based service
capabilities Off, Apple collects information about the device's location (Iatitudeflongitude
coordinates) when an ad request is made. This information is transmitted securely to the Apple
iAd server via a cellular network connection or Wi-Fi Internet connection. The latitudeflongitude
coordinates are converted immediately by the server to a five-digit zip code. Apple does not
record or store the latitudeflongitude coordinates-Apple stores only the zip code. Apple then
uses the zip code to select a relevant ad for the customer.
Similarly, as specified clearly in Apple's privacy policy as well as in all relevant Apple
device software licensing agreements, customers may opt out of interest-based advertising by
visiting the following site from their mobile device: http:f{oo.apple.com. For customers who do
not opt-opt of interest-based advertising, Apple uses information from the customer's iTunes
account along with information obtained from Acxiom, a third party data aggregator, to send
better targeted ads to our customers. For example, Apple may obtain information from iTunes
about the customer's media preferences based on the categories of apps, movies, music, TV
shows, and books downloaded by the customer - such as, "travel apps' or "documentary
movies." The iAd server can then select ads that are relevant to and consistent with those
media preferences - such as, ads relating to travel services or a newly-released documentary
movie.
As stated in Apple's Privacy Policy, Apple uses this "personal information to help us
develop, deliver, and improve our products, services, content, and advertising.' Unless a
customer provides express prior consent, as discussed below, Apple does not sell or share any
interest-based or location-based information about individual customers, including the zip code
calculated by the iAd server, with advertisers. Apple retains a record of each ad sent to a
particular device in a separate iAd database, accessible only by Apple, to ensure that customers
do not receive overly repetitive andfor duplicative ads and for administrative purposes.
In some cases, an advertiser may want to provide - in the ad - more specific information
based on a device's actual location. For example, a retailer may want its ad to include the
approximate distance to nearby stores. A dialog box will appear stating: "'Advertiser' would like
to use your current location.' The customer is presented with two options: "Don't Allow" or "OK:
If a customer clicks "Don't Allow: no additional location information is transmitted. If the
customer clicks "OK," Apple uses the latitudeflongitude coordinates to provide the ad app with
more specific location information.
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a. Is advertising the largest source of revenue for Apple? If not, what services or
products contribute most to your bottom line?
Response:
Advertising revenue currently makes up less than one percent of Apple's total revenue.
Apple's sales of hardware and software products and related services account for the vast
majority of Apple's revenue.

b. Are there any apps to which Apple refuses to provide advertising services? If so,
what are the primary reasons for refusing such services? If not, why?
Response:
Apple offers its iAd services only to apps that have been approved for inclusion in the
App Store. As discussed below in response to Question 2.c., Apple reviews all apps before
adding them to the App Store to ensure, among other things, that the app complies with the
provisions of Apple's developer agreements and app store review guidelines. If an app does
not comply with all provisions, Apple will not add the app to the App Store or provide lAd
services to the app.
In addition, Apple attempts to identify apps that appear to be targeted predominantly to
children, and Apple does not provide lAd services to those apps.

c. Are there any apps Apple refuses to host in its app stores? If so, what are the
primary reasons for refusing to provide those apps, and how often, on average, do
you reject an app or later remove it from your store for questionable behavior?
Response:
Before Apple will even consider accepting a third-party app for the App Store, the app
developer must register with Apple, pay a fee, and sign developer and license agreements that
contain numerous provisions governing, among other things, the collection and use of user
data, device data, and location-based information, including the following:
The developer must provide clear and complete information to users regarding the
developer's collection, use and disclosure of user or device data (e.g., the developer
must include a description on the App Store or add a link to the applicable privacy
policy);
If the customer denies or withdraws consent, the app may not collect, transmit, process
or utilize the customer's user or device data, including location data;
The developer must take appropriate steps to protect customers' user and device data,
including location-based information, from unauthorized use, disclosure, or access by
third parties;
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The developer must comply with all applicable privacy and data collection laws and
regulations regarding the use or transmission of user and device data, including location·
based infonmation;
The app must not disable, override, or otherwise interfere with Apple-implemented
system alerts, display panels, consent panels and the like, including those intended to
notify the customer that location-based information is being collected, transmitted,
maintained, processed, or used, or intended to obtain consent for such use.
Once the developer agrees to comply with these requirements, the developer may
submit apps for review through Apple's approval process.
Apple performs a rigorous review of every app submitted based on a set of technical,
content, and design criteria. The review criteria are documented in Apple's App Store Review
Guidelines for iOS apps, which is made available to every app developer. A copy of the
Guidelines is attached to these responses.
The Guidelines include myriad requirements, including requirements about an app's
functionality, content, and use of location or personal infonmation. For example, the Guidelines
state that:
4. Location

4.1 Apps that do not notify and obtain user consent before collecting,
transmitting, or using location data will be rejected

4.4 Location data can only be used when directly relevant to the features and
services provided by the app to the user or to support approved advertising uses

16. Objectionable content
16.1 Apps that present excessively objectionably or crude content will be
rejected
16.2 Apps that are primarily designed to upset or disgust users will be rejected

17. Privacy
17.1 Apps cannot transmit data about a user without obtaining the user's prior
permiSSion and providing the user with access to infonmation about how and
where the data will be used
17.2 Apps that require users to share personal information, such as email
address and date of birth, in order to function will be rejected
17.3 Apps that target minors for data collection will be rejected
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18. Pornography
18.1 Apps containing pornographic material, defined by Webster's Dictionary as
"explicit descriptions or displays of sexual organs or activities intended to
stimulate erotic rather than aesthetic or emotional feelings," will be rejected
18.2 Apps that contain user generated content that is frequently pornographic
(ex "Chat Roulette" ails) will be rejected

On average, Apple rejects, through its review process, approximately 30% of the apps
initially submitted for consideration. The most common reasons for rejection relate to
functionality issues, such as the app crashing, exhibiting bugs, or not performing as advertised
by the developer. But Apple will reject an app for violating any of the criteria set forth in the
Guidelines and/or any of the provisions of the developer's agreements with Apple.
When Apple rejects an app, most developers respond by correcting the issue or issues
that led to Apple's rejection so that the app may ultimately be accepted. Apple will not,
however, accept any app in the App Store unless and until the developer and app are in full
compliance with Apple's criteria and the developer agreements.
Similarly, Apple will remove from the App Store any app that is determined to be in
violation of any of these requirements. Some of the most common reasons for removal of an
app from the App Store relate to an app's violation of some other party's intellectual property
rights, violation of some law, or use of objectionable content.

d. How many employees and/or automated services are dedicated to crawling
Apple's app store to weed out apps that inappropriately use consumers' personal
information or violate its privacy policy?
Response:
Apple currently has a team of approximately 80 employees dedicated to performing the
rigorous app review process described above. This process is not uniquely focused on the
protection of consumer information but rather applies to testing for compliance with all of the
rules pertaining to apps within the App Store. Once an app is accepted into the App Store,
Apple requires the developer resubmit the app for approval if the developer wants to modify the
app in any way. In some instances, however, apps have been changed after the review
process and after they have been made available on the App Store.
Apple employees from several teams are responsible for addressing issues that arise
with apps that are already in the App Store. For example, members of Apple's legal team
routinely address issues raised by third parties who, once the app has gone public, complain
that it violates some aspect of their intellectual property. Apple relies heavily on
communications from other App Store users, competitors, and industry observers to alert Apple
that an app that is operating outside of Apple's Guidelines. Whenever such a case is brought to
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Apple's attention, either through internal vigilance or by an external party, Apple investigates
and provides the developer with an opportunity to remediate. If no correction is made, Apple
removes the app from the App Store.

e. In other contexts, such as the sale of counterfeit pharmaceuticals online, there
has been a recent push in the industry (with the suggestion of the Intellectual
Property Enforcement Coordinator) to form a working group in order for the
industry to take the lead on how to combat the dangerous use of these products
online. Is there any such industry working group to address the unique issues
surrounding mobile device products and/or location based selVices?
Response:
There are numerous and robust efforts underway in industry trade associations and think
tanks partnering with industry aimed at addressing the unique challenges presented by mobile
devices and location based services, including issues related to privacy. Apple is aware of at
least the following groups already actively working on these issues: CTIA (The Wireless
Association), ACT (Association for Competitive Technology), CEA (Consumer Electronic
Association), ITI (Information Technology Industry Council), TechAmerica, Center for
Democracy and Technology (COT).
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Apple's Responses to Senator Richard Blumenthal's May 18, 2011 Questions
1. Has your company ever contemplated, implemented, or purchased information
derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions traveling between third
party computers and wireless access points for any purpose? If so:
Response:
No. Apple has never intercepted wireless data transmissions between third party
computers and Wi-Fi hotspots.
As described in Apple's previous responses and testimony, Apple collects anonymous
location information about Wi-Fi hotspots from broadcast messages transmitted by the hotspots.
Such broadcast messages are not transmissions directed between any specific third party
computer and the hotspot, but are instead messages, or "beacons: broadcast by the hotspot
that do not identify any intended recipient.
Also as described previously, Apple pays a fee to Skyhook Wireless ("Skyhook") for
access to Skyhook's location data for Wi-Fi hotspots. Apple has no information indicating that
any of the location data obtained from Skyhook was derived from the interception of wireless
data transmissions between third party computers and wireless access pOints; however, Apple
cannot speak to the specifics of Skyhook's technology.
Note that in connection with testing and debugging network performance issues with
iOS, Apple's mobile device operating system, and Mac as x, Apple's laptop and computer
operating system, Apple may perform targeted diagnostic monitoring of network performance on
Apple Wi-Fi networks and, occasionally, on a public Wi-Fi network based on specific feedback
received about network performance on that public network. Apple does not use any diagnostic
information obtained from such monitoring for location-based services; the diagnostic
information is used solely for the purpose of improving product network performance.

A. Please indicate any and all foreign and domestic jurisdictions where your
company has contemplated, implemented, or purchased information derived from
the interception of wireless data transmissions described above.
Response:
N/A
B. Please indicate any and all purpose(s) underlying any such signal interceptions.
Response:
N/A
C. Please provide a precise timeline of events related to the interception of wireless
data transmissions by your company and/or the purchase of information derived
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from such interceptions, including when such interceptions were initially
contemplated, initially implemented, and subsequently revised, if applicable.
Response:
N/A

O. Please describe any and all methods initially contemplated and/or implemented
for these purposes.
Response:
N/A

E. Subsequent to any initial steps toward intercepting wireless data transmissions,
please describe any and all methods subsequently contemplated and/or
implemented for these purposes.
Response:

NIA
F. Please indicate any and all types of data captured from signals traveling between
third party computers and wireless access points that that your company has ever
intercepted, stored, or purchased (including but not limited to data frames,
management frames, control frames, payload data, SSIOs, RSSI measurements,
etc.). For each category of data, please define the term used to reference that
category, including an indication of how it is derived.
Response:

NIA
G. Please provide text and citations for any and all materials directly or indirectly
associated with your company that describe or contemplate methods for
intercepting wireless data transmissions traveling between third party computers
and wireless access points (including foreign or domestic patents, patent
applications, published works, or other publicly available materials).
Response:
N/A

H. Do all of the methods (described in 1.0.) contemplated or implemented by your
company (or implemented by other companies from whom you subsequently
purchased derived data) for intercepting wireless data transmissions explicitly
~ the interception of "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points? Content data is defined as any data that may contain,
in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet communications over a
wireless network, including but not limited to data frames, payload data, etc.
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1) If so, please explain how and why such content data is excluded from
interception.
2) If not, please explain how and why such content data is not excluded from
interception.
Response:
N/A

I.

Do any of the methods (described in 1.0.) contemplated or implemented by your
company for intercepting wireless data transmissions utilize the interception of
"content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access points
to facilitate the underlying purpose of intercepting that data? If so, please explain
how and why such content data is utilized. Content data is defined as any data
that may contain, in whole or in part, the content of a user's internet
communications over a wireless network, including but not limited to data frames,
pay/oad data, etc.

Response:
N/A

J. Has your company ever contemplated, implemented, or purchased information
derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions traveling between
third party computers and encrypted wireless access points and/or hidden
wireless access points? If so, please explain how these methods differ from the
methods associated with the interception of wireless data transmissions traveling
between third parties and unencrypted wireless access points, if at all.
Response:
N/A

K. Has your company ever shared, sold, or distributed information acquired through
interception and storage of wireless data transmissions traveling between third
parties and wireless access points? If so, to whom and for what purpose(s)?
Response:
N/A
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2. Has your company ever contemplated, constructed, or purchased information related
to the location of wireless access points? If so, please ensure that Questions 1.A.
through 1.H. are fully answered with respect to the purpose of locating wireless
access points.
Response:
Yes, to provide the high quality products and services that its customers demand, Apple
must have access to comprehensive location-based information. To enable Apple mobile
devices to respond quickly (or at all, in the case of non-GPS equipped devices or when GPS is
not available, such as indoors or in basements) to a customer's request for current location
information, Apple maintains a secure database containing information regarding known
locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi access points - also referred to as Wi-Fi hotspots. As
described in greater detail in Apple's previous responses and testimony, Apple collects from
millions of Apple devices anonymous location information for cell towers and Wi-Fi hotspots.
From this anonymous information, Apple has been able. over time, to calculate the known
locations of many millions of Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers. Because the basis for this location
information is the "crowd" of Apple devices, Apple refers to this as its "crowd-sourced" database.
Apple collects this location-based information for only one purpose - to enhance and
improve the services we can offer to our customers.

As noted above, Apple does not collect or derive information about Wi-Fi hotspots from
the interception of wireless data transmissions between third party computers and Wi-Fi
hotspots. Instead, Apple mobile devices collect information about Wi-Fi hotspots that the
devices can 'see" from broadcast messages transmitted by the hotspots. The devices then tag
that information with the device's current GPS coordinates, i.e., the devices "gee-tag" the
hotspots.
This collected Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower information is temporarily saved in a local
cache on the device. Every twelve hours, or later if the device does not have Wi-Fi access at
that time, that data is extracted from the database, encrypted, and transmitted - anonymouslyto Apple over a Wi-Fi connection. (Note that as of Apple's May 4, 2011 free iOS software
update, iOS will clear this data from the local cache after twenty-four hours, even if the device
never had Wi-Fi access and, thus, was not able to transmit the data to Apple.) Apple's servers
use this information to re-calculate and update the known locations of Wi-Fi hotspots and cell
towers stored in its crowd-sourced database. Apple cannot identify the source of this
information, and Apple collects and uses this information only to develop and improve the Wi-Fi
hotspot and cell tower location information in Apple's crowd-sourced database. After the device
attempts to upload this information to Apple, even if the attempt fails, the information is deleted
from the local cache database on the device. In versions of iOS 4.1 or later, moreover, the
device will not attempt to collect or upload this anonymous information to Apple unless Location
Services is on and the customer has explicitly consented to at least one app's request to use
location information.
In addition, for computers and laptops running Apple's Mac as x operating system and
mobile devices running older versions of Apple's mobile operating system (iPhone as versions
1.1.3 to 3.1), Apple relied on (and still relies on) a database of Wi-Fi hotspot location information
maintained by Skyhook. Beginning with iOS version 3.2 released in April 2010, Apple relies on
its own crowd-sourced database of Wi-Fi hotspot location information.
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As noted above, Apple has no information indicating that any of the data that Apple
obtained from Skyhook was derived from the interception of wireless data transmissions
between third party computers and wireless access points. Apple cannot, however, speak to
the specifics of Skyhook's technology.

A. How many wireless access points exist, or have ever existed, in any database of
wireless access point locations?
Response:

As of March 22, 2011, Apple's crowd-sourced database includes approximately 223
million active Wi-Fi hotspots.

1) How many of these wireless access points were unencrypted when
identified?
Response:
Apple does not collect information about the encryption scheme of Wi-Fi hotspots and,
thus, does not know how many of these hotspots were unencrypted.

2) How many of these wireless access points were encrypted when identified?
Response:
Apple does not collect information about the encryption scheme of Wi-Fi hotspots and,
thus, does not know how many of these hotspots were encrypted.

3) How many of these wireless access points were "hidden" when identified?
Response:
On March 2, 2011, with the release of iOS version 4.3, iOS first began collecting from
hotspot broadcasts a single Boolean value indicating whether the SSID is or is not present for
the hotspot (Le., whether the hotspot is or is not 'hidden'). Note that Apple does not collect the
SSID for any hotspot, regardless of whether or not the hotspot is hidden. Because Apple only
recently started collecting the Boolean value indicating whether the hotspot is or is not hidden,
Apple does not yet have statistical information available for how many hotspots were "hidden."
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3. Please describe any and all ways in which the interception and/or storage of "content
data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access points might be:
A. Indirectly valuable for effectuating the purpose of efficiently locating wireless
access points; and
Response:
Apple does not intercept or store "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access pOints for locating wireless access points.
Apple is aware of public studies, papers, and patents discussing the use of content or
payload data, payload transmissions, and bit-error rates for certain location purposes. Apple
does not implement any of these techniques.

B. Indirectly valuable to your company for any other purpose.
Response:
Again, Apple does not intercept or store 'content data" transmitted between third party
users and wireless access points and does not have an opinion regarding how such information
might or might not be valuable for any other purpose.

4. Please describe your view of the circumstances under which the interception and/or
storage of "content data" transmitted between third party users and wireless access
pOints might be:
A. Legal or illegal under current federal law;
Response:
Apple does not intercept or store "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access pOints and. thus, does not have an opinion regarding whether such
interception and/or storage is or is not legal under current federal law.

B. Legal or illegal under current state law; and
Response:
Apple does not intercept or store "content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points and, thus, does not have an opinion regarding whether such
interception and/or storage is or is not legal under the current laws of any state.
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C. Legal or illegal in any foreign jurisdictions in which your company has engaged in
the interception and/or storage of wireless data transmissions traveling between
third party computers and wireless access points.
Response:
Apple does not intercept or store 'content data" transmitted between third party users
and wireless access points and, thus, does not have an opinion regarding whether such
interception and/or storage is or is not legal under the laws of any foreign country.
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Good afternoon, Chairman Leahy, Ranking Memher Grassley, and Memhers of the
Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on hehalf of the Department of Justice
regarding the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA). ECPA, which includes the
Stored Communications Act and the Pen Register statute, is part of a set of laws that controls the
collection and disclosure of both content and non-content information related to electronic
communications, as well as content that has been stored remotely. These laws serve two
functions. They are critical tools for law enforcement, national security, and cyber security
activities, and they are essential for protecting the privacy interests of all Americans.
ECPA has never been more important than it is now. Because many criminals, terrorists
and spies use telephones or the Internet, electronic evidence obtained pursuant to ECPA is now
critical in prosecuting cases involving terrorism, espionage, violent crime, drug trafficking,
kidnappings, computer hacking, sexual exploitation of children, organized crime, gangs, and
white collar offenses. In addition, because ofthe inherent overlap between criminal and national
security investigations, ECPA's standards affect critical national security investigations and
cyber security programs.
ECPA has three key components that regulate the disclosure of certain communications
and related data. First, section 2701 of Title 18 prohibits unlawful access to certain stored
communications; anyone who obtains, alters, or prevents authorized access to those
communications is subject to criminal penalties. Second, section 2702 of Title 18 regulates
voluntary disclosure by network service providers of customer communications and records, both
to government and non-governmental entities. Third, section 2703 of Title 18 regulates
government access to stored communications; it creates a code of criminal procedure that federal
and state law enforcement officers must follow to compel disclosure of stored communications.
ECPA was initially enacted in 1986 and has becn amended repeatedly since then, with substantial
revisions in 1994 and 200 I.
Mr. Chairman, the Department of Justice is charged with the responsibility of enforcing
the laws, safeguarding the constitutional rights of Americans, and protecting the national security
of the United States. As such, we welcome these hearings on this important topic. We
appreciate the concerns that some in Congress, the courts, and the public have expressed about
ECPA. We know that some believe that ECPA has not kept pace with technological changes or
the way that people today communicate and store records, notwithstanding the fact that ECPA
has been amended several times for just that purpose. We respect those concerns, and we
appreciate the opportunity to discuss them here today. We also applaud your efforts to undertake
a renewed examination of whether the current statutory scheme appropriately accommodatcs
such concerns and adequately protects privacy while at the same time fostering innovation and
economic development. It is legitimate to have a discussion about our present conceptions of
privacy, about jUdicially-superviscd tools the government needs to conduct vital law enforcement
and national security investigations, and how our statutes should accommodate both. For
example, we appreciate that there are concerns regarding ECPA's treatment of stored
communications in particular, the rule that the government may use lawful process short of a
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warrant to obtain the content of emails that are stored for more than 180 days. We are ready and
willing to engage in a robust discussion of these matters to ensure that the law continues to
provide appropriate protections for the privacy and civil liberties of Americans as technology
develops.
As we engage in that discussion, what we must not do - either intentionally or
unintentionally - is unnecessarily hinder the government's ability to effectively and efficiently
enforce the criminal law and protect national security. The government's ability to access,
review, analyze, and act promptly upon the communications of criminals that we acquire
lawfully, as well as data pertaining to such communications, is vital to our mission to protect the
public from terrorists, spies, organized criminals, kidnappers, and othcr malicious actors. We are
prepared to consider reasonable proposals to update the statute - and indeed, as set forth below,
we have a few of our own to suggest - provided that they do not compromise our ability to
protect the public from the real threats we face.
Significantly, ECPA protects privacy in another way as well: by authorizing law
enforcement officers to obtain evidence from communications providers, ECPA enables the
government to investigate and prosecute hackers, identity thieves, and other online criminals.
Pursuant to ECP A, the government obtains evidence critical to prosecuting these privacy-related
crimes.

I.

ECPA Plays a Critical Role in Protecting Public Safety.

The government is responsible for catching and punishing criminals, deterring crime,
protecting national security, and guarding against cyber threats. The government also plays a
significant role in protecting the privacy and civil liberties of all Americans. The government
enforces laws protecting privacy, and pursues cyber criminals and others who engage in identity
theft and other offenses that violate privacy laws. Over the decades, government access to
certain electronic communications, including both content and non-content information, has
become even more important to upholding our law enforcement and national security
responsibilities.
Pursuing criminals and tracking national security threats, however, is no simple task. Not
only does the rapidly changing technological environment affect individual privacy, it also can
impact adversely on the government's ability to investigate crime and respond to national
security and cyber threats. As originally enacted, ECPA endeavored to establish a framework for
balancing privacy and law enforcement intercsts - and to do so notwithstanding technological
change. But the actual pace of change puts pressure on that framework that has in the past
necessitated periodic amendments to it. As noted above, we look forward to working with the
Congress to assess whether amendments to ECPA are appropriate at this time to keep pace with
changes in technology.
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It is important to understand both the kind of information that the govemment obtains
under ECPA and how that information is used in criminal investigations. Under ECPA, the
government may compel service providers to produce both content and non-content information
related to electronic communications. It is obvious that the contents of a communication - for
example, a text message related to a drug deal, an email used in a fraud scheme, or an image of
child pornography - can be important evidence in a criminal case. But non-content information
may be equally important, particularly at the early stages of a criminal or national security
investigation.
Generally speaking, service providers usc non-content information related to a
communication to establish a communications channel, route a communication to its intended
destination, or bill customers or subscribers for communications services. Service providers
often collect and store such records in order to operate their networks and for other legitimate
business purposes. Non-content information about a communication - also referred to as
"metadata" - may include information about the identity of the parties to the communication, the
time and duration of the communication, and the communicants' location. During the early
stages of an investigation, it is often used to gather information about a criminal's associates and
eliminate from the investigation people who are not involved in criminal activity. Importantly,
non-content information gathered early in investigations is often used to generate the probable
cause necessary for a subsequent search warrant. Without ready access to non-content
information, it may be impossible for an investigation to develop and reach a stage where agents
have the evidence necessary to obtain a warrant for a physical search.
In my September 22, 20 I 0, testimony before the Committee, I discussed several examples
of how ECPA currently assists law enforcement in accomplishing our mission to protect public
safety. For the sake of completeness of the record before the Committee in this Congress, I
repeat them below.

Here is one example of how communications metadata can help in an investigation. In
April 2010, a Sheriffs Office Uniformed Patrol Lieutenant in Baton Rouge, Louisiana attempted
to stop a suspect. The suspect shot the Lieutenant through the neck and fled. An investigation
later identified the suspect, and agents obtained an arrest warrant for attempted first degree
murder of a police officer. In their efforts to locate and arrest the suspect, officers determined
that the suspect used several cell phones to communicate with his girlfriend and other associates.
Officers used ECPA subpoenas and court orders to the cell phone companies to obtain the
suspect's calling records and location records. This information ultimately allowed officers to
confirm the suspect's location.
As a second example, in a DEA investigation in 2008, investigators seized approximately
$900,000 from a tractor trailer during a traffic stop in Detroit. After gaining the cooperation of
the driver, the DEA identified a number of cellular telephones with "Push-To-Talk" features that
were being used to contact organizational leaders in Mexico. Telephone toll record analysis
along with additional investigation revealed a pattern of switching cellular telephones to avoid
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detection and law enforcement interception. This technique cffectively prevented the agents
from obtaining the authority to conduct wiretap intercepts on these phones. The DEA was still
able to use ECPA process to obtain cell site data to identify members of the criminal organization
near Detroit. Obtaining this non-content information was critical to this outcome. Without the
use of telephone toll record data, cell site information, and pen register data, the DEA would not
have been able to identify thcsc dangerous drug traffickers.
ECPA legal process has also proven instrumental in thwarting child predators. In a recent
undercover investigation, an FBI agent downloaded images of child pornography and uscd an
ECPA subpoena to identifY the computer involved. Using that information to obtain and execute
a search warrant, agents discovered that the person running the server was a high school specialneeds teacher, a registered foster care provider, and a respite care provider who had adopted two
children. The investigation revealed that he had scxually abused and produced child
pornography of 19 children: his two adopted children, eight of their friends, three former foster
children, two children for whom he provided respite care, and four of his special needs students.
This man pleaded guilty and is awaiting sentencing.
One final example illustrates how communications service providers' records are
important not only to regular criminal invcstigations, but also to keeping our law enforcemcnt
officers safe. Rccently, a homicide detective in Prince Georgc's County rcported that, at 2:00
a.m., he and his partner were chasing a man wanted for a triple murder. Consistent with ECP A,
they made use of cell tower information about the fugitive's mobile phonc. Having this
information immediately accessible increased officer safety and allowed them to marshal
effectively available law enforcement resources. They successfully captured the fugitive in nine
hours without placing officers, or the public, at undue risk.
These are only a few examples of how ECPA has beeome a critically important public
safety tool. The Department of Justice thinks it is important that any changes to ECPA be made
with full awareness of whether, and to what extent, the changes could adversely affect the critical
goal of protecting pub lie safety and the national security of thc United States. For example, if an
amendment were unduly to restrict the ability of law enforcement to quickly and efficiently
determine the general location of a terrorist, kidnapper, child predator, computer hacker, or other
dangerous eriminal, it would have a very real and very human cost.
Congress should also reeognize that raising the standard for obtaining information under
ECPA may substantially slow criminal and national security investigations. In general, it takes
longer for law enforcement to prepare a 2703(d) order applieation than a subpoena, and it takes
longer to obtain a search warrant than a 2703(d) order. In a wide range of investigations,
including terrorism, violent crimes, and child exploitation, speed is essential. In drug
investigations, whcre targets frequently change phones or take other steps to evade surveillance,
lost time can eliminate law enforcement's ability to collect useful evidence.

5
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II.

Portions of ECPA May Be Appropriate for Further Legislation or
Clarification.

ECPA was enaeted in 1986, but it has been amended on numerous subsequent occasions
in light of the advance of technology and privacy concerns. Congress amended its provisions as
recently as 2009; substantial revisions occurred in 1994 and 200 I.
As we previously have testified, the Department of Justice stands ready to work with the
Committee as it considers changes to portions ofECPA and the Pen Register statute (which was
also enacted as part of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act in 1986). Although the
Department does not endorse any particular legislative changes in today's testimony, we discuss
matters that may be appropriate for amendment and the problems we see in those areas. In
particular, this testimony addresses eight separate issues: the standard for obtaining prospective
cell-site information, providing appellate jurisdiction for ex parte orders in criminal
investigations, clarifying the standard for issuing 2703( d) orders, extending the standard for noncontent telephone records to other similar forms of communication, clarifying the exceptions in
the Pen Register statute, restricting disclosures of personal information by service providers,
provider cost reimbursement, and the compelled disclosure of the contents of communications.

(l) Prospective cell-site information

One appropriate subject for further legislation is the legal standard for obtaining, on a
prospective basis, cell tower information associated with cell phone calls. Cellular telephones
operate by communicating through a carrier's infrastructure of fixed antennas. For example,
whenever a user places or receives a call or text message, the network is aware (and makes a
record) ofthc cell tower and usually which ofthree pie-slice "sectors"" covered by that tower
serving the user's phone. This information, often called "cell-site information," is useful or even
critical in a wide range of criminal cases, even though it reveals the phone's location only
approximately (since it can only place the phone somewhere within that particular "cell" and
sector). It is also often useful in early stages of criminal or national security investigations, when
the government lacks probable cause for a warrant.
The appropriate legal standard for obtaining prospective cell-site information is not
entirely uniform across the country. Judges in many districts issue prospective orders for cell-site
information under the combined authority of a pen/trap order under the Pen Register statute and a
court order under ECPA based upon "specific and articulable facts." (CALEA prohibits
providers from making wireless location information available "solely pursuant" to the Pen
Register statute.) Starting in 2005, however, some magistrate and district judges began rejecting
this approach and holding that the only option for compelled ongoing production of cell location
information is a search warrant based on probable cause. Courts' conflicting interpretations of
the statutory basis for obtaining prospective cell-site information have created uncertainty
regarding the proper standard for compelled disclosure of cell-site information, and some courts'
6
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requirement of probable cause has hampered the government's ability to obtain important
information in investigations of scrious crimes. Legislation to clarifY and unify the legal standard
and the proper mechanism for obtaining prospective cell-site information could eliminate this
uncertainty.
It should be noted that cell-sitc information is distinct from GPS coordinates generated by
phones as part of a carrier's Enhanced 911 Phase II capabilities. Such data is much more precise,
although wireless carriers generally do not keep it in the ordinary course of business. When the
government seeks to compel the provider to disclose this sort of GPS data prospectively, it relics
on a warrant. When prosecutors seek to obtain prospective E-911 Phase II geolocation data
(such as that derived from GPS or multilateration) from a wireless carrier, the Criminal Division
of the Justice Department recommcnds the use of a warrant based on probable cause. Some
courts, however, have conflated cell site location information with more precise GPS (or similar)
location information.

(2) Appellate jurisdiction/or ex parte orders in criminal investigations
A second potential topic for legislation is to clarifY the basis for appellate jurisdiction for
denials of warrants or other ex parte court orders in criminal or national security investigations.
Appellate review serves to clarifY the law. Differences among district courts are typically
resolved through review by a court of appeals, and the normal way to rcsolve differences among
courts of appeals is through Supreme Court review. But under existing law, the government may
have no mechanism to obtain review of the denial of a court order or search warrant, even when
the denial is based primarily on questions oflaw rather than questions offact.
The lack of clear jurisdiction for appeals of denials of ex parte orders in criminal cases
has led to some confusion in the federal courts. For example, although there are numerous
written opinions from magistrates and district courts on hybrid orders for prospective cell-site
information, there remains no appellate authority addressing this issue. Congress could examine
this issue further.
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(3) ClarifYing the standardjiJr issuing 2703(d) orders
A third potentially appropriate topic for legislation is to clarifY the standard for issuance
of a court order under § 2703(d) of ECP A. ECPA provides that the government can use a court
order under § 2703(d) to compel the production ofnon-contcnt data, such as email addresses, IP
addresses, or historical location information stored by providers. These ordcrs can also compel
production of some stored content of communications, although compelling content generally
requires notice to the subscriber.
According to the statute, "[aJ court order for disclosure ... may be issued by any court that
is a court of competent jurisdiction and shall issue only if the governmental entity offers specific
and articulable facts showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the contents of a
wire or electronic communication, or the records or other information sought, are relevant and
material to an ongoing criminal investigation." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d).
Until recently, no court had questioned that the United States was entitled to a 2703(d)
order when it made the "specific and articulable facts" showing specified by § 2703(d).
However, the Third Circuit recently held that because the statute says that a 2703(d) order "may"
be issued if the government makes the necessary showing, judges may choose not to sign an
application even if it provides the statutory showing. See In re Application of the United States,
620 F.3d 304 (3d Cir. 2010). The Third Circuit's approach thus makes the issuance of § 2703(d)
orders unpredictable and potentially inconsistent; some judges may impose additional
requirements, while others may not. For example, some judges will issue these orders based on
thc statutory "reasonable grounds" standard, while others will devise higher burdens.
In considering the standard for issuing 2703( d) orders, it is important to consider the role
they play in early stages of criminal and national security investigations. In the Wikileaks
investigation, for example, this point was recently emphasized by Magistrate Judge Buchanan in
the Eastern District of Virginia. In denying a motion to vacate a 2703(d) order directed to
Twitter, Judge Buchanan explained that "at an early stage, the requirement of a higher probable
cause standard for non-content information voluntarily released to a third party would needlessly
hamper an investigation." In re 2703(d), 2011 WL 900120, at *4 (E.D. Va. March 11,2011).
Other statutes and rules governing the issuance of legal process, such as search warrants
and pen/trap orders, require a magistrate to issue legal process when it finds that the United
States has made the required showing. The Third Circuit's interpretation of § 2703(d), under
which a court is free to reject the government's application even when it meets the statutory
standard, is at odds with this approach. Legislation could address this issue.
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(4) Extending the standardfor non-content telephone records to other similar forms of
communication
A fourth potential subject for legislation is thc standard appropriate for compclling
disclosure of addressing information associated with communications, such as cmail addresses.
Traditionally, the government has used a subpoena to compel a phone company to disclose
historical dialcd number information associated with a telephone call, and ECPA has followed
this practice. However, ECPA treats addressing information associated with cmail and othcr
electronic communications differently from addressing information associated with phone calls.
Although an officer can obtain records of calls made to and from a particular phone using a
subpoena, "to" and "from:' addressing information associatcd with email can bc obtained only
with a court order or a warrant. This results in a different levcl of protection for the same kind of
information (e.g. addressing information) depending on the particular technology (e.g. telephone
or email) associated with it.
Addressing information associated with email is increasingly important to criminal
investigations as diverse as identity theft, child pornography, and organized erime and drug
organizations, as well as national security investigations. Moreover, email, instant messaging,
and social networking are now more common than telephone calls, and it makes sense to
examine whether there is a reasoned basis for distinguishing bctween thc processes used to
obtain addressing information associated with wire and electronic communications. In addition,
it is important to recognize that addressing information is an essential building block used early
in criminal and national security investigations to help establish probable cause for furthcr
investigative techniqucs. Congress could consider whether this is an appropriate area for
clarifYing legislation.

(5) ClarifYing the exceptions in the Pen Register statute
A fifth potential topic of Icgislation is to clarifY the exceptions to thc Pen Register statute.
The Pen Register statute governs thc collection of "dialing, routing, addressing, or signaling
information" associated with wire or electronic communications. This information ineludes
phone numbers dialed and "to" and "from" fields of email. In general, the statute requires a court
order authorizing such collection on a prospective basis, unless the collection falls within a
statutory exception.
It makes sense that a person using a communication service should be able to consent to
another pcrson monitoring addressing information associated with hcr communications. For
cxample, a person receiving threats over the Internet should be able to conscnt to the government
collecting addrcssing information that idcntifies the source of those threats. And indeed, the Pen
Register statute does contain an exception for use of a pen/trap device with the consent of the
user. But there is an issue with thc conscnt provision: it may only allow the use of the pen/trap
device by a provider of elcctronic communication service, not the uscr or some other party
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designated by the user. So in the Internet threats example, the provider is the ISP, not the victim
herself or the government. If the provider is unwilling or unable to implement the pen/trap
device, even with thc user's consent, the statute may prohibit the United States from assisting the
victim. ClarifYing the Pen Register statute on this point may be appropriate.
(6) Restricting disclosures ofpersonal information by service providers
A sixth potentially appropriate topic for legislation is the disclosure by service providers
of customer information for commercial purposes. Under § 2702(c)(6) of ECPA, there are
currently no explicit restrictions on a provider disclosing non-content information pertaining to a
customer or subscriber "to any person other than a government entity." This approach may be
insufficiently protective of customer privacy. Congress could consider whether this rule strikes
the appropriate balance between providers and customers.
(7) Provider cost reimbursement
A seventh potential subject for legislation is ECPA's § 2706 cost reimbursement
provision. Currently, ECPA does not require the government to pay providers when it obtains
"telephone toll records and telephone listings" from a communications common carrier, unless
the information obtained is unusually voluminous or burdensome. Other than this narrow
category of information, ECPA requires the government to pay providers for producing
information under ECPA.
As an initial matter, ambiguity has arisen in the phrase "telephone toll records and
telephone listings," as most users now have nationwide calling plans. Some phone servicc
providers claim that because of the billing methods they use, they do not maintain "toll records"
or "telephone listings," and thus they seek payment for all compliance with legal process.
Legislation could clarifY this issue.
In addition, as criminals, terrorists, spies and other malicious actors shift from voice telephone to
other types of electronic communications, the category of "telephone toll records and telephone
listings," is diminishing in importance. Moreover, the cost to law enforcement to pay providers
for responding to subpoenas is substantial. For example, it is not unusual for the United States to
be billed $40.00 by a provider merely to produce a customer's name, address, and related
identifying information. Congress may wish to consider the extent to which it remains
appropriate to require law enforcement agencies to pay for records of non-telephone forms of
communication.
(8) Compelled disclosure of the contents ofcommunications
Finally, the eighth and last potentially appropriate topic for legislation is the standard for
compelling disclosure of the contents of stored communications. As noted above, we appreciate
that there are concerns regarding ECPA's treatment of stored communications - in particular, the
rule that the government may use lawful process short of a warrant to obtain the content of
emails that are stored for more than 180 days. Indeed, some have argued recently in favor of a
10
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probable cause standard for compelling disclosure of all such content under all circumstances.
Because communication services are provided in a wide range of situations, any simple rule for
compelled disclosure of contents raises a number of serious public safety questions. In
considering whether or not there is a need to change existing standards, several issues are worthy
of attention.
First, current law allows for the acquisition of certain stored communications using a
subpoena where the account holder receives prior notice. This procedure is similar to that for
paper records. If a person stores documents in her home, the government may use a subpoena to
compel production of those documents. Congress should consider carefully whether it is
appropriate to afford a higher evidentiary standard for compelled production of cleetronicallystored records than paper records.
Second, it is important to note that not all federal agencies have authority to obtain search
warrants. For example, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) conduct investigations in which they need access to information stored as the
content of email. Although those entities have authority to issue subpoenas, they lack the ability
to obtain search warrants. Raising the standard for obtaining stored email or other storcd
communications to a search warrant could substantially impair their investigations.
Third, Congress should recognize the collateral consequences to criminal law
enforcement and the national security of the United States if ECPA were to provide only one
means - a probable cause warrant for compelling disclosure of all stored content. For example,
in order to obtain a search warrant for a particular email account, law enforcement has to
establish probable cause to believe that evidence will be found in that partiCUlar account. In
some cases, this link can be hard to establish. In one recent case, for example, law enforcement
officers knew that a child exploitation subject had used one account to send and receive child
pornography, and officers discovered that he had another email account, but they lacked evidence
about his use of the second account.
Thus, Congress should consider carefully the adverse impact on criminal as well as
national security investigations if a probable cause warrant were the only means to obtain such
stored communications.
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***
In conclusion, these topics appear appropriate for further clarification or legislation, but I
want to emphasize that Congress should take care not to disrupt the current balance of interests
that is reflected in ECPA. ECPA is complex because our nation's communications systems arc
complex, and because governing the government's access to that system must resolve competing
interests between privacy, innovation, international competitiveness, public safety and the
national security in many different contexts. When making changes to ECPA, public safety,
national security, and legitimate privacy interests must not be compromised.
The Department of Justice stands ready to work with the Committee as it considers
whether changes to ECPA are called for. But we urge Congress to proceed with caution.
Congress must protect privacy and foster innovation, but it also should refrain from making
changes that would unduly impair the government's ability to obtain critical information
necessary to build criminal, national security, and cyber investigations.
Law enforcement agents and prosecutors have extensive experience with actual
application of ECPA, and this experience can serve as an important resource in evaluating the
tangible impact of changes to ECPA. We appreciate the opportunity to discuss this issue with
you, and we look forward to continuing to work with you.
This concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to answer your questions.
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Apri112,2011
The Honorable Lanny Breuer
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania A venue, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Dear Assistant Attorney General Breuer:
This month, two independent events underscored our nation's need for stronger digital
privacy protections. On Friday, April I, one of the nation's largest digital marketing companies,
Epsilon Data Management, LLC, announced that hackers had breached their security systems
and stolen millions of consumers' email addresses. The following Monday, public securities
filings revealed what appears to be an investigation by the U.S. Attorney's OfIice of New Jersey
into allegations that certain smartphone applications were collecting sensitive consumer
infonnation and disclosing it to third parties unbeknownst to consumers. This information
ranged from users' phone numbers to their friends lists to their geographic location. The alleged
conduct in both cases will likely be investigated under a single statute called the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act (CFAA), 18 U.S.c. § 1030. See Amir Efrati, Scott Thurm and Dionne Searcey,
Mobile-App Makers Face U.S. Privacy Investigation, The Wall Street Journal, April 5, 2011.
These allegations raise broad questions about the need to better protect Americans'
digital infonnation and give them greater awareness and control over that information. They also
highlight potential ambiguities and limitations of the CF AA which create uncertainties for
industry and limit safeguards for consumers. In light of these incidents, we are writing to ask
that you do everything possible to ensure that this specific statute is enforced effectively and
transparently. Specifically, we ask that you clarifY the Department's understanding of the scope
ofthe CFAA's consumer protection provisions, update the Department's prosecutorial guidance
for the statute, and indicate to us where additional funding or legislation may be needed.
First, while the hacking of Epsilon would appear to be a clear violation of the CFAA, the
application of that statute can be ambiguous in other circumstances. In addition to covering
outsider hacking activities, the CFAA also covers situations where an insider who already has
access to a computer "exceeds authorized access" to obtain information from that computer.
Where there is a privacy policy, employee contract, or other document laying out the scope of an
individual or entity's authorization to access a computer, couns have found it easy to determine
whether someone has exceeded their authorized access and violated the CFAA. See, e.g. EF
Cultural Travel BVv. Explorica, 274 FJd 577 (1st Cir. 2001) (defining scope of authorization
based on a confidentiality agreement).
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But where there isn't a document clearly laying out the scope of authorization, the law is
more unclear. As the Department itself has acknowledged, federal circuits arc split on the
question of whether limits on authorized access can be inferred from the relationship between the
user and the entity accessing the user's computer. Compare EF Cultural Travel BV v, Zejer
Corp" 318 F,3d 58 (1st Cir. 2003) (refusing to limit authority based on "reasonable
expectations" test), with United Stales v Phillips, 477 F.3d 215, 219 (5th Cir. 2007) ("Courts
have ... typically analyzed the scope ofa user's authorization to access a protected computer on
the basis of the expected norms of intended use or the nature of the relationship established
between the computer owner and the user."). Because many smartphone apps lack privacy
policies, many ofthe applications being investigated by the U.S. Attorney's Office may fall into
this legal gray area.
We write to ask the Department to clarify how it determines the scope of authorization
under the CFAA in the absence of a written policy or agreement addressing the issue. We
further ask that the Department communicate this interpretation to consumers, prosecutors, and
industry stakeholders. We believe that a clear statement on the application of the CFAA in these
circumstances will help consumers know their rights, help industry develop new products and
services, and help law enforcement take action against bad actors.
Second, we also think it is important for all prosecutors to be aware that the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act protects mOre than traditional desktop and laptop computers. The
definition of "computer" in the CFAA is a broad one and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit recently reaffirmed that the CFAA protects smartphones and a broad range of
other electronic devices. See US v. Kramer, 2011 WL 383710 (8th Cir. 2011). We ask that the
Department update its Prosecuting Computer Crimes manual to reflect this recent federal court
precedent. Establishing that the CFAA covers smartphones and other electronic devices will
help U.S. Anorneys and Departmcnt official~ rccognize and stop violations of the CF AA's
modest protections.
Finally, we write to ask how we as the Senate can help you enforce this critical protection
of Americans' security and privacy. Does the CF AA require updating in light of the Epsilon
breach and the smartphone app allegations? Arc there other areas of the law that should be
enhanced to bener protect digital privacy? Does the Computer Crime and Intellectual Property
Section have the resources it needs to protect Americans from online criminals?
Your work is critical to Americans' digital privacy. We welcome the opportunity to
support you in this important endeavor.

a~
AI Franken
United States Senator

Sincerely,

----

Richard Blumenthal
United States Senator
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WASHINGTON, DC 20510-2309

April 20, 2011
Mr. Steve Jobs
I Infinite Loop
Cupertino, CA, 95014
Dear Mr. Jobs,
I read with concern a recent report by security researchers that Apple's iOS 4 operating
system is secretly compiling its customers' location data in a file stored on iPhones, 30 iP ads,
and every computer that users used to "sync" their devices, According to the researchers, this
file contains consumers' latitude and longitude for every day they used an iPhone or 30 iPad
running the iOS 4 operating system-sometimes logging their precise geo-Iocation up to 100
times a day, The researchers who discovered this file found that it contained up to a year's worth
of data, starting from the day they installed the iOS 4 operating system, What is even more
worrisome is that this file is stored in an unencrypted format on customers' iPads, iPhones, and
every computer a customer has used to back up his or her information, See Alasdair Allen & Pete
Warden, Got an iPhone or 3G iPad? Apple is Recording Your Moves (Apr. 20, 2011), available
at http://radar,oreilly,comJ2011104/apple-location-tracking,htmL
The existence of this information-stored in an unencrypted format-raises serious
privacy concerns, The researchers who uncovered this file speculated that it generated location
based on cell phone triangulation technology, If that is indeed the case, the location available in
this file is likely accurate to 50 meters or less, See Testimony of Michael Amarosa, Before the
House judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights and Civil Liberties,
June 24,2010 at page 7 available at http://judiciary,house,govlhearings/pdf/Amarosal00624,pdf
Anyone who gains aceess to this single file could likely determine the location of a user's home,
the businesses he frequents, the doctors he visits, the schools his children attend, and the trips he
has takcn--<lvcr the past months or even a year, Cf People v, Weaver, 909 N,E.2d 1195, 11991200 (N,y. 2009) ("What this technology yields and records with breathtaking quality and
quantity is a highly detailed profile, not simply of where we go, but by easy inference, of our
associations, , and of the pattern of our professional and avocational pursuits.").
Moreover, because this data is stored in multiple locations in an unencrypted format,
there are various ways that third parties could gain aceess to this file, Anyone who finds a lost or
stolen iPhone or iPad or who has access to any computer used to sync one of these devices could
easily dovmload and map out a customer's precise movements for months at a time. It is also
entirely conceivable that malicious persons may create viruses to access this data from
customers' iPhones, iPads, and desktop and laptop computers, There are numerous ways in
which this information could be abused by criminals and bad actors. Furthermore, there is no
indication that this file is any different for underage iPhone or iPad users, meaning that the
millions of children and tcenagers who use iPhone or iPad devices also risk having their location
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collected and compromised. An estimated 13% of the 108 million iPhones and 19 million iPad
devices sold are used by individuals under the age of 18, although some of these devices may not
have been upgraded to iOS 4. See AdMob, AdMob Mobile Metrics Report at 5 (Jan. 20 I 0),
available at http://metrics.admob.comlwp-content/uploads/201 01021 AdMob-Mobile-MetricsJan-J O.pdf; Complaint of Apple Inc. v. Samsung Electronics, CV-I I-I 846 at 4-5 (N.D. Cal. Apr.
15,201 I).
These developments raise several questions:
I. Why does Apple collect and compile this location data? Why did Apple choose to
initiate tracking this data in its iOS 4 operating system?
2. Does Apple collect and compile this location data for laptops?
3. How is this data generated? (OPS, cell tower triangulation, WiFi triangulation, etc.)

4. How frequently is a user's location recorded? What triggers the creation of a record of
someone's location?
5. How precise is this location data? Can it track a user's location to 50 meters, 100 meters,
etc.?
6. Why is this data not encrypted? What steps will Apple take to encrypt this data?

7. Why were Apple consumers never affirmatively informed of the collection and retention
of their location data in this manner? Why did Apple not seek affirmative consent before
doing so?
8. Does Apple believe that this conduct is permissible under the terms of its privacy policy?
See Apple Privacy Policy at "Location-Based Services" (accessed on April 20, 201 I),
available at www.apple.comlprivacy.

9. To whom, if anyone, including Apple, has this data been disclosed? When and why were
these disclosures made?
I would appreciate your prompt response to these questions and thank you for your
attention to this matter.

en
United States Senator
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WASHINGTON LEGISLATIVE OFFICE
915 15th Street, NW Washington, D.C. 20005
P02) 544-1681 Fax (202) 546-0738

Chairman Franken, Ranking Member Coburn, and Members of the Committee:
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has more than half a million members,
countless additional activists and supporters, and fifty-three affiliates nationwide. Weare one of
the nation's oldest and largest organizations advocating in support of individual rights in the
courts and before the executive and legislative branches of government. In particular,
throughout our history, we have been one of the nation's foremost protectors of individual
privacy. We writc today to applaud the committee for its focus on the privacy issues in mobile
technologies and to describe the particular need for reform in the usc of location tracking
information by law enforcement.
While the increased use of smart phones raises a number of privacy issues it is imperative
that the committee keep as a central focus law enforcement access to location information.
Specifically that all such access should require a warrant issued by a court based on probable
cause.
Unregulated location tracking poses a real, immediatc, and universal danger to
Americans' privacy. Because of the prevalence of mobile phones in modern society, cvery
American is carrying a portable tracking device, one that can be used to reveal his or her current
and past location. Whether it is a visit to a therapist or liquor store, church or gun range, many
individuals' locations will be available cither in real time or months later. Recent reports
showing the extent to which Apple iPhones and smartphones running Googlc's Android
operating system have been tracking and storing their users' location information were shocking
to many and have created a public outcry. However we cannot focus on these two companies
alone. Location tracking practices arc widespread and fundamcntal to the provision of mobile
communications services. Because of the sensitivity and invasivencss oflocation records, law
enforcement agents should always be required to obtain a judicially-authorized warrant and show
probable cause, no matter the technology employed or thc age of the records.
Unfortunately, the government frequently obtains location tracking information without
first obtaining a warrant and establishing probable cause. Law enforcement has obtained
location information since at least the late 1990'SI but morc than a decade later we still have no
uniform standard for when law enforcement can access to this information. While the
Dcpartment of Justice (DOl) has issued recommendations setting out when prosecutors should
I See. e.g. United Slaies v. Cell Site, Case No. 99-00162 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 10, 1999); United States v. Cell Site InJo,
Case No. 00-02871 (S.D. FL May 28, 1999).
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show probable cause, Unitcd States Attorneys are apparently free to ignore thcse
recommendations, and some have chosen to do so. Worse the government seems to have
engaged in a coordinated effort to prevent the creation of a uniform standard by refusing to seek
appellate court decisions on the issue. This legal maneuvering has prevented public debate and
allowed the entrcnchment of a practice inconsistent with our constitutional principles.
Congress is the only branch of government that is well-positioned to ensure a respect for
privacy in the face of new mobile tracking technologies. The Executive Branch has proven itself
unwilling to show probable cause. The courts arc not well-equipped to do so because the
government chooses not to appeal lower court decisions, thereby frustrating development of the
law. Accordingly, Congress must act. While somc ofthe technical details are complicated, the
principle is simple: almost every American is carrying a portable tracking device and if
Americans are to continue enjoying a robust right of privacy, Congress should update the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) to clarify that the government must obtain a
warrant based on a showing of probable cause to track these devices.
Current Location Technology
As of December 2010, there were an estimated total of 302 million cell phone service
subscribers in the United States. 2 Whenever these subscribers have their cell phones on, the
phones automatically scan for the cell tower and the sector of that tower that provides the best
reception and, approximately every seven seconds, the phones register their location information
with the network. 3 The carriers keep track of the registration information in order to identify the
cell tower through which calls can be made and received. The towers also monitor the strength
of the telephone's signal during the progress of the call, in order to manage the hand-off of calls
from one adjacent tower to another if the caller is moving during the call. 4
The cell phone technology yields several types of location information of interest to law
enforcement officers. The most basic type of data is "cell site" data, or "cell site location
information," which refers to the identity of the cell tower from which the phone is receiving the
strongest signal at the time and the sector of the tower facing the phone. 5 This data is \ess
accurate because it relies on simple proximity to a cell phone tower so it can be anywhere from a
, See CTIA The Wireless Association, CTlA 's Semi-Annual Wireless Industry Survey (201 0) at 5, available 01
b!.tl!.~!ifiles.cfja.m·g!pdr;~CT/'1 ill!!yev y~,. F:1UL::'illj) CiI]]J!l11£Ultt

See In the Matter of the Application of the United States of America for an Order Directing a Provider of
Electronic Communication Service to Disclose Record, 10 the Government, 534 F. Supp. 2d 585, 589-90 (W.D. Pa.
2008)(Lenihan, M.J.), aJrd, No. 07-524M, 2008 WL 4191511 (W.D. Pa. Sept. 10,2008), appeal dockeled, No. 084227.
4 See Deel. of Henry Hodor at 7 n.6, available at
llmULwww.aelll.org/pdf<!fi.eespccch!celifoia release 4g05 00 I 20()910n.pdf The Hodor Declaration offers a
technical overview of how cell tracking is accomplished. The ACLU obtained it pursuant to an ongoing Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit that it filed with the Electronic Frontier Foundation to access records related to the
government's use of cell phone tracking. See ACLU v. DO}, No. 08-1157 (D. D.C. filed July 1, 20(8).
5 See. e.g., In the Matter of the Application of the United Slates ofAmericafor an Order Authorizing the Disclosure
of Prospective Ceil Sile information, 412 F. Supp. 2d 947, 948-49 (E.D. Wis. 2(06) (Callahan, M.J.); In the Matter
o/the Application of the United Stales of America for an Order Authorizing (1) Installation and Use of a Pen
Register and Trap and Trace Device or Process. (2) Access to Customer Record,. and (3) Cell Phone Tracking, 441
F. Supp. 2d 816, 827 (S.D. Tex. 2006) (Smith, M.l.).
3
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200 meter to 30 kilometer (656 feet to 18 miles) radius from the tower.6 This range is shrinking,
7
as the number of active cellular towers is increasing by 11.5 % each year. Currently some cell
8
sites only cover limited areas, such as tunnels, subways, and specific roadways. Further
improvement in precision can be expected given the explosive demand for wireless technology
and its new services, to the point that H[tJhe gap between the locational precision in today's
cellular call detail records and that of a GPS tracker is closing, especially as carriers incorporate
the latest technologies into their networks.,,9
Beyond basic cell site location information, cellular service providers have the capacity
and the obligation under the Wireless Communications and Public Safety Act of 1999 to create
lo
and disclose even more precise location information for E911 calls. Cell phone providers
generate this data in two ways. First, under the "network-based approach," the providers
triangulate information regarding the strength of the signals from the cellular towers nearest to
the phone. I I Under Federal Communications Commission (FCC) guidelines, this information
must be accurate within 100 meters for 67% of calls and within 300 meters for 95% of calls by
2012.12
The second approach is to track the location of the cell phone using its GPS capabilities. 13
The FCC requires the GPS to be accurate within 50 meters for 67% of calls and within 150
meters for 95% of calls by 2012.14 This GPS is often much more accurate, frequently within a
few meters. IS
The recent reports of Google's and Apple's location tracking practices show the detail of
information companies are capable of collecting. Security analyst Samy Kamkar found that an
HTC Android phone collected location information every few seconds and transmitted the data
I6
to Google at least several times an hOUL In addition to the location, the phone was transmitting
the name, location and signal strength of nearby Wi-Fi networks and a unique phone identifier.
Apple says it "intermittently" collects location data, including Wi-Fi networks and transmits that
data to itself cvery 12 hours. It was impossible to disable the tracking file on iPhone even when
disabling location services. 17
6 But sometimes, depending on topography or other impediments to transmission, a phone receives the strongest
signal from a cellular tower other than the one that is closest to it. HOOor Decl., supra, at 7-8.
7 See eTtA, sup,.a~ at 9.
8 See Thomas farley and Ken Schmidt, Cellular Telephone Basics: Basic Theory and Operation,
http://w\\.w.privateline.com!mt cellbasi-cs.fjv basic theorY and operation! (last accessed Dec. 21. 2009).
9 Hearing on ECPA Reform and the Revolution in Location Based Technologies and Services Before the Subcomm.
on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties of the H. Comm. on JUdiciary, lllth Congo (2010) (statement
of Professor Matt Blaze at 13-14), http://judiciary.house.gov!hcaringsipdflRlazcl00624.pdf (hereinafter, "Blaze
testimony").
10 Pub. L. No. 106-81, 113 Stat. 1286 (1999)
II See Note, Who Knows Where You've Been? Privacy Concerns Regarding the Use o/Cellular Phones a/'l' Personal
Locators. 18 Harv. J. L. & Tech. 307, 308-10 (2004); See. e.g.,ln re Applicationjor Pen Register and TrapJTrace
Device with Cell Site Location Authority, 396 F. Supp. 2d 747. 749-51 (S.D. Tex. 2005) (Smith, M.J.).
"47 C.F.R. § 20. I 8(h)(I)(i).
13 See Who Knows Where You 've Been!, supra, at 308.
14 47 C.F.R. § 20.l8(h)(I)(ii).
15 Mario Aguilar, GPS Power-Up: Get Readyfor New Sense of Place, Wired, April 19, 2010
16 Valetino-Devries, lennifer, lPhone Stored l.ocation in Test Even if Disabled. Wall Street Journal, April 25, 2011
17 Id.
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In addition some of the most popular Happs" are selling users' personal infonnation
including GPS location to third parties. Earlier this year the popular online radio service
Pandora, received a subpoena from a federal grand jury investigating whether they were sharing
infonnation about their users with advertisers and other third parties. Last month the Wall Street
Journal reported that 47 apps transmitted the phone's location in some way.18
This tracking is likely to become even more accurate in the near future. As discussed
above, the number of cell towers is increasing rapidly. 19 Furthennore, "[GPS] technology is
rapidly improving so that any person or object ... maybe tracked with uncanny accuracy to
virtually any interior or exterior location, at any time and regardless of atmospheric
conditions."zo
Current Legal Practices for Accessing Location Infonnation
Unfortunately, it remains unclear under what circumstances federal prosecutors obtain a
warrant and show probable cause to access cell phone location infonnation, and under what
circumstances courts have held that this is the legal minimum showing and process required
under the law. Although DOJ has issued guidelines for prosecutors that require probable cause
in some circumstances, these are not consistently followed. Becausc the vast majority of judicial
decisions on point are sealed, and those limited number that are public are in conflict, the state of
the law is unclear. Federal prosecutors generally declinc to appeal adverse rulings to circuit
courts. Clarity is unlikely anytime soon unless Congress acts.
Department ofJustice Standards

The Department of Justice asserts it should have access to most kinds oflocation
infonnation without having to obtain a warrant and show probable cause. Instead, DOJ argues
that the government should be able to obtain most cell phone location infonnation by
demonstrating to a judge or magistrate only that the infonnation is relevant and material to an
ongoing criminal investigation. According to testimony before this committee and a document
obtained by the ACLU and the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) through a FOIA request, it
is DOl's policy to obtain mobile location infonnation under the following standards: 21

Cell-site data

Historical Records

Real-time Surveillance

Relevant and material

Relevant and material

u.s.

18 Efrati, Thunn, and Searcey, Mobile-App Makers Face
Privacy Investigation, Wall Street lournal, April 5,
2011
19 See CTlA, supra, at 9.
20 People v. Weaver, 12 N.Y.3d4JJ,441 (N.Y. 2009).
21 Mark Eckenweiler, Current Legal Issues In Phone Location, slide 20, available at
http://www.aciu.org/pdts!trccspecch!IHccllfoia rdease CRM·200800622F 06012009.pdf and U.S. Congress,
Hearing of the Senate Judiciary Commlttee, The Electronic Communications Privacy Act: Government Perspectives
on Protecting Privacy in the Digital Age. Written Statement of Associate Deputy Attorney Geneml James A. Baker,
April 6, 2011.
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GPS, triangulation

NIA (because usually doesn't
exist)

Probable cause

According to internal DOJ documents, the Department maintains that the government need not
obtain a warrant and show probable cause to track people's location with only one exception:
real-time GPS and triangulation data. Since at least 2007, DOJ has recommended that U.S.
Attorneys around the country obtain a warrant based on probable cause prior to engaging in these
forms of cell phone tracking. 22
In testimony before this Committee, DOJ has amplified that position by saying: "When
prosecutors seek to obtain prospective E-91l Phase II geolocation data (such as that derived from
GPS or multilateration) from a wireless carrier, the Criminal Division of the Justice Department
recommends the use of a warrant based on probable cause" (emphasis added)23 Focusing
attention on the word 'recommends' is critical because not all U.S. Attorneys' offices obtain a
warrant and show probable cause even in the limited circumstances in which DOJ recommends
that they do SO.24 The ACLU's and EFF's FOiA litigation revealed that U.S. Attorneys' offices
in the District of New Jersey and the Southern District of Florida have obtained even the most
precise cell tracking information without obtaining a warrant and showing probable cause. 25
Because the FOIA focused on only a small number of U.S. Attorneys' offices around the
country, it may well be that many other offices also do not follow DOl's recommendation.
In fact, this practice may be widespread. There arc no published legal opinions on the
lawfulness of warrantless cell phone tracking in either the District of New Jersey or the Southern
District of Florida, and yet the FOIA litigation proved conclusively that cell phone tracking
occurs in those districts and indeed that federal prosecutors do not feel ob ligated to show
probable cause even where DOJ recommends it. In the vast majority of judicial districts in this
country, there are no decisions addressing cell phone tracking, yet cell phone tracking was
occurring in every district subject to the FOlA, even where there is no published opinion setting
out the circumstances in which the practice is permissible?6 Given that cell phone tracking is
now a decades-old law enforcement technique that has proven useful, we must assume
authorities use it in all or essentially all parts of the country, most frequently under an unknown
standard.
Procedures for Gathering Location Information
Email from Brian Klebba, GPS or "£-911-<1ata" Wan'ants, November 17, 2009. available at
http://\\'ww.uc 10, onIlpdf~/frc~spc~ch/cc 11 fein doj rccommcndutiol1,pd f.
2.3 U.S. Congress, Hearing of the Senate Judiciary Committee, The Electronic Communications Privacy Act:
Government Perspectives on Protecting Privacy in the Digital Age, Written Statement of Associate Deputy Attorney
General James A. Baker, April 6, 2011.
24 Letter from William G. Stewart n, to ACLU, Mobile Phone Tracking (!terns 3-5)1DNJ, Dee. 31, 2008, available
at httP:hvww.aclll.orglpdMlreespeecilicellfoia released 074132 1231200X.pdf; Letter trom William G. Stewart n
to Catherine Crump, Mobile Phone Tracking(Items 3-5)FLS, Dec. 31,2008. available at
http://ww,,,,.aclu.org/pdfs/Trcespee..:;h!celltl)ia reJ?Jsed 074135 1231200~.pdf.
25 ld.
26 http://wv,,'w.Jclu.or£!lfree-spcech/ac:lu-la\vsuit-llncovcTMrccords-t:cll-phonc-tmcking
22
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The reason there is so little information available arises in part from the unique
procedural posture in which cell phone tracking applications reach courts. For legitimate
reasons, applications to track cell phones arc often filed under seal. Law enforcement agents
sometimes need to prevent the targets of government surveillance from learning that they are
investigative subjects.
However, the orders granting or denying surveillance applications also arc often also
filed under seal, routinely with the notation "until further order of the Court."n Because there is
no end date on sealing, and no one other than the government and court know the contents of the
order, in most cases there is no one with both the motivation and the knowledge to move to
unseal them. Public access to the courts would be better served were judges to require that
redacted copies of both the applications and orders be filed publicly. This would allow the
public to know the legal standards applied by the courts.
This is an unfortunate break with the usual working of the judiciary, where a commitment
to transparency is not only embodied in the common law right of access but also constitutionally
required by the First Amendment. 28 Some magistrate judges such as the Honorable Stephen
Wm. Smith, who has testified before Congress on the issue, arc notable exceptions to this trend.
Judge Smith has issued an opinion putting an end to indefinite sealing of the surveillance orders
he is called upon to issue. 29
Ex parte adjudication of cell phone tracking applications also contributes to the dearth of
published legal opinions on the subject. Ex parte proceedings when the government presents
its arguments in favor of surveillance without presentation of any opposing argument - will favor
unpublished decisions because there is no motivation for the only party present, the government,
to ask the court to issue a public decision. The ACLU and others have tried to remedy the
situation by offering to submit amicus briefs to present the pro-privacy viewpoint.
Unfortunately, because many applications for surveillance are so time-sensitive that they must be
acted on immediately, some judges have taken the position that there is unlikely to be a practical
way to permit amicus participation. 30
Reaction.from the Judiciary
From the few published opinions available, it is apparent that courts do not always find in
favor of the government position that it need not obtain a warrant based on probable cause for
some forms of cell phone tracking. In fact, the government frequently loses. A "strong
majority" of district and magistrate judges have concluded in recently published opinions that the
government lacks statutory authority to obtain real-time cell site location without a showing of

27 In re Sealing and Non-Disclosure of PenlTrapI2703(d) Orders, 562 F. Supp. 2d 876, 878 (S.D. Tex. 2008)
(Smith,l.)
28 Press-Enterprise Co. v. Superior Court of California, 478 U.S. 1,8 (1986)
29 In re Sealing and Non-Disclosure ofPenITrapI2703(d) Orders, 562 F. Supp. 2d 876, 891 (S.D. Tex. 2008)
(Smith, 1.) (holding that "documents authored or generated by the court itself' are entitled to heightened public
access rights)
)0 See. e.g., Letter from Hon. David Martin and Han. Lincoln Almond to ACLU, Cell phone tracking, Mar. 12,2010
(on file with author).
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probable cause.)l Because the government has never followed through on an appeal of an
adverse decision addressing real-time tracking, no circuit court has had the opportunity to review
these holdings.
The government did appeal an adverse decision addressing historical information. In a
decision joined by all of the magistrate judges in the Western District of Pennsylvania, a
magistrate judge there held that government requests for court orders requiring mobile carriers to
disclose their customers' location information must be based upon probable causeJ2 After the
decision was summarily affirmed by the district court, the government appealed to the Third
Circuit. In a decision issued this month, the circuit concluded that judges have "the option to
require a warrant showing probable cause," although it cautioned that "it is an option to be used
sparingly.,,3)
Until the action by the magistrate judges in the Western District of Pennsylvania forced
the government's hand by making it impossible to get an order under the "relevant and
material" standard in that district -a location tracking case had never been appealed to the
appellate court in any circuit. By not appealing, federal prosecutors avoid binding precedent
which might tie the government's hands in further cases. 34 Decisions by magistrate judges and
district court judges are not binding precedent, even on other judges of the same district court 35
So long as there arc at least some judges in a district who believe that warrantless cell phone
tracking is permissible, the government will be able to get its applications approved at least some
of the time.
This is exactly the situation in the Southern District of New York, where one district
court judge has approved warrantless real-time cell phone tracking in the absence of probable
cause and another has held that probable cause is required. J6 Although the government initially
filed a notice of appeal with regard to the adverse ruling, after the ACLU received permission to
submit an amicus brief in the Second Circuit, the government sought and obtained multiple
extension requests and then voluntarily dismissed its appeal 37 Judges in the Eastern District of

31 In re Applications of the United States of Americafor Orders Pursuant to Title 18. United States Code. Section
2703(d), 509 F. Supp. 2d 76, 78 (D. Mass. 2007) (Stearns, 0.1.).
32 In The Maller Of The Application Of The United States Of America For An Order Directing A Provider qr
Electronic Communication Service To Disc/ose Record< To The Government, 534 F.Supp.2d 585, 585-86 (W.O. Pa.
2008).
J3 In The Malter Of The Application Of The United States Of America For An Order Directing A Provider Of
Electronic Communication Service To Disclose Records To The Government, No. 084227,
F.3d
(3d Cir.
Sept. 7,2010).
34 In the Maller of the Application of the United States of America for an Order Authorizing (I) Instal/ation and Use
or a Pen Register and Trap and Trace Device or Process. (2) Access to Customer Record,. and (3) Cel/ Phone
Tracking, 441 F. Supp. 2d 816,827-28 (S.D. Tex. 2(06) (Smith, M.l.).
35 Federal Trade Commission V. Tariff, 584 F.3d 1088, 1092 (D.C. CiL 2009).
36 Compare In re: Application of the Uniled States of Americafor an Order/or Prospective Cell Site Location
Information on a Certain Cellular Telephone, 460 F. Supp. 2d 448 (S.D.N.Y. 2006) (Kaplan, D.l.) with In the
Maller of an Application of the United States of Americafor an Order Authorizing the Use of a Pen Register With
Caller Identification Device Cell Site Location Authority on (J Cellular Telephone, 2009 WL 159187 (S.D.N.Y.
2009) (McMahon, 0.1.).
J7 In re application for a cell site order, Case No. 09-0807 (2d CiL docketed Feb. 27, 2009).
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New York also split on the question, and only prosecutors and the courts know how this issue is
handled in the majority of the country where there are no published opinions 38
The state ofthe law regarding cell phone tracking is characterized by secrecy and
contradictory rulings. This is precisely the opposite of the uniformity and openness that arc
cornerstones of the rule of law in the United States.
Resulting Harms
In addition to frustration and lack oftransparency, this low legal standard has already led
to misuse by law enforcement. A recent Newsweek article highlighted the problem:
Some abuse has already occurred at the local level, according to telecom la\\Tyer Gidari. One
of his clients, he says, was aghast a few years ago when an agitated Alabama sheriff called tbe
company's employees. After shouting that his daughter had been kidnapped, the sheri ff
demanded they ping her cell phone every few minutes to identify her location. In fact, there
was no kidnapping: the daughter had been out on the town all night. A potentially more
sinister request came from some Michigan cops who, purportedly concerned about a
possible "riot," pressed another telecom for information on all the cell phones that were
congregating in an area where a labor-union protest was expected.3'l

It is likely that these examples are the simply the tip of the iceberg. As described extensively

above, much of this tracking is happening in secret and for the most part the parties involved
don't have any incentive to draw attention to it: law enforcement wants to limit discussion of
their investigatory techniques and telecommunications carriers arc afraid of spooking their
customers.
In addition to abuse, location tracking has also led to the creation of an entire surveillance
apparatus, much of it outside the public view. It came to light last year that:
Sprint Nextel has even set up a dedicated Web site so that law-enforcement agents can
access the records from their desks-a fact divulged by the company's "manager of
electronic surveillance" at a private Washington security conference last October. "The tool
has just really caught on fire with law enforcement," said the Sprint executive, according to a
tape made by a privacy activist who sneaked into tbe evcnt. M'

This allows detailed disclosure of an individual's movements to law enforcement with a click of
a mouse.

Compare 396 F. Supp. 2d 294 (E.D.N.Y. 2005) (Orenstein, M.1.) (probable cause for prospective tracking) and
2009 WI. 1530195 (E.D.N.Y. 2009) (Pollak, M.J.), (probable cause for prospective tracking, reversed by Judge
Garaufis) with 2009 WI. 1594003 (E.D.N.Y. 2009) (Garaufis, 0.1.) (no probable cause necessary for prospective
tracking).
39 Michael Isikoff, The Snitch in Your Pocket, Newsweek, Feb. 19,20 I O.
4() Id.
38
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In the most recent example, the ACLU and EFF filed an amicus brief last year in the case
of Us. v. Soto,, 1 The FBI sought and received tracking information without a warrant, not just
for the criminal defendant, but for about 180 other people. Because the government's
surveillance application is apparently under seal, the details remain unclear. But it appears that
the government took the dragnet approach of getting location information for a large number of
innocent people in order to figure out the very small number of people who were involved in the
undcrlying crime.
This is even more troubling in light of the FBI policy on record retention. This exchange
is from FBI Director Robert Mueller's appearance before an oversight hearing of the House
Judiciary Committee in May 2009:
Mr. NADLER. You keep for 20 years information about innocent people, private
information that you have collected in the course of an investigation in which it turns out
they had nothing to do with.
Mr. MUELLER. We may well undertake an-an allegation may come in as to the
involvement of a person in a mortgage fraud scheme. We go and investigate, find that that
person is innocent, the allegation is false, we keep those records, yes."

So the collection of the movements and habits of innocent people regardless that it has no
bearing on a criminal investigation - will remain part of an FBI profile for 20 years.
The mass tracking in Soto is not an isolated incident of overreaching by the FBI. It is just
one manifestation of the "communities of interest" approach the government has adopted to
tracking down criminals. According to Albert Gidari's testimony before the House Judiciary
Committee last year:
The following issues are faced by service providers every day in response to government
demands for acquisition and use oflocation Information:

d.
Target v. Associates (hub and spokes). Regardless of the legal standard applicable to
the target phone, what standard applies to obtain the location information for all those with
whom the target communicates? It is common in hybrid orders for the government to
seek the location of the community of interest - that is, the location of persons with
whom the target communicates (emphasis added). 43

41 Brief of Amici Curiae in Support of Motion To Suppress, United Slates v. Soto, Case No. 09-cr-200 (D. Conn.
June 18,2010), available at http://www.aclu.&rgifilcsfassctsf201 0-0-1 ~-LSvSot"-AmiciBrid'.lliif.
Federal Bureau of Investigation: Hearing Before the H. Judiciary Comm., 1II'h Cong. 35-36 (2009) (statement of
Robert Mueller, Director, FBI).
43 Electronic Communicatiorl"i Privacy Act RefOlm: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution. Civil Rights
and Civil Uberties, IlI'h Congo (2010) (statement of Albert Gidari, Partner, Perkins Coie LLP).
42
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This type of mass, generalized surveillance raises the prospect that the movements and habits of
many innocent people are tracked and stored for decades. 44
Conclusion
It has been, and continues to be, the practice of the government to obtain very private and
sensitive information based on a very low legal standard - relevance and materiality - and, at
least in the case of the FBI, to store it for decades. The government has gone to great lengths to
preserve this authority, evcn to the extent of giving up the power in particular cases, in order to
continue to submit secret motions in jurisdictions around the country.

The information in question reveals individual movements for months or years and
potentially reveals personal information across a broad range of subjects from medical
information (visits to a therapist or an abortion clinic) to First Amendment protected activity
(attendance at a church or political protest) to personal habits (visits to a gun range or bar).
There is a compelling need for Coni,'Tess to act in this case. It must amend ECP A in
order to move from a confusion of legal standards that serve the American public very poorly to
a uniform probable cause standard which respects the intent of the Founding Fathers and the
Fourth Amendment.

44 It may be that the problem is actually worse than described here. In a report on the misuse of exigent letters the
Department of Justice Inspector General describes widespread requests for community of interest information.
Apparently it was part of "boilerplate" request language for at least some National Security Letters. A Review Q{the
Federal Bureau of Investigation's Use of Exigent Letlers and Other lnformal Requests for Telephone Records,
Inspector General, Department of Justiee, January 20 I 0 at 56. Further aceording to an Office of Legal Counsel
opinion there may be some telephone records that thc FBI can access without any process under ECPA. ld. at 264.
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Additional Documents for the Record
From Senator Al Franken
Following the Senate Judiciary Committee Hearing on:
"Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your Privacy"
May 10, 2011

In the intercst of efficiency, the following documcnts, which are lengthy, are incorporated
by reference into the record:
I. Time Warner Telecom, Inc. v.

F.c.c., 507 F.3d 205 (3d Cir.

2007).

2. In re Applications of u.S. for Orders Pursuant to Title 18, u.S. Code, Section 2703(d), 509
F.Supp.2d 76 (D. Mass. 2007).
3. In the Matter of Appropriate Regulatory Treatment for Broadband Access to the Internet over
Wireless Networks, 22 F.C.C.R. 5901 (2007).
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Android phones keep location cache, too, but it's harder to access
By Chris Foresman I Published 25 days ago
Aft~r this week's disrurbing revelation that iPhones and 3G iPads keep a log of location data based on cell tower and
WiFi base station triangulation, developer Magnus Eriksson set out to demonstrate that Android smartphones store the
exact sa~e type of data for its location services. While the data I..;;; harder to access for the average user, it1s as trivial to
access for a knowledgeable hacker or forensics expert,

On Wednesday, security researchers Alasdair Allan and Pete Warden rcveaJed their findings that 3G-capablc iDS
devices keep a database of location data based on cell tower triangulation and WiFi basestation proximity in a fIle called
"consolidated. db!' The iPhone. as well as 3G-equipped iPads, generate this cache even if you don't explicitly use
k)cation-based services. This data is ruso backed up to your computer every time it is synced with iTunes. Warden
wrote an application which can fmd, parse, and map the location data on a user's computer if the iOS device backups
arc not optionally encryptro.

Allan and Warden's fmdings sparked major concerns over privacy, Icading some to spcculate that Apple was tracking
all iPhone users. The controversy prompted letters from Sentator AI Franken (D-MN) and US Representative FA!
Markey (D-MA) demanding that Apple answer questions about how the data is collected, how or when it i"i sent to
AppJc, and how Apple could protect a user's privacy.
iOS data forensics cxpert Alex Levinson later on Wednesday revealed that the consolidated.db fIle was neither new--

iDS has kept the same information in the past, just in a different databasL'-nor was its existence necessarily a secret-·-~
Levinson had collaborated on a book with feUow security researcher Sean Morri",ey that di.;;;cussed consolidated.db in
detail.
Eriksson suspected that his Android device collected similar infonnation. "Following the latest internet outrage to the
revelation that iPhone ha." a cache for its location service, I decided to have look what my Android device caches for
the same function." he wrote in a note on GitHub. He put together an application similar to Warden's bascd on open
source cache parsing code. which extracts data from "cache. cell" and "cache,wili" and displays it on a map.
Like iOS, Android stores these databases in an area that is only accessible by root. To access the caches, an Android
dcvice needs to be "rooted." which removes most of the system's security features. Unlike iOS, though, Android
phones aren't typically synced with a computer, so the fIles would need to be extracted from a rooted device directly.
This distinction makes the data harder to access for the average user, but easy enough for an experienced hacker or
forensic expert,

Another important difference, according to developer Mike ea<;teiman, is that Android keeps less data overall than iOS
devices. 'The main difference that I can sec is that Android seems to have a cache versus lOS's log," Castleman, who
contributed some cooe improvements to Eriksson's too~ told Ars. That is, Androld appears to limit the caches to 50
entries for cell tower triangulation and 200 entries for WiFi basestation location. iOS's consolidated. db, on the other
hand, seems to keep a running tally of data since iOS is f[[st instaUed and activated on a device. iOS will al~o keep
multiple records of the same tower or basestation, while Android only keeps a single record.
Regardless of those differences, however, the data could be used in the same way. For instance. said Castleman, "if
you were arrested or something shortly after a crime was committed, either devicc would contain evidence that could
be used against you."
The data in these caches is used when GPS data isn't available, or to more quickly narrow down a location while GPS
services are being poUed (known as "assisted" or aGPS). Apple and Google both collect some of this data to build and
maintain databases of known cell tower and WiFi basestation locations. Both companies previously used similar data
from Skyhook, but both recently moved to building and using their own databases (presumably for cost and/or
performance reasons).
A security researcher revealed to the TVall Street Journal that Google is also collecting a wide variety of location data
arstechnica.com/. ../android-phones-kee ...
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from Android devices which could lead to privacy breaches. "According to ne.w research by security analyst Samy
KamkaT, an HfC Android phonc collected its location every few seconds and transmitted the data to Google at least
several times an hour," the WSJ reported.

While Google is also using the data to improve its internal cell tower and WiFi location database or to improve call
routing Ilke Apple, it at.;;o uses the data to improve Google Maps and collect information about traffic patterns. The
problem with Google's data collection is that unlike Apple, the information scnt to Google contains a unique
identification number that can be tied to a particular phone. While technically anonymous, that number could potentially
be used to trace back to an individual user.
The fact that smartphones equipped with GPS could be used to track individual users isn't new. and a rccent Nielsen
surveY.revealed that many users are extremely wary about privacy when using location-based services via a mobile
device. However, the details revealed in the pa.;;t few days about thc extent of location data collection and how easy it
can be to access it have heightened privacy concerns even further.
UPDATF..: Google spokesperson Randall Sarafa contacted Ars 1c clarify that its data collection practices are opt-in, as

is i\pp1e's. "AD location sharing on Android is opt-in by the user. We provide users with notice and control over the
collection, sharing and use of location in order to provide a better mobile experience on Android devices," he told Ars.
Furthermore, he explained that the unique identifier number is random, not ha.;;hed from the unique lMEI or MElD
number associated with all mobile devices. "Any location data that l<; sent back to Google location servers l<;
anonymized and is not tied or traceable to a specific user," Sarafa said. However, as researchers have shown numerous
times in the past, "anonymized" data can often be analyzed and correlated with a single person with surprising
accuracy.

arstechnica.com/,,/android-phones-kee ...
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June 1,2011

VIA EMAIL AND HAND DELIVERY
The Honorable Al Franken
Chairman
Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Franken:
I am writing in response to your letter of May 25,2011 regarding consumer privacy
disclosures from app developers. As we stated in our testimony at your May 10, 2011 hearing
on Protecting Mobile Privacy, Apple is deeply committed to protecting the privacy of our
customers who use Apple mobile devices, including iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. We have
adopted a single comprehensive privacy policy that covers all our businesses and products,
including the iTunes Store and the App Store. We do not share personally identifiable
information with third parties for their marketing purposes without consent. Of equal
importance, we require third-party application developers to agree to specific restrictions
protecting our customers' privacy, which I will describe in more detail below.
Apple launched the App Store in July 2008 where customers may shop and acquire
applications offered by third-party developers for the iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Currently,
the App Store includes more than 350,000 third-party applications covering a wide variety of
areas including news, games, music, travel, health, fitness, education, business, sports,
navigation and socials. Because the overwhelming majority of these apps do not collect any
information whatsoever from any user at any time, Apple has not mandated that its thirdparty developers incur-both the legal expense and the burdensome administrative costs
associated with issuing and maintaining a privacy policy unnecessarily - an expense that
could well be prohibitive for a small struggling software developer or a teenager in his
bedroom with only a MacBook and an idea.
For those apps that do collect information, however, our licensing agreement with
developers prohibits any application from collecting user or device data without prior user
consent. We also make it abundantly clear in our licensing agreement that developers,
irrespective of size of business or age, must provide clear and complete information to users
regarding their apps' collection, use and disclosure of user or device data. While many
developers comply simply by adding a link to their online privacy policy, others have chosen
to disclose this information by adding a pop-up dialogue box for the user to see when
launching the app for the first time. We strictly prohibit the use of any analytics software in an
application that collects and sends device data to a third party. Our licensing agreement also
requires that apps comply with all applicable privacy and data collection laws and regulations
regarding the use or transmission of user and device data, including location-based
information. Apple's requirements are intended to provide the user with the most useful
information that meets our strict transparency and disclosure requirements, but we also have
chosen not to dictate the means by which that information is delivered to the user.
Because location information can be particularly sensitive, in addition to all the
developer privacy and collection disclosure requirements described above, Apple requires
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explicit customer consent when any application requests location-based information for the
first time. When an application requests the information, a dialog box appears stating:
"[Application] would like to use your current location." The customer is asked: "Don't Allow" or
·OK." If the customer clicks on "Don't Allow: no location-based information will be provided
to the application. This dialogue box is mandatory - neither Apple's applications nor those of
third parties are permitted to override it. Again, as we stated in our recent testimony before
your Subcommittee, this consent for location services by an app can be given and rescinded
on an app-by-app basis quite easily, and very transparently.
let me restate Apple's unwavering commitment to giving our customers clear and
transparent notice, choice and control over their personal information. We believe our
products do this in a simple and elegant way. We also strongly agree that any third-party app
developer with access to customers' personal information should give its customers dear and
transparent notice, choice and control over their information. We have made this a strict
licensing requirement for all of our app developers. We share your concerns about the
potential misuse of all customer data, and we believe that we have instituted policies and
procedures that encourage third-party app developers to go well beyond disclosures written,
and often unread, in an online privacy policy. We appreciate this opportunity to explain our
policies and procedures to you.
Sincerely,

Bruce Sewell
General Counsel and Senior Vice
President oflegal and Government
Affairs
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Apple App Store Review Guidelines
Introduction
We're pleased that you want to invest your talents and time to develop applications for iOS. It has
been a rewarding experience - both professionally and financially - for tens of thousands of
developers and we want to help you join this successful group. We have published our App Store
Review Guidelines in the hope that they will help you steer clear of issues as you develop your
app and speed you through the approval process when you submit it.
We view Apps different than books or songs, which we do not curate. If you want to criticize a
religion, write a book. If you want to describe sex, write a book or a song, or create a medical app. It can get complicated, but we have decided to not allow certain kinds of content in the App
Store. It may help to keep some of our broader themes in mind:
We have lots of kids downloading lots of apps, and parental controls don't work unless
the parents set them up (many don't). So know that we're keeping an eye out for the kids.
We have over 350,000 apps in the App Store. We don't need any more Fart apps. If your
app doesn't do something useful or provide some fonn of lasting entertainment, it may
not be accepted.
If your App looks like it was cobbled together in a few days, or you're trying to get your
first practice App into the store to impress your friends, please brace yourself for
rejection. We have lots of serious developers who don't want their quality Apps to be
surrounded by amateur hour.
We will reject Apps fo~ any content or behavior that we believe is over the line. What
line, you ask? Well, as a Supreme Court Justice once said, "I'll know it when I see it".
And we think that you will also know it when you cross it.
If your app is rejected, we have a Review Board that you can appeal to. If you run to the
press and trash us, it never helps.
If you attempt to cheat the system (for example, by trying to trick the review process,
steal data from users, copy another developer's work, or manipulate the ratings) your apps
will be removed from the store and you will be expelled from the developer program.
This is a living document, and new apps presenting new questions may result in new
rules at any time. Perhaps your app will trigger this.
Lastly, we love this stuff too, and honor what you do. We're really trying our best to create the
best platform in the world for you to express your talents and make a Ii ving too. If it sounds like
we're control freales, well, maybe it's because we're so committed to our users and making sure
they have a quality experience with our products. Just like almost aU of you are too.
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1. Terms and conditions
1.1
As a developer of applications for the App Store you are bound by the terms of the
Program Ucense A&reement (PLA), Human Interface Guidelines (HJG), and any other
licenses or contracts between you and Apple. The following rules and examples are
intended to assist you in gaining acceptance for your app in the App Store, not to amend
or remove provisions from any other agreement.

2. Functionality
2.1
Apps that crash will be rejected

2.2
Apps that exhibit bugs will be rejected

2.3
Apps that do not perform as advertised by the developer will be rejected

2.4
Apps that include undocumented or hidden features inconsistent with the description of
the app will be rejected
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2.5
Apps that use non-public APls will be rejected

2.6
Apps that read or write data outside its designated container area will be rejected

2.7
Apps that download code in any way or fonn will be rejected

2.8
Apps that install or launch other executable code will be rejected

2.9
Apps that are "beta", "demo·, "trial", or "test" versions will be rejected

2.10
iPhone apps must also run on iPad without modification, at iPhone resolution, and at 2X
iPhone 3GS resolution

2.11
Apps that duplicate apps already in the App Store may be rejected, particularly if there
are many of them, such as fart, burp, flashlight, and Kama Sutra apps.

2.12
Apps that are not very useful or do not provide any lasting entertainment value may be
rejected

2.13
Apps that are not very useful, are simply web sites bundled as apps, or do not provide any
lasting entertainment value may be rejected

2.14
Apps that are intended to provide trick or fake functionality that are not clearly marked as
such will be rejected

2.15
Apps larger than 20MB in size will not download over cellular networks (this is
automatically prohibited by the App Store)

•

2.16
Multitasking apps may only use background services for their intended purposes: VoIP,
audio playback, location, task completion, local notifications, etc
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•

2.17
Apps that browse the web must use the iOS WebKit framework and WebKit Javascript

2.18
Apps that encourage excessive consumption of alcohol or illegal substances, or
encourage minors to consume alcohol or smoke cigarettes, will be rejected

•

2.19
Apps that provide incorrect diagnostic or other inaccurate device data will be rejected

•

2.20
Developers ·spamming" the App Store with many versions of similar apps will be
removed from the iOS Developer Program

•

2.21
Apps that are simply a song or movie should be submitted to the iTunes store. Apps that
are simply a book should be submitted to the iBookstore.

•

2.22
Apps that arbitrarily restrict which users may use the app, such as by location or carrier,
may be rejected

3. Metadata (name, descriptions, ratings, rankings, etc)
3.1
Apps or rnetadata that mentions the name of any other mobile platfonn will be rejected

•

3.2

Apps with placeholder text will be rejected

33
Apps with descriptions not relevant to the application content and functionality will be
rejected

3.4
App names in iTunes Connect and as displayed on a device should be similar, so as not to
cause confusion

3.5
Small and large app icons should be similar, so as to not to cause confusion
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3.6
Apps with app icons and screenshots that do not adhere to the 4+ age rating will be
rejected

3.7
Apps with Category and Genre selections that are not appropriate for the app content will
be rejected

3.8
Developers are responsible for assigning appropriate ratings to their apps. Inappropriate
ratings may be changed by Apple

3.9
Developers are responsible for assigning appropriate keywords for their apps.
Inappropriate keywords may be changed/deleted by Apple

3.10
Developers who attempt to manipulate or cheat the user reviews or chart ranking in the
App Store with fake or paid reviews, or any other inappropriate methods will be removed
from the iOS Developer Program

•

3.11
Apps which recommend that users restart their iOS device prior to installation or launch
may be rejected

•

3..12
Apps should have all included URLs fully functional when you submit it for review, such
as support and privacy policy URLs

4. Location
•

4. 1
Apps that do not notify and obtain user consent before collecting, transmitting, or using
location data will be rejected

4.2
Apps that use location-based APIs for automatic or autonomous control of vehicles,
aircraft, or other devices will be rejected

•

4.3
Apps that use location-based APls for dispatch, fleet management, or emergency services
will be rejected
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4.4
Location data can only be used when directly relevant to the features and services
provided by the app to the user or to support approved advertising uses

5. Push notifications
•

5.1
Apps that provide Push Notifications without using the Apple Push Notification (APN)
API will be rejected

•

5.2
Apps that use the APN service without obtaining a Push Application ID from Apple will
be rejected

•

5.3
Apps that send Push Notifications without first obtaining user consent will be rejected

•

5A
Apps that send sensitive personal or confidential information using Push Notifications
will be rejected

5.5
Apps that use Push Notifications to send unsolicited messages, or for the purpose of
phishing or spamming will be rejected

5.6
Apps cannot use Push Notifications to send advertising, promotions, or direct marketing
of any kind

5.7
Apps cannot charge users for use of Push Notifications

5.8
Apps that excessively use the network capacity or bandwidth of the APN service or
unduly burden a device with Push Notifications will be rejected

•

5.9
Apps that transmit viruses, files, computer code, or programs that may harm or disrupt
the normal operation of the APN service will be rejected

6. Game Center
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6.1
Apps that display any Player ID to end users or any third party will be rejected

•

6.2
Apps that use Player IDs for any use other than as approved by the Game Center terms
will be rejected

•

6.3
Developers that attempt to reverse lookup, trace, relate, associate, mine, harvest, or
otherwise ex.ploit Player IDs, alias, or other information obtained through the Game
Center will be removed from the iDS Developer Program

•

6.4
Game Center information, such as Leaderboard scores, may only be used in apps
approved for use with the Game Center
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Apps that use Game Center service to send unsolicited messages, or for the purpose of
phishing or spamming will be rejected

6.6
Apps that ex.cessively use the network capacity or bandwidth of the Game Center will be
rejected

6.7
Apps that transmit viruses, files, computer code, or programs that may harm or disrupt
the normal operation of the Game Center service will be rejected

7. iAds
7.1
Apps that artificially increase the number of impressions or click-throughs of ads will be
rejected

7.2
Apps that contain empty iAd banners will be rejected

73
Apps that are designed predominantly for the display of ads will be rejected

8. Trademarks and trade dress
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8.1
Apps must comply with all terms and conditions explained in the Guidelines for using
Apple Trademark and Copyrights and the Apple Trademark List

8.2
Apps that suggest or infer that Apple is a source or supplier of the app, or that Apple
endorses any particular representation regarding quality or functionality will be rejected

•

8.3
Apps which appear confusingly similar to an existing Apple product or advertising theme
will be rejected

8A
Apps that misspell Apple product names in their app name (Le., GPS for iphone, iTunz)
will be rejected

8.5
Use of protected 3rd party material (trademarks, copyrights, trade secrets, otherwise
proprietary content) requires a documented rights check which must be provided upon
request

•

8.6
Google Maps and Google Earth images obtained via the Google Maps API can be used
within an application if all brand features of the original content remain unaltered and
fully visible. Apps that cover up or modify the Google logo or copyright holders
identification will be reje(.1ed

9. Media content
•

9.1
Apps that do not use the MediaPlayer framework: to access media in the Music Library
will be rejected

9.2
App user interfaces that mimic any iPod interface will be rejected

•

9.3
Audio streaming content over a cellular network may not use more than 5MB over 5
minutes
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9.4
Video streaming content over a cellular network longer than 10 minutes must use IrITP
Live Streaming and include a baseline 64 kbps audio-only IrITP Live stream

10. User interface
10.1
Apps must comply with all terms and conditions explained in the Apple iOS Human
Interface Guidelines

•

10.2
Apps that look similar to apps bundled on the iPhone, including the App Store, iTunes
Store, and iBookstore, will be rejected

•
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Apps that do not use system provided items, such as buttons and icons, correctly and as
described in the Apple iOS Human Interface Guidelines may be rejected

•

10.4
Apps that create alternate desktop/horne screen environments or simulate multi-app
widget experiences will be rejected

•

10.5
Apps that alter the functions of standard switches, such as the Volume Up/Down and
Ring/Silent switches, will be rejected

•

10.6
Apple and our customers place a high value on simple, refined, creative, well thought
through interfaces. They take more work but are worth it. Apple sets a high bar. If your
user interface is complex or less than very good it may be rejected

11. Purchasing and currencies
•

11.1
Apps that unlock or enable additional features or functionality with mechanisms other
than the App Store, except as approved in section 11.13, will be rejected

11.2
Apps utilizing a system other than the In App Purchase API (lAP) to purchase content,
functionality, or services in an app will be rejected
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11.3
Apps using lAP to purchase physical goods or goods and services used outside of the
application will be rejected

11.4
Apps that use fAP to purchase credits or other currencies must consume those credits
within the application

•

11.5
Apps that use lAP to purchase credits or other currencies that expire will be rejected

11.6
Content subscriptions using lAP must last a minimum of 7 days and be availa ble to the
user from all of their iOS devices

•

11.7
Apps that use fAP to purchase items must assign the correct Purchasability type

•

11.8
Apps that use lAP to purchase access to built-in capabilities provided by iOS, such as the
camera or the gyroscope, will be rejected

•

11.9
Apps containing
rejected

•

nrentaJ~

content or services that expire after a limited time will be

11.10
Insurance applications must be free, in legal-compliance in the regions distributed, and
cannot use lAP

•

11.11
In general, the more expensive your app, the more thoroughly we will review it

•

11.12
Apps offering subscriptions must do so using lAP, Apple will share the same 70/30
revenue split with developers for these purchases, as set forth in the Developer Program
License Agreement.

•

11.13
Apps can read or play approved content (magazines, newspapers, books, audio, music,
video) that is sold outside of the app, for which Apple will not receive any portion of the
revenues, provided that the same content is also offered in the app using lAP at the same
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price or less than it is offered outside the app. This applies to both purchased content and
sUbscriptions.

11.14
Apps that link to external mechanisms for purchasing content to be used in the app, such
as a "buy" button that goes to a web site to purchase a digital book, will be rejected

12. Scraping and aggregation
•

12.1
Applications that scrape any information from Apple sites (for example from apple.com,
iTunes Store,App Store, iTunes Connect, Apple Developer Programs, etc) or create
rankings using content from Apple sites and services will be rejected

12.2
Applications may use approved Apple RSS feeds such as the iTunes Store RSS feed
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Apps that are simply web clippings, content aggregators, or a collection of links, may be
rejected

13. Damage to device
13.1
Apps that encourage users to use an Apple Device in a way that may cause damage to the
device w iU be rejected

13.2
Apps that rapidly drain the device's battery or generate excessive heat will be rejected

14. Personal attacks
•

14.1
Any app that is defamatory, offensive, mean-spirited, or likely to place the targeted
individual or group in hanns way will be rejected

14.2
Professional political satirists and humorists are exempt from the ban on offensive or
mean-spirited commentary

15. Violence
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15.1
Apps portraying realistic images of people or animals being killed or maimed, shot,
stabbed, tortured or injured will be rejected

•

15.2
Apps that depict violence or abuse of children will be rejected

15.3
"Enemies" within the context of a game cannot solely target a specific race, culture, a real
government or corporation, or any other real entity

•

15.4
Apps involving realistic depictions of weapons in such a way as to encourage illegal or
reckless use of such weapons will be rejected

15.5
Apps that include games of Russian roulette will be rejected

16. Objectionable content
16.1
Apps that present excessively objectionable or crude content will be rejected

16.2
Apps that are primariJy designed to upset or disgust users will be rejected

17. Privacy
17.1
Apps cannot transmit data about a user without obtaining the user's prior pennission and
providing the user with access to information about how and where the data will be used

17.2
Apps that require users to share personal information, such as email address and date of
birth, in order to function will be rejected

17.3
Apps that target minors for data collection will be rejected

1S.Pornography
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18.1
Apps containing pornographic material, defined by Webster's Dictionary as "explicit
descriptions or displays of sexual organs or activities intended to stimulate erotic rather
than aesthetic or emotional feelings" , will be rejected

18.2
Apps that contain user generated content that is frequently pornographic (ex "Chat
Roulette" apps) will be rejected

19. Religion, culture, and ethnicity
•

19.1
Apps containing references or commentary about a religious, cultural or ethnic group that
are defamatory, offensive, mean-spirited or likely to expose the targeted group to harm or
violence will be "rejected

19.2
Apps may contain or quote religious text provided the quotes or translations are accurate
and not misleading. Commentary should be educational or informative rather than
inflammatory

20. Contests, sweepstakes, lotteries, and raffles
20.1
Sweepstakes and contests must be sponsored by the developer/company of the app

20.2
Official rnles for sweepstakes and contests, must be presented in the app and make it
clear that Apple is not a sponsor or involved in the activity in any manner

20.3
It must be permissible by law for the developer to run a lottery app, and a lottery app
must have all of the following characteristics: consideration, chance, and a prize

20.4
Apps that allow a user to directly purchase a lottery or raffle ticket in the app will be
rejected

21. Charities and contributions
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21.1
Apps that include the ability to make donations to recognized charitable organizations
must be free

•

21.2
The collection of donations must be done via a web site in Safari or an SMS

22. Legal requirements
•

22.1
Apps must comply with all legal requirements in any location where they are made
available to users. It is the developer's obligation to understand and conform to all local
laws

22.2
Apps that contain false, fraudulent or misleading representations will be rejected

22.3
Apps that solicit, promote, or encourage criminal or clearly reckless behavior will be
rejected

•

22.4
Apps that enable illegal file sharing will be rejected

•

22.5
Apps that are designed for use as illegal. gambling aids, including card counters, will be
rejected

22.6
Apps that enable anonymous or prank phone calls or SMSIMMS messaging will be
rejected

•

22 . 7
Developers who create apps that surreptitiously attempt to discover user passwords or
other private user data will be removed from the iOS Developer Program

Living document
This document represents our best efforts to share how we review apps submitted to the App
Store, and we hope it is a helpful guide as you develop and submit your apps. It is a living
document that will evolve as we are presented with new apps and situations, and we'll update it
periodically to reflect these changes.
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Thank you for developing for iOS. Even though this document is a formidable list of what not to
do, please also keep in mind the much shorter list of what you must do. Above all else,join us in
trying to surprise and delight users. Show them their world in innovative ways, and let them
interact with it like never before. In our experience, users really respond to polish, both in
functionality and user interface. Go the extra mile. Give them more than they expect. And take
them places where they have never been before. We are ready to help.
© Apple, 2011
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Apple's July 12,2010 Letter to the
Honorable Edward 1. Markey and the Honorable Joe Barton

July 12,2010

VIA HAND DELIVERY
The Honorable Edward J. Markey
The Honorable Joe Barton
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Re:

Apple Inc. 's Response to Request for Information Regarding Its
Pril'aep Policv and Location-Based Services

Dear Representatives Markey and Barton:
I write in response to your June 24, 20) 0 letter to Steve Jobs requesting information and
documents about Apple's privacy policy and location-based services. 1 appreciate the
opportunity to provide additional information about these matters, and I welcome further
discussions with you.
To provide context to our responses to the questions presented in your letter, I first would
like to provide some background information about Apple's privacy policy, location-based
services, the iAd network, and the App Store.

I.

APPLE'S PRIVACY POLICY

A.

Overview

Apple is strongly committed to protecting the privacy of its customers. Apple has a
single Customer Privacy Policy (the "Policy") that applies across all Apple businesses and
products, including the iTunes Store and App Store. The Policy, written in easy-to-read
language, details what information Apple collects and how Apple and its partners and licensees
may use the information. The Policy is available from a link on every page of Apple's website. 2

As noted in your letter, the Policy was updated on June 21, 2010, to add, among other
changes discussed below, the following provision regarding location-based information:
As used in the policy and in this letter, "Apple," refers to Apple Inc. and affiliated companies.
links take customers to http://www.apple.comllegallprivacy. which may also be accessed
by customers directly.
I

2 The
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To provide location-based services on Apple products, Apple and
our partners and licensees may collcct, use, and share precise
location data, including the real-time geographic location of your
Apple computer or device. This location data is collected
anonymously in a form that does not personally identify you and is
used by Apple and our partners and licensees to provide and
improve location-based products and services. For example, we
may share geographic location with application providers when
you opt in to their location sen'ices.
Some location-based services offered by Apple, such as the
MobileMe "Find My iPhone" feature, require your personal
information for the feature to work.
This provision incorporated similar language regarding location-based
infonnation that appears in Apple End User Software License Agreements
("SLAs") for products that provide location-based services. For example, the
current iPhone 3GS SLA, last updated in May 2009, states:
Apple and its partners and licensees may provide certain services
through your iPhone that rely upon location information. To
provide these services, where available, Apple and its partners and
licensees may transmit, collect, maintain, process and use your
location data, including the real-time geographic location of your
iPhone, and location search queries. The location data collected by
Apple is collected in a form that does not personally identify you
and may be used by Apple and its partners and licensees to provide
location-based products and services. By using any 10catioDbased services on your iPbone, you agree and consent to
Apple's and its partners' and licensees' transmissioD,
collection, maintenance, processing and use of your location
data to provide such products and services. You may withdraw
this consent at any time by not using the location-based features or
by turning off the Location Services setting on your iPhone. Not
using these location features will not impact the non location-based
functionality of your iPhone. When using third party applications
or services on the iPhone that use or provide location data, you are
subject to and should review such third party's terms and privacy
policy on use of location data by such third party applications or
services.
(Emphasis in original.) Similar provisions regarding location-based information
appear in the iPhone 4, iPad, iPod Touch, Mac OS X, and Safari 5 SLAs.
The Policy identifies dedicated email addresses for privacy-related inquiries and
comments. Apple monitors these email addresses and responds to appropriate inquiries in a
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timely manner. Customers may also address privacy concerns to TRUSTe, Apple's third-party
privacy monitor. A link to TRUSTe is displayed within the Policy.

B.

June 2010 Policy Update

In the past three years, Apple revised its Policy three times: June 29, 2007, early February
2008, and June 21,2010.
The June 29, 2007 update advised customers about tile necessary exchange of
information between Apple and the relevant cellular carrier when an iPhone is activated. Apple
also added a provision stating that it does "not knowingly collect personal information from
children." The provision explained that if such information was collected inadvertently, Apple
would attempt to delete it "as soon as possible."
The February 2008 Policy update revised language regarding Apple's use of "pixel tags."
Pixel Jags are tiny graphic images used to determine what parts of Apple's website customers
visited or to measure the effectiveness of searches performed on Apple's website. The revised
language stated that: "[Apple] may use this information to reduce or eliminate messages sent to a
customer."
On June 21, 20 I 0, Apple updated the Policy to incorporate the language regarding
location-based services from Apple SLAs, as discussed above. Apple also added provisions
regarding new Apple services, such as Apple's MobileMe "Find My iPhone" feature and the iAd
network. Apple made the following, additional material changes to the Policy:
Revised provisions regarding (i) what information Apple collects from customers
and how Apple and its partners and licensees may use the information, (ii) the use
of "Cookies and Other Technologies," (iii) the safeguards in place to prevent the
collection of personal information from children, and (iv) the collection and use
of information from international customers; and
Added provisions (i) advising customers to review the privacy practices of thirdparty application providers and (ii) cautioning customers about posting personal
information on an Apple forum, chat room, or social networking service.
As noted above, customers may access the updated Policy from every page on Apple's
website. The updated Policy also was placed where Apple believed the largest number of
customers would see it: the iTunes Store. FolIOlo\;ng the update, every customer logging onto the
iTunes Store is prompted to review the iTunes Store Terms and Conditions. For customers with
existing iTunes accounts, the webpage states:
iTunes Store Terms and Conditions have changed. Apple's Privacy
Policy
The changes we have made to the terms and conditions include the
following:
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• Apple's Privacy Policy has changed in material ways. Please visit
\\<W\v.apple.com/legal/privacy or view below.
Customers are asked to dick an unchecked agreement box stating: "I have read and agree to the
iTunes Terms and Conditions and Apple's Privacy Policy" Customers who do not agree to the
Terms and Conditions and the Policy will not be able to use the iTunes Store (e.g., will not be
able to make purchases on the iTunes Store or the App Store), but they may continue to use
iTunes software.
Customers attempting to open a new iTunes account are directed to a webpage titled:
"iTunes Store Terms & Conditions and Apple's Privacy Policy." They are asked to click the
same unchecked agreement box stating: "I have read and agree to the iTunes Terms and
Conditions and Apple's Privacy Policy." Customers who do not accept the Terms and
Conditions and the Policy will not be able to open an iTunes account but may still activate and
use their devices.

II.

LOCATION-BASED SERVICES

A.

Overview

In response to increasing customer demand, Apple began to provide location-based
services in January 2008. These services enable applications that allow customers to perform a
wide variety of useful tasks such as getting directions to a particular address from their current
location, locating their friends or letting their friends know where they are, or identifYing nearby
restaurants or stores.
Apple offers location-based services on the iPhone 3G, jPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, iPad WiFi + 3G, and, to a more limited extent, older models of the iPhone, the iPad Wi-Fi, iPod touch,
Mac computers running Snow Leopard,) and Windows or Mac computers running Safari 5. 4
Although Apple's customers value these services and may use them on a daily basis,
Apple recognizes that some customers may not be interested in such services at all times. As
discussed below, Apple provides its customers with tools to control if and when location-based
information is collected from them.

B.

Privacy Features

Apple has always provided its customers with the ability to control the location-based
service capabilities of their devices. In fact, Apple now provides customers even greater control

) All of Apple's Mac computers, e.g., MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook Air, iMac, Mac mini,
and Mac Pro, run on its proprietary Mac OS operating system. Apple released the current
version, Mac OS X version 10.6, known as "Snow Leopard," on August 28, 2009.
4 Safari is Apple's proprietary Internet browser. Apple released the current version of Safari
version 5, on June 7, 2010.
4
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over such capabilities for devices running the current version of Apple'5 mobile operating
system-iOS 4. 5
First, customers have always had the ability to turn "Off' all location-based service
capabilities with a single "On/Off' toggle switch. For mobile devices, the toggle switch is in the
"General" menu under "Settings." For Mac computers running Snow Leopard, the toggle switch
is in the "Security" menu under "System Preferences." And for Safari 5, the toggle switch is in
the "Security" menu in Safari "Preferences." If customers toggle the switch to "Off," they may
not use location-based services, and no location-based information will be collected.
Second, Apple has always required express customer consent when any application or
website requests location-based information for the first time. When an application or website
requests the information, a dialogue box appears stating: "[ApplicationfWebsite] would like to
use your current location." The customer is asked: "Don't Allow" or "OK." If the customer
clicks on "Don't Allow," no location-based information will be collected or transmitted. This
dialogue box is mandatory-neither Apple nor third-parties are permitted to override the
notification.
Third, iOS 4 permits customers to identifY individual applications that may not access
location-based information, even though the global location-based service capabilities setting
may be toggled to ~On" The "General" menu under "Settings" provides an "On/Off' toggle
switch for each application. When the switch for a particular application is toggled to "Off," no
location-based information will be collected or transmitted for that application. And even if the
switch for an application is toggled to ~On," the "Don't Allow/OK" dialogue box will request
confirmation from the customer the first time that application requests location-based
information. Customers can change their individual application settings at any time.
Finally, an arrow icon (..-:r) alerts iOS 4 users that an application is using or has recently
used location-based information. This icon will appear real-time for currently mnning
applications and next to the "On/Off' toggle switch for any application that has used locationbased information in the past twenty-four hours.

c.

Location-Based Information

To provide the high quality products and services that its customers demand, Apple must
have access to comprehensive location-based information. For devices running the iPhone OS
versions 1.1.3 to 3.1, Apple relied on (and still relies on) databases maintained by Google and
Skyhook Wireless ("Skyhook") to provide location-based services. Beginning with the iPhone
OS version 3.2 released in April 2010, Apple relies on its own databases to provide locationAll of Apple's mobile devices run on its proprietary mobile operating system. Apple released
the current version, iOS 4, on June 21,20] O. Currently, iOS 4 may be run on the iPhone 3G,
iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, and iPod touch. The iPad Wi-Fi + 3G, iPad Wi-Fi, and older models of
the iPhone run on prior versions of Apple's mobile operating system, referred to as iPhone OS.
Apple has released iPhone OS versions 1.0 through 3.2.

5
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based services and for diagnostic purposes. These databases must be updated continuously to
account for, among other things, the ever-changing physical landscape, more innovative uses of
mobile technology, and the increasing number of Apple's customers. Apple always has taken
great care to protect the privacy of its customers.

1.

Cell Tower and Wi-Fi Information
a.

Collections and Transmissions from Apple Mobile
Devices

To provide location-based services, Apple must be able to determine quickly and
precisely where a device is located. To do this, Apple maintains a secure database containing
information regarding known locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi access points. The information
is stored in a database accessible only by Apple and does not reveal personal information about
any customer.
Information about nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points is collected and sent to
Apple with the GPS coordinates of the device, if available: (I) when a customer requests current
location information and (2) automatically, in some cases, to update and maintain databases with
known location information. In both cases, the device conects the following anonymous
information:
Cell Tower Information: Apple collects information about nearby cell towers,
such as the location of the tower(s), Cell lOs, and data about the strength of the
signal transmitted from the towers. A Cell [D refers to the unique number
assigned by a cellular provider to a cell, a defmed geographic area covered by a
cell tower in a mobile network. Cell IDs do not provide any personal information
about mobile phone users located in the cell. Location, CelllO, and signal
strength information is available to anyone with certain commercially available
software.
Wi-Fi Access Point Information: Apple collects information about nearby Wi-Fi
access points, such as the location of the access point(s), Media Access Control
(MAC) addresses, and data about the strength and speed of the signal transmitted
by the access point(s). A MAC address (a term that does not refer to Apple
products) is a unique number assigned by a manufacturer to a network adapter or
network interface card ("NIC"). The address provides the means by which a
computer or mobile device is able to connect to the Internet. MAC addresses do
not provide any personal information about the owner of the network adapter or
NIC. Anyone with a wireless network adapter or NIC can identify the MAC
address ofa Wi-Fi access point. Apple does not collect the user-assigned name of
the Wi-Fi access point (known as the "SSID," or service set identifier) or data
being transmitted over the Wi-Fi network (known as "payload data").
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First, when a customer requests current location information, the device encrypts and
transmits Cell Tower and Wi-Fi Access Point Information and the device's GPS coordinates (if
available) over a secure Wi-Fi Internet connection to Apple. 6 For requests transmitted from
devices running the iPhone OS version 3.2 or iOS 4, Apple will retrieve known locations for
nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points from its proprietary database and transmit the
information back to the device. For requests transmitted from devices running prior versions of
the iPhone OS, Apple transmits-anonymously-the Cell Tower Information to Google 7 and
Wi-Fi Access Point Information to Skyhook. These providers return to Apple known locations
of nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points, which Apple transmits back to the device. The
device uses the infonnation, along with GPS coordinates (if available), to determine its actual
location. Information about the device's actual location is not transmitted to Apple, Skyhook, or
Google. Nor is it transmitted to any third-party application provider, unless the customer
expressly consents.
Second, to help Apple update and maintain its database with known location information,
Apple may also collect and transmit Cell Tower and Wi-Fi Access Point Information
automatically. With one exception,8 Apple automatically collects this information only (\) if the
device's location-based service capabilities are toggled to "On" and (2) the customer uses an
application requiring location-based information. Ifboth conditions are met, the device
intermittently and anonymously collects Cell Tower and Wi-Fi Access Point Information from
the cell towers and Wi-Fi access points that it can "see," along with the device's GPS
coordinates, if available. This information is batched and then encrypted and transmitted to
Apple over a Wi-Fi Internet connection every twelve hours (or later if the device does not have
Wi-Fi Internet access at that time).
b.

Collections and Transmissions from Computers
Running Snow Leopard and/or Safari 5

Apple collects Wi-Fi Access Point Information when a Mac computer running Snow
Leopard makes a location-based request-for example, if a customer asks for the current time
Requests sent from devices running older versions of the iPhone OS also include a random
identification number that is generated by the device every ninety days. This number cannot be
used to identifY any particular user or device.
7 For GPS-enabled devices running prior versions of the iPhone OS, Apple also sends the
device's GPS coordinates, if available, anonymously to Google so that Google can update its
database of known locations.
8 For GPS-enabled devices with location-based service capabilities toggled to "On," Apple
automatically collects Wi-Fi Access Point Information and GPS coordinates when a device is
searching for a cellular network, such as when the device is first turned on or trying to reestablish a dropped connection. The device searches for nearby Wi-Fi access points for
approximately thirty seconds. The device collects anonymous Wi-Fi Access Point Information
for those that it can "see." This information and the GPS coordinates are stored (or "batched")
on the device and added to the infonnation sent to Apple. None of the information transmitted to
Apple is associated with a particular user or device.
6
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zone to be set automatically. The information is collected anonymously and is stored in a
database accessible only by Apple. Snow Leopard users can prevent the collection of this
information by toggling the "Location Services" setting to "Off' in the "Security" menu under
"System Preferences."
Apple also provides location-based services in Safari 5. When a customer is using Safari
5 and runs an Internet application that requests location-based information (e.g., Google Maps), a
dialog box will appears stating: "[Website name) would like to use your computer location." If
the customer selects "Don't Allow," no location-based information is transmitted by the
computer. If the customer selects "OK," Wi-Fi Access Point Information is transmitted to Apple
with the request, so that Apple can return information about the computer's Jocation. AppJe does
not store any Wi-Fi Access Point Information sent with requests from Safari 5.

2.

Diagnostic Information

To evaluate and improve the performance of its mobile hardware and operating system,
Apple collects diagnostic information from randomly-selected iPhones and analyzes the
collected infonnation. For example, when an iPhone cllstomer makes a call, Apple may
detennine the device's approximate location at the beginning and end of the call to analyze
whether a problem like dropped calls is occurring on the same device repeatedly or by multiple
devices in the same area. Apple determines the approximate location by collecting infonnation
about.nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points and comparing that with known cell tower and
Wi-Fi access point locations in Apple's database. Apple may also collect signal strength
infonnation to identify locations with reception issues.
Before any diagnostic infonnation is collected, the customer must provide express
consent to Apple. If the customer consents, the infonnation is sent to Apple over a secure
connection. The information is sent anonymously and cannot be associated with a particular user
or device. The diagnostic information is stored in a database accessible only by Apple. If the
customer does not consent, Apple will not collect any diagnostic infonnation.
3.

GPS Information

The iPhone 3G, iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4, and iPad Wi-Fi + 3G are equipped with GPS
chips. A GPS chip attempts to determine a device's location by analyzing how long it takes for
satellite signals to reach the device. Through this analysis, the GPS chip can identify the
device's latitude/longitude coordinates, altitude, speed and direction of travel. and the current
date and time where the device is located ("GPS Information").
Apple collects GPS Information from mobile devices running the iPhone OS 3.2 or iOS
4. GPS Information may be used, for example. to analyze traffic patterns and density in various
areas. With one exception,9 Apple collects GPS Information only if (l) the location-based
9 GPS Information is also collected during the short period of time (approximately thirty
seconds) when a GPS-enabled device with location-based service capabilities toggled to "On" is
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service capabilities of the device are toggled to "On" and (2) the customer uses an application
requiring GPS capabilities. The collected GPS Information is batched on the device, encrypted,
and transmitted to Apple over a secure Wi-Fi Internet connection (if available) every twelve
hours with a random identification number that is generated by the device every twenty-four
hours. The GPS Information cannot be associated with a particular customer or device.
The collected GPS Information is stored in a database accessible only by Apple.

D.

iAd Network

On July 1,20 J0, Apple launched the iAd mobile advertising network for iPhone and iPod
touch devices running iOS 4. The iAd network offers a dynamic way to incorporate and access
advertising within applications. Customers can receive advertising that relates to their interests
("interest-based advertising") and/or their location ("location-based advertising"). For example,
a customer who purchased an action movie on iTunes may receive advertising regarding a new
action movie being released in the theaters or on DVD. A customer searching for nearby
restaurants may receive advertising for stores in the area.
As specified in the updated Policy and the iPhone 4 and iPod touch SLAs, customers may
opt out of interest-based advertising by visiting the following site from their mobile device:
h!]ps://oo.apple.com. Customers also may opt out oflocation-based advertising by toggling the
device's location-based service capabilities to "Off.,,10
For customers who do not toggle location-based service capabilities to "Off," Apple
collects information about the device's location (latitude/longitude coordinates) when an ad
request is made. This information is transmitted securely to the Apple iAd server via a cellular
network connection or Wi-Fi Internet connection. The latitudellongitude coordinates are
converted immediately by the server to a five-digit zip code. Apple does not record or store the
latitudellongitude coordinates-Apple stores only the zip code. Apple then uses the zip code to
select a relevant ad for the customer.
Apple does not share any interest-based or location-based information about individual
customers, including the zip code calculated by the iAd server, with advertisers. Apple retains a
record of each ad sent to a particular device in a separate iAd database, accessible only by Apple,
to ensure that customers do not receive overly repetitive and/or duplicative ads and for
administrative purposes.

searching for a cellular network. This information is sent anonymously to Apple to assist the
device with locating an available channel. Apple does not retain this GPS Information in its
database.
10 A customer who opts out of interest-based and location-based advertising may still receive
ads. The ads, however, will likely be less relevant to the customer because they will not be
based on either interests or location. The customer also may receive interest-based or locationbased ads from networks other than the iAd network.
9
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In some cases, an advertiser may want to provide more specific information based on a
device's actual location. For example, a retailer may want its ad to include the approximate
distance to nearby stores. A dialogue box will appear stating: "iAd would like to use your
current location." The customer is presented with two options: "Don't Allow" or "OK." If a
customer clicks "Don't Allow," no additional location information is transmitted. If the
customer clicks "OK," Apple uses the latitude/longitude coordinates to provide the ad
application with more specific location information-the information is not provided to the
advertiser.

III.

THIRD-PARTY ApPLICATIONS

A.

Overview

In July 2008, Apple launched the App Store where customers may shop for and acquire
applications offered by third-party developers for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. Currently
the App Store includes more than 200,000 third-party applications covering a wide variety of
areas including news, games, music, travel, health, fitness, education, business, sports,
navigation, and social networking. Each application includes a description prepared by the
developer regarding, among other things, what the application does, when it was posted, and, if
applicable, what information the application may collect from the customer.
Any customer with an iTunes account may purchase and download applications from the
App Store. Developers do not receive any personal information about customers from Apple
when applications are purchased. Only Apple has access to that information.

B.

Third-Party Developers

Third-party application developers must register as an "Apple Developer" by paying a fee
and signing the iPhone Developer Agreement (the "IDA") and the Program License Agreement
(the "PLAn). Registered Apple Developers gain access to the software development kit ("SDK")
and other technical resources necessary to develop applications for mobile devices.
The current PLA contains several provisions governing the collection and use of locationbased information, including the following:
Developers may collect, use, or disclose to a third party location-based information
only with the customer's prior consent and to provide a service or function that is
directly relevant to the use of the application (PLA § 3.3.9);
Developers must provide information to their customers regarding the use and
disclosure oflocation-based information (e.g, a description on the App Store or
adding a link to the applicable privacy policy) (PLA § 3.3.10);
Developers must take appropriate steps to protect customers' location-based
information from unauthorized use or access (id.);
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Developers must comply with applicable privacy and data collection laws and
regulations regarding the use or transmission of location-based infonnation (PLA §
3.J.l1 );
Applications must notifY and obtain consent from each customer before location data
is collected, transmitted, or otherwise used by developers (PLA § 3.3.12); and
Applications must not disable, override, or otherwise interfere with Appleimplemented alerts, including those intended to notifY the customer that locationbased information is being collected, transmitted, maintained, processed, or use'd, or
intended to obtain consent for such use (PLA § 3.3.14).
Developers that do not agree to these provisions may not offer applications on the App Store.
Apple has the right to terminate the PLA if a developer fails to comply with any of these
provisions. (PLA § 12.2.)
Apple reviews all applications before adding them to the App Store to ensure, for
example, that they run properly and do not contain malicious code. Apple, however, does not
monitor applications after they are listed in the App Store, unless issues or problems arise.

IV.

RESPONSES

The following responses represent the current state of our knowledge based on our
investigation to date. Our investigation is ongoing, however, and we may continue to discover
information responsive to your letter. J will update our responses, as needed, if we locate other
responsive materials or information.

1. Which specific Apple products are being used by Apple to collect geographic
location data?
The iPhone 3G, iPhone JGS, iPhone 4, iPad Wi-Fi + 3G, and, to a more limited extent,
older models of the iPhone, the iPad Wi-Fi, iPod touch, Mac computers running Snow Leopard,
and Windows or Mac computers running Safari 5.
2. When did Apple begin collecting this location data, and how orten is data
collected from a given consumer?
Apple first began offering location-based service in January of2008 and began collecting
Wi-Fi Access Point Information at that time.
As described above, collection oflocation data varies grea tly based on the services
requested by each customer. Location data will not be collected at all from those users who have
location services turned off.
3. Does Apple collect this location data from all consumers using Apple
products? If the answer is no, please explain which consumers Apple is
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collecting information from and the reasons that these consumers were chosen
for monitoring?
Apple collects anonymous Wi-Fi Access Point, Cell Tower and GPS Information from
devices that have location services turned on, have explicitly authorized apps to use their
location, and are actively running one of the apps. Anonymous Wi-Fi Access Point Information
and GPS coordinates may also be collected when an iPhone is using GPS to search for a cellular
network. Diagnostic location data is only collected from users who have expressly agreed to
send this information to Apple. Device location data (by zip code only) is collected from users
who participate in the iAd network.
4. How many consumers are subject to this collection of location data?
Please see our answer to question #3 above.
5. What internal procedures are in place to ensure that any location data is
stored "anonymously in a form that does not personally identify" individual
consumers?
When a customer's device sends Wi-Fi, cell tower, GPS or diagnostic location data to
Apple it does not include any information identifying the particular device or user.
In the case of the iAd network, latitude and longitude coordinates are collected and
immediately converted to a five-digit zip code. Latitude and longitude coordinates are not kept
Or otherwise associated with an individual. Apple's iAd server does associate the five-digit zip
code with a device identifier for the purpose of serving a location-relevant ad. Apple does not
share any location data about individual customers, including the zip code calculated by the iAd
server, with advertisers. Apple retains a record of each ad sent to a particular device in a
separate iAd database, accessible only by Apple, to ensure that customers do not receive
duplicative ads and for administrative purposes. Apple intends to retain the zip code information
it has collected for six months to administer and improve the iAd network. After six months, the
information may be aggregated for administrative purposes.
6. Please explain in detail why Apple decided to begin collecting location data at
this time, and how it intends to use the data.
Please see our answer to question #2 above regarding when we began collecting relevant
information. Apple collects location data for only one purpose-to enhance and improve the
services we can offer to our customers.
7. Is Apple sharing consumer location information collected through iPhones and
iPads with AT&T or other telecommunications carriers?
No.
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8. Who are the unspecified "partners and licensees" with which Apple shares
this location data, and what are the terms and conditions of such
information sharing? How does this comply with the requirements of Section
222 of the Communications Act, which mandates that no consumer location
information be shared without the explicit prior consent of the consumer?
The "licensees" referred to above are our software application developers. Apple shares,
location data with an application developer only after a user has given express consent to the
sharing.
"Partners" refers to two external partners who maintain databases of known locations for
cell towers and Wi-Fi access points. Earlier versions of the iPhone software rely on these
databases for Wi-Fi access point and cell tower locations, For devices nmning that earlier
software, Apple shares anonymous, non-device identitying location information with these
external partners to obtain better location results for our users,
9. Does Apple believe that legal boilerplate in a general information policy, which
the consumer must agree to in order to download applications or updates,
is consistent with the intent of Section 222, and sufficient to inform the consumer
that the consumer's location may be disclosed to other parties? Has Apple or its
legal counsel conducted an analysis of this issue? If yes, please provide a
copy. Unot, why not?
While Apple is not a telecommunications carrier or service provider subject to Section
222, we believe the privacy protections described in detail in this letter are consistent with the
intent of Section 222.
Apple is committed to giving our customers clear notice and control over their
information, and we believe our products do this in a simple and elegant way. We share your
concerns about the collection and misuse oflocation data, and appreciate this opportunity to
explain our policies and procedures.
Sincerely,

Bruce Sewell
General Counsel and Senior Vice President of
Legal and Government Affairs
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May 6, 201 I
VIA EMAIL AND HAND DELIVERY

The Ilonorable Al Franken
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Chairman Franken:
Apple provides this letter in response to your letter of April 20, 20 II.
On April 27, 2011, Apple issued the attached public response to questions about how
Apple gathers and uses location information. That response provides much of the information
requested in your letter. The following summary provides additional details regarding Apple's
collection, storage, and use of location information on Apple mobile devices. After this
summary, specific answers are given to each question in your letter.
At the outset, the initial point made in Apple's April 27 public response should be
emphasized: Apple does not track users' locations - Apple has never done so and has no plans
to ever do so. Instead, to provide the best services to meet customers' demands, Apple collects
the following, limited kinds of location-related information from a device.
I.

SUMMARY OF ApPLE'S COLLECTION, STORAGE, AND USE OF LOCATION INFORMATION
ON ApPLE MOBILE DEVICES

A.

Crowd-Sourced Database ofWi-f'i Hotspot and Cell Tower Location
Information

Consumers arc increasingly demanding accurate location information from their
handheld devices. Consumcrs want directions from their current location to a desircd
destination; consumers want their devices to find the nearest coffee shop or gas station. To get
this type of infom1ation, consumers want and cxpeet their mobile deviccs to he able to quickly
and reliably detcrmine their current locations. If the deviec contains a GPS chip, the device can
dctermine its current location using GPS satellite data. But this process can take up to several
minutes. Obviously, if the device does not have a GPS chip, the GPS location data is not
available at all.
To cnable Apple mobile devices to respond quickly (or at all, in thc case ofnon-GPS
equipped devices or when GpS is not available, such as indoors or in basements) to a customer's
request for current location information, Apple maintains a secure database containing
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information regarding known locations of cell towers and Wi-Fi access points - also referred to
as Wi-Fi hotspots. (For additional details, please see Apple's July 12,2010 Letter to The
Honorable Edward J. Markey and The Honorable Joe Barton (Apple's "July 12,2010 Letter") at
6.)1 As described in greater detail below with regard to mobile devices - and as discussed in
detail with regard to both mobile devices and Mac computers in the July 12,2010 Letter Apple
collects anonymous location information about Wi-Fi hotspots and celt towers from millions of
Apple devices. From this anonymous information, Apple has been able, over time, to calculate
the known locations of millions ofWi-Fi hot spots and cell towers. Because the basis for this
location information is the "crowd" of Apple devices, Apple refers to this as its "crowd-sourced"
database. The crowd-sourced database does not reveal personal information about any customer.
An Apple mobile device running Apple's mobile device operating system, iOS, can use
the crowd-sourced database to (I) provide the customer with an approximate location while
waiting for the more precise GPS location, (2) find GPS satellites much more quickly,
significantly reducing the wait time for the GPS location, and (3) triangulate the device location
when GPS is not available (such as indoors or in basements). The device performs all of these
calculations in response to a request for location information from an application on the
customer's device that has been explicitly approved by the user to obtain the current location,
and the device requests from Apple the crowd-sourced database information needed for these
calculations.
To further improve the speed with which the device can calculate location, Apple
downloads a subset of the crowd-sourced database content to a local cache on the device. This
content describes the known locations ofWi-Fi hotspots2 and cell towers that the device can
"see" and/or that are nearby, as well as nearby celt location area codes,J some of which may be
more than one hundred miles away. The presence of the local cache on the device enables the
device to calculate an initial approximate location before Apple's servers can respond to a
request for information from the crowd-sourced database.
As discussed in more detail below, Apple issued a frce software update that changed the
way in which iOS maintained its local cache. The software update reduced the size of the
crowd-source Wi-Fi hotspot and celt tower database cached on the devices, ceased backing up
this cache, and deleted the cache entirely when Location Services is off.
For devices that have installed this update, iOS stores this local cache in a database file
called "cache.db." For devices running previous versions ofiOS 4, iOS stores this local cache in
the "consolidated. db" database. Except as otherwise noted, "local cache" is used herein to refer
to the downloaded hotspot and cell tower location information, whether stored in consolidated.db
or in cache.db.

I For your reference, a copy of Apple's July 12,2010 Letter is attached and is also available online on Congressman
Markey's website at http://markey.house.gov/docs/applemarkeybarton7-12-1 O.pdf.
2 For each Wi-Fi hotspot, the location information includes that hotspot's MAC address, latitude/longitude
coordinates, associated horizontal accuracy number, and a confidence value. For each cell tower. the location
information includes the cell tower 10, latitudellongitude coordinates, associated horizontal accuracy number, and a
confidence value.
J Cell base stations are grouped into '"location areas" for network planning purposes, and each location area is
assigned a unique '"location area code." This '-location area code" is broadcast by the eel! base stations.
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The local cache does not include a log of each time the device was near a particular
hotspot or ccll tower, and the local cache has never included such a log. For each Wi-Fi hotspot
and cell tower, the local cache stores only that hotspot's/cell tower's most recent location
information, downloaded from Apple's constantly updated crowd-sourced database. After a
customer installs the free iOS software update, iOS will purge records that are older than seven
days, and the cache will be deleted entirely when Location Services is turned off.
The local cache is protected with iOS security features, but it is not encrypted. Beginning
with the next major release of iOS, the operating system will encrypt any local cache of the
hotspot and cell tower location information.
Prior to the update, iTunes backed up the local cache (ston~d in consolidated. db) as part
of the normal device backup if there was a syncing relationship between the device and a
computer. The iTunes backup, including consolidated. db, mayor may not have been encrypted,
depending on the customer's settings in iTunes. After the software update, iTunes does not back
up the local cache (now stored in cache.db).
When a customer runs certain applications, those applications request location
information from iOS. Because of a bug that existed prior to the update, even when Location
Services was off, the device would anonymously send the IDs of visible Wi-Fi hotspots and cell
towers, without any GPS information, to Apple's servers, Apple's servers would send back the
known, crowd-sourced location information for those hotspots and cell towers (and nearby
hotspots and cell towers), and the device would cache that information in the consolidated.db file.
None of this downloaded crowd-sourced location information - or any other location information
- would be provided to or disclosed to the application.
The iOS software update fixed the bug that caused crowd-sourced location information to
be downloaded to the device while Location Services was off. iOS will now delete any existing
local cache from consolidated.db and, if Location Services is off, (I) Apple will Dot download
any crowd-sourced location information to the device, regardless of whether a specific
application requests that information, and (2) iOS will delete any cache of this information stored
in cache.db.
B.

Collecting Crowd-Sourced Wi-Fi Hotspot and CeO Tower Location

Information

As mentioned above and in the July 12,2010 Letter, Apple collects anonymous location
information about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers from millions of devices to develop and refine
Apple's database of crowd-sourced location information. The mobile devices intermittently
collect information about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers that they can "see" and tag that
information with the device's current GPS coordinates, i.e. the devices "geo-tag" hotspots and
towers.
This collected Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower information is temporarily saved in a separate
table in the local cache; thereafter, that data is extracted from the database, encrypted, and
transmitted - anonymously - to Apple over a Wi-Fi connection every twelve hours (or later if the
device does not have Wi-Fi access at that time). Apple's servers use this information to re-
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calculate and update the known locations ofWi-Fi hotspots and cell towers stored in its crowdsourced database. As explained in Apple's April 27 public response and Apple's July 12,2010
Letter, Apple cannot identify the source of this information, and Apple collects and uses this
information only to develop and improve the Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower location information
in Apple's crowd-sourced database. After the device attempts to upload this information to
Apple, even if the attempt fails, tbe information is deleted from the local cacbe database on the
device. In versions of iOS 4.1 or later, moreover, the device will not attempt to collect or upload
this anonymous information to Apple unless Location Services is on and the customer has
explicitly consented to at least one application's request to use location information. 4
C.

Additional Location Information Collections

If Location Services is on, Apple collects location information from mobile devices under
the following additional circwnstances.
First, as mentioned in Apple's April 27 response, Apple is now collecting anonymous
traffic data to build a crowd-sourced automobile traffic database with the goal of providing
iPhone users an improved traffic service in the next couple of years. This information is
temporarily stored in tbe local cache on tbe device, anonymously uploaded to Apple, and then
deleted from the device.
Second, Apple collects anonymous diagnostic information from randomly-selected
devices to evaluate and improve the performance of its mobile hardware and operating system.
For example, Apple may collect information about a dropped cell phone call, including the
calculated location of the device when a call was dropped, to help identify and address any cell
connection issues. Before any diagnostic information is collected, the customer must provide
express consent to Apple. Apple cannot associate this information with a particular customer.
Additional details regarding Apple's diagnostic collection practices are provided in the July 12,
2010 Letter at page 8.
Third, Apple obtains information about the device's location (the latitudellongitude
coordinates) when an ad request is made. The device securely transmits this information to the
Apple iAd servers, the iAd servers immediately convert the latitude/longitude coordinates to a
five-digit zip code, and the iAd servers then discard the coordinates. Apple does not record or
store the latitudellongitude coordinates Apple stores only the zip code. Apple then uses the zip
code to select a relevant ad for the customer. Additional details regarding Apple's advertising
collection practices are provided in the July 12,2010 Letter at pages 9-10.
Finally, if a customer has consented to an application's collection and/or use of location
information, iOS will provide current location information in response to a request from that
application. iOS will provide that customer-approved application with the location of the device
only; iOS does not provide applications with direct access to the local cache.

, When Apple released iOS 4.1 on September 8, 2010, Apple fixed a bug that had caused iOS to send anonymous,
geo-tagged infonnation about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers to Apple even if the customer had turned off Location
Services. For devices running iDS version 4.1 and later, the device does not send this nnonymous location
infonnation to Apple.
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D.

Apple's May 4, 2011 iOS Software Update

As discussed above, Apple released an iOS Software Update. After a customer installs
this software update on an iOS device:
if Location Services is off, Apple will not download any crowd-sourced Wi-Fi
botspot and cell tower location information to the device, regardless of whether a
specific application requests that information;
iOS will delete from consolidated.db any cached location information described
above - even if Location Services is on;
iOS will store cached location information, as described above, in cache. db only if
Location Services is on and will delete any such cached location information from
cache. db if Location Services is turned off;
iOS will purge from cache. db crowd-sourced Wi-Fi hotspot and cell tower location
information records that are older than seven days; and
iTunes will not back up cache.db.
II.

RESPONSES

The following responses represent the current state of our knowledge based on our
investigation to date. Our investigation is ongoing, however, and we may continue to discover
information responsive to your letter. I will update our responses, as needed, if we locate other
responsive materials or information.
1.

Why does Apple collect and compile this location data? Why did Apple
choose to initiate tracking this data in its iOS 4 operating system?

As noted above, Apple does not track users' locations. Apple collects location-based
information for only one purpose - to enhance and improve the services we can offer to our
customers.
Apple uses the anonymous, geo-tagged information about Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers
collected from mobile devices, along with other information (such as cellular specifications), to
calculate the locations of hotspots and cell towers. Apple stores the calculated locations in
Apple's crowd-sourced database. Information from this database enables Apple mobile devices
to calculate location quickly (or at all, in the case ofnon-GPS enabled devices) to the customer's
request for current location information.
Apple is using location information associated with automobile traffic data to build a
crowd-sourced traffic database with the goal of providing iPhone users an improved traffic
service in the next couple of years.
Apple uses location information associated with diagnostic data to evaluate and improve
the performance of its mobile hardware and operating system.
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Finally, Apple uses location information collected when an ad request is made to
calculate a zip code that is used to select a relevant ad for the customer. As noted above, Apple
discards the actual location information transmitted from the device to Apple's iAd servers when
an ad request is made.
2.

Does Apple collect and compile this location data for laptops?

Apple anonymously collects information about Wi-Fi hotpots, such as MAC addresses,
from laptops running Mac OS X. Additional details regarding the collection of this information
from Mac OS X are provided in the July 12, 20 I 0 Letter at pages 7-8.
3.

How is this data generated? (GPS, cell tower triangulation, WiFi
triangulation, etc.)

Under the circumstances described above, iOS may use the information contained in the
crowd-sourced location database to triangulate the device location when GPS is not available
(such as indoors or in basements). If GPS information is available, iOS can determine the device
location using GPS satellite data.
4.

How frequently is a user's location recorded? What triggers the creation of
a record of someone's location?

Following the May 4, 2011 software update, iOS does not record the device location in a
file. In versions of iOS 4 prior to the update, iOS wrote a cache copy of the device's single "last
known location" to a file named "cache.plist." Specifically, when the device determined its
current location, iOS wrote that location to cache.plist, overwriting any previous data that may
have been in the file. In other words, only one last known location was stored; previous
locations, or locations over time, were not stored by iOS. The next time an application or service
requested current location information, iOS used the data in cache.plist, along with other
information, to determine the device's then-current location. Any previous location in
cache.plist was then overwritten.
5.

How precise is this location data? Can it track a user's location to 50 meters,
100 meters, etc.?

The precision with which iOS can calculate a device's location varies based on the
quality and quantity of information available to the iOS. For example, if GPS satellite data is not
available, iOS may attempt to calculate the device location using only the crowd-sourced
locations of Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers. Because some of those hotspots and cell towers
could be more than one hundred miles away, the device location calculated by iOS will only be
an approximation.
6.

Why is this data not encrypted? What steps will Apple take to encrypt this
data?

The local cache is protected with iOS security features. Beginning with the next major
release of iOS, the operating system will encrypt any local cache of the hotspot and cell tower
location information.
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Prior to the update, iTunes backed up the local cache (stored in consolidated.db) as part
of the normal device backup if there was a syncing relationship between the device and a
computer. The iTunes backup, including consolidated.db, mayor may not have been encrypted,
depending on the customer's settings in iTunes. After the software update, iTunes does not back
up the local cache (now stored in cache.db).
7.

Why were Apple consumers never affirmatively informed of the collection
and retention of their location data in this manner? Why did Apple not seek
affirmative consent before doing so?

Apple has publicly disclosed in several ways the types of information it collects and how
it uses that information. Through its Privacy Policy and previous disclosures to questions raised
about location based data, Apple has informed its customers of the types of data collected and
used by the devices. Apple provided a detailed description of its collection and use of locationbased information in the July 27, 2010 Letter. In Apple's April 27, 2011 public response, Apple
disclosed additional technical details, including characteristics of the local cache database file.
Apple has taken several measures to inform its customers about the use of location data.
First, Apple's Privacy Policy, which is available from links on every page of Apple's website,S
contains express disclosures regarding Apple's collection and use of location data and nonpersonal information:
Location-Based Services
To provide location-based services on Apple products, Apple and
our partners and licensees may collect, use, and share precise
location data, including the real-time geographic location of your
Apple computer or device. This location data is collected
anonymously in a form that does not personally identifY you and is
used by Apple and our partners and licensees to provide and
improve location-based products and services. For example, we
may share geographic location with application providers when
you opt in to their location services.
Some location-based services offered by Apple, such as the
MobileMe "Find My iPhone" feature, require your personal
information for the feature to work.
***********

Collection and Use of Non-Personal Information
We also collect non-personal information data in a form that
does not permit direct association with any specific individual. We
may collect, use, transfer, and disclose non-personal information

5

The links take customers to hllp:!!www.appkcomipriYac" which may also be accessed by customers directly.
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for any purpose. The following are some examples of non-personal
information that we collect and how we may use it:
We may collect information such as occupation, language, zip
code, area code, unique device identifier, location, and the time
zone where an Apple product is used so that we can better
understand customer behavior and improve o.ur products,
services, and advertising.

Ifwe do combine non-personal information with personal
information the combined information will be treated as personal
information for as long as it remains combined.

Second, Apple's Software License Agreements ("SLAs") for products that provide
location-based services similarly provide express disclosures regarding Apple's collection and
use of location information. For example, to activate an iPhone, the customer must accept and
agree to the iPhone SLA, including the following provision regarding location data:
4.

Consent to Use of Data.

(h) Location Data. Apple and its partners and licensees may
provide certain services through your iPhone that rely upon
location information. To provide and improve these services,
where available, Apple and its partners and licensees may transmit,
collect, maintain, process and use your location data, including the
real-time geographic location of your iPhone, and location search
queries. The location data and queries collected by Apple are
collected in a form that does not personally identifY you and may
be used by Apple and its partners and licensees to provide and
improve location-based products and services. By using any
location-based services on your iPhone, you agree and consent
to Apple's and its partners' and licensees' transmission,
collection, maintenance, processing and use of your location
data and queries to provide and improve such products and
services. (emphasis exists in the SLA) You may withdraw this
consent at any time by going to the Location Services setting on
your iPhone and either turning off the global Location Services
setting or turning off the individual location settings of each
location-aware application on your iPhone. Not using these
location features will not impact the non loeation-based
functionality of your iPhone. When using third party applications
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or services on the iPhone that use or provide location data, you are
subject to and should review such third party's terms and privacy
policy on use of location data by such third party applications or
services ....
At all times your information will be treated in accordance with
Apple's Privacy Policy, which is incorporated by reference into
this License and can be viewed at: www.apple.comilegal/privacy/.

In addition, every time a customer updates iOS on an iPhone, the customer must again accept
and agree to the iPhone SLA.
Third, before any application can collect or use location information, iOS discloses to the
customer that the application "would like to use [the customer's] current location" and requests
the customer's express consent.
Fourth, before Apple will collect any diagnostic information from an iOS customer, that
customer must explicitly agree that Apple may collect and use such information. For example,
iPhone customers must click "Agree" in response to the following disclosure:
You can help Apple improve its products by sending us
anonymous diagnostic and usage information about your iPhone.
By clicking "Agree" you agree that Apple may periodically collect and use this
information as part of its support services and to improve its products and services.
This information is collected anonymously. To learn more about Apple's Privacy
Policy, see http://www.apple.com/legallprivacy.

8.

Does Apple believe that this conduct is permissible under the terms of its
privacy policy? See Apple Privacy Policy at "Location-Based Services"
(accessed on April 20, 2011), available at www.apple.comlprivacy.

Apple believes its location-based services and practices are consistent with its Privacy
Policy.

9.

To whom, if anyone, including Apple, has this data been disclosed? When
and why were these disclosures made?

Apple has downloadcd portions of the contents of the crowd-sourced database to Apple
mobile devices to provide location services to Apple's customers. As discussed above, the
hotspot and cell tower location information stored in Apple's crowd-sourced database and
downloaded to customer devices is not the anonymous geo-tagged information collected from
mobile devices instead, it comprises the locations of hotspots and cell towers that have been
derived by Apple from the anonymous crowd-sourced location data. Apple does not receive any
compensation from its customers for supplying the information from the crowd-sourced database,
although that service is something that Apple's customers have come to expect when they
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purchase an Apple mobile device. The portions ofthe crowd sourced database stored on a
customer's mobile device are protected as discussed above.
With the goal of providing its customers with an improved traffic service, Apple has
entered into a confidential relationship with one of its development partners and has shared with
this partner subsets of the anonymous location information associated with automobile traffic
data collected by Apple. Contractual confidentiality and non-disclosure restrictions protect this
anonymous location information, and Apple's development partner is prohibited from sharing
this information with any third parties. The terms of Apple's agreement with this development
partner are confidentiaL
As described above, iOS will provide third-party applications with a devices' current
location via Apple's application programming interface if that customer consents. Third-party
application developers must register as an "Apple Developer" by paying a fee and signing the
Registered Apple Developer Agreement and the iOS Developer Program License Agreement
(the "PLA"). Registered Apple Developers gain access to the software development kit and
other technical resources necessary to develop applications for mobile devices.
The current PLA contains several provisions governing the collection and use of locationbased information, including the following:
Developers may collect, use, or disclose to a third party location-based information
only with the customer's prior consent and to provide a service or function that is
directly relevant to the use of the application;
Developers must provide information to their customers regarding the use and
disclosure of location-based information (e.g., a description on the App Store or
adding a link to the applicable privacy policy);
Developers must take appropriate steps to protect customers' location-based
information from unauthorized use or access;
Developers must comply with applicable privacy and data collection laws and
regulations regarding the use or transmission of location-based information;
Applications must notify and obtain consent from each customer before location data
is collected, transmitted, or otherwise used by developers;
If the customer denies or withdraws consent, applications may not collect, transmit,
maintain, process or utilize the customer's location data; and
Applications must not disable, override, or otherwise inlerfere with Appleimplemented alerts, including those intended to notify the customer that locationbased information is being collected, transmitted, maintained, processed, or used, or
intended to obtain consent for such use.
Developers that do not agree to these provisions may not offer applications on the App
Store. Apple has the right to terminate the PLA if a developer fails to comply with any of these
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provisions. In its Privacy Policy, Apple also notifies customers that "Infonnation collected by
third parties, which may include such things as location data or contact details, is governed by
their privacy practices. We encourage you to learn about the privacy practices of those third
parties."
Other tban as described in the prior paragraphs, Apple has not shared or given tbird
parties access to the infonnation collected and stored by iOS.

Sincerely,

Bruce Sewell
General Counsel and Senior Vice
President of Legal and Government
Affairs

Attachments

II
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Android data tied to users? Some say yes
by Declan McCullagh

Google acknowledged today that it collects location
... cnet.com/8301-31921.3-20056657 -2 ...
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information from Android devices, but downplayed concerns about privacy by saying the information
is not '\raceable to a specific user."
That claim, it turns out, depends on the definition of '\raceable."
According to detailed records provided to CNET by a security researcher, Android phones regularly
connect to Google.com and disgorge a miniature data dump that includes time down to the
millisecond, current and recent GPS coonJ.inates, nearby Wi-Fi network addresses, and two 16-letter
strings representing a device ID that's unique to each phone.
Apple, which came !Inder fire tbis week after reports that approximate location data is stored in
perpetuity on iPhones, aJso collects such data through the Internet. It acknowledged (mE) to
Congress last year that "cell tower and Wi-Fi acccss point information" is "intermittently" collected
and 'hansmitted to Apple" every 12 hours, but has refused to elaborate. (See CNETs EAQ on the
topic.)
Assembling a database of locations .ClIn raj sc privacy
While Android's device ID isn't a name or phone
number, it uniquely identifies each phone and is linked to
its whereabouts, whicb means Google might be able to
trace the location of an Android pbone over months or
even years. Less is known about what data Apple collects,
including whether a unique device ID is transmitted.

~.

A Google representative said she would not immediately
be able to respond to a list of questions posed by CNET
this afternoon. The company's statement says: 'We provide
users with notice and control over the collection, sharing,
and use oflocation in order to provide a better mobile
experience on Android devices. Any location data that is
sent back to Google location servers is anonymized and is
not tied or traceable to a specific user."

Location Privacy
Store Data
Yes

Gooqle

Hicrosoft
1/

Trart.mrit
Yea

Yes

No

H/A·

l1e're waiting for a respoD5€'

fraa Microsoft, as veIl as RIM
and Nokia.

Source: CNET research

02t'l1lr::g$r.t"""'~

(Credit: Declan McCuilaglvCN ET)

'1t's not tied to a user," says Samy Kamkar, who provided the Android connection logs to CNET.
"But it is a unique identifier to that pbone that never changes unless you do a factory reset."
An Android setup screen references tbese ongoing location updates, saying that choosing to enable
location services allows Google to "collect anonymous location data," even when "00 applications are
running." But that disclosure does not acknowledge that a unique device ID is transmitted. (See a

screen snapshot.)
It's difficult to know bow significant the privacy risks are. That depends in large part on whether
Google anonymizes the location information and device ID that it collects from Android devices-and, especiaJly, how long data is kept.
... cnet.com/8301-31921_3-20056657 -2...
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Marc Rotenberg, executive director of the Electronic Privacy Information Center, is skeptical of
Google's claim that the data is not '\rac eablc " to a specific person. 'lfyou can link a person's address
with their activity," he says, 'bingo! It's personal data."
Requesting cell phonc location information from wireless
carriers has become a staple of criminal investigations,
often without searcb warrants being sought. It's not clear
how often legal requests for these records have been sent
to Google and Apple, or whether the companies have
required a judgc's signature on a search warrant, thc most
privacy-protective approach, or settled for less.
The Android device ID can be tied to a person without a
Excerpt, from Android connection-logging
minimum of number-cnmching, said Kamkar, a onetime
done by Samy Kamkar. eN ET has
hacker with a colorful past. Google can detennine that '\his redacted his device 10 and W~Fi MAC
address. Click IDr a <"ger image.
is probably their home address because they're there at 3
am. every single day," he said. And '\his is probably their
work address because they're there between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. everyday."
Even though police are tapping into the locations of mobile phones thousands of times a year by
contacting AT&T, Verizon, and other carriers, the legal ground rulcs remain unclear, and federal
privacy la"", writtcn a generation ago are ambiguous at best. The Obama Justice Department has
claimed that no warrant is required for historical location information. (CNETwas the first to
report on warrantless cell tracking, in 2005.)
'1 think it's important that people know what's bappening" inside their phones, Kamkar said.
Like iOS devices, Android phones do collect location information in a local file. But they seem to
crase it relatively quickly instead of saving it forever. Swedish programer Maguus Eriksson has.
highligbted a portion of the Android source code suggesting a maximum of 50 cell tower locations
are retained, which a souree close to Google indicates is correct.
Here are the questions, still unanswered, that CNET posed to Google this afternoon:
I've been looking into this a bit more. It appears thm Android phones send an HTfP
POST data packet to Google. specifically this URL:

http://''''~v"googlc"comiloc!mapi

Included in the POST packet are a series of strings, including:
- tarrier nalDe
- time packet was sent. down to the millisecond
- MAC address, name. signal strength of the Wi-Fi network in usc
- MAC address, name, signal strcngth for other ,isiblc Wi-Fi networks
- lat/long GPS coordinates oCthe phone
- othl'f iat'long pairs a.nd times associated \vlth them (showing motion)
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Two

16-b)~c

strings that arc uniquely tied to that Android dc,iee

The last field is the important one. It doesn't include a name or phone mIDlber. bLit it is
traceable to a specific uscr. If I'm at a certain home address every evening, and at a

certain work address every day from 9 a.m.-S p.m., it's pretty clear who I am.

So my qnc::.tions arc:
- Why doesn't Google randomize those

[\\0

16-bytc strings (let's call them the device

10) on an hourly or daily b<lsis"
- Given a street address or pair ofGPS coordinates. is Google able to produce the
complete location logs associated with that de,iee !D, if legally required to do so'?
- Given a device !D. is Google abic to produce the compicte location logs associated
mth it, if legally required to do so'?
- Given a MAC address of an access point. is Google able to produce the device IDs
and location data associated with it, if legally required to do so"
- How long arc these location logs and dniee ID logs kept"
- If they arc partially anonymizcd after a certain time. how is that done, and can those
records be restored from a backup ifGooglc is legally reqUIred to do so"
- How many law enforCClllcnt requests or foons of compulsory process have you

received for access to any portion oftbis database?
Why have you a%emblcd this location aod device tD database? My current theory is
that it shov,.." traffic on Google Maps where street data would be otherwise Lmavailablc
(a vcry useful feature, but one that doesn't appear 10 require keeping fixed device IDs).
How arc the dC\'lcc ID strings calculated?
- Did Alma Whitten approve this foml of device ID logging') If not. "tmt inlema!
process did you use to vet any possible privacy cODeems?
-If Google kno", that a Omail user is connecting from a home netwLlrk tP address
every e"'Ding, it would be trivial to link that with an Android phone's device ill that
also connects via that lP address. Docs Google do that?

Does Android store only a maximum 01'50 cell records and 200 Wi-Fi records?

Disclosure: Declan McCullagh is married to a Google employee not involved in this issue.
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Chapter 3
The Stored Communications Act
A Introduction

D

• The seA regulates how the go-...emment can obtain stored account
information from network seNce pro~ders such as ISPs, Whenel.€r
agents or prosecutors seek stored email, account records, or
subscriber information from a network sernce provider, they must
comply with the SeA The SeA's classifications are summarized in
the chart that appears in Section F of this chapter.

The Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712 ("SCA"), sets forth
a system of statutory privacy rights ror customers and subscribers of
computer network service pro~ders.f1] There are three main substanti\€
components to this system, which sen.es to protect and regulate the privacy
interests of network users with respect to go\€mment, network senAce
pro...,ders, and the wor1d at large. First, § 2703 creates a code of criminal
procedure that federal and state law enforcement officers must follow to
compel disclosure of stored communications from network seNce providers.
Second, § 2702 regulates \Qluntary disclosure by network service pro~ders of
customer communications and records, both to government and nongm.emment entities. Third, § 2701 prohibits unlawful access to certain stored
communications; anyone who obtains, alters, or pre-...ents authorized access
to those communications is subject to criminal penalties.
The structure of the SeA reflects a series of classifications that indicate the
drafters' judgments about what kinds of information implicate greater or lesser
privacy interests. For example. the drafters saw greater pri\lacy Interests in
the content of stored emails than in subscriber account information. Similar1y,
the drafters belie\ed that computing se",ces a\ailable 'to the public' required
more strict regulation than seNces not available to the public. (Perhaps this
judgment reflects the
that pro~ders available to the public are not likely to
ha\€ close relationships with their customers, and therefore might have less
incentive to protect their customers' privacy.) To protect the array of privacy
interests identified by its drafters, the SeA offers varying degrees of legal
protection depending on the percei-...ed importance of the privacy interest
imolved. Some infolll1ation can be obtained from providers with a subpoena;
other information requires a special court order, and still other information
requires a search warrant. In addition, some types of legal process require
notice to the subscriber, while other types do not

""ew

Agents and prosecutors must apply the various classifications de...-ised by the
seA's drafters to the facts of each case to figure out the proper procedure for
obtaining the information sought. First, they must classify the network seNce
provider (e.g., does the pro~der pro~de "electronic communication ser.ice,"
"remote computing ser.ice," or neither). Next, they must classify the
information sought (e.g., is the information content "in electroniC storage,"
content held by a remote computing sei"'Ace, a non-content record pertalning
cybercrime.govjssmanua1j03ssma.htm!
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to a subscriber, or other infonnatlon enumerated by the SeA). Third, they
must consider whether they are seeking to compel disclosure or seeking to
accept information disclosed mluntarily by the provider. If they seek
compelled disclosure, they need to detennine whether they need a search
warrant, a 2703(d) court order, or a subpoena to compel the disclosure. If they
are seeking to accept information \oOiuntarl!y disclosed, they must determine
whether the statute pennits the disclosure. The chart contained in Section F
of this chapter prov;des a useful way to apply these distinctions in practice.
The organization of this chapter will follow the SeA's various classifications.
Section B explains the SeA's classification stl1.Jcture, which distingUishes
between prov;ders of "electronic communication service" and providers of
"remote computing service." Section C explains the different kinds of
information that pro....ders can diwlge, such as content "in electmnic storage"
and "records. _ . pertaining to a subscriber." Section 0 explains the legal
process that agents and prosecutors must follow to compe! a provider to
disclose information. Section E looks at the flip side of this pmb!em and
explains when pro'Jiders may -..oluntarily disclose account information. A
summary chart appears in Section F. Section G discusses important issues
that may arise when agents obtain records from network providers: steps to
preserve e...,dence, steps to pre'vent disclosure to subjects, Cable Act issues,
and reimbursement to pro.... ders. Section H discusses the Fourth
Amendment's application to stored electronic communications. Finally,
Section I discusses the remedies that courts may impose folloWing ""olations
of the SCA.

B. Providers of Electronic Communication Service vs. Remote
Computing Service
The SCA protects communications held by two defined classes of network
pro .... ders: pro'Jiders of "electronic communication service," see 1B
U.S.C. § 2510(15), and pro>iders of "remote computing se"';ce," see 18
U.S.C. § 2711(2). Careful examination of the definitions of these two terms is
necessary to understand how to apply the SCA.

se~ce

1. Electronic Communication Service
An electronic communication se~ce rECS") is "any service which pro...,des
to users thereof the ability to send or receil.e wire or electronic
communications." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(15). (For a discussion of the definitions of
wire and eJeclmnic communications, see Chapter 4.0.2.) For example,
..telephone companies and electronic mail companies" generally act as ECS
pro>iders. See S. Rep. No. 99-541 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N.
3555,3568; Quon v. Arch Wireless Operating Co., 529 F.3d 892, 900-03 (9th
Cir. 2008) (text messaging service provider is an ECS); In re Application of
United Siales, 509 F. Supp. 2d 76, 79 (D. Mass. 2007) (cell phone se"';ce
prO\.der is an ECS); Kaufman v. Nest Seekers, LLC, 2006 WL 2807177, at '5
(SD.N.Y. Sept. 26, 2006) (host of electronic bulletin board is ECS);
Freedman v. America Online, Inc., 325 F. Supp. 2d 638, 643 n.4 (E.D. Va.
2004) (AOL is an ECS).
Any company or gO'vemment entity that provides others with the means to
communicate electronically can be a "provider of electronic communication
service" relating to the communications it pro.... des, regardless of the entity's
primary business or function. See Fraser v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 352
F.3d 107,114-15 (3d CiL 2004) (insurance company that pro~ded email
se",ce to employees is an ECS); Bohach v. Cityo! Reno, 932 F. Supp. 1232,
1236 (D. Nev. 1996) (city pro.... ding pager se~ce to its police officers was a
pro~der of ECS); United States v. Mullins, 992 F.2d 1472, 1478 (9th CiL 1993)
(airline that provides tra\el agents with computerized tra\e! reservation system
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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accessed through separate computer tenninals can be a provider of ECS). In
In reApplication 01 United States, 349 F.3d 1132, 113B-41 (9th Cir. 2003), the
Ninth Circuit held that a company operating a system that enabled dri\€rs to
communicate with designated call centers o\.€r a cellular telephone network
was an ECS, though it also noted that the situation would have been entirely
different "ifthe Company merely used wire communication as an incident to
provtding some other seNce, as is the case with a street-front shop that
requires potential customers to speak into an intercom dev1ce before
pennitting entry) or a 'drive-thru' restaurant that allows customers to place
orders vta a two-way intercom located beside the drive-up lane." Id. at 1141
n.19.
A provider cannot pro"';de ECS with respect to a communication if the seNce
did not provide the ability to send or receil.€ that communication. See Sega
Enterprises Ltd. v. MAPHIA, 94B F. Supp. 923, 930-31 (N.D. Gal. 1996) (~deo
game manufacturer that accessed private email of users of another company's
bulletin board seNce was not a provider of electronic communication seNce);
State Wide Photocopy, Corp. v. Tokai Fin. Servs., Inc., 909 F. Supp. 137,
145 (S.D.N.Y. 1995) (financing company that used fax machines and
computers but did not provide the ability to send or receil.€ communications
was not proviper of electronic communication seNce).
Significantly, a mere user of ECS provided by another is not a provider of
ECS. For example, a commercial website is not a provtder of ECS, even
though it may send and receive electronic communications from customers. In
Cro..teyv. CyberSource Corp., 166 F. Supp. 2d 1263, 1270 (N.D. Cal. 2001),
the plaintiff argued that Amazon.com (to whom plaintiff sent his name, credit
card number, and other identification infonnation) was an electronic
communications seNce provider because "without recipients such as
Amazon.com, users would have no ability to send electronic infonnation." The
court rejected this argument, holding that Amazon was properly characterized
as a user rather than a pro"';der of ECS. See id. See a/so United States v.
Steiger, 31B F.3d 1039, 1049 (11th CiL 2003) (a home computer connected to
the Intemet is not an ECS); In re Jetblue Airneys Corp. Privacy Litigation, 379
F. Supp. 2d 299, 309-10 (E.D.N.Y. 2005) (ainine that operated website that
enabled it to communicate with customers was not an ECS); Dyer v.
NorthVoest Airlines Corp., 334 F. Supp. 2d 1196, 1199 (D. N.D. 2004) (ECS
"does not encompass businesses selling traditional products or services
online"); In re Doubleclick Inc. Prlvacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d 497, 508-09
(S.D.N.Y. 2001) (distinguishing ISPs that pro'oide ECS from websites that are
users of ECS). However, "an online business or retailer may be considered an
electronic communication service pro"';der if the business has a website that
offers customers the ability to send messages or communications to third
parties." Becker v. Toea, 200B WL 4443050, at '4 (ED. La. Sept. 26, 200B).

2. Remote Computing Service
The term "remote computing seNce" ("RCS") is defined by 1B U.S.C. §
2711 (2) as "the pro"';sjon to the public of computer storage or processing
seNces by means of an electronic communications system." An "electronic
communications system" is "any wire, radio, eiectromagnetic, photooptical or
photoelectronic facilities for the transmission of wire or electronic
communications, and any computer facilities or related electronic equipment
for the electronic storage of such communications." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(14).
Roughly speaking, a remote computing seNce is pro"';ded by an off-site
computer that stores or processes data for a customer. See S. Rep. No. 99541 (19B6), reprinted in 19B6 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3555, 3564-65. For example, a
seNce provider that allows customers to use its computing facilities in
"essentially a time-sharing arrangement" provides an RCS. H.R Rep. No. 99647, at 23 (1986). A seMr that allows users to store data for future retrieval
also prov1des an RCS. See Steve Jack son Games, Inc. v. United States
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaIj03ssma.htmi
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Secret Service, 816 F. Supp. 432, 442-43 (W.D. Tex. 1993) (pro'oider of
bulletin board seNices was a remote computing service), affd on other
grounds, 36 F.3d 457 (5th Cir. 1994). Importantly, an entity that operates a
website and its associated servers is not an ReS, unless of course the entity
offers a storage or processing S8r'1.1Ce through the website, For example, an
airline may compile and store passenger information and itineraries through its

website, but these functions are incidental to providing airline reservation
s8Nce. not data storage and processing service; they do not con\.€rt the
airline into an ReS. See In fe Jetblue Aif1.tV8ys Corp. Pn'vacy Litigation, 379 F.
Supp. 2d at 310; see also United States v. Standefer, 2007 WL 2301760, at
"5 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2007) (holding that e-gold payment website was not an
ReS because e-gold customers did not use the website "to simply stofe
electronic data" or to "outsource tasks," but instead used e-gold "to transfer
gold ownership to other users").
Under the definition pro\l1ded by § 2711{2}, a seNce can only be a "remote
computing service" if it is available "to the public." SeNces are availab!e to the
public if they are available to any member of the genera! population who
complies with the requisite procedures and pays any requisite fees. For
example, Verizon is a pro\l1der to the public: anyone can obtain a Verizon
account. (It may seem odd at first that a service can charge a fee but still be
considered a\l8ilable "to the public," but this approach mirrors commercial
relationships in the physical 'NOrtd. For example, mO\l1e theaters are open "to
the public" because anyone can buy a ticket and see a show, e\.€n though
tickets are not free.) In contrast, pro\l1ders whose services are available only to
those with a special relationship with the pro\l1der do not pro",;de service to the
public. For example, an employer that pro~des email accounts to its
employees will not be an RCS with respect to those employees, because
such email accounts are not a\l8ilable to the public. See Andersen Consulting
UP v. UQP, 991 F. Supp. 1041, 1043 (N.D. III. 1998) (interpreting the "to the
public" clause in § 2702(a) to exclude an internal email system that was
made available to a hired contractor but was not available to "any member of
the community at large").
In Quon v. Arch Wireless Operating Co., the Ninth Circuit held that a text
messaging service pro~der was an ECS and therefore not an RCS. See Quant
529 F.3d at 902-03. Howe""" this "either/or" approach to ECS and RCS is
contrary to the language of the statute and its legis lathe history. The
definitions of ECS and RCS are independent of each other, and therefore
nothing pre\ents a service pro..... der from pro..... ding both forms of seNce to a
single customer. In addition, an email service pro..... der is certainly an ECS, but
the House report on the SCA also stated that an email stored after
transmission would be protected by a pro\l1sion of the SCA that protects
contents of communications stored by an RCS. See H.R. Rep. No. 99-647, at
65 (1986). One subsequent court has rejected the Ninth Circuit's analysis in
Quon and stated that a pro..... der "may be deemed to pro\l1de both an ECS and
an RCS to the same customer." Flagg, v. Gityof Detmit, 252 F.R.D. 346, 362
(E.D. Mich. 2008). The key to detenmining whether the pro>ider is an ECS or
RCS is to ask what role the pro~der has played and is playing with respect to
the communication in question.

C. Classifying Types of Information Held by Service Providers
Network service pro~ders can store different kinds of information relating to an
indjvidual customer or subscriber. Consider the range of infonnation that an
ISP may typically store regarding one of its customers. It may ha-..e the
customer's subscriber information, such as name, address, and credit card
number. It may ha-..e logs re-..ealing when the customer logged on and off the
service, the IP addresses assigned to the customer, and other more detailed
logs pertaining to what the customer did while online. The ISP may also ha-..e
the customer's opened, unopened, draft, and sent emalls.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.htm!
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When agents and prosecutors wish to obtain such records, they must be able
to classify these types of information using the language of the SCA. The
SeA breaks the information down into three categories: (1) contents; (2) noncontent records and other information pertaining to a subscriber or customer;
and (3) basic subscriber and session information, which is a subset of non·
content records and is specifically enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2). See
18 U.S.C. §§ 2510(8),2703. In addition, as described below, the SCA creates
substantially different protections for contents in "electronic storage in an
ECS and contents stored by a provider of ReS.
H

1. Basic Subscriber and Session Information Listed in 18 U.S.C. §
2703(c)(2)
Section 2703(c)(2) lists the categories of basic subscriber and session
information:
(A) name; (8) address; (Cj local and long distance telephone connection
records, or records of session times and durations; (0) length of sel"Vice
(including start date) and types of se",;ce utilized; (E) telephone or
instrument number or other subscriber number or identity, including any
temporarily assigned network: address; and (F) means and source of
payment for such sel".1ce (including any credit card or bank account
number)[.]
In general. the items in this list relate to the identity of a subscriber, his
relationship with his sernce pro~der, and his basic session connection
records. to the Internet context, "any temporarily assigned network: address"
includes the IP address used by a customer for a particular session. For
example, for a webmail seNce, the IP address used by a customer accessing
her email account constitutes a .. temporarily assigned netvvork: address." This
list does not include other, more extensi-..e transaction-related records, such
as logging information re-..ealing the email addresses of persons with whom a
customer corresponded.

2. Records or Other Information Pertaining to a Customer or
Subscriber
Section 2703(c)(1) cOloers a second type of information: "a recorrl or other
information pertaining to a subscriber to or customer of such service (not
including the contents of communications}." This is a catch-all category that
includes all records that are not contents, including basic subscriber and
session information described in the pre\'ious section. As one court explained,
"a record means something stored or archiloed. The term information is
synonymous with data." In re United States, 509 F. Supp. 2d 76. 80 (D.
Mass. 2007).
Common examples of "record[s] ... pertaining to a subscriber" include
transactional records, such as account logs that record account usage; cellsite data for cellular telephone calls; and email addresses of other indi~duals
with whom the account holder has corresponded. See H.R. Rep. No. 103-827,
at 10,17,31 (1994), reprinted in 1994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3489, 3490, 3497, 3511.
See also In re Application of United States, 509 F. Supp. 76, 80 (D. Mass.
2007) (historical cell-site information tall within scope of § 2703(c)(1)); United
States v. Allen, 53 M.J. 402, 409 (C.A.A.F. 2000) (concluding that "a log
identifying the date, time, user, and detailed internet address of sites
accessed" by a user constituted "a record or other information pertaining to a
subscriber or customer of such seruce" under the SeA); Hill v. Mel
WorldCom Commc'ns, Inc., 120 F. Supp. 2d 1194, 1195-96 (S.D. Iowa 2000)
(concluding that the "names, addresses, and phone numbers of parties.
called" constituted "a record or other information pertaining to a subscriber or
cybercrime.govjssmanualj03ssma.html
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customer of such service," not contents, for a telephone account); JessupMorgan v. America Online, Inc., 20 F. Supp. 2d 1105,1108 (E.D. Mich. 1998)
(holding that a customer's identification information is a "record or other
information pertaining to a subscriber" rather than contents). Accordlng to the
legislati"" history of the 1994 amendments to § 2703(c), the purpose of
separatlng the basic subscriber and session information from other noncontent records was to distinguish basic subscriber and session information
from more re\€.aling transactional information that could contain a "person's
entire on-line profile." H.R. Rep. No. 103-827, at 17, 31-32 (1994), reprinted in
1994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3489, 3497, 3511-12.

3. Contents and "Electronic Storage"
The contents of a network account are the actual files (including email) stored
in the account. See 18 U.S.C. § 2510(8) (,"contents,' when used with respect
to any w;re, oral, or electronic communication, includes any information
concerning the substance, purport, or meaning of that communication"). For
example, stored emails or \(lice mails are "contents," as are word processing
files stored in employee network accounts. The subject lines of emails are
also contents. cr. Bro"" v. Waddell, 50 F.3d 285, 292 (4th CiL 1995) (noting
that numerical pager messages allow "an unlimited range of number-coded
substanti'loe messages" in the course of holding that the interception of pager
messages requires compliance with Title III).
The SCA further di"";des contents into two categories: contents in "electronic
storage" held by a pro"";der of electronic communication service, and contents
stored by a remote computing ser...ke. (In addition, contents that fal! outside
of these two categories are not protected by the SCA.) Importantly,
"electronic storage" is a statutorily defined tenn. It does not simply mean
storage of information by electronic means. Instead, "electronic storage" is "
(A) any temporary, intermediate storage of a wire or electronic communication
incidental to the electronic transmission thereof; and (B) any storage of such
communication by an electronic communication seNce for purposes of
backup protection of such communication." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(17). Moreo",r,
the definition of "electronic storage" is important because, as explained in
Section 0 below, contents in "electronic storage" for less than 181 days can
be obtained only with a warrant.
Unfortunately, as a result of the Ninth Circuit's decision in TheofeJ v. FareyJones, 359 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir. 2004), there is now a split between two
interpretations of "electronic storage"-a traditional narrow interpretation and
an expansi\oe interpretation supplied by the Ninth Circuit Both interpretations
are discussed below. As a practical matter, federal law enforcement within the
Ninth Cirt:uit is bound by the Ninth Cirt:uit's decision in Theofet, but law
enforcement elsewhere may continue to apply the traditional interpretation of
"electronic storage."
As traditionally understood, "e!e(:tronic storage" refers only to temporary
storage made in the course of transmission by a seNce pro"";der and to
backups of such intermediate communications made by the service provider
to ensure system integrity. It does not include post-transmission storage of
communications. For example, email that has been received by a reCipient's
seNce pro"";der but has not yet been accessed by the recipient is in
"electronic storage." See Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States Secret
Service, 36 F.3d 457, 461 (5th Cir. 1994). At that stage, the communication is
stored as a temporary and intermediate measure pending the recipient's
retrieval of the communication from the sen,.;ce pro..tder. Once the recipient
retrieves the email, howe'loer, the communication reaches its final destination.
If the recipient chooses to retain a copy of the accessed communication, the
copy will not be in "temporary, intennediate storage" and is not stored
incident to transmission. See Fraser v. NationVlide Mui. Ins. Co., 352 F.3d
107,114 (3d Cir. 2004) (stating that email in post-transmission storage was
cybercrime.gov/ssmanual/03ssma.html
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not in "temporary, intermediate storage"). By the same reasoning, if the
sender of an email malntains a copy of the sent email, the copy will not be in
"electronic storage:' Messages posted to an electronic "bulletin board" or
similar selYice are also not in "electronic storage" because the website on
which they are posted is the final destination for the information. See Snowv.
DirecTV, Inc., 2005 WL 1226158, at '3 (M.D. Fla. May 9, 2005), adopted by
2005 WL 1266435 (M.D. Fla. May 27, 2005), afl'd on other grounds, 450 F.3d
1314 (11th Cir. 2006).

Furthermore, the "backup" component afthe definition of "electronic storage"
refers to copies made by an ISP to ensure system integrity. As one district
court explained, the backup component "protects the communication in the
e\€nt the system crashes before transmission is complete. The phrase 'for
purposes of backup protection of such communication' in the statutory
definition makes clear that messages that are in post-transmission storage,
after transmission is complete, are not CO\€red by part (8) of the definition of
'electronic storage."' Fraser v. Nationwde MUC. Ins. Co., 135 F. Supp. 2d 623,
636 (E.D. Pa. 2001), afl'd in part on other grounds, 352 F.3d 107, 114 (3d Cir.
2004) (affirming the SCA portion of the district court's ruling on other grounds);
see also United States V. Weaver, 2009 WL 2163478, at "4 (C.D. III. July 15,
2009) (interpreting "electronic storage" to exclude pre¥tously sent email stored
by web-based email serviceprov;der);lnreDoubleclicklnc.Privacy Litigation,
154 F. Supp. 2d 497,511-13 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (emphasizing that "electronic
storage" should ha\€ a narrow interpretation based on statutory language and
legislati\€ intent and holding that cookies fall outside of the definition of
"electronic storage" because of their "long-term residence on plaintiffs' hard
dri,",s"); H.R Rep. No. 99-647, at 65 (1986) (noting congressional intent that
opened email left on a pro¥tder's system be co\€red by prov;sions of the SCA
relating to remote computing ser"\1ces, rather than provisions relating to
communications In "electronic storage").
This narrow interpretation of "electronic storage" was rejected by the Ninth
Circuit in Theofel v. Farey-Jones, 359 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir. 2004), in which the
court held that email messages YJere in "electronic storage" regardless of
whether they had been previously accessed, because it concluded that
retriel.e<i email Fen within the backup portion of the definition of "electronic
storage." Id. at 1075-77. Although the Ninth Circuit did not dispute that
p~ously accessed email was not in temporary, intermediate storage within
the meaning of § 2510(17)(A), it insisted that a pre"ously accessed email
message fell within the scope of the "backup" portion ofthe definition of
"electronic storage," because such a message "functions as a 'backup' for the
user." Id. at 1075. Howe,",r, CCiPS has conSistently argued that the Ninth
Circuit's broad interpretation of the "backup" portion of the definition of
"electronic storage" should be rejected. There is no way for a ser\lice prov;der
to determine whether a previously opened email on its sel'\ers is a backup for
a copy of the email stored by a user on his computer, as the ser"\1ce pro¥tder
simply cannot know whether the underlying emai! remains stored on the
user's computer. Essentially, the Ninth Circuit's reasoning in Theofel confuses
"backup protection" with ordinary storage of a file.
Although prosecutors within the Ninth Circuit are bound by Theofer. law
enforcement elsewhere may continue to apply the traditional narrow
interpretation of "electronic storage," e\€n when the data sought is within the
Ninth Circuit. Recent lower court decisions addressing the scope of
"electronic storage" ha\€ split between the traditional interpretation and the
Theofel approach. Compare United States v. Weaver, 2009 WL 2163478, at
'4 (C.D. III. July 15, 2009) (rejecting Theofel), and Bansal v. Russ, 513 F.
Supp. 2d 264, 276 (E.D. Pa. 2007) (holding that access to opened email in
account held by non-public serl/ice prov;der did not ¥tolate the SCA), wfh
Bailey V. Bailey, 2008 WL 324156, at'6 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 6,2008) (endorsing
Theofery, and Cardinal Health 414, Inc. v. Adams, 482 F. Supp. 2d 967, 976
n.2 (M.D. Tenn. 2008) (same). Prosecutors confronted with Theofel-related
issues should consult CCIPS at (202) 514-1026 for further assistance.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaIl03ssma.html
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4. Illustration of the SCA's Classifications in the Email Context
An example lIlustrates how the SCA's categories work in practice outside the
Ninth Circuit, where Theofel does not apply. Imagine that Joe sends an email
from his account at work rjoe@goodcompany.com")to the personal account
or his friend Jane nane@localisp.com"). The email will stream across the
Internet until it reaches the servers of Jane's internet ser.1ce provider, here the
fictional LocaliSP. When the message first arrives at LocallSP, Local!SP is a
provider of ECS with respect to that message. Before Jane accesses
LocallSP and retrieves the message, Joe's email is in "electronic storage."
Once Jane retrieves Joe's email, she can either delete the message from
LocallSP's server or else !eave the message stored there. tf Jane chooses to
store the email with LocallSP, LocaiiSP is now a provider of RCS (and not
ECS) with respect to the email sent by Joe. The role of LoealiSP has changed
from a transmitter of Joe's email to a storage facility for a file stored remotely
for Jane by a pro"der of RCS.
Next imagine that Jane responds to .Joe's email. Jane's retum email to Joe wi!!
stream across the Internet to the sel"'l.efS of Joe's employer, Good Company,
Before Joe retrie"", the email from Good Company's sen.ers. Good Company
is a provider of ECS with respect to Jane's email Oust like LocallSP was with
respect to Joe's original email before Jane accessed it). When Joe accesses
Jane's email message and the communication reaches its destination (Joe),
GCKXt Company ceases to be a provtder of ECS with respect to that email
Oust as LocallSP ceased to be a provider of ECS with respect to Joe's original
email when Jane accessed it). Unlike LocallSP, however, Good Company
does not become a provider of RCS if Joe decides to store the opened email
on Good Company's server. Rather, for purposes of this specific message,
Good Company is a provider or neither ECS nor RCS. Good Company does
not pro...tde RCS because it does not pro...tde seNces to the public. See 18
U.S.C. § 2711(2) ("[l]he term 'remote computing seNee' means the pro"sion
to the public of computer storage or processing ser.1ces by means of an
electronic communications system." (emphasis added)); Andersen
Consulting, 991 F. Supp. at 1043. Because Good Company pro"des neither
ECS nor RCS with respect to the opened email in Joe's account, the SCA no
longer regulates access to this email, and such access is govemed solely by
the Fourth Amendment. Functionally speaking, the opened email in Joe's
account drops out of the SCA.
Finally, consider the status of the other copies of the emaHs in this scenario:
Jane has downloaded a copy of Joe's email from LoeallSP's se""r to her
personal computer at home, and Joe has downloaded a copy of Jane's email
from Good Company's sener to his ollice desktop computer at work. The SCA
gowrns neither. Although these computers contain copies of emails, these
copies are not stored on the se""r of a thim-party pro"der of RCS or ECS,
and therefore the SCA does not apply. Access to the copies of the
communications stored in Jane's personal computer at home and Joe's office
computer at work is govemed solely by the Fourth Amendment. See generally
Chapters 1 and 2.
As this example indicates. a single provider can simultaneously prov;de ECS
with regard to some communications and RCS with regard to others, or ECS
with regard to some communications and neither ECS nor RCS with regard to
others. A chart illustrating these issues appears in Section F of this chapter.
Sample language that agents may use appears in Appendices 8, E, and F.

D. Compelled Disclosure Under the SCA
Section 2703 articulates the steps that the govemment must take to compel
prov;ders to disclose the contents of stored wire or electronic communications
(including email and \<:lice mal!) and other information such as account
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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records and basic subscriber and session inlbnnation.
fi~ mechanisms that a "go~rnment entity" Gan use to
compel a pro'vtder to disclose certain kinds of infonTlation. The Ii\/!?
mechanisms are as follows:

Section 2703 offers

1) Subpoena;
2) Subpoena with prior notice to the subscriber or customer;
3) § 2703(d) court order;
4) § 2703(d) court order with prior notice to the subscriber or customer;

ane

5) Search warrant.
One feature of the compelled disclosure pro\lisions of the SeA is that greater
process generally indudes access to infonTlation that cannot be obtained with
lesser process. Thus, a 2703(d) court order can compel e~rything that a
subpoena can compel (plus additional information), and a search warrant can
compel the production of e"'rything that a 2703(d) order can compel (and then
some). As a result, the additional work required to satisfy a higher threshold
will often be justified because it can authorize a broader disclosure. Note,
hO\Newr, the notice requirement must be considered separately under this
analysis: a subpoena with notice to the subscriber can be used to compel
infonTlation not available using a 2703(d) order without subscriber notice.
Two circumstances allow the gowmment to compel disclosure ofinformation
under the SCA without a subpoena. First, when im.estigating telemarketing
fraud, law enforcement may submit a written request to a service prO\';der for
the name, address, and place of business of a subscriber or customer
engaged in telemaJ1<eting. See 1B U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1)(D). Second, the
go\efTlment may compel a service pm'vtder to disclose non-content information
pertaining to a customer or subscriber when the gO\emment has obtained the
customer or subscribe(s consent. See 1B U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1)(C).

1. Subpoena
The SCA permits the gO\emment to compel disclosure of the basic subscriber
and session information (discussed abo\e in Section C.1) listed in 18 U.S.C.
§ 2703(c)(2) using a subpoena:
(A) name; (B) address; (C) local and long distance telephone connection
records, or records of session times and durations; (0) length of seNee
(including start date) and types of service utilized; (E) telephone or
instrument number or other subscriber number or identity, including any
temporarily assigned network address; and (F) means and source of
payment for such service (including any credit card or bank account
number)[.]
1B USC. § 2703(c)(2).
Agents can also use a subpoena to obtain information that is outside the
scope the SCA. The hypothetical email exchange between Jane and Joe
discussed in Section C of this chapter prQ\.';des a useful example: Good
Company pm"";ded neither "remote computing service" nor "electronic
communication service" with respect to the opened email on Gcx:>d Company's
sef'\-er. Accordingly, § 2703 does not impose any requirements on its
disclosure, and in\estigators can issue a subpoena compelling Good
Company to diwlge the communication just as they would if the SCA did not
exist. Similarly, inlbnnation relating or belonging to a person who is neither a
"customer" nor a "subscriber" is not protected by the SCA and may be

or
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obtained using a subpoena according to the same rationale.
Organizacion
JD Llda. v. United States Dep~ of Justice, 124 F.3d 354,359-61 (2d Cir.
1997) (discussing the scope of the word "customer" as used in the SeA).

cr.

The legal threshold for issuing a subpoena is low. See United States v. Morton
Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 642-43 (1950). In""stigators may obtain disclosure
pursuant to § 2703(c)(2) using any lederal or state grand jury or trial subpoena
or an administratilve subpoena authorized by a federal or state statute. See 18
U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2). For example, subpoenas authorized by the Inspector
General Act may be used. See 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 6(a)(4). Of course, e";dence
obtained in response to a federal grand jury subpoena must be protected from
disclosure pursuant to Fed. R. Crim. P. 6(e). At least one court has held that
a pre-trial disco\€ry subpoena issued in a ci-..11 case pursuant to Fed. R. elv.
P. 45 is inadequate. See FTC v. Netscape Commc'ns Corp., 196 F.R.D. 559,
561 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (holding that ci";l disco""ry subpoena did not fall within
the meaning of "trial subpoena"). Sample subpoena language appears in
Appendix E.

2. Subpoena with Prior Notice to the Subscriber or Customer
Agents who obtain a subpoena and either give prior notice to the subscriber or
comply with the delayed notice prO\'sions of § 2705(a) may obtain:
1) everything that can be obtained using a subpoena without notice;
2) "the contents of a wire or electronic communication that has been in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for more than
one hundred and eighty days." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a); and
3) "the contents of any wire or electronic communication" held by a
. a subscriber or
provtder of remote computing seNce "on behalf of
customer 01 such remote computing se"';ce." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(8)
(i), § 2703(b)(2).
Outside the Ninth Circuit (which is now go""mad by Theofe0, this third
category will include opened and sent email. Agents outside of the Ninth
Circuit can therefore obtain such email (and other stored electronic Of wire
communications in "electronic storage" more than 180 days) using a
subpoena, provtded they comply with the SCA's notice pro\lisions. However, in
light of Theofel, some seNce prcr...;ders may be reluctant to produce opened or
sent emailiess than 181 days old without a warrant. Prosecutors m0\1ng to
compel compliance with a subpoena for such email should contact CCIPS at
(202) 514-1026 for assistance. In the Ninth Circuit, agents can continue to
subpoena communications that ha\€: been in "electronic storage" over 180
days.
The notice jJfO'vtsions can be satisfied by givtng the customer or subscriber
"prior notice" 01 the disclosure. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(8). Howe""r, 18
U.S.C. § 2705(a)(1)(8) permits notice to be delayed for ninety days "upon the
execution of a written certification of a super..isory official that there is reason
to believe that notification of the existence of the subpoena may have an
ad""rse result." 18 U.S.C. § 2705(a)(1)(8). Both "supe",;sory official" and
"adverse result" are specifically defined terms for the purpose of delaying
notice. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(a)(2) (defining "ad""rse result"); 18 U.S.C. §
2705(a)(6) (defining "supe",;sory official"). This prO\'sion 01 the SCA pro";des a
permissible way for the go-...emment to delay notice to the customer or
subscriber when notice would jeopardize a pending in-...estigation or endanger
the life or physical safety of an indivtduaL The government may extend the
delay of notice for additional 90-<lay periods through additional certifications
that meet the "ad""rse result" standard 01 section 2705(b). See 18 U.S.C. §
2705(a)(4). Upon expiration olthe delayed notice period, the statute requires
the government to send a copy of the request or process along with a letter
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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explaining the delayed notice to the customer or subscriber Sec 18 U.S.C. §
2705(a)(5).

3. Section 2703(d) Order

D

• Agents need a § 2703(d) court order to obtain most account logs and
most transactional records.

Agents who obtain a court order under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) may obtain:

1) anything that can be obtained using a subpoena without notice; and
2) all "record[sl or other information pertaining to a subscriber to or
customer of such senAce {not including the contents of communications
(held by pro-.1ders of electronic communications seruce and remote
computing se"'ce])." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(cX1).
A court Ofder authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) may be issued by any federal
magistrate, district court, or equivalent state court judge. See 18 U.S.C.
§§ 2703(d), 2711(3). To obtain such an order,
the go""mmental entity [must] offer[] specific and articulable facts
showing that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the contents of
a wire or electronic communication, or the records or other information
sought, are relevant and materia! to an ongoing crimina! in..estigation.
18 U.S.C. § 2703(d).

This standard does not permit law entOrcement merely to certify that it has
specific and articulable facts that would satisfy such a shOwing. Rather, the
go\€mment must actually offer those facts to the court in the application for
the order. See United States v. Kennedy, 81 F. Supp. 2d 1103, 1109-10 (0.
Kan. 2000) (concluding that a conclusory application for a 2703(d) order "did
not meet the requirements of the statute."). As the Tenth Circuit has noted,
the "specific and articulab!e facts" standard of 2703(d) "deri..es from the
Supreme Court's decision in [Teny v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968)]." United States
v. Perrine, 518 F.3d 1196, 1202 (10th Cir. 2008). The House Report
accOfnpanying the 1994 amendment to section 2703(d) included the following
analysis:
This section imposes an intermediate standard to protect on-line
transactional records. It is a standard higher than a subpoena, but not a
probable cause warrant The intent of raiSing the standard for access to
transactionai data is to guard against "fishing expeditions" by law
enforcement. Under the intermediate standard, the court must find. based
on law enfOrcement's showing of facts, that there are specific and
articulable grounds to belie\€ that the records are relevant and material to
an ongoing crimina! investigation.
H.R Rep. No. 102-827, at 31-32 (1994), reprinted in 1994 u'S.C.CAN. 3489,
3511-12 (quoted in Full in Kennedy, 81 F. Supp. 2d at 1109 n.8). As a practical
matter, a short factual summary of the imestigation and the role that the
records will ser.e in advancing the in\€stigation should satis fy this criterion. A
more in-depth explanation may be necessary in particularly complex cases. A
sample § 2703(d) application and order appears in Appendix B.
Section 2703(d) orders issued by federal courts ha"" effect outside the district
01 the issuing court. The SCA permits a judge to enter 2703(d) orders
compelling providers to disclose information e\€n if the judge does not sit in
the district in which the information is stored. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d)
(stating that "any court that is a court of competent jurisdiction" may issue a
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2703(d) order) (emphasis added); 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3) (stating that '''court of
competent jurisdiction' has the meaning assigned by section 3127, and
includes any Federal court within that definition, without geographical
limitation"); 18 U.S.C. § 3127(2) (defining "court of competent jurisdiction").
Section 2703(d) orders may also be issued by state courts. See 18 U.S.C.

§§ 2711(3),3127(2)(8) (defining "court of competent jurisdiction" to include "a
court of general criminal jurisdiction of a State authorized by the law of that
State to enter orders authorizing the use of a pen register or a trap and trace
de\1ce"). Howe\Er, the statute pro'v1des that when a state govemmental entity
seeks a 2703(d) order, the order "shall not issue if prohibited by the law of
such State." 18 U.S.C, § 2703(d). Morea\€r, although the statute explicitly
allows federal courts to issue 2703(d) orders to pm'v1ders outside of the court's
district, it is silent on whether state courts have such authority.

4. 2703(d) Order with Prior Notice to the Subscriber or Customer

D

•

In\Estigators can obtain e\Erything associated with an account
except for unopened email or \(Jicemail stored with a pro'v1der for 180
days or less using a 2703(d) court order that complies with the
notice pro'v1sions of § 2705.

Agents who obtain a court order under 18 U.S ,C. § 2703(d), and either gi\€
prior notice to the subscriber or else comply with the delayed notice
pro\lsions of § 2705(a), may obtain:
1) e\€rything that can be obtained using a § 2703(d) court order without
notice;
2) "the contents of a wire or electronic communication that has been in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for more than
one hundred and eighty days: 18 U.S.C, § 2703(a); and
3) "the contents of any wire or electronic communication" held by a
pro~der of remote computing ser\lice "on behatf of ... a subscriber or
customer of such remote computing ser;ice." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1 )(8)
(ii), § 2703(b )(2),
As a practical matter, except in the Ninth Circuit, this means that the
QO\Emment can use a 2703(d) order that complies with the prior notice
pro\lisions of § 2703(b)(1)(B) to obtain the full contents of a subscriber's
account except unopened email and \Oicemail that ha\e been in the account
for 180 days or less. In the Ninth Circuit, which is gO\emed by Theofel, agents
can continue to use 2703(d) orders to obtain communications in "electronic
storage" O\er 180 days. Following Theore/, some pro'v1ders ha\E resisted
producing email content less than 181 days old in respcnse to a 2703(d)
order, e\En when the 2703(d) order is issued by a court outside the Ninth
Circuit Prosecutors encountering this problem should contact CCIPS at (202)
514-1026 for assistance,
As an altemati\E to giv;ng prior notice, law enforcement can obtain an order
delaying notice for up to ninety days when notice lNOuld seriously jeopardize
the inl€Sligation. See 18 U.S,C. § 2705(a). In such cases, prosecutors
generally will obtain this order by including an appropriate request in the
2703(d) application and propcsed order, sample language appears in
Appendix B. Prosecutors may also apply to the court for extensions of the
delay. See 18 U.S.C, § 2705(a)(4). The legal standards for obtaining a court
order de!aying notice mirror the standards for certified delayed notice by a
supervisory official. See Section 0.2., supra. The applicant must satisfy the
court that "there is reason to belie\E that notification of the existence of the
court order may. . endangerf] the life or physical safety of an indiv;dual;
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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[lead t01 flight from prosecution; [lead toJ destruction of or tampering with
ey;dence; [lead to] intimidation of potential witnesses; or
. otherwise
seriously jeopardiz[e] an in\estigation or unduly delay[J a triaL" 18 U.S.C
§§ 2705(a)(1)(A), 2705(a)(2). The applicant must satisfy this standard anew in
B\oery application for an extension of the delayed notice.

5, Search Warrant

D

• Investigators can obtain everything associated with an account with a
search warrant. The SeA does not require the govemment to notify
the customer or subscriber when it obtains information from a
provider using a search warrant

Agents who obtain a search warrant under § 2703 may obtain:
1) e'Jerything that can be obtained using a § 2703(d) court order with
notice; and
2) "the contents of a wire or electronic communication, that is in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for one
hundred and eighty days or less." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a).
In other words, agents can obtain any content or non--content information
pertaining to an account by obtaining a search warrant "issued using the
procedures described in" Fed. R. Crim. P. 41. 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a).
Search warrants issued under § 2703 haw sewral noteworthy procedural
features. First, although most search warrants obtained under Rule 41 are
limited to "a search of property ... within the district" of the authorizing
magistrate judge, search warrants under § 2703 may be issued by a federal
"court with jurisdiction Oloer the offense under inwstigatjon," even for records
held in another district. See United States v. Berkas, 543 F.3d 392, 396-98
(7th Cir. 2008); In re Search of Yahoo, Inc., 2007 WL 1539971, at '6 (D. Ariz.
May 21,2007); In re Search Warrant, 2005 WL 3844032, at '5-6 (M.D. Fla.
2006) ("Congress intended lurisdiction' to mean something akin to territorial
jurisdiction"). State courts may also issue warrants under § 2703, but the
statute does not giloe these warrants effect outside the limits of the courts'
territorial jurisdiction. Second, obtaining a search warrant ob,-,ates the need to
gi"" notice to the subscriber. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(A); Fed. R. Crim. P.

41 (f)(1)(C).
Third, in-.estigators ordinarily do not themseoos search through the provider's
computers in search of the materials described in the warrant. Instead,
inloestigators serw the warrant on the pro,-,der as they would a subpoena, and
the pro"';der produces the material specified in the warrant. See 18 U.S.C. §
2703(g) (stating that the presence of an officer is not required for seNce or
execution ofa § 2703 warrant); United States v. Bach, 310 F.3d 1063, 1068
(8th Cir. 2002) (finding search of email by tSP without presence of Jaw
enforcement did not \lio/ate Fourth Amendment).
Fourth, a two-step process is often used to obtain the content of
communications under a § 2703 warrant. First, the warrant directs the service
provider to produce all email from within the specified account or accounts.
Second, the warrant authorizes law enforcement to review the information
produced to identify and copy information that falls within the scope of the
particularized "items to be seized" under the warrant
Otherwise, as a practical matter, § 2703 search warrants are obtained much
Ilke Rule 41 search warrants, As with a typical Rule 41 warrant, in\€stigators
must draft an affidavit and a proposed warrant that complies with Rule 41.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaIJD3ssma,html
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E. Voluntary Disclosure

o

•

Providers of selYTces not a\9ilable "to the public" may freely disclose
both contents and other records relating to stored communications.
The SeA imposes restrictions on \Oluntary disclosures by providers
of services to the public, but it also includes exceptions to those

restrictions.

The ",Iuntary disclosure pro>isions 01 the SCA appear in 18 U.S.C. § 2702.
These prm';sions go~m when a provider of ReS or ECS can disclose

contents and other information \Oluntarily, both to the

go~mment

and non-

go\€mment entities, If the pro""der may disclose the information to the
go\elT1ment and is willing to do so \O!untarily, law enforcement does not need
to obtain a legal order to compel the disclosure. If the provider either may not
or will not disclose the information, agents must rely on compelled disclosure
prmtsions and obtain the appropriate legal orders.
When considering whether a pro~der of RCS or ECS can disclose contents or
records, the first question is whether the rele\08nt seNce offered by the
proloider is a\08ila~e "to the public." See Section B, abo\e. tfthe prov;derdoes
not prm.ide the applicable seNce "to the public," then the SCA does not place
any restrictions on disclosure. See 1B U.S.C. § 2702(a). For example, in
Andersen Consulting LLP v. UOP.991 F. Supp. 1041 (N.D. III. 199B), the
petroleum company UOP hired the consulting firm Andersen Consulting and
ga~ Andersen employees accounts on UOP's computer network. After the
relationship between UOP and Andersen soured, UOP disclosed to the Wall
Street Journal emails that Andersen employees had left on the UOP network.
Andersen sued, claiming that the disclosure of its contents by the provtder
UOP had ,,;olated the SCA. The district court rejected the suit on the ground
that UOP did not prolotde an electronic communication seNce to the public:
[G]i\ing Andersen access to [UOP'sJ e-mail system is not equivalent to
provtding e-mail to the public. Andersen was hired by UOP to do a project
and as such, was gi~n access to UOP's e-mail system similar to UOP
employees. Andersen was not any member of the community at large,
but a hired contractor.

Id. at 1043. Because UOP did not pro>ide seNces to the public, the SCA did
not prohibit disclosure of contents belonging to UOP's "subscribers." See id.
~the SeNces offered by the PrD,,;der are a",ilable to the public. then the SCA
forbids both the disclosure of contents to any third party and the disclosure of

other records to any govemmental entity unless a statutory exception applies.
E\eI1 a public provtder may disclose customers' non-conient records freely to
any person other than a go",mment entity. See 1 B U.S.C. §§ 2702(a)(3), (c)
(6). Section 2702(b) contains exceptions for disclosure 01 contents, and §
2702(c) contains exceptions for disclosure of other customer records.
The SCA allows the 'oUluntary disclosure of contents when:
1) the disclosure is made to the intended recipient of the communication,
with the consent of the sender or intended recipient, to a forwarding
address, or pursuant to specified legal process, § 2702(b)(1)-(4);
2) in the case of a remote computing seNce, the disclosure is made with
the consent of a subscriber, § 2702(b)(3);[2]
3) the disclosure "may be necessarily incident to the rendition of the
service or to the protection of the rights or property of the provtder of that
seNce," § 2702(b)(S);
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4) the disclosure is submitted "to the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, in connection with a report submitted thereto under
section 2258A," § 2702(b )(6);

5) the disclosure is made to a law enforcement agency "jf the contents
[and] appear to
. were inadvertently obtained by the servtce pro~der .
pertain to the commission of a crime," § 2702(b)(7); or

6) the disclosure is made to a gowmmental entity, "if the pro~der, in
good faith, belie\es that an emergency in\Ol""n9 danger of death or
serious physical injury to any person requires disclosure without delay of
communications relating to the emergency." § 2702(b)(8).
The SeA provides for the 'vOluntary disclosure of non-content customer
records by a prm';der to a gowmmental entity when:

1) the disclosure is made "with the lawful consent of the customer or
subscriber," or "as otherwise authorized in section 2703," § 2702(c)(1}(2);
.
2) the disclosure- "may be necessarily incident to the rendition of the
seNce or to the protection of the rights or property of the prm.1der of that
seNce," § 2702(c)(3);
3) the disclosure is made to a gowmmental entity, "if the pro~der, in
good faith, beliews that an emergency In\Olving danger of death or
serious physical injury to any person requires disclosure without delay of
inlOrmation relating to the emergency," § 2702(c)(4); or
4) the disclosure is made "to the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, in connection with a report submitted thereto under
section 2258A." § 2702(c)(5).
In general, these exceptions permit disclosure by a pro'w1der to the public
when the needs of public safety and of seruce pro'w1ders themselws outweigh
prhacy concerns of customers, or else when disclosure is unlikely to pose a
serious threat to prhacy interests.

F. Quick Reference Guide

Voluntary Disclosure
Allowed?

How to Compel
Disclosure

Basic subscriber,

session, and
billing
information'

Other
transactional and

account records
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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Retrieved
communications

and the conte nt of
other stored
filest

Unretrieved
communications,

including email
and voice mail (in

electronic storage
more than 180

days)t

Unretrieved
communications,

including email
and voice mail (in

electronic storage
180 days or

less)t

• See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(cX2) for listing of information co;ered. This
infOrmation includes local and long distance telephone connection records and
records of session times and durations as well as IP addresses assigned to
the user during the Intemet connections.

t

Includes the content ohoice communications.

For in'.eStigations occurring in the Ninth Circuit, Theofel v. Farny-Jones,
359 F.3d 1066 (9th Gir. 2004), requires use of a search warrant unless the
communications haw been in storage for more than 180 days. Some
prm';ders follow Theofe/ e\el1 outside the Ninth Circuit; contact CCIPS at (202)
514-1026 if you ha\€ an appropriate case to litigate this issue.

G. Working with Network Providers: Preservation of Evidence,
Preventing Disclosure to Subjects, Cable Act Issues, and
Reimbursement
Law enforcement officials who procure records under the SCA quickly learn
the importance of communicating with network sen.;ce pro~ders.
Communication is necessary because every network provider works
differently. Some providers retain \€ry complete records for a long period of
time; others retain few records, or e\en none. Some pro~ders can comply
easily with law enforcement requests for inrtJrmation; others struggle to
comply with e\€n simple requests. These differences result from varied
philosophies, resources, hardware, and software among notwork service
providers. Because of these differences, it is often advisable for agents to
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssmJ html
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communicate with a network seNce prO\,';der (or re"";ew the provider's law
enforcement compliance guide) to leam how the prov;der operates before
obtaining a legal order that compels the prm.';der to act.
The SeA contains two prov1sions designed to aid law enforcement officials
working with network seNce pro"';ders. When used properly, these prov1sions
help ensure that prov1ders will not delete needed records or notify others about
the investigation.

1. Preservation of Evidence under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(f)

o

• Agents may direct prO\,';ders to preserve existing records pending the

issuance of compulsory legal process. Such requests have no
prospect!\€: effect, however.

In general, no law regulates how long network service providers must retain
account records in the United States. Some prov;ders retain records for
months, others for hours, and others not at all. As a result, some ev;dence
may be destroyed or lost before law enforcement can obtain the appropriate
legal order compelling disclosure. For example, suppose that a clime occurs
on Day 1, agents learn of the crime on Day 28, begin work on a search
warrant on Day 29, and obtain the warrant on Day 32, only to learn that the
network seNce prm,';der deleted the records in the ordinary course of business
on Day 30. To minimize the risk that ev;dence will be lost, the SeA permits
the gmemment to direct prolJders to "freeze" stored records and
communications pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703m. Specifically, § 2703(1)(1)
states:
A prov;der of wire or electronic communication services or a remote
computing seNce, upon the request of a govemmental entity, shall take
all necessary steps to preseNB records and other ev;dence in its
possession pending the issuance of a court order or other process.
There is no legally prescribed formal lOr § 2703(1) requests. While a simple
phone call should be adequate, a fax or an email is safer practice because it
both prov;des a paper record and guards against misunderstanding. Upon
receipt of the government's request, the prov;der must retain the records for 90
days, renewable for another 9O-day period upon a gmemment request. See 18
U.S.C. § 2703(1)(2). A sample § 2703(1) leiter appears in Appendix C.
Agents who send § 2703(1) letters to neh'Vork seroAce pm\liders should be
aware of two limitations. First, § 2703(1) letters should not be used
prospec:thely to order prov;ders to preserve records not yet created. If agents
want provtders to record information about future electronic communications,
they should comply with the electronic sur..eHlance statutes discussed in
Chapter 4.
A second limitation of § 2703(f) is that some provtders may be unable to
comply el!ecti>ely with § 2703(1) requests, or they may be unable to comply
without taking actions that potentially could alert a suspect. In such a
situation, the agent must weigh the benefit of preservation against the risk of
alerting the subscriber. The key here is effecti-..e communication: agents
should communicate with the network service provider before ordering the
prov;der to take steps that may ha-..e unintended ad-..erse effects. In-..estigators
with questions about a prOlo;de~s practices may also contact CCIPS at (202)
514·1026 Ib, further assistance.

2. Orders Not to Disclose the Existence of a Warrant, Subpoena,
or Court Order
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI!03ssma.htm!
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Section § 2705(b) states:

A go~mmenta! entity acting under section 2703, when it is not required
to notify the subscriber or customer under section 2703(b)(1), or to the
extent that It may delay such notice pursuant to subsection (a) of this
section, may apply to a court for an order commanding a provider of
electronic communications service or remote computing service to whom
a warrant, subpoena, or court order is directed, for such period as the
court deems appropriate, not to notify any other person of the existence
of the warrant, subpoena, or court order. The court shall enter such an
order if it determines that there is reason to beliel..e that notification of the
existence of the warrant, subpoena, or court order will result in(1) endangering the life or physical safety of an indl .... dual;
(2) flight from prosecution;
(3) destruction of or tampering with e"";dence;

(4) intimidation of potential witnesses; or
(5) otherwise seriously jeopardizing an jnl.<estigation
trial.

or unduly delaying a

18 U.S.C. § 2705(b).
This language permits agents to apply for a court order directing network
sel'\1ce providers not to disclose the existence of legal process whenel.<er the
go~mment itself has no legal duty to notify the customer or subscriber of the
process. If the relevant process is a 2703(d) order or 2703 warrant. agents can
simply include appropriate language in the application and proposed order or
warrant. If agents instead seek to compel the disclosure of information using a
subpoena. they must apply separately for this order.

3. The Cable Act, 47 U.S.C. § 551

D

• The Cable Act restricts go~mment access to cable operator records
only 'Nhen the records relate to ordinary cable sel".1ces. n does not
restrict gO\oemment access to records relating to Intemet access or
telephone sel".1ce provided by a cable operator.

In 1984. Congress passed the Cable Communications Policy Act ("the Cable
Act"). 47 U.S.C. § 521 ef seq. Originally. 47 U.S.C. § 551 set forth a
restrictiw system of rules go~rning law enforcement access to records
~sessed by a cable company. Under these rules, el.<en a search warrant
was insufficient to gain access to cable company records. The gO\oemment
could obtain "personally identifiable information concerning a cable
subscriber" only by ol.<ercoming a heavy burden of proof at an in-court
adloersary proceeding, as specified in 47 U.S.C. § 551(h).
After the 1984 passage of the Cable Act. cable companies began to pro>ide
Internet access and telephone sel".1ce. Some cable companies asserted that
the stringent disclosure restrictions of the Cable Act govemed not only their
pro.... sion oftraditional cable programming sel".1ces, but also their proy;sion of
Internet and telephone sel".1ces. Congress responded by amending the Cable
Act to specify that its disclosure restrictions apply only to records re~aljng
what ordinary cable teley;sion programming a customer purchases, such as
particular premium channels or "pay per ~ew" shows. See USA-PATRIOT Act
§ 211.115 Stat. 272, 283-84 (2001). In particular. cable operators may
disclose subscriber information to the government pursuant to the SCA, Title
III, and the PenlTrap statute, except for "records re\oeaJing cable subscriber
cybercrime.gov/ssmanual/03ssma.html
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selection of ";deo programming: 47 U.S.C. § 551 (c)(2)(D). Records re'.ealing
subscriber selection of video programming remain subject to the restrictions of
47 U.S.C. § 551(h)J31

4. Reimbursement

o

• When a gO'vemment entity obtains information pursuant to the SCA,
the network provider may be entitled to reimbursement for its
reasonable costs incurred in supplying the information.

In general, persons and entities are not entitled to reimbursement for
complying with federal legal process unless there is specific federal statutory
authorization. See Blairv. United States, 250 u.s. 273, 281 (1919)
(discussing possibility of reimbursement for grand jury testimony). "It is
beyond dispute that there is in fact a public obligation to provide evidence.
and that this obligation persists no matter how financially burdensome it may
be." Hurtado v. United States, 410 U.S. 578, 589 (1973) (stating that the Fifth
Amendment does not require compensation for the performance of a public
duty). Howeloer, in many (but not all) circumstances, the SeA requires
go-.emment entities obtaining the contents of communications, records, or
other information pursuant to the SeA to reimburse the disclosing person or
entity. See 18 U.S.C § 2706.
Section 2706 generally obligates gO'vemment entities "obtaining the contents
of communications, records, or other information under section 2702, 2703, or
2704" to pay the service pro~der "a fee for reimbursement for such costs as
are reasonably necessary and which ha-.e been directly incurred in searching
for, assembling, reproducing, or otherwise pro",ding such information." 18
U.S.C. § 2706(a). Significantly, this section only requires reimbursement
when the gO\emment actually obtains communication content, records, or
other irrormation. Thus, the grn.emment is not required to pay for costs
incurred by a prov;der in responding to a 2703(f) preservation letter unless the
go-.emment later obtains the preserved records.
The amount of the fee required under § 2706(a) "shall be as mutually agreed
by the gO\emmental entity and the person or entity prov;ding the information,
or, in the absence of agreement, shall be as determined by the court." 18
U.S.C. § 2706(b). In practice, ifthe ser;;ce pro>ider seeks what appears to be
unreasonably high reimbursement costs, the gmemment should demand a
detailed accounting of costs incurred by ac!iv;ty. A cost accounting will help
ensure that the prov;der is not seeking reimbursement for indirect costs or
activ;ties that were not reasonably necessary to the production.
In addition. the SCA contains a reimbursement exception that precludes
reimbursement in specific circumstances. The reimbursement requirement
"does not apply with respect to records or other information maintained by a
communications common callier that relate to telephone toll records and
telephone listings obtained under section 2703," unless a court determines
that the information sought by the gmemment is "unusually voluminous" or
"caused an undue burden on the pro;;der." 18 U.S.C. § 2706(c).
The reimbursement exception of § 2706(c) applies only to records and other
information "maintained by" a communications common carner. In Ameritech
Corp. v. McGann, 403 F.3c 908, 912 (7th CiL 2005), the Se'.enth Circuit held
that reports of who placed calls to a specified customer were not "maintained
by" Ameritech. Ameritech's computer system recorded calls made by a
customer, but it did not automatically keep or generate a list of the calls made
to a customer. Compiling such a list required substantial computation time.
According to the court, Ameritech "maintains" bills and equivalent statements,
and the go-.ernment can therefore get such "raw information" for free. Howe-.er,
cybercrime.govjssmanuaIj03ssma.html
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when the gO\oemment requires Ameritech to create a report, the gow:mment
must pro\1de compensation. Prosecutors outside the Sew:nth Circuit are not
bound by Ameritech, and there is a reasonably strong argument that its
interpretation of § 2706{c) is flawed. Under this altemathoe interpretation, any
information stored by a canier is "maintained by" the carner, and questions
regarding the difficulty of producing information can be evaluated under the
"undue burden" standard of § 2706(c).

H. Constitutional Considerations
Defendants sometimes raise constitutional challenges to compelled
disclosure of information from communication service proY;ders. They typically
argue that use of a 2703(d) order or a subpoena (rather than a wanant) to
compel disclosure of information v;olated the Fourth Amendment. These
claims fail for two reasons. First, the defendant may haw: no reasonable
expectation of privacy in the infonnalion obtained from the service provider.
Second, the Fourth Amendment generally permits the gO\oemment to compel
a provi"der to disclose information in an account when the provider has access
to and control ow:r the targeted inronnation, regardless of whether the account
user has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the targeted information.

It is now well established that a customer or subscriber has no reasonable
expectation of privacy in her subscriber information or transactional records. In
United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976), the Supreme Court held that a
defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in his bank records
because the records were not his "private papers" but were "the business
records of the banks" in which the defendant could "assert neither ownership
nor possession." Id. at 440. The Court explained that "the Fourth Amendment
does not prohibit the obtaining of information rewaled to a third party and
con\oeyed by him to Gmemment authorities." Id. at 443 (citing Hoffa v. United
States, 385 U.S. 293, 302 (1966»). The Court relied upon the principles of
Miller in Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735(1979), in which it held that a
defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in dialed telephone
numbers obtained from the phone company. Id. at 745-46.
Courts haw: now extended this Miller/Smith analysis to network accounts,
holding that indiv;duals retain no Fourth Amendment privacy interest in
subscriber infonnation and transactional records. See United States v.
Perrine, 518 F.3d 1196, 1204 (10th Cir. 2008) ("El.ery federat court to address
this issue has held that subscriber information provi"ded to an internet provider
is not protected by the Fourth Amendment's privacy expectation. "); United
Siaies v. FomJsler, 512 F.3d 500,510 (9th Cir. 2008) (email and Internet
users haw no reasonable expectation of privacy in source or destination
addresses of email or the IP addresses of websites visited); Guest v. Leis,
255 F.3d 325, 336 (6th Cir. 2001) (finding no Fourth Amendment protection for
network account holders' subscriber information obtained from communication
ser'Ace provider).
In contrast, whether a user has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
contents of communications stored in her account will depend on the facts
and circumstances associated with the account. In Quon v. Arch Wireless
Operating Co., 529 F.3d 892, 906 (9th Cir. 2008), the Ninth Circuit rejected "a
monolithic view of text message users' reasonable expectation of privacy,"
explaining that "this is necessarily a context~sensitiw: inquiry." Compare
Quon, 529 F.3d at 906-08 (finding reasonable expectation of pri\<lcy in pager
messages based on an "jnfonnal policy that the text messages would not be
audited"), and Wilson v. Moreau, 440 F. Supp. 2d 81,108 (D.R.1. 2006)
(finding reasonable expectation of privacy in content of Yahoo! email account),
affd, 492 F.3d 50 (1st Cir. 2007), v.ith Biby v. Board of Regents, 419 F.3d
845, 850-51 (8th Cir. 2005) (uni'.ersity policy stating that computer files and
emaHs may be searched in response to litigation discow:ry requests
eliminated computer user's reasonable expectation of privacy) and Guest v.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanualj03ssma.htm!
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Leis, 255 F.3d 325, 333 (6th Cir. 2001) (finding that disclaimer on private
bulletin board service defeated expectation of privacy in postings). See also
United States v. Young, 350 F.3d 1302, 1307-08 (11th Cir. 2003) (Federal
Express customer had no reasonable expectation of privacy in the contents of
a package based on terms of service authorizing Federal Express to inspect
packages).
Critically, however, el.€n if a user has a reasonable expectation of privacy in
an item, a subpoena may be used to compel the production of the item,
prov;ded the subpoena is reasonable. See United States v. Palmer, 536 F .2d
1278, 1281-82 (9th CiL 1976). The Fourth Amendment imposes a probable
cause requirement on/yon the issuance of warrants. See U.S. Const. amend.IV ("and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause"). A century of
Supreme Court case law demonstrates that reasonable sUbpoenas comply
with the Fourth Amendment. See Wilson v. United States, 221 U.S. 361, 376
(1911) ("there is no unreasonable search and seizure when a [subpoena],
suitably specific and properly limited in its scope, calls for the production of
documents which) as against their lawful owner to whom the writ is directed,
the party procuring its issuance is entitled to have produced"); Oklahoma
Press Publ'g Co. v. Walling, 327 U,S. 186, 208 (1946); United States v.
Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 9-12 (1973); Donovan v. Lone Steer, Inc., 464 U.S, 408,
414-15 (1984). The rule for wnen a subpoena is reasonable and thus complies
with the Fourth Amendment is also well-established: "the Fourth Amendment
requires that the subpoena be sufficiently limited in scope, relevant in
purpose, and specific in directil.€ so that compliance will not be unreasonably
burdensome." Donovan, 464 U.S. at 415 (quoting See v. City of Seattle, 387
U.S. 541, 549 (1967)). Finally, the Fourth Amendment does not require that
notice be ghen to the target of an investigation in third-party subpoena cases.
See SEC v. Jerry T. O'Brien, Inc., 467 U.S. 735, 743, 74S-51 (1984).
In general, the cases indicate that the gO\oemment may compe! an entity to
disclose any item that is within its control and that it may access. See United
States v. Barr, 605 F. Supp. 114, 119 (S.D.N.Y. 1985) (subpoena sefWd on
private third-party mail ser..;ce for the defendant's mail in the third party's
possession); Schv.immer v. United States, 232 F.2d 855, 861-63 (8th Cir.
1956) (subpoena served on third-party storage faCility for the defendant's
prilate papers in the third party's possession); Newield v. Ryan, 91 F.2d 700,
702-05 (5th CiL 1937) (subpoena seo.ed on telegraph company for copies of
defendants'telegrctms in the telegrctph company's possession). This rule is
supported both by the rule that a party with "joint access or control for most
purposes" may consent to a search, see United States v. Matlock, 415 U.S.
164, 171 n.7 (1974), and also by the rule that "the Fourth Amendment does
not prohibit the obtaining of information revealed to a third party and conveyed
by him to GOI,emment authOlitias." Miller, 425 U.S. at 443.
As a practical matter, there is good reason to belie\e that network service
pro'viders will typically have sufficient access to and control o\oer stored
communications on their networks to produce the communications in
response to compulsory process. Terms of service used by network ser.1ce
pro~ders often establish that the pro~der has authority to access and
disclose subscriber email. For example, at the time of this writing, Yahoo!'s
terms of sel"'w'ice confirm its right in its "sole discretion to pre-screen, refuse, or
remo\e any Content that is available 'via the Yahoo! ServTces," as weI! as to
access and disclose email to comply with legal process. Terms of service
similar to Yahoors were sufficient to establish Federal Express's common
authority over the contents of a package in Young: the Ele\enth Circuit
concluded that because Federal Express retained the right to inspect
packages, it had authority to consent to a gO\emment request to search the
package without a warrant. Young, 350 F.3d at 1309. See generally Warshak
v. United States, 532 F.3d 521, 527 (6th Cir. 2008) (en banc) (noting the range
of terms of sel"'w'ice used by different pro~ders). In addition, sel"'w'ice providers
typically exercise actual authority to access the content of communications
stored on their networks. Major pro~ders regularly screen for spam, malicious
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code, and child pomography. Some, such as Gmail, screen the content of
emajl in order to target advertising at the account holder.

CCIPS has assisted many prosecutors facing constitutional challenges to the
SeA, and prosecutors confronted with such challenges are encouraged to
consult with CCIPS at (202) 514-1026 for further assistance.

I. Remedies
Suppression is not a remedy for nanconstitutional SeA "'Dlations. Howe\€r,
the SeA does create a cause of action for ci'o1! damages.

1. Suppression
The SCA does not pro>.ide a suppression remedy. See lB U.S.C. § 2708 C'The
[damages] remedies and sanctions described in this chapter are the.only
judicial remedies and sanctions for nonconstitutional "';olations of this
chapter. It). Accordingly. non constitutional "';olations of the SeA do not result
in suppression of the e\lidence. See United States v. Penine, 518 F.3d 1196.
1202 (10th Cir. 200B) ("[vlialations of the ECPA do not warrant exclusion of
e~dence."); United States v. Steiger, 31 B F ,3d 1039, 1049 (11th Cir. 2003);
United States v. Smith, 155 F,3d 1051, 1056 (9th Cir. 1998) ("[1]he Stored
Communications Act expressly rules out exclusion as a remedy"); United
States v. Ferguson, 508 F. Supp. 2d 7,10 (D. D.C. 2007); United States v.
Sherr, 400 F. Supp. 2d 843, 848 (D. Md. 2005); United States v. Kennedy, 81
F. Supp. 2d 1103, 1110 (D. Kan. 2000) ("[Sjuppression is not a remedy
contemplated under the EGPA."); United States v. Hambrick, 55 F. Supp. 2d
504,507 (W.O. Va. 1999) ("Congress did not pro>.ide for suppression where a
party obtains stored data or transactional records in \lioJation of the Act "),
atrd, 225 F.3d 656, 2000 WL 1062039 (4th Cir. 2000) (unpublished); United
States v. Reyes, 922 F. Supp. 81B, 837-3B (S.D.N,Y. 1996) ("Exclusion olthe
e'o1dence is not an available remedy for this vtolation of the ECPA.
The
remedy for ~olation of[lB U.s.C. § 2701-1·1] lies in a ci~1 action.").

As discussed pre\liously in Section H, defendants occasionally have claimed
that section 2703's procedures for compeUed disclosure ~olate the Fourth
Amendment Howe-..er. e-..en jf a court were to hold section 2703
unconstitutional in some circumstances, suppression would likely not be a
proper remedy. In Illinois v. Kroll, 480 u.s. 340, 349 (1987), the Supreme
Court held that the exclusionary rule did not apply to evtdence obtained in
Dobjectively reasonable reliance on a statute." Reliance on section 2703 likely
satisfies this standard, as the only decision thus far to hale held section 2703
unconstitutional was rewrsed on appeal. See Warnhak v. United States, 532
F.3d 521 (6th Cir. 200B) (en banc). In addition, when a defendant mOles to
suppress based on a claim that the SCA's procedures are unconstitutional,
the court may conclude that the gowmment's reliance on the SeA was
objectiwfy reasonable and deny the suppression motion without ruling on the
constitutionality of the SCA. See Krull, 4BO U.S. at 357 n.13; United States v.
Vanness, 342 F3d 1093, 109B (10th Gir. 2003). Courts hale adopted this
approach in two cases in which the defendants argued that the SeA was
unconstitutional. See United States v. Warshak, 2007 WL 4410237, at '5
(S.D. Ohio Dec. 13,2007); United States v. Ferguson, 508 F. Supp. 2d 7, 910 (D.D.C. 2007).

2. Civil Actions and Disclosures
Although the SeA does not pro~de a suppression remedy for statutory
"';olations, it does pro"';de for ci"';l damages (including, in some cases, punitive
damages), as well as the prospect of disciplinary actions against officers and
employees of the United States who hale engaged in willful ~olations of the
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaIj03ssma,html
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statute. See, e.g., Freedman v. American Online, Inc., 303 F. Supp. 2d 121
(D. Conn. 2004) (granting summary judgment on liability under the SCA
against police officers who ser\red on AOL a purported search warrant that had
not been signed by a judge). The Ninth Circuit has held that the SCA does not
impose secondary liability for aiding and abetting an SeA \oiolation or
conspiring to \1olate the SeA. See Freeman v. DirecTV, Inc .. 457 F.3d 1001,
1006 (9th Cir. 2006). Thus, liability under the SCA for a ,;olation of the
\Oluntary disclosure prOvisions of section 2702 is limited to sel'\lice provtders.
See id. at 1006.

Liability and discipline can result not only from violations of the rules already
described in this chapter, but also from the improper disclosure of some kinds
of SeA-related information. Information that is obtained pursuant to § 2703
and that qualifies as a "record" under 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a) can be disclosed by
an officer or gmemmental entity only "in the proper performance of the official
functions of the officer or goloemmental entity making the disclosure." 18
U.S.C. § 2707(g). Other disclosures of such infonmation by an officer or
gOloemmental entity are unlawful unless the information has been previously
and lawfully disclosee to the public. See id.
Th.e SCA includes separate pr0\1sions for suits against the United States and
suits against any other person or entity. Section 2707 permits a "person
aggrie\oed" by SCA ,,",olations that result from knowing or intentional conduct to
bring a civil action against the "person or entity, other than the United States,
which engagee in that ';olation." 18 U.S.C. § 2707(a). Relief can include
money damages no less than $1,000 per person, equitable or declaratory
relief, and a reasonable attorney's fee plus other reasonable litigation costs.
18 U.S.C. § 2707(b), (c). Willful or intentional ,;olations can also nesult in
puniti"" damages, See § 2707(c), and employees of the Unitee States may be
subject to disciplinary action for willful or intentional "olations. See § 2707(d).
A good faith reliance on a court order or warrant, grand jury subpoena,
legislatiloe authorization, or statutory authorization provides a complete
defense to any ci,,1 or climinal action brought under the SCA. See § 2707(e).
Qualified immunity may also be available. See Chapter 4.E.2.
Suits against the Unitec States may be brought under 18 U.S.C. § 2712 for
willful "oIatioos of the SCA, Title III, or specified sections of the Foreign
Intelligence SUr\eillance Act of 1978,50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq. This section
authorizes courts to award actual damages or $10,000, whicheloer is greater,
and reasonable litigation costs. Section 2712 also defines procedures for suits
against the United States and a process for staying proceedings when civil
litigation would adloersely affect a related inloestigation or criminal prosecution.
See 18 U.S.C. § 2712 (b), (e).

1 The SCA is sometimes referred to as the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act. The SCA was includec as Title II of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 1986 ("ECPA"), but ECPA itself also included
amendments to the Wiretap Act and created the Pen Register and Trap and
Trace De"ces statute addressee in Chapter 4. See Pub. L No. 99-508, 100
StaL 1848 (1986). Although 18 U.S.C. § 2701-2712 is refemed to as the
"Stored Communications Act" here and elsewhere, the phrase "Stored
Communications Act" appears nowhere in the language of the statute.
2

See also Quon, 529 F.3d at 900-03 (holding that text messaging seNce
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provider did not proVlde remote computing ser.1ce and thus could not disclose
users' communications to the city that subscribed to its sel'\1ce).

3 The Satellite Home Viewer Extension and Reauthorization Act of 2004
(SHVERA) was based on the original Cable Act and contains nearly identical
provisions go..eming disclosure of customer records by satellite television

prm'ders. See 47 U.S.C. § 338(i).
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Chapter 3
The Stored Communications Act
A. Introduction

D

• The seA regulates how the go\€mment can obtain stored account
information from network s9r..-ice providers such as ISPs. Whene\€f
agents or prosecutors seek stored email, account records, or
subscriber information from a network seNea provider, they must
comply with the SeA. The SeA's classifications are summarized in
the chart that appears in Section F of this chapter.

The Stored Communications Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2701-2712 ("SCA"), sets forth
a system of statutory privacy rights for customers and subscribers of
computer network seNee providers. Pi There are three main substanti\€
components to this system, which ser\€s to protect and regulate the prl\acy
interests of network users with respect to government, network service
providers, and the world at large. First, § 2703 creates a code of criminal
procedure that federal and state law enforcement officers must follow to
compel disclosure of stored communications from network seNce providers.
Second, § 2702 regulates -..oluntary disclosure by network seNce providers of
customer communications and records, both to gO\emment and nongovernment entities. Third, § 2701 prohibits unlavvful access to certain stored
communications; anyone who obtains, alters, or pre\ents authorized access
to those communications is subject to criminal penalties.
The structure of the SCA reflects a series of classifications that indlcate the
drafters' judgments about what kinds of information implicate greater or lesser
privacy interests. For example, the drafters saw greater privacy interests in
the content of stored emails than in subscriber account information. Similarly,
the drafters believed that computing seNces available "to the public" required
more strict regulation than services not available to the public. (Pemaps this
judgment reflects the \-tew that providers available to the public are not likely to
ha\e close relationships with their customers, and therefore might ha\e less
incenU\e to protect their customers' privacy,) To protect the array of privacy
interests identiTIed by its drafters, the SCA offers \arying degrees of legal
protection depending on the percei\ed importance of the privacy interest
in\'()lved. Some information can be obtained from providers with a subpoena;
other information reqUires a special court order; and still other information
requires a search warrant. In addition, some types of legal process reqUire
notice to the subscriber, while other types do not.
Agents and prosecutors must apply the various classiTIcations de"sed by the
SCA's drafters to the facts of each case to figure out the proper procedure for
obtaining the information sought. First, they must classify the network seruce
provider (e.g., does the provider provide "electronic communication seNce,"
"remote computing service," or neither). Next, they must classify the
information sought (e.g., is the information content "in electronic storage,"
content held by a remote computing service, a non-content record pertaining
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.htrn!
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to a subscriber, or other information enumerated by the SeA). Third, they
must consider whether they are seeking to compel disclosure or seeking to
accept information disclosed voluntarily by the pro"";der. If they seek
compelled disclosure, they need to determine whether they need a search
warrant, a 2703(d) court order, or a subpoena to compel the disclosure, If they
are seeking to accept information voluntan"ly disclosed, they must determine
whether the statute permits the disclosure. The chart contained in Section F
of this chapter provides a useful way to apply these distinctions in practice,
The organization of this chapter will fol!ow the SCA's 'VcIriOU5 classifications.
Section B explains the SCA's classification structure, which distinguishes
between providers of "electronic communication service" and providers of
"remote computing service." Section C explains the different kinds of
information that prm';ders can diwlge, such as content "in electronic storage"
and "records .. pertaining to a subscriber." Section 0 explains the legal
process that agents and prosecutors must follow to compel a provider to
disclose information. Sectlon E looks at the flip side of this problem and
explains when providers may voluntarily disclose account information. A
summary chart appears in Section F. Section G discusses important issues
that may arise when agents obtain records from network providers: steps to
preserve evidence, steps to prevent disclosure to subjects, Cable Act issues,
and reimbursement to providers. Section H discusses the Fourth
Amendment's application to stored electronic communications. Finally,
Section I discusses the remedies that courts may impose foHowing violations
01 the SCA,

B. Providers of Electronic Communication Service vs. Remote
Computing Service
The SCA protects communicatiOns held by two defined classes of network
service providers: providers of "electronic communication sef'vice," see 18
U,S,C, § 2510(15), and prO\,;ders 01 "remote computing ser.ice," see 18
U,S,C, § 2711(2), Careful examination of the definitions oflhese two terms is
necessary to understand how to apply the SCA.

1. Electronic Communication Service
An electronic communication service ("ECS") is "any service which provides
to users thereof the ability to send or receive wire or electronic
communications," 18 U,S,C, § 2510(15), (For a discussion of the definitions of
wire and electronic communications, see Chapter 4.0.2,) For example,
"telephone companies and electronic mail companies" generally act as ECS
pro~ders, See S, Rep, No, 99-541 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U,S,C,GAN,
3555,3568; Quon v, Arch Wireless Operating Co" 529 F,3d 892, 900-03 (9th
GiL 2008) (text messaging sef\1ce pro~der is an EGS); In re Application of
United States, 509 F, Supp, 2d 76, 79 (0, Mass, 2007) (cell phone ser.ice
pro~der is an ECS); Kaufman v, Nest Seekers, LLC, 2006 WL 2807177, at >5
(S,D,N,Y, Sept. 26, 2006) (host of electronic bulletin board is EGS);
Freedman v, Ametica Online, Inc" 325 F, Supp, 2d 638, 643 n.4 (E,D, Va,
2004) (AOL is an ECS),
Any company or go\€mment entity that provides others with the means to
communicate electronically can be a "provider of electronic communication
service" relating to the communications it provides. regardless of the entity's
primary business or function, See Fraser v, Nationwde Mu/. Ins, Co" 352
F,3d 107, 114-15 (3d Gir, 2004) (insurance company that pro~ded email
ser.ice to employees is an EGS); Bohach v, City of Reno, 932 F, Supp, 1232,
1236 (0, Nev, 1996) (city pro~ding pager ser.ice to its police officers was a
pro~der of ECS); United States v, Mullins, 992 F,2d 1472, 1478 (9th GiL 1993)
(airline that provides travel agents wlth computerized travel reservation system
cybercrime.gov/ssmanua!/03ssma.html
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accessed through separate computer terminals can be a provider of ECS}, In
In re Application of United States, 349 F.3d 1132, 1138-41 (9th Cir. 2003), the
Ninth Circuit held that a company operating a system that enabled dri-.ers to
communicate with designated call centers o-.er a cellular telephone network
was an ECS, though it also noted that the situation would ha;e been entirely
different "jf the Company merely used wire communication as an incident to
providing some other service, as is the case with a street-front shop that
requires potential customers to speak into an intercom device before
permitting entry, or a 'drive-thru' restaurant that allows customers to place
orders ~a a two-way intercom located beside the drive-up lanR" Id. at 1141
n.19.

A provider cannot prov;de ECS with respect to a communication if the seNce
did not provide the ability to send or recei'l.e that communication. See Sega
Enterpnses Ltd. v. MAPHIA, 948 F. Supp. 923, 930-31 (N.D. Cal. 1996) (lAdeo
game manufacturer that accessed pri'.9te email of users of another company's
bulletin board seNce was not a provider of electronic communication seNce);
State Wide Photocopy, Corp. v. Tokai Fin. SeNs., Inc., 909 F. Supp. 137,
145 (S.D. N.Y. 1995) (financing company that used fax machines and
computers but did not provide the ability to send or recei\€ communications
was not provider of electronic communication seNce).
Significantly, a mere user of ECS provided by another is not a provider of
ECS. For example, a commercial website is not a provider of ECS, e'l.en
though it may send and receive eiectronic communications from customers. In
Crowey v. CyberSource Corp., 166 F. Supp. 2d 1263, 1270 (N.D. Cal. 2001),
the plaintiff argued that Amazon.com (to whom plaintiff sent his name, credit
card number, and other identification information) was an electronic
communications seNce provider because "without recipients such as
Amazon.com, users would ha\€ no ability to send electronic information," The
court rejected this argument, holding that Amazon was properly characterized
as a user rather than a provider of ECS. See id. See also United States v.
Steiger, 318 F.3d 1039, 1049 (11th Cir. 2003) (a home computer connected to
the Intemet is not an ECS); In re Jelblue Airways Corp. Privacy Litigation, 379
F. Supp. 2d 299, 309-10 (E.D.N.Y. 2005) (ainine that operated website that
enabled it to communicate with customers was not an ECS); Dyer v.
Northoost Airlines Corp., 334 F, Supp. 2d 1196, 1199 (D.N,D. 2004) (ECS
"does not encompass businesses selling traditional products or services
online"); In re Daubleclick Inc. Pnvacy Litigation, 154 F. Supp. 2d 497, 508-09
(S.D. N.Y. 2001) (distinguishing ISPs that prolAde ECS from websites that are
users of ECS). However, "an online business or retailer may be considered an
electronic communication service provider if the business has a website that
offers customers the ability to send messages or communications to third
parties." Beckerv. Toca, 2008 WL 4443050, at -4 (E.D, La. Sept. 26, 2008).

2. Remote Computing Service
The term "remote computing se"';ce" ("RCS") is defined by 18 U.S.C. §
2711(2) as "the provision to the public of computer storage or processing
services by means of an electronic communications system. ,. An "electronic
communications system" is "any wire, radio, electromagnetic, photooptical or
photoelectronic facilities for the transmission of wire or electronic
communications, and any computer facilities or related electronic equipment
for the electronic storage of such communications." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(14).
Roughly speaking, a remote computing se"';ce is pro'.ided by an off-site
computer that stores or processes data for a customer. See S. Rep. No. 99541 (1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3555, 3564-65. For example, a
service provider that allows customers to use its computing facilities in
"essentially a time-sharing arrangement" provides an RCS. H.R Rep. No. 99647, at 23 (1986). A se"", that allows users to store data for future retrie",,1
also provides an RCS. See Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States
cybercrime,govlssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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Secret Service, 816 F. Supp. 432, 442-43 \'N.D. Tex. 1993) (pJo\lder of
bulletin board seNces was a remote computing sel"l.1ce), affd on other
grounds, 36 F.3d 457 (5th Cir. 1994). Importantly, an entity that operates a
website and its associated servers is not an ReS, unless of course the entity
offers a storage or processing seNee through the website. For example, an
airline may compile and store passenger information and itineraries through its
website, but these functions are incidental to pro"";ding airline reservation
seNee, not data storage and processing seNee; they do not comert the
airline into an RCS. See In re Jetblue AilW'lYs Corp. Privacy Utigation, 379 F.
Supp. 2d at 310; see also United States V. Standefer, 2007 WL 2301760, at
'5 (S.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2007) (holding that e-gold payment website was not an
ReS because e-gold customers did not use the website "to simply store
electronic data" or to "outsource tasks," but instead used e-gold "to transfer
gold ownership to other users").
Under the definition pro~ded by § 2711(2), a seNce can only be a "remote
computing service" if it is available "to the public." Ser-Aces are available to the
public ifthey are available to any member of the general population who
complies WIth the requisite procedures and pays any requisite fees. For
example, Verizon is a provider to the public: anyone can obtain a Verizon
account (It may seem odd at first that a seNce can charge a fee but still be
considered available "to the public," but this approach milTOffi commercial
relationships in the physical world. For example, mo'vie theaters are open "to
the public" because anyone can buy a ticket and see a show, e'V8n though
tickets are not free.) In contrast, providers whose services are available only to
those with a special relationship with the provider do not provide service to the
public. For example, an employer that provides email accounts to its
employees will not be an RCS with respect to those employees, because
such email accounts are not available to the public. See Andersen Consulting
LLP v. UOP, 991 F. Supp. 1041, 1043 (N.D. III. 1998) (interpreting the "to the
public" clause in § 2702(a) to exclude an internal email system that was
made available to a hired contractor but was not available to "any member of
the community at large").
In Quon v. Arch Wireless Operating Co., the Ninth Circuit held that a text
messaging service provider was an ECS and therefore not an RCS. See Quon,
529 F.3d at 902-03. Howe",r, this "either/or" approach to ECS and RCS is
contrary to the language of the statute and its legislati-.e history. The
definitions of ECS and RCS are independent of each other, and therefore
nothing pre-.ents a seNce pro"';der from providing both forms of seNce to a
single customer. In addition, an email seNce proVIder is certainly an ECS, but
the House report on the SCA also stated that an email stored after
transmission would be protected by a pro";sion of the SCA that protects
contents of communications stored by an RCS. See H.R. Rep. No. 99-647, at
65 (1986). One subsequent court has rejected the Ninth Circuit's analysis in
Quon and stated that a pro~der "may be deemed to pro";de beth an ECS and
an RCS to the same customer." Flagg, V. City of Detroit, 252 F.R.D. 346, 362
(E.D. Mich. 2008). The key to determining whether the pro~der is an ECS or
RCS is to ask what role the provider has played and is playing with respect to
the communication in question.

C. Classifying Types of Information Held by Service Providers
Network service prO\';ders can store different kinds of information relating to an
individual customer or subscriber. Consider the range of information that an
ISP may typically store regarding one of its customers. It may ha", the
customer's subscriber information, such as name, address, and credit card
number. It may ha", logs re",aling when the customer logged on and off the
seNce, the IP addresses assigned to the customer, and other more detailed
logs pertaining to what the customer did while online. The ISP may also ha-..e
the customer's opened, unopened, draft, and sent emails.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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When agents and prosecutors wish to obtain such records, they must be able
to classify these types of information using the language of the SeA. The
SeA breaks the information down into three categories: (1) contents; (2) noncontent records and other information pertaining to a sUbscriber or customer;
and (3) basic subscriber and session information, which is a subset of noncontent records and is specifically enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2). See
18 U.S.C. §§ 2510(8),2703. In addition, as described below, the SCA creates

substantially different protections for contents in "electronic storage" in an
ECS and contents stored by a pro,,;der of RCS.

1. Basic Subscriber and Session Information Listed in 18 U.S.C. §
2703(c)(2)
Section 2703(c)(2) lists the categories of basic subscriber and session
information:
(A) name; (6) address; (C) local and long distance telephone connection

records, or records of session times and durations; (0) length of seNee
(including start date) and types of seNce utilized; (E) telephone or

instrument number or other subscriber number or identity, including any
temporarily assigned network address; and (F) means and source of
payment for such service (including any credit card or bank account
number)[.]

In genera!, the items in this list relate to the identity of a subscriber. his
relationship with his service provider, and his basic session connection
records. In the Intemet context, "any temporarily assigned network address"
includes the IP address used by a customer for a particular session. For
example, for a webmai! seNce, the !P address used by a customer accessing
her email account constitutes a "temporarily assigned network address." This
list does not Include other. more extensive transaction-related records, such
as logging information revealing the email addresses of persons with whom a
customer corresponded.

2. Records or Other Information Pertaining to a Customer or
Subscriber
Section 2703(c)(1) CO\€rs a second type ofinfonmation: "a record or other

information pertaining to a subscriber to or Gustomer of such service (not
including the contents of communications)." This is a catch-all category that
includes all records that are not contents, including basic subscriber and
session information described in the previous section. As one court explained,
"a record means something stored or archi\€d. The term information is
synonymous with data." In re United States, 509 F. Supp. 2d 76, 80 (D.
Mass. 2007).

Common examples of "record[s1 ' . , pertaining to a subscriber" include
transactional records, such as account logs that record account usage; cellsite data for cellular telephone calls; and email addresses of other individuals
with whom the account holder has corresponded. See H.R. Rep. No. 103-827,
at 10, 17,31 (1994), reprinted in 1994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3489, 3490, 3497, 3511.
See also In re Application of United States, 509 F. Supp. 76, 80 (D. Mass.
2007) (historical cell·site infonmation fall within scope of § 2703(c )(1 )); United
States v. Allen, 53 M.J. 402, 409 (C.AAF. 2000) (concluding that "a log
identifying the date, time, user, and detailed intemet address of sites

accessed" by a user constituted "a record or other information pertaining to a
subscriber or customer of such service" under the SCA); Hill v. MCI
WorldCom Commc'ns, Inc., 120 F. Supp. 2d 1194,1195-96 (S.D. Iowa 2000)
{concluding that the "names, addresses, and phone numbers of parties,
called" constituted "a record or other information pertaining to a subscriber or
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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customer of such seNce," not contents, for a telephone account); JessupMorgan v" Amen"ca Online, Inc", 20 F" Supp" 2d 1105,1108 (E,O, Mich" 1998)
(holding that a customer's identification information is a "record or other
information pertaining to a subscriber" rather than contents). According to the
legislati'" history of the 1994 amendments to § 2703(c), the purpose of
separating the basic subscriber and session information from other noncontent records was to distinguish basic subscriber and session information
from more re..ealing transactional information that could contain a "person's
entire on-line profile"" H$" Rep" No" 103-<327, at 17, 31-32 (1994), reprinted in
1994 U"S"C,CAN, 3489, 3497, 3511-12,

3. Contents and "Electronic Storage"
The contents of a network account are the actual files (includIng email) stored
in the account. See 18 U,S"c, § 2510(8) ("'contents,' when used with respect
to any wire, oral, or e!ectronic communication, includes any information
concerning the substance, purport, or meaning of that communication"). For
example, stored emails or-..oice mails are "contents," as are word proceSSing
files stored in employee network accounts. 1he subject lines of emalls are
also contents" Cf, Bro'M1 v, Waddell, 50 F"3d 285, 292 (4th CiL 1995) (noting
that numerical pager messages allow "an unlimited range of number-coded
substanti\€ messages" in the course of holding that the interception of pager
messages requires compliance VYith Title III).
The SeA further dj~des contents into two categories: contents in "electronic
storage" held by a pro~der of electronic communication seNce, and contents
stored by a remote computing seNce. (In addition, contents that fall outside
of these two categories are not protected by the SCA.) Importantly,
"electronic storage" is a statutorily defined term. It does not simply mean
storage of information by electronic means, Instead, "electronic storage" is "
(A) any temporary, intermediate storage of a wire or electronic communication
incidental to the electronic transmission thereof; and (8) any storage of such
communication by an electronic communication seNce for purposes of
backup protection of such communication"" 18 U"S"C, § 2510(1h Moreo",r,
the definition of "electronic storage" is important because, as explained in
Section 0 below, contents in "electronic storage" for less than 181 days can
be obtained only with a warrant
Unfortunately, as a result of the Ninth Circuit's decision in Theofel v. FaroyJones, 359 F,3d 1066 (9th Cir" 2004), there is now a split between two
interpretations of "electronic storage"-a traditional narrow interpretation and
an expansi'" interpretation supplied by the Ninth Circuil. Both interpretations
are discussed below" As a practical matter, federal law enforcement within the
Ninth Circuit is bound by the Ninth Circuit's decision in Theofel, but law
enforcement elsewhere may continue to apply the traditional interpretation of
"electronic storage."
As traditionally understood, "electronic storage" refers only to temporary
storage made in the course of transmission by a seNce pro"";der and to
backups of such intermediate communications made by the seNce pro~der
to ensure system integrity. !t does not include postRtransmission storage of
communications. For example, email1hat has been recei\€d by a recipient's
service pro"";der but has not yet been accessed by the recipient IS in
"electronic storage"" See Steve Jackson Games, Inc, v" United States Secret
Service, 36 F"3d 457,461 (5th Cir, 1994), At that stage, the communication is
stored as a temporary and intermediate measure pending the recipient's
retrieval of the communication from the seNce pr0l.4der. Once the recipient
retrie\€s the email, howe\ef, the communication reaches its final destination,
If the recipient chooses to retain a copy of the accessed communication, the
copy wi!! not be in "temporary, intermediate storage and is not stored
incident to transmission. See Fraser v. Nationwde Mut. Ins. Co., 352 F.3d
107,114 (3d Cir" 2004) (stating that email in post-transmission storage was
U
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not in "temporary, intermediate storage"), By the same reasoning, if the
sender of an email maintains a copy of the sent email, the copy will not be in
"electronic storage." Messages posted to an electronic "bulletin board" or
similar seNce are also not in "electronic storage" because the website on
whJch they are posted is the final destination for the information. See Snow v,
OirecTV, Inc., 2005 WL 1226158, at '3 (M.D. Fla. May 9, 2005), adopted by
2005 WL 1266435 (M.D. Fla. May 27, 2005), affd on other grounds, 450 F.3d
1314 (11th Cir. 2006).
Furthermore, the "backup" component of the definition of "electronic storage"
refers to copies made by an ISP to ensure system Integrity. As one district
court explained, the backup component "protects the communication in the
e\ent the system crashes before transmission is complete. The phrase 'for
purposes of backup protection of such communication' in the statutory
definition makes clear that messages that are in post-transmission storage,
after transmission is complete, are not cO\lered by part (8) of the definition of
'electronic storage.'" Fraserv. Nationwde Mut. Ins. Co., 135 F. Supp. 2d 623,
636 (E.D. Pa. 2001), affd in part on other grounds, 352 F.3d 107, 114 (3d Cir.
2004) (affirming the SCA portion 01 the district court's ruling on other grounds);
see also United Siaies v. Weaver, 2009 WL 2163478, at '4 (C.D. III. July 15,
2009) (interpreting "electronic storage" to exclude previously sent email stored
by web-based email seNcepro\lider);lnreDoubleclicklnc.Privacy Litigation,
154 F. Supp. 2d 497,511-13 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (emphasizing that "electronic
storage" should ha-..e a narrow interpretation based on statutory language and
legisiati-..e intent and holding that cookies faU outside of the definition of
"electronic storage" because of their "long-term residence on plaintiffs' hard
drt"'s"); H.R. Rep. No. 99-647, at 65 (1986) (noting congressional intent that
opened emaH left on a provider's system be cO\lered by provisions of the SCA
relating to remote computing seNces, rather than provisions relating to
communications in "electronic storage").
This narrow interpretation of "electronic storage" was rejected by the Ninth
Circuit in Theofel v. Farey-Jones, 359 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir. 2004), in which the
court held that email messages were in "electronic storage" regardless of
whether they had been previously accessed, because it concluded that
retriewd email fell vvithin the backup portion of the definition of "electronic
storage." Id. at 1075-77. Although the Ninth Circuit did not dispute that
previously accessed email was not in temporary, intermediate storage within
the meaning 01 § 2510(17)(A), it insisted that a pre~ously accessed email
message fell within the scope of the "backup" portion of the definition of
"electronic storage," because such a message "functions as a 'backup' for the
user." Id. at 1075. Howe,.,r, CCIPS has consistently argued that the Ninth
Circuit's broad interpretation of the "backup" portion of the definition of
"electronic storage" should be rejected. There is no way for a service provider
to determine whether a previously opened email on its ser.ers is a backup for
a copy of the email stored by a user on his computer, as the seNce provider
simply cannot know whether the undenylng emaH remains stored on the
user's computer. Essentially, the Ninth Circuit's reasoning in Theofel confuses
"backup protection" with ordinary storage of a file.
Although prosecutors within the Ninth Circuit are bound by Theotet, law
enforcement elsewhere may continue to apply the traditional narrow
interpretation of "electronic storage," even when the data sought is vvithin the
Ninth Circuit. Recent lower court decisions addressing the scope of
"electronic storage" ha\e split between the traditional interpretation and the
Theofel approach. Compare Uniled States v. Weaver, 2009 WL 2163478, at
'4 (C.D. III. July 15,2009) (rejecting Theofel), and Bansal v. Russ, 513 F.
Supp. 2d 264, 276 (E.D. Pa. 2007) (holding that access to opened email in
account held by non-public seNce pro~der did not ~olate the SCA), with
Bailey v. Bailey, 2008 WL 324156, at'6 (E.D. Mich. Feb. 6, 2008) (endorsing
Theofe0, and Cardinal Health 414, Inc. v. Adams, 482 F. Supp. 2d 967,976
n.2 (M.D. Tenn. 2008) (same). Prosecutors confronted with Theofel-related
issues should consult CCIPS at (202) 514-1026 for further assistance.
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4. Illustration of the SCA's Classifications in the Email Context
An example ilJustrates how the SeA's categories work in practice outside the
Ninth Circuit, where Theofel does not apply, Imagine that Joe sends an email
from his account at work ("joe@goodcompany.com") to the personal account
of his friend Jane ("jane@locahsp.com"). The email 'Nil! stream across the
Internet until it reaches the servers of Jane's Internet sel'\1ce pro"";der, here the
fictional LocaliSP. When the message first am",s at LocaiISP, LocaliSP is a
prov;der of ECS with respect to that message, Before Jane accesses
LocallSP and retrie...es the message, Joe's email is in "electronic storage,"
Once Jane retriews Joe's email, she can either delete the message from
LocallSP's server or else lea....e the message stored there. If Jane chooses to
stona the email with LocallSP, LocaliSP is now a pro";der of RCS (and not
ECS) with respect to the email sent by Joe. The role of LocaliSP has changed
from a transmitter of Joe's email to a storage facility for a file stored remotely
for Jane by a prOl.ider of RCS.
Next imagine that Jane responds to Joe's email. Jane's return email to Joe wlll
stream across the Internet to the servers of Joe's employer, Good Company.
Befona Joe retrie"'s the email from Good Company's seMrs, Good Company
is a pro";der of ECS with respect to Jane's email Gust like LocaliSP was with
respect to Joe's original email before Jane accessed (1). When Joe accesses
Jane's email message and the communication reaches its destination (Joe),
Good Company ceases to be a provider of ECS with respect to that email
Gust as LocaiiSP ceased to be a provider of ECS with respect to Joe's original
email when Jane accessed it). Unlike LocallSP, howe",r, Good Company
does not become a provider of RCS if Joe decides to store the opened email
on Good Company's server, Rather, for purposes of this specific message,
Good Company is a provider of neither ECS nor RCS. Good Company does
not provide RCS because it does not provide ser\1ces to the publlc. See 18
U.S.C. § 2711(2) ("[l]he term 'remote computing seruce' means the pro,;sion
to the public of computer storage or processing ser.ices by means of an
electronic communications system." (emphasis added)); Andersen
Consulting, 991 F. Supp. at 1043. Because Good Company pro";des neither
ECS nor RCS with respect to the opened email in Joe's account, Ihe SCA no
longer regulates access to this email, and such access is go...emed solely by
the Fourth Amendment. Functionally speaking, the opened email in Joe's
account drops out of the SCA.
Finally, consider the status of the other copies of the em ails in this scenario:
Jane has downloaded a copy of Joe's email from LocallSP's ser.er to her
personal computer at home, and Joe has downloaded a copy of Jane's email
from Good Company's ser-.€r to his office desktop computer at work. The SeA
govems neither. Although these computers contain copies of emails, these
copies are not stored on the ser.er of a third-party provider of RCS or ECS,
and therefore the SCA does not apply. Access to the copies of the
communications stored in Jane's personal computer at home and Joe's office
computer at work. is go...erned solely by the Fourth Amendment See generally
Chapters 1 and 2.
As this example indicates, a single pro"";der can simultaneously provide ECS
with regard to some communications and RCS with regard to others, or ECS
'Nith regard to some communications and neither ECS nor RCS with regard to
others. A chart illustrating these issues appears in Section F of this chapter.
Sample language that agents may use appears in Appendices B, E, and F.

D. Compelled Disclosure Under the SCA
Section 2703 articulates the steps that the go...ernment must take to compel
providers to disclose the contents of stored 'wVire or electronic communications
(including email and \,{Jice mail} and other information such as account
cybercrime.gov/ssmanua!/03ssma.html
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records and basic subscriber and session information.
Section 2703 offers fi-.e mechanisms that a "go-.emment entity" can use to
compel a provider to disclose certain kinds of information. The ft\oe
mochanisms are as follows:

1) Subpoena;
2) Subpoena with prior notice to the subscriber or customer;
3) § 2703(d) court order;
4) § 2703(d) court order with prior notice to the subscriber or customer;
and
5) Search warrant.
One feature of the compelled disclosure provisions of the SeA is that greater

process generally includes access to information that cannot be obtained with
lesser process. Thus, a 2703(d) court order can compel e\€rything that a
subpoena can compel (plus additionall"nformation), and a search warrant can
compel the production of e\€rything that a 2703(d) order can compel (and then
some). As a result, the additional work required to satisfy a higher threshold
will often be justified because it can authorize a broader disclosure. Note,
howe-.er, the notice requirement must be considered separately under this
analysis: a subpoena with notice to the subscriber can be used to compel
information not available using a 2703(d) order without subscriber notice.
Two circumstances aHow the gDvemment to compel disclosure of information
under the SCA without a subpoena. First, y.;hen investigating telemarketing
fraud, law enforcement may submit a written request to a service proV{der for
the name, address, and place of business of a subscriber or customer

engaged in telemarketing. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1)(0). Second, the
govemment may compel a se!i.1ce proV{der to disclose non-content information
pertaining to a customer or subscriber when the gO\oernment has obtained the

customer or

subscribe~s

consent. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(1)(C).

1. Subpoena
The SCA permits the government to compel disclosure of the basic subscriber
and session information (discussed above in Section Co 1) listed in 18 U.S.C.

§ 2703(c)(2) using a subpoena:
(A) name; (8) address; (C) local and long distance telephone connection
records, or records of session times and durations; (D) length of se!i.1ce

(including start date) and types of seNce utilized; (E) telephone or
instrument number or other subscriber number or identity, including any
temporarily assigned network address; and (F) means and source of
payment for such service (Including any credit card or bank account

number)[.]
18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2).
Agents can also use a subpoena to obtain information that IS outside the

scope of the SCA. The hypothetical email exchange between Jane and Joe
discussed in Section C of this chapter proV{des a useful example: Good
Company prov1ded neither "remote computing seruce" nor "electronic
communication service" with respect to the opened email on Good Company's
seMr. Accordingly, § 2703 does not impose any requirements on its
disclosure, and in'Rstigators can issue a subpoena compelling Good

Company to diwlge the communication just as they would if the SCA did not
exist Similarly, information relating or belonging to a person who is neither a
"customer" nor a "subscriber" is not protected by the SCA and may be
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.htm!
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obtained using a subpoena according to the same rationale. Cf. Organizacion
JD Ltda. v. United States Dept of Justice, 124 F.3d 354,359-<;1 (2d CiL
1997) (discussing the scope of the word "customer" as used in the SeA).
The legal threshold for issuing a subpoena is low. See United States v. Morton
Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632, 642-43 (1950). In",stigators may obtain disclosure
pursuant to § 2703(c)(2) using any federal or state grand jury or trial subpoena
or an administrati-..e subpoena authorized by a federal or state statute. See 18
U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2). For example, subpoenas authorized by the Inspector
General Act may be used. See 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 6(a)(4). Of course, e"dence
obtained in response to a federal grand jury subpoena must be protected from
disclosure pursuant to Fed. R Crim. P. 6(e). At least one court has held that
a pre-trial disco\ery subpoena issued in a eM! case pursuant to Fed. R elv.
P. 45 is inadequate. See FTC v. Netscape Commc'ns Corp., 196 F.RD. 559,
561 (N.D. Cal. 2000) (holding that ci,,1 disco",ry subpoena did not fall within
the meaning of "tria! subpoena"). Sample subpoena language appears in
Appendix E.

2. Subpoena with Prior Notice to the Subscriber or Customer
Agents who obtain a subpoena and either give prior notice to the subscriber or
comply with the delayed notice pro~sions of § 2705(a) may obtain:
1) ewrything that can be obtained using a subpoena INithout notice;
2) "the contents of a INire or electronic communication that has been in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for more than
one hundred and eighty days." 18 U.S.c. § 2703(a); and
3) "the contents of any wire or electronic communication" held by a
provider of remote computing seNce "on behalf of ... a subscriber or
customer of such remote computing ser.ice." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(B)
(i), § 2703(b)(2).

Outside the Ninth Circuit (which is now go",rned by Theofe~, this third
category will include opened and sent email, Agents outside of the Ninth
Circuit can therefore obtain such email (and other stored electronic or wire
communications in "electronic storage" more than 180 days) using a
subpoena, 'prm4ded they comply with the SCA's notice provisions. However, in
light of Theofe/, some seNce providers may be reluctant to produce opened or
sent email less than 181 days old without a warrant. Prosecutors moving to
compel compliance INith a subpoena for such email should contact CCIPS at
(202) 514-1026 for assistance. In the Ninth Circuit, agents can continue to
subpoena communications that have been in "electronic storage" mer 180
days.
The notice provisions can be satisfied by giving the customer or subscriber
"prior notice" of the disclosure. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(B). Howe",r, 18
U.S.C. § 2705(a)(1)(B) pemnits notice to be delayed for ninety days "upon the
execution of a written certification of a SUpeNsOry official that there is reason
to believe that notification of the existence of the subpoena may have an
ad",rse result" 18 U.S.C. § 2705(a)(1)(B). Both "super.isory official" and
"ad",rse result" are specifically defined temns for the purpose of delaying
notice. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(a)(2) (defining "ad",rse result"); 18 U.S.C. §
2705(a)(6) (defining "super.isory official"). This pro~sion of the SCA pro"des a
permissible way for the government to delay notice to the customer or
subscriber when notice would jeopardize a pending investigation or endanger
the life or physical safety of an indi"duaL The go",mment may extend the
delay of notice for additional 90-day periods through additional certifications
that meet the "ad-.erse result" standard of section 2705(b). See 18 US.C. §
2705(a)(4). Upon expiration of the delayed notice period, the statute requires
the go-..emment to send a copy of the request or process along with a letter
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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explaining the delayed notice to the customer or subscriber. See 18 U.S.C. §
2705(a)(5).

3. Section 2703(d) Order
• Agents need a § 2703(d) court order to obtain most account logs and
most transactional records>

Agents who obtain a court order under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) may obtain:
1) anything that can be obtained using a subpoena without notice; and

2) all "record[s} or other information pertaining to a subscriber to or
customer of such serv;ce (not including the contents of communications
[held by prm1ders of electronic communications service and remote
computing ser.;cej)." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(I).
A court order authorized by 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d) may be issued by any federal
magistrate, district court, or equivalent state court judge. See 18 U.S.C.
§§ 2703(d), 2711(3). To obtain such an order,
the go;emmental entity [must] offer[] specific and articulable facts
showing that there are reasonable grounds to belie'.-e that the contents of
a wire or electronic communication, or the records or other information
sought. are relevant and material to an ongoing criminal in\estigation.
18 U.S.C. § 2703(d).

This standard does not permit law enforcement merely to certify that it has
specific and articulable facts that would satisfy such a showing. Rather, the
gO\emment must actually offer those facts to the court in the application for
the order. See United States v. Kennedy, 81 F. Supp. 2d 1103, 1109-10 (D.
Kan. 2000) (concluding that a conclusory application for a 2703(d) order "did
not meet the requirements of the statute."}. As the Tenth Circuit has noted,
the "specific and articulable facts" standard of 2703(d) "deri",s from the
Supreme Court's decision in [Teny v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968)]." United Stales
v. Perrine, 518 F.3d 1196, 1202 (10th Cir. 2008). The House Report
accompanying the 1994 amendment to section 2703(d) included the following
analysis:
This section imposes an intermediate standard to protect on-line
transactional records. It is a standard higher than a subpoena, but not a
probable cause warrant The intent of raiSing the standard for access to
transactional data is to guard against "fishing expeditions" by law
enforcement. Under the intermediate standard, the court must find, based
on law enforcement's showjng of facts, that there are speCific and
articulable grounds to belie\€ that the records are relevant and material to
an ongoing criminal in\€stigation.
H.R Rep. No. 102-827, at 31-32 (1994), reprinted in 1994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3489,
3511-12 (quoted in full in Kennedy, 81 F. Supp. 2d at 1109 n.8). As a practical
matter, a short factual summary of the in",stigation and the role that the
records will ser.e in advancing the in\estigation should satisfy this criterion. A
more in-depth explanation may be necessary in particularly complex cases. A
sample § 2703(d) application and order appears in Appendix B.
Section 2703(d) orders issued by federal courts ha", effect outside the district
olthe issuing court. The SCA penmits a judge to enter 2703(d) orders
compelling pro"";ders to disclose information e\en if the judge does not sit in
the district in which the infonmation is stored, See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d)
(stating that "any court that is a court of competent jurisdiction" may issue a
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2703(d) order) (emphasis added); 18 U.S.C. § 2711(3) (stating that '''court of
competent jurisdiction' has the meaning assigned by section 3127, and
indudes any Federal court within that definition, without geographical
limitation"); 18 U.S.C. § 3127(2) (defining "court of competent jurisdiction").

Section 2703(d) orders may also be issued by state courts. See 18 U.S.C.

§§ 2711(3), 3127(2)(B) (defining "court of competent jurisdiction" to Inelude "a
court of general criminal jurisdiction of a State authorized by the law of that
State to enter orders authorizing the use of a pen register or a trap and trace
device"). However, the statute provides that when a state governmental entity
seeks a 2703(d) order, the order "shall not issue if prohibited by the law of
such State." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d). Moreo\€r, although the statute explicitly
allows federal courts to issue 2703(d) orders to providers outside of the court's
district, it is silent on whether state courts have such authority_

4. 2703(d) Order with Prior Notice to the Subscriber or Customer

D

•

Investigators can obtain everything associated with an account
except for unopened email or voicemail stored with a provider for 180
days or less using a 2703(d) court order that complies with the
notice provisions of § 2705.

Agents who obtain a court order under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(d), and either gi""
prior notice to the subscriber or else comply with the delayed notice
pro~sions of § 2705(a), may obtain:
1) e\€rything that can be obtained using a § 2703(d) court order without
notice;
2) "the contents of a wire or electronic communication that has been in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for more than
one hundred and eighty days," 18 U,S.C. § 2703(a); and
3) "the contents of any wire or electronic communication" held by a
provider of remote computing service "on behalf of ... a subscriber or
customer of such remote computing se"';ce," 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(B)
(Ii), § 2703(b)(2).
As a practical matter, except in the Ninth Circuit, this means that the
go\€mment can use a 2703(d) order that complies with the prior notice
pro;;sions of § 2703(b)(1)(B) to obtain the full contents of a subscriber's
account except unopened email and \()icemai! that have been in the account
for 180 days or less. In the Ninth Circuit, which is go\€med by Theofel, agents
can continue to use 2703(d) orders to obtain communications in "electronic
storage" over 180 days. Following Theo'e!, some prm.;ders have resisted
producing email content less than 181 days old in response to a 2703(d)
order, e\€n when the 2703(d) order is issued by a court outside the Ninth
Circuil. Prosecutors encountering this problem should contact CCIPS at (202)
514-1026 for assistance.
As an alternative to giving prior notice, law enforcement can obtain an order
delaying notice for up to ninety days when notice would seriously jeopardize
the in\€stigation, See 18 U,S.C. § 2705(a). In such cases, prosecutors
generally will obtain this order by including an appropriate request in the
2703(d) application and propcsed order; sample language appears in
Appendix B. Prosecutors may also apply to the court for extensions of the
delay. See 18 U.S.C. § 2705(a)(4), The legal standards for obtaining a court
order delaying notice mirror the standards for certified delayed notice by a
supervisory official. See Section 0.2., supra. The applicant must satisfy the
court that "there is reason to believe that notification of the existence of the
court order may ... endange~l the life or phYSical safety of an indi;;dual;
cybercrime.gov/ssmanual/03ssma.htm!
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[lead to] flight from prosecution; [lead to] destruction of or tampering with

evidence; [lead to] intimidation of potential witnesses; or .. , otherwise
seriously jeopardiz[e] an in",stigation or unduly delay[] a trial." 18 U.S.C.

§§ 2705(a)(1 )(A), 2705(a)(2). The applicant must satisfy this standard anew in
every application for an extension of the delayed notice.

5. Search Warrant

o

•

In'.€stigators can obtain everything associated with an account IftIith a
search warrant. The SeA does not require the government to notlfy

the customer or subscriber when it obtains information from a
provider using a search warrant.

Agents who obtain a search warrant under § 2703 may obtain:
1) e",rything that can be obtained using a

§ 2703(d) court order with

notice; and
2) "the contents of a wire or electronic communication, that is in
electronic storage in an electronic communications system for one
hundred and eighty days or less." 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a).
In other words, agents can obtain any content or non-content information
pertaining to an account by obtaining a search warrant "issued using the
procedures described in" Fed. R Crim. P. 41. 18 U.S.C. § 2703(a).
Search warrants issued under § 2703 have severa! noteworthy procedural
features. Flrst, although most search warrants obtained under Rule 41 are
limited to "a search of property ... within the district" of the authorizing
magistrate judge, search warrants under § 2703 may be issued by a federal
"court with jurisdiction over the offense under investigation," e\€n for records
held in another district. See United States v. Berkos, 543 F.3d 392, 396-98
(7th Cir. 2008); In re Search of Yahoo, Inc., 2007 WL 1539971, at '6 (D. Ariz.
May 21, 2007); In re Search WalTan!, 2005 WL 3844032, at '5-6 (M.D. Fla.
2006) ("Congress intended 'jurisdiction' to mean something akin to tenitorial
Jurisdiction"). State courts may also issue warrants under § 2703, but the
statute does not gi\€ these warrants effect outside the limits of the courts'
territorial jurisdiction. Second, obtaining a search warrant obviates the need to
gi", notice to the subscriber. See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(b)(1)(A); Fed. R Crim. P.
41(D(1)(C).
Third, in",stigators ordinarily do not themsel",s search through the prO\Ader's
computers in search of the materials described in the warrant Instead,
investigators serve the warrant on the provider as they would a subpoena, and
the pro~der produces the material specilied in the warrant. See 18 U.S.C. §
2703(g) (stating that the presence of an officer is not required for service or
execution of a § 2703 warrant); United States v. Bach, 310 F.3d 1063, 1068
(8th CiL 2002) (finding search of email by ISP "';thout presence of law
enforcement did not violate Fourth Amendment).
Fourth, a two-step process is often used to obtain the content of
communications under a § 2703 warrant. First, the warrant directs the service
provider to produce all email from vvithin the specified account or accounts.
Second, the warrant authorizes law enforcement to review the information
produced to identify and copy information that falls ..,;thin the scope of the
particularized "items to be seized" under the warrant.
Otherwise, as a practical matter, § 2703 search warrants are obtained much
like Rule 41 search warrants. As ..,;th a typical Rule 41 warrant, in"lstigators
must draft an aflida;it and a proposed warrant that complies with Rule 41.
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.htm!
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E. Voluntary Disclosure

D

•

Providers of ser..1ces not av.3i1able "to the public" may freely disclose

both contents and other records relating to stored communications.
The SeA imposes restrictions on voluntary disclosures by pro~ders
of seruces to the public, but it also includes exceptions to those
restrictions.

The '.Gluntary disclosure pro~sions of the SCA appear in 18 U.S.C. § 2702.
These provisions govern when a prov;der of ReS or ECS can disclose
contents and other information voluntarily, both to the government and non-

government entities. If the provider may disclose the information to the
government and is wimng to do so voluntarily law enforcement does not need
to obtain a legal order to compel the disclosure. If the provider either may not
1

or will not disclose the information, agents must rely on compelled disclosure
provisions and obtain the appropriate legal orders.
When considering whether a provider of RCS or ECS can disclose contents or
records, the first question is whether the relev.3nt service offered by the
provider is available "to the public." See Section B, abo...e. If the provider does
not pro~de the applicable seruce "to the public," then the SCA does not place
any restrictions on disclosure. See 18 U.S.C. § 2702(a). For example, in
Andersen Consulting LLP v. UOP, 991 F. Supp. 1041 (N.D. III. 1998), the

petroleum company UOP hired the consulting firm Andersen Consulting and
gave Andersen employees accounts on UOP's computer network. After the
relationship between UOP and Andersen soured, UOP disclosed to the Wall
Street Joumal emails that Andersen employees had left on the UOP network.
Andersen sued, claiming that the disclosure of its contents by the provider
UOP had ~olated the SCA. The district court rejected the suit on the ground

that UOP did not provide an electronic communication service to the public:
[G]i~ng

Andersen access to [UOP's] e-mail system is not equivalent to
e-mail to the public. Andersen was hired by UOP to do a project

pro~ding

and as such, was given access to UOP's e-mail system similar to UOP
employees. Andersen was not any member of the community at large,
but a hired contractor.
Id. at 1043. Because UOP did not pro~de seruces to the public, the SCA did
not prohibit disclosure of contents belonging to UOP's "subscribers." See id.
If the seruces offered by the pro~der are availabie to the public, then the SCA

forbids both the disclosure of contents to any third party and the disclosure of
other records to any governmental entity unless a statutory exception applies.
Even a public provider may disclose customers' non-conlent records freely to
any person other than a go,""mment entity. See 18 U.S.C. §§ 2702(a)(3), (c)
(6). Section 2702(b) contains exceptions for disclosure of contents, and §

2702(c) contains exceptions for disclosure of other customer records.
The SCA allows the voluntary disclosure of contents when:
1) the disclosure is made to the intended recipient of the communication,
with the consent of the sender or intended recipient, to a forwarding
address, or pursuant to specified legal process,

§ 2702(b)(1)-(4);

2) in the case of a remote computing service, the disclosure is made with
the consent of a subscriber,

§ 2702(b)(3);12J

3) the disclosure "may be necessarily incident to the rendition of the
service or to the protection of the rights or property of the provider of that
seruce,"

§ 2702(b)(5);

cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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4) the disclosure is submitted "to the National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, in connection with a report submitted thereto under
section 225BA," § 2702(b)(6);
5) the disclosure is made to a law enforcement agency "if the contents .
. were inad\€rtently obtained by the seNce prO\'der ... [and] appear to
pertain to the commission of a crime," § 2702(b)(7); or

6) the disclosure is made to a gO\emmental entity, "if the prO'.tder, in
good fafth, betiS\€S that an emergency in\O''ving danger of death or
serious physical injury to any person requires disclosure wlthout delay of
communications relating to the emergency." § 2702(b)(B).
The SeA pro,",des for the \Oluntary disclosure of non-content customer
records by a pro\Ader to a go'-.€mmental entity when:

1) the disclosure is made "with the [awful consent of the customer or
subscriber," or "as otherwise authorized in section 2703," § 2702(c)(1)-

(2);
2) the disclosure "may be necessarily incident to the rendition of the
seNce or to the protection of the rights or property of the pro~der of that
seNce," § 2702(c)(3);

3) the disclosure is made to a go\€mmental entity, "if the pro~der, in
good faith, believes that an emergency in\O!ving danger of death or
serious physical injury to any person requires disclosure without delay of
information relating to the emergency," § 2702(c)(4); or
4) the disclosure JS made "to the National Center for Mlssing and
Exploited Children, in connection with a report submitted thereto under
'section 2258A." § 2702(c)(5).
In general, these exceptions permit disclosure by a pro,",der to the public
when the needs of public safety and of seNce providers themselves outweigh
privacy concems of customers, or else when disclosure is unlikely to pose a
serious threat to privacy interests.

F. Quick Reference Guide
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Retrieved
communications

and the content of
other stored
filed

Unretrieved
communications,

including email
and voice rna!! (in

electronic storage
more than 180
days)t

Un retrieved
communications,

including email
and voice mall (in

electronic storage
180 days or

less)t

• See 18 U.S.C. § 2703(c)(2) for listing of information cowred. This
information includes local and long distance telephone connection records and
records of session times and durations as well as !P addresses assigned to
the user during the Intemet connections.

t

Includes the content ohoice communications.

For in...estigations occuning in the Ninth Circuit, Theofel v. Farey-Jones,
359 F.3d 1066 (9th Cir. 2004). requines use of a search warrant unless the
communications ha-..e been in storage for more than 180 days. Some
pro~ders follow Theolel e-.en outside the Ninth Circuit; contact CCIPS at (202)

514-1026 if you have an appropriate case to litigate this issue.

G. Working with Network Providers: Preservation of Evidence,
Preventing Disclosure to Subjects, Cable Act Issues, and
Reimbursement
Law enforcement officials who procure records under the SCA quickly leam
the importance of communicatir)9 with network serv;ce prov;ders.
Communication is necessary because every network prO\"der works
differently. Some pro-.tders retain very complete records for a long period of
time; others retain few records, or even none. Some prov;ders can comply
easily with law enforcement requests for information; others struggle to
comply with ewn simple requests. These differences result from varied
philosophies, resources, hardware, and software among netvvork service
providers. Because of these differences, it is often affi.1sable for agents to
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communicate wlth a network ser..1ce provider (or review the provider's law
enforcement compliance guide) to learn how the provider operates before
obtaining a legal order that compels the prm';der to act.
The SeA contains two proviSions designed to aid law enforcement officials
working with network sel\rice providers. When used property, these provisions
help ensure that providers will not delete needed records or notify others about
the investigation.

1. Preservation of Evidence under 18 U.S.C. § 2703(f)

D

• Agents may direct providers to preser\e existing records pending the
issuance of compulsory legal process. Such requests have no
prospectil,,€ effect, hOWe\€L

In general, no law regulates how long network sel\rice providers must retain
account records in the United States. Some providers retain records for
months, others for hours, and others not at all. As a result, some evidence
may be destroyed or lost before law enforcement can obtain the appropriate
/egal order compelling disclosure. For example, suppose that a crime occurs
on Day 1, agents leam of the crime on Day 28, begin work on a search
warrant on Day 29, and obtain the warrant on Day 32, only to leam that the
network service provider deleted the records in the ordinary course of business
on Day 30. To minimize the risk that e'.idence will be lost, the SCA permits
the govemment to djrect providers to "freeze" stored records and
communications pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2703(D. Specifically, § 2703(D(1)
states:
A provider of wire or electronic communication serVices or a remote
computing service, upon the request of a governmental entity, shall take
all necessary steps to preser\e records and other evidence in its
possession pending the issuance of a court order or other process.
There is no legally prescribed format for § 2703(1) requests. While a simple
phone cal! should be adequate, a fax or an email is safer practice because it
both provides a paper record and guards against misunderstanding. Upon
receipt of the government's request, the provider must retain the records for 90
days, renewable for another 90-day period upon a govemment request. See 18
U.S.C. § 2703(1)(2). A sample § 2703(0 leUer appears in Appendix C.
Agents who send § 2703(1) letters to networi< ser.ice pro~ders should be
aware of two limitations. First, § 2703(D letters should not be used
prospectively to order providers to preserve records not yet created. If agents
·want providers to record information about future electronic communications,
they should comply with the electronic sUr\eiliance statutes discussed in
Chapter 4.
A second limitation of § 2703(1) is that some pro'.iders may be unable to
comply effecti\€ly with § 2703(D requests, or they may be unable to comply
without taking actions that potentially could alert a suspect. In such a
situation, the agent must weigh the benefit of preservation against the risk of
alerting the subscriber. The key here is effective communication: agents
should communicate with the network service pro\1der before ordering the
pro;;der to take steps that may ha\€ unintended ad\€rse effects. In\€stigators
with questions about a pro'.iders practices may also contact CCIPS at (202)
514·1026 for further assistance.

2. Orders Not to Disclose the Existence of a Warrant, Subpoena,
or Court Order
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma.html
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Section § 2705(b) states:

A golvemmental entity acting under section 2703, when it is not required
to notify the subscriber or customer under section 2703(b)(1), or to the
extent that it may delay such notice pursuant to subsection (a) of this
section, may apply to a court for an order commanding a prm·.jder of
electronic communications sel"'.1ce or remote computing seNce to whom
a warrant, subpoena, or court order is directed, for such period as the
court deems appropriate, not to notify any other person of the existence
of the warrant, subpoena, or court order. The court shall enter such an
order if it determines that there is reason to belielve that notification of the
existence of the warrant, subpoena, or court order will result in(1) endangering the life or physical safety of an

indi~dual;

(2) flight from prosecution;
(3) destruction of or tampering with e"dence;
(4) intimidation of potential witnesses: or
(5) otherwise seriously jeopardizing an inlvestigation or unduly delaying a
triaL
18 U.S.C. § 2705(b).
This language pennits agents to apply for a court order directing network
service pro\liders not to disclose the existence of legal process whenever the
govemment itself has no legal duty to notify the customer or subscriber of the
process. If the relevant process is a 2703(d) order or 2703 warrant, agents can
simply include appropriate language in the application and proposed order or
warrant If agents instead seek to compel the disclosure of information using a
subpoena, they must apply separately for this order.

3. The Cable Act, 47 U,S.C. § 551
• The Cable Act restricts government access to cable operator records
only wh~n the records relate to ordinary cable services. It does not
restrict gOlvemment access to records relating to Internet access or
telephone seNce pro~ded by a cable operator.

In 1984, Congress passed the Cable Communications Policy Act ("the Cable

Act"), 47 U.S.C. § 521 ef seq. Originally, 47 US.C. § 551 set forth a
restrictive system of rules gOlveming law enforcement access to records
possessed by a cable company. Under these rules, elven a search warrant
was insufficient to gain access to cable company records. The gOlvemment
could obtain "personally identifiable information concerning a cable
subscriber" only by overcoming a heavy burden of proof at an in-court
ad;ersary proceeding, as specified in 47 U.S.C. § 551 (h).
After the 1984 passage of the Cable Act, cable companies began to prolAde
Internet access and telephone service. Some cable companies asserted that
the stringent disclosure restrictions of the Cable Act go;emed not only their
pro\lision of traditional cable programming sef\o1ces, but also their pro\lision of
Internet and telephone seNces. Congress responded by amending the Cable
Act to specify that its disclosure restrictions apply only to records revealing
what ordinary cable tele\lision programming a customer purchases, such as
particular premium channels or "pay per liew" shows. See USA-PATRIOT Act
§ 211, 115 Stal. 272, 283-84 (2001). In particular, cable operators may
disclose subscriber information to the go;emment pursuant to the SCA, ntle
Ill, and the PenfTrap statute, except for "records relvealing cable subscriber
cybercrime.gov/ssmanuaIJ03ssma.html
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selection of \ideo programming." 47 U.S.C. § 551 (c)(2)(D). RecorUs re",aling
subscriber selection of video programming remain subject to the restrictions of
47 U.S.C. § 551(h).I3J

4. Reimbursement

D

• When a go",mment entity obtains information pursuant to the SCA,
the network pro\ider may be entItled to reimbursement for its
reasonable costs incurred in supplying the information.

In general, persons and entities are not entitled to reimbursement for
complying with federal legal process unless there is specific federal statutory
authorization. See B/airv. United States, 250 U.S. 273, 281 (1919)
(discussing possibility of reimbursement for grand jury testimony), "It is
beyond dispute that there is in fact a public obligation to pro\tde evidence.
and that this obligation persists no matter how financially burdensome it may
be." Hurtado v. United States, 410 U.S. 578, 589 (1973) (stating that the Fifth
Amendment does not require compensation for the performance of a public
duty). Howe",r, in many (but not all) circumstances, the SCA requires
gow:mment entities obtaining the contents of communications, records, or
other information pursuant to the SeA to reimburse the disclosing person or
entity. See 18 U.S.C. § 2706.
Section 2706 generally obligates government entities "obtaining the contents
of communications, records, or other information under section 2702,2703, or
2704" to pay the s9lYice provider "a fee for reimbursement for such costs as
are reasonably necessary and 'vVhich ha-..e been directly incurred in searching
for, assembling, reproducing, or otherwise providing such information." 18
U.S.C. § 2706(a). Signiffcantly, this section only reqUires reimbursement
'vVhen the gow:mment actually obtains communication content, records, or
other information. Thus, the go-.emment is not required to pay for costs
incurred by a pro~der in responding to a 2703(D preservation letter unless the
gow:mment later obtains the preserved records.
The amount of the fee required under § 2706(a) "shall be as mutually agreed
by the governmental entity and the person or entity providing the information,
Of, in the absence of agreement, shall be as determined by the court." 18
U.S.C. § 2706(b). In practice, if the seNce pro\ider seeks what appears to be
unreasonably high reimbursement costs, the government should demand a
detaUed accounting of costs incurred by acti~ty. A cost accounting will help
ensure that the prm';der is not seeking reimbursement for indirect costs or
activities that were not reasonably necessary to the production.
In addition, the SeA contains a reimbursement exception that precludes
reimbursement in specific circumstances. The reimbursement requirement
"does not apply with respect to records or other information maintained by a
communications common carrier that relate to telephone toll records and
telephone listings obtained under section 2703," unless a court determines
that the information sought by the go-.ernment is "unusually voluminous" or
"caused an undue burden on the pro\ider." 18 U.S.C. § 2706(c).
The reimbursement exception of § 2706(c) applies only to records and other
information "majntained by" a communications common carner. In Ameritech
Corp. v. McCann, 403 F.3d 908, 912 (7th Cir. 2005), the Se",nth Circuit held
that reports of who placed calls to a specified customenvere not "maintained
by" Amentech. Amerttech's computer system recorded calls made by a
customer, but it did not automatically keep or generate a list of the calls made
to a customer. Compiling such a list required SUbstantial computation time.
According to the court, Amentech "maintains" bills and equi",,'ent statements,
and the gO\oemment can therefore get such "raw information" for free. However,
cybercrime.gov/ssmanual/03ssma.html
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when the govemment requires Ameritech to create a report, the go-..emment
must pro~de compensation. Prosecutors outside the Se-..erith Circuit are not
bound by Ameritech, and there is a reasonably strong argument that its
interpretation of § 2706(c) is flawed. Under this alternatile interpretation, any
infonnation stored by a canier is "maintained by" the carrier, and questions
regarding the difficulty of producing information can be evaluated under the
"undue burden" standard of § 2706(c).

H. Constitutional Considerations
Defendants sometimes raise constltutional challenges to compelled
disclosure of information from communication service pro~ders. They typically
argue that use of a 2703(d) order or a subpoena (rather than a walTant) to
compel disclosure of information Vioiated the Fourth Amendment. These
claims fail for two reasons. First, the defendant may have no reasonable
expectation of privacy in the information obtained from the sel'lice pro">.-1der.
Second, the Fourth Amendment generally permits the gOlernment to compel
a pro">.-1der to disclose information in an account when the pro\lider has access
to and control o-..er the targeted information, regardless of whether the account
user has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the targeted information.

It is now well established that a customer or subscriber has no reasonable
expectation of privacy in her subscriber information or transactional records. In
United States v. Miller, 425 U,S. 435 (1976), the Supreme Court held that a
defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in his bank records
because the records were not his "private papers" but were "the business
records of the banks" in which the defendant could "assert neither ownership
nor possession." rd. at 440. The Court explained that "the Fourth Amendment
does not prohibit the obtaining of information re-..ealed to a third party and
con\€yed by him to GOlemment authorities." rd. at 443 (citing Hoffa v. United
States, 385 U.S. 293, 302 (1966)). The Court relied upon the principles of
Miller in Smith v Mary/and, 442 U.S. 735 (1979), in which it held that a
defendant had no reasonable expectation of privacy in dialed telephone
numbers obtained from the phone company. rd. at 745-46.
Courts have now extended this Miller/Smith analysis to network accounts,
holding that indi">.-1duals retain no Fourth Amendment privacy interest in
subscriber information and transactional records. See United States v.
Pem'ne, 518 F.3d 1196, 1204 (10th Cir. 2008) ("E\€ry federal court to address
this issue has held that subscriber information provided to an intemet pro\lider
is not protected by the Fourth Amendment's P"'"'cy expectation,"); United
States v. Forrester, 512 F.3d 500, 510 (9th Cir. 2008) (email and Internet
users have no reasonable expectation of privacy in source or destination

addresses of email or the IP addresses of web sites visited); Guest v. Leis,
255 F.3d 325, 336 (6th Cir. 2001) (finding no Fourth Amendment protection for
network account holders' subscriber information obtained from communication
sel'lice provider).
In contrast, whether a user has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the
contents of communications stored in her account wil! depend on the facts
and circumstances associated with the account. In Ouon v, Arch Wireless
Operating Co., 529 F.3d 892, 906 (9th Gir. 2008), the Ninth Circuit rejected "a
monolithic \liew of text message users' reasonable expectation of privacy,"
explaining that "this is necessarily a context-sensitive inquiry." Compare
Quon, 529 F.3d at 906-08 (finding reasonable expectation of pri,",cy in pager
messages based on an "informal policy that the text messages would not be
audited"), and Wilson v. Moreau, 440 F. Supp. 2d 81, 108 (D.R.I. 2006)
(finding reasonable expectation of privacy in content of Yahoo! email account),
aff'd, 492 F.3d 50 (1st Gir. 2007), wth Biby v. Board of Regents, 419 F.3d
845, 850-51 (8th Cir. 2005) (unilersity policy stating that computer files and
emalls may be searched in response to litigation discovery requests
eliminated computer user's reasonable expectation of privacy) and Guest v,
cybercrime.govjssmanuaI/03ssma,htmi
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Leis, 255 F.3d 325,333 (6th Cif. 2001) (finding that disclaimer on private
bulletin board seNee defeated expectation of privacy in postings). See also
United States v. Young, 350 F.3d 1302, 1307-08 (11th Cir. 2003) (Feeeral
Express customer had no reasonable expectation of priVclCY in the contents of
a package based on terms of seNee authorizing Federal Express to inspect
packages).
Critically, howe..er, even if a user has a reasonable expectation of priVclCY in
an item, a subpoena may be used to compel the production of the item,
pro~ded the subpoena is reasonable. See United States v. Palmer, 536 F.2d
1278, 1281-82 (9th Cir. 1976). The Fourth Amendment imposes a probable
cause requirement on/yon the issuance of warrants. See U.S. Const. amend.IV ("and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause"). A century of
Supreme Court case law demonstrates that reasonable subpoenas comply
with the Fourth Amendment. See Wilson v. United States, 221 U.S. 361, 376
(1911) ("there is no unreasonable search and seizure when a [subpoenal,
suitably specific and properly llmited in its scope, calls for the production of
documents which, as against their !awful owner to whom the writ is directed,
the party procuring its issuance is entitled to ha..e produced"); Oklahoma
Press Publ'g Co. v. Walling, 327 U.S. 186,208 (1946); United States v.
DioniSio, 410 U.S. 1,9-12 (1973); Donovan v. Lone Steer, Inc., 464 U.S. 408,
414-15 (1964). The nule for when a subpoena is reasonable and thus complies
with the Fourth Amendment is also well-established: "the Fourth Amendment
requires that the subpoena be sufficiently limited in scope, relevant in
purpose, and specific in directive so that compliance will not be unreasonably
burdensome." Donovan, 464 U.S. at 415 (quoting See v. City
Seattle, 387
U.S. 541, 549 (1967». Finally, the Fourth Amendment does not require that
notice be given to the target of an inl£stigation in third-party subpoena cases.
See SEC v. Jerry T. O'Brien. Inc., 467 U.S. 735, 743, 749-51 (1964).

0'

In general, the cases indicate that the government may compel an entity to
disclose any item that is within its control and that it may access. See United
States v. Barr, 605 F. Supp. 114, 119 (S.D. N.Y. 1985) (subpoena ser;ed on
private third-party mai! seNce for the defendant's mail in the third party's
possession); SchlMmmer v. United States, 232 F.2d 855, 861-<;3 (8th Cif.
1956) (subpoena ser.ed on third-party storage facility for the defendant's
private papeis in the third party's possession); Newield v. Ryan, 91 F.2d 700,
702-05 (5th Cir. 1937) (subpoena serwd on telegraph company for copies of
defendants' telegrams in the telegraph company's possession). This rule is
supported both by the rule that a party with "joint access or control for most
purposes" may consent to a search, see United States v. Matlock, 415 U,S,
164, 171 n.7 (1974), and also by the nule that "the Fourth Amendment does
not prohibit the obtaining of information re..ea/ed to a third party and con~yed
by him to Go",rnment authorities." Miller, 425 U.S. at 443.
As a practical matter, there is good reason to believe that network seNce
pro~d~rs will typically ha~ sufficient access to and control o..er stored
communications on their networks to produce the communications in
response to compulsory process. Terms of seNce used by network seNce
pr0\4ders often establish that the pro";der has authority to access and
disclose subscriber emaiL For example, at the time of this writing, Yahoo!'s
terms of sef"vice confirm its right in its "sale discretion to pre-screen, refuse, or
remol£ any Content that is available via the Yahoo! Sef"vic8s, ~ as well as to
access and disclose email to comply with legal process. Terms of service
similar to Yahoo!'s were sufficient to establish Federal Express's common
authOrity o",r the contents of a package in Young: the Ele",nth Circuit
concluded that because Federal Express retained the right to inspect
packages, it had authority to consent to a go~mment request to search the
package without a warrant. Young, 350 F.3d at 1309. See generally Warshak
v. United States, 532 F.3d 521, 527 (6th Cir. 2008) (en banc) (noting the range
of terms of service used by different providers). In addition, seNee providers
typically exercise actual authority to access the content of communications
stored on their networks. Major providers regularly screen for spam, malicious
cybercrlme.gov/ssmanuaI/03ssma,htm!
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code, and child pornography. Some, such as Gmail, screen the content of
email in order to target advertising at the account holder.
CCIPS has assisted many prosecutors facing constitutional challenges to the
SeA, and prosecutors confronted with such challenges are encouraged to
consult with CCIPS at (202) 514-1026 for further assistance.

I. Remedies
Suppression is not a remedy for nonconstitutional SeA violations. However,
the SeA does create a cause of action for civil damages.

1. Suppression
The SCA does not pro,;de a suppression remedy. See 18 U.S.C. § 2708 ("The
[damages] remedies and sanctions described in this chapter are the only
judicial remedies and sanctions for nonconstitutional 'v1olations of this
chapter."). Accordingly, nonconstitutional I.otolations of the SeA do not result
in suppression of the e';dence. See United States v. Pernne, 518 F.3d 1196,
1202 (10th Cir. 2008) (,,[VJiolations of the ECPA do not warrant exclusion of
e';dence."); United States v. Steiger, 318 F.3d 1039, 1049 (11th Cir. 2003);
United States v. Smith, 155 F.3d 1051, 1056 (9th Cir. 1998) ("[T]he Stored

Communications Act expressly rules out exclusion as a remedy"); United
States v. Ferguson, 508 F. Supp. 2d 7, 10 (D. D.C. 2007); United States v.
Sherr, 400 F. Supp. 2d 843, 848 (D. Md. 2005); United States v. Kennedy, 81
F. Supp. 2d 1103, 1110 (D. Kan. 2000) ("fSJuppression is not a remedy
contemplated under the ECPA."); United States v. Hambrick, 55 F. Supp. 2d
504,507 (W.D. Va. 1999) ("Congress did not pro,;de for suppression where a
party obtains stored data or transactional records in violation of the Act."),
affd, 225 F.3d 656,2000 WL 1062039 (4th Cir. 2000) (unpublished); United
States v. Reyes, 922 F. Supp. 818, 837-38 (S.D. N.Y. 1996) ("Exclusion of the

evidence is not an available remedy for this violation of the ECPA . .. _ The
remedy for ,;olation of f18 U.S.C. § 2701-11J lies in a ci,;1 action.").

As discussed pre'v1ously in Section H, defendants occasionally have claimed
that section 2703's procedures for compelled disclosure ,;olate the Fourth

Amendment. However, e....en if a court were to hold section 2703
unconstitutional in some circumstances, suppression would likely not be a
proper remedy. In Illinois v. Krull. 480 U.S. 340, 349 (1987). the Supreme
Court held that the exclusionary nule did not apply to e,;dence obtained in

"objectively reasonable reliance on a statute." Reliance on section 2703 likely
satisfies this standard, as the only decision thus far to ha..e held section 2703

unconstitutional was reversed on appeal, See Warshak v. United States, 532
F.3d 521 (6th Cir. 2008) (en banc). In addition, when a defendant mo",s to

suppress based on a claim that the SCA's procedures are unconstitutional,
the court may conctude that the government's reliance on the SCA was
objectively reasonable and deny the suppression motion without ruling on the
constitutionality of the SCA. See Krull, 480 U.S. at 357 n.13: United States v.
Vanness, 342 F.3d 1093. 1098 (10th Cir. 2003). Courts ha", adopted this
approach in two cases in which the defendants argued that the SCA was
unconstitutional. See United States v. Warshak, 2007 WL 4410237, at '5
(S.D. Ohio Dec. 13,2007); United States v. Ferguson, 508 F. Supp. 2d 7, 9·
10 (D.D.C. 2007).

2. Civil Actions and Disclosures
Although the SCA does not pro,;de a suppression remedy for statutory

violations, it does pro'vlde for civil damages (including, in some cases, punitive
damages), as well as the prospect of disciplinary actions against officers and
employees of the United States who ha\€ engaged in willful ;;oIations of the
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statute. See, e.g, Freedman v. American Online, Inc., 303 F. Supp. 2d 121
(D. Conn. 2004) (granting summary judgment on liability under the SCA
against police officers who ser.ed on AOL a purported search warrant that had
not been signed by a judge). The Ninth Circuit has held that the SCA does not
impose secondary liability for aiding and abetting an SeA violation or
conspiring to ~olate the SCA. See Freeman v. DirecTV, Inc., 457 F.3d 1001,
1006 (9th Cir. 2006). Thus, liability under the SCA for a ~olation olthe
\{)Iuntary disclosure provisions of section 2702 is limited to service providers.
See id. at 1006.
Liability and discipline can resuft not only from violations of the rules already
described in this chapter, but also from the improper disclosure of some kinds
of SCA-related information. Information that is obtained pursuant to § 2703
and that qualifies as a "record" under 5 U.S.C. § 552a(a) can be disclosed by
an officer or go'.€mmental entity only "in the proper performance of the official
functions of the officer or gO'vemmental entity making the disclosure." 18
U.S.C. § 2707(g). Other disclosures of such information by an officer or
govemmental entity are unlawful unless the infonnation has been previously
and lawfully disclosed to the public. See id.
The SeA includes separate provisions for suits against the United States and
suits against any other person or entity. Section 2707 permits a "person
aggrte\€d" by SeA violations that result from knowing or intentional conduct to
bring a Cho1! action against the "person or entity, other than the United States,
which engaged in that ~olation." 18 U.S.C. § 2707(a). Relief can include
money damages no less than $1,000 per person, equitable or declaratory
relief, and a reasonable attorney's fee plus other reasonable litigation costs.
18 U.S.C. § 2707(b), (c). Willful or intentional ~olations can also result in
puniti", damages, see § 2707(c), and employees of the United States may be
subject to disciplinary action for willful or intentional ~olations. See § 2707(d).
A good faith reliance on a court order or warrant, grand jury subpoena,
iegislati'.€ authorization, or statutory authorization provides a complete
defense to any ci~1 or criminal action brought under the SCA. See § 2707(e).
Qualified immunity may also be available. See Chapter 4.E.2.
Suits against the United States may be brought under 18 U.S.C. § 2712 for
willful ~olations of the SCA, TItle III, or specified sections of the Foreign
Intelligence Surwillance Act of 1978,50 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq. This section
authorizes courts to award actua! damages or $10,000, whiche\€r is greater,

and reasonable litigation costs, Section 2712 also defines procedures for suits
against the United States and a process for stayjng proceedings V\lhen ci"';l
litigation would ad\-ersely affect a related in\-estigation or crimina! prosecution.
See 18 U.S.C. § 2712 (b), (e).

1 The SCA is sometimes referred to as the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act. The SCA was included as lItle II of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 1986 ("ECPA"), but ECPA itself also included
amendments to the Wiretap Act and created the Pen Register and Trap and
Trace De~ces statute addressed in Chapter 4. See Pub, L No, 99-508, 100
Stat. 1848 (1986). Although 18 U.S.C. § 2701-2712 is refelTed to as the
"Stored Communications Act" here and elsewhere, the phrase "Stored
Communications Act" appears nowhere in the language of the statute.
2

See also Quon, 529 F.3d at 900-03 (holding that text messaging se"';ce
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provider did not provide remote computing service and thus CQuid not disclose
users' communications to the city that subscribed to its service).

3 The Satellite Home Viewer Extension and Reauthorization Act of 2004
(SHVERA) was based on the original Cable Act and contains nearly identical
provisions gO'o€ming disclosure of customer records by satellite television
pro~ders. See 47 USC. § 338(i).
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During a 12-month period, an estimated 3.4 million persons
age 18 or older were victims of stalking. Stalking is defined
as a course of conduct directed at a specific person that
would cause a reasonable person to feel fear. The Supplemental Victimization Survey (SVS), which is the basis of
this report, was conducted in 2006. The SVS identified
seven types of harassing or unwanted behaviors consistent
with a course of conduct experienced by stalking victims.
The survey classified individuals as stalking victims if they
responded that they experienced at least one of these
behaviors on at least two separate occasions. In addition,
the individuals must have feared for their safety or that of a
family member as a result of the course of conduct, or have
experienced additional threatening behaviors that would
cause a reasonable person to feel fear.
The SVS measured the following stalking behaviors:

During a 12-month period an estimated 14 in every
1,000 persons age 18 or older were victims of stalking
• About half (46%) of stalking victims experienced at least
one unwanted contact per week, and 11% of victims said
they had been stalked for 5 years or more.
• The risk of stalking victimization was highest for individuals who were divorced or separated-34 per 1,000
individuals.
• Women were at greater risk than men for stalking victimization; however, women and men were equally likely to
experience harassment.
• Male (37%) and female (41%) stalking victimizations
were equally likely to be reported to the police.
• ApprOXimately 1 in 4 stalking victims reported some form
of cyberstalking such as e-mail (63%) or instant messaging (35%).
: • 46% of stalking victims felt fear of not knowing what
. would happen next.
• Neany 3 in 4 stalking victims knew their offender in some
capacity.

• making unwanted phone calls
• sending unsolicited or unwanted letters or

e~mails

• following or spying on the victim
• showing up at places without a legitimate reason
• waiting at places for the victim
• leaving unwanted items, presents, or flowers
• posting information or spreading rumors about the victim
on the internet, in a public place. or by word of mouth.
While individually these acts may not be criminal, collectively and repetitively these behaviors may cause a victim
to fear for his or her safety or the safety of a family member.
These behaviors constitute stalking for the purposes of this

study. The federal government, all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, and U.S. Territories have enacted laws making
stalking a criminal act, although the elements defining the
act of stalking differ across states (see box, stalking laws).
The SVS also identified victims who experienced the
behaviors associated with stalking but neither reported
feeling fear as a result of such conduct nor experienced
actions that would cause a reasonable person to feel fear.
This report characterizes such individuals as harassment
victims. These instances of harassment might eventually
have risen to the definitional requirement for stalking. However, at the time of the interview, the offender's actions and
victim's responses did not rise to the threshold of stalking
victimization as measured by the SVS.
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Few national studies have measured the extent and nature
of stalking in the United States. The Department of Justice
Office on Violence Against Women funded the 2006 SVS
as a supplement to the National Crime Victimization Survey
(NCVS) to enhance empirical knowledge about stalking
(see Methodology). The SVS, which represents the largest
study of stalking conducted to date, incorporated elements
contained in federal and state laws to construct a working
definition of stalking.
This report presents information on stalking victimization.
Harassment is discussed where appropriate to provide
fuller context. Appendix tables focus solely on stalking victims and exclude the people who experienced what this
report terms as harassment Persons interested in viewing
the SVS data in its entirety may obtain the data file from the
University of Michigan's Archive of Criminal Justice Data
<www.icpsr.umich.edu/NACJD>.
During a 12-month period an estimated 141n every
1,000 persons age 18 or older were victims of stalking
An estimated 5.9 million U.S. residents age 18 or older
experienced behaviors consistent with either stalking or
harassment in the 12 months preceding the SVS interview
(table 1).' Of the 5.9 million victims, more than half experienced behavior that met the definition of stalking. Approximately 14 per 1,000 persons age 18 or older experienced
the repetitive behaviors associated with stalking in addition
to feeling fear or experiencing behaviors that would cause
a reasonable person to feel fear. Harassment victims, who
experienced a course of conduct consistent with stalking
but who did not report feeling fear, experienced these
behaviors at a rate of 10 victimizations per 1,000 persons
age 18 or older.
About half (46%) of all stalking victims experienced at least
one unwanted contact per week (appendix table 6). Many
victims of stalking reported being stalked over a period of
months or years, and 11 % of victims said they had been
stalked for 5 years or more (figure 1). The fears and emotional distress that stalking engenders are many and varied. About 1 in 5 victims feared bodily harm to themselves,
and 1 in 6 feared for the safety of a child or other family
member. 2 One in 20 stalking victims feared being killed by
the stalker. About 4 in 10 stalkers threatened the victim or
the victim's family, friends, co-workers, or family pet. 3
1To place this estimate in perspective. there were about 5.2 million violent
crimes-rape/sexual assault, robbery, aggravated assault, and simple
assault--<:ommitted in 2005.
2Table 10 lists the range of fearful reactions about which victims
were surveyed

The most common type of stalking behavior victims
experienced was unwanted phone calls and messages
With the exception of receiving unwanted letters, e-mails,
or other correspondence, stalking victims were more likely
than harassment victims to experience all forms of
unwanted behaviors (table 2). In particular, victims of stalking experienced hjgher levels of three unwanted behaviors
most commonly associated with stalking. These included
an offender following or spying on the victim, showing up at
places without a legitimate reason, or waiting outside (or
inside) places for the victim, Stalking victims were about
3 times more likely to report experiencing these three
behaviors than individuals who were harassed. For example, 34% of stalking victims reported that the offender followed or spied on them compared with 11 % of harassment
Table 1. Prevalence of stalking and harassment over the

12 months prior to interview
All victims
Stalking victims
Harassment victims

Number

Rate

5,857,030
3,424,100
2,432,930

23.8
139
9.9

Note: The total population age 18 or older was 246,500,200 in 2006.
Victimization rates are per 1,000 persons age 18 or older.

Table 2. Nature of stalking and harassment behaviors
experienced by victims

Unwanted phone calls and
messages
Unwanted letters and e-ma!l
Spreading rumors
Following or spying
Showing up at places
Wailing for victim
Leaving unwanted presents
Number of victims

62,5%
30.1
29.1
24.5
22.4
20.4
9.1
5,857,030

57.2%
29.4

66.2%
30.6
35.7
34.3
31.1
29.0
12.2
3,424,100

19.9

10.6
10.2
8.3
4.8
2,432,930

Note: Details sum to more than 100% because mUltiple responses
were permitted

About 10% or victims were stalked for 5 years or more

,;;:_iiiii__i i iF:o: l

Onset of unwanted behavior

6 months or less

7-11 months ~
1 year

2 years
3 years
" years
5 years or more
Don't k.now

3Table 13 lists various threats stalkers made to victims,

0%

10%

,

,

40%

50%

Percent of victims
: Note: Estimates exclude 1.2% of stalking and 10.2% of harass~
men! victims due to missing data. All victims experience at least
one unwanted behaVior in the year before the intarvlew.
Figure 1
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victims who reported experiencing this behavior Thirty-one
percent of stalking victims reported that the offenders
showed up in places where they had no legitimate purpose
being; approximately 10% of harassment victims reported
this type of unwanted behavior Also, 29% of stalking victims stated that the offender waited in places for them,
while 8% of harassment victims reported this type of
behavior.
Risk of victimization varies more for stalking than for

harassment
Females were at higher risk of stalking victimization than
males (table 3). During the study period, females experienced 20 stalking victimizations per 1,000 females age 18
or older. The rate of stalking victimization for males was
approximately 7 per 1,000 males age 18 or older. Males
and females were equally likely to experience harassment
Age
As with victimization risk more generally, risk of being
stalked diminished with age. Persons age 18 to 19 and 20
to 24 experienced the highest rates of stalking victimization. About 30 per 1,000 persons age 18 to 19 and 28 per
1,000 persons age 20 to 24 were stalked during 2006.
Race and Hispanic on'gin of victim

Asians and Pacific Islanders (7 per 1,000 persons age 18
and older) were less likely to experience stalking than
whites (14 per 1,000), blacks (12 per 1,000), and persons
of two or more races (32 per 1,000). Despite apparent
racial differences, no other consistent patterns of risk for
stalking victimization emerged. Non-Hispanics were more
likely than Hispanics to experience stalking. During the
study period, non-Hispanics experienced about 14 stalking
victimizations per 1,000 individuals age 18 and older. The
rate for Hispanics during this period was 11 stalking victimizations per 1,000 persons age 18 or older

Stalking laws
While the federal govemment, aliSO states, the District
of Columbia, and U.S. Territories have enacted
criminal laws to address stalking, the legal definition
for stalking varies across jurisdictions. State laws vary
regarding the element of victim fear and emotional
distress, as well as the requisite intent of the stalker.
Some state laws specify that the victim must have
been frightened by the stalking, while others require
only that the stalking behavior would have caused a
reasonable person to experience fear. In addition
states vary regarding what level of fear is required.
Some state laws require prosecutors to establish fear
of death or serious bodily harm, while others require
only that prosecutors establish that the victim suffered
emotional distress. Interstate stalking is defined by
federal law 18 U.S.C. § 2261A.

Marital status

The rate of stalking Victimization for individuals who were
divorced or separated was 34 per 1,000 individuals age 18
or older-a higher rate of victimization than for persons of
other marital status. Individuals who had never been married (17 per 1,000 individuals) were at a lowerrisk of stalking victimization than divorced or separated persons, but
were at a higher risk of stalking victimization than persons
who were married (9 per 1,000) or widowed (8 per 1 ,000).

Income
As with crime more generally, a pattern of decreasing risk
fOf stalking victimization existed for persons residing in
households with higher incomes. Individuals in households
with an annual income under $7,500 and $7,500 to
$14,999 were equally likely to be stalked but more likely to
be victimized than were persons in households with an
annual income at or above $25,000.
Table 3. Characteristics of stalking and harassment victims
Rate per 1,000 victims 8
Population
All
Stalking Harassment
Gender
Ma!e
Female
Age
18-19
20-24
25-34
35-49
50-64
65 or older
Race
'v'IA"Iite
B!ack
American Indian!
Alaska Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
More than one race b
Hispanic origin
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic

IMarital status

Nev~r married
Marned
Divorced or separated
Vllidowed

Household Income
Less than $7,500
$7,500·· $14,999
$15,000 - $24,999

$25,000 - $34.999
$35,000 - $49.999
$50,000 - $74.999
$75,000 or more

7.4

120,068,420
126,431,780

16.9
303

20.0

9.5
102

8,047,540
20,346,940
39,835,680
65,886,490
51,400,990
35,515,670

47.2
45.7

29.7
28.4

17.5
17.3

301

20.2

9.9

29.9
20.4

17.3
10.4

12.6
10.0

9.3

3.6

5.7

200,874,080
29,853,700

24.1
22.7

14.2
12.2

9.8

1,695,400
11,317,780
2,759,240

33.0
13.4
49.3

19.6'
7.0

13.4*

31.6

17.7

29,522,670
215,025,170

24,7

10,6
14.4

5.9
103

79,715,080
123.633,560
26,334,200
14,318,190

26,9
16.8
51.8
16,0

16.6

10.3

8,418,570
14,562,850
22.428,240
22,862,680
30,345,140
37,956,910
56,633,800

16.5

47.0

40.1
32.3

274
25.2

10.5

6.4

87

8.1

34.0

17.8

7.5

8.5

31.7
27.4

15.3
12.6

21.1
158

111
115
9.4

23.1

15.8
12.6

10.6

18.8

96

9.2

Note: Table excludes miSSing data
*Based on 10 or fewer sample cases
"Victlmization rates are per 1,000 persons age 18 or older.
b!ncludes all persons of any race, including persons who identify

I two Of more races.
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Victims were more likely to be stalked by an offender of
the same age and race

Number of offenders
About 6 in 10 stalking victims stated that the perpetrator
was a Single offender (appendix table 3). A much lower percentage of victims reported being stalked by two (18%) or
three (13%) offenders.

Offender age
Individuals were more likely to be stalked by offenders of
similar age (appendix table 1). Nearly half of victims age
21 to 29 were stalked by offenders perceived to also be in
their twenties, and 38% of victims age 30 to 39 perceived
the offender to also be in their thirties.

Relationship
About a tenth of all victims were stalked by a stranger, and
nearly 3 in 4 of all victims knew their offender in some
capacity (table 5). Stalking victims most often identified the
stalker as a former intimate (21.5%) or a friend, roommate,
or neighbor (16.4%).

Race
Similar to other types of victimization, stalking is primanly
intraracial in nature (appendix table 2). Most (83%) of white
stalking victims perceived the offender to be white compared to 66% of black stalking victims who perceived the
offender to be black. This pattern of intra racial victimization
changes for persons of other races. Despite apparent differences, persons of other races were equally likely to be
stalked by an offender who was black, white, or of another
race ..::!

Table 5. Victim~offender relationship in stalking and
harassment
All
Tota!"

Offender gender
Males were as likely to report being stalked by a male as a
female offender (table 4). Forty-three percent of male stalking victims stated that the offender was female, while 41 %
of maJe victims stated that the offender was another male.
Female victims of stalking were significantly more likely to
be stalked by a male (67%) rather than a female (24%)
offender.
Stalking is unlike most crimes because a course of conduct
designed to create fear in another person does not necessarily require that the victim come into contact with the
offender. For example, a victim may receive repeated
threatening correspondence without knowing the source of
the communication. Sixteen percent of male stalking victims and approximately 10% of female stalking victims
were not able to identify the gender of the offender
40ther races include American Indians, Alaska Natives, Asians, Native
Hawaiians, other Pacinc Islanders, and persons identifying two or more
races,

100%

100%

100%

Known, intimate
Current intimate
Spouse
Boy/girlfriend
Former intimate

27.6%

30,3%

22.5%

4.3
3.B

5.6
3.2

5.1

E.)(~spouse

7,1%
12.4

13.1

4.6%
11.0

Known, other
Fnend/roommalei
neighbor
Known from work or
school
Acquaintance
Relative

44.7"/n

45.1%

44.4%

16.7

16.4

17.4

10,1
94
B.5

9.9
9.8
9.0

10.6
8.8
7.6

Stranger

10.6%

9.7%

12.5%

Unknown

16.9%

15.0%

20.6%

Ex-boy/girlfriend

Number of victims

4,619,430

All

Male

Total
Male
Female
Don'! know

100%
31.7
37,9
30.4

Number of victims

2,028,800

Female

100%
58.3
22.4
19,3

~

3,821,140

Gender of victJm
Stalking
Male
Female

Harassment
Female
Male

100%
41.3
42.5
161

100%
24.2
34.3
41.5

888,680

100%
66.9
235
96
2,531,770

1,140,120

100%
41.3
20.3
38.4
1,289,370

Note: Table excludes missing data about offenders from 0.2% of aK male victims, 0.1% of all female victims,
0.4% of female stalking victims, and 0.3% of female harassment victims. Detail may nol sum to 100% due
to rounding.
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8,4%

3,064,950

1.8'

1,554,480

Note: Table excludes 0,5010 of all victims, 0.3% of stalking victims,
and 0.7% of harassment victims due to missing data, Detail may
no! sum to 100% due to rounding
ES!imate based on 10 Of fewer cases
".lnclUdes vict.ims"W"ho could [d..entify a single offender who was
most responsIble.

Table 4. Perceived gender of the stalking or harassment offender, by victim gender

Gender of offender

Percent of victims
Stalking
Harassment
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Employment status ofthe offender
Forty-two percent of stalking victims stated that the
offender was employed during the time stalking occurred
(appendix table 4). Victims were equally likely to report that
the offender was unemployed or that the victim was unable
to ascertain the employment status of the offender.

Problems with the law
Thirty-six percent of stalking victims stated that the offender.
had some previous interaction with law enforcement
(appendix table 5). A similar percentage of victims (38%)
were unable to identify whether the offender had problems
with the law prior to the stalking victimization.
One in 10 victims reported that the stalking started
5 years or more before the survey
Over half of all victims reported that the stalking or harassment began "less than a year ago" (figure 1). Harassment
victims had characteristically experienced the harassing
behavior for a shorter period leading up to the interview
(6 months or less). Stalking victims were most likely to be
stalked once or twjce a week or with no set pattern (appendix table 6). Nearly a quarter of all victims reported that
they were stalked almost every day (16.9%) or at least
once a day (6%).

Victim perception of why stalking began
The most common reasons victims perceived for the stalking were retaliation, anger, spite (37%), or desire to control
the victim (33%) (table 6). About 1 in 6 victims believed the
stalking started to keep him or her in the relationship with
the offender, and 1 in 10 reported the stalking began while
living with the offender (not referenced in a table). About a
tenth of victims did not know why the stalking began.

Cyberstalking and electronic monitoring
More than 1 in 4 stalking victims reported some form of
cyberstalking was used, such as e-mail (83%) or instant
messaging (35%) (table 7). Electronic monitoring was used
to stalk 1 in 13 victims. Video or digital cameras were
equally likely as listening devices or bugs to be used to
electronically monitor victims (46% and 42%). Global POS!tioning system (GPS) technology comprised about a tenth
of the electronic monitoring of stalking victims.

Table 6. Victim perception of reasons stalking
, or harassment began

All
Retaliation/anger/spite
Control
Mentally il!lemotionaUy unstable
Liked melfound me attractive!
had crush
Keep in re!ationship
Substance abuser
stalker liked attention
Proximity/convenience)
I was alone
Catch me doing something
Different cultural beliefslbackground
Thought I liked attention
Other reasons
Don" know why

Percent of aU victims
Stalking
Harassment

30.0%
252
16.7

36.6%
329
23.4

13.7
12.9
10.3
7.7

16.8
16.2
14.4
91

9.0
7.9
4.1
5.7

4.B
3.3

6.6
43

2.2
1.9

3.2
2.5
23.8
16.6

4.0
24
19.3
106

1.8
2.6
30.7
25.7

5.644,500 3.416.460

Number of victims

20.0%
13.4
6.6

2,228,050

: Note: Table excludes 3.6% of aU victIms, 0.2% of stalking victims, and
8.4% of harassment victims due to missing data. Details sum to more
than 100% because multiple responses were permitted.

Table 7. Involvement of cyberstalking or electronic
monitoring in stalking and harassment

All

Percent of victims
Harassment
Sta!.klng

100%

100%

100%

No cyberstalklng or eJec~
tronic monitoring involved

72.7%

73.2%

72.1%

Any type of cyberstalking
or electronic monitoring
Cyberstalkrng
Electronic monitoring
Don't know

26.6%
23.4
6.0
0.6

26.11"/0:>
21.5

27.4%
264
3.4
0.6

Percent of cyberstalking
Involving _a
E-mail
Instant messenger
Blogs or bulletin boards
Internet sites r:lbout victim
Chat rooms

82.6%
28,7
12.5
B.B
4.0

82.5%
35.1

44.1%
40.3
35.8

33.6%
46.3
41.8
10 9~

81.0%*
19.3·
14.8

5,200,410

3,158,340

2,042,070

Total

Percent of elec.tronic
monitoring involving _b
Computer spyware
Video/digital cameras
Listening devices/bugs
GPS
Number

9r

78
0.7

12.3
9.4
4.4~

82.7%
20.7
12.8
B.1
3.4*

5.2·

Note: Table excludes 8.8% of aU victims, 7.8% of stalking victims, and
10.2% of harassment victims due to missing data. Details sum to
more than 100% because multiple responses were permitted
"Estimate based on 10 or fewer samples.
aBased on 1,217,680 total victims, 677,870 stalking victims, and
539,820 harassment victims who experienced cyberstalking.
bBased on 314,400 total victims, 244,880 stalking victims, and 69,530
harassment victims who experienced electronic monitoring.
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One in 7 victims reported they moved as a result of the
stalking
The most common types of actions victims took to stop the
stalking from continuing were to change usual activities
outside of work or school, stay with family, or install caller
ID or call blocking (table 8). The least frequent actions
taken were to alter one's appearance or get pepper spray,
a gun, or some other kind of weapon. Forty percent of
stalking victims did not change their usual activities outside
of work or school, take protective actions, or change their
personal information.

Reasons stalking stopped
At the time of the interview, 3 in 5 of the victims reported
the stalking had stopped, while about 2 in 5 reported it was
ongOing (appendix table 7). The most common victim perceptions for why the unwanted contacts stopped were that
the police warned the stalker (15.6%), the victim talked to
the stalker (13.3%), or a friend or relative intervened
(12.2%). About a tenth of victims attributed the cessation of
the unwanted behavior to obtaining a restraining, protection, or stay away order.

Emotional impact
Help from others
Seven in 10 victims of stalking sought help to protect themselves or to stop the stalking (table 9). Victims were most
likely to enlist the help of family or friends, followed by asking people not to release information about him or her (43%
versus 33%). About 7% of victims contacted victim ser·
vices, a shelter, or a helpline.
Table 8. Whether stalking or harassment victims took
actions to protect themselves or stop unwanted behaviors
Peccen! of,,,'lim.
All
Hara ••me,

''''',n9

victims

work or school

Took protective actions
Installed caller IDlca!! blocking
Changed telephone number
Changed locks/got security
system
Got pepper spray
Got a gun
Got another kind of 'Neapon
Took self-defen.se classes

More than 7 in 10 of all victims felt angry or annoyed at the
beginning of the unwanted contacts or as they progressed
(table 11). Stalking victims were about twice as likely as
harassment victims to feel anxious or concerned at the
Table 9. Types of help sought by stalking or harassment

Changed usual activities outside
Changed day-to-day activities
stayed with family
Took lime off work Of school
Avoided family/friends
Changed route to work or school
Changed Of quit job or school
Altered appearance

For stalking victims, the most common fear cited was not
knowing what would happen next (table 10). Nine percent
of stalking victims reported their worst fear was death.
Twenty-nine percent of stalking victims feared the behavior
would never stop. More than half of the stalking victims
feared bodily harm to themselves, their child, or another
family member.

14.3%

21.6%
18.1
16.7
14.9
13.4

11.6
10.8
10.3

9.2
6.7
1.5

9.5
2.3

13.4%
12.6

18.1%
17.3

8.7
4.0
1.9
1.8
0.9

4.1%

2.6
2.6
3.1
3.3
29
0.4"-

6.7%
5.8

13.2

2.4

6.3

0.8"

29
2.1
1.1

0.5'
1.4~

OS

Changed personal infonnation
Changed email address
Changed social security number

5.9%

6.9%

0.3

0.2"

4.4%
0.3'

Did not change behaviors listed

55.1%

39.7%

76.9%

3,424,100

2,432,930

Total
Enlisted help of friends/family
Asked people not to release
informatkln
Talked to boss/employer
Ta!ked to an attorney
Obtained a restraining/protectionl
stay away order
Talked to a mental health
professional
Contacted building/office security
Talked to clergy/faith leader
Talked to a doctor or nurse
Contacted victim serviceS/shelter!
help line
Hired a private in~~stigator
Did not seek help
Number of victims

Number

5,857,030

Note: Details sum to more than 100'% because multiple responses
were permitted.
"Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
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100%
30.0

100%

100%

42.6

12.2

24.0
16.2

329

11.6

21.6

13.5

199

8.6
4.4

9.4

15.6

0.6

8.3
6.4
6.1
6.0

12.4
92
9.0
9.1

2.6
2.5
2.0

45
07
47.3

7.3
1.1

OS

30.3

5,857,030 3,424,100

1.5

01'
71.2
2,432,930

Note; Details sum to more than 100% because multiple responses
were permitted
·Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
'"Victims might have sought help from someone other than those
listed above
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beginning of the unwanted contacts (52,7% versus 25.4%),
As the unwanted contacts progressed, about 15% of stalking victims felt depressed or sick, and 1 % reported feeling
suicidal.
Workplace impact
Of the 79% of stalking victims who had a job during the
12 months preceding the interview, about 1 in 8 lost time
from work because of fear for their safety or to pursue
activities such as obtaining a restraining order or testifying
in court (appendix table 8). Seven percent of victims lost
time from work for activities such as changing a phone
Table 10. Victims' worst fears resulting from stalking
Percent of victim
Not knowing what would happen next
Behavior would never stop
Bodily harm
Harm or kidnap child
Harm other family member
Loss of freedom
Death
Loss of jOb
Hann current partner
Losing one's mind

46.1%
29.1
30.4
12.9

other

16.6

122

Stalking offenders committed identity theft against about
204,000 victims. Over half of these victims had financial
accounts opened or closed in their names or money taken
from their accounts, and 3 in 10 of these victims had items
charged to their credit cards without their consent.

103
B.9

63
60
4.3

204,230 100 %
Any identity theft
Opened/dosed accounts
110,850 54.3
Took. money from accounts 105,130 51.5
Charged items to credit card 60,790 29.8

3,416,900

Number of victims

Note: Table excludes 0.2% of stalking victims due 10 missingdata. Detalts sum to more than 100% because multiple
responses were pennitted.
*Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases

Annoyed/angry
Anxious/concerned
Frightened
Helpless
Depressed
Sick
Suicidal
Other way
Number of victims

72.5%
42.2

26.8
15.6

10.8
10.0

742%
362
25.7
16.4
10.2

9.8
09

Financial impact of stalking on victim
About 3 in 10 of stalking victims accrued out-of-pocket
costs for things such as attorney fees, damage to property,
child care costs, moving expenses, or changing phone
numbers (appendix table 10). About a tenth of victims
spent less than $250, while 13% spent $1.000 or more.
About 296,000 stalking victims lost pay from work (appendix table 11). Over half ofthe victims lost less than $1,000
of pay, and 8% of victims lost $5,000 in payor more.

Stalkers commit various types of crimes against
their victims

53

Don't know

number, moving, or fixing or replacing damaged property.
For 1 in 7 of these victims, a day or less was lost from work
(appendix table 9). More than half of victims lastS or more
days from work. About 130,000 victims reported that they
had been fired from or asked to leave their jobs because of
the stalking (not referenced in table).

Note: Estimates exclude 0.1% of missing data
Details sum to more than 100% because multiple
responses were permitted.

41.7
22.4
15.9
14.8

69.6%
46,7
41,7
23.4
15.2
14.7

68.9%

52.7

78_1%

81.4%

25A

19.4

3.2"
4.8

2.8
2.2"

5.1
2.3
1.8
_b

0.9
9.7

10,1

1.4
7.9

1.4
8.9

12.4

11.9

5,574,400

5,530,940

3,416,430

3,406,220

2,157,980

2,124,720

Note: Table excludes 4,8% of all victims,S 6% of all stalking victims, and 0.2% of harassment Victims al the
beginning of the behaviors and 0.5% of all victims, 11.3% of all stalking victims, and 12.7% of harassment
victims as the behaviors progressed due to missing data. Details sum to more than 100% because multiple
responses were permitted
~Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases
-Not applicable.
<lHarassment victims, by definition, were not frightened as the unwanted behaviors progressed.
bHarassment victims, by definition, did not report feeling suicidal as a result of the unwanted behaviors.
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About 16% of all victims suffered property damage in conjunction with the stalking (table 12). Among stalking victims,
the most common type of violent crime experienced in conjunction with stalking was to be hit, slapped, or knocked
down (12.3%). About 6% of the stalking victims had a family member, friend, or co-worker who was attacked

About 40% of victims stated that police were contacted
once regarding the stalking, while 3% of victims stated that
police were contacted in excess of 15 times (appendix
table 13). Stalking victimization was most often reported to
the police by the victim (83%), the victim's family (26%), or
a friend or neighbor (12%) (appendix table 14).

Weapon involvement and injuries

Table 12. Other crimes perpetrated by the offender against
the stalking or harassment victim

About 139,000 stalking victims were aUacked with a
weapon. Stalkers were equally likely to use a kntfe, blunt
instrument, or other object, and 23% of the weapons used
were handguns. Of the 279,000 victims who were injured in
an attack, nearly all (99%) of these victims sustained minor
bruises and other injurIes, About a fifth sustained serious
injuries, including gunshot or knife wounds, internal injuries, or broken bones.
Weapon used in attack
Knife/other sharp object
Handgun
Blunt or other object
~Estimale

138,630
58,850

31,610
52,670

100%
42.4
22,8*
38,0

based on 10 or fewer sample cases,

Injuries sustained in attacks
Rape/sexual assault
Serious injuries
Minor or other injuries

278,580
38,590
52,080
276,440

100%
13.9*

Note: Details sum to more than 100% because
multiple responses 'Were permitted
*Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases.

Threats

Attacked victim
Hit/slapped/knocked down
Choked or strangled victim
Attacked victim with a weapon
Chased or dragged with a car
Raped/sexually assaulted victim
Attacked or attempted to attack
in some other way

123%
7.2
2.4
24
2.1
0.9

210%
12.3
4.2
4.0
3.5
1.6

4.3

73

24.4%

4.0%

9.5

15.0

1.6

8.6
3.8

13.2
6.3

8.8%

15.0

3.5

60

3.4
2.2
2.2

5.8
3.7
3.7

40%

Table 13. Threats offenders made against stalking victims
Percent of victims
Number

Stalking victimization was equally likely to be reported
to police whether the victim was male or female
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15.9%

5,857,0303.424,100 2,432,930
Number of victims
*Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
-Not applicable. Harassment victims by deftnillon were not attacked,
nor were their friends, co-workers, family members, Of pets

Stalkers made one or more threats to 43% of victims
(table 13). Stalking offenders were most likely 10 threaten to
hit, slap, or otherwise harm the victim (13.6%) or to kill the
victim (12.1 %). Somewhat less likely was the stalker threatening to kill himself or herself (9.2%). Less than 5% of the
threats involved harm to a child, friend, co-worker, pet, or
the threat of rape or sexual assault.

The most common reasons for not reporting stalking victimization to the police were that it was a private or personal
matter or that it was a minor incident (appendix table 12).

Property damage
Damaged property of victim or
someone in victim's household
lUegally entered house/apartment
!!legally entered car

Attac ked person/pet other than
victim
Attack or attempt to attack
a family member
Attack or attempt to attack
a friend or co-worker
Attack or attempt to attack. a pel
Attack or attempt to altack a child

187
99.2

For violent crime more generally, victimizations experienced by females are more likely to be reported to the
police than those experienced by males. However, this pattern of reporting by gender is not observed for the crime of
stalking. Male and female stalking victimizations were
equally likely to be reported to the police (table 14). Thirtyseven percent of male and 41 % of female victimizations
were reported to the police by the victim or another person
aware of the crime.

Percent of victims
Stalkmg Harassment

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _AII

Percent

3.392,520

100%

No threats made

1,927,020

56.8%

Threatened toHWslap/harm
Kill victim
Harm or kill self
Harm with a weapon

1,465,510
462,610
411,830
313,580
242,420

43.2%
13.6
12.1
9.2
7.1

Total

I ~:~~ ~~~:~~:~a~~% member

~~~:~~~

~:~

Harm friend or co-worker
Harm a pet
RapeJsexuallyassault
Dtherway

151.460
87,020
56,050
511,530

4.5
2.6
1.7
15.1

I

N~te.:.Tab!e excludes 0.9% of stalking victims due to miSSing data.
Details sum to more than 100% because multiple responses were

I permitted.
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Stalking victims report differing experiences with the
criminal justice system
When contacted about a stalking victimization, the most
common police response was to take a report. More than
half of police officers took a report when contacted regarding the stalking (appendix table 15). Seventeen percent of
responding officers gave the victim self-protection advice,
while 8% of the officers arrested the perpetrator.
Nearly 20% of victims stated the police took no action when
contacted. Of this 20%, victims were equally likely to perceive that no action was taken by law enforcement
because police did not want to get involved (29%), had no
legal authority (18%), or were inefficient or ineffective
(16%) (appendix table 16). About 50% of victims perceived
the stalking situation stayed the same after contacting the
police (appendix table 17). Victims were equally likely to

N

perceive the situation "improved or "worsened" following a
report to the police. For victims who had contacted police
on more than one occasion, the survey recorded only the
police action taken in response to the latest ca!f.
A fifth of victims filed charges against the stalking perpetrator (appendix table 18). Of those individuals filing charges,
3 out of 10 victims stated the outcome was still pending or
that a restraining, protection, or stay away order was
issued to deal with the offender. Victims were equally likely
to report being satisfied (46%) or dissatisfied (49%) with
the crimina! justice system's responses to their stalking
incident (appendix table 19) and were generally split on the
helpfulness or lack of helpfulness of criminal justice representatives, with one exception: some victims said that victim advocates were helpful (6%) during the criminal justice
process (appendix table 20).

Table 14. Percent of stalking and harassment victimizations reported to the police, by victim gender
All
Male
Tota!
Reported
Not reported
Number of victims

100%
20.6
794
1,941,650

Female

100%
32.8

672
3.637,570

Percent of victims
stalking
Male
Female
100%
36.8
63.2

100%
41.0
590

892,340

2,528,990

Harassment
Male
Female
100()/()

6.6
93.2
1,049,320

100%
13.9
86.1
1,108,580

Note: Table excludes 4.5% of all mare victims, 4,9% of aU female victims, 0.1% of female stalking victims, 8% of male
harassment victims, and 14.2% of female harassment victIms due to missing data.
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Methodology
The Supplemental Victimization Survey (SVS) was administered as a supplement to the National Crime Victimization
Survey (NCVS) during January through June, 2006. All
NCVS respondents age 18 and older were eligible for the
supplement. About 65,270 persons participated in the supplemental survey. The response rate for eligible individuals
was 83%.
The estimates presented in this report are annual prevalence estimates for persons age 18 or older victimized by
stalking or other harassing behaviors during the 12 months
prior to the interview. Since the interviews were conducted
during the first 6 months of 2006, the majority of the stalking behaviors occurred during 2005.
The Office on Violence Against Women (OVW) and the
Bureau of Justice statistics (BJS) convened a 1-day forum
with experts in the area of stalking and violence against
women. Researchers, law enforcement officials, prosecutors, and victim advocates comprised the expert group.
Also included in the group were representatives from the
Census Bureau, the federal agency that carries out survey
development and data collection for BJS. The purpose of
the 1-day forum was to discuss definitional and methodological issues surrounding the crime of stalking, determine
where gaps in current information on stalking existed, and
determine how the SVS could further research and knowledge regarding this crime.
Following this meeting, a small federal working group was
fomned with representatives from OVW, BJS, and the Census Bureau. The working group met weekly for approximately 12 months until a satisfactory survey instrument
was completed and approved. During the last phase of the
survey development, the Census Bureau conducted cognitive interviews with stalking victims around the United
states to test the reliability and validity of the instrument.
Changes to the instrument were made to incorporate findings from these interviews
The name of the SVS intentionally does not indicate that
the focus of the supplemental survey is stalking. This decision was made to avoid biasing the responses of individuals and the subsequent estimates. The respondents had to
state that they experienced all of the following in order for a
course of behavior to be counted as stalking victimization:
.. at least one of the harassing behaviors in the stalking
screener
• harassing behavior more than one time on separate
days
• at least one of the harassing contacts occurred during
the 12 months prior to the interview
• they feared for their own or a family member's safety or
experienced another crime committed by the offender
that would make a reasonable person fearful (see the
survey screen questions on the next page).
10
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Victim perception of whether behavior was stalking
The SVS screened victims to determine whether they
met the behavioral criteria of having unwanted or
harassing contacts on more than one occasion during
the past year that made them feel annoyed, fearful, anxious, or concerned. Researchers specifically avoided
using the term Hstalked throughout the questionnaire so
as not to bias findings based on the victim's perception
of what was occurring. The final question in the supplement asked whether the victim perceived the unwanted
contacts or harassing behaviors to be stalking. Stalking
victims were more than twice as likely as harassment
victims to label the unwanted behavior as stalking
(54% versus 21 %).
H

Victim perception of
whether behavior was
stalking
Total

Percent of victims
S1alking

All
100%

100%

Harassment

100%

Considered to beStalking
Notstalk:ing
Number of victims

403%

53.6%

59.7

46.4

5.588,150

3.325,220

20.7%

793
2,262.940

Note" Tab!e excludes 4.6% of all victims, 2.9% of stalking victims,
and 7 0% of harassment victims due to missing data.
The final question on the survey asked, "Do you consider the series
of unwanted contacts or harassing behavior you told me about to be
stalking?"

Victims of harassment met all the requirements for stalking
victimization except those associated with induced fear or
the commission of additional associated crimes. Harassing
acts by bill collectors, telephone solicitors, or other sales
people were excluded from the estimates of stalking and
harassment.

Standard error computations
Comparisons of percentages and rates made in this report
were tested to determine jf observed differences were sta~
tistically Significant. Differences described as higher, lower,
or different passed a test at the 0.05 level of statistical significance (95% confidence level). Differences described as
somewhat, lightly, marginally, or some indication passed a
test at the 0.10 level of statistical significance (90% confidence level). Caution is required when comparing estimates not explicitly discussed in the report .
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Screener questions for stalking behaviors
Now, I would like to ask you some questions about
any unwanted contacts or harassing behavior you
may have experienced that frightened, concerned,
angered, or annoyed you. Please include acts
committed by strangers, casual acquaintances,
friends, relatives, and even spouses and partners.
I want to remind you that the information you provide
is confidential.
1. Not including bill collectors, telephone solicitors, or
other sales people, has anyone, male or female,
EVER - frightened, concerned, angered or annoyed
you by .
a. Making unwanted phone calls to you or leaving
messages?
b. Sending unso!icited or unwanted letters, e-mails, or
other forms of written correspondence or communi~
cation?
c. Following you or spying on you?
d. Waiting outside or inside places for you such as your
home, school, workplace, or recreation place?
e. Showing up at places where you were even though
he or she had no business being there?
f. Leaving unwanted items, presents, or flowers?
g. Posting information or spreading rumors about you
on the Internet, in a public place, or by word of
mouth?
f. None
Questions used to identity actions that would
cause a reasonable person to feel fear
1. In order to frighten or intimidate you, did Ihis
person attack or attempt to attack
a.
b,
C.
d.

a child
another family member
a friend or co-worker
a pet

2. During the last twelve months, did this person
attack or attempt to attack you by...

a. hitting, slapping, or knocking you down
b.
c.
d.
e.

choking or strangling you
raping or sexually assaulting you
attacking you with a weapon
chasing or dragging with a car
f attacking you in some other way

3. Other than the attacks or attempted attacks you
just told me about, during the last 12 months, did this
person threaten to ...
a. kill you
b. rape or sexually assault you
c. harm you with a weapon
d. hit, slap, or harm you in some other way
e. harm or kidnap a child
f. harm another family member
g. harm a friend or co-worker
h. harm a pet
i. harm or kill himself/herself
4, VVhat were you most afraid of happening as these
unwanted contacts or behaviors were occurring?
a. death
b. physical/bodily harm
c. harm or kidnap respondent's child
d. harm current partner/boyfriend/girlfriend
e. harm other family members
f. don't know what would happen
Questions used to measure fear
1. How did the behavior of (this person/these
persons) make you feel when it FIRST started?
Any1hing else?
a. anxious/concerned
b. annoyed/angry
c. frightened
d. depressed
e. helpless
f. sick
g. suicidal
h, some other way - specify
2. How did you feel as the behavior progressed?
Anything else?
8- no change in feelings
b. anxious/concerned
c. annoyed/angry
d. frightened
e. depressed
f. helpless
g. sick
h. suicidal
i. some other way - specify
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Appendix table 1. Perceived age of the stalking offender, by age of the
victim

IAppendix table 5. Stalking victims' perceptions of
offenders' previous problems with the law
Percent of
victims

Offender age
100%,
10.9"
41.6
23.3
5.1*
6T'
2.4"

Total
Under 18
18~20

21-29
30-39
40-49
50 or older
Age of offender
unkno'Ml
Number of victims

100%

100%

100%

100%

1.8~

2,1·

20'

5.7

2.3'

2.9"

1.0*

or

48,2
23.0

13.8
37.6

7.7
59

20.8
99

10.0·

8.8

349,490

929,080

8.8

38'

16.7
34.2
21.6

13.9

16.3
18.7

34.6

13.7

752,690

23.6

722,890

663,660

Note: Table excludes missing data about offenders from 0 8% of stalking victims
age 30 to 39.
~Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.

iAppend X table 2. Percelvea race 0 the sta king offender, by race 0
the victim
Offender race

White

Total
lMIite
Black
Some other race
Race of offender unknown

100%
82.8

Number of victims
·Based on 10

Of

Victim race
Black
Some other race
100%

100%

5.2
7.6
4.3

656

454
16.0'

118·

29.8

10.1'

8.8'

2,582,360

328,900

160,400

12S

fewer sample cases

Appendix table 3. Number of stalking offenders
perceived by victim
Percent of victims
Total

100%
62.1

One
Two

18.2

Three or more
Number unknown

13.1

Number of victims

6.5
3.398,630

Note: Table excludes 0.7% of stalkin9 victims due 10
missing data

Appendix table 4. Employment status of the stalking
offenders, as perceived by victims
Percent of
vidims
Total
Employed
Unemployed
Sometimes employed/unemployed
Victim unable to determine employment status
Number of victims

100%
42.1
24.9
6.4
26.6
3,420,450

! Note: Table excludes 0.1% of stalking victims due to miSSing
data.
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Total
, Offender had problems wilh the law
, Offender did not have problems with the law
Victim unable to determine if offender had
problems with the law

100%
35.9
26.3
37.8

Number of victims
3,410,710
Note: Table excludes dala about offenders from 0.4% of
stalking victimizations,

Appendix table 6. Frequency of stalking during
the 12 months prior to the interview
Number
Total
1-2 timeslyear
1·2 times/month
1-2 timeslweek
Almost every day
At least once a day
No sel pattern
Don't know

3,416,100
381,540
565,790
770,380
576,960
204,860
864,920
51,650

Percent of victims
100%

11.2
16B
22B
16.9

6.0
25.3
1.5

Note: Table excludes 0.2% of stalking victims due to
ing data.

miss~
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;APpendiX table 9. Amount of time victims lost
from work for any reason as a result of stalki.ng

Appendix table 7, Victims' perceptions of whether stalking
had stopped and reasons it stopped
Number

Percent of victims

I_ _ _ _

3,404,110

100%

Total
Less than a day

Stalking ongoing

1,234,330

36.3%

Stalking stopped

1,976,050

58.0%

263,790
214,150
210,910

13.3%
10.8
10.7

1 day
2 days
3 days
4 days
5·9 days
10-24 days
25 or more days

187,220

9.5

40.390

2.0

Total

Respondenllook measures
VIctim talked to stalker
Victim moved
Victim changed phone or emall
Restraining/protection/stay away
order
Victim got married or started new
relationship
Perpetrator stopped behavior
stalker moved
stalker was arrested or incarcerated
Stalker started a new relationship
Stalker got help/counseling
stalker died

i Don't know

172.220

8.7 0/0

129,470
80,580
48,130
9,320

6.6
4.1
2.4
0.5*

309.080
240,350
163,020
105,490
42.230

156%
12.2
8.2
5.3
2.1

Other reason

501,730

25.4%

Don't know why stalking stopped

297,230

15.0%

208,940

10.6%

Olhers intervened
Police wamed slalker
Friend or relative Intervened
Others intervened
Employer intervened
School staff intervened

Don't know whether stalking
stopped

Appendix table 8. Time lost from work for any reason
as a result of stalking victimization

Reason for time IQst from work
Fear or concem for safety
Getting a restraining/protection
order or testifying in court
Changing phone number/moving/
fixmg damaged property

Number

540,360
76,060
51,920
57,540
42,830
24,900
77.350
60,690
78.420
70,650

I

Percent of v!ctim~

100%
14.1
9.6
10.6
7.9
4.6~

14.3
11.2
14.5
13.1

i Note' Table excludes 2.5% of stalking victims due to miss-

i

i~g data. Tota! based on victims who had a job and lost
time from work. Detail may not sum to 100% due to
rounding.
~Estimate based on 10 or fewer sample cases.

Appendix table 10. Out-of-pocket costs to victims
as a result of stalking
Number

Note: Table excludes 0.6% of stalking victims due 10 mISSing data. Details
sum to more than 100% be<:ause muillple responses were
permitted.

Total
Not working
Working

~~...

Total

SO
$1-99
$100-249
$250·4GG
$500-999
$1,000-2,499
$2,500-4,999
$5,000 or more
Don't know

3,358,800
2,080,230
193.060
151,460
90,420
89,730
155,010
91,350
188,110
319,430

Percent of victims

100%
61,9
5.7
4.5
2.7
2.7
4.6
2.7
5.6
9.5

Note: Table excludes 1.9% of stalking victlms due to missing data. Detai! may nol sum to 100% due to rounding

AppendiX table 11, Amount of employment Income
lost as a result of stalking victimization
Number

Percent of victims

296,450
44,340
110,430
40,620
17,990
23,690
59,450

100%
15.0
37,2
13.7
6.1
80
20.1

Number

Percent of victims

3,388,550
708.070
2,680,470

100%
20.9
79.1

350.940

13.1%

Don't know

320.450

12,0

Note: Table excludes 3.3% of stalking victims due to missing data.

183,120

6.8

Total

$1-99
$100~999

$1,000-2,499
$2,500-4,999
$5,000 or more

Note: Table excludes 1% of eases due 10 missing data. Details sum to
more than 100% because multiple responses were permitted.
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Appendix table 12. Victim reasons for not reporting
stalking to police

Appendix table 14. Identity of person reporting stalking

to police

Percent of victims

Dealt with another way
267%

Private or persona! matter
Reported to another official

13.6

Not important enough to report
272
112

Minor incident
Nol clear a cnme occurred
Police couldn't help
Couldn't identify offender/lacked evidence
Had no legal authority
Lacked correct protection, stay away, or
restraining order
Police wouldn't help
Police wouldn't think it was importanUwould
be ineffective
POlice wouldn't believe respondentlwould
blame respondent
Previous negative experience with police
Perpetrator was a police officer

9.5
3.0
0.5*

11.0

40
1S
0.8*

Percent of victims
Victim
Victim's family
Friendfneighbor
Other
Employer/Go-worker
Social worker/counselor
School official
Security guard
Clergyfpastor/pries!
Strangerfbystander
Doclor/nurse
Don'! know
Number of victims

830%

26.2

11.5
4.1
2.3*

1.4"
1.4*
1.2~

05"
OS"
0_5~

16"
1,350,130

Note: Table excludes 1.2% of stalking viclims due to missing
data. Oetails sum to more than 100% because multiple
responses were permitted
*Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.

Feared the perpetrator

59

Afraid of reprisal

Other reasons

Appendix table 15. Types of action taken by police after

Protect perpetrator/perpetrator was exspouse Of ex-partner
Contactslbehavior stopped
For the sake of the children
Respondent fell ashamed/embarrassed
Respondent or perpetrator moved away
Other
Don't know
Number of victims

6.9

most recent contact about stalking

5.9
3.8
3.3
1.3'"

17.6
1.2*
2,055,080

Note: Table excludes 1,9% of stalking victims due to missing
data, Details sum to more than 100% because multiple
responses are permitted,
*Based on 10 Of fewer sample cases

Percenl of victims
Took a report
Talked tolwarned offender
Suggested protection, stay away or
restraining order
Gave victim self-protection advice
Referred victlm to court
: Arrested offender
, Asked for more evidence
Referred victim to victim services
Moved respondent to another location
Don'! k.now
Took no action
Number of victims

Appendix table 13. Number of police c o n t a C ' - - 1
regarding stalking during the last 12 months
Percent of vlcllms
Total

4
5-10
11-15
More than 15

100%

397
221
129
6.4
11.9

3.7
3.2

Number of victim,,-s-::-:=--:-c-,,1,=:24:c:Oc::,2",BO,:-_
Note: Table excludes 9.2% of stalking victims
due to missing data.

553%
32.2

20.1
17.4

89
7.7
6.4
5.4
1.3~

41
188
1,343,090

Note: Table excludes 1.7"/" of stalking victims due to missing data.
Details sum to more than 100% because multiple responses were
permitted
*Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
~--- ..

---

, Appendix table 16. Stalking victims' perceptions about why
police did not take action
Percent of victims
Didn't want to get involved
Had no legal authOrity
Police 'Here lneffiClenVineffective
Didn't believe victim
Didn't have enough evidence
Offender was a police officer
Could not find/identify offender
Lack.ed or had incorrect protection order
Thought it was victim's fault
Didn't find out until too late
Other

28.6%
17.7
16.2
13.2~

11_2*
5.7*
4.0"
3.0*
2.9*
2.8*
36.3

Number of victims
240,030
Note: Table excludes 4.9% of sta!~ing victims due 10 missing
data. Details sum to more than 100 % because multiple
responses were permitted
"Based on 10 or fewer sample cases
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Appendix table 17. Victim perceptions of outcomes after
first reporting stalking to police

Appendix table 19. Stalking victim satisfaction with
criminal justice outcome

Percent of victims
Total
Situation got better
Situation got worse
Situation stayed the same
Number of victims

Percent of victims

100%
28_2
22.9
48.9
1,325,720

Number of victims

Note: Tab!e excludes 3% of stalking victims due to missing
data.

I

Appendix table 18. Percent of stalkings in which criminal
justice charges were filed and outcomes

not filed

Cnarges filed

still pending
Restraining, protection, stay away order
Jailed or imprisoned
Court intervenUon/counseHng program
Convicted or guilty
Fine was imposed
Dismissed or not guilty
Probation
Other
Don't know outcome of charges filed
Don't know if charges filed
Number of victims

45.7

49.0
5.2'
169,040

Note: Table excludes 13.5"/(1 of stalking victims that filed
charges due to missing data. Detail may not sum to 100%
due to rounding
-Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.

Appendix table 20. Stalking victim perceptions about
helpfulness of officials in the criminal justice system

Percent
Total
Charges

100%

Total
, Victim satisfied with outcome
Vicl!m not sahsfied with outcome
Don't k.now if satisfied with outcome

100%
71.5

Percent of victims who perceived
official as-

21.0

Helpful

333%'·
28.5
18.0
12.2*
12.0·
11,89.1~

8.5'"

12.9*
5,1*

7.5
1,329,790

Note: Table excludes 2.7% of stalking victims thaI did not respond to
whether charges were fited and 9.4°/" of victims thai did nol respond
to Ine outcome of charges filed,
*Based on 10 or fewer sample cases.
"Details sum to more than 100% because multiple responses were
pennitted.

Patrol/police officerlsneriff
911 dispatcher
Detective
ProsecutorlDlstrict Attorney
Judge
Victim advocate
Someone else
No person was helpful
No person was unhelpful
Victim did not provide response
Number of victims

43.0%

3.6
53
6.9
74
5.7
8.9
36.0

Not helpful
41.9%

2.8
3.0
7.8
7.2
20'
8.0
40.3

3.3
1,359,060

2.r
1,359,060

Note: Details sum to more than 100% because multiple responses
'oNere permitted
-Not applicable
~Based on 10 o( fewer sample cases,
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Are Smartphones Making Stakeouts A Thing Ofth~
Author: Jennifer Granick Category: Electronic Communications. Pri'.:<ICY Act (ECPA), FOurlh Arrendrrent
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Apr 27, 2011

Senator At Franken aoo Representative Ed Markey, iffipired by last week's news that Apple iPbones and iPads store a year's worth of
your locatim inIDnnation on the handset aOO on any synced corrputer, have derr.endcd tlmt Apple answer question<: about whether arx:l
how it uses that data. Franken and Markey shouli also ask the Depart.:rrent of J1.5tice the sarre questi:mc;. While the public is only recently
discovering that their personal devi:-es create this fOotprint mtp,law enlOrcement an::Ilhe digitallOrensi:s cOflTlanies that serve themhave
knovm for quite,W1re tIrre. 'The public bas a right to know what legal process, ifany, the police are ll'>ing berore they find out where
you've been ror the past 12 roootffi.
If the co&cted location data is sent back to Appk! 300 stored there, then the Electronic Comrrl.Uli:atiom Privacy Act ("ECPN) is the best
candidate fOr protecting that infunnation from warrantless snooping by the pooce. (Sart'e with Google, which is reportedly cohting the
same kind ofinforrmtion. but storing it for less tirre.) As for the data kept on your phone or personal corrputer, the Fourth ArrenclIrent
shoukl protect that, but there are gaping bopholes that will open yOW" travel data up to law enfOrcen::ent eyes.
ECPA was passed on 1986 and it's s.a.te to say tlnt Congress wasn't thinking about protecling data gereidted by srrmtphones that fit in
your pocket aoo can store a year's worth of cell tower aoo wifi access points, DOt to Jrentioo text rressages, erm.il, photos aoo the like.
Aoo yet, tmt is the law we rely on to protect our data stored with third party service providers.
security researcher aoo coIIlJuter scient~t Chrn Soghoian ooted last week. not all data stored with a third parties is protected by
ECPA. Rather, the data ll'lfit be generated by the provision of one of two kirxis of computing seniccs:

As,

An "electronic comrIJ..ll1ication service" ("ECS') is "'any service which provdes to users thereof the abiliry to send or receive wire or
electronic cornrrrunications." 18 U.S.C. 2510(15).
A ''relDJte cOIl1'uting servre" (''RCS'') is a "provision to the public of cOJllluter storage or processing services by means of an electronic
cornrrrunications .ystem" 18 U.S.c. 2711(2).
ECPA protects commtmication<; content 1T0m and infonmtion pertaining to an ECS or RCS cllstomer- But, if the servre being utilized is
neither an ECS, nor.m RCS, law enforcerrent agencies could obtain the inroIT!lltjOD with a rrere subpoena, or the provider may voh.mlarily
disclose it.
zwillgenb!og.com/.,./are-smartphones~ ...
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So the first question is whether the location data Apple and Google rrny be collecting from your handset is generated through tre provision
of either an ECS or ReS service. Modem comrrunications technologies change so quickly that there aren't a lot of cases defining row
ECPA applies to the data those services generate. However, when you use your phone's GPS or triangulation infunrntion to send a
message about your physical location to your frieoos (Le. to "check in" somewhere), that should be the content of a comrmmication passed
through an ECS. Officers will need a search warrant to get that data if it is not already publicly available,
When the phone corr.pany collects location data autorrntically generated in the process o[your phone cormecting to cell towers to make
caIls~ that's not content, but it is IDfurmation pertaining to your ll"e of an ECS service. Law enfurcenrrn needs at least SOIll! kind of court
order to get that infonmtion. 18 U.S.C. 2703(c);ln re The Application of the United States/or an Order Directing a Provider of
Electronic Communication Service to Disclose Records /0 the Government, 620 F.3d 304 (Jd Cit. 2010).
What about when the phone automaticaUy generates data rrerely by virtue of being turned on, and the provider collects that data? lfthe
provider is collecting the data as part of the provision ofthe cellular service, then that data is ECS infOrrmtion pertaining to the custolll!r~
and covered by ECPA. It doesn't have to be content to be ECPA protected) it just bas to be generated as part of the proWiion of the
se~e.

BUt this docin1 necessarily answer the ECPA questDn with regard to Apple or Google, who arc' hot provK:ling a coITl1lllllk:.ations service,
bur rrereJy selling a handset that can connect to such a service. Ars TechrUca cites the comparries' reasons tor collecting this data as useful
when GPS data isn't available~ or to rrore quickly narrow down a location while GPS services are being polled (known as ''assisted'' or
aGPS). as weU as building aoo l1llintaining databases of known cen tower and WiFi basestation Iocafuns. So, uthe handset rm...numcturers
are collecting location inforrmtion, not as part of providing you with celluJar service, but in order to generate their own databases of
infimnation, N that an ECS service such that the data generated is covered by ECPA?

If the infurrmtion woill not full tmdcr the protection.'> ofECPA, law enforcelll!nt agencies might be able to obtain it withjwt a subpoena.
While one court bas held that your location intOnmtion is Fourth AlT~ndrrent protected the primary privacy protection here has to be for
the corrpanies to collect the infunmtxm in a manner that coW! not be traced back to a specilic user. But, ifthis data can tell you where
I've been., then Congress should ask what legal process, if any, the companies are requiring for law enforcem:nt before drsclosure.
A second privacy probem is whether any ega! process 5 required to obtain the data directly from the baooset or frnmyour corrputer.
ECPA doesn't apply to data stored on your personal devices, but the Fourth Arrendment does. Generally, that rreans hwenforcem:nt
needs a warrant based on probable cause to get that data. However, there are two excepfuIlS to the warrant requirelll!nt which the
gove.l1lJR::nt has been ming to get access to computer data. One tre border search exception aoo the other is the search incident to anest
doctrine. Both doct:r"ires are getting a work over in the context of computer searches, and oot in favor of privacy.

The border search exception ookls that agents do oot need any cause or jtrlicial approval to search the body or personal effects at the
border, but do need reasonable suspicion tor invasive teclmiIues like a strip search. When I was at EFF. we .filed an amicll.~ briefin the
case of United States v. Arnold, arguing that laptop searches are so revealing and invasive that the Fourth .Am:::r:rlIrent requires agents to
have SOIlle reasonable smpicion at the border to jmtif)r the intru<>ion We lost that case. The Ninth Circuit panel rejected ourargurTY:nl that
the privacy inVlLsion resulting from sean;hing c0lIl>uters " qualitatively diffi:rent from, and requires higrer s"'picion than, searching kJw!ge
or other phy.;ical items.
lhl; latest inlimmtion about the kind ofhistori:al beation data that the average laptop or smart poore hokls " additionall3ctual support

fur the propositim that EFF was right to argue that phone and. laptop searches are categorically diffurent types of privacy invaSDIlS than
kJw!ge searches.
The search incident to arrest doctrine is another exception to the general requirement that police obtain a warrant befure conducting a
search. The purpose ofth~ exception is to protect the officer by locating aoo seizing any weapons the person ms and to prevent the
destruction of any evXIence Oil the person. Thus, if an arrest is valii. officers l1lly conduct a warrantless search of the arrestee and the area
and objects in close proximity -- i.e. the «grab area" - at about the sam: time as the arrest.

1here aren't rmny cases cornidering wbether ofOCers can search the data stored on phones (or hptops) as a search incK:lent to arrest, aoo
the ru1ing5 we mve go both ways. Given the nitDnale behind the search incK:lent to arrest exception, courts have generally looked to the
volatility of tie data to see whether there's a threat of spoliation of evidence, which is clearly not an issue with the iPbone kJcation kJg
which stores infurrmtion fur a year. However, the lIDSt recent case on the issue, from the California Suprem: Court earlier this year, took
a diffurent approach. Tbnt Court ruled in Peovle 1'. Diaz that police drln't need any exigency to search text rr:essages incK:lent to arrest
because searching data on the phone ~ the sam: as searching the arrested person and thus the Fourth Amendment doesn't require a threat
to officer safety or of evXIence destruction. ([bat ruling will probably be appealed to the rederal courts.)
zwillgenblog.com/ .. ./are~smartphones- ...
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Mobile-App Makers Face U.S. Privacy Investigation
8yAMIR EFRATI,SCOTT THURM and DIONNE SEARCEY

Federal prosecutors in New Jersey are investigating whether numerous smartphone applicatioru illegaJly
obtained or transmitted infonnation about their users without proper disclosures, according to a person
familiar with the matter.
Tbe criminal investigation is examirring whether the app
makers fully described to users the types of data they collected
and why they needed the infonnation-such as a user's location
or a unique identifier for the phone-the person familiar with
the matter said. Collecting information about a user without
proper notice or authorization could violate a federal
computer-fraud law.
Online-rrusic strearring service Pandora. which plans
an initial public offering, says in an SEC filing that It has
been subpoenaed in an inl,lesltgalion probing
inforrmtion-sharing by rrobile applicabons. John Letztng
and stacey Oelo discuss.

Online music service Pandora Media Inc. said Monday it
received a subpoena related to a federal grand-jury
investigation of information-sharing practices by smartphone
applications.

Pandora disclosed the subpoena, issued "in early 2011," in a
Securities and Exchange Commission mingo The Oakland, Calif., company said it had been informed it is "not a
specific target ofthe investigation." Pandora said it believed similar subpoenas had been issued "on an
industry-wide basis to the publishers of numerous other smartphone applications."
A Pandora spokeswoman declined to comment.
The Wall Street Journal reported in December that popular applications on the iPhone and Android mobile
phones, including Pandora, transmit information about the phones, their users and their locations to outsiders,
including advertising networks.
Smartphone apps-of which there are thousands-are software
programs that allow, say, a user to read an e-book, playa game,
get sports scores or search for a restaurant.
The Journal tested 101 apps and found that 56 transmitted the
phone's unique device identifier to other companies without
users' awareness or consent. Forty-seven apps transmitted the
phone's location in some vvay, Five sent a user's age, gender
and other personal details to outsiders. At the time they were
tested, 45 apps didn't provide privacy policies on their
websites or inside the apps .

... wsj.com/. ';5B1OO0142405274870380 ..
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In Pandora's case, both the Android and iPhone versions of its
app transmitted information about a user's age, gender, and location, as well as unique identifiers for the phone,
to various advertising networks. Pandora gathers the age and gender information when a user registers for the
service.
legal experts said the probe is significant because it involves potentially criminal charges that could be
applicable to numerous companies. Federal criminal probes of companies for online privacy violations are

rare.
Anthony Campiti, creator of the Pumpkin Maker iPhone app, said he received a subpoena requesting
information and documents related to his app. Mr. Campiti said he had turned the request over to his lawyer
and didn't recall wbo bad issued tbe subpoena.

"They're just doing infonnation-gathering to get a better understanding" of the industry, Mr. Campiti said.
"We're not doing anything wrong and neither is anyone else doing anything wrong."
The probe, which likely will continue for months, may not result in any charges.

Rebekah Carnrichael, a spokeswoman for Paul J. Fishman, the U.S. attorney in New Jersey, declined to
comment.

Earlier
Your Apps Ase Watching You
How One App Sees location Without Asking

Apple Inc. and Google Inc., which oversee digital "stores" that
offer mobile applications to users of iPhones, iPads and
mobile-devices powered by Google'sAndroid software, have
been asked to provide information about the applications and
app makers, the person familiar -with the matter said.

An Apple spokesman declined to comment. Google didn't respond to requests for comment.
One app maker mentioned in the Journal's article, Max Binshtok, creator of the Daily Horoscope Android app,
said he had not received a subpoena. Makers of other applications declined to comment or didn't respond to
requests for comment. The Journal also tested its own app, which didn't send information to outsiders. A
Journal spokeswoman declined to comment.

Appetite
Total number of apps available
on the Apple aw ston.
400 thousand· .

Tbe probe centers on whether app makers violated the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act, said the person familiar with the matter. That
law, crafted to help prosecute hackers, covers information stored on
computers. It could be used to argue that app makers "hacked" into
users' cellphones.
"Tbis is a big hammer if the government chooses to use it," said Orin
S. Kerr, a law professor at George Washington University.

300

Legal experts said, in general, companies rarely end up being charged
with a crime, and that the current probe could morph into a civil one.
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They said companies in the federal government's cross hairs often
reach non-prosecution or deferred-prosecution agreements that
allow the targets to avoid being criminally charged. In exchange, the
companies may agree to concessions, including monetary payments
or promising not to engage in future wrongdoing, among other things.

Earlier this year, federal prosecutors in New Jersey criminally
cbarged two individuals for allegedly attacking servers at AT &T Inc.
and obtaining email addresses of more than 100,000 users of Apple's iPad device, including members of the
U.S. government and military, Tbose individuals are fighting the charges.
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Several companies involved in smartphone apps are facing civil lawsuits from consumers aJleging their privacy
has been violated through the transmission of personal information, A Los Angeles man filed suit in U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of California against Apple, Pandora and other defendants in
December, seeking class-action status on behalf of iPad and iPhone users. The suit claims that apps
downloaded to those devices "have been transmitting their personal, identifying information to advertising
networks without obtaining their consent."

Makers of apps could also face complaints of unfair and deceptive trade practices from the Federal Trade
Commission. Such complaints can be aimed at companies that fail to tell customers how they are conecting
information or are violating their own terms of serv1ce.
"Hopefully this will bring about a big change in the industry and make companies be more responsible in what
data is being collected," said Ginger Mccall, an assistant director at privacy advocacy group Electronic Privacy
Information Center.
Google recently agreed to strict privacy niles and said it would ask users before sharing data with outsiders as
part of a proposed settlement with the FTC, which had claimed it violated user's privacy on its social network,
Google Buzz.

Write to Amir Efrati at amir .efrati@wsj.comand Dionne Searcey at dionne.searcey@wsj.com
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Statement of
Mai Fernandez
Executive Director
National Center for Victims of Crime
United States Senate Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
Hearing on Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets,
Cell Phones and Your Privacy
May 10, 2011
My name is Mai Fernandez, and I am the Executive Director of the National Center for
Victims of Crime. The mission of the National Center is to forge a national commitment
to help victims of crime rebuild their lives. Through collaboration with local, state, and
federal partners, the National Center provides resources to victims of crime across the
country; advocates for laws and public policies that secure rights, resources,
and protections for crime victims; delivers training and technical assistance to victim
service organizations, counselors, attorneys, criminal justice agencies, and allied
professionals serving victims of crime; and fosters cutting-edge thinking about the
impact of crime and the ways in which each of us can help victims of crime rebuild their
lives. We appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony on the issue of mobile
technologies and victim privacy concerns.

The Stalking Resource Center
The National Center for Victims of Crime is uniquely positioned to offer information
relevant to today's hearing drawing from our extensive experience operating the
Stalking Resource Center. The mission of the Stalking Resource Center (SRC) is to
enhance the ability of professionals, organizations, and systems to effectively respond
to stalking. The Stalking Resource Center envisions a future in which the criminal justice
system and its many allied community partners will have the best tools to effectively
collaborate and respond to stalking, improve victim safety and well-being, and hold
offenders accountable. The Stalking Resource Center is the only national resource on
stalking and the use of technology to stalk and has a thorough understanding of the
privacy concerns related to mobile technologies and how these technologies are
abused by criminals.
Since its establishment in 2000, the National Center's Stalking Resource Center has
trained more than 40,000 law enforcement, victim assistance, and allied professionals
from across the United States. Training is provided on local, state, and national levels
and includes an emphasis on the use of technology to stalk. This includes hosting, in
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partnership with the National Network to End Domestic Violence, national conferences
entitled The Use of Technology in Intimate Partner Stalking. These interactive, handson conferences provide attendees with critical information on the different technologies
employed by stalkers, as we" as considerations for investigation, evidence collection,
prosecution, and victim safety. The Stalking Resource Center has held nine of these
national conferences to date.
The staff of the Stalking Resource Center are nationally recognized as experts on the
use of technology to stalk. The director of the Stalking Resource Center, Miche"e M.
Garcia, has twenty years experience working with victims of stalking, sexual assault,
and domestic violence, advocating for victims' rights, and providing training. In addition
to her work focused on violence against women, Ms. Garcia spent three yea~s as the
executive director of the Computer Leaming and Mentoring Center, a non-profit that
provided low- and no-cost school and community based technology education. Ms.
Garcia received her Master of Public Policy degree from the University of Chicago.
Rebecca Dreke, senior program associate, brings more than twelve years of experience
in victim advocacy, training and education. Ms. Dreke has trained thousands of
practitioners nationally on various topics, including stalking, sexual assault, domestic
violence, and hate and bias-motivated violence. Prior to joining the National Center, Ms.
Dreke had worked as a social worker, victim advocate and public school teacher.
Rebecca holds a Master of Science of Social Work from the University of Texas at
Austin.
Prior to joining the Stalking Resource Center, Jessamyn Tracy, program associate, was
a professor of criminology and criminal justice, where she specialized in teaching about
women and crime. In addition to her research on victimization and fear of crime, she
has over 14 years of experience in working with the criminal justice system including as
a rape crisis counselor, domestic violence advocate, community service officer, and has
experience working with offenders. Ms. Tracy completed her graduate work at Florida
State University.
The Stalking Resource Center maintains an active network of law enforcement.
prosecutors, advocates, forensic experts, and researchers with demonstrated expertise
related to the use of technology to stalk. Through ongoing communications with these
professionals, the Stalking Resource Center ensures that the information disseminated
relating to technology is current and accessible.
In addition to providing trainings, the Stalking Resource Center also disseminates
information related to technology-based stalking through its continually updated Web
site at www.ncvc.org/src.This popular online resource includes a page dedicated to
providing information on the use of technology to stalk, as well as a compilation of
federal, state, territory, and tribal stalking laws; stalking related articles; research,
guides; public awareness and outreach materials; and highlights of stalking-related
news stories from across the country. In 2010, the Stalking Resource Center Web site
had more than 200,000 hits made by over 80,000 unique visitors.
Page 2
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Specific to the use of technology, the Stalking Resource Center is currently working on
developing two new resources to enhance the ability of those responding to and
working with stalking victims to recognize and respond to the use of technology to
stalking. The first is a 15-minute training video on the use of technology to stalk. The
video content includes: an overview of the most common forms of technology used by
stalkers including cell phones, computers, and GPS; victim testimony; and commentary
from law enforcement, prosecutors, victim service providers, and a victim of stalking.
The video content is national in scope and the video will be packaged with an
accompanying discussion guide with discussion topics such as local prevalence of
stalking, team investigation, and victim involvement.
The second resource is an interactive online training module on the use of technology to
stalk. Content will include interactive methodologies, case studies, exercises, and other
suggested activities to enhance the user's learning. Training topics will include an
overview of stalking, data on offenders and victims, information on a variety of
technologies used by stalkers, and profession-specific considerations for those working
with victims including law enforcement, prosecutors, and advocates.
To some degree, all resources developed and disseminated by the National Center's
Stalking Resource Center address the use of technology to stalk. Most notably, in 2007,
the National Center published The Model Code Revisited: Responding to the New
Realities of Stalking. This important policy document was an update to the Model Code
published by the National Institute of Justice in the mid-1990s and was specifically
intended to address advances in technology, how stalkers are using such advances,
and legislative responses to this new reality.
Benefits of Mobile Technology
Today's hearing focuses on mobile technologies and it is important to note that these
technologies can both enhance personal safety and jeopardize privacy. Cell phones
allow crime victims to call, text, and send photos and video to 911 1 when they are in
immediate danger, take photographs or video to be used as evidence, and call police
and other helping agencies in non-emergency situations. Enhanced 911 (E-911) uses
cell phone GPS (Global Positioning System) technology to facilitate the location of
callers. Internet capable mobile devices allow victims to search the web for helping
agencies and resources, email the criminal justice system personnel they work with,
and connect online with others for emotional support.

The use of mobile devices can also assist law enforcement efforts to investigate and
gather evidence in many stalking cases. When offenders use their own mobile devices
to place phone calls, send text messages, and access the internet, they create a digital
evidence trail.

I In September 2008, New York city officials announced the capacity to send photos and video from
computers and Web-enabled cell phones and PDAs to the city's 911 and non-emergency hot lines to
report crimes. While many cities' emergency systems are equipped to accept text messages. this is
believed to be the first system that also is able to process photos and video.
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Mobile technologies have also been proven to thwart crime, locate victims, and hold
offenders accountable as demonstrated by the following headlines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"Officials use GPS to locate accident victim" (Freemont Tribune; October 14, 2010)
"Lodi police officers use GPS to track kidnap victim's cell phone" (The Record;
September 23, 2008)
"Picture Taken by Cell phone Leads to Sex-Crime Arrest" (New York Times;
September 18, 2008)
"Police use cell phone tracking technology to place suspect in area during slaying"
(Washington Examiner, July 2,2008)
"Cell phone thwarts abduction at Multnomah Falls" (The Gresham Outlook; August

22,2006)
"Would-Be Kidnapper Busted Thanks to Camera Phone" (CBS Chicago; June 12,
2006)
·Conn. woman uses cell phone camera to help in arrest of sexual predator suspect"
(NBC Hartford, CT; September 22,2004)
"Police: Teen abduction foiled by cell phone cam" (CNN; August 2, 2003)

Mobile technology providers have in some cases made their technologies available to
crime victims at no cost. For example, Verizon's HopeLine turns no-longer-used
wireless phones into support for victims of domestic violence. Since HopeLine was
launched in 2001, Verizon Wireless .has distributed more than 106,000 phones with
more than 319 million minutes of free wireless service to be used by victims of domestic
violence.
Dangers of Mobile Technology
The very same technologies that offer many benefits may also be misused by stalkers
and other criminals. Although stalking behavior remains essentially the same regardless
of method used, the tools available to stalkers and abusers change with each new
advance in technology. Where landline telephones once facilitated the victimization of
women through obscene and harassing phone calls,2 the advent of mobile and
computing technologies has expanded the ways in which individuals may be victimized.
Not only has the technology advanced, but the ways in which people use technology
have fundamentally altered over the course of the last two decades. Mobile devices are
just that: mobile. Individuals carry devices on their person, in their belongings, and
store them next to their beds at night. The Ubiquity of mobile technology, in combination
with its powerful capabilities, combine to create a situation in which end users may be at
significant risk of criminal victimization through their electronic devices.

As of late 2010, there were more than 223 million American mobile phone users ages
13 and older; nearly 61 million were also mobile web users.3 A market research group

2

Sheffield, C. (1993). The Invisible Intruder. In P. Bart, & E. Moran (Eds.), Violence Against Women (pp. 73-78).

Sage Publications.
J h tlp:llblog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/presslnielsen.fact-sheet-201 O.pdf
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reported in April 2011 that smartphones 4 now account for half or more of all new cell
phone purchases. 5 At the same time, the Bureau of Justice Statistics Report, Stalking
Victimization in the United States, 6 found in 2009 that stalking rates in the United States
occur at an overall rate of 14 per 1,000 Americans, each year. In a one year period, that
equated to 3.4 million stalking victims in the United States. The abuse of mobile
technologies to track, monitor, and threaten victims is, therefore, no surprise as both
victims and offenders adopt mobile technologies in ever-increasing numbers and fully
integrate them into their daily activities.
Mobile technology facilitates a variety of criminal activities. Sixty-six percent of stalking
victims report receiving unwanted calls and messages and 31 percent report unwanted
letters and emails. 7 Even more troubling is that many victims also report covert
electronic monitoring that involves the use of computer and cell phone spyware and
GPS tracking. Given the insidious nature of electronic monitoring, not all victims realize
that they are being tracked and stalked, making it impossible to determine just how
many cases involve covert digital monitoring through mobile devices. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to assume that the actual number of cases is much higher than the incidents
reported by victims.
Cellular Phones
While the variety of mobile technology available to consumers today is vast, the cell
phone is undoubtedly the single most pervasive device made popular by the many
technologies incorporated into a single device. Even the most basic cell phones feature
GPS technology, the ability to place and receive calls and text messages, and electronic
notes generated by the user.

Many mobile service subscribers are unaware that their basic cell phones include GPS
technology, believing that only smartphones feature this technology. In 2001, the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) mandated that all cell phone
manufacturers include GPS technology in every phone by 2005 under a program known
as E-911. 8 Although subscribers' monthly bills include a line charge for E-911, many do
not realize that this means that GPS technology is included in their phones. In fact, for
many phone models, the GPS capability is not directly available to the end user and
does not appear in the phone menus or operation instructions. Nevertheless, the
presence of the GPS technology does pose a possible threat in that it can be accessed
and exploited by someone other than the phone user.

• Defined by PC Magazine as a cellular telephone with built-in applications and Internet access. Smartphones provide
digital voice service as well as text messaging, e-mail.Webbrowsing.stillandvideocameras.MP3 player, video
viewing and often video calling. In addition to their built-in functions, smartphones can run myriad applications, tuming
the once single-minded cell phone into a mobile computer.
http://www.pcmaq.comlencyciopedia termiO 2542 t=Smartphone&i=51537,00.asp
5 bl!Q:I!npd.comilpsipdflCTIA Fact Sheet V4.pdf
6 Katrina Baum, et aI., Stalking Victimization in the United States, (Washington, DC: Bureau of Justice Statistics,
2009).
'Ibid.
S For more information, see http://www,lcc.qovlpshslservicesl911-serviceslenhanced9111
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Victim cell phone location data may be obtained by stalkers in at least four ways:
1. Family location service offered by the carrier activated on the victim's cell phone.
2. Third party applications installed by the user, such as FourSquare, Latitude, or
Facebook, that provide opt-in location tracking services on smart phones and other
mobile devices.
3. Covert third party applications installed by the offender, such as MobiSpy, which
secretly record and report the victim's location.
4. Potential misuse of unencrypted location logs generated by the phone/carrier that
are housed on the phone and accessed either by the offender or a malicious
software application installed by the offender.
All of the major wireless carriers.offer location plans that are marketed as a tool fo~..
families to keep track of their loved ones who participate on the same phone service
plan. Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon offer plans called Family Locator; AT&T's plan is
called Family Map. Enrollment in these plans, for a fee, allows an authorized user on
the account to track-in real time-the location of the other phones that share the plan.
Each cell phone user on the plan may not be aware that the tracking program has been
enabled, as carriers vary in their notification practices. While some users may receive
repeated text messages notifying the user that the phone is being tracked, others may
receive a single message confirming enrollment. Given that in cases of stalking by a
current or former intimate partner, the stalker and the victim are on the same calling
plan, the stalker often has physical access to the phone and can delete the notification
text message. Victims can be tracked, in real time, every moment of the day.
Geo-social networking applications like FourSquare and BrightKite are marketed to
allow individuals to "meet people around you, keep up with your friends, explore and
discover new places." In the hands of someone who is tracking you with malicious
intent, these sites provide a wealth of information.
Third party applications like MobiSpy allow an offender to track a victim without their
knowledge. More sophisticated cell phone spyware programs (e.g., FlexiSpy,
MobiStealth, CeliSnoop) not only provide tracking capability, but the capacity for
someone to monitor all your calls, text messages, and operate the phone as a listening
device. 9 With cell phone spyware, an offender has complete access to a victim's phone
without their knowledge. More challenging, it is often difficult to prove that spyware has
been installed on a cell phone as there is no simple way to detect it.
The existence of location logs generated by the phone or carrier is clearly a privacy
concern. How secure, or unsecure, this information is poses a very real concern for
victims of stalking and domestic violence whose offenders are invested in tracking their
victims' movements. ffthe offender has access to the victim's phone, how easily could
they acquire this information?
In addition to the methods described above, cell phones may be used to track victims in
one other way. The offender can hide a GPS-equipped cell phone in the victim's vehicle
9

For more information on this technology, see www.squidoo.comlcell-phone·spy.
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to track their movements. This happened to a Sherri Peak, a victim from Kirkland,
Washington, who was stalked by her now ex-husband. At one point, the risk to Sherri
and her children was determined to be so great that they were taken into police
protective custody. Through diligent police work, and most importantly, a detective who
believed Sherri when she reported that she was being tracked by her husband,
investigators found a cell phone that had been hidden behind the dashboard and wired
to the car's electrical source to remain always powered. The hidden phone was enrolled
in a family location service provided by the mobile carrier allowing Sherri's husband to
track her anywhere she went. The phone was also set to auto-answer and silent ring
allowing the offender to call in and listen to conversations Sherri had while in the car. In
essence, the cell phone functioned as both a tracking and listening device. 1o
Smartphones introduce additional safety concerns that are greater by an order of
magnitude. The smartphone is far more than a phone: it is a compact mobile computing
device that incorporates wireless phone technology, wireless Internet capabilities, and
GPS technology. A smartphone that is always on is always connected to the network
and therefore always generating data about its current location. This type of cell phone
generates location data that is specific to both place and time; it generates a record of
even small movements of the cell phone user throughout the day. For those who stalk,
abuse, and commit other crimes that take advantage of time and location information,
the cell phone is the most powerful tool available.
Other Mobile Devices
New mobile devices, such as netbooks, tablets, e-readers, or sophisticated MP3 players
like the iPod Touch are becoming more difficult to distinguish from smartphones as the
technological capabilities of mobile devices become more and more similar. There are
only three meaningful distinctions between smart phones and other mobile devices: (1)
the size and portability of the device, (2) the intended primary purpose, and (3) whether
or not the device connects to the Internet through a cellular wireless network connection
or a computer based wireless network. Any connection to the Internet will generate a
record, which, with enough other data, can be connected back to a location.

Furthermore, mobile devices are often connected with less mobile devices like home
and work desktop computer systems. Mobile devices, then, are sharing data across
platforms and devices using both wireless and wired connections. Each transfer of
information presents a potential vulnerability, an opportunity for criminal offenders to
look at, steal, or even manipulate data in the course of their stalking behavior.

Protecting Victims
The protection of victims' information-including their location, travel history, and online
browsing history-is paramount to preventing future harm against them by stalking and
abusive partners. Victims, like any users of smartphones, tablets and other mobile
10

For more information on Shern Peak's case, see http://www.msnbc.mso~c.9!l1/;d!1925;l3521ns/dateline nbc·,
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devices, want to use and benefit from these sophisticated technologies. Victims of
intimate partner violence and stalking, however, need to be assured that their data is
private and especially not discoverable by their offender. We believe that all victims of
crime, and in fact any user of these technologies and services, deserve notice about
what data is collected, where that data is stored, and, most importantly, the right and
ability to opt-out of probing and location tracking features. 11

User Notification and Consent
We believe mobile technology providers should assist in keeping victims safe by
providing explicit, comprehensive and meaningful notification on how these
technologies and services obtain, store and/or share user data and information. Victims
should be provided all the information possible in order to make a truly informed
decision on whether they want to use these technologies and fully understand any
potential ramifications of doing so. Furthermore, we recommend all providers obtain
consent from any user of these services and all users should be provided an opportunity
to opt-out or revoke their consent to have their data shared or disclosed at any time.
The burden of obtaining this consent should be on providers who must be able to
demonstrate to users how they will continue to obtain this consent.
Mobile technology companies that utilize location-based service technologies would do
well to adopt and adhere to the guidelines set out by CTIA - The Wireless Association
in their Best Practices and Guidelines for Location Based Services. These guidelines
stress the critical need for user notification and consent for any location-based service
on all mobile devices. [See Attachment A.] We strongly recommend all companies
adapt these guidelines in their own policies and pledge to follow them consistently and
transparently.

Awareness Campaign(s) by Cell Phone Manufactures/Carriers
We believe mobile technology companies could further assist victims by conducting
their own awareness campaigns on how these technologies could potentially be harmful
to users and providing information on how users can better protect themselves from
future risks. These companies could provide even simple tips on a Web site that
discusses user safety. For example, the social networking site MySpace has one such
page on their Web site entitled "My Space Safety:12
Along with user notification and consent, online pages could provide victims with
important information about how their devices work, how someone might use the
technology in a nefarious manner, what types of information is collected by the device,
what steps a victim could take if s/he believes that someone is using the technology
against them, and how victims can report abuse. The template for these safety steps

11 Probing: when a users device periodically checks the location of the user without the user activating or initiating
the location checking. Location tracking. when a user's device provides history of all the places you have been and

used your device. Location tracking is often used against victims in protection order and divorce cases and is easily
used to stalk a victim.
12

See t!1tp:iiwww.myspace.comlhelplsafety
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could be much like those that credit card companies are required to provide consumers
on identity theft and fraud.

Timely and Enhanced Responsiveness to Law Enforcement
We believe all mobile technology companies could better assist victims by providing an
easily-accessible and dedicated unit or division of their company that can respond to
law enforcement requests for information and data in a timely manner. Frequently,
investigators and attomeys need to be able to document an abuse of the technologies
by a stalker or perpetrator in order to increase a victim's safety through orders of
protection or for bond/bail conditions. Many criminal justice professionals express their
concem at how slow and laborious the process of obtaining this information from the
technology companies can be. This can be demonstrated in the case of Maija Zummo,
a young woman in Cincinnati, Ohio, who was stalked, held at gun point, and had her car
shot at by her stalker. As investigators worked her case, trying first to identify and then
locate her stalker, Maija learned that the digital evidence trail left behind by stalkers
utilizing mobile devices can be difficult to discern, even for experienced investigators.
Maija's stalker, Richard Ewan, was tech sawy, mentally ill, and determined to harm
Maija. He was also highly mobile, and sophisticated enough to take steps to cover his
digital tracks and mislead investigators by using anonymizers 13 to reroute his Internet
communications. He stalked Maija by using mobile devices at public wireless hotspots
at McDonald's, Starbucks, and Panera Bread in an effort to hide his true identity.
Police sent multiple information requests, subpoenas, and warrants to a variety of
companies. They contacted AT&T, Owest Communications, Google, Facebook, Yahoo,
Twitter, and others. Some companies responded immediately, others were slow and
nonresponsive. As the elusive stalker's violence escalated, investigators became
increasingly frustrated at their inability to receive mobile device evidence from service
providers. Upset by repeated unanswered exigent requests, one investigator said in
exasperation, "' thought about sending [the service provider] an email stating: 'Everyone
is dead now so there is no need to expedite anything:" [See Attachment B for more
detailed information on Maija Zummo's case]
If companies were to provide a streamlined process of obtaining this information and
providing it to law enforcement, victims of stalking, intimate partner violence, and other
crimes would benefit greatly.

Conclusion
We recognize that issues raised by mobile technology will evolve as the technology
evolves and that this hearing is part of a continuing conversation. We appreciate this
committee's concern for the interests of stalking victims. While mobile technology
provides both risks and benefits for victims, we hope this hearing will promote efforts to
limit the risks and increase the benefits. Thank you for the opportunity to testify as part
of this hearing.
13 Anonymizers are services that reroute computer connections in order to mask the origin of a person's online
presence.
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Section 1 - Purpose
CTIA Best Practices and Guidelines ("Guidelines") are intended to promote and protect user
privacy as new and exciting Location-Based Services ("LBS") are dcvelopcd and dcployed.
Location Based Services have one thing in conunon regardless of the underlying technology
they rely on, use or incorporate the location of a dcvice to provide or enhance a service.
Accordingly, the Guidelines are technology-neutral and apply regardless of the technology or
mobile device used or the business model employed to providc LBS (e.g., a downloaded
application, a web-based service, etc.).
The Guidelines primarily focus on thc uscr whosc location information is used or disclosed. It is
the user whose privacy is most at risk if location information is misused or disclosed without
authorization or knowledge. Because there arc many potential participants who play some role
in delivery of LBS to users (e.g., an application creator/provider, an aggregator of location
information, a carrier providing network location information, etc.), the Guidelines adopt a user
perspective to clearly identifY which entity in the LBS value chain is obligated to comply with
the Guidelines. Throughout the Guidelines, that entity is referred to as the LBS Provider.
Thc Guidelines rely on two fundamental principles: user notice and conscnt.
•

First, LBS Providers must ensure that uscrs receivc mcaningful notice about how
location information will be used, disclosed and protected so that users can make
informed decisions whether or not to use the LBS and thus will havc control over
their location information.
Second, LBS Providers must ensure that users consent to the use or disclosure of
location information, and LBS Providers bear the burden of demonstrating such
consent. Users must have the right to revoke consent or terminate the LBS at any
time.

Users should have confidence when obtaining an LBS from those LBS Providers that have
adopted the Guidelines that their location information will be protected and used or disclosed
only as described in LBS Provider notices. By receiving notice and providing consent consistent
with these Guidelines, users will maintain control over their location information. The
Guidelines encourage LBS Providers to develop and deploy new technology to empower users to
exercise control over their location information and to find ways to deliver effective notice and
obtain consent regardless of the device or technology used or business model employed.

Section 2 - Applicability
The Guidelines apply to LBS Providers. The following examples identifY common situations
and illustrate who is and is not an LBS Provider with obligations under the Guidelines.
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Section 3 - Scope of Coverage
The Guidelines apply whenever location information is linked by the LBS Provider to a specific
device (e.g., linked by phone number, userlD) or a specific person (e.g., linked by name or other
unique identifier).
Best Practices und Guidelines for Localion~8ased Services
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The Guidelines do not apply to location information used or disclosed:
•
•

as authorized or required by applicable law (e.g., to respond to emergencies,
E911, or legal process);
to protect the rights and property of LBS Providers, users or other providers of
location information;
for testing or maintenance in the normal operation of any network or LBS; or
in tbe form of aggregate or anonymous data.

Section 4 - Specific Guidelines
A. Notice
An important element of tbe Guidelines is notice. LBS Providers must ensure that potential
users are informed about how their loeation information will be used, diselosed and protected so
that they can make informed decisions whether or not to use the LBS, giving the user ultimate
control over their location information.
The Guidelines do not dictate the form, placement, terminology used or manner of delivery of
notices. LBS Providers may use written, electronic or oral notice so long as users have an
opportunity to be fully informed of LBS Providers' information practices. Any notice must be
provided in plain language and be understandable. It must not be misleading, and if combined
with other terms or conditions, the LBS portion must be conspicuous.
If, after having obtained consent, LBS Providers want to use location information for a new or
materially different purpose not disclosed in the original notice, they must provide users with
further notice and obtain consent to the new or other use.
LBS Providers must inform users how long any location information will be retained, if at all. If
it is not practicable to provide an exact retention period, because, for example, the retention
period depends on particular circumstances, the LBS Provider may explain that to users when
disclosing its retention policies.
LBS Providers that use location information to create aggregate or anonymous data by removing
or permanently obscuring information that identifies a specific device or user must nevertheless
provide notice of the use.

Best Practices and Guidelines for Location-Based Services
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LBS Providers that share location information with third partics must disclose what information
will be provided and to what types of third parties so that users can understand what risks may be
associated with such disclosures.
LBS Providers must infonn users how they may tel1ninate the LBS, and the implications of
doing so. LBS Providers also must ensure that any privacy options or controls available to users
to restrict use or disclosure of location information by or to others are explained to users.

LBS Providers must periodically remind users when their location information may be shared
with others and of the users' location privacy options, if any. The form, placement, terminology
used, manner of delivery, timing and frequency of such notice depends on the nature of the LBS.
For example, one would expect more reminders when the service involves frequent sharing of
location information with third parties and fewer reminders, if any, when the service involves
one-time, user-initiated concierge service calls (e.g., locating a nearby service). In addition,
depending on the circumstances, the use of an icon or other symbol to disclose when location
information may be shared may be a more effective means of reminding consumers than a
written notice.
In some circumstances, account holders (as opposed to users) may control the installation and
operation of LBS. In addition to providing notice to the account holder, LBS Providers still
must ensure that notice is provided to cach user or device that location information is being used
by or disclosed to the account holder or others. Once again, the content, timing and frequency of
such notice depends on the nature of the LBS.

Best Practices and Guidelines/or Location-Based Services
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B. Consent
1. Form of Consent
LBS Providers must obtain user consent to the use or disclosure of location infonnation before
initiating an LBS (except in the circumstances described below where consent is obtained from
account holders and users are informed of such use or disclosure). The form of consent may
vary with the type of service or other circumstances, but LBS Providers bear the burden of
establishing that consent to the use or disclosure of location information has been obtained
before initiating an LBS.
The Guidelines do not dictate the form, placement, terminology used, or manner of obtaining
consent as long as the consent is informed and based on notice consistent with the requirements
set forth in the Notice section above. Consent may be implicit, such as when users request a
service that obviously relies on the location of their device. Notice may be contained in the terms
and conditions of service for an LBS to which users subscribe. Users may manifest consent to
those terms and conditions electronically by clicking "1 accept"; verbally by authorizing the
disclosure to a customer service representative; through an 1VR system or any other system
reasonably calculated to confirm consent. Pre-checked boxes that automatically opt users in to
location information disclosure, or, choice mechanisms that are buried within a lengthy privacy
policy or a uniform licensing agreement ordinarily would be insufficient to express user consent.

2. Account Holder Consent
In some cases, where the actual user is different than the account holder, an account holder may
control the installation and operation of LBS (e.g., business account holder utilizing LBS for
fleet management; parental account holder providing phones for childrens' use). Under these
circumstances, the appropriate consent may be obtained solely from the account holder. As
noted above, however, LBS Providers still must ensure that notice is provided to each user or
device that location information is being used by or disclosed to the account holder or others.

Bes/ Practices and Guidelines for Localion-Based Services
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3. Revocation of Consent
LBS Providers must allow users to revoke their prior consent to use or disclose location
information to all or specified groups or persons.

Where technically feasible, LBS Providers may provide for selective termination or restriction of
an LBS upon account holder request. An account holder may revoke or terminate all or a portion
of any users' consent to an LBS.

The Guidelines do not dictate terms of service that LBS Providers must offer to users with regard
to an LBS. Nor do the Guidelines dictate any technical implementation for terminating or
restricting an LBS.
Best Practices and Guidelines for Location-Based Services
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C. Safeguards

1. Security of Location Information
LBS Providers must employ reasonable administrative, physical and/or technical safeguards to
protect a user's location information from unauthorized access, alteration, destruction, use or
disclosure. LBS Providers should usc contractual measures when appropriate to protect the
security, integrity and privacy of user location information.

2. Retention and Storage of Location Information
LBS Providers should retain user location information only as long as business needs require,
and then must destroy or render unreadable such information on disposal. If it is necessary to
retain location information for long-term usc, where feasible, LBS Providers should convert
location information to aggregate or anonymized data.

3. Reporting Abuse
LBS Providers should provide a resource for users to report abuse and provide a process that can
address that abuse in a timely manner.

4. Compliance with Laws
LBS Providers must comply with applicable laws regarding the use and disclosure of location
information, and in particular, laws regarding the protection of minors. In addition, it is
recommended that LBS Providers comply with applicable industry best practices and model
codes.

S. Education
In addition to any notices required under the Guidelines, LBS Providers certifYing under the
Guidelines will work with eTtA in an education campaign to inform users regarding the
responsible use of LBS and the privacy and other risks associated with the disclosure of location
information to unauthorized or unknown third parties. All entities involved in the delivery of
LBS, including wircless carriers, device manufacturers, operating system developers, application
aggregators and storefront providers, should work to educate users about the location capabilities
of the devices, systems, and applications they usc as well as to inform them of the various
privacy protections available.

Best Practices and Guidelines Jor Location-Based Services
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6. Innovation
LBS Providers develop and deploy technology to empower users to exercise control over their
location information and to find ways to deliver effective notice and obtain consent regardless of
the device or technology used or business model employed.

7. Compliance with Guidelines
LBS Providers that comply with the Gu\delines may self-certifY such compliance by placing the
following statement in their marketing or promotional materials:

Appendix - Additional References
CTIA has collected a variety of Location Based Services Privacy Policies that demonstrate the
application of these Best Practices. These policies are available at:
http://www.ctia.org/business_resources/wic/index.cfm/AID/11924
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ATTACHMENT B
Maija Zummo's Stalking Case
Maija first met Richard at the University of Wisconsin when her roommate began dating
his roommate in the fall of 2002. They all lived in the same dorm, although they were
several floors apart. She barely knew him, but noted that he was always at his
computer. While she was still at Wisconsin, she and Richard talked a few times, and
instant-messaged once or twice, but never dated or had any other relationship. In fact,
she didn't even know his last name. Maija left UW after a single semester, she never
really thought of him again.
About seven years later, odd things started happening. Someone stole her grill from her
patio, then someone started tagging her photo on Facebook with the name "Gollum."
She made her page private and the tagging stopped. Then her front door was splattered
with a gallon of red paint. Next, her car was spray painted with orange paint as it sat in
a parking lot downtown. In September, 2009, her car was shot with a .45. In October, it
was shot with the same gun, but this time the shooter left a threatening note. The note
was unsigned, but referred to her as "Gollum." The pattern of escalating violence was
now undeniable.
In November, 2009 as she was walking back to her workplace with her co-worker,
Richard held both of them at gunpoint in the foyer of her building. She didn't recognize
him: His hoodie was pulled down, he had some sparse facial hair, and in the seven
years that had lapsed since she last saw him, he didn't look like the quiet, shy boy who
sat at his computer in his dorm room. He wasn't anyone she knew.
As Richard's stalking behavior continued and escalated, he was also generating digital
evidence as he emailed Maija and the people in her life. Each email, each Facebook
post could theoretically be traced back to an IP address that would show the location of
the device user and perhaps determine the user's real identity. Because Maija had not
recognized Richard, she and investigators were operating under the assumption that
the stalker was a stranger. They did not know his real name, much less his address.
Identifying the stalker became of paramount importance.
Richard was mobile and technologically savvy. He also had money. Although he was an
Illinois resident, he obtained driver licenses in Ohio and Florida that he used to
purchase firearms. Richard traveled through Utah, Colorado, Kentucky, Illinois and
Canada, using mobile hotspots at popular businesses to connect his mobile devices to
the internet. Richard knew about anonymizers, and even routed his connections through
Europe. Investigators had to search for evidence from several companies including
Google, Facebook, Yahoo, AT&T, Qwest Communications, Twitter, and others.
IP addresses, usemames, and the physical location of the intemet connections were not
easy to identify with any great certainty. Evidence provided by online service providers
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was sometimes provided immediately in response to exigent requests, while other
companies had to be contacted repeatedly before they responded to the search
warrants and subpoenas. Investigators wanted to set up pen registers 1 to trap as much
information as possible, but found it difficult to do so.
Furthermore, investigators were never sure what kind of device the stalker was using to
connect to the internet. However, they were positive it was a mobile device given the
stalker's frequent travel and strict usage of public wireless hotspots. He could have
been using a phone, a laptop, a netbook, or even an iPod Touch. Their inability to
determine which device he was using points to the fact that mobile devices, while
designed and marketed for specific uses, very much share the same technologies and
are increasingly difficult to distinguish from one another.
In the fall of 201 0, Richard wrote to a friend of Maija's after he had held them at
gunpoint and demanded Maija's housekeys. Richard wrote:
"Its thanksgiving next week so im going to call a truce and you should probably use
the truce time to buy some guns and learn to shoot them because im not going to
mess up again. Gollums house is going to get burnt to the ground. I have never
carried out a broad day light stick up before and I assumed you would be reasonable
and give me what I asked for. I was just as nervous (non-chalant) as you guys and
maybe i flubbed my lines a bit and you didn't hear me clearly which led to the
confusion of Gollum running up the stairs and you giving me your housekeys and not
hers. So, in summation tell Gollum that she is totally fucked and that my new plan to
burn her house down is fool proof. p.s. - stop cooperating with the police you
snitch."
By the spring of 2010, Richard had shot Maija's car, and also shot at one of Maija's
colleagues. His death threats were escalating, and Maija and her family believed that
Maija was in imminent danger. Investigators reassured Maija's family on April 1S\ 2010
that Maija was in no danger at the moment. They believed that Richard was in Austin,
Texas based on IP evidence that they had obtained from the records left by Richard's
mobile devices that he used to send threatening messages. Maija's family did not feel
safe, and believed that Richard was in fact much closer. They were right.
The next day, at 10:16AM, AT&T responded to a subpoena request by fax. Using
AT&T's inforrnation and other sources, investigators quickly realized that Richard Ewan
was not in Texas. He was about six miles away from Maija's residence. At 11 :37AM,
investigators used the GPS in Richard's cell phone to locate Richard. He was followed

A pen register is a device or service that logs all of the activity on a phone line or on an internet site, computer, or
other similar technology.

1
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on his way to Maija's home, and arrested by 2:00PM with a gun and other items that
suggested he was on his way to follow through on his threats to kill Maija.
Richard claims he wanted Maija to suffer for being so popular, so cool, so hip. He
wanted her to know how it felt to have none of those traits. Ironically, Maija never felt
the way Richard envisioned her. She felt lonely and uncertain, and was striving to find
her way in the world.
It's a mystery why he became obsessed with her so many years later. When they were
both at UW he never asked her out. Therefore, she never rejected him. Yet somehow
she made it onto his enemies list, his list of people he was going to get even with for
being mean to him. She was first on his list, but he was planning to move on to the
others. He never did. After his arrest, when the detective asked him why he terrorized
Maija the way he did, he answered simply, "She rubbed me the wrong way."
Maija survived; Richard was tried and found not guilty by reason of insanity. Today,
however, Maija is haunted by that 10:16AM fax. What if AT&T had responded a few
hours later?
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Insurers Test Data Profiles to Identify Risky Clients

ByLESLIE SCISM And MARK MAREMONT

Life insurers are testing an intensely personal new use for the vast dossiers of data being amassed about
Americans: predicting p~ople's longevity,

Insurers have long used blood and urine tests to assess people's health-a costly process. Today, however ~
data-gathering companies have such extensive files on most U.S. consumers-online shopping details, catalog
purchases, magazine subscriptions, leisure activities and information from social-networking sites-that some
insurers are exploring whether data can reveal nearly as much about a person as a lab analysis of their bodily
fluids.
In one of the biggest tests, the U.S. arm of British insurer Aviva
PLC looked at 60,000 recent insurance applicants. It found
that a new, "predictive modeling" system. based partly on
consumer-marketing data, was "persuasive" in its ability to
mimic traditional techniques.

lift! insurers are testing new ways to predict life
expectancy and they're nining personal inforrration

onHne and offline to do ft. WSJs Kelsey I-Ubbard talks to
reporter Leslie Scism about the brave new world 01
online actuanal research.
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The research heralds a remarkable expansion of the use of
consumer-marketing data, which is traditionally used for
advertising purposes.
This data increasingly is gathered online, often with consumers
only vaguely aware that separate bits of information about
them are being collected and collated in ways that can be
surprisingly revealing. The growing trade in personal
information is the subject of a Wall Street Journal
investigation into online privacy.
A key part of the Aviva test, run by Deloitte Consulting UP,
was estimating a person's risk for illnesses such as high blood
pressure and depression. Deloitte's models assume that many
diseases relate to lifestyle factors such as exercise habits and
fast-food diets.
This kind of analysis, proponents argue, could lower insurance
costs and eliminate an off-putting aspect of the insurance sale
for some people.
1/5
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and often unnecessary, information" such as blood or urine
Journal Community
samples, "simply makes the process less efficient and less
Vote: Should data-mining be used by
customer-friendly," says John Currier, chief actuary for Aviva
insurance companies to predict longevity?
USA.
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Other insurers exploring similar technology include American International Group Inc. and Prudential
Financial Inc., executives for those firms confirm. Deloitte, a big backer of the concept, has pitched it in recent
months to nUmerous insurers.
The industry is grappling with howto get policies into the
hands of middle-class families more cost-effectively. Sales of
life policies to individuals are down 45% since the mid-1980s.
Deloitte says insurers could save $125 per applicant by
eliminating many conventional medical requirements. Under
Deloitte's predictive model, the cost to achieve similar results
would be $5. Deloitte says. The total underwriting costs for a
policy range from $250 to $1,000, insurers say.
Making the approach feasible is a trove of new information
being assembJed by giant data-collection firms. These
companies sort details of online and offline purchases to help categorize people as runners or hikers, dieters or
couch potatoes.
They scoop up public records such as hunting permits, boat registrations and property transfers. They run
surveys designed to coax people to describe their lifestyles and health conditions.
Increasingly, some gather online information, including from social-networking sites. Acxiom Corp., one of the
biggest data fIrms, says it acquires a limited amount of "public" information from social-networking sites,
helping "our clients to identify active social-media users, their favorite networks, how socially active they are
versus the norm, and on what kind of fan pages they participate."
For insurers and data-sellers alike, the new techniques could open up a regulatory can of worms. The
information sold by marketing-database firms is lightly regulated. But using it in the life-insurance application
process would "raise questions" about whether the data would be subject to the federal Fair Credit Reporting
Act, says Rebecca Kuehn of the Federal Trade Commission's division of privacy and identity protection. The
law's provisions kick in when "adverse action" is taken against a person, such as a decision to deny insurance or
increase rates.
The law requires that people be notifIed of any adverse action and be allowed to dispute the accuracy or
completeness of data, according to the FIT.
Deloitte and the life insurers stress the databases wouldn't be used to make fina1 decisions about applicants.
Rather, the process would simply speed up applications from people who look like good risks. Other people
would go through the traditional assessment process.
The use of the data also may require passing muster with insurance regulators. Regulators in Connecticut, New
Jersey and New¥ork, all home to major U.S. life insurers, say they haven't been briefed.
They say their concerns would include ensuring that the approach doesn't unfairly discriminate. "An insurer
could contend that a subscription to 'Hang Gliding Monthly' is predictive of highly dangerous behavior, but I'm
not buying that theory: The consumer may be getting the magazine for the pictures," says Thomas Considine,
New Jersey's commissioner of banking and insurance.
AIG is in the early stages of analysis "to figure out what is meaningful and what is not" in the data, says Bob
Beuerlein, chief actuary for its SunAmerica Financial unit. The tests are being conducted by an in-house "think
tank" whose mission~ he says, is "to see where we're going in the future."
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A Prudential spokesman says the insurer "is looking at" the potential of marketing data, declining to discuss
details.

Some insurers are taking a wait-and-see approach. Deloitte's "methodology is sound," says Mike Belko, chief
underwriter at USAA Life Insurance Co., but for now, "it's too soon to say how much reliance we would put on
the infonnation."
The largest marketiug-database companies in the U.S. include Acxiom, Alliance Data Systems Corp., Ex:perian
PLC. and Infogroup. Each says it has detailed infonnation on more than 100 million U.S. households, though
contents of their databases vary as do their rules related to data use.
There are myriad sources of personal data. Acxiom recently told investors it takes in three billion pieces of
information daily as businesses seek to "monetize" information about their customers. Some retailers share
infonnation about purchases made by people, including item description, price and the person's name.
Increasingly, infonnation comes from people's online behavior. Acxiom says it buys data from online
publishers about what kinds of articles a subscriber reads-financial or sports, for example-and can fmd out if
somebody's a gourmet-food lover from their online purchases. Online marketers often tap data sources like
these to target ads at Web users.
"Personally identifiable data from the online world is merged with personally identifiable information from the
offline world, every day," says Jennifer Barrett, Acxiom's head of global privacy and public policy. She also
says that, while Acxiom does store personally identifiable information, it doesn't store or merge anonymous
online-tracking data, such as Web-browsing records.
Acxiom says it wouldn't let insurers use its data to help assess applicants, for fear of triggering the stiffer
federal credit-reporting regulations. Infogroup says it isn't supplying information to insurers for this use.
Experian said its marketing data may only be used for marketing purposes.
More From the Series
A Web Pioneer Profiles Users by Name
Web's New GoIdmine: Your Secrets

Units of News Corp., including The Wall Street Journal, supply
information to marketing-database firms and buy information
from them. "We have strict precautions around
confidentiality," a spok~'Woman said.

Personal Details Exposed Via Biggest Sites
Microsoft Quashed Bid to Boost Web Privaey
On Cutting Edge, Anonymity in Name Only

5lall<ing by Cellphone
Google Agonizes Over Privacy
On the Web. Children Face Intensive Tracking

'Scrapers' Dig Deep for Data on Web
Facebook in Privacy Breach

The Tracking Ecosystem
Follow@whattheyknow on Twitter

This isn't the fIrst use of database mining in insurance. About
20 years ago, data pros found that some factors in people's
credit histories have a strong correlation to claims on car and
home-insurance policies.
In other words: The better your credit, the less likely you'll file
a claim. Today, most car and home insurers use this
phenomenon to price their policies. For this purpose,
property-casualty insurers look at people's credit reports, as
opposed to the consumer-marketing databases.

Complete Cover-age: W'hat They Know

Life insurers haven't changed their general undenvriting
approach for decades, relying heavily on medical screening.
Deloitte's effort to promote predictive modeling to life insurers gained stearn in recent months. boosted partly
by the Aviva research. Deloitte detailed the test in May at a seminar hosted by the Society of Actuaries, a
professional group.
Atthe seminar, a consultant helped explain Deloitte's concept by discussing imaginary 40-year-old insurance
buyers, "Beth" amI "Sarah."
Using readily available data, the cousultant said, an insurer could learn that Beth commutes some 45 miles to
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work, frequently buys fast food, walks for exercise, watches a lot of television, buys weight-loss equipment and
has "forec1osure/bankruptcy indicators," according to slides used in the presentation.

5/17/2011

"Sarah," on the other hand, commutes just a mile to work, runs, bikes, plays tennis and does aerobics. She eats
healthy food, watches little TV and travels abroad. She is an "urban single" lNith a premhun bank card and
"good financial indicators."
Deloitte's approach, the consultant said, inclicates Sarah appears to fall into a healthier risk category. Beth
seems to be a candidate for a group with worse-than-average predicted mortality. The top five reasons: "Long
commute. Poor financial indicators. Purchases tied to obesity indicators. Lack of exercise. High television
consumption indicators."
Data From What They Know'
The Wall Street Journal analyzed the tracking
files installed on people's computers by the 50
most popular websiles, plus WSJ.com. Explore
Ihe data here and see separate anafysis oflhe
files on popular children's sites.

Another consultant detailed tbe Aviva test to the seminar
attendees. Deloitte didn't identify the insurer; Aviv a confirmed
its role to the Journal.

The consumer-marketing data for the test came from Equifax
Inc.'s marketing-services unit, since bonght by Alliance Data
Systems. An Alliance spokeswoman says the company was
unaware of the insurance-related test, which was done before it bought the former Equifax subsidiary. Alliance
"does not provide its marketing data for such purposes, tI she says.
The goa1 of Aviva's test: With 60,000 actual insurance applicants, figure out how to use the marketing
databases and other information to reach the same underwriting conclusions that Aviva reached using
traditional methods such as blood work. The 60,000 people were applicants Aviva had already judged.
Such predictive models wouldn't necessarily look for indicators of all diseases, such as AIDS, because the
insurer would likely learn about some conditions from the answers on an application. Rather, insurers say a
model would tend to look for potential risks such as~ for instance, diabetes (from, say, a poor diet).
Aviva dec lined to discuss the process in detail, but Mr. Currier say s the insurer found that the model
consistently yielded results that "closely aligned with those of purely traditional underwriting decisions."
The insurer says pilot projects with marketing data are continuing in its effort to improve clients' buying
experience.
Deloitte acknowledges the potentially controversial nature of its work. "No matter what their predictive
powers may be, any variable that is deemed to create a legal or public-relations risk, or is counter to the
company's 'values; should be excluded from the model," its consultants wrote in an April paper.
Deloitte isn't the only firm pushing data-mining for insurers. Celent, an insurance consulting arm of Marsh &
Mclennan Cos., recently published a study suggesting irumrers conld use soeial-networking data to help price
policies and aid in fraud detection.
A life insurer might want to scrutinize an applicant who reports no family history of cancer, but indicates online
an affinity with a cancer-research group, says Mike Fitzgerald, a Celent senior analyst.
"Whether people actually realize it or not, they are significantly increasing their personal transparency," he
says. "It's all public, and it's electronically mineable."

Write to Leslie Scism at leslie,scism@wsj.comandMarkMaremontatmarkmaremont@wsj.com
More From 'What They Know'
A Web Pioneer Profiles Users by Name
Web's New Goktmine: Your Secrets
Personal Details Exposed Via Biggest Websites
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IPhone Stored Location in Test Even if Disabled
ByJENNIFER VALENTINO-DEVRIES

Apple Inc.'s iPhone is collecting and storing location infonnation even when location services are turned off,
according to a test conducted by The Wall Street Journal.

The location data appear to be collected using cellphone towers and Wi-Fi access points near a user's phone and
don't appear to be transmitted back to Apple. Apple didn't immediately respond to a request for comment.
Still, the fact that the iPhone is collecting and storing location
data-even when location services are turned off-is likely to
renew questions about how well users are informed about the
data being gathered by their c.eUphones. The fact that the
iPhone stores months' worth oflocation data was disclosed by
two researchers last week.

Apple's iFt10ne is collecting and storing location data
even w hen location services are turned off, according
to a Journa! lest. Jen Valentrno e)(plains on digits.

Earlier
The Realty Smart Phone
Google Defends Way It Gets Phone Data
Appte, Google Collect User Data
Digits: lNhat Your iPhone Knows About You

The discovery of an unencrypted location file on the iPhone
created an uproar among people concerned that their phones
could be searched and their location data used against them.
On Saturday, Rep. Edward Markey (D., Mass.) called for a
congressional investigation into the iPhone location storage.
saying tfu'lt unprotected location information on the phone
could put children at risk from predators who hack their
phones.
The discovery of the iPhone location me comes amid growing
concern about cell phone tracking overall.

Complete CoYerage: \'\'hat They Know

Outside Research
IPhone Stores M:mths of location Data
Geothought: A Location Technology Blog

Journal Community

Last week, the Journal reported that Apple's iPhone and
cellphones powered by Coogle Inc.'s Android software
transmitted their locations back to Coogle and Apple,
respectively.

And last year, a Journal investigation showed that many of the
most popular cellphone "apps" go even further, sharing
location data and other personal information with third-party
companies without a user's knowledge or consent.
Apple and Google have both previously said that the data they
receive is anonymous and that users can turn it off by disabling
location services.

... wsj.com/.. .(SB1000142405274B704123 ...
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IPhone Stored Location Even if Disabled ...
Hum CURCO'JIed are you that the
However, it appears that turning off location services doesn't
rac~"ri:n~cks andstores your
disable the storage of location data on iPhones. The Journal
te,ted the collection of data on an iPhone 4 that had been
restored to factory settings and 'WaS running the latest version
of Apple's iOS operating system.

View Results)}

',,",,,,,,,"~,,,,"~,,

The Journal disabled location services (which are on by
default) and immediately recorded the data that had initially
been gathered by the phone, The Journal then carried the

phone to new locations and observed the data. Over the span of
several hours as the phone was moved, it continued to collect location data from new places.
These data included coordinates and time stamps; however, the coordinates were not from the exact locations
that the phone traveled, and some ofthem were several miles a'Way. The phone also didn't indicate how much
time was spent in a given location. Other technology watchers on hlogs and message boards online have
recorded similar findings.
Independent security researcher Ashkan So1tani verified the Journal's findings.

Copyright 2011 D:Jw Jones & Corrpany, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This copy is for your personal, noo-COOTI"erclal use onty. DstribUlion and use of this materia! are governed by our Subscriber Agreerr:ent and
by copyright JaW. For non-persona! use or to order mJltiple copies, please contact IXtw Jones Reprints at 1·80()..843-DOoa or visit
www.djreprints.com
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Got an iPhone or 3G iPad? Apple is recording
your moves

PrintS
Lislen ...

A hidden file in iOS 4 is regularly recording the position of

devices.
byJ'jasdair follan l@aallontCommenl':;-23012{lApriI2011

5,133

Update, 4/27/11 -

lh

12K

Apple has posted a response 10 questions raised in this report and others.

By Afasdair ADen and Pete Warden
Today at Where 2.0 Pete Warden and I v.1H announce the discovery that your iPhone, and your
3G iPad, is regularly recording the position of your device into a hidden file. Ever since iDS 4
arrived. your device has been storing a long list of locations and time stamps. We're not sure ooy
Apple is gathering this data, but it's dearly intentional, as the database is being restored across
backups, and even device migrations

A Wsuafizafkm of iPhone location data. ClICk to enlarge
The presence of this data on your iPhone, your iPad, and your backups has security and privacy
implications. We've contacted Apple's Product Security team, but we haven'! heard back.
What makes this issue v.orse is that the file is unencrypted and unprotected, and it's on any
machine you've synched 'Arith your lOS device. /I. can also be easily accessed on the device itself if
it falls into the wrong hands. Anybody win access to this file kno'l.oS 'At!ere you've been over the
last year, since iDS 4 was released
In the following video, 'o!£ discuss how Ihe file was discovered and take a look at the data
contained In the file Further details are posted below.

... oreilly.com/ .. ./apple-Iocation-tracking ....
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Got an iPhone or 3G iPad? App!e is reco .. ,

What information is being recorded?
1\11 iPhones appear to tog your location to a file caned ~oonsolldated,db,~ This contains latitudelongitude coordinates along
a timestamp, The coordinates aren't always e;oract, but they afe
pretty detailed. There can be tens of thousands of data points in this file, and it appears tile
collection started ""Ih iOS 4. so there's typically around a year's wor1h of information at this pOint.
Our besl guess is that the location is determined by cell-to....er triangulation, and the timing of the
recording is erratic, iMlh a ....roe!y varying frequency of updates that may be triggered by traveling
betv.een cells Ot activity on the phone Itself.

""th

Who has access to this data?
Don't panic. As'M:l discuss in the video, there's no immediate harm that would seem to come from
the availability of this data. fIbr is there evidence to suggest this data is leaving your custody. But
why this data is stored and how Apple intends to use it - or not ~ arc important questions that
need to be explored,

Related books by Alasdajr Allan and Pete Warden

- - - - - - - - ---------------What are the jmplications of this location data?
The cell phone companies have af.Nays had this data, but it takes a court order to access it Now
this information is sitting in plain view, unprotected from the oorld. Beyond this. there is even more
data that ~ have yet to look at in depth
For example, in my own case I (AJasdair) discovered it list of hundreds of thousands of '-"'feless
access pOints (hat my iPhone has been in range of during the last year.

How can you look at your own data?
We have buill an application that helps you look at your 000 data. It's available at
petev.arden.github,oomhPhoneTracker along",qh the source code and deeper technical
information.

What can you do about this?
An irrvrediate step you c;an take is to encrypt your backups through iTunes (dick on your devICe
within iTunes and then check "Encrypt iPhone Backup' under the ·Optlons· area).

Related:
• iPhone tracking. The day after

... oreil!y.com/. . ./apple~location-tracking ....
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U.S. Department of Justice
Office of Legislative Affairs

Office of/he A,ssisfant Auarney General

Washington, D,C 20530

May 9, 2011

The Honorable Al Franken
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Franken:
TIlls responds to your letter to Assistant Attorney General Lanny A. Breuer dated
April 12, 2011, regarding the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA). The Department of
Justice endeavors every day to protect both public safety and individual privacy, and the CFAA
plays a key role in those efforts. An identical response has been sent to Senator Blumenthal, who
joined in your letter.
As you noted, some courts disagree about the precise scope of the term "exceeds
authorized access" under the CFAA. The November 2010 edition of the Department of Justice's
Prosecuting Computer Crimes manual describes several categories of cases that interpret this
term. Your question concerns the most uncertain of these categories: where the defendant's
action is not expressly prohibited, but the use is contrary to the implicit interests of the owner or
operator of the computer system. Courts have reached different conclusions on whether criminal
or civil liability is appropriate under the CF AA in this circumstance. Compare Motorola, Inc. v.
Lenlw Corp., 609 F. Supp. 2d 760, 767 (N.D. Ill. 2009) (finding that an employee's "improper
purpose" was sufficient eVidence that the employee exceeded her authorization, even without an
official policy in place), with LVRC Holdings LLC v. Brekka, 581 F.3d 1127, 1135 n.7 (9th Cir.
2009) (stating in dicta that defendant does not "exceed authorized access" under the CFAA when
he breaches a duty of loyalty to authorizing party). The Eleventh Circuit's ruling in United
States v. Rodriguez, 628 F.3d 1258 (lIth Cir. 2010), sheds additional light on the dispositive
impact of a guideline or policy that expressly prohibits a defendant's action. Further, the Ninth
Circuit recently decided United States v. Nosal, 2011 WL 1585600 (9th Cif. 2011). The
Department is still examining the ruling, and expects it to provide more guidance. As more
prosecutions are brought under this clause of the CF AA, additional rulings should help to clarify
the scope of this term.
We cannot comment on any ongoing cases or the precise facts that may be considered by
prosecutors who might examine the CF AA in the context of smartphone application providers.
Nevertheless, when deciding whether to bring an indictment under the CFAA, Department
prosecutors consider a wide range offactors, including the particular facts involved, the law of
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the applicable circuit and the actual conduct. When legal precedent is uncertain, the Department
recommends that prosecutors proceed carefully and be guided by statutory language and their
circuit's court rulings. The Department is continually providing guidance to prosecutors and
seeking to promote greater clarity in the law, through ongoing training 10 Computer Hacking and
Intellectual Property coordinators in U.S. Attorneys' Offices, publication of manuals such as the
Prosecuting Computer Crimes manual mentioned above, and legal support to prosecutors as they
apply the CFAA to emerging technologies and evolving methods of criminal conduct. To the
extent that we identify gaps in the CFAA, we would be happy to work with your committee to
identify and potentially correct them.
Additionally, the Department is working diligently with other parts of the Administration
to develop proposals for amendments to the CF AA that will address the ongoing threat to our
computer networks and the nation's cybersecurity needs. We hope to be able to share these
proposals with Congress in the near future.
Second, your letter also asked the Department to update our Prosecuting Computer
Crimes manual to clarify that the definition of "computer" under the CF AA includes many
mobile and electronic devices beyond traditional computers, as the Eighth Circuit recently
discussed in United States v. Kramer, 631 F.3d 900, 902 (8th Cir. 2011). Thank you for bringing
this issue to our attention. This change will be included in the updates to the electronic edition of
the manual that are currently underway.
Third, you asked about the resources that the Department of Justice has at its disposal to
ensure the safety and privacy of American citizens. The Department relies on a robust set of
legal, technological, and human resources, all of which are vital to the success of our mission.
For more specific details of our needs for the coming year, we would direct you to the President's
2012 proposed budget, which outlines our detailed requests. In particular, the budget includes a
request for funding for the Department to establish six International Computer Hacking and
Intellectual Property ("ICHIP',) attaches at embassies around the world. Criminal Division
FY 2012 President's Budget, 19. Because computer crime is so often transnational in nature, it is
vital that the Department of Justice have strong overseas representation to ensure that we can
work more quickly and effectively with our international partners when investigating and
prosecuting international computer crimes that target American citizens. The ICHIP program
would establish Department of Justice representatives at hotspots for computer and intellectual
property crime around the world, and would help ensure that we can continue to protect
American citizens' privacy, both at home and abroad. We hope that Congress will provide the
resources that we need to establish this program and expand our resources to fight international
computer crime.
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Finally, we would emphasize that the Department's investigations and prosecutions for
privacy crimes often rely on lawful access to electronic evidence stored by communications
providers. The Electronic Communications Privacy Act ("ECP A") governs this access. ECP A
thus enables the government to investigate and prosecute hackers, identity thieves, and other
online criminals. Only by ensuring that ECP A effectively and efficiently allows for lawful access
to such records can the Department fulfill this important mission. We know that the Senate
Judiciary Committee continues to examine this important issue, and we look forward to working
with you and Congress to ensure that public safety and online individual privacy continue to be
protected through ECPA's careful balances.
We hope this information is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact this office jfwe
may provide additional assistance regarding this or any other matter.
Sincerely,

Ronald Weich
Assistant Attorney General
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Alex Levinson
alex [dot] levinson [at] me [dot] corn III @alexlevinson
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Posted on April 21, 2011 byalexlevinson

3 Major Issues with the Latest
iPhone Tracking "Discovery"
UPDATE: http://alexlevinson.wordpress.coml2011/04/23/3-new-thoughts-onmobile -location!

Today, two researchers for O'Reilly media published an article claiming discovery
of a hidden tracking system on the iOS 4 operating system. Using simple
techniques, Alasdair Allan and Pete Warden extracted data off of an iOS version 4
device and wrote an open source software utility to effectively graph this data onto
a map. As a fellow researcher, I champion their creativity and their development.

As an expert in this field, I have three points of argument to raise .
... wordpress.com/ .. ./3-major-issues-with ...
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1) Apple is not collecting this data.
And to suggest otherwise is completely misrepresenting Apple. I quote:

Apple is gathering this data, but it's clearly intentional, as the
database is being restored across backups, and even device
migrations.
Apple is not harvesting this data from your device. This is data on the device that
you as the customer purchased and unless they can show concrete evidence
supporting this claim - network traffic analysis of connections to Apple servers - I
rebut this claim in full. Through my research in this field and all traffic analysis I
have performed, not once have I seen this data traverse a network. k, rich of data
as this might be, it's actually illegal under California state law:

(aJ No person or entity in this state shall use an electronic tracking
device to determine the location or movement of a person.
I don't think that's a legal battle Apple wants to face considering the sale of over 100
million iDevices worldwide. That raises the question - how is this data used?

~'s

used all the time by software running on the phone. Built-In applications such as
Maps and Camera use this geolocational data to operate. Apple provides an API for

access to location awareness called Core Location. Here is Apple's description of
this softare library:

The Core Locationframework lets you determine the current
location or heading associated with a device. The framework uses
the available hardware to determine the user's position and

heading. You use the classes and protocols in thisframework to
configure and schedule the delivery of location and heading events.
You can aL<;() use it to define geographic regions and monitor when
the user crosses the boundaries of those regions.
Seems pretty clear. So now the question becomes why did this "hidden" file
secretly appear in iOS 4?

2) This hidden file is neither
~'s

nor

just moved. Location services have been available to the Apple device for some
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time. Understand what this file is - a log generated by the various radios and
sensors located w~hin the device. This file is utilized by several operations on the
device that actually is what makes this device pretty "smart". This file existed in a
different form prior to iOS 4, but not in form it is today.

Currently, consolidated. db lies within the "User Data Partition" on the device. This
is a logical filesystem that maintains non-system level privileges and where most of
the data is stored. When you perform an iOS Backup through iTunes, it is backing
up this partition. Prior to iOS 4, a file called h-cells.plist actually existed in the
lrootiUbrary/caches~ocationd

folder, but with hidden access from other software

and applications. h-cells.plist contained much of the same information regarding
baseband radio locations as consolidated. db does now, but in Apple Property Ust
format rather than sqlite3. Through my work with various law enforcement
agencies, we've used h-cells.plist on devices older than iOS 4 to harvest
geolocational evidence from iOS devices.

So lets recap.

h-cells.plist = Pre iOS 4 I Radio Logs including Geolocational Data I Hidden from
Forensic Extraction (usually)

consolidated. db = iOS 4+ I Radio logs including geolocational Data I Easily
acquired through simple forensic techniques

The change comes

w~

a feature introduced in iOS 4 - Mutlitasking and

Background Location Services. Apps now have to use Apple's API to operate in the
background - remember, this is not pure unix we're dealing with - it is only a logical
mu~itasking

through Apple's API. Because of these new APIs and the sandbox

design of 3rd party applications, Apple had to move access to this data. Either way,
it is not secret, malicious, or hidden. Users still have to approve location access to
any application and have the ability to instantly turn off location services to

applications inside the Settings menu on their device. That does not stop the
generation of these logs, however, ~ simply prevents applications from utilizing the
APIs to access the data.

3) This "discovery" was published months ago.
I understand that Wr. Allan and Wr. Warden are valued researchers for O'Reilly, but
they have completely missed the boat on this one. In the spirit of academia,
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due diligence is a must to determine who else has done such research. Mr. Allan,

M'. Warden, and O'Reilly have overlooked and failed to cite an entire area of
research that has already been done on this subject and claimed full authorship of
it. Let's break down my history:

Back in 2010 when the iPad first came out, I did a research project at the
Rochester Institute of Technology on Apple forensics. Professor Bill Stackpole of
the Networking, Security, & Systems Mministralion Department was teaching a
computer forensics course and pitched the idea of doing forensic analysis on my
recently acquired iPad. We purchased a few utilities and began studying the
various components of apple mobile devices. We discovered three things:

• Third Party Application data can contain usernames, passwords, and
interpersonal communication data, usually in plain text.
• Apple configurations and logs contain lots of network and communication
related data.
• Geolocational Artifacts were one of the single most important forensic
vectors found on these devices.

Mer presenting that project to Professor Stackpole's forensic class, I began work
last summer with Sean tv'orrissey, managing director of Katana Forensics on it's
iOS Forensic Software u1ility, Lantern. While developing with Sean, I continued to
work with Professor Stackpole an academic paper ou1lining our findings in the
Apple Forensic field. This paper was accepted for publication into the Hawaii
Intemational Conference for System Sciences 44 and is now an IEEE Publication. I
presented on it in January in Hawaii and during my presentation discussed

consolidated.db and it's contents with my audience - my paper was written prior
to iOS 4 coming out, but my presentation was updated to include iOS 4 artifacts.
Throughout the summer, I worked extensively with Sean on both developing
Lantem and writing custom software to interpret forensic data for customers of
ours who needed better ways of searching for and interpreting data.

When the iPhone 4 came out, I was one of the first people in San Francisco to grab
one (yes I waited to be in the front of that awful line ) .
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(Look for the RIT shirt)

Wfthin 24 hours of the iPhone 4's release, we had updated Lantern to support
forensic analysis of iOS 4.0 devices. Wfthin 36 hours, we had began wrfting code
to investigate consolidated.db. Once a jailbreak came out for iOS 4, I wrote a
small proof of concept application to harvest the contents of consolidated.db and
feed ft to a server for remote location tracking.
Ever since then, location artifacts have been a main area of interest for me. I'm
now the Lead Engineer for Katana Forensics leading all technical research and
development of both Lantern and private utilities. I travelled to Salt Lake City, UT in
November for the Paraben Forensics Innovation Conference (PFIC) and presented
with Sean on iOS Forensics inclUding the content of consolidated.db. M. that
same conference, Sean and I announced the development of Lantern 2.0 which
would fully support the interrogation of consolidated. db and other geolocational
artifacts scattered throughout the device.
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Most Mobile Apps Lack Privacy Policies: Study

A study jointly perlbrmed by TRUSTe and Harris Interactive indicates tnat just
19 percent ofthe top 340 free applications contain a link to a prjvacy policy, a
problem as mobIle privacy Issues come to the fore.
Over tne past few days, the blogosphere has been oonsurned with whether
or not the (Phone IS tracking user", and even with IQCdtIOn feature" turn",d
off. The largest percentage (J2 percent) of those surveyed by Harris(TRUSTe
were iPhone owner.;, with 26 percent using BlackBerrys, 15 percent using
Android phones, and 7 percent using Windows phones.
But app vendors can also rollect their own information, and the Harris poll indicated that 74 percent of
the 1000 smartpnone users the poll surveyed indicated that they do not like advertiser tracking, 77
percent don't want to share their locatIOn WIth app owners, and that 85 percent would like the choiCe
to opt in or opt out of targeted moblle ads.
~This

survey makes it oystai dear that pnvacy concems are a huge stumbijng block to consumer
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Most Mobile Apps Lack Privacy Policies ...

of~and

websites on smartphones,n said Fran Maier, president and e)(ecutive chair

ofTRUSTe. nAs growth of the mobile market continues to surge, the industry needs a decliOlted

approach to educate consumers about how

their'L~js

being used and lets them make choices

whether or not to engage. O'olercoming consumer heSItancy and addressing increased lawmaker and

regulator concerns requirE privacy practices thdt indude notIce cHId choice.

H

Half of those surveyed actually saki they have read a mobile privacy policy; with 51 percent saying
that they activety seek them out.
The poll also revealed that 98 percent of those polled consider having some access to mobile privacy
controls 15 important, and 85 percent say they've restrictEd some type ofrnobile mformation shanng
on mobile appllCiltions. Less than 11 third of those polled said that theirsmartphone alerts them when
location information

IS

coUetted.

About 37 percent of those surveyed said they would be willing to share information With an app
vendorin exchange fora

!ower~costapp.

For more from Marl<, foHow him

on

Twitter "U1arkNdchman.
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The National Network to End Domestic Violence
with The Minnesota Coalition for Battered Women
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Subcommittee on Privacy, Technology and the Law
United States Senate
Protecting Mobile Privacy: Your Smartphones, Tablets, Cell Phones and Your Privacy

NNEDV

May 10, 2011

Introduction
Chairman Franken. Ranking Member Coburn. and distinguished Members of the Committee. the
National Network to End Domestic Violence. on behalf of its member coalitions including the Minnesota
Coalition for Battered Women. thanks you for the opportunity to submit testimony on this important issue. The
National Network to End Domestic Violence (NNEDV) is a social change organization dedicated to creating a
social. political. and economic environment in which violence against women no longer exists. Founded in 1990
and officially incorporated in 1995. NNEDV represents 56 state and territory domestic violence coalitions who in
turn represent nearly 2.000 local domestic violence service providers across the country.
In 2002. NNEDV's Safety Net Technology Project was launched nationally to educate victims of stalking.
sexual and domestic violence. their advocates and the general public on the strategic use of technology to
increase personal safety and privacy. For the past nine years. the Safety Net Project has been providing
training. education. support and technical assistance for domestic violence victims and their advocates as they
navigate the benefits and challenges of the Internet and other forms of technology. Dne issue the Safety Net
Project has long focused on is survivor safety and privacy in an increasingly networked and mobile world. The
Safety Net Project provides ongoing trainings. tools. and advice that helps victims increase and maintain their
online and mobite privacy when using social networking sites and location based and sodallocation sharing
services. We also train victim advocates. law enforcement. lawyers. prosecutors. and others how to recognize
and hold abusers accountable when they misuse technology. such as global positioning system (GPS) or
spyware programs. to monitor and stalk.
NNEDV works closely with our 56 member coalitions. including The Minnesota Coalition for Battered
Women. The Minnesota Coalition for Battered Women is a well-established. membership organization with 83
local. regionat. and national member programs located throughout Minnesota. The Coalition has existed for
almost 30 years as the state's primary voice for battered women and has a strong history of effectively carrying
out public policy that advances women's safety and security.
Minnesota has long been a leader in the domestic violence movement. especially with implementing
legislative policy that supports and protects battered women and children. They were one of the first states to
adopt a stalking statute in the early 1990s and most recently. the Coalition initiated and monitored the passage
of several amendments to the stalking statute to update and increase protections for victims. A significant
provision in this statute now includes the use of modern technologies being used as a means to stalk a victim.
The Minnesota stalking statute (MN Stat §6091748 sudb. 2(6)) specifically states that it is a criminal act of
stalking if a person "repeatedly mails or delivers or causes the delivery by any means. including electronically.
of leiters. telegrams. messages. packages. through assistive devices for the visually or hearing impaired. or
any communication made through any available technologies or other objects". The Coalition supported the
passage of this provision in 2010 because they received reports from baltered women throughout the state that
modern technology was being misused by abusers to stalk victims.
As we address the Commiltee's questions it is critical to point out that technology does not cause
stalking. If a victim removes all technology from her life. her controlling abuser will simply resort to utilizing
For more information please contad Cindy Southworth. Vice President of Development and Innovation
and founder of the Safety Net Technology Project at the National NelWork to End Domestic Violence
Web, WW'N,nnedv.orglSafetyNeIDocs Email: safetynel@nnedv.org Phone: 202-543-5566
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non-technological means to harass, monitor, and stalk, However, since technology is prevalent in our lives,
stalkers and abusers use this readily available tool to facilitate their harm and control. Abusive partners want
control and power over the victim, In fact. the most dangerous time for a victim of domestic violence is when
she takes steps to leave the abusive relationship' Women who are sep"rated from their abusive partners are 3
times more likely than women who are divorced and 25 times more likely than married women to be victims of
violence at the hands of an intimate partner' Many victims are stalked relentlessly for years "fter having
escaped from their partners, Batterers who stalk their former partners are the most dangerous and pose the
highest lethality risk.' In fact, 54% of femicide victims reported stalking behavior to the police before the victims
were killed by their stalkers.' Eighty percent of women who are stalked by former husbands are physically
assaulted by that partner and 30 percent are sexually assaulted by that partner'
Stalking is an extremely dangerous event for victims and it can be equally dangerous for those around,
The abuser who knows the location of a shelter program in which the victim is residing and seeking safety can
target the entire shelter and put all the residents at serious risk of harm, The Minnesota Coalition for Battered
Women recently surveyed their 83 member programs and received numerous accounts of how batterers
misuse modern technology to further monitor. control. and intimidate women. Batterers misuse various forms
of technology in conjunction with one another to optimize the level of control and power over their victims.
When victims are harmed by abusers who misuse technology. some people suggest that the victim get
rid of the technology to prevent the stalking or h"rassment. For some victims who are in the process of
planning to leave an abuser. changing phone numbers. getting rid of a cell phone. or discontinuing social
networking or location sharing sites may actually increase suspicion by the abusive partner and increase the
risk for violence, Sometimes when an abuser's ability to remotely track a victim is interrupted. the abuser
escalates his violence in an attempt to regain control over the victim, There are additional reasons why "simply
discontinuing" her use of technology might result in greater harm to a victim. For instance. many victims with
disabilities use technology to decrease barriers. assist with activities in their daily lives and facilitate or enable
communication with the outside world. In these instances. it may be impossible or very difficult for Ihe victim 10
stop using the technology. despite Ihe fact that the slalker might be misusing it to monitor or control her.'
Mobile TedtfIDlogy's Benefits to Vidims
As technologies converge. mobile phones are able 10 do so much more for victims who are fleeing
violence. Victims can use technology to call 911, take pictures of an abuser who violates a no-contact order.
send and receive emails from supportive family member. search for help on the Inlemet. and map directions in
real-time. This instant access to information has made it easier for victims of domestic violence 10 seek and
find safety from abuse, From their mobile devices. victims can locate a domestic violence program in their
community. reach out for support. find information about protection orders. and search for housing and
employment opportunities, In addition. mobile devices have enabled survivors of abuse 10 stay in touch with
Iheir families and friends and find support in new communities. which often helps reduce isolation. an integral
part of an abusive relationship, For people experiencing violence who are Deaf or have a disability. accessible
mobile devices and relay services can decrease barriers and ensure access to help at crucial moments. For
example. people who are Deaf can Use a web browser or Instant Messaging program on a mobile phone to
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make calls via IP Relay to hotlines or 911. In summary. new technology and mobile technology can benefit
many victims.
Cel! phones can be a lifeline for battered women and victims of sexual assaull and stalking. Enhanced
911 features of cell phones provide operators with critical location information of a victim. Cell phones have
also been beneficial in helping victims and finding abusers. In 2005. a young woman in Maryland used text
messaging to get help while being kidnapped by her ex-boyfriend. Hiding the phone between the passenger
seat and the door. she texted her sister who called 911 and relayed the license plate number and other crucial
information. The woman was rescued by New York potice. 7
In March 2011. a man was arrested for kidnapping his 4-year-old son oUlside of a domestic violence
center, where, fearing for her safety, the boy's mother had gone to seek help in obtaining a restraining order.
By quickly working with the man's cell phone service provider, police were able to track his movements based
upon his cell phone signal. He was laken into custody without incident and the boy was returned to his mother.
The man was jailed, charged for assault. and his estranged wife was granted a restraining order against him'

Pas/Harm to Wdims frrmIAkusers ant/Stalkers who Misuse Mobile Techf1(!/ogies
Although it is obvious that mobile devices can be quite helpful they can also store or provide sensitive
infomnation about the user's activities, communications, and location. As technology evolves, stalkers and
abusers quickty misuse it for nefarious purposes. Years ago. abusers who enforced rigid control over their
victims' movements would check the odometer on the car to discover, by noting the excessive mileage,
whether the victim had dared venture to the grocery store when the abuser had forbidden any trip beyond
picking up the children at school. Enhanced technologies have provided more sophisticated tools for the same
behaviors and crimes.
In a recent case in Northern SI. Louis County, MN. an advocate reported that a woman who entered the
domestic violence program located within a county building received a text message from her abuser within
five minutes of entering the building. The abuser asked why she was in the county building. The woman was
extremely frightened and the advocate helped her obtain an Order for Protection (OFP) at the local courthouse.
After filing the OFP, the woman received another text message asking why she went to the courthouse and if
she was filing an OFP against him. The only device the woman had on her was her smart phone and they later
concluded that her abuser was tracking her via a location tracking application or service on her phone.
In another situation in Minnesola. an immigrant woman from Thailand who sought emergency housing
in a metro area domestic violence shelter discovered that her American citizen husband had used a tocation
tracking application or service on her phone to monitor and control her whereabouts. The Thai woman came to
America with a limited understanding of the American judicial system and spoke very little English. Her only
family in the United States was her husband who was physically, emotionally and psychotogically abusive
towards her. He even wenl so far as 10 apply for an Order for Protection against his Thai wife in order to further
manipulate and controt her. Finally, through the police. she was able to escape her abusive husband and seek
shelter at the tocal domestic violence program, While staying at the shelter, her abusive husband sent her text
messages asking why she was there ilnd totd her to come home. He woutd cal! taxi cabs to wilit for her outside
of the shelter at all hours of the day until she was relocated to another tocation. The Thai woman did not know
her husband used her cell phone to monitor her whereabouts but she did suspect he was monitoring her. It
seemed too coincidental that he would randomly show up at places where she was going or he would know
where she had been during the day. It wasn't until she arrived at the sheller that she realized her abusive
husband was using an application on her cell phone to track her. Battered women who are limited English
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proficient (LEP) are often some of the most vulnerable battered women and they need additional safeguards to
protect them against abusers.
In 2004. a stalker in Califomia purchased a cell phone with location tracking service expressly for the
purpose of tracking his ex-partner. He attached the cell phone to the underside of her car and was only caught
when the victim saw him under her car changing the cell phone's battery' Numerous cases of GPS stalking
have arisen since then. In 2010. an Arizona man stalked his wife using a location service before allegedly
murdering their two children and shooting himself" In 2009. in Seattle. a man used the location service on his
estranged wife's phone to track her to a local store. After finding her speaking to a man there. he shot and
killed their five children and himself. "

It is difficult to determine the prevalence of cases involving misuse of mobile technology. Although
research is beginning to emerge. victims of stalking often do not know all of the methods a statker uses to gain
information. Victims' unsubstantiated reports are tikely to be disbelieved and offenders are unlikely to disclose
their illegal stalking tactics. Additionally. many stalking cases are never reported to law enforcement. so
reliance on police reports will. again. provide an underestimate. Research from data collected in 2006 shows·
that more than 1 in 4 stalking victims reported that their statker used some form of technology to stalk them."
Of those who were aware and able to report being stalked electronically. 83 percent reported being stalked by
email or instant messaging. Additionally. 46 percent reported that the stalker used a camera to monitor their
actions. and 10 percent reported that GPS technology was used to monitor them," With the growing use of
mobile location-based services. it is our experience that perpetrators are location-tracking victims more often
and in increasingly varied ways. Paradoxically. when crimes are committed using digital technology. there is
often digital evidence that can assist in investigating and prosecuting the abusers.

Harm to JrlClim from Abusers and Stalkers who Misuse Mobile rechnologies
This committee has expressed an interest in leaming about location tracking through mobile devices
and location-based services used in mobile phones and other devices. As mentioned earlier. mobile devices
that have location services can be quite helpful. particularly in cases where law enforcement can use that
information to locate someone who dials 911 or is missing. For victims. GPS-enabled mobile devices allow
them to use applications that list nearby shopping. hospitals or police stations. provide quick real-time
directions. and more. However. the location capability of GPS also has risks when it is misused.
Stalkers may misuse technology and enable location products offered through a wireless phone
service provider or install location tracking applications onto GPS-enabled cell phones.. Generally. locator
services provided directly from a celt phone carrier as part of a family plan require some level of authorization
to access the victim's account and activate the service. Unfortunately. since most stalkers are former intimate
partners. it is sometimes possible for them to find a way to impersonate the victim. access the account. and
add these optional location services. Most cell phone carriers. however. have added extra authentication and
verification steps. such as automatically sending a text message to the phone informing them that a tracking
application or service has been enabled. For this reason. stalkers may favor third-party location tracking
applications (available in some app stores or via Intemet) because some of these tracking applications and
services do not provide as much notice to the consumer or verification that consent to track has been obtained.
There are ways stalkers can install a location-tracking application on to the victim's phone without the victim's
knowledge. Depending on the type of application. the stalker can then monitor the location of the victim's phone
via a website or his cell phone to monitor the real-time or historical movement of the victim's phone.

or
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Another method in which an abuser may attempt to discover sensitive victim information
is through call history and other data collected by cell phone service providers and devices. Risks regarding
information stored on the device is highest for victims who have not yet tied and have regular contact with the
abuser who can. with physical access to the phone. track the extent to which victims may be reaching out for
help and trying to plan an escape. The location data coUected by cell phone service providers is not typically
accessible to the general public. Generally law enforcement must subpoena the cell phone provider for that
information.
Sometimes. the mobile device stores location information. For example. certain iPhone and iPad
devices may automatically store a file with historical location information of the Wi-Fi hotspots and cell towers
nearest where you have been. When this historical data is viewed by an abuser. there is a risk that an abusive
partner could use this file to see where the victim has been. It is yet unclear all the ways a technology-savvy
abuser might attempt to misuse this data. however the information in this file might provide information about
where the victim has been going versus real-time location tracking of the victim. For example if a victim is
secretly visiting a domestic violence center but told her abuser that she was across town at the library;the
historical location information might alert the abuser to her plans to leave. While this sort of location
information on a device can reveal information the victim wants to hide from her abuser. if an abuser is
monitoring and controlting the victim to that extent. it is unfortunately likely that the abuser is also using other
technologies to control and monitor the victim possibly even including spyware or keystroke loggers on the
victim's home computer or smart phone.
As technologies converge. and voice. data. and location are offered by one mobile device. the
information these devices collect and store can be revealing. At the same time. some benefits of this
technological convergence can be helpful for survivors seeking to use their mobile device to call for help.
search the Internet for critical legal information. and use location services to identify the nearest police
department. To support the privacy of all consumers. including the safety of victims. it is critical that companies
be transparent about what data is being collected. when it is collected. what application or service is using the
data. who the data is shared with. and how long the data is stored. Companies must also allow consumers to
choose what information can or cannot be collected and with whom that information will or will not be shared.
Protecting Victims
To increase victim safety and privacy. whenever possible. NNEDV works with an impressive array of
technology companies to incorporate privacy features into their products. Many technology companies.
including AOL. Facebook. Google. Loopt. Microsoft. Twitter and Verizon. have proactively solicited NNEDV's
input and feedback before releasing new products. Apple recently contacted NNEOV and we hope that Apple
will continue to work with us to increase privacy for all consumers including enhanced safety for victims.
NNEDV has worked closely with wireless phone carriers such as Verizon and third-party Location
Based Service (LBS) applications such as Loopt and Google Latitude to ensure that an abuser cannot tum on a
location tracking service on the victim's phone without the victim's knowledge. With special consideration to
victim safety. some third-party location-sharing applications even allow a victim to manually set her location so
if her abuser forces her to share her location while she is still in the relationship and risking violent retribution.
she can manually set a false location and then secretly travel to meet with a victim advocate. a police officer or
an attorney.
In this digital age. any company that is rolling out services that use a consumer's personally identifiable
information or location should proactively identify and address risks for victims of domestic and sexual
violence. stalking and abuse. This is not only good business but it can save lives. For example. since 2007.
NNEDV has worked with Google to ensure that the confidential addresses of domestic violence shelters are
removed from Google's Street View and the Google Maps application. NNEDV has also assisted Verizon.
Google. Loopt and other companies in working to prevent stalkers and abusers from misusing products and in
creating user privacy and notification options for location-based services and other products. We welcome

For mor~ information ptease contad; Cindy Southworth.. Vice President of DeVelopment and Innovalion
and founder of the Safety Net Technology Project at the National Network to End Domestic Violence
Web: www.nnedv.org/SafetyNetDocs Email: safetynet@nnedv.org Phone, 202-543-5566
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further opportunities to assist Apple and other companies on mobile privacy options that enhance the privacy of
at! consumers. especially those with heightened safety concerns.
Technology companies that develop location tracking tools or applications that rely on location tracking
to improve their functionality or speed can help protect victims by ensuring that the consumer has notice of the
information collected. whether that information is transmitted in real-time. and the length of time for which
location information is retained. To best protect victims. and comply with industry standards. cell phone service
providers. application developers. and device manufacturers should follow the Wireless Association's (CTIA)
Best Practices and Guidelines for Location Based Services" These guidelines "rely on two fundamental
principles, user notice and consent:"
Users should be informed about how their location information will be used. disclosed and shared. This
process should be prominent. transparent. and easy to understand. As noted in CTtA's Guidelines. "Any notice
must be provided in plain language and be understandable. It must not be misleading. and if combined with
other temns or conditions. the LBS portion must be conspicuous."" Knowing how and when their location
information (via mobile device) is gathered and·shared will help empower victims to develop strategies to
minimize their vulnerability and determine whether or not it is safe to carry their mobile phone and/or to
purchase a new pre-paid phone that wilt provide greater privacy and safety.
Users must have the opportunity to actively and meaningfully consent to the use. disclosure. or sharing
of their location information. Meaningful consent must be prominent. succinct. and very easy to navigate. "Prechecked boxes that automatically opt users in to location information disclosure. or. choice mechanisms that
are buried within a lengthy privacy policy or a unifomn licensing agreement ordinarily would be insufficient to
express user consent:" Consent is especially critical when the product or application does not require location
infomnation in order to function. For example. some mobile inlernet browsers may retain location information
regarding past wireless access points users have accessed. This may allow the device to more quickly access
wireless internet in the future. when an individual returns to that location. However. this is not critical to the
functioning of the device. The device can search anew for internet access each time the user visits that physical
location. White this will take more time. some consumers would prefer an increased wait time to having the
device maintain unencrypted location log files. This may be true for victims of stalking and domestic violence.
who have very real concerns about their personal safety.
Consumers can only truly consent when they have been provided with enough information to gain a full
understanding of the collection. transmission. and retention practices and policies of the applications and
services they use. As CTIA's Guit!el;nessuggest. "All entities involved in the delivery of LBS. including wireless
carriers. device manufacturers. operating system developers. application aggregators and storefront
providers. should work to educate users about the location capabilities of the devices. systems. and
applications they use as well as to inform them of the various privacy protections available:" When consumers
understand all elements oftheir devices and applications. they can make fully informed decisions that may
enhance the privacy of many users and increase Ihe safety of some espedaUy vulnerable consumers. including
battered women and consumers with low literacy andlor limited English proficiency.
When developing products that may track or share location or other sensitive information. device
manufacturers and apptication developers should consider and proactively address and minimize potential
misuses of their product. They should consult with organizations. such as NNEDV and its member coalitions.
that work with victims to delemnine how similar products have been misused in the past and work closely with
technology companies to identify low cost. but high impact notifications which might alert a victim to monitoring
or stalking. Relativety simple safeguards can be added to help prevent misuse of the product and unauthorized
I' CTIA. Best Practices and GUidelines/or Location Dosed Service. Volume 2.0. March 23, 2010. Avaifable at
http://files.ctia.org/pdVCTlA_LI3S_Best_Practices_Adopted•.OJ _I O.pdf
IS Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 ellA. Best Praclices and Guidelines Jor Location Based Service. Volume 2,0. March 23, 2010. Available at:
http://filcs.ctia.org/pdVCTIA.LBS_Best]'''ctic,s•.Adopted_OJ .• 1O.pd f
18
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access to information. For location-based services. this could take the form of periodic texl messages. splash
notification. or an ever-present icon to notify and remind the user that a tracking application is on thl> device. It
can also take the form of a central transparent place to view all device features and additional applications that
are requesting use of your mobile phone'S location. The iPhone. for example. lists aU applications (e.g. Caml>ra.
Maps. Loopt. Foursquare. Twittl>r, Yelp, Dictionary, etc.) that want to use location services and provides the user
with an easy way to turn the location services on or off for the entire phone or for any individual application.
Robust verification and authentication processes will also help prevent illegitimate access to information.
Finally companies should develop processes that will respond to and support victims quickly when
technology is being misused by abusers or stalkers to harm. Companies should create an accessible and
responsive process that provide dear and quick information to users about how their technology works, how to
work with either the company or law enforcement to stop the abusive behavior. and resources that can provide
assistance to victims .
.Conclusion

Mobile devices have, undeniably, become an amazing safety tool for victims of violence and stalking.
Knowing that one can summon help with the press of a single key can provide incredible peace of mind to a
victim of stalking or abuse. Unfortunately. mobile devices can also be misused by abusers to stalk. monitor,
and locate victims. By working together with groups like NNEDV to protect those most vulnerable to misuse of
their location and personally identifiable data, a variety of companies in the mobile industry have demonstrated
a commitment to minimizing any possible risks and maximizing benefits for all consumers are fully
considered. NNEDV recommends first. that all mobile providers and application developers follow the Wireless
Association's (CTIA) Best Pradices and Guidelines for Location Based Services' and second, that companies
work proactively with organizations such as NNEDV that specialize in addressing how technology impacts
victims to anticipate and address potential harms before they ever occur. When companies proactively design
safety and privacy options into their products and services with victims clearly in mind, they help victims of
domestic violence. sexual violence and stalking stay alive and be beller protected. and they prevent abusers
and stalkers from easily misusing their products to further perpetrate abuse and harm. Designing privacy,
notice and consent into mobile devices, applications and services that use tocation or personally identifiabte
data will keep us all-victims, the victim's family and friends, police officers, and community members - safer.
It is good business and it may save lives.

19 CTIA. Best Practices and GUidelines/or Location Based Service. Volume 2.0. March 23,2010, Available at:
hnp:/lfiles.ctia.org/pdflCTI A_LBS .. Best_Practices_ Adopted.. p3 _I O.pdf

For more information please contact: Cindy Southworth. Vice President of Devetopment and Innovation
and founder of the Safety Net Technology Project at the National Network to End Domestic Violence
Web, wwvv.nnedv,org/SafetyNetDocs Email, safetynet@nnedv,org Phone, 202-543-5506
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Privacy is. more of a concem for app users 45 and
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How One App Sees Location Without Asking
One ad\.ertising company has found a way to estimate the location of ,Phone app users without notifying them, a Wall
Street Journal in\4eStigation revealed.

That's not supposed to happen. Apple Inc. requIres users to agree
before apps can tap the phone's location. Apple declined to
comment
The Joumal discowred the apparent discrepancy lNhen it tested the
iPhone app Pumpkin Maker. The pumpkin-car..ing app transmitted
the location of the Joumal's test phone without asking permission.
The app's maker, Anthony Campit!, says he inserted a software ~kit"

from an advertising net>Nork, Greystripe Inc. That's a common
Screen shots from AJrrpkin Mlker's page in the
iTunes Store,

practice among app makers, who use these

ready~made

kits to

place ads and generate revenue. Some apps use multiple kits; one
ofthe 101 iPhone and Android apps tested by the Joumal sent

infonnation to eight ad networks.

Explore the Data

Greystripe Chief Executhe Michael Chang says his company's
software located the phone by identifying its Intemet address.
That's common among websites, less so On mobile devices. Most
apps use Global Positioning System satellites or maps ofWi~Fi hot
spots to locate users.
Greystripe's method wasn't particularly precise. The app reported
latitude and longitude coordinates about three miles from the Denwr
office of the Joumal's contractor. Other apps tested by the Joumal
located a phone within 25 feet.
Mr. Chang says Greystripe's method does not "';olate Apple's rules
because it doesn't use the GPS system

or other location

What They Know

information fium the phone itself. He says Greystripe takes user

See more about privacy on phones from the

privacy "extremely seriously."

Wall Street Journal's serles on !ntemettracking technology.

It's unclear how widespread this practice may be. Pumpkin Maker
was the only app tested by the Joumal that reported latitude and

Your Apps Are Watching You

longitude coordinates without asking a user's permission to tap

What Can You Do? Not Much

location. It was also the only app that sent data to Greystripe. Mr.

The Journal's Cellphone Testing Methodology

Chang says Greystripe also uses Intemet addresses to locate
phones using Google's Android operating system.

What Settings to Look for in Apps
Unique Phone 10 Numbers Explained
Follow @whahheyknow on r witter

blogs.wsj.com/digits/20l0/l2/ .. /print/

A handful of other jPhone apps tested by the Joumal transmitted
more general locations, such as Dem-ef, or a zip code. It was often
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not clear where the app obtained the city or zip code inl'ormation.

Mr. Campiti, Pumpkin Maker's de\E!loper, says he wasn't aware of Apple's policy requiring user permission for tapping
the phone's location "because we don't do that. Mc CampiU says Greystripe's technique is acceptable because "they
M

need to be able to do that to effecti\€ly ad\E!rtise."
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Stalkers Exploit Cellphone GPS

ByJUSTIN SCHECK

Cellphones of dormstic-abuse Victims slaying at A Safe Race in New Harrpshire are taken apart to disable their
tracking systems.

Phone companies know where their customers' cellphones are. often within a radius of less than 100 feet. That
tracking technology has rescued lost drivers, helped authorities find kidnap victims and let parents keep tabs
on their kids.
But the technology isn't always used the way the phone company intends.
One morning last sununer, Glenn Helwig threw his then~wife to the floor of their bedroom in Corpus Christi~
Texas, she alleged in police reports. She packed her 1995 Hyundai and drove to a friend's horne, she recalled
recently. She didn't expect him to find her.
The day after she arrived, she says, her husband "all of a
sudden showed up." According to police reports, he barged in
and knocked herto the floor, then took off with her car.
The police say in a report that Mr. Hehvig found his "'life using
a service offered by his cellular carrier, which enabled him to
follow her movements through the global-positioning-system
chip contained in her cell phone .

... wsj.com/. ../SB1000142405274870346 ...
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Mr. Helwig. in an interview. acknowledged using the service to
track his wife on some occasions. He says he signed up for the
tracking service last year. "AT&T had this little deal where you
could find your family member through her cel1phone," he
says. But he didn't use it to find his wife that day, he says. Mr.
Helwig, who is awaiting trial on related assault charges,
declined to comment further about the matter. He has pleaded
not guilty.
John iulfyi'or The Wan SlreeY JOllmal

Jl.t3rsie Silvestro, who runs battered-w orren shellers,
says trackIng ~ a problem

The allegations are a stark reminder of a largely hidden cost
from the proliferation of sophisticated tracking technology in

everyday life-a loss of privacy.
Global-positioning systems, called GPS, and other technologies
used by phone companies have unexpectedly made it easier for
abusers to track their victims. A V,S. Justice Department
report last year estimated that more than 25,000 adults in the
U.S. are victims of GPS stalking annually, including by
cellphone.

In the online world, consumers who surf the Internet
unintentionally surrender all kinds of personal information to
~e:~:~ ~d~nahna~~~t~c~~~~~s~:I:~~~!alkm ing
marketing firms that use invisible tracking technology to
networking applications. WSJ's Andy Jordan reports.
monitor online activity. A Wall Street Journal investigation of
the 50 most~popular U ,So websites found that most are placing
intrusive tracking technologies on the c.omputers of visitors-in some cases, more than 100 tracking tools at a

time.
The ceUphone industry says location-tracking programs are meant to provide a useful service to families, and
that most providers take steps to prevent abuse. Mike Altschul, chief counsel for wireless-telecommunications
trade group CTIA, says recommended "best practices" for providers of such services include providing
notification to the person being tracked.

Mr. Helwig's wife had received such a notification, by text message, from AT &T. A spokesman for AT &T Inc.
says it notifies all phone users when tracking functions are activated. But users don't have the right to refuse to
be tracked by the account holder. Turning off the phone stops the tracking.
Dig Deeper
Graphic: A locator map provided to a user
of AT&Ts FamilyM=1p program

On Web's Frontier, Anonymity in Name Only
Follow @Whattheyknow on Twitter
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Cellphone companies will deactivate a. tracking function if law-

enforcement officials inform them it is being used for stalking.
Mr. Altschul says authorities haven't asked carriers to change
their programs. He adds that carriers have long supported
programs to give untraceable cellphones to domestic~violence
victims.
In Arizona this year, Andre Leteve used the GPS in his wife's
cellphone to stalk her, according to his wife's lawyer, Robert
Jensen, before allegedly murdering their two children and
shooting himself. Mr. Jensen says Mr. Leteve's wife, Laurie
Leteve, didn't know she was being tracked until she looked at
one of the family's monthly cellphone bills, more than 30 days
after the tracking began. Mr. Leteve, a real-estate agent, is
expected to recover. He has pleaded not guilty to murder
charges, and is awaiting trial. The lawfirm representing him
declined to comment.

Glossary
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In a suspected murder-suicide last year near Seattle, a
mechanic named .James Harrison allegedly tracked his wife's
cellphone to a store. After he found her there with another
man, he shot to death his five children and himself, according
to the Pierce County Sheriffs Office.
Therapists who work with domestic-abuse victims say they are
increasingly seeing clients who have been stalked via their
phones. At the Next Door Solutions for Battered Women
shelter in San Jose, Calif., director Kathleen Krenek says
women frequently arrive with the same complaint: "He knows
where I am all the time, and I can't figure out how he's tracking
me."

How to Protect Yourself
"'most every major website)Ou visit is
tracking )Our online activity. Here's a step-bystep guide to fending offtrack~rs.

In such cases, Ms. Krenek says, the abuser is usually tracking a
victim's cellphone. That comes as a shock to many stalking
victims, she says, who often believe that carrying a phone
makes them safer because they can can 911 if they're attacked.
There are various technologies for tracking a person's phone~
and with the fast growth in smartphones, new ones come along
frequently. Earlier this year, researchers with iSec Partners, a
cyber-security firm, described in a report how anyone could
track a phone within a tight radius. All that is required is the
target person's ceUphone number. a computer and some
knowledge of how cellular networks work, said the report,
which aimed to spotlight a security vulnerability,

The Tracking Ecosystem
Surfing the Intemet kickstarts a process that
passes information about)oQu and )oQur
interests to tracking companies and
advertisers. See how itwoli<;s.

The result, says iSec researcher Don Bailey ~ is that "guys like
me, who shouldn't have access to your location, have it for
very, very, very cheap."
That is, in part, an unintended consequence of federal
regulations that require cellphone makers to install GPS chips
or other location technology in nearly all phones. The Federal
Communications Commission required U.S. cellular providers
to make at least 95% of the phones in their networks traceable
by satellite or other technologies by the end of 2005. The
agency's intention wa<; to make it easier for people in
emergencies to get help. GPS chips send signals to satellites
that enable police and rescue workers to locate a person.

Andvi!lits
ooeofthe
Inlmlet's

To a large extent, that potential has been fulfIlled, Last year,
for example, police in Athol. Mass., working with a cellphone
carrier, were able to pinpoint the location of a 9-year-old girl
who allegedly had been kidnapped and taken to Virginia by her
grandmother. In December, police in Wickliffe, Ohio, tracked
down and arrested a man who allegedly had robbed a Pizza Hut
at gunpoint by tracking the location of a cell phone they say he
had stolen.

Mr. Altschul, of the cellphone-industry trade group, says the
tracking technology has been of great help to both lawenforcement officials and parents. "The technology here is neutral," he says. "It's actually used for peace of
mind."
...wsj.com/.../SBlOO0142405274870346 ...
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But as GPS phones proliferated, tech companies found other uses for the tracking data. Software called
MobileSpy can "silently record text messages, GPS locations and call details" on iPhones, BlackBerrys and
Android phones. according to the program's maker, Retina-X Studios u.c. For $99.97 a year, a person can load
MobileSpy onto someone's cellphone and track that phone's location.

Craig Thompson, Retina-X's operations director, says the
software is meant to allow parents to track their kids and
companies to keep tabs on phones their employees use. He
says the company has sold 60,000 copies of MobileSpy. The
company sometimes gets calls from people who complain they
are being improperly tracked, he says, but it hasn't been able to
verify any of the complaints.
Installing such programs requires a person to physically get
hold of the phone to download software onto it.
Courtney B!ethenlThe

SeattJ~

Times

A !T'errorial near Seattle for fIVe children mJrdered by
their father, who then kiled hirmelf, after tracking his
wife by cellphone.

GPS-tracking systems provided by cellular carriers such as
AT&T and Verizon Communications Inc. are activated
remotely, by the carriers.

Domestic-violence shelters have learned the consequences. As soon as victims arrive at shelters run by A Safe
Place, "-we literally take their phones apart and put them in a plastic bag" to disable the tracking systems, says
Marsie Silvestro, director of the Portsmouth, N.H., organization, which houses domestic-violence victims in
secret locations so their abusers can't find them.
The organization put that policy in place after a close call. On Feb. 26, Jennie Barnes arrived at a shelter to
escape her husband, Michael Barnes, according to a police affidavit filed in a domestic-violence case against
Mr. Barnes in New Hampshire state court. Ms. Barnes told police she was afraid that Mr. Barnes, who has
admitted in court to assaulting his wife, would assault her again.
Ms. Barnes told a police officer that "she was in fear for her Hfe," according to court filings. The next day t a
judge issued a restraining order requiring Mr. Barnes to stay away from his wife.
Later that day, court records indicate, Mr. Barnes called his wife's cellular carrier, AT&T, and activated a
service that let him track his wife's location. Mr. Barnes, court records say, told his brother that he planned to
find Ms. Barnes.
The cellular carrier sent Ms. Barnes a text message telling her the tracking service had been activated, and
police intercepted her husband. Mr. Barnes, who pleaded guilty to assaulting his wife and to violating a
restraining order by tracking her with the cellphone. was sentenced to 12 months in jail. A lawyer for Mr.
Barnes didn't return calls seeking conunent.
Another source for cellphone tracking information: systems meant to help police and firefighters. Some
cellular carriers provide services for law-enforcement officers to track people in emergencies. Using such
systems requires a person to visit a special website or dial a hot-line number set up by the carrier and claim the
data request is for law-enforcement purposes.
Cellular carriers say they try to verify that callers are legitimate. An AT &T spokesman says an office is manned
around the clock by operators who ask for subpoenas from law-enforcement officials using the system.
But federal law allows carriers to turn over data in emergencies without subpoenas. AI Gidari, a lawyer who
represents carriers such as Verizon, says such location-tracking systems can be easy to abuse. Police, he says.
often claim they need data immediately for an emergency like a kidnapping, and therefore don't have time to
obtain a warrant, in which ajudge must approve an information request.
In Minnesota, Sarah Jean Mann claimed last year in a county-court petition for a restraining order that her
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estranged boyfriend, a state narcotics agent, followed her by tracking her cellphone and accessing her call and

location records through such a system. The court issued the restraining order. The boyfriend, Randy Olson,
has since resigned from the police force. He didn't respond to cans seeking comment.
Mr. Gidari says law-enforcement's easy access to such data makes the systems easy to abuse. He says carriers
would like to have a system in place requiring agents to get warrants. Without such a requirement, there is little
carriers can do to resist warrantless requests, say Mr. Gidari and Mr. Altschul of trade group CfIA. Federal law
says carriers may comply with such requests, and law-enforcement agencies have pressured them to maiutain
the tracking systems, Mr. Gidari says.
The easiest way for stalkers to locate a target-and perhaps the most common, say therapists who work with
victims and abusers-is by using systems offered by carriers, When cellphone users sign up for a "family plan"
that includes two or more phones, they have the option to contact the carrier and activate a tracking feature
intended to a1lowthem to keep tabs on their children.
The AT&T FamilyMap program, for e"ample, is free for 30 days and requires only a phone call to activate.
"Know where your kids and loved ones are at any time!" says AT&T's website. The system is for parents, says
anAT&T spokesman, He says the company hasn't received complaints about Family Map being used by
stalkers.
The system provides an on~screen map on the smartphoue or computer of the person doing the tracking. A dot
on the map shows the location and movement of the person being followed. The carrier sends a text-message to
the person being tracked that their phone is registered in the program.
These add-on services can be lucrative for carriers. AT&T debuted its FamilyMap system in April 2009. It
charges $9.99 a month to track up to two pbones, $14.99 for up to five. FamilyMap users must agree to 'ltennsof-use" stating that they may not use the system to "harrass, stalk, threaten" or otherwise harm anyone.
In Corpus Christi, Mr. Helwig and his wife, who had been married since early 2008, bought phones under an
AT&T family plan. Mr. Helwig says he activated the feature last year. His wife says she received a text message
that a tracking function had been activated on her phone, but wasn't sure how it was activated. Her husband,
she says, i:n.itially denied tunling on the tracking function.

Journal Community

DISCUSS

Ignorance is NOT bliss and it
is time for this to be fully
debated out in the open.
-Stephen Babbitt

She says she eventually came up with a plan to flee to the house
of a family whose children she baby-sat. Her husband "had no
idea where they lived" or even their names, she says. As she
was packing, her husband confronted her. Tbey argued, and,
according to her statements ln police reports, Mr. Helwig
dragged her around by her hair.
The police came. She says she told them she didn't want them
to arrest Mr. Helwig, that she simply wanted to leave. The
police told Mr. Helwig to stay away from her for 24 hours, she

says.

As she drove to her friend's house, she says, she made sure her phone was off so Mr. Helwig couldn't track her.
But she turned it on several times to make calls. The next day, Mr. Helwig was outside in a rage, according to
police reports.
Mr. Helwig forced his way into the house, pushed her to the floor, took her car keys and drove away in her
Hyundai, according to police reports.
Police arrested Mr. Helwig a short distance away. Mr. Helwig, a firefighter, is facing cl1arges of assault and
interfering with an emergency calL His trial is scheduled to begin this surruner.
Mr. HeI-wigand his wife divorced, and she left Corpus Christi. She says she doesn't want to testify against him .
... wsj.com/ .. ./SB1000142405274870346 ...
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She says she is more careful about trusting her cellphone now.

Write to Justin Scheck atjustin,scheck@wsj.com

QJ.pyright 2011 Dow Jones & Corrpany, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This copy is for your personal, non-corrrnercial use only. DistributIOn find use of this material are governed by our Subscriber Agreerrent and
by copyright law. For non-personal use or to order rruttiplc copies, please contact [J(Mi Jones Reprints at 1-800-843-0008 or visit

www.djreprints.com
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Parting with privacy with
a quick click
By Cecilia Kang, Published: May 8
When Scott Fitzsirmnes turned 13, he got an iPhone, set up
accounts fur Facebook and Pandora and went on an apps
downloading spree. At the satre tirre, the new teenager lost
many protection<; over his privacy online.

The gaIreS he plays know his location at any given IDJIrent
tbrougb the phone's GPS technology. He bas entered his
parents' credit card number to buy apps, and ITunes bas his furnily's e-mail address and everyone's full names.
Facebook knows his birth date and the school he attends.
At an age when his parents won't let him go to the lfin alone and in an era when he would never open up to a
stranger, Fitzsirmnes, who lives in Phoenix, already has a growing dossier acctunulating on the Web. And while
Congress has passed laws to protect the youngest ofInternet users from sharing much infunnation ahout
themselves, once those children becoIre teen<;, the saIre privacy rules no longer apply.
'11's the Wild West for teen<; when it comes to privacy online," said Kathryn MontgoIrery, a privacy advocate
and communications professor at AIT£rican University.
The rederal govemrrent bas a history of regulating rredia to protect children under age 12. Examples are the
1998 children's Internet privacy law and television adverti<;ing limits that were set fur broadcasters and cable
networks in 1990. And recent problems with Internet privacy and security - such as last week's breaches at
Sony's online gaming network - have led to renewed calls for regulations to protect consUJrers. For the first

tirre, the White HOll~e bas called for Internet privacy rules.
But experts on adolescent develoPIrent say youths between 13 and 18 deserve special attention. Reps. Edward
J. Markey (D-Mass.) and Joe Barton (R-Tex.) said last week they are working on a bill to limit the collection of
personal infurmation abmrt teens and prevent targeted marketing to them
Adolescents are ammg the IDJst voracious and precocious users of new IDJbile Internet services, constantly
making grown-up decision., with grown-up consequences, experts say. But, according to MontgoIrery, "Their
ability to rmke decisions is still funning and clearly diflerent from that of aduhs."

'I never say no'
washingtonpost.com/ .. ./AF2gSJTG_prin ...
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With rew restraints, teens are creating digital records that also shape their reputations oflline. AU the status
updates, tweets and check-ins to specific locations can be reviewed by prospective employers, insurance
companies and colleges.
Web firms say sensitive data can be collected only with permission and that parents can set controls on phones
and desktop computers to help keep teens out of the public eye. But fur teens like Fit2sirnones, the opporttmities
to share information online are so frequent and routine that they hardly even stop to think about them
The first titre he was asked to share his location on the garre Pocket God, the seventh-grader paused fur a
trorrent to consider why the cOl1l'any would want to know his whereabouts.
But he reared that ifhe didn't agree, his experience on the app would be limited, and Fit2sirnones wanted to get
started on his cartoon pygmy adventure on Oog Island. So he tapped "okay," reeling comfort in the masses; his
friends, after all were using the app and never complained.
Since then, such decisions have been easier. He automatically agreed when Angry Birds, Pandora and other
apps asked to track his location
''! never say no. It's trore annoying than anything when they ask, but I'm used to it now," said Fit2sirnones, now
14, who writes blogrorteens.com
Such decisions are often done under stressful conditions and without enough information about the risks involved,
privacy advocates say. Social pressures play out on the Internet, and teens are constantly tested on how rruch
they are willing to expose of themselves in order to play garres and participate in social networks, advocates say.
Bolt Creative, which runs Pocket God, said its social networking partner, Open Feint, gets the location data so
users can see how their scores rank atrong people within their vicinity.

Chief executive Dave Castelnuovo said location data is only collected vohmtarily. Making too much of a fuss
about privacy could turn offusers, he said.
"At the end of the day, we're in the entertainment business and we're a small tearnat thal We only have 5
seconds to engage a user once they open our garre otherwise we lose that custon:er," Catdnuovo wrote in an emailed response. "AU custorrers have access to the privacy policy for Open Feint but ifwe were to present them
with additional warnings, caufuns and terms and conditions in a furm that is impossible to ignore or
misunderstand, it will end up ruining the experience that they paid for."
lbat perspective concerns privacy and adolescent developrrent experts, who say nurrerous studies show that
teenagers can be trore impulsive online.
A 2009 paper by neurobiologists and marketing experts at the University ofCalifomia at Irvine reported that
teens were trore susceptible than adults to online advertising and take greater risks with their infunnation online.
Jf a group of friends is rreeting for a trovic at the AMC Theatre in downtown D.C., for instance, a teen who
badly wants to join may send out notice through a public status update
without thinking about the risks of
disclosing that information to anyone who might be on a social networking site.

Brain development
washingtonpost.com/ ../AF2gSj fG_prin ...
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The prefrontal corteX!, the part of the brain that makes planned and rational decisions, doesn't fully develop until
the 30s, according to the UC Irvine report, coauthored by Frances Leslie, a professor ofphannacology and
neurobiology, "Whereas adults rely on a sophisticated interplay between multiple, brain structures to make riskreturn trade-oilS, this is simply tIDavaiiable to adolescents," she and her co-authors wrote in "Adolescents'
Psychological and Neurobiological Developrrent: Implications fur Digital Marketing."
Herrru Nigam, a security expert and furrrer chief privacy officer fur My Space, says that rreans companies
should be making their privacy settings fOr teens tighter by defuult, 'We as parents can to a degree protect our
teens from bad content, but we can't protect them from their own conduct," Nigam said,
The new challenge in teen privacy involves trobile phones, which are used by six out of10 teens, Nearly all of
those users send text rressages and exchange pictures, according to the Pew Arrerican Internet and Lite project.
'Three out of 10 teens access the Internet on smartphones,
On phones, privacy policies are often unclear, The Federal Trade Commission said it is investigating one app
company that explains its privacy policy only after 152 screen clicks from a trobile device,
About a half of snnrtphone users read app privacy policies, according to a recent study by industry-fimded
privacy group Truste, Privacy advocates estimate the mnnbers are lower fOr teens,
Up to parents
So parents like Jordan Glicksman's set rules. He could download only teen-appropriate games on his iPod
Touch. They fOrbade him from giving out personal infonnation like his horre address,
But the 14-year-old reguJarly agrees to location requests from garres and Facebook's Places program He
admits he's never read through a privacy policy and doesn't know how much infonnation about him is out there
on the open Web.
Glicksnnn, who is temporarily living in Israe~ got swept up in a policy change that made his Facebook profile
trore widely available. He started getting "friend" requests from adult strangers. Stories he shared about sports
and his status updates were public. "I don't know how that happened, and it was creepy," he said.
But it hasn't slowed him down; he doesn't give it much thought when he checks in a few times a day to his
Facebook app and plays games.
Revelations that Apple and Goog1e may have logged the locations oftrobile users has brought new attention to
Internet privacy from lawmakers, who will question the two companies about their geo-locational collection at a
hearing this week.
Foursquare and Gowalla, two popular location-based services, have built a business out of users broadcasting
their locations online so that companies can push local coupons and retail suggestions. Both companies set 13 as
the minimum age fOr users.
Foursquare co- fOunder N aveen Selvadurai said parental controls can help teens opt out of certain services. They
don't track users' troverrents, and location is only detected by vohmtary "check- ins," he said.
But he said the firm didn't consider special protections fur teens.
washingtonpostcom/"JAF2gSjTG.prin."
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"With a lot of these thing;, we will figure thing; out as we go along," Selvadurai said in an interview. 'We are still
a YOlmger service, and JOOst of the policies are trying to catch up with things people are doing."
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WIRELESS NnWORK-BASED LOCATION
APPROXIMATION
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

100011 This application claims Ibe benefit oflhe filing dale
ofUnilal States Provisional Patent Application No, 611196,
167, entitlal "Wireless Network-Based Location Approximation; attorney docket GOOGLE 3,8-020, filal Oct. 15,
2008, and ofUnital States Provisionnl Patent Application No,
60/990,488, entitlal "Accuracy Analysis of Wireless Base
Station Locatiou," attorney docket number 2525.1180000,
filed Nov, 27, 2007, thecntire disclosures of which arc hereby
incorporated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND Of THE INVENTION

100021 I. Field ofthe Invention
100031 lbe present invention relates generally to approximating the location of electronic dt..'Vices such as wireless
access points rAPs") and client devices,
100041 2, Description of Related Art
10005) Wireless networks offer a wide variety of services
using a numberof different architectures, Client devices such
as mobile phones, laptops and PDAs may conn""t 10 Ai's via

cellular/peS networks as well as wireless local area networks.
("wr ,ANs") such .s IEEE 802,11, B1uetooth® or other WiFi® networks,
100061 Location-basal services can leverage the physical
location of a client device to provide an enhanced service or
experience for a user. A location-based service may deter~

mine the location of the user hy using one of severnl technologies for determining position, then use the location and
possibly olber infonnation to provide personalilm applications and services.
10007] Conventional cellularlPCS networks may position

their APs (e.g., base stations) in accom-mce with specific
coverage criteria. The locations of these base stations may be

phlced at known locations. Client devicf."S in such networks
may include GPS-enablal handsets, which enable accurate
determination of the location of the devices.
100081 In contras!, WLANs networks may include APs
wbichare relatively small or ponable (e.g., mini base stations
or wireless routers), and which roay be placed at locatio..ns as
nt.'Cded. The exact locations of A.Ps in this situation may not
be known. For instance. a corporate wireless nct'\\o'ork may
have a number of APs ctistributed across the t'orporate campus. So long as the APs provide adequate covt:,rage, a gt;neral
knowlalge of their locotion such as which building thcy are in
may suffice.
10009J Anolber type of scenario where Ibe specific lo""tion
oftbe APs may not be known is in a building-wide (e,g" an
airport terminal) or city-wide mesh or ad-boc WiFi network.
In such cases, users. may access APs set up by one or more
service providers.
(0010) In such cases. theAPs andelient devices themselves
may not be GPS-enabled, Or the devices may be located
indoors or in other environments where GPS does not operate.
Thus} it may bedifficult or impossible to offer location·based
services without some way to determine the positions of the
APs aodlor the client devices,
BRJEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

100111 The present invention provides systems and

meth~

ods tor estimating AP locations as well as estimatjng the

confidence and accuracy for such locations. Using such information, the locations of client devicf.-'S illay also be determined, which in lum enables the use of location-based services.
10012] In accordance with an embodiment of Ibe present
invention, a computer-implemented method of estimating the
location of a wireless device is provided. The method comprises obtaining a packet of data transminal from a first
wireless device to a second wireless device; detennining
whether one of the first and second wireless devices is a
wireless access point; determining the data rate of the transmitted data packet; if one of the first and second wireless
devices is the wireless access point, then evaluating the determincd data rate against a predetermined criterion; and assign~
ing an estimated location to the wireless access point based
upon the evaluatiun.
10013) In one altemative, tbe predetcnnined criterion is
stored in a database such as in a look-up table. Here, the
evaluation includes identifying a distance in the look-up table
associated with the de1ennined data rate. in one example, the
transmitted dalll packet is obtainal by a client device and the
method further includes identitJing a distance associated
with the data rate, wherein the distance is used as a separation
between the first wireless device and thc clicnt device. Hecc,
if the client device is at a known location, then the method
may further comprise assigning a distance between the wireJess access point and the client device to be the same as the
distance between the first wireless device and the client
device; and triangulating a position of the wireless access
device using the known location of the client device. the
distance ootw~n the Hrst wireless device and the elient
device and the distance between the wireless access point and
the client device to obtain the estimated location. ]n this
example, the client device may use a GPS receiver to obtain
the known location.
(0014] In another alternative, Ibe praletermined criterion
includes a worst--case distance estimate based upon at least
one parameter. In an example, the at least one parameter
includes one or more of i:I chilnnel propagation characteristic,
a transmitter characteristic and a receiver characteristic.
100151 In yet anolber altemative, Ibe method further comprises revising the estimated ioctltlon of the wireless access
point based upon multiple data packets sent or received by the
wireless access point
100161 In anolberaiternative, Ibe melbod further comprises
determining a position of the client device based upon the
estimated location of the wireless access point and provicting
a iocation-based service to the cHent device based on the
determined position.
(0017] In accordance wilb another embodiment of the
present invention, a computer-implemented method of esti~
mating confidence in a stahl') of a wireless device is provided.
The method comprises obtaining one or more packets of data
transmitted from a first wireless device 10 a second wireless
device; evaluating the one or more transmitted data packets to
identify a frame typt! for each rcspt.."Ctivc dat.a packet; identitying the first wireless device or the second wireless device as
a wireless access point based upon the identified frame type
for at least one of the dnta packets; and assigning a confidence
value to the identification of the wireless access point.
10018] In ooe a!lernative, if the frame type of at least one of
the respective data packets is a management frame. then
identifying the first wireless device as a wirclessaccess point.
In this case the method sets the confidence value for the
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kientification of the wireless access point to a maximum
confidence value. Optionally, if the frame type of at least one
of the respective data packets is Dot the management frame~
then the method evaluates whether the frame type of any of
the respective dara packets is a conlrOl frame. Here, if the
frome type of at least one of the respective data packets is. !.he
control frame, then the method identifies the fitst wirek'S.
device as the wireless access point and sets the confidence
value for the identification of the wireJess access point to a
value bl.:>tWoon the maximum confidence value and a minimum confidence value.

100191

In another alternative, identifying the first wireless

device or the second wireless device as the wireless access

point further includes analyzing a number of frames tnlOsmined or received by each device
10020J In accordance with another embodiment of the
prescnt invention, a computer-implemented method of estimating confidence in a location of a wireJess device is provided. Here, the method comprises obtaining one or more
packets of data transmitted from a first wireless device to a
second wireless device; determining that the first or second
wireless device is a wireless access point based upon the
transmitted packets; detenniningan estimated location of the
wireless access point; and assigning a confidence value to the
estimated location.
100Zl] In one alternative, the confidence value represents a
percentage likelihood that the wireless acces...;; point is (,.'On~
tained within a specified area of interest. In another alternative, the estimated location is based on multiple data points. In
this case, a confidence code may beappliedto each dara point.
In one example, the confidence code for each data point is
calculated using a weighted function. Tn another example, the
confidence code for each data point represents a likelihood
that that data point is valid or an outlier.
100ZlJ Inyel another embodiment of the present invention,
an appardtus for use in a wireless network comprises memory
for storing iolormation associated with a pluf3lity of devices
in the wireless network, means for communicating with one
or more ofthe plurality ofdevices in the wireless network and
a processor. The processor is operable to estimate a location
ofan access point device in the wireless uetwork based upon
data packet information sent to or received from the access
point device. The processor is adapted to provide location
based service information to one or more client devices associated with the access point device upon estimation of the
location.
[0023] In one aitemative, the data packet information for a
given data packet includes a data rute of the given data packet
Here~ the infonnation s.tored in the memory includes distance
estimates a.ssociated with different data rates. The p.ooccssor
determines the location estimate of the access point device by
comparing the data rate of the given data packet to the different data rntes and distance estimates stored in the memory.
[oo24J In another alternative, the processor is operable to
estimate the location ofthe access point device using the data
packet information for mUltiple dara packets sent to or
rcceived from the access point device. The processor is further operable to rank the data packet infom41tion for each of
the multiple data packets to obtain approximate distances
based upon each such packet. In onc examplc, the processor
estimates the location using a centroid of the approximate
distances. In another example, the processor is further oper~
able to assign a confidence in the estimated location of the
access point device. The confidence may reprt..'Sent a likeli~

hood that the access point dt.."Yice is within a given area,
Optionally, the oonfidence is based upon at least onc of spatial
diversity of selected devices associated with the access point
device, receiver characteristics ofthc selected devices, traosmittercharaeteristies of the selected devices, and freshness of
information storoo in memory or the data packet information
sent to or received from the access point device.
10025] In yet another alternative, the processor comprises a
plurality of processing devices in a distributed architecture
and the memory stores the information so that the infonnatioD
is acccssibl~ to one or more of the plurality of processing
devices,
10026J Each of the aforemenlioned methods and processes
may be performed by. processor such as a CPU, microprocessor, ASIC or other computing dL'Vice. Furthermore, such
methods and processes may be stored on a computer~readabJe
recording medium (e.g., CD-ROM, DVD, Dlue Ray disc,
flash memory or the like) for execution by a processor.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
{0027) FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary wireless network in
accordance with (lspects ofthe present invention.
10028J FIG. 2 illustrales aspects ot" a wireless network in
accordance with aspects of the present invention.
10029J FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary configuration for
estimating device location in accordance with LlSpectS of the
present invention,
[0030J FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary confiuence and positioning diagram maccordance with aspects of the present
invention,
10031] FIG. 5 iUustrates an exemplary dynamic scenario
for location estimation.
10032} FIGS. 6A-D illustrate exemplary wireless devices
for use with aspects of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRlPTJON
{0033] "lbe instant application is related to United Srates
Provisional Patent Applicalion No. 60/990,569, entilled
"Locating Electronic Device.., Using Passive Radios," attorney docket number 16113.{)938POJ, filed Nov. 27, 2007,
United States Provisional Patent Application No. 60f990,259,
entitled "E$timatiug Location Using CelllD and Application
Specific Data," attorney docket number 2525.1140000, filed
Nov. 26, 2007, Uniteu States Provisional Patent Appli<ootion
No. 601990,238, entitled "Disambiguation ofWirelc'Ss Data
CJust~nt Using Pn.'dassiflcalion," attorney docket number
2525.116000, lik.'<l Nov. 26, 2007, Uniled Slates Provisional
Patent Application No. 601990,247, entitled "Method and
System for Ccll·ld Remapping Detection and Adaptation,"
altomey docket number 2525.1170000, filed Nov. 26, 2007,
and United StatL'S Provisionall'atent Application No. 601990,
597, entitled "Wireless Oase Station Location Estimation,H
attorney docket number 2525.1150000, filed Nov. 27, 2007,
the entire disclosures of which are hereby incorporated by
re fcrenc~ herein,
{00341 The instant application is also related to U.S. patent
application Set. No. _ _~ entitled uDetennining Lcx;ation
Information Usiog Passive Radios," attorney docket number
16113-0938001, filed concurrently herewith, U.S. patent
applicMion Ser. No. _ _~ entitled "Systems and Methods
lor Estimating Location Using CelilD and Application Specific Data," attorney docket number2525.1140001, filed concurrently herewith, U.S. patent application Ser. No. _ _,
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entitled "Disambiguation of Wireless Data Clusters Using
PreclassificatioD," attorney docket number 2525. II 6001 ,
filed cencurrently her.:with, U.s. patent application Scr. No.
_ _ _ , entitled "Method and System for Ccll-Id Change
Detection and Updating," attorney docket number
2525.1170001, filed concurrently herewith, U.S. patent
application Ser. No. - ' entitled "Wireless Base Station
Location
Estimation."
attorney
docket
number
2525.1150001, filed conCUlTently herewith, and U.S. patent
appU"'ltion $er. No. ~ entitled "Accurncy Analysis of
Wireless Oase Station LocatioD," attorney docket nwnber
2525.1180001, filed concurrently herewith, the enlire disclosures of which arc hereby incorporated by rcfcrence·bcrein.
(0035) The aspeets, features and advantages of the present
invention will be appreciated when considered with refcrt'Qcc
to the following description of preferred embodiments and
ac"ompanying figures. The same reference numbers in different drawings may identifY the same or simn., elements.
Furthermore, Ibe JoUowing description docs not limit the
present invention; mther, the scope of the invention is dermed
by the appended claims and equivalents.
(0036) FIG. 1 provides an exemplary WLAN 100 which
may have a nurnberofArs 102 (e.g., 102A, 10lO and 102e)
as well as one or more client devices 104 (e.g., 104A, 1040
and lO4C) as shown. TheArs 102 may include devices of
different types from variQUS manufacturers aod may have
different capabilities. Some Ars 102 may be wireless routers
that can support dozeos ofcHent devices or mOTe, while some
APs may act as signal repealers. The client devices 104 may
also be of different types and have different capabilities. For
instance, as shown client device 104A may be a PD.~ 104B
may be a laptop/notebook computer, and l04C may be a
mobile phone.
10037] The WLAN 100 may also include a server 110 that
is in wired or wireless communication with some or all oflbe
APs 101. A database 112 may be associated with the server
11 O. The database 112 may be used to store data related to the
AP. 102 an<Vor the client devices 104. For instance, the
database 112 may maintain locatioo-related records for the
APsI02.
100381 Eacb AP 102, each client device 104 and tile server
110 may cQutain at least one processor7 memory and other
components typically present ina computcr. FIG. 2 illustrates
on alternative view 200 of a single AP 102, 3 single client
device 104 and server 110 identifYing such components. As
shown, the AP 1 02 includesa processor 202 and memory 204.
Components such as a transceiver, power Sl,lppJy and the like
are not shown in any of the devices of fIG. 2.
100391 Memory 204 stores infonnation accessible by the
processor 202, including instructions 206 that may be
executed by the processor 202 and data 208 that may be
retrieved, manipulated or stored by the processor. The
memory may be of any type capable of storing information
accessible by the processor, such as a hard-drivc, ROM,
RAM. CD- ROM, flash memories, writc-<:apable or read-only
memories. The processor 202 may comprise any numb"r of
well known processors, such as procesSllfS from Intel Corporation. Alternatively, the processor may be a dedicated rontroller for executing opemtions, such as an ASIC.
100401 The instructions 206 may comprise any sct of
instructions to be ..ecuted directly (such.s machine code) or
indirectly (such.s scripts) by the processor. In that reg;trd, the
terms "instIUctions:~ "steps'~ and uprograms'~ may be used

interchangeably herein. The loslructions rn..1Y be-stored inany

computer language or format, such as in object code or modules of soorce code. The functions, methods and routines of
instructions in aCCQrdance with the present invention are
explained in more detail below.
100411 Data 208 may be retrieved, stored or modified by
processor 202 10 accordance with the instructions 206. The

data may be stored as a coJ1cction of data. For instance,
although the invention is not limited by any particular da~,
structure, the data may be stored III computer registers, in a
relational database as a table having a plurality of different
fields and records.
100421 The data may also be form.ned in any cemputer
readable format such as, but not limited to, binary Values,
ASCI! or EBCDIC (Extended Binary-Coded D<'Cimallnterchange Code). Moreover., Ihe data may include aoy informalion sufficient to identify the relevaot information, such as
descriptive text! proprietary codes) pointers, references to
data stored in other memories (including other network locaoons) or informatioo which is used by a function to calculate
the relevant data,
100431 Allbougb the processor 202 and memory 204 are
fWlctionally illustrated in FIG. 2 as being witmn the same
block, it will be understood that the processor and memory
may actually comprise mUltiple processors and memories

that mayor may not be stored within the same physical
housing or location. For example, some or aU of the instructions and data may be stored on a removable CD-ROM and
others within a read-only compu1er chip. Some or an of the
instructions and data may be stored in a lOC.'ltion pbysicaUy
remote from, yel still accessible by, the processor 202. Similarly, the processor 202 may actually comprise a collection of
proCi!sro(1; which mayor may not Opel..l~ in paranel. Data
may be distributed and stored across multiple memories 204
such as hard drives or the like.
(00441 In one aspect, AP 102 communicates with one or
more cHent devices 104 and the server 110 via wireless network 210 (e.g., a Wi-Fi®-type uL'Iwork such as an 802.11 g
network or a B!uelooth®-type network). Each clien! device
104 and the server 11 0 may be cooiigured similarly 10 the AP
102 with a proct!Ssor 202. memory 204 and instruction:.: 206,

as well as one or moreuscr input devices 212 and a user output
device, such as display 214. F.ach client device 104 and the
server 110 may be a general purpose computer, intended for
use by a person, having all the components normally found in
a personal computer such as. a central processing uolt
("CPU"), display, CD-ROM or DVD drive, hard-<1rive.
mouse, keyboard, touch~sensitive scn.--en) speakers~ micro~
phone, wireless modem and all of the components used for

connecting Iht.osc dements to une another.
100451 Rach device on the network 100 may tran3mit and
receive data (packets) according to a known protocol in a
segment (chanael) of allottt'<i portion the specrruro (frequency band). For instance, the IEEE 802.ll series Orpro!Ocols specifies the format of various types of packets wmch
may be trans mined in preset channels of the spectrum, sucha,
the ISM band locatod in the 2.4 GHz frequency range or the
public safety band locat<'<i in the 4.9 GHz frequency rdllge.
(00461 Depending upon their configuratiou, each AP may
have a coverage area 106 such as coverage areas 106A. 1060
and l06C as shown in FIG. I. In many instan""" the covernge
areas 1060fadjaccnlAPs 10:2 may overlap, such as shown by
overlap region lOS. It should be uoderstood thai the cove'<lge
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areas 106 in real-world implementations may be alTeeted due
to transmit power requirements, signal attenuation. multipHth
and other factors.
10047] As discussed above, it is desirable to provide loca-

tion-based services to client devices. While some client
devices may incJude a GPS receiver or some other tool to
delermine andlor communicate the devk--e's location. many
cHent devices may not have such equipment or capabilities.
Thus, in accordance with one aspect of the prescnt invention,
the location of a given client device may be detennined based
upon the location(s) of one or more APs, either aJone or in
conjunction with other network-related information.
(0048] In such a scenario, one important issue is that in
many iLlStances the specific locationofanAP 102 may not be
known. Therefore. in accordance with another aspect of the
present invention, systems and methods are provided to estimate anAP'slocation usiog data rate infoIDlation between the
AP and one or more client devices. FIG. 3 illustrates an
exemplary configumtion 300 with a single AP 302 having a
coverage area 304. A first client device 306 and a second
client device 308 are located within the coverage area 304.
10049J In the present example, the client device 306 may be
~<as&Ociatedn with the AP 302, trnnsmitting packt..... s to and
receiving packets from the AP 302. Here, the dient device
306 is oot GPS enabled and is not otherwise configured to
determine its location. In contrast. the client device 308 may
includc a GPS receiver or other means of performing geolocation.
(0050J In this example, the c1i.,.,t device 306 is located a
nnot distance 310 from theAP302, while the client device 308
is located a second distance 312 from the AP. And the client
device 306 is located a third distance 316 from the client
device 308. 'The client device 308 performs geoloc3tion using
its GPS receivcror by other means to accurately determine its
location.
(0051) Furthermore, the client device 308 may be configured to observe or capture data packets such as frame 314
transmitted to or from the AP 302. By way of example~ the
client dwice 308 may be a laptop having a wireless transceiver that can operate in a ~<sniffeC" or «monitor' mode,
thereby handling transmined frames 314 wilhout requiring
the client device JOS to be associated with the AP 302.
[(052) In accordance with one embodiment, the client
device 308 receives aad captures the frame(s) 314. Theclicnt
devicc 308 may analyze the frame 314, such as with an
analyzer program executed by its processor. Alternatively, the
server 110 may execute the analyzer program. The analyzer
program may parse different portions of the frame 314 and
perform error checking on the frame 314. As part of the
analysis. it is detennined which device (e.g., AP 302 or client
device 306) trnnsmitted the frame 314, as well as the data rate
al which the transminer sent the frame 314. The data rate may
be identified by data in the frame 314 itself or may be otherwise identifiable. For cxample, the dam rate is the rate of
transmission from theAP 30210 the client device 306 or from
the client device 306 to the AP 302. Alternatively, if the client
device 308 is associated with the AP 302 and is communicating with the AP 302 (as opposed to merely sniffing packets),
then thedata rate may be the rate transmi((~-d from theAP 302
to the client device 308 or from thecJient device 308 to theAP

302.
10053] Using this informalion, the client device 308 or the
server 110 may estimate thc distance ofthe client device 308
relative to the AP 3Q2 and/or the client device 306. Por

instance, the data rale may be used as an estimate of channel
quality to indicate the physical separation between dient
device 308 and the AP 302 or between the client device 308
and the client device 306.1n one example, a look-up table may
be used to estimate the distance. An exemplary look-up table
is provided below.

(Ute

Distance

5 Mbps
IOMbps
54Mbps:

250wders
125melers
)Omete1'S,

(00541 As shown in this example, the higher the data I'dte,
the shorter the distance. However, the distance may be
adjusted by various parameters as will be dis.cussed below.
Thedistances in the look-up table maybe Elpproximated using
a worst-case estimate based on various channel parameters
such as propagation characteristics, transmit powcr, antcnna
gain. receiver sensitivity and other radio cbaracteristics for
both the transmitter aod receiver, as well as terrain typc, ctc.
(0055] ln accordance with another aspect, so long as the
client device 308 is able to capture and propeely decode a
packet containing a transmitted fr-dme, then it is determined
that the distance between the client device 308 and the trnnsmitting entity (e.g_, AP 302 or client device 306) must fall
within the worst-case estimate. lfthe client device 308 is not
associated with the AP 302, then some platfonns may not
provide or process certain frdIllCS. In the cas.e where clienl
device 308 is associated with theAP 3021 then more information about the AP 302 may be available which can be used to
improve the accuracy of the AP's location. For instance, in
.addition to the fi-droes that cHent devicc 308 observes between
the AP 302 aod the client device 306, client dcvice 308 also
has frames tronsmined to itself by the AP 302. These fmmes
also have data rate infbnnalion associated with them~ SO this
is another opportunity to obtain an estimate of the distance
between the AP 302 and the client device 308.
[00561 Thus, in 0'"' alternative the fmme(s) observed
betweenAP 302 and client device 306 provide a first estimale
or multiple estimates which can be used to determine a first
approximate distance 312, while the framc(s) received by the
cHent device 308 from AP 302 provide a first estimate or
multiple estimates which can be used to detennine a second
approximate distance 312. In this case, weights or rankings
may be applied to the first and second approximate distances
to arrive at a resultant distance 312. Of course~ it should be
understood that there may be other client dl."Vices within the
area 304 in communication with the A..P 3Q2. In that situation,
there may be even more approximate distances 312 calculated/weighted to arrive at an even more accurate resultant
distance 312.
(0057J If the packet caMot be decoded or is decoded with
uncorrectable errors) then the distancc approximation may
nul be perfonned. Alternativety, if the packet cannut be
decoded properly, it may be inferred that the distance 312
belween AP 302 and client device 308 is greater than the
distance 310 between the AP 302 and Ihe clieol device 306.
(00581 The above look-up table may be supplemented or
otherwise parameterized based upon additional factors
besides distance, For instance, the k'lble can be parameterized
based upon the transmit power values of the transminer. Or jf
the transmit power values are uuknown, a certain distribution
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of common transmit power values can be used as an approximation. The table can also be parameterized based upon the
environment where the packet/frame was captured. For
example, in a dense urban eoviroll1Ilent, ODe may expect a
high multipath coefficient. On the other hand, in a rurdl environment, one may expect the propagation pattern to be very
symmetric, leading to larger distances for the same data rate.
The table could also be parameterized based upon the receiver's radio characteristics, such as the sensitivity, antenna gain
and any diversity metrics (e.g., multiple antennas) which may
be applicable.
100591 Calibration or otherwise updating of the look-up
table may be done based on lhe power, radio sensitivity andlor
vendor irrlormation of the various devices. For instance, different radios may have very different RF characteristics.
Some Ai's are operable to transntit at higher power than
others. Thus. at the same data rate. a higher power AP may be
located farther away than a lower power AP.
10060) Similarly, it may be beneficial to evaluate the sensitivity of the re<:eiver of the client device 308. By way of
e.ample, a dedicated soilIer/scanner may have a much higher
gain antennalreceive chain than the radio receiver on a laptop,
which in tum may have a higher gain than the radio on a
cellular phone.
10061 I Vendor and model information for a given device
and its radio/receiver may be determined based upon the
device's MAC address (e.g., using the object identifier
("OlD"» and fnunes transmitted hy the device. This in turn
may be used tu evaluate the power and sensitivity of the
ntdio/receiver.
(00621 Once the packet containing a rrdrne is properly
decoded, the frame may be examined to dctennine whether it
w"" sent by theAP 302 or the client device 306 (or some other
entity). This informatioD may provide additional insight into
the specifications of the particular AP 302 or client device
306. For instance, if the frame information identifies the AP
302 as being of a specific type, then that may indicate the
power level(s) at which theAP 302 operates.
100631 If the decoded lhune was sent by the AP 302, then
the distance determined using the look-up table gives an
accwate upper bound 00 the st.--pacatioo between the client
device 308 and the AP 302. This is coupled with the location
of the dient device 308 provided by its self-geolocatic}fi.
Thus, starting with the client device 308 at a center point of a
circle similar to the coverage area 304. the AP 302 can he
detennined to be within a rndjus of the circle, where the radius
is the distance identified by the look-up table.
100641 If the decoded frame was sent hy the client device
306) then the distance determined using the look-up table
identifies the maximum separation between the client device
306 and the client device 308. Similarly, the distance deterntined using the data rate (and possibly other information) in
the look-up table also provides the maximum separation
between the client device 306 and the AP 302. Using the
geometrical principal known as the Triangle Inequality, the
maximum separation between the AP 302 and the client
device 308 is no more man twiee the distance determined
using the look-up table.
10065] As discussed above, because the client device 308
has a GPS receiver or can otherwise detennine its position
using geolocation, the location of client device 308 is known.
Thus, in accordance with another aspect of the invention, the
location of the AP 302 is detennined by triangulating using

the distance between the client devices 306 and 308 and the
distance between the AP 302 and the client device 308.
100661 This process may be repeated by analyzing multiple
packets sent between theAP302 and the client device 306 (or
other dient devices falling within the coverage area 304.
Multiple estimates of the location oftheAP 302 may be made
by the dient device 308 and/or other client devices having
geolocation capabilities.
[0067J Alternatively, an estimate of the location of the AP
302 may be performed using a centroid (mean location) of
multiple points associaled with the AP 302. These points may
correspond to locations obtained by the same or different
client devices 308 using the AP 302 at the same or different
times. A coverage r.,ldius ofthe AP 302 may also beestimated
so that most or all the points in a collection are covered.
10068J Once a given packet/frame has been captured and
decoded by the client device 308, then the location estimation
process for theAP 302 may be done by the client device 308,
the AP 302 or other entity such as server 110 of FIG. 1. By
way of example only, the look-up table may be stored in
database 112. Tbis database lll<1y be accessible only to the
server 110, to some orall of the APs 102, and/or to some or all
of the client devices 104. Alternatively, the database 112 may
be a distributed database spread among various nodes of the
wireless network, including some of lhe APs 102 and/or the
server 110.
100691 Returning to FIG. 3, once the locationoftheAP 302
bas been estimated, then that information may be used to
provide location~based services to the client device 306. ror
instance. this may be done relying solely on the location of the
AP 302, and that location estimate is used when offering
location~enabled features to the user of the client device 306.
Alternatively, the location of the cllent device 306 itself may
be detcnnincd using the processes discusscd above with
regard to the AP 302. Here, for example, once the AP 302
location has been estimated, the Triangle Inequality or other
geoJocation techni'lue (e.g., time difference of arrival
("TOOA"), angle of arrival ("AOA"), etc.) may be used to
estimate the location of the client device 306. As above,
repeated measurements may be used to determine the loca~
ljoo beforeQr during offering location-enabled services to the

user of the client device 306
10070J In accordance with other aspeclS of the presenl
invention., the confidence of the location of an AP may be
estimated The coniidence detennination may include an
evaluation as to whether the transmitting entity is in fact an
AP. And the confidence determination may evaluation the
reJativeaceuracy oftbe physical location for that transmitting
entity.
(0071] In one evaluation, it is important to determine
whether the device of interest is really an AP. This may be
done by eV"diuating different types of frames sent to (or
received lrom) the device of interest. Depending upon the
protocol of me WLAN, there may be management frames,
control frrunes. data frames, etc. which are sent and received
by devices in the network. In the example of FIG. 3, if the
client device 308 decodes a management frame such as a
beacon frame, then it is detennined that the transmitting
entity is the AP 302. However, if the decoded frame is a
control frame such as a "Request To Send" ("RTS"), "Clear to
Send" ("erS"), "Acknowledgement" ("ACK"), "Power
Save-Poll" ("PS-POLL"), or "Contention Free-End" ("CFEND"), then the tronsmitter mayor may uot be the AP 302.
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10072J Another indicator of whether the device of interest is
theAP 302 is the number of frames it transmits. For example,
a high number of frames such as control fumes sent over a
short period of time (e.g., 100 control fmmes sent in 2 min,
utes) may suggest that the device is an AP. Similarly, a higb
numberofframes received may also suggest that the device is
anAl'
(0073J Data and metrics concerning the device of iatL'!est
may be obtained by various client devices 308 .t the same or
different periods of time. Such information Ollly be stored in
a database such as database 1.12. These various indicators are
analyzed to provide some value of confidence that the device
is an AP. By way of example only, the confidence may be
expressed as a percentage value (e.g., 90"",) that the device of
interest is an AI' An exemplary algorithm may rely on a
number of factolS to obtain confidence levels/values. For
instance, spatial, temporal andlor platform diversity of GI'S
measurements would be relevant. Also, the types of frnmcs
that are used in the measurement, such as data frames, man,
agement frames and/or control frames may affect the confi~
dence. And the source of the measurement may be a relevant
factor, such as if it is a trusted party providing the readings
versus uploading them through an Open API implementation.
10074) In another evaJuatioll, the confidence in the localion
of the AP 302 is determined. Here, the confidence may be
expressed as a percentage, e.g., that it is 90"/0 likely that the
device of interest is within a certain radius/area). FactorS
affecting this analysis include spatial diversity of the different
client devices which interact with the AP. In addition, whether
the client devices are of diJTerent types may he relevant to the
evaluatioD. For instance, the antenna gain and overall robu:'1:~
ness of the receiver may impact the accuracy of the measure~
ments taken. Here, the data taken by a high quality receiver
withmulliplespatially diverseantenoas having high gain may
be given a higher weight in the analysis than data taken from
a receiver with a s..ingle, Jow gain antenna.
10075( FUl1hermore, the accurdCY of the GI'S or other
gcotocatioo measurements may affect the accuracy calcula ..
lioo. Here, for instance, a differential GI'S receiver may be
determine !heclicnl device 308's position to within a meter or
less, while a non-<lifTerential GPS receiver may determine the
poSition to within 5~25 (Deters or more. In addition, while the
accuracy ofaGPS measurementoutdoolS with a dear view of
the sky may be close to optimum, performance degradations
may occur in urban canyon environments where fewer satellites are "visible and especially when the GPS receiver is
located indoo,",. In the lauer case, the GI'S receiver may be
unable 10 fix • location at all. Also the "fre.<hness" ofthe data
collected may be relevant to the confidence determination.
Here, more recent data may be given a higher weight in the
analy,is tban older data. As above, an exemplary algorithm
may reJy ona number ofadditional factors to obtaiuaccuracy.
For instance, spatial, temporal and/or platform diversity of
GPS measurements would be relevant. Also, the types of
frames that are used in the measurement, such as data frames,
management frames andIor control frames may alfcct the
confidence. And the source of the measurement may be a
relevant factor, such as if it is a trusted party providing the
readings versus uploading them through an Open API imple,
H

mentation.
10076J In accordance with another aspect of the present
inveotion. pmcesses to determine the accuracy of AP loca{jons are provlocd, In one embodiment, the measurements
taken by various client devices determine a cooiidence that a

given.A.P is within a certain area. One Or more data points
represented the expected position of the given A.P may be
calculated based upon the various factors discussed herein. A
"conJidcnce code" may be applied to each data point.
(0077) The confidence code may be calculatod using a
weightod function. The weights used by the weightod function may be ob~"ined ba,ed on information of the collected
data such as size of !.he collection (e.g., the cardinality or
olunber of points in the collection), platform information of
the client devices1 temporal andlor spatial diversity of the
points corresponding to the cHent devices, etc. One or more
estimates ortbe location of the AP may be adjusted based on
the calculated confidence code. A Monte Carlo-type analysis
may also be performed.
(00781 In order to provide more accurate estimation of AP
locations and coverage regions, several factors can be taken
into account to anDJyze the accuracy ofsucb estimations. The
factors may include the number of points, platform infonnation of corresponding client devices, tempoml diversity ofthe
points, spatial diversity of the points. etc. For example, the
estimated locntion Jora giveoAP wilt be marc accurate when
using more points for the estimation.
(0079) More variety of platforms of client devices indicates
more us.ers for !.he AP, and Olay increase the accuracy of the
estimation. With regard to temporal divcrsity~pointssparming
multiple distinct times may contribute to a more accurate
estimation than points spanning fewer distinct times. Also r
with regard to spatial diversity) more accurate estimation can
be achieved by using points spread in a larger space than
points. clustered in a smaller area. A weight function can be
used to calculate a confidence code based on the above inforM
mation. Accordjngly~ the estimated location and coverage
can be adjusted based on the confi~
radius for the given
deuce code.
10080] In one example, the confidcnce code represents the
likelihood that aparticulardatapoint is valid or an outlier. For
instance, this may be expressed as a percentage (e.g., 90%
likely that the data point is valid), as a ranking (e.8., a 4 an a
scale of I -5, with I being the lowest confidence and 5 being
the highest confidence), or some other ,elative indicator. The
confidence code may then be used to discard outliers. Once
Ulis is done, the system may compute a "best circle'~ representing the likely position oftbe AP of intcn.'St.
(0081] In an al !emative, multiple circle. may he provided
as shown in the confidence and positioning diagrnm 400 of
fIG. 4. In this example, AP 402 may he placed in the center of
multipleconeentric circles 404, 406, 408 and410. Each circle
may be associated with both an area and a confidence value.
For instaace~ the innermost circle 404 may indicate that there
is a 50% likelillOod that .he AP 402 is within 10 meters of the
epicenter of that circle. The next smallest cirde 406 may be
used to indicate that there is a 67% likelihood of the AP 402
being within 25 meters of the epicenter of that cicek The next
circle 408 mav be used to iodicate that there is a 75% likelihood of the
402 being within 50 meters of the epicenter of
that circle. And the outermost circle 410 may he used to
indicate that there is" 90% chance a fthe AI' 402 being within
125 meters of the epiceuter of that circle. In oue example, an
0(n2) algorithm may be used to detect outliers. This may be
done as follow,. First, thc centroid of a givcn number of
points may be computed, Then for each poiut~ its distance to
the centroid may be computed, If the distance for a given
point exceeds a threshold, then tIle pOint may be markt..-'CI or
otherwise identified as an outlier. Tbeprocess may be refined
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by removing some/all out Hers and repeating the above. 1bis
may be repeated until there are no more outliers or tile algo~
rilhm converges.
10082J As discussed herein, the location of a given AP may
be based on a Dumber of measurements taken by one or more
client devices. The raw data collected by a client device may
be processed locally or sent toa central repository (e.g., server
110 of FIG, 1) for processing, Regardless of which device

pf..Tfonns the calculatioos) each distance andIor each location
estimate may be stored in a database, for instance as part of a
location table. The location table may store, for one or more
APs, a unique identifierforthe AP (such as a MAC address, IP
address or SSID), a location estimate (e,g" latitude and longitudc coordinates andlor height), a time the location e'Slimate
was obtaincdlcalculatoo 1 a coverage radius for the Ap:. a con~
tidence for the localion estimate (e,g" 90"10 likely to be within
50 meten; of the specific position), equipment type (e.g.,
transceiver make/model) and/or RSSI information. If multiple location measurements are made) some or all of them
may he stored in the location table. Calculated locations and
associated estimates such as discussed above with regard to
FIG. 4 may also be stored in the location table.
100831 The server 110 may provide AP location informa-

tion from the location table to users upon request. In addition,
when a location is needed for a given client device, the server
110 may obtain relevant data for one or more APs from the
location table and either proVide them to the client device or
perform location calculations for the client device~s posiLion.
10084] By way of example. a client device without geolo-

cation capabilities may perform a scanning or sniffing operd~
tion to obtain a list ofallAPs that can be observed by theclienl
device. This list may then be evaluated against a database of
APs such as the aforementioned location table to determine
the specific or estimated locations of the observed APs. Given
the (likely) AP locations, a location of the client device may
be estimated as set forth above.
10085] In accordance with other aspects of the present
invention, tile cHeat devices may be stationary or may be
moving. In either situation, the data rate between a given
client device and a serving AP may change, This may be due
to a number of faclOlS such as mullipath interference, error
rates~ etc. For example, a client device may use a ma:x.imum
data rate (e.g., 54 Mbps) al ftrslto communicate with an AP,
If there is no ACK control frame "",eived from the AP, then
the client device may drop or back off its data rate to 24 Mphs
or less until it receives the ACK. Thus~ in one examplcl
changes in the data rate between a given client device and the
AP may be used to refine the distance estimate. As different
measurements may occur at different data rates, there may be
multipJe distance estimates and/or location estimates for a
given AP. Statistical processing may be used to arrive at an
average distance or most likely location estimate for a given
confidence level. In the case where the client de"V;ce includcs
a GPS receiver, if that device captures mUltiple frames relat~
ins to an AP, then it may al"" obtain multiple GPS measurements and usc the data rate as a bounding factor. Such measurements ofGPSsignalsandfor frames may be aggregated in

LI locaHzation process to obtain a more aCCUJ'()te estimate for
the AP's location.
10086J It is also possib Ie to usc the frame size and checksum
of the frame/packet to estimate distance and accuracy. For
instance, the larger the frame size, tbe more likely it is that the
frame may become corruptcd during transmission. ~Ibus, if
the client device rcceivl.>d/snifrs a large frame (e.g., 500 bytes)

from an AP. then it is likely thar the A..P is closer than an
average distance for the data rate that packet/frame is being
transmitted at. Converoely, if the frame is very small (e.g" 10
bytes or less), then the distance may be farther than the
average dj~tanc~, Th~ averuge distance may be compult.-d or
otherwise delemtined as part ofthedevelopment of the lookup table. For instance, <l mean value or median value calcu~
lation may be performed on multiple data points to arrive at
the average distance. Furthermore. the look-up table may be
constructed using an analytical model for bit error rate and
use that infonnation to detcrminehow faraway a device could
be so that a packet could be received at a certain data rate. Or,
in addition or alternatively. the look~up table could be con~
structed using ex.perimental data.
10087] In a further alternalive, the WLAN of intefCSt may
permit multipleAPs to share a single frequency channel, such
as 1n 1] spread-spectrum based architecture, However, depending on the implementation, the various APs andlor client
devices using a particular frequency channel may need to
adjust their data rates andlor power levels in order to share the
channel while maintaining an acceptable noise or error rate.
In this scenario, if there are multiple APs using the same
channel and the data rate is relatively low (e.g,. at I Mbps
instead of 54 Mbps), then the distance estimation for 1] given
transmitter may be increased. The amount of increase may be
related to the number of APs in the same channcL By way of
example on1y~ the distance estimation may be increased by a
certain percentage such as on the oruer of 5~2(1'/().
(OO88J FIG. 5 illustrates an allernative scenario 500
wherein there is a single AP 502 and a first client device 504
associated with the AP 502 at a first distance 506 from the AP
502. The first client device 504 is stationary. III contrast, a
second client device 508 moves from a first location at time 1'l
to a second location at time T 2' At time T t tile distance
between the client device 508 and the AP 502 is shown by line
510, while at time T 1 the distance between the client device
508 and the AP 502 is shown by line 512,
10089J In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the system may compare the received signal
strength iodication ("RSSf') and data rate al time T I with the
RSSI and data rate at time T,. The peckel decoding success
ratcs at times T 1 and T 2: may be compared and cvalualoo with
the RSSI and data rates to further improve the distance estimation. While only two time points are shown, any number of
pOints may be empJoyed. Thus, tbe client device 508 may be
placed in a vehicle and data may be obtained continuously or
at predetermined time increments. Furthennore, the rate of
speed of the client device 508 may be factored into the analysis as welL
(0090J In a further examplc, the clicnt device scauniog or
sniffing trnnsmitted fro.imes may incJude a receiver with mu)tiple antennas and/or multiple receive chains, Such an;hitectun,"$ may be used to provide spatial and/or temporal divcrsity
and give a "stereo" effect which can improve the accuracy of
the triangulation calculations, For insrnnce) in one embodimeut tv.'o separate receivers are located on either side of a
vehicle. Both receivers may be elt..-ctrically connected a single
processing device (e,g., a laptop), aud both may scan for data
packets simultaneously, As with the moving examplc discussed with respect to FIG, 5, Ihe difference in RSSI and
packet decoding success rate for each receiver may improve
the distance estimation, Of course, more than two receivers.
andJor antennas may be employed,
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[0091] FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate general architectures of
wireless devices for use in accordance with the prescnt im'en~
tion. Specifically, FlO. 6A provides an exemplary OPS-enabled device 600 while FIG. 6Bprovidcs an exemplary device
602 which is not GPS enabled. As shown in flGS. 6Aand 6B,

each device 600 and 602 may include a LIansceiver 604 which
is operable to send and receive data packets over a Wi-Fi® or
other type ofWLAN using an antcnna 606. Although a single
antenna 606 is shown, multiple antennas (andlor multiple

receive chains) may be used for diversity purposes as
explained herein.
[0092] Each device may also include a microprocessor or
controller 608 and memory 610 for storing instroctions and!
ardata. A user interface 612 may be provided along with one
or more applications 614. The applications 614 may be stored
in an application memory (not shown) or may be stored in
memory 610. The key differences as shown berween the
devices 600 and 602 are the GPS receiver 616 and associated
antenna 618 of the device 600. 'lhe GPS receiver 616 may be
implemented in h..1rmvare, software or some combination.
The GPS receiver 616 is used to identify a location of the
device 600. Refening back to the earlier example of F1G. 3,
the client device 308 may be a GPSwenable device such as
device 600, while Lhe clieot device 306 andlortheA.P302 may
be configured without a GPS receiver such as device 602.
[0093) Although the invention herein bas been described
with reference to particular embodiments, it is to be understood that these embodiments are merely iUustrativc 0 f the
principles and applications of the present invention. It is
therefore to be understood that numerous modifications may
be made to the illustrative embodiments and that other
arrangements may be devised without departing from the
spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by lhe
appended claims. Furthermore, while particular processes are
shown in a specific order in the appended drawings, such
processes arc not limited to any particular order unless such
order is expressly set forth herein.

1. A computer-implemented method ofestimating the location of a wireless device, the method comprising:
obtaining a pac""t of data traru;mitted from a first wirek'S.
device to a second wireless device;
determining whether one of the fIrst and second wireless
devices is a wireless access point;
determining the data rate of the tJansmined data packet;
ifoneofrhe first and second wireless devices is the wireless
access point, then evaluating lhe detennined data rate
against a predetermined criterion;. and
assigning an estimated location to the wireless access point
based upon the evaluation.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the predetennined cri~
terion is stored in a look-up tabJe and the evaluation includes
identifying a distance in the look-up table associated with the
determined data rate.
3. The method of claim I, wherein:
the transmitted data packet is obtained by a client device;
aod
the method further includes identifying a distance associated with the data rate. wherein the distance- is used as a
separation between the first wireless device and the client device.

4. The meLhod of claim 3. wherein the client device is at a
known location and the met'bod further comprises:
assigning Ddistance between the wireless access point and
the client device to be the same as the distance between
the first wireles1' device and the client device; and
triangulating a position of the wireless access device using
the known location of the client device, the distance
between IDe first wireless device and the client device
and the distance between the wireless access point and
the client device to obtain the estimated location.
5, The method of cJaim 4, wherein the client device uses a
GPS receiver to obtain the known location.
6. The me!.hod of claim 1, wherein _the predetermined criterion includes a worst-case distance estimate based upon at
least one parameter.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the at least one parameter includes one or more of a channel propagation characteristic, a transmitter characteristic and a receiver characteristic.
8. Thc mcthnd of claim 1, further comprising revising the
estimated location of the wireless access poiDt based upon
multiple data packets sent or received by the wireless access
point.
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
deleIDlining a position of the client device bClsed upon the
estimated location of the wireless access point; and
providing a location~based service to the client device
based on the determined position.
10. A computer-implemented method of estimating con.fi~
dence in a status ofD wireless device,the method comprising:
ohtaining one or more packets of data transmined from a
first wireless device- to a second wireless device;
evaluating the one or more transmitted data packets to
identlJY a frame type for each respective data packet;
identirying the first wirelcss device or the second wireless
device as a wireless access point based upon the identified frame type for at least one of lhe data packets; and
assigning a confidence value to the identification of the
wireless access point.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein:
if the frame type of at least one of the respective da.a
packets is a management frame, then identifying the first
wireless device as a wireJess access point; and
setting the confidence value for the identification of the
wirelt.'Ss access point to a maximum confidence value.
12. '!he method of claim 11, wherein;
if the frame type of at least one of the respective data
packets is not the management frame, then evaluating
whether the frame type of any of the respective data
packets is a control frame;
if the fmme type of at least one of the respective data
packets is the control frame, then identifYing the Hrst
wireless device as the wireless access point; and
setting !.he confidence value for the identification of the
wireless access point to a value between the maximum
confidence value and a rninimlUD confidence value.
13. The method of claim ]0, wherein identifying the first
wireless device or the second wireless device as the wireless
access poinl further includes analyzing a numher of frames
transmitted or received by each device.
14. A computer-implementcd method of cstimating confidence in a location of a wireless device, the method comprising:
obtaining one or more packets of data transmitted from a
first wireless device to a second wireless device;
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determining that the first or second wireless device is a
wireless access point based upon the transmitted pack~
ets;
detennining an estimil.ted location of the wireless access
point; and
assigning a confidence value to the estimated location.
15. The mt.'thod ufclaim 14, wherein the confidence value
represents a percentage likelihood that the wireless access
point is contained within a specified area of interest.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the estimated location
is based on multiple data points.
17. '[be method of claim 16, wherein. a confidence code is
applied to each data point.
18. The method of claim 17, wherein the confidence code
for each data point is calculated using a weighted function.
19. The method of claim 17, wherein the confidence code
for each dala point represents a likelihood that that data point

is valid or an ourlier.
20. An appararns including a processor operable to <'SIimate the location of a wireless device, the processor exccut
ing a process to:
oblain a packet of data transmined from a first wireless
dt."Vice to a second wireless device-;
determine whether one of the first and second wireless
devices is a wireless access point;
determine the data rate of the transmitted data packet;
w

if one of the first and second wireless devices is the wireless
access point, then evaluate the determined data rate
against a predetermined criterion; and
assign an estimated location to the wireless access point
based upon the evaluation.
21. A computer-readable recording medium recorded with
a computer program jor lise by a processor to perfonn a
process of estimating the location of a wireless device, the

pcoct.."SS comprising:
obtaining a packet of data transmitted from a first wireless
dt.."Vice to a st.."Coud wireless device;
detennining whether one of the first and second wireless
devices is a wireless access point;
determining the data rate ofLhc uansmitted data packet;
ifone oflhe first and second wirelessdeviccs is the wireless
access pointy then evaluating the determined data rate
against a predetermined criterion; and
assigning an estlmatl.:d IocaLionto lhewireless access point
based upon the eva.luation.
22. An appararns including a processor operable to estimate confidence ina Slatus ofa wireless device, the processor
executing a process to:
obtain one or more packets ofdala trdDSmitted from a flrst
wireless device to a second wireless device;
evaluate the one or more transmitted data packets to iden·
tiJY a frame type lor each respective data packet;
identify the first wireless device or the second wireless
device as a wireless access point based upon the idcnti~
tied frame type for at least one of the data packets; and
assign a confidence value to the identification of the wire..

Jess access point.
23. A computer-readable recording medium recorded with
a computer progr..m for use by a processor to perform a
process of estimating confidence in a status of a wireless
device, the process comprising:

obtaining one or Illore packets of dala transmitted from a
first wireless device to a second wireless device;
evaluating the one or more transminoo data packets to
identitY a frame type for each respective dala packet;
identifying the first wireless device or the second wireless
device as a wireless access point based upon the identified frame type for at least one of the data packets; and
assigning a confidence value to the identification of the
wireless access point.
24. An appararns including a processor operable to estimate confidence in a location of a wirei~s device, the processor executing a process to:
oblain oO:e or more packets of dala transmincd from a first
wireless device to a second wireless device;
determine that the first or second wireless device is a wire~
less access point based upon the trnnsmitted PHCkets;
determine an estimated Jocation of the wireless access
point~ and
assign a confidence value to the estimated location.
25, A computer-readable recording medium recorded with
a computer program for usc by a processor to perform a
process of estimating confidence in a location of a wireless
device, the process comprising:
obtaining one or more packets of data transmiued from a
first wireless device to a second wireless device;
determiwng that the first or second wireless device is a
wireless access point based upon the tr•.msmitted pack~
ets;
determining an estirmlted location of the wireless access
point; and
assigning a confidence value to the estimated location.
26, An apparntus tor use in a wireless network, the apparatus comprising:
memory for storing information associated with a plurality
of devices in the wireless netvlork~
means for communicating with one or moreofthe pJurality
of devices in the wireless network.; and
a processor operable to estimate a location of an access
point device in the wireless network based upon data
packet information sent to or received from the access
point device;
wherein the processor is adapted to provide location based
service information to one or more client devices associated with the access point device upon estimation of
thc location.
27. The apparatus of claim 26, wberein the data packet
infonnation for a given data packet inchxJes a data rate of the
given data packet) the infonnation stored in. the memory
includes distance estimates associated with different data
rates, and the processor detennincs the location estimate of
the access point device by comparing the data rate ofthe given
data packet to the different data. rates and distance estimates
stored in the memory.
28. The appararns of claim 26. wherein the processor is
operable to estimate the location of the acct.."Ss point device
using the data packet inJormation lor multiple data packets
sent to or received from the access point device, and wherein
the processor is further operable to rank the data packet information for each of the multiple data packets to obtain approximate distances based upon each such packet
29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the processor estimates the location using a centroid of the approximate distances,
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30. Inc appararus of claim 28, wlkrein the processor is

selected devices, and freshness of iofonnation stored in

furlher operable to assign a confidence in the estimated locaLioll of the access point device.
31. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein the confidence
represents a likelihood that the access point device is within a
given area.
32. The apparatus of claim 30, wben..~ the confidence is
based upon at least one of spatial diversity ofseJcctcd devices
associated with the access point device, receiver characterisLies of the selected devices, tr.,msmilter characteristics of the

memory or lhe dalo packet information sen I to or received
from the access point device

33. The apparatusufclaim 26, wherein the processor comprises a phuality of processing devices in a distributed arcbJtecture and the memory stores the information so that the
ioIonnation is accessible to Olle or more of the plurality of
processing devices.

•
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Field of the Invention
The

[0002]

invention

present

approximating

the

location

of

relates

electronic

generally
devices

such

to
as

wireless access points (nAPs") and client devices.
Description of Related Art
Wireless networks offer a wide variety of services

[0003]

using a

number of

different

architectures.

Client

devices

such as mobile phones, laptops and PDAs" may connect to APs via
cellular/PCS networks as well as wire"less local area networks
("WLANs")

such

as

IEEE

802.11,

Bluetooth"

or

other

Wi-Fi"

networks.
Location-based

[0004]

services

can

leverage

the

physical

location of a client device to provide an enhanced service or
experience for a user.

A location-based service may determine

the location of the user by using one of several technologies
for determining position,
other

information

to

then use the location and possibly

provide

personalized

applications

and

services.
[0005]

their APs

Conventional
(e.g.,

coverage criteria.

cellular/PCS

base stations)

include

may

position

in accordance with specific

The locations of these base stations may

be placed at known locations.
may

networks

GPS-enabled

Client devices in such networks

handsets,

which

determination of the location of the devices.

-1-

enable

accurate
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In contrast,

WLANs

networks

may

include APs

which

are relatively small or portable (e.g., mini base stations or
wireless
needed.

routers),

and which may be placed at

locations as

·The exact locations of APs in this situation may not

be known.

For instance, a corporate wireless network may have

a number of APs distributed across the corporate campus.

So

long as the APs provide adequate coverage, a general knowledge
of

their

location

such

as

which

building

they

are

in

may

suffice.
[0007]

Another type of scenario where the specific location

of the APs may not be known is in a building-wide
airport terminal)
In such cases,

(e.g.,

an

or city-wide mesh or ad-hoc wiFi network.

users may access APs

set up by one or more

service providers.
In such cases, the APs and client devices themselves

[0006]

may not be GPS-enabled.

Or the devices may be located indoors

or in other environments where GPS does not operate.
may

be

difficult

or

impossible

to

offer

Thus, it

location-based

services without some way to determine the positions of the
APs and/or the client devices.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0009]
for

The present invention provides systems and methods

estimating

confidence

and

information,

the

determined,

AP

locations

accuracy

for

locations

as

well

such

of

client

which in turn enables

as

estimating

locations.
devices

the use of

the

Using
may

such

also

be

location-based

seryices.
[0010]

In

invention,
location

a
of

accordance

with

an

computer-implemented
a

devic~

wireless

embodiment
method
is

of

of

the

present

estimating

provided.

The

the

method

comprises obtaining a packet of data transmitted from a first
wireless

device

whether one
wireless

of

access

to
the

a

second

first

point;

and

wireless

device;

second wireless

determining
-2-

the

data

determining
devices
rate

of

is

a

the
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data

packet;

if

one

of

the

first

and

second

wireless devices .is the wireless access point, then evaluating
the

determined data rate

and

against

a

predetermined criterion;

assigning an estimated location to the wireless access

point based upon the evaluation.
.In one alternative,

[0011)

the predetermined criterion is

stored in a database such as in a look-up table.
evaluation
table

includes

associated

example,

identifying

with

the

a

distance

determined

in

data

Here,
the

the

look:up

rate.

In

one

the transmitted data packet is obtained by a client

device and the method further includes identifying a distance
associated with the data rate, wherein the distance is used as
a separation between the first wireless device and the client
device.
then

Here,

the

if the client device is at a

method may

further

comprise

known location,

assigning

a

distance

between the wireless access point and the client device to be
the same as the distance between the first wireless device and
the

client

device;

and

triangulating

a

position

of

the

wireless access device using the known location of the client
device, the distance between the first wireless device and the
client device

and the

distance between

the

wireless

access

point and the client device to obtain the estimated location.
In this example,

the client device may use a GPS receiver to

obtain the known location.
[00121

In another alternative,

includes a

the predetermined criterion

worst-case distance estimate based upon at

one parameter.

In an

example,

the

at

least

least one parameter

includes one or more of a channel propagation characteristic,
a transmitter characteristic and a receiver characteristic.
[00131

comprises

In

yet

revising

another
the

alternative,

estimated

the

location

method
of

the

further
wireless

access point based upon multiple data packets sent or received
by the wireless access point.

-3-
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In another alternative, the method further comprises

determining a

position of

the

client

device

based upon the

estimated location of the wireless access point and providing
a

location-based

service

to the

client device

based on the

determined position.
[0015)

In accordance with another embodiment of the present

invention,

a

computer-implemented

method

of

estimating

confidence in a status of a wireless device is provided.
method

comprises

obtaining

one

or

more

packets

The

of

data

transmitted from a first wireless device to a second wireless
device; evaluating the one or more transmitted data packets to
identify

a

frame

type

for

each

respective

data

packet;

identifying the first wireless device or the second wireless
device as a

wireless access point based upon the identified

frame type for at least one of the data packets; and assigning
a

confidence

value

to

the

identification

of

the

wireless

access point.
[0016]

In one alternative,

if the frame

type of at least

one of the respective data packets is a management frame, then
identifying
point.

the

first

wireless

device

as

a

wireless access

In this case the method sets the confidence value for

the identification of the wireless access point to a maximum
confidence value.
one

of

frame,

the

Optionally,

respective

data

if the frame type of at least
packets

is

not

the

management

then the method evaluates whether the frame type of any

of the respective data packets is a control frame.

Here,

if

the frame type of at least one of the respective data packets
is

the

wireless

control
device

frame,
as

then

the

the method identifies

wireless

access

point

the

and

first

sets

the

confidence value for the identification of the wireless access
point to a value between the maximum confidence value and a
minimum confidence value.
[0017]

In

another

alternative,

identifying

the

first

wireless device or the second wireless device as the wireless

-4-
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point

further

includes

analyzing

a

number of

frames

transmitted or received by each device
In accordance with another embodiment of the present

[0018]

invention,

a

confidence
Here,
data

computer-implemented

in a

location of a

method

wireless

of

device

estimating
is provided.

the method comprises obtaining one or more packets of
transmitted

from

a

first

wireless

device

to

a

second

wireless device; determining that the first or. second wireless
device is a wireless access point based upon the transmitted
packets;
access

determining
point;

and

an

estimated

assigning

location

a

of

confidence

the
value

wireless
to

the

estimated location.
In one alternative,

[0019]

a

percentage

likelihood

contained within a
alternative,
points.

another

wireless

specified area of

In this case,

point

the

access

interest.

point

is

In another

the estimated location is based on multiple data

each data point.
data

the confidence value represents

that

confidence code may be applied to

In one example, the confidence code for each

is

calculated

example,

represents a

a

the

using

confidence

a

weighted

code

for

function.

each

data

In
point

likelihood that that data point is valid or an

outlier.
In yet 'another embodiment of the present invention,

[0020]

an apparatus for use

in a wireless network comprises memory

for storing information associated with a plurality of devices
in the wireless network,

means for communicating with one or

more of the plurality of devices in the wireless network and a
processor.

The processor is operable to estimate a location

of an access point device in the wireless network based upon
data packet information sent to or received from the access
point device.

The processor is

based

information

service

to

adapted to provide location

one

or

more

client

devices

associated with the access point device upon estimation of the
location.

-5-
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given data

packet.

packet

Here,

the data packet information for

includes

a

data

rate

of

the

given data

the information stored in the memory includes

distance estimates associated with different data rates.

The

processor determines the location estimate of the access point
device by comparing the data rate of the given data packet to
the different data rates and distance estimates stored in the
~memory

.
In another alternative,

[0022]

estimate

the

data packet
received

location

of

the

the processor is operable to

access

point

device

using

the

information for multiple data packets sent to or

from

the

access

point

device.

The

processor

is

further operable to rank the data packet information for each
of

the multiple data packets

to obtain approximate distances

based upon each such packet.
estimates

the

distances.
operable
the

access

point
that

using

another

to assign a

likelihood
area.

location
In

Optionally,

the

The

access

confidence

point

device

selected devices

of

the

approximate
is

further

is

may

represent

within

a

a

given

associated with the

receiver characteristics of the selected

transmitter characteristics of

freshness

of

processor

the confidence is based upon at least one

access point device,
and

centroid

the processor

confidence in the estimated location of

of spatial diversity of
devices,

a

example,

device.
the

In one example,

information

packet information sent

stored

in

the selected devices,
memory

or

the

data

to or received from the access point

device.
[0023]

a

In yet another alternative,

plurality

of

processing

the processor comprises

devices

in

a

distributed

architecture and the memory stores the information so that the
information is accessible

to one or more of the plurality of

processing devices.
[0024]

be

Each of the aforementioned methods and processes may

performed by

a

processor

such as

-6-

a

CPU,

microprocessor,
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ASIC or other computing device.
processes

may

medium (e.g.,

be

stored

on

Furthermore, such methods and
a

computer-readable

CD-ROM, DVD, Blue Ray disc,

recording

flash memory or the

like) for execution by a processor.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary wireless network in

[0025]

accordance with aspects of the present invention.
FIG. 2 illustrates aspects of a wireless network in

[0026]

accordance with aspects of the present invention.
FIG.

[0027]

3

illustrates

an

exemplary

configuration

for

estimating device location in accordance with aspects of the
present invention.
FIG.

[0028]

4

illustrates

an

exemplary

confidence

and

positioning diagram in accordance with aspects of the present
invention.
FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary dynamic scenario for

[0029]

location estimation.
FIGS. 6A-B illustrate exemplary wireless devices for

[0030]

use with aspects of the present invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The aspects,

[0031]

features and advantages of the present

invention will be appreciated when considered with reference
to

the

following

description

accompanying figures.
drawings

may

Furthermore,
present

identify
the

the

following

invention;

of

preferred

embodiments

and

The same reference numbers in different

rather,

same

or

description
the

scope

similar
does

of

not

the

elements.
limit

the

invention

is

defined by the appended claims and equivalents.
FIG: 1 provides an exemplary WLAN 100 which may have

[0032]

a number of APs 102 (e.g., 102A, 102B and 102C) as well as one
or more

client devices

shown.

The APs 102 may

from

various

capabilities.

104

(e.g.,

104A,

104B and

104C)

include devices of different

manufacturers

and

may

have

as

types

different

Some APs 102 may be wireless routers that can
-7-
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support dozens of client devices or more,
act as signal repeaters.
of

different

instance,

types

while some APs may

The client devices 104 may also be

and

have

different

capabilities.

as shown client device 104A may be a PDA,

For

104B may

be a laptop/notebook computer, and 104C may be a mobile phone.
The WLAN 100 may also include a server 110 that is

[0033)

in wired or wireless communication with some or all of the APs
102.

A database 112 may be associated with the server 110.

The database 112 may be used to store data related to the APs
For instance,

102 and/or the client devices 104.

the database

112 may maintain location-related records for the APs 102.
Each AP 102,

[0034]

110

may

contain

at

least

components

typically.

illustrates

an

single

client

components.

one

device

processor,
in

present

alternative

As shown,

memory 204.

each client device 104 and the server
a

view 200

104

and

memory

and

computer.
of

server

a

single

110

other

FIG.
AP

2

102,

identifying

a

such

the AP 102 includes a processor 202 and

Components such as a

transceiver,

power supply

and the like are not shown in any of the devices of FIG. 2.
Memory

[0035]

204

stores

information

accessible

by

the

processor 202, including instructions 206 that may be executed
by

the

processor

202

and

data

208

that

manipulated or stored by the processor.
any

type

capable

processor,
memories,

such

of
as

storing
a

information

hard-drive,

may

be

retrieved,

The memory may be of

ROM,

accessible
RAM,

write-capable or read-only memories.

by

CD-ROM,

the

flash

The processor

202 may comprise any number of well known processors, such as
processors

from

processor

may

Intel
be

a

Corporation.
dedicated

Alternatively,

controller

for

the

executing

operations, such as an ASIC.
The

[0036]

instructions

206

may

comprise

any

set

of

instructions to be executed directly (such as machine code) or
indirectly
regard,

the

(such
terms

as

scripts)

"instructions,

-8-

by
II

the

processor.

"steps"

In

that

and "programs" may
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be

used

interchangeably

The

herein.

instructions

stored in any computer language or format,
code or modules of source code.
routines of

instructions

in

The functions,

accordance

may

be

such as in object
with

methods and
the

present

invention are explained in more detail below.
[0037]

Data

processor 202

208

may

be

retrieved,

stored or modified

in accordance with the

data may be stored as

a

instructions

collection of

206.

by
The

For instance,

data.

al though the invention is not limited by any particular data
structure,

the data may be stored in computer registers,

in a

relational database as a table having a plurality of different
fields and records.
[0038]

The

readable
ASCII

format

or

Code) .

data

sufficient

to

text,

locations)

or

the

identify
in

but

(Extended

Moreover,

stored

also

such as,

EBCDIC

descriptive
data

may

be

formatted

not

limited to,

Binary-Coded

data
the

may

relevant

memories

information

which

any

any

Interchange
information

information,
pointers,

(including
is

used

computer

binary values,

Decimal

include

proprietary codes,
other

in

such

as

references

to

other

by

a

network

function

to

calculate the relevant data.
[0039]

Although

the

processor

functionally illustrated in FIG.

202

and

memory

204

are

2 as being within the same

block, it will be understood that the processor and memory may
actually comprise multiple processors and memories that mayor
may

not

location.

be

stored

within

For example,

the

same

some or all

of

physical
the

housing

or

instructions and

data may be stored on a removable CD-ROM and others within a
read-only computer chip.

Some or all of the instructions and

data may be stored in a location physically remote from,

yet

still

the

accessible

by,

the

processor

202.

Similarly,

processor 202 may actually comprise a collection of processors
which

mayor

may

not

operate

-9-

in

parallel.

Data

may

be
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distributed and stored across multiple memories

204

such as

hard drives or the like.
In one aspect,

[0040]

AP 102 communicates with one or more

client devices 104 and the server 110 via wireless network 210
(e.g.,

a Wi-Fi®-type network such as an 802.11g network or a

Bluetooth®-type

network).

Each

client

device

104

and

the

server 110 may be configured similarly to the AP 102 with a
processor 202, memory 204 and instructions 206, as well as one
or more user input devices 212 and a user output device, such
as display 214.

Each client device 104 and the server 110 may

be a general purpose computer,
having

all

the

components

intended for use by a person,

normally

found

in

a

personal

computer such as a central processing unit (" CPU"),
CD-ROM

or

DVD

drive,

hard-drive,

mouse,

display,

keyboard,

touch-

sensitive screen, speakers, microphone, wireless modem and all
of the components used for connecting these elements to one
another.
[0041]

Each

device

receive

data

segment

(channel)

band) .

on

(packets)

For

the

network

according

to

100
a

may

known

transmit
protocol

of allotted portion the spectrum

instance,

the

IEEE

802.11

series

of

and
in

a

(frequency
protocols

specifies the format of various types of packets which may be
transmitted in preset

channels of the spectrum,

such as

the

ISM band located in the 2.4 GHz frequency range or the public
safety band located in the 4.9 GHz frequency range.
[0042]

Depending upon their configuration, each AP may have

a coverage area 106 such as coverage areas 106A, 106B and 106C
as shown in FIG. 1.

In many instances the coverage areas 106

of

may overlap,

adjacent

APs

region 108.
106

in

102

such

as

shown

by overlap

It should be understood that the coverage areas

real-world

implementations

may

be

affected

due

to

transmit power requirements, signal attenuation, multipath and
other factors.

-10-
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As

discussed

above,

it

is

desirable

location-based services to client devices.
devices

may

determine

include

and/or

a

GPS

client devices may not
Thus,

receiver

communicate
have

the

or

to

provide

While some client
some

other

device's

tool

location,

to

many

such equipment or capabilities.

in accordance with one aspect of the present invention,

the location of a given client device may be determined based
upon the location(s)

of one or· more APs,

either alone or in

conjunction with other network-related information.
In such a

[0044]

scenario,

one important issue is that in

many instances the specific location of an AP 102 may not be
known.

Therefore,

present

in accordance with another aspect of

invention,

systems

and

methods

are

the

provided

to

estimate an AP's location using data rate information between
the AP and one or more client devices.
exemplary

configuration

coverage area 304.

300

with

A first

a

FIG. 3 illustrates an

single

AP

client device

302

having

306 and a

a

second

client device 308 are located within the coverage area 304.
In the present example,

[0045]

"associated"

with

the

AP

the client device 306 may be

302,

transmitting

packets

receiving packets from the AP 302.

Here,

306

otherwise

is

not

determine
may

GPS

enabled

and

its location.

include

a

GPS

is

not

In contrast,

receiver

or

to

and

the client device
configured

to

the client device 308

other

means

of

performing

geolocation.
In this example,

[0046]

first distance 310
308

is located a

client device
its

306

GPS

from the AP 302,
second distance

client device 308.
using

the client device 306 is located a

is

located a

while the client device

312

from the AP.

third distance

And the

316

from

the

The client device 308 performs geolocation

receiver

or

by

other

means

to

accurately

determine its location.
[0047]

to

Furthermore, the client device 308 may be configured

observe

or

capture

data

packets

-11-

such

as

frame

314
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transmi t ted to or from
client

device

308

the AP 302.

may

be

a

By way of example,

laptop

having

a

the

wireless

transceiver that can operate in a "sniffer" or "monitor" mode,
thereby handling transmitted frames 314 without requiring the
client device 308 to be associated with the AP 302.
In accordance with one embodiment, the client device

[0048]

308 receives and captures the frame(s)
308.may

analyze

the- frame

314,

program executed by its processor.
110 may execute
may

parse

314.

such

as

portions

of

the

error checking on the frame 314.

an

Alternatively,

the analyzer program.

different

The client device
with

analyzer

the server

The analyzer program
frame

314

and

perform

As part of the analysis,

it

is determined which device (e.g., AP 302 or client device 306)
transmitted the frame 314,
the

transmitter sent

the

as well as the data rate at which
frame

314.

The

data rate

may be

identified by data in the frame 314 itself or may be otherwise
identifiable.

For

example,

the

data

rate

is

the

rate

of

transmission from the AP 302 to the client device 306 or from
the client device 306 to the AP 302.
client

device

308

is

associated

communicating with the AP 302
packets),

with

Alternatively,
the

AP

302

if the
and

is

(as opposed to merely sniffing

then the data rate may be the rate transmitted from

the AP 302 to the client device 308 or from the client device
308 to the AP 302.
[0049]

Using this information,

the client device 308 or the

server 110 may estimate the distance of the client device 308
relative
instance,
quality

to

the AP

302

and/or

the

client

device

306.

For

the data rate may be used as an estimate of channel
to

indicate

the

physical

separation

between

client

device 308 and the AP 302 or between the client device 308 and
the client device 306.

In one example, a look-up table may be

used to estimate the distance.

An exemplary look-up table is

provided below.

-12-
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I

Rate
; 5 Mbps

250 meters

110 Mbps

125 meters
30 meters

54 Mbps

As shown in this example,

[00501

the

Distance

shorter

adjusted

by

the

distance.

various

the higher the data rate,

However,

parameters

as

the

distance

will -be

may

disc'ussed

be

below.

The distances in the look-up table may be approximated using a
worst-case estimate based on various channel parameters such
as propagation characteristics,

transmit power,

antenna gain,

receiver sensitivity and other radio characteristics for both
the transmitter and receiver, as well as terrain type, etc.
In accordance

[0051)

client device

is able

308

packet containing a
that

the

with another aspect,

distance

to

capture

between
(e.g.,

the

long as

a

then it is determined

client

device

and

30B

AP 302 or client device 306)

fall within the worst-case estimate.

the

and properly decode

transmitted frame,

transmitting entity

so

the
must

If the client device 30B

is not associated with the AP 302, then some platforms may not
provide or process certain frames.
device

308

is

associated

information about
used

to

improve

instance,

with

the AP 302
the

accuracy

in addition

to

the

In the case where client
the

AP

of

the

frames

AP's

that

then

302,

may be available

more

which can be

location.

client

For

device

30B

observes between the AP 302 and the client device 306,

client

device

the AP

308

also has

frames

transmitted

to

itself by

302.

These frames also have data rate information associated

with

them,

estimate of

so

this

is

another

opportunity

the distance between the AP 302

to
and

obtain

an

the client

device 308.
[00521

Thus,

in

one

alternative

the

frame(s)

observed

between AP 302 and client device 306 provide a first estimate
or multiple estimates which can be used to determine a first

-13-
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approximate distance
client

device

mul tiple

308

312,

from

estimates

while the frame (s)

AP

which

302

can be

approximate distance 312.

provide
used

a

received by the

first

estimate

to determine

In this case,

a

or

second

weights or rankings

may be applied to the first and second approximate distances
to arrive at a resultant distance 312.
be understood that
the

area

304

situation,

in

Of course,

it should

there may be other client devices within
communication

with

the

AP

302.

In

that

there may be even more approximate distances

calculated/weighted

to

arrive

at

an

even

more

312

accurate

resultant distance 312.
[0053]

If the packet cannot be decoded or is decoded with

uncorrectable errors,
be performed.

then the distance approximation may not

Alternatively,

if the packet cannot be decoded

properly, it may be inferred that the distance 312 between AP
302 and client device

308

is greater

than the distance

310

between the AP 302 and the client device 306.
[0054]

The

above

look-up

table

may

be

supplemented

or

otherwise parameterized based upon additional factors besides
distance.

For instance,

the table can be parameterized based

upon the transmit power values of the transmitter.
transmit power values are unknown,

Or if the

a certain distribution of

common transmit power values can be used as an approximation.
The table can also be parameterized based upon the environment
where the packet/frame was captured.
urban

environment,

coefficient.
may

expect

one

may

On the other hand,
the

propagation

For example,

expect

a

high

in a dense
multipath

in a rural environment,

pattern

to

be

one

very

symmetric,

leading to larger distances for the same data rate.

The table

could also be parameterized based upon the

receiver's

radio

characteristics, such as the sensitivity, antenna gain and any
diversity

metrics

(e.g.,

multiple

applicable.
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Calibration

[0055]

or

otherwise

updating

of

the

look-up

table may be done based on the power, radio sensitivity and/or
vendor

information

of

the

various

devices.

For

instance,

different radios may have very different RF characteristics.
Some APs are operable to transmit at higher power than others.
Thus, at the same data rate,

a higher power AP may be located

farther away than a lower power AP.
Similarly,

[0056]

it

may

be

beneficial

to

evaluate. ·the

sensitivity of the receiver of the client device 308.

By way

of example, a dedicated sniffer/scanner may have a much higher
gain

antenna/receive

chain

than

the

radio

receiver

on

a

laptop, which in turn may have a higher gain than the radio on
a cellular phone.
Vendor and model information for a given device and

[0057]

its radio/receiver may be determined based upon the device I s
MAC address

(e.g.,

using

the

object

frames transmitted by the device.

identifier

("010"»

and

This in turn may be used to

evaluate the power and sensitivity of the radio/receiver.
Once

[0058]

the

packet

containing

a

frame

is

properly

decoded, the frame may be examined to determine whether it was
sent by the AP 302 or
entity).

the client device 306

(or some other

This information may provide additional insight into

the specifications of

the particular AP 302 or client device

For instance, if the frame information identifies the AP

306.

302 as being of a

specific type,

then that may indicate the

power level(s) at which the AP 302 operates.
[0059]

the

If

the decoded frame was sent by the AP 302,

distance

accurate

upper

determined
bound

on

device 308 and the AP 302.
of

the

client

device

308

using
the

the

look-up

separation

table

between

gives
the

then
an

client

This is coupled with the location
provided

by

its

self-geolocation.

Thus, starting with the client device 308 at a center point of
a circle similar to the coverage area 304,

-15-
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to

be

within a

radius

of

the

circle,

where

the

radius is the distance identified by the look-up table.
[0060]
306,

If the decoded frame was sent by the client device
then

the

distance

identifies

the

maximum separation between

and

306

the

determined

client
using

information)
separation
Using

between

look-up
the

using

the

look-up

the

client

Similarly,

308.

data

rate

(and

the

device

principal

306

known

table
device

distance
other

possibly

table also provides

client

geometrical

Inequali ty,
client

device
the

in the

the

determined

and
as

the maximum
the

the

AP

302.

Triangle

the maximum separation between the AP 302 and the

device

308

is

no

more

than

twice

the

distance

determined using the look-Up table.
[0061]
has

a

As
GPS

discussed above,

because

receiver or can otherwise

the

client device

determine

308

its position

using geolocation, the location of client device 308 is known.
Thus,

in accordance with another aspect of the invention,

location of

the AP 302

the

is determined by triangulating using

the distance between the client devices 306 and 308 and the
distance between the AP 302 and the client device 308.
[0062]

This process may be repeated by analyzing multiple

packets sent between the AP 302 and the client device 306
other

client

devices

falling

within

the

coverage

area

(or
304.

Multiple estimates of the location of the AP 302 may be made
by the client device 308 and/or other client devices having
geolocation capabilities.
[0063]
302

may

Alternatively, an estimate of the location of the AP
be

performed

using

a

centroid

(mean

multiple points associated with the AP 302.
correspond

to

locations

obtained

by

the

location)

of

These points may
same

or

different

client devices 308 using the AP 302 at the same or different
times.

A coverage radius of the AP 302 may also be estimated

so that most or all the points in a collection are covered.
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Once

[0064]

a

given

packet/frame

has

been

captured

and

decoded by the client device 308, then the location estimation
process for the AP 302 may be done by the client device 308,
the AP 302 or other entity such as server 110 of FIG. 1.

By

way

in

of

example

database

112.

server 110,

only,
This

the

look-up

table

may

be

database may be accessible

to some or all of the APs 102,

all of the client devices 104.

stored

only to the

and/or to some or

Alternatively,

the database

112 may be a distributed database spread among various nodes
of the wireless network,

including some of the APs 102 and/or

the server 110.
[0065]
has

Returning to FIG. 3, once the location of the AP 302

been

estimated,

then

that

information

may

be

used

provide location-based services to the client device 306.
instance,

this may be done relying solely on the location of

the AP 302,

and that location estimate is used when offering

location-enabled
306.

to
For

features

Alternatively,

to

the

the

user

location of

of

the

the

client

client

device

device

306

itself may be determined using the processes discussed above
with regard to the AP 302.

Here, for example, once the AP 302

location has been estimated,
geolocation
("TDOA n ) ,
estimate

technique

angle
the

of

the Triangle Inequality or other

(e.g.,

arrival

location of

time

difference

("AOA"),

the

etc.)

may

client device

306.

repeated measurements may be used to determine
before

or

during

offering

location-enabled

of
be

arrival
used

to

As above,
the

location

services

to

the

user of the client device 306.
[0066]

In

invention,
estimated.

accordance

the

with

confidence

The

of

confidence

other
the

aspects

of

location of

determination

the
an

may

present

AP

may be

include

an

evaluation as to whether the transmitting entity is in fact an
AP.

And

relative

the

confidence

accuracy

of

determination

the

physical

transmitting entity.
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In

[0067]

one

evaluation,

it

is

important

to

whether the device of interest is really an AP.
done

by

evaluating

received from)

different

the device

types

of

of

frames

interest.

determine

This may be
sent

to

(or

Depending upon

the

protocol of the WLAN,

there may be management frames,

frames,

data

etc.

devices

in the

frames,

network.

which
In

are

sent

and

the example of

control

received

FIG.

3,

if

by
the

client device 3.08 decodes a management frame such as a beacon
frame,

then it is determined that the transmitting entity is

the AP 302.

However,

if the decoded frame is a control frame

such as a "Request To Send"
"Acknowledgement"

("ACK"),

"Contention Free -

("RTS"),

"Power Save - Poll"
("CF-END IO ),

End"

"Clear to Send"

("CTS"),

("PS-POLLIO), or

then the transmitter may

or may not be the AP 302.
Another indicator of whether the device of interest

[0068]

is

the

AP

example,

302

is

the

number of

frames

it

transmits.

over a short period of time

(e.g.,

100 control frames sent in

2 minutes) may suggest that the device is an AP.
high

For

a high number of frames such as control frames sent

number

of

frames

received

may

also

Similarly, a

suggest

that

the

device is an AP.
Data and metrics concerning the device of interest

[0069]

may be obtained by various client devices 308 at the same or
different periods of time.

Such information may be stored in

a database such as database 112.

These various indicators are

analyzed to provide some value of confidence that
is an AP.

By way of

example

only,

the

the device

confidence

may be

expressed as a percentage value (e.g., 90%) that the device of
interest
number

is

of

instance,

factors
spatial,

measurements
that

are

management

an AP.

An

to obtain confidence

in

frames

rely

on

levels/values.

a

For

temporal and/or platform diversity of GPS

would be

used

exemplary algorithm may

relevant.

the

Also,

measurement,

and/or

control

-18-
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confidence.

And

relevant factor,
the

readings

the

source

such as if

versus

of

the

measurement

it is a

uploading

may

be

a

trusted party providing

them

through

an

Open

API

in

the

implementation.
In

[0070]

another

evaluation,

location of the AP 302

the

confidence

is determined.

may be expressed as a percentage,

Here,

e.g.,

the confidence

that it is 90% likely

that .. the device of interest is within a certain radius/area).
Factors affecting this analysis

include spatial diversity of

the different client devices which interact with the AP.
addition,

whether the client devices

may be relevant to the evaluation.
gain and overall

robustness

of

are

of different

For instance,

the

the antenna

receiver may

accuracy of the measurements taken.

In
types

impact

the

Here, the data taken by a

high quality receiver with multiple spatially diverse antennas
having high gain may be given a higher weight in the analysis
than

data

taken

from

a

receiver

with

a

single,

low

gain

antenna.
Furthermore,

[0071]

the

accuracy

of

the

GPS

or

other

geolocation measurements may affect the accuracy calculation.
Here,

for

instance,

a

differential

GPS

receiver

may

be

determine the client device 308' s position to within a meter
or less,

while a non-differential GPS receiver may determine

the posi tion

to wi thin

5 - 25

meters

or

more.

In addi tion,

while the accuracy of a GPS measurement outdoors with a clear
view

of

the

degradations
fewer

may

satellites

receiver

is

may

be

occur

in

sky

are

located
of

the

indoors.

confidence determination.

optimum,

canyon

environments

algori thm

where

the

GPS

In

the

GPS

the

latter

case,

location at all.

collected

may

be

Also the

relevant

to

the

Here, more recent data may be given

a higher weight in the analysis than older data.
an exemplary

performance

and especially when

to fix a

data

to

urban

"visible"

recei ver may be unable
"freshness"

close

may

rely

-19-
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factors

to obtain accuracy.

and/or

platform

relevant.

Also,

measurement,

For instance,

diversity

of

the

of

such

as

types
data

GPS
frames

frames,

spatial,

measurements
that

are

management

temporal
would

be

used

in the

frames

and/or

control frames may affect the confidence.

And the source of

the measurement may be a relevant factor,

such as if it is a

trusted

party

providing

the

readings

versus

uploading

them

through an open API implementation.
[0072]

In

accordance

with

another

aspect

of

the

present

invention, processes to determine the accuracy of AP locations
are provided.

In one embodiment,

the measurements taken by

various client devices determine a confidence that a given AP
is within a certain area.

One or more data points represented

the expected position of the given AP may be calculated based
upon

the

various

factors

discussed

herein.

A

"confidence

code" may be applied to each data point.
[0073]

The

confidence

weighted function.
may be
such

as

of

may

be

calculated

using

a

The weights used by the weighted function

obtained based
size

code

the

on

information of

collection

(e.g.,

number of points in the collection),
the client devices,

the

collected data

the

cardinality

or

platform information of

temporal and/or spatial diversity of the

points corresponding to the client devices,

etc.

One or more

estimates of the location of the AP may be adjusted based on
the calculated confidence code.

A Monte Carlo,· type analysis

may also be performed.
[0074]

In order to provide more accurate estimation of AP
regions,

locations and coverage
taken

into

estimations.

account
The

to

factors

analyze
may

several
the

include

factors
accuracy

the

number

can
of

of

platform information of corresponding client devices,

be
such

points,
temporal

diversity of the points, spatial diversity of the points, etc.
For example,

the estimated location for

a

given AP

will be

more accurate when using more points for the estimation.
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More

variety

of

platforms

devices

client

of

indicates more users for the AP, and may increase the accuracy
of the estimation.
spanning

with regard to temporal diversity, points

mUltiple

distinct

times

may

contribute

to

a

more

accurate estimation than points spanning fewer distinct times.
Also,

with

regard

to

spatial

diversity,

more

accurate

estimation can be achieved by using points spread in a larger
space

than

po.ints

clustered

in

a

smaller

area.

A weight

function can be used to calculate a confidence code based on
the

above· information.

Accordingly,

the

estimated location

and coverage radius for the given AP can be adjusted based on
the confidence code.
In one example,

[0076]

likelihood
outlier.
(e.g.,

that

a

the confidence code represents the

particular

For instance,

data

point

is

valid

a

4

on

a

scale

of

1-5,

with

1

relative indicator.
"best circle"

as a ranking

being

confidence and 5 being the highest confidence),
discard outliers.

an

this may be expressed as a percentage

90% likely that the data point is valid),

(e.g.,

or

the

lowest

or some other

The confidence code may then be used to
Once this is done, the system may compute a

representing the likely position of

the AP of

interest.
[0077]

In an alternative,

multiple circles may be provided

as shown in the confidence and positioning diagram 400 of FIG.
4.

In this example,

multiple

concentric

AP 402 may be placed in the center of
circles

404,

406,

408

and

410.

circle may be associated with both an area and a
value.

For instance,

that there is a
meters

of

the

circle

406

likelihood

be
the

used
AP

to

402

epicenter of that circle.
indicate

may indicate

50% likelihood that the AP 402 is within 10

epicenter of

may
of

the innermost circle 404

Each

confidence

that there is a

that

circle.

indicate
being

The next

that

within

25

there

smallest
is

meters

a

67%

of

the

The next circle 408 may be used to
75% likelihood of the AP 402 being
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within 50 meters of

the

epicenter of

that circle.

And the

outermost circle 410 may be used to indicate that there is a
90%

chance

of

the

AP

402

epicenter of that circle.

being

may be used to detect outliers.
First,

the

centroid

computed.

of

within

125

In one example,
a

meters
O(n~)

an

of

the

algorithm

This may be done as follows.

given

Then for each point,

number

of

points

may

be

its distance to the centroid

may be computed.

If the distance for a given point exceeds a

threshold,

the

then

identified

as

an

point

may

outlier.

be

The

marked

process

or

may

be

otherwise
refined

removing some/all outliers and repeating the above.

by

This may

be repeated until there are no more outliers or the algorithm
converges.
As discussed herein,

[0078]

be based on a

the location of a given AP may

number of measurements

client devices.

taken by one or more

The raw data cOllected by a client device may

be processed locally or sent to a central
server 110 of

FIG.

device performs

1)

the

for processing.

calculations,

repository

(e. g. ,

Regardless of which

each distance and/or each

location estimate may be stored in a database, for instance as
part of a location table.

The location table may store,

for

one or more APs, a unique identifier for the AP (such as a MAC
address,

IP

address

or

SSID) ,

a

location

estimate

latitude and longitude coordinates and/or height),
location estimate was obtained/calculated,

a

(e.g.,

a time the

coverage radius

for the AP, a confidence for the location estimate (e.g.,
likely

to

equipment

be

information.
or

all

within

type
of

Calculated

(e.g.,

50

meters

of

transceiver

the

specific

make/model)

90%

position),

and/or

RSSI

If multiple location measurements are made, some
them

may

locations

be
and

stored

in

associated

discussed above with regard to FIG.
the location table.

-22-
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The server 110 may provide AP location information

[0079]

from the location table to users upon request.
when

a

location

is

needed

for

a

given

In addition,

client

device,

the

server 110 may obtain relevant data for one or more APs from
the

location

device

or

table

and

perform

either

location

provide

them

calculations

to

for

the

client

the

client

device's position.
[0080]

By

way

of

example,

a

client.

geolocation capabilities may perform a

device

without

scanning or sniffing

operation to obtain a list of all APs that can be observed by
the client device.

This list may then be evaluated against a

database of APs such as the aforementioned location table to
determine the specific or estimated locations of the observed
APs.

Given

the

(likely)

AP

locations,

a

location of

the

client device may be estimated as set forth above.
In

[0081J

invention,
moving.

accordance

the

client

with

other

devices

may

In either situation,

aspects
be

number

rates,

of

etc.

data rate
If there

factors

such

For example,

(e.g.,

54 Mbps)

as
a

present

the

may be

the data rate between a

client device and a serving AP may change.
a

of

stationary or

multipath

given

This may be due to
interference,

error

client device may use a maximum

at first to communicate with an AP.

is no ACK control frame received from the AP,

then

the client device may drop or back off its data rate to 24
Mpbs or less until it receives the ACK.

Thus, in one example,

changes in the data rate between a given client device and the
AP may be used to refine the distance estimate.

As different

measurements may occur at different data rates,

there may be

multiple

distance

given AP.

estimates

and/or

location estimates

for

a

Statistical processing may be used to arrive at an

average distance or most likely location estimate for a given
confidence

level.

includes

GPS

a

In

receiver,

the

case

if

that

where
device

the

client

captures

device
multiple

frames relating to an AP, then it may also obtain multiple GPS

-23-
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measurements and use the data rate as a bounding factor.

Such

measurements of GPS signals and/or frames may be aggregated in
a localization process to obtain a more accurate estimate for
the AP's location.
[0082]

It

is

checksum

of

also

the

possible

to

frame/packet

use

to

the

frame

For instance,

the larger the frame size,

likely

is

frame

that

transmission.
large frame

the

Thus,
(e.g.,

if

the

may

become

from an AP,

and

the more

corrupted

during

received/sniffs

client device

500 bytes)

and

distance

estimate

accuracy.
it

size

a

then it is likely

that the AP is closer than an average distance for the data
rate that packet/frame is being transmitted at.
if the frame is very small
distance

may

be

Conversely,

(e.g., 10 bytes or less),

farther

than

the

average

then the

distance.

The

average distance may be computed or otherwise determined as
part of the development of the look-up table.
mean value
multiple

or median value

data

Furthermore,

points

the

to

look-up

For instance, a

calculation may be

arrive

at

table may be

the

performed on

average

distance.

constructed using

an

analytical model for bit error rate and use that information
to determine how far away a device could be so that a packet
could be received at a certain data rate.
alternatively,

the

look-up

table

could be

Or,

in addition or

constructed using

experimental data.
In a

[0083]

further alternative,

the WLAN of interest may

permit multiple APs to share a single frequency channel,
as

in

a

spread-spectrum

based

architecture.

such

However,

depending on the implementation, the various APs and/or client
devices

using

a

particular

frequency

channel

may

need

to

adjust their data rates and/or power levels in order to share
the
rate.

channel

while

maintaining an

In this scenario,

acceptable

noise

or

same channel and the data rate is relatively low (e.g.,
Mbps instead of 54 Mbps) ,

error

if there are multiple APs using the
at 1

then the distance estimation for a
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given transmitter may be increased.

The amount of increase

may be related to the number of APs in the same channel.

By

way of example only, the distance estimation may be increased
by a certain percentage such as on the order of 5-20%.
FIG.

[0084J

illustrates

5

an

alternative

scenario

500

wherein there is a single AP 502 and a first client device 504
associated with the AP 502 at a first distance 506 from the AP
The first client device 504 is stationary.

502.

In contrast,

a second client device 508 moves from a first location at time
T, to a second location at time T,.

At time T, the distance

between the client device 508 and the AP 502 is shown by line
510,

while at time T, the distance between the client device

508 and the AP 502 is shown by line 512.

In

[0085)

accordance

with

another

aspect

of

the

present

invention, the system may compare the received signal strength
indication ("RSSI") and data rate at time T, with the RSSI and
data rate at

time T,.

The packet decoding success rates at

times T, and T2 may be compared and evaluated with the RSSI and
data rates to further improve the distance estimation.
only two time points are shown,
employed.
vehicle

Thus,
and

the

data

client device

may

predetermined time increments.
of the client device

508

508

obtained

be

While

any number of points may be
may be

placed

continuously

in a

or

at

Furthermore, the rate of speed

may be factored into the analysis as

well.
In a further example,

[0086J

sniffing

transmitted

multiple

antennas

frames

and/or

the client device scanning or
may

include

multiple

a

receive

receiver
chains.

with
Such

architectures may be used to provide spatial and/or temporal
diversity and give a

"stereo"

effect

which can

accuracy of the triangulation calculations.
one embodiment two separate receivers
side

of

a

connected a

vehicle.
single

Both

receivers

processing device

-25-
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As with the

both may scan for data packets simultaneously.
moving

example

discussed

with

respect

to

FIG.

5,

the

difference in RSSI and packet decoding success rate for each
receiver may improve the distance estimation.

Of course, more

than two receivers and/or antennas may be employed.
[0087]

FIGS.

wireless

devices

6A and 6B illustrate general architectures of
for

use

Specifically,

invention.

in
FIG.

accordance

with

the

present

6A provides an exemplary GPS-

enabled device 600 while FIG. 6B provides an exemplary device
As shown in FIGS.

602 which is not GPS enabled.

6A and 6B,

each device 600 and 602 may include a transceiver 604 which is
operable

to

send and receive data packets over a

antenna

606

is

receive

chains)

shown,
may

mUltiple

antennas

be

used

for

may

also

include

Wi-Fi" or

Al though a single

other type of WLAN using an antenna 606.

(and/or

diversity

multiple

purposes

as

explained herein.
Each

[0088]

device

a

microprocessor

or

controller 608 and memory 610 for storing instructions and/or
A user interface 612 may be provided along with one or

data.

more applications 614.

The applications 614 may be stored in

an application memory
610.

(not shown)

or may be stored in memory

The key differences as shown between the devices 600 and

602 are the GPS receiver 616 and associated antenna 618 of the
device

600.

hardware,

The

GPS

receiver

616

may

software or some combination.

be

implemented

is used to identify a location of the device 600.
back to the earlier example of FIG.
may be

a

GPS-enable

device

such

3,

as

in

The GPS receiver 616
Referring

the client device 308
device

600,

while

the

client device 306 and/or the AP 302 may be configured without
a GPS receiver such as device 602.
[0089]

with

Although
reference

to

the

invention

particular

herein

has

embodiments,

been
it

described
is

to

be

understood that these embodiments are merely illustrative of
the principles and applications of the present invention.
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is therefore to be understood that numerous modifications may
be

made

to

the

illustrative

embodiments

and

that

other

arrangements may be devised without departing from the spirit
and scope of the present invention as defined by the appended
claims.

Furthermore, while particular processes are shown in

a specific order in the appended drawings,
not

limited

to

any

particular

order

such processes are

unless

such

order

is

expressly set forth herein.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
[0090]

The

present

applicability including,

invention

enjoys

but not limited to,

and applications for wireless devices.

-27-
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CLAIMS
A

1.

computer-implemented

method

of

estimating

the

location of a wireless device, the method comprising:
obtaining a packet of data transmitted from a first
wireless device to a second wireless device;
determining

whether

one

of

the

first

and

second

wireless devices is a wireless access point;
determining

the data

rate

of

the

transmitted

data

packet;
if one of the first and second wireless devices is
the wireless access point, then evaluating the determined data
rate against a predetermined criterion; and
assigning

an

estimated

location

to

the

wireless

access point based upon the evaluation.
2.

The

method

criterion

is

stored

includes

identifying

of

claim

in

a
a

1,

wherein

look-up

t;able

distance

in

the
and

the

predetermined
the

evaluation

look-up

table

associated with the determined data rate.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein:
the transmitted data packet is obtained by a client
device; and
the method further

includes

identifying a

distance

associated with the data rate, wherein the distance is used as
a separation between the first wireless device and the client
device.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein the client device is at
a known location and the method further comprises:
assigning
point and the

a

distance

client device

between

to be

the

wireless

the same as

access

the distance

between the first wireless device and the client device; and
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triangulating
device

using

distance

the

between

a

known
the

position

location

first

of

of

the

the

wireless

wireless

client

device

access

device,

and

the

the

client

device and the distance between the wireless access point and
the client device to obtain the estimated location.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the client device uses
a GPS receiver to obtain the known location.
6.

The

method

of

claim

1,

wherein

the

predetermined

criterion includes a worst-case distance estimate based upon
at least one parameter.
7.

The

parameter

method

of

includes

characteristic,

a

claim

one

or

6,

more

transmitter

wherein
of

a

the

at

channel

characteristic

and

least

one

propagation
a

receiver

characteristic.
B. The method of claim 1,

estimated

location

of

the

further comprising revising the

wireless

access

point

based

upon

mUltiple data packets sent or received by the wireless access
point.
9. The method of claim l,

determining

a

further comprising:

position of

the

client device based

upon the estimated location of the wireless access point; and
providing

a

location-based

service

to

the

client

device based on the determined position.
10.

A

confidence

in

computer-implemented
a

status

of

a

method

wireless

of

device,

estimating
the

method

comprising:
obtaining one

or more packets of

data

transmitted

from a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
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evaluating the one or more transmitted data packets
to identify a frame type for each respective data packet;
identifying the first wireless device or the second
wireless

device

identified frame

as

a

wireless

access

point

based

upon

the

type for at least one of the data packets;

and
assigning a

confidence value

to

the

identification

of the wireless access point.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein:
if the frame type of at least one of the respective
data packets is a management frame,

then identifying the first

wireless device as a wireless access point; and
setting the confidence value for the identification
of the wireless access point to a maximum confidence value.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein:
if the frame type of at least one of the respective
data

packets

is

not

the

management

frame,

then

evaluating

whether the frame type of any of the respective data packets
is a control frame;
if the frame type of at least one of the respective
data packets is the control frame,

then identifying the first

wireless device as the wireless access point; and

setting the confidence value for the identification
of the wireless access point to a

value between the maximum

confidence value and a minimum confidence value.
13. The method of claim 10, wherein identifying the first
wireless device or the second wireless device as the wireless
access

point

further

includes

analyzing

transmitted or received by each device.
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A

conf idence

in

computer-implemented
a

location

of

a

method

of

estimating

device, . the

wireless

method

comprising:
obtaining one

or more

packets

of

data

transmitted

from a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
determining that the first or second wireless device
is a wireless access point based upon the transmitted packets;
determining

an

estimated

location

of

the

wireless

access point; and
assigning

a

confidence

value

to

the

estimated

location.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the confidence value
represents

a

percentage

likelihood

that

the

wireless

access

point is contained within a specified area of interest.
16.

The

method

of

claim

14,

wherein

the

estimated

location is based on multiple data points.
17.

The method of claim 16, wherein a confidence code is

applied to each data point.
18.

The method of claim 17, wherein the confidence code

for each data point is calculated using a weighted function.
19.

for

The method of claim 17,

each data point

represents

wherein the confidence code
a

likelihood

that

that data

point is valid or an outlier.
20.
estimate

An

apparatus

the

location

including
of

a

a

wireless

processor
device,

operable
the

to

processor

executing a process to:
obtain

a

packet

of

data

transmitted

wireless device to a second wireless device;
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determine

whether

one

of

the

first

and

second

wireless devices is a wireless access point;
determine

the

data

rate

of

the

transmitted

data

packet;
if one of the first and second wireless devices is
the wireless access point,

then evaluate the determined data

rate against a predetermined criterion; and
assign an estimated locatien to the wireless access
point based upon the evaluation.

21. A computer-readable recording medium recorded with a
computer program for use by a processor to perform a process
of estimating the location of a wireless device,

the process

comprising:
obtaining a packet of data transmitted from a first
wireless device to a second wireless device;
determining

whether

one

of

the

first

and

second

wireless devices is a wireless access point;
determining

the

data

rate

of

the

transmitted data

packet;
if one of the first and second wireless devices is
the wireless access point,

then evaluating the determined data

rate against a predetermined criterion; and
assigning

an

estimated

location

to

the

wireless

access point based upon the evaluation.
22.
estimate

An

apparatus

confidence

in

including
a

status

a
of

processor
a

wireless

operable
device,

to
the

processor executing a process to:
obtain one or more packets of data transmitted from
a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
evaluate the' one or more transmitted data packets to
identify a frame type for each respective data packet;
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identify
wireless

device

as

the

first

a

wireless

wireless

access

device

or

point

the

second

based upon

the

identified frame, type for at least one of the data packets;
and
assign a

confidence value

to the

identification of

the wireless access point.
23. A computer-readable recording medium recorded with a
computer program for use by a processor to perform a process
of estimating confidence in a status of a wireless device,

the

process comprising:
obtaining one

or more

packets

of

data

transmitted

from a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
evaluating the one or more transmitted data packets
to identify a frame type for each respective data packet;
identifying the first wireless device Qr the second
wireless

device

identified frame

as

a

wireless

access

point

based upon

the

type for at least one of the data packets;

and
assigning a

confidence value

to the

identification

of the wireless access point.
24.

An

apparatus

including

estimate confidence in a

a

processor

operable

location of a wireless device,

to
the

processor executing a process to:
obtain one or more packets of data transmitted from
a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
determine that

the first

or second wireless device

is a wireless access point based upon the transmitted packets;
determine

an

estimated

location

of

the

wireless

access point; and
assign a confidence value to the estimated location.
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25. A computer-readable recording medium recorded with a
computer program for use by a processor to perform a process
of estimating confidence in a

location of a wireless device,

the process comprising:
obtaining

one

or more

packets

of

data

transmitted

from a first wireless device to a second wireless device;
determining that the first or second wireless device
is a wireless access point based upon the transmitted packets;
determining an

estimated

location

of

the

wireless

access point; and
assigning

a

confidence

value

to

the

estimated

location.
26.

An

apparatus

for

use

in

a

wireless

network,

the

apparatus comprising:
memory

for

storing

information

associated

with

a

plurality of devices in the wireless network;
means

for

communicating

with

one

or

more

of

the

plurality of devices in the wireless network; and
a

processor operable to estimate

access point device

a

location of an

in the wireless network based upon data

packet information sent to or received from the access point
device;
wherein the processor is adapted to provide location
based

service

information

to

one

or

more

client

devices

associated with the access point device upon estimation of the
location.
27.

The apparatus of claim 26,

wherein the data packet

information for a given data packet includes a data rate of
the given data packet,
includes
rates,
the

distance

the

estimates

information stored in the memory
associated

with

different

data

and the processor determines the location estimate of

access

point

device

by

comparing
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given data

packet

to

the different

data

rates

and distance

estimates stored in the memory.
28.

The apparatus of claim 26,

wherein the processor is

operable to estimate the location of the access point device
using

the data packet

information

for mUltiple

data packets

sent to or received from the access point device,
,the

processor

is

further

information for each of

operable

to

rank

and wherein

the

data

the mul tiple data packets

packet

to obtain

approximate distances based upon each such packet.
29.

The

estimates

apparatus

the

of

location

claim

using

a

28,

wherein

centroid of

the

the

processor

approximate

distances.
30. The apparatus of claim 28,
further

operable

to

assign

a

wherein the processor is

confidence

in

the

estimated

location of the access point device.
31.

The

apparatus

of

claim

3 0,

wherein

the

confidence

represents a likelihood that the access point device is within
a given area.
32. The apparatus of claim 30,
based

upon

devices

at

least

associated

characteristics
characteristics

one

with

of
of

of
the

the
the

wherein the confidence is

spatial
access

selected

selected

diversity
point

selected

device,

receiver

devices,

devices,

information stored in memory or the

of

and

transmitter
freshness

data packet

of

information

sent to or received from the access point device.
33.

The

apparatus

of

claim

26,

wherein

the

processor

comprises a plurality of processing devices in a distributed
architecture and the memory stores the information so that the
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information is accessible to one or more of the plurality of
processing devices.
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iPhone's Location-Data Collection Can't Be
Turned Off

Apple claim; turning Location Services to 'Off will cease all collection of geodata on iOS devices. Independent
sbow otherwise. Pboto: Jon SnyderlWired.com

test~

The iPbonc continues to store location data even when location services are disabled, contrary to Apple's
previous claim;.
The Wall Street Journal dKi independent testing on an iPhonc and round that even after tmning off location
services, the device was still collecting infunnation on nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi access points.

This discovery challenges some of Apple's claim;. As Wired. com reported last week, the company explained in
a detailed letter last year that it deliberately collects geodata to store in a cOIqlrehensive location database to
improve location services. In the letter, Apple noted that customers can disahle location-data collection by
turning off Location Services in the settings menu.
wired.com/ .. ./iphone-Iocation-opt-out/
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'1fcustorrers toggle the switch to 'Of!;' they rmy not ll,e location-based serviccs, and no location-based
infonmtion will be collected," Apple said ill the letter (.pdt).
1bat doesn't appear to be the case from WSJ's testing, as well as nrultiple independent reports from custorrers
who had the sarre results.
The controversy slliTOunding Apple's location-tracking sterns from a discovelY by two data scientists, who found
that a file stored on iPhones and iPads ("consolidated. db') contains a detailed history ofgeodata accompanied
with titre stamps.
Apple clainaed in its letter last year that the geodata is stored on the device, then anonymized and transmitted
back to Apple every 12 hours, using a secrne Wi-Ficonnection (irone is available).
Although it's thorough, Apple's explanation does not address why the stored geodata continues to live on the
device penmnently after it's transmitted to Apple, nor docs it address why gcodata collection appears to persist
even when Location Services is trnned off.

Googlc does similar geodata collection fur its own location-services database. However, it notifies Android users
clearly in a prompt when geodata collection willocclli, and it also givcs users a way to opt out. Also, Android
devices do not penmnently store geodata after transmitting it to Google.
Meanwhile, a MacRrnmrs.com reader claim; he sent an e-mail to CEO Steve Jobs asking him to explain why
Apple tracks geodata, threatening to switch to an Android device.
"Maybe you could shed sorre light on this fur rre bcfure I switch to a Droid," the reader wrote. 'They don't
track me."
The CEO shot back a terse reply, defending his company and attacking his competitor Googlc, according to the
reader: "Oh yes they do. We don't track anyone. The info circulating around is fuL,e."
Apple has not comrrented on the authenticity of the e-rmiL
The purported e-rmil is similar in nature to many e-rmils that Jobs has sent to custorrers in the past It's concise
and stillrmnages to pulloffsOIre word play. Jobs would be accurate to claim that Apple is not tracking
custorrers directly - but instead it is using iPhones to gather infunrntion about nearby cell towers and Wi-Fi
stations, occasionally combined with GPS data. In other words, Apple is tracking geodata from trobi1e devices,
as Googlc is also doing.
Apple has not comrrented on the location-tracking issue since the story broke last week.
While the collected geodata doesn't reveal specific addresses for locations you've visited, it can still leave a
pretty rich trail of a user's troverrents. Combine this data with other pieces of infonmtion on the iPhone, like
your rressages and photos, and you've got a device that knows nXlrc about you than YOll do vOlrrscl( says The
Atlantic's Alexis Madrigal
Madrigal tested an iPhone furens1cs program called Lantern, which stitches together contacts, text rressages and
geodata into a neat interfuce that reconstructed a titreline ofhis life.
wired.com/..Jiphon~-location-opt-ouV
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"IIIIlrediately after trying out Lantern, I enabled the iPhone's passcode and set it to erase all data on the phone,"
Madrigal said. "This thing remembers l1Dre about wbere I've been and wbat I've said than I do, and I'm damn
sure I don't want it fulling into anyone's bands."

See Also:
• Why You Should Care About the iPhonc Location-Tracking Issue
• Why and How Apple Is Collecting Your iPhone Location Data
• iPhone Tracks Your Every Move, and 1bere's a Map fbr 'That

is a Wired. com technology reporter fucusing on Apple and Microsoft.
He recently wrote a book about the always-connected l1Dbi1e future called AlwQH 011 (publishing June 7, 2011
by Da Capo).
Follow Calbxchen and @.gadgctlab on Twitter.
Tags: Apple, iPhone, privacv, Security
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APRIL 26, 2011, 4:13 PM ET

The Unique ID Android Uses in Collecting
Location
In tests last week, a security analyst found that Google Inc. 's Android phones were collecting and transmitting location
data, along 'Nith a unique phone identifier, back to Google.
So what is that phone identifier, and what does Google do with it?

Basically, it's a string of numbers and letters associated with your phone. The ID is created when the phone is booted
up for the first time. A user can change the 10 by performing a "factory reset" of the de'.ice, which wipes out the data on
the phone.
Google says the identifier is associated only with the location data, not with other user infonnation. Indeed, the analyst
doing the research, Samy Kamkar, did not see the ID transmitted with other information, such as email or calendar
data.
Mr. Kamkar found that the identifier -

called a "platform keyH -

is similar to another ID on the phone, something known

as an Android ID.
The numbers are created when the phone is first booted up, and the Android 10 can be used by application dewlopers
to do things like keep track of scores in games. But hal.4ng the phone's Android 10 doesn't mean that an app dewloper
would also be able to get the platform key.
Google has said it uses location data to, among other things, determine the rate at which traffic is mo'.ing to pro'.ide
traffic information on Google Maps. It uses this data only if users agree to allow location seNces when they set up the
phone.
Mr. Kamkar has a contfO'l.efSial past. In 2005, when he was 19, he created a computer worm that caused MySpace to
crash. He pled guilty to a felony charge of computer hacking and agreed to not use a computer for three years. Since

2008, he has been doing independent computer security research and consulting.
The Joumal hired an independent consultant, Ashkan Soltani, to re'.iew Mr. Kamkar's findings. Mr. Soltani confirmed the
conclusions.
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Apple, Google Collect User Data
8yJULIA ANGWIN Md JENNIFER VALENTINO-DEVRIES

Ws'.LcomSenior Technology Editor JuHa Angwin reports Apple's iAlone and Google's Android regularly transmt user
location data back to those cOlll'anies, based on data analyzed oy The Wall S1reet Journal.

Apple Inc.'s iPhones and Google Inc.'sAndroid smartphones regularly transmit their locations back to Apple
and Google. respectively, according to data and documents analyzed by The Wall Street Journal-intensifying
concerns over privacy and the widening trade in personal data.
Google and Apple are gathering location information as part of their race to build massive databases capable of
pinpointing people's locations via their cellphones. These databases could help them tap the $2.9 billion
market for location-based services-expected to rise to $8.3 billion in 2014, according to research firm
Gartner Inc.
More
How to Avoid Mobile Trackers

Security Analyst Samy Kamkar's Website

In the case of Google, according to new research by security
analyst Samy Kamkar, an IITC Android phone collected its
location every few seconds and transmitted the data to Google
at least several times an hour. It also transmitted the name,
location and signal strength of any nearby Wi-Fi networks, as

well as a unique phone identifier.
Google declined to comment on the findings.
Until last year, Google was collecting similar Wi-Fi data with its
fleet of StreetView cars that map and photograph streets
... wsj.com/. ../S81000142405274870398 ...
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world-wide. The company shut down its StreetView Wi-Fi
collection last year after it inadvertently collected e-mail
addresses, passwords and other personal information from WiFi networks. The data that Mr. Kamkar observed being
tram;mitted on Android phones didn't include such personal
information.

There are ways for users to block the transrrission of
location Information by Android devices and iPhonesarthough doing so hrrits illllortant srmrtphone functions
such as rraps. WSJ's jennifer Valentino explains.

What They Know
AWaH Street Joumal in'.E!stigation into the world
of digital privacy.
Stalkers Exploit Cellphone GPS

Google Agonizes on Prjyacy
Facebook in Privacy Breach
Read More: 1lle Complete Series

Apple, meanwhile. says it "intermittently" collects location
data, including GPS coordinates, of many iPhone users and
nearby Wi-Fi networks and transmits that data to itself every
12 hours. according to a letter the company sent to U.S. Reps.
Edward Markey (D-Mass.) and ,Joe Barton (R-Texas) last year.
Apple didn't respond to requests for eonunent.
The Google and Apple developments follow the Journal's
findings last year that some of the most popular smartphone
apps use location data and other personal information even
more aggressively than this~in some cases sharing it with
third-party companies without the user's consent or
knowledge.
Apple this week separately has come under fire after
researchers found that iPhones store unencrypted databases
containing location information sometimes stretching back
several months.

Journal Community

Hmo am.,."..."" are you tlwt tlu<
iPIwn" trades and stores your
location?
, Very

Google and Apple, the NO.1 and NO.3 U.S. smartphone
platforms. respectively according to comScore Inc., previously
have disclosed that they use location data, in part, to build
giant databases of Internet WI-Fi hotspots. That data can be
used to pinpoint the location of people using Wi-Fi
connections.

Somewhat
Not at all

Don't have an iPhone
View Ilesufts »

Cellphones have many reasons to collect location infonnation,
which helps provide useful services like local-business lookups
and social-networking features. Some location data can also
help cellphone networks more efficiently route calls.
Google also has said it uses some of the data to build accurate
traffic maps. A cellphone's location data can provide details
about, for im;tance, how fast traffic is moving along a stretch of
highway.
The widespread collection of location information is the latest
frontier in tbe booming market for personal data. Until
recently, most data about people's behavior has been collected
from personal computers: That data generally can be tied to a city or a rip code, but it is tough to be more
precise. The rise of Internet-enabled cellphones, however, allows the collection of user data tied with much
more precision to specific locations.
Reuters

Apple's iFhomL

This new form of tracking is raising questions from government officials and privacy advocates. On
Wednesday, Rep. Markey sent a follow-up letter to Apple asking why the company is storing customer-location
data on it.'> phones.
"Apple needs to safeguard the personal10cation information of its users to ensure that an iPhone doesn't
... wsj.com/.. ./SBlOOO142405274B7039B ...
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become an iTrack," Rep. Markey said in a statement.
Google previously has said that the Wi-Fi data it collects is anonymous and that it deletes the start and end
points of every trip that it uses in its traffic maps. However, the data, provided to the Journal exclusively by
Mr. Kamkar, contained a unique identifier tied to an individual's phone.
Mr. Kanikar, 25 years old, has a controversial past. In 2005, when he was 19, he created a computer worm that
caused MySpace to crash. He pled guilty to a felony charge of computer hacking in Ins Angeles Superior Court,
and agreed to not use a computer for three years. Since 2008, he has heen doing independent computer
security research and consulting. Last year, he developed the "evercookie"-a type of tracking file that is
difficult to be removed from computers-as a way to highlight the privacy vulnerabilities in Web-browsing

software.
The Journal hired an independent consultant, Ashkan Soltani, to reviewMr. Kanikar's findings regarding the
Android device and its use oflocation data. Mr. Soltani confirmed Mr. Kamkar's conclusions.
Transmission of location data raises questions about who has access to what could he sensitive information
about location and movement of a phone user.
Federal prosecutors in New Jersey are investigating whether
smartphone applications illegally obtained or transmitted
information such as location without proper disclosures, the
Journal reported in April, citing people familiar with the
matter.

location Matters

A spokeswoman for the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of
Canada said the office "had concerns" about using ceUphones
to collect Wi-Fi data and has expressed those concerns to
Google. "The whole issue of the tracking capabilities of new
mobile devices raises significant privacy issues," she said.
The business of collecting location information began in 2003,
when Boston-based Skyhook Inc, launched and began the
practice of '\V"Mdriving" -cruising around in cars to conect
infonnation about Wi-Fi hotspots. Comparing the names and signal strengths of nearby Wi-Fi hot<;pots against
a database allows for a cellphone's location to be determined within 100 feet, in many cases, Skyhook says.
"For the first four or five years, people thonght we were nuts," said T ed Morgan. Skyhook's founder and CEO.
"We invented this whole concept of driving aronnd and scanning for Wi-Fi and tuning these algorithms."
In 2007, Google began building its own Wi-Fi database, using the StreetViewcars. Last year, Apple switched
from using Skyhook and began creating its own databa..<>e ofWi-Fi points for use on its newest phones, although
it still uses Skyhook data for older phones and Macintosh computers.
Skyhook's Mr. Morgan says the company attempts to protect users' privacy by collecting data via cellphone
only when a person requests location from its servers-for instance when they are actively looking at a map.
Each time a user requests location, the information is encrypted and gathered without any identifying user
numbers, Mr. Morgan says. That means Skyhook can't follow a person from one location to the next, he says.
EXPERlENCEWSJ PROFESSIONAL

Editors' Deep Dive: Privacy Battles
Transform Legal Landscape

Google seems to be taking a different approach, to judge from
the data captured by Mr. Kamkar. Its location data appears to
be tl.lnsmitted regardless of whether an app is running, and is
tied to the phone's unique identifier.
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In its letter to Congress last year, Apple said that it only
collects location data from people who use apps that require
3/4
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location. It doesn't specify how often a person must use the
app for intermittent collection to occur.

Online Behavioral Advertising and 'Do Not
Track Me'
DOVV JONES NEWS SERVICE

Despite Uproar, Consumers Gi...e Up Privacy
Access thousands of business sources not
available on the wee web. Leam More

M ore Tech News
IPhones Power Apple's Growth
Amazon Glitch Hobbtes Websites
Facebook Seeking Friends in Bettway

Apple also said in the letter that it collects Wi-Fi and GPS
information when the phone is searching for a cellular
connection. Apple said the data it transmits about location
arcn't associatl.'<i with a unique device identifier, except for
data related to its mobile advertising network
Apple gathers the data to help build a "database with known
location information," the letter says. "This information is
batched and then encrypted and transmitted to Apple over a
Wi-Fi Internet connection every twelve hours (or latcr if the
device does not have Wi-Fi Internet access at that time)," the

company wrote in the July letter to Congress.
The letter, which is available on Rep. Markey's website, became newsworthy this week in light of findings from
two researchers who uncovered a file on iPhones that keeps a record of where the phone has been and when it
was there. The file is unencrypted and stored by default.
The discovery of this location file touched off a furor among iPhone owners who could see for the first time a
trove ofJocation data about themselves stored on their phones. The researchers, Alasdair Allan and Pete
Warden, said that they had no evidence that the file was being transmitted to Apple.

Write to Julia Angwin atjulia.angwin@wsj.com
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Your Apps Are Watching You
A ws.J Investigation finds that iPhone and Android apps are breaching the privacy of
smartphone u.'.ers
BySCOTT THURM and YUKARIIWATANI KANE
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Fewdevic:es know more personal details about people than the smartphones in their pockets: phone numbers~
current location. often the owner's real name-even a unique ID number that can never be changed or turned
off.

These phones don't keep secrets. They are sharing this
personal data widely and regularly, a Wall Street Journal
investigation has found.

W&.rs Jufla Angw in explains to Sirron Constable how
srrartphone apps collect and broadcast data about your
habits. Mmy don't have prIVacy poliCIes and there isn't
!llJch you can do about it.

An examination of 101 popular smartphone "'apps"'-games and
other software applications for iPhone and Android phonesshowed that 56 transmitted the phone's unique device IDto
other companies without users' awareness or consent. Fortyseven apps transmitted the phonc's location in some way. Five
sent age, gender and other personal details to outsiders.
The findings reveal the intrusive effort by online-tracking
companies to gather personal data about people in order to

flesh out detailed dossiers on them.
Amo ng the apps tested, the iPhone apps transmitted more data than the apps on phones using Google Inc.'s
Android operating system. Because of the test's size, it's not kno\'lIl if the pattern holds among the hundreds of
... wsj.com/.. ./SBlOO014240s274870469 ...
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thousands of apps available.
Apps sharing the most information included TextPlus 4, a popular iPhone app for text messaging. It sent the
phone's unique ID number to eight ad companies and the phone's zip code, along -with the user's age and gender.
to two of them.
Both the Android and iPhone versions of Pandora, a popular music app, sent age, gender, location and phone
identifiers to various ad networks. iPhone and Android versions of a game called Paper Toss~players try to
throw paper wads into a trash can-each sent the phone's ID number to at least five ad companies. Grindr, an
iPhone app for meeting gay men, sent gender, location and phone ID to three ad companies.
More
What Can You Do? Not Much

"In the world of mobile, there is no anonymity," says Michael
Becker of the Mobile Marketing Association, an industry trade
group. A cellphone is "always with us. It's always on."

What Settings to LooI!: For

One App Sees Location Without Asking
Unique Phone 10 Numbers Explained
The Journal"s Cellphone Testing Methodology
Complete Coverage: \Nhat They Know
How

iPhone maker Apple Inc. says it reviews each app before
offering it to users. Both Apple and Coogle say they protect
users by requiring apps to obtain pennission before rcveaHng
certain kind..<.; of information, such as location.

"We have created strong privacy protections for our
customers, especially regarding location-based data," says Apple spokesman Tom Neumayr. "Privacy and trust
are vitally important."
The Journal found that these rules can be skirted. One iPhone app, Pumpkin Maker (a pumpkin-carving game),
transmits location to an ad network without asking permission. Apple declines to comment on whether the app
violated its rules.
Smartphone users are all but powerless to limit the tracking. With few exceptions, app users can't "opt out" of
phone tracking, as is possible, in limited form, on regular computers. On computers it is also possible to block
or delete "cookies," which are tiny tracking fIles. These techniques generally don't work on cellphone apps.
The makers ofTextPlus4, Pandora and Grindr say the data they pass on to outside firms isn't linked to an
individual's name. Personal details such as age and gender are volunteered by users, they say. The maker of
Pumpkin Maker says he didn't know Apple required apps to seek user approval before transmitting location.
The maker of Paper Toss didn't respond to requests for comment.
Journal Community
Do you

rhink app5 should rell you

when rlrry rolled: and """d

inJormafi1m abour the mobiL!
Yes, evefYtime
Yes, but only when I first install the app
Only if sending data to other companies
No, this doesnl bother me
View Resutts }}

Many apps don't offer even a basic form of consumer
protection: written privacy policies. Forty-five of the 101 apps
didn't provide privacy policies on their websites or irt'iide the
apps at the time oftesting. Neither Apple nor Coogle requires
app privacy policies.
To expose the information being shared by smartphone apps,
the Jourual designed a system to intercept and record the data
they transmit, then decoded the data stream. The research
covered 50 iPhone apps and 50 on phones using Coogle's
Android operating system. (Methodology available here.)

The .Tournal also tested its own iPhone app; it didn't send information to outsiders. The Journal doesn't have an
Android pbone app.
Among all apps tested, the most widely shared detail was the unique ID number assigned to every phone. It is
effectively a "supercookie," says Vishal Gurbuxani, co-founder of Mobclix Inc., an exchange for mobile
advertisers .

... wsj.com/.. ./SB1OO014240s274870469 ...
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On iPhones~ this number is the "UDID," or Unique Device Identifier. Android IDs go by other names. These IDs
are set by phone makers~ carriers or makers of the operating system, and typically can't be blocked or deleted.

"The great thing about mobile is you can't clear a UDID like you can a cookie," says Meghan Q'Holleran of
Traffic Marketplace, an Internet ad network that is expanding into mobile apps. "That's how we track
everything. "
Ms. Q'Holleran says Traffic Marketplace, a unit of Epic Media Group, monitors smartphone users whenever it

can. "We watch what apps you download, how frequently you use them, how much time you spend on them,
how deep into the app you go," she says. She says the data is aggregated and not linked to an individual.

More Fromthe Series
A Web Pioneer Profiles Users by Name
Web's New GoIdmine: Your Secrets
Personal Details Exposed Via Biggest Sites
Microsoft Quashed Bid to Boost Web Privacy

The main companies setting ground rules for app datagathering have hig stakes in the ad business. The two most
popular platforms for new U.S. smartphones are Apple's
iPhone and Google's Android. Google and Apple also run the
two biggest services, by revenue, for putting ads on mobile
phones.

On CUtting Edge, Anonymity in Name Only
Stalking by Cellp/1one
Google Agonizes Over Privacy
On the Web, Children Face Intensive Tracking

'Scrapers' Dig Deep for Data on Web
Facebook in Privacy Breach
Insurers Test Data Profiles to Identify Risky
Clients
Shunned Profiling Technotogy on the
of Comeback

Verge

Race Is On to 'Fingerprint' Phones. PCS
The Tracking Ecosystem

Follow@whattheyknowonTwitter
Complete Coverage: V\lhat They Know

Apple and Google ad networks let advertisers target gronps of
users. Both companies say they don't track individuals based
on the way they use apps.
Apple limits what can be installed on an iPhone by requiring
iPhone apps to be offered exclusively through its App Store.
Apple reviews those apps for function, offensiveness and other
criteria.
Apple says iPbone apps "cannot transmit data about a user
without obtaining the user's prior permission and providing the
user with access to information about how and where the data
win be used," Many apps tested by the Journal appeared to
violate that rule, by sending a user's location to ad networks,
without infonning users. Apple declines to discuss bow it

interprets or enforces the policy.
Phones running Coogle's Android operating system are made by companies including Motorola Inc. and
Samsnng Electronics Co. Google doesn't review the apps, which can be downloaded from many vendors.
Google says app makers "bear the responsibility for how they handle user information."
Google requires Android apps to notify users, before they download the app, of the data sources the app
intends to access. Possible sources include the phone's camera, memory, contact list, and more than 100
others. If users don't like what a particnlar app wants to access, they can choose not to install the app, Google
says.
"Our focus is making sure that users have control over what apps they install, and notice of what information
the app accesses," a Coogle spokesman says.
Neither Apple nor Google requires apps to ask permission to access some fonns of the device ID, or to send it
to outsiders. When smartphone users let an app see their location, apps generally don't disclose if they will pass
the location to ad companies.
Lack of standard practices means different companies treat the same information differently. For example,
Apple says that, internally, it treats the iPhone's UDID as "personally identifiable information." That's because,
Apple says, it can be combined with other personal details about people-such as names or email addressesthat Apple has via the App Store or its iTunes music services. By contrast, Google and most app makers don't
cOIl...ider device IDs to be identifying infonnation.
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l.",,,,".lIIllU profiles of cellphone

users. Mobclix, the ad exchange, matches
more than 25 ad networks with some 15,000 apps seeking
advertisers. The Palo Alto, Calif., company collects phone IDs,
encodes them (to obsenre the number), and a..<;signs them to
interest categories based on what apps people download and
how much time they spend using an app. among other factors.

By tracking a phone's location, Mobclix also makes a "best
guess" of where a person Jives, says Mr. Gurbuxani, the
Mobclix executive. Mobclix then matches that location with
spending and demographic data from Nielsen Co.
In roughly a quarter-second, Mobclix can place a user in one of
150 "segments" it offers to advertisers, from "green enthusiasts" to "soccer moms." For example, "die hard
garners" are 15-to-25-year-old males with more than 20 apps on their phones who use an app for morc than 20
minutes at a time.
Mobclix says its system is powerful. but that its categories are broad enough to not identify individuals. "It's
about how you track people better," Mr. Gurbuxani says.
Some app makers have made changes in response to the findings. At least four app makers posted privacy
policies after being contacted by the.Journa1, including Rovio Mobi1e Ltd., the Finnish company behind the
popular game Angry Birds (in which birds battle egg-snatching pi&-<;). A spokesman says Rovio had been
working on the policy, and the .Tournal inquiry made it a good time to unveil it.
Free and paid versions of Angry Birds were tested on an iPhone. The apps sent the phone's UDTO and location
to the Chillingo unit of Electronic Arts Inc., which markets the games. Clrillingo says it doesn't use the
information for advertising and doesn't share it with outsiders.
Apps have been around for years, but burst into prominence when Apple opened its App Store in July 2008.
Today, the App Store boasts more than 300,000 programs.
Other phone makers, including BlackBerry maker Research in Motion Ltd. and Nokia Corp., quickly built their
own app stores. Google's Android Market, which opened later in 2008, has more than 100,000 apps. Market
researcher Gartner Inc. estimates that world-wide app sales this year will total $6.7 binion.
Many developers offer apps for free, hoping to profit by selling ads inside the app. Noah Elkin of market
researcher eMarketer says some people "are willing to tolerate advertising in apps to get something for free."
Of the 101 apps tested, the paid apps generally sent less data to outsiders.
Ad sales on phones account for less than 5% of the $23 billion in annual Internet advertising. But spending on
mobile ads is growing faster than the market overall.
Central to this growth: the ad networks whose business is connecting advertisers with apps. Many ad networks
offer software "kits" that automatically insert ads into an app. The kits also track where users spend time inside
the app.
Some developers feel pressure to release more data about people. Max Binshtok, creator of the
DailyHoroscope Android app, says ad-network executives encouraged him to transmit users'locations.
Mr. Binshtok says he declined because of privacy concerns. But ads targeted by location bring in two to five
times as much money as untargetedads, Mr. Binshtok says. "We are losing a lot of revenue."
Other apps transmitted more data. The Android app for social-network site MySpace sent age and gender~
along with a device 10, to Millennial Media, a big ad network.
In its software-kit instructions, Millennia1 Media lists 11 types of infonnation about people that developers may
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transmit to "help Millennial provide more relevant ads." They include age, gender, income, ethnicity, sexual
orientation and political views. In a re-test with a more complete profile, MySpace also sent a user's income,
ethnicity and parental status.

A spokesman says MySpace disc10ses in its privacy policy that it will share details from user profiles to help
advertisers provide "more relevant ads." My Space is a unit of News Corp., which publishes the Journal.
Millennia} did not respond to requests for comment on its software kit.
App makers transmitting data say it is anonymous to the outside firms that receive it. "There is no real-life I.D.
here," says Joel Simkhai. CEO of Nearby Buddy Finder U..c, the maker of the Grindr app for gay men. "Because
we are not tying [the information] to a name, I don't see an area of concern."
Scott Lahman, CEO of TextPlus 4 developerGogii Inc., says his company "is dedicated to the privacy of our
users. We do not share personally identifiable information or message content." A Pandora spokeswoman says,
"We use listener data in accordance with our privacy policy," which discusses the app's data use, to deliver
relevant advertising. When a user registers for the first time, the app asks for email address, gender, birth year
and ZIP code.
Coogle was the biggest data recipient in the tests. Its AdMob, AdScnse, Analytics and DoubleClick units
collectively heard from 38 of the l01 apps. Google, whose ad units operate on hoth iPhones and Android
phones, says it doesn't mix data received by these units.
Google's main mobile-ad network is AdMob, which it bought this year for $750 million. AdMob lets advertisers
target phone users by location, type of device and "demographic data," including gender or age group.
A Google spokesman says AdMob targets ads based on what it knows about the types of people who use an app,
phone location, and profile information a user has submitted to the app. "No profIle of the user, their device,
where they've been or what apps they've downloaded, is created or stored," he says.
Apple operates its iAd network only on the iPhone. Eighteen of the 51 iPhone apps sent information to Apple.
Apple targets ads to phone users based largely on wbat it knows about them through its App Store and iTunes
music service. The targeting criteria can include the types of songs, videos and apps a person downloads,
according to an Apple ad presentation reviewed by the JournaL The presentation named 103 targeting
categories, including: karaoke, Christian/gospel music, amme, business news, health apps, games and horror
movies.
People familiar with lAd say Apple doesn't track what users do inside apps and offers advertisers broad
categories of people, not specific individuals.
Apple has signaled tbat it has ideas for targeting people more closely. In a patent application filed this, past May,
Apple outlined a system for placing and pricing ads based on a person's "web history or search history" and "the
contents of a media library." For example, home-improvement advertisers might pay more to reach a person
who downloaded do-it-yourself TV shows, the document says.
The patent application also lists another possible way to target people with ads: the contents of a friend's media
library.
How would Apple learn who a cellphone user's friends are, and what kinds of media they prefer? The patent
says Apple could tap "known connections on one or more social-networking websites" or "publicly available
information or private databases describing purchasing decisions, brand preferences," and other data. In
September, Apple introduced a social-networking service within iTunes, called Ping, that lets users share music
preferences with friends. Apple declined to comment.
Tech companies file patents on blue-sky concepts an the time, and it isn't clear whether Apple will follow
through on these ideas. If it did, it would be an evolution for Chief Kxecutive Steve Jobs, who has spoken out
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against intrusive tracking. At a tech conference in June. he complained about apps "that want to take a lot of
your personal data and suck it up."
-Tom McGinty and Jennifer Valentino-DeVries contributed to this report.

Write to Scott Thurm at scott.thmm@wsj.comandYukari lwatani Kane at yukarUwatani@wsj.com
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